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247.15 An episode from The Ramakien: “The Floating Maiden”\fn{by Rama II of Thailand (1767-1824)} Amphawa,
Samut Songkhram Province, Kingdom of Ayutthaya, Thailand (M) 2
The stars and the moon descended and disappeared. The golden rays glittered in the sky. It was nearly time for
the sun to appear over the top of the mountain.
King Rama, the lineage of Vishnu, the descendant of the sun, went down to bathe in the sea, together with his
younger brother, Prince Lakshman. Soldiers and advisors followed the King in flocks.
When they were almost there, close to reaching the sea where the King usually bathed, the King glanced in the
direction of the ocean. In the water of the turbulent sea, he saw the figure of the deceiving demon, who, spitefully,
transformed herself into Sita.
He suddenly ran forward to her with anxiety in his heart. Without taking the time to think, he then cried. He
caressed the dear young Lady. His heart was throbbing, his mind was bewildered. He carefully lifted her head up
to place it on his lap. Gazing at her face, then he kissed her.
The more he thought of her, the more he desired her, and the more pain and panic in his mind. He examined
the features of her head, her figure, mouth and eyes, arms, cheeks and neck, they were all exactly identical to
Sita’s. He looked carefully at her chest and her rounded bosom, and at the region of her slender waist. Then he
said,
“Perhaps this is the figure of Sita … yes, positively! It is already clear in my mind … Ah …!”
He observed carefully the characteristics of her hair, her pretty white skin and even her feet.
*
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Then he nearly died. With a feeling of utter loss, he leaned down to caress her lifeless body, and with utter
anger, he mourned for the love, which was engraved deeply in his heart. The King wept and sobbed, until his
body, which was handsome, was feeble. Feeling exhausted he sighed. Then he uttered a call for the person who
was banded together to him in love:
“Oh, Lakshman, what shall we do? Sita is already dead and it is really true … Ah …! My heart is nearly
broken, for my young Queen has come to die. Oh … oh … younger brother, how miserable when we realize this
in our minds.”
Prince Lakshman looked at her carefully, then trembled with misery. His tears flowed down. The two nobles
grieved and their hearts were driven almost insane. King Rama said,
“Oh … my young sister, how great a pity …, for your beautiful face is as the moon. Where shall I find one
who is just like you? There is no one else in the world. If I should seek a circular luminous diamond as big as a
mountain or seek a glorious sun, then I would get what my heart desires; but if I should go in search of a beautiful
figure similar to my younger sister’s from the remote parts of the sky and heaven, until I die and am reborn again,
I could not find any like you, the pure one.
“Ah … my younger sister, were you offended by me, so that you thought confusedly round and round, then
bound your neck in order to destroy your life, and were already dead when your body was floated here?
“Or was Dasakantha displeased and provoked in anger by me perhaps, because I killed his relatives and race,
to deal me a reverse, therefore he destroyed and killed you?
“Shall I go on with the battle, rushing from all sides to conquer the country, killing them by the hundreds of
thousands, cutting their heads off, and letting them fall down covering the earth?”
*
His anger grew but he could not suppress it, fearing that the Gods would defame him. He said:
“Oh … by what means, fair lady, my young beauty, will you come to life again? Oh … younger sister, before I
parted from you, each night, morning and twilight time and meal time I was accustomed to seeing you. Not seeing
you now, I am forced to cry. If I should gather my grief and put it together with the tears which I cry longingly for
you, then compared with them the earth, the sky and the Jumna river, do not match my suffering.
“The pain which oppressed me will never decrease and disappear. My graceful figure will then become pale
and thinner. As for the troubles from which I am now miserable and those which I have known previously, they
are not equal. Regarding my suffering at this time, it is beyond my ability to lament. I have merely come to the
end of life.
“Oh … Sita, although you are already dead and your existence is destroyed, nevertheless please utter some
words out of your mouth and talk to me. We soon shall part so we must bid farewell to each other. Would you
glance with your eyes a little at me, to help alleviate my suffering? Afterwards we shall be in the fire of cremation
together in the region of the Ganges river.
“If only from the beginning, I could have seen evidence that the young Queen would die, at the time of
departure from Sri Ayuthya, I would have left you in the care of the Queen Mother. Only I and my young brother
would have come to reside in the luxuriant wood. When the fourteen years are completed, we shall return to the
City of victory.
“Ah … Sita, perhaps it was karma or fate that guided and inspired your heart. No matter how much I forbade
you, you did not listen to my admonition but made the effort to follow. Besides, cousins, relatives and mothers
had also warned you. We hindered you but you refused to listen to the facts. Repeatedly, you implored and
patiently you walked with me, who is your lifelong companion. With endless difficulties and in total loneliness,
we wandered in the thickets and jungles, hills and mountains and brooks and deep gorges.
“I am so furious at the golden deer who was as the God of Death following after us to destroy. He lured you,
Flower. Therefore my beloved had urged me to go away to search for the deer. That was why grief has come to
oppress my heart. Greater and greater sorrow has made me yearn for you.
“Patiently I have moved the army to come to attack and fight with the demons. When none of the Mara
remains, I will be finished with the destruction. I shall then receive you, Little Sister, to return to Ayuthya, the
capital city of our homeland. But not yet in time to destroy the forebears and make less of those demons.
“Is it suitable that you, the young Queen, come to the end of life in the midst of the events? If you had passed
away in our city, your lifeless body would be magnificent. I should bathe you with scented water which is
pervaded with the fragrance of flowers. The golden casket would be used for the remains of the Queen.
Afterwards your remains would be carried up onto the exquisite sparkling palanquin, to proceed into the golden
funeral pyre, which would be very bright from the light of candles. The brightness of the flames would glitter and
touch upon the color of the curtains and dazzle to the eyes. The lotus lanterns and the golden lamps would be
illuminated. Te tassels, hanging at intervals from the ceiling, would send forth the fragrant odors pleasingly, when
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the wind blows. The curtains would enclose the divine throne where you would lie. The drawings would describe
the worshipping of the heavenly birds which dance rapidly back and forth.
“Besides, relatives and kinsfolk would also come together to assemble. Numberless young ladies-in-waiting
would kneel face downwards around you with hands raised up palm to palm. Unceasingly from nightfall they
would mourn, causing people’s heart to feel lonely and yearn for you. The sound of conch shells and conical
trumpets would be played resoundingly. Ayuthya would be cold with discouragement. Covered with sorrow and
melancholy it would remain quiet. The crowd would sing while the fire of cremation is offered.
“Alas! My lifelong companion, but you come to die alone. What equipment can I gather to use for cremating
your dead body in the jungle? If I would bring back the lifeless body of you, young Queen, in the city of Ayuthya,
all of our relatives and kins would be angry and blame me for conducting you here to die. It would bring more
sorrow into my heart.
“I shall mold the sand up making a replica of the throne in order to use it instead of the throne of immortal
sleep. I shall hold you up with my arms instead of using the casket. I shall make use of my mouth to cry
resoundingly instead of the moan of ladies-in-waiting, who, dutifully, mourn unceasingly.
“The ocean shall take the place of the city; the mountains, which are connected to each other, will take the
place of the funeral pyre. The fabulous sea-dragons, lions and unicorns, will be seen in place of vehicles. The stars
and the moon will take the place of the candles of crystal lotus petals. The clouds and mist in the sky will take the
place of tassels and ceiling. The trees will be instead of the royal parasols, which are embroidered with gold and
jewels, the symbol of power. The flowers in the Himalayan jungle will take the place of the floral pieces which
are placed at intervals.
“The seashore will encircle the lifeless body of you, my beauty, instead of the magnificent curtains
embroidered with brilliant gold and jewels. The resounding waves will be heard instead of drums, orchestras and
gongs which are played during the funeral ceremony. The singing of cicadas and crickets will be heard instead of
conch-shell trumpets and songs.
“We shall select the different kinds of fragrant wood, gathering and piling them up around you to pay homage
to your dead body. Sita, I shall carry your corpse up to place in the hot flames and I shall hold you in my arms
until I die, and I shall die with you in the fathering of fire.”
*
Restlessness was in the heart of the field-marshal, the King, who mourned,
“I am thinking of revenge and do not know how to cease. How disappointing to make willing the war and fight
patiently and constantly against the others until my life has nearly come to an end several times. I did not think of
myself because I missed you, my life. Together with Lakshman, my younger brother, I have conducted the
soldiers in building up the road by filling in the sea with earth, hoping that I shall bring you back, pretty maiden,
to glorify you in the prosperous City.
“Now I have come to meet only the corpse of you, my Sita, is it not heartbreaking? It is useless for me to know
the magical formulas and mantras and to have all weapons and armies that are very powerful; for Sita is dead.
Why should I go on with the war? With mace of power, arrows and dagger I shall break and chop them up into
pieces and throw them into the fire to burn. Destroying them by fire, then I shall die after you.
“Oh … Lakshman, if I pass away because of the death of my beautiful one, do not think of revenge or wage a
war. Please return to Ayuthya. If our mothers, all three, inquire about me, your beloved elder brother and also Sita,
do not tell that we, your elder brother and sister, die. Our mothers will be in great sorrow, and our cousins will
complain unceasingly. You must say instead that I, myself remain in the jungle, performing the religious duties of
a hermit.”
*
While giving these instructions, he cried all the time. From the very beginning of the glorious dawn until the
sun descended to lessen its rays, his strength ebbed, because his loss of blood was great. His face was pale;
gradually he became weaker. His slender figure was also dreadfully cold until the hairs were standing on end. His
voice gone, his instructions ended, and his saliva also dried up. His throat was very dry. His eyes were also closed.
He was soaked in sweat which also flowed down to bathe his chest.
He leaned down very closely to the pretty head and the golden earring of hers. He had lost the senses of
hearing and smelling, and his breathing was also obstructed. All that remained was his heart, faintly beating in the
side of his chest. Because of extreme fear and sorrow, his heart stopped still, as if he were going to lose his soul
and die.
279.1 Nirat Muang Klaeng (O Sorrowful Fate)\fn{by Sunthon Phu (1786-1855)} Bangkok, Thailand (M) 20
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To have a mate and not stay to enjoy her,
Must leave her far from my sight!\fn{The author, having offended a powerful noble by sleeping with his lady-friend and being
briefly imprisoned for it, has thought it expedient to leave town for a while. He is 21; the year is 1807. The editor presents this poem
virtually as one long uninterrupted sigh, interrupting its continuous flow in only one place; but I have divided it at many other points to
render it perhaps more comprehensible to a more modern audience. With this exception and one other, all the notes are supplied by the Thai
editor:H}

Whoever in the world so sad
As I, a bee seeking solace,
Plucked away from each other with no leave-taking,
Only our eyes in place of words.
O, forced to be far from my dearest one!
So I write this nirat of love,
In witness, of my broken heart on parting.
Heading for the fields and forests,
With two young male disciples,
Noi and P’um, as companions in the wilderness,
And Nai Saeng to guide us—
All journeying together to other places.
At midnight our boat moved downstream,
As the yellow moon pierced the clouds.
Wat Chaeng\fn{Temple of the Dawn} glowed in the moonlight.
I glanced back with tears in my eyes,
With longing thoughts of my father
Who longingly awaits me,
And leaving behind my beloved.
O my weary, worried heart!
At Sam Pleum, I only thought of my sorrow.
In vain I tried to forget the past.
I prayed to the spirits of city and palace,
And all the angels of heaven,
To guard my sisters and their mother
And grant them happiness.
I myself must journey to the wilds,
To escape perils threatening me.
At Sampeng’s riverside landing,
Where houseboats are permanently moored,
With innumerable alleyways
Awake with joyous song.
O City of Ayutthaya
With desire of enjoyment fulfilled!
Now to the hardships of the wilderness
To seek a home by the mountainside.
*
In the district of Dao Khanong,
The lateness of the hour brought incomparable grief.
The breeze made the heart quiver,
As the moon slowly sank.
O, you are like the moon
And I, like the longing hare,
Greet the bright moonlight with joy
And its absence with sadness.
At the temple named Wot Dok Mai,\fn{Temple of Flowers}
I thought of your embrace
With the fragrance of your body.
O the bitterness of bedtime away from you!
At Bang P’ueng, the beehives are empty,
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And I was empty of the love I yearned for.
Journeying with male friends,
I die without your loving care.
*
At Paklat, the banks were not steep;
We passed easily through the slippery mud.
They paddled happily downstream.
But my sorrow grew at Bang Rachao,
As, leaning on my pillow, I thought back
Until it was almost daybreak.
The moon sank into the forest
Where banyans skirted Sala Phra Pradaeng.
May the powerful spirits of the Sala
Bear witness to your hardiness!\fn{The first shrine was built here by King Ramathibodi II in 1498 for two bronze statues of
devatas; ever since this place hs been associated with spirits }
I shall go as far as Muang Klaeng—
They shall tell my beloved so.
I must leave you because my heart burns.
I think not of shameful flight.
I pray you to keep our love for a year.
Be content that I beg leave to go.
*
As dawn broke, the silvery rays
Of the moon and stars faded before the sun’s fiery ball.
At the mouth of Kiong Samrong\fn{An ancient canal, redug in 1498} I rejoiced,
With the morning tide we entered the canal.
But seeing all the boat folk, men and women,
Made my heart ache with pus-water.
It was not like when we were together.
So we floated on our way without regret.
The strong current swung our boat to and fro,
As we kept an eye on the windy channel.
The very water swirled around in circles;
Shall the heart go straight? Doubt it not!
*
At the canal’s middle toll-gate on the left bank,
The late-morning sun shone on flowers.
The last houses gave way to the gate of the forest,
Covered with a profusion of wild grass.
The breeze played upon the grass
Which swayed to and fro, hither and thither,
Like a wide expanse of wilderness
Stretching to the edge of the forest.
At Tab Nang, a sense of loneliness filled my heart,
There were only huts for peasants to dwell in.
The peasant women had no cause to rejoice,
Covered as they were with sweat and soiled soot.
City women, even if they are slaves,
Are twice or thrice as pretty as these.
O, away from the city, all beauty is gone!
To think of it makes one long for the city.
*
At Bang Phli, there were dwellings and a temple,
Reaching out into the fields
Where the sticky mud came up to the waist.
We had to hire buffaloes to pull our boat.
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The waterway was crowded with boats and rafts,
Noisily vying for their right of way.
Oars knocking against clumsily-handled poles.
Some were angrily engaged in argument.
*
O, our boat ran aground!
Nai Saeng being elderly gave us qualms,
Crouched as he was with glazed eyes,
Trembling when he saw the confusion.
Noi and P’um, being young, pushed their way through,
Boldly and with furious sound.
Nai Saeng shouted that it was no use,
And with a stick tried fearfully to slow the pace.
Poor Saeng resisted with all his strength,
But P’um and Noi succeeded, with a crashing noise,
All the plates and dishes fell clattering,
The boat was entirely splattered with mud,
*
But reached deeper water which held until we reached
Bang Chalong, a wide-open space with khaem trees,
Ngedak pla mor, kok, and kum kaem.\fn{Various kinds of plants which grow in swamps or muddy areas}
The water was clear but bitterly salt.
At Hua Pa, we saw a flowering grove
With creepers flowing down in shreds,
Where branches scratched the roof of our boat,
Very difficult to proceed along this canal.
At Yom Yam, farm houses one sought in vain,
A lonely place where no friends were found.
We moved swiftly through the golden water,
With nothing to indicate the name of the place.
At the intersection where lay Bang Kratiem I suffered,
O to find myself alone along the way,
To have only a soft pillow comforting me,
Because my poverty drove me to this desperation.
Left and right of us were only forests.
I watched small crabs crawling everywhere.
The song of the wild cicadas
Stirred my heart like the voice of my beloved.
*
At Chavaek, the canal divided into two,
On a bank where tamarinds grew
They have built a spirit house
With three planks set up for worship.
I gazed at the baby crocodiles,
Trying to guess their number, left and right,
About two hundred of them chasing small fish,
You saw only their eyes and snout, like tokay lizard!
O, canal that winds through such desolate country!
Look landwards and you see monkeys
Running along the banks after the boats
And making mockery of the men.
It was rightly said of old.
That monkeys full of pride puff up their fur,
Display all manner of antic ways.
They curse you who speak of your monkey tricks.
Where the canal flowed into two streams,
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There was little water, and the sun hid behind cloud.
On our left lay Pak Tak’rong.
On our right Bang Hia canal.
*
We moored our boat at the landing,
Other boats alongside right to the rim of the forest
All prepared their meals in the manner of the poor.
O, my food was mixed with my tears!
When the breast is full of sorrow, swallowing rice
Is like biting gravel and husk to make the throat sore.
One must use water to wash it down one’s throat,
Painfully one eats just enough to keep from fainting.
When the sky darkened into eventide
Mosquitoes came in to bite us, who could not prevent them.
Our only defence was the smoke of our fire.
But shamefully we could hardly breathe.
O, in our haste from the city we forgot mosquito nets
And must endure the torture of mosquitoes.
I will pour water in prayer that, until I die
I will not come again unless my Master bids me.
*
When the rising tide reached our boat, we left quickly
And entered the canal in high spirits,
Slowed only by fear of colliding with stakes in the dark.
The boats followed each other along the way.
At Bang Bo, when the moon shone bright,
Everything turned into a wide expanse.
We saw stars stretched out across heaven,
Gloriously illuminating our way past the paddies.
We saw the tall grass stirring in the gentle breeze,
Everywhere there was swaying to and fro.
My thoughts turned to you with longing,
If had you with me, I would sway too.
Alarming, over the huge expanse of paddies,
The deafening sound of night birds,
Add to that the spray of falling dew.
When the breeze blows, you should be near me.
O, when I think of you, my tears fall,
Not having you I must embrace my pillow,
The side pillow that has replaced you.
When can I have you back to cheer me?
*
At Ban Ragard, we had to punt,
Awaiting our turn to follow downstream,
Until we entered a forest
Which cast dark shadows over the water.
We were cautious of obstructing takien branches,\fn{ The branches of a large tree often associated with spirits}
As our elders said of old,
That the female spirit of the takien is ferocious,
Whoever touches it is wrecked and killed.
Hardly had we told each other this
Than we saw a boat misguidedly punted
Collide head on with a log of Nang Takien,
Capsize and sink in the water.
All four of us were terrified,
We steered clear to the right
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And out of the female spirit’s reach.
We all bore witness to her real power.
May the female spirit and all the sylvan powers
Protect and guard my dearest one.
If any man desires to take you away,
Let him die like the boat pierced by the log.
*
We proceeded downstream and reached a narrow channel,
We could not near the banks for fear of tigers,
Because of the thick bushes of lada flowers,\fn{ A creeper with a small white flower}
So we waited for other boats to catch up with ours.
Fireflies settled on a row of lampoo trees,
Setting them aflame with a shimmering yellow glare,
Like a brilliant cluster of diamonds.
It solaced my grief to watch them.
At Bang Samak,\fn{The name means “Steadfast”} I bethought me of my steadfast love
In separation from my true beloved.
At the time of sleep, sleeping alone in loneliness,
To see others comforts not my heart.
*
This was a deserted spot where no dwellings could be seen,
Bitterly cold among the swaying grass and flowed,
O desolate canal, my heart is also desolate,
Not knowing to what end we shall come.
*
Just as we arrived at Ban Map’rao\fn{Literally, “District of Coconut”}
The sky brightened the rim of the forest and a cock crowed.
Like the intrepid kumbhapal,\fn{Crocodile}
We hastened down the canal with misgiving.
At Bang Wua,\fn{Literally, “District of Cow”. There is a canal which flows behind a temple, both by that name } we saw only the
lofty sala,
With dewdrops dripping down like rain.
The stars and moon had gone, the clouds were like mist
When the sun rose to meet the sky.
As the boat moved out of the canal
And floated with the tide down the river,
It seemed a wide, soul-stirring space
Where birds flew over the wilderness.
*
Reaching Ban Bang Mangkong,\fn{At this point the editor presents his one and only textual division:H}
We saw a row of buildings lining the bank,
All with fish being dried at the water’s edge
And a rotten smell everywhere.
We saw an old Chinese shrine standing there,
With a Chinese sage equally old,\fn{A Chinese stone doll, used for ship’s ballast}
O, you who came from across the ocean,
Help protect us against the dangers of the Gulf!
Past the buildings, we saw the Gulf
And the open sea with trepidation.
The waves lapped the sandy beaches.
The other three adjusted the tail of their nether-garments.
We followed the correct channel to the sea,
Saw dark clouds and heard the deafening wind.
*
In a moment, the boat was listing
And water kept coming over the gunwale.
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The forest was now to be seen far, far away.
Our hearts were growing faint.
It was a long way back to the shore,
And the big waves tossed the boat mercilessly.
Pity poor Saeng so stiff with fear that his legs trembled.
Seeing the boat turn he angrily moaned
That the waves would carry us to Si Chang,\fn{An island very far from this spot}
And raged until his eyes turned red.
He told P’um that it was the hand of fate,
And urged him to paddle as hard as he could.
Pity poor Noi, white-faced, preparing only
To die, and not helping with the oar.
I steeled myself and quietly prayed,
Noting the shore was still far off.
*
Bang Pla Sroi was now behind us,
The foaming waves crashed against our boat.
Sensing our end was nigh, I prayed to the spirit of
Sammuk Hill,\fn{A goddess or spirit there is highly respected by the people} Save us and I will make offerings!
As soon as spoken, the waves abated,
All the other three were relieved.
We stopped at the landing in the centre of Bang Pla Sroi,
P’um and Noi laughed with happiness.
Nai Saeng recovered his composure
And sat quietly smiling, smoking hashish.
Contentedly we prepared our meal,
And at midnight sought the shelter of a sala,
Listening to the roar of the waves
Now pitch-dark in the clouds.
I carefully observed the currents of the ocean
To the utter limit of the horizon.
The crested waves came, row after row,
And spewed foamy spray like gems.
It was like fish swimming, threshing about,
Then leaping backward as in a dance.
A school of big fish chasing and leaping into the air,
So the waves pranced in the middle of the sea.\fn{ The poet travels by land at this point}
*
Looking at the sea, I longed for you;
My sorrow did not abate
Until the sun appeared, shining into my eyes.
I saw a row of dwellings lining the beach,
Houseboats, each one of them with fishing stakes.
Chinamen seated at tables, eating, chatting noisily,
Others paddled through the surf, washing crabs
And putting them into baskets.
The young, unmarried girls of the village
Pushed planks and carried baskets, looking for shellfish.
They seemed agile as they twisted and turned,
Trailing one leg like a tail in the mud.
Fisherfolk do not use their hands,
But kick with their feet and bite with their mouths.
They breakfast at mid-morning.
They seem adept at working in the mud.
They become rich property owners through sin,
But their homes are thereby doomed.
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They build houses without decorated gables;
Whoever does so will suffer through fire.
*
O, these houses are like my lonely heart—
Whoever views them sees nothing sweet.
A sin of yore still follows me,
So a beautiful woman shows me no mercy.
The one I love returns not my affection.
All I can do is to embrace my pillow.
Loving her brings longing thoughts of her;
O, my heart will ever be afflicted with that fate!
*
Thus ruminating on my way through the wilderness,
We moved our boat to shelter.
A male friend in these parts has a Thai house
In the compound of the governor.
Whoever sees my face says that I am grown wasted,
And I see myself as thin and pale.
Unwillingly I forced myself to be gay.
*
We gaped our way through the market place.
Two rows of buildings flanked a crowded street.
Some stood, others sat in shops
Looking at the women vendors
Who were of moderate comeliness.
On sale were clams, mussels, horse-crabs,
Squids, beetles and pickled shellfish in dishes,
Brought here by Chinese traders.
Eggplants, taro, pickled cabbage.
Merchants sold cloth in the open air,
Many women as well as men,
About twenty of them, packed up in bundles.
I roamed and watched until evening.
For countryfolk, they looked attractive,
But not as polished as one in the heavenly place.
We remained in Bang Pla Sroi three days,
Then we took leave of the governor.
When the sky lightened and the stars and moon set,
The chariot of the sun rose in a flush of gold.
We departed from my friend’s house
And went on our way with heavy heart.
*
Leaving the houses behind, we saw just an empty plain.
Our path was level until we reached the hills.
The grains of sand shone like silver.
The dews still lay heavy on the buffalo pools.
White as palmyra sugar.
In between the laterite cliffs,
Along the rough path, were a few huts.
We saw buffaloes left to graze in the open.
At Nong Mon there’s a place called Ban Rai,
Where timber from all parts are assembled.
We had to make a detour,
Guided by Nai Saeng who took us into the jungle.
The hot sun burnt our hide,
There were no leafy trees to protect us.
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It was just a sparse woodland,
Until we again reached the sea.
As the day waned a little, we came to Bang Phra
Where there were many houses.
We found the home of a friend called Nai Ma,
Who was kind enough to provide a sleeping place.
*
When the rays of the sun again appeared,
We marched along the beach. Again I thought of you.
We noted that the sand on the beach
Was smooth and soft as the finest cotton wool.
We saw shells, thrown up by the sea,
Litter the sand with their fanciful colours;
They were of many kinds, some round and smooth.
O, if you came too, you would rejoice!
You would bend down and pick them up all along the beach,
Seeing strange ones you would ask what they were.
If knew not, I would ask you to proceed;
Even if we were tired, it would be some consolation.
O, now, I saw only the faces of friends,
It was not as comforting as my dearest for whom I long.
I held back my tears as best I could, on the beach,
Until we saw an array of ships lined up side by side.
This place is called Sri Maha Rajajati.
*
We left the seashore and entered the forest,
We skirted the slopes of the hills.
The pervasive din of grasshoppers stirred our hearts.
On both sides of the way the spirits of the trees were still,
Not swaying their branches as a warning.
It was refreshingly cool,
But my heart was cold with all-embracing sorrow.
The noise of birds in the forest was deafening.
Listening to the language of wild life makes one lose heart.
*
Leaving the forest, we walked more easily down the slope
And slowly proceeded as a group.
We came to a broad, open plateau
Which they call Tung Songkhla P’anasant,
High ground ringed by a forest,
Where doves coo and call to each other—
Some invite their mates to roll in the dust,
But on seeing humans fly suddenly away;
Others crane their necks and coo,
Then dart to hide in the tall grass.
O, even birds have their mates
They can happily hide under their wings.
I alone am ashamed by the birds for being far from my mate.
*
Journeying through the sylvan wilderness.
We hurriedly crossed the plateau
And reached Bang Lamung\fn{Literally, “District of Tiger”} where there is a spring,
A district popular with the people—
There are many houses and temples.
My tears fell. O, weariness
Overcame me and both my legs.
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So we stopped and sat in a sala,
Each of us tired out, both in body and in soul.
We bathed in a stream and our weariness went,
But our muscles were still stiff,
Sad because we might never reach Muang Klaeng.
Nai Saeng persuaded us to move on.
I looked at the sun which was slowly sinking,
Urged P’um and Noi to leave the sala.
*
We left the houses of Bang Lamung behind.
And felt happier as we walked by the sea.
In the water we saw many fish traps
And boats to drive the fish into them.
O, how I felt for the water bugs—
The females lead their mates to feed on leaves,
They catch the males and leave them in the water,
They douse them so that they die.
When the females die, the males die too.
O, it is thus with me and my love for you!
If you die, I will also lose my life
And accompany you to the land of the dead.
With this thought in mind, I crossed the waters
To the sala of Ban Na Kleua.
*
Arriving there, the sun set,
But the heat in my heart was insupportable.
Each mouthful of rice had to be drenched in water,
But when the last was swallowed I felt better.
Both tired and weary, I slept soundly
Until the sun was shining brightly.
*
With a sigh, I opened my eyes and still felt pangs,
And with heavy heart left the sala.
We walked into the silent forest,
Bitterly cold with dew on the foliage,
Then on to the plain of Pattaya.
Nai Saeng led us astray.
We pushed our way through brush and thicket
And bushes as high as our heads.
The rain had drenched the bullock-cart track.
Painfully we climbed a steep knoll;
Afraid of leech bites, we raised the hem of our garments.
We plodded through mud and fell
Up to the calf while we explored the ground with our feet.
We waded until midday before finding the way.
*
When we stepped up to walk on the dry path,
Our knees and limbs resisted.
Bruised and scratched by the sharp lalang grass,
We crept confused in the dust.
We saw trees like tamarinds
And banyans, bent and twisted
Like the clipped trees beside the palace,
With imperfect branches, a sorry sight.
As we walked we studied, as if thinking of foolish treasure,
Wishing to find trees to present to His Majesty.
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Tiring ourselves out almost to death.
A hundred thousand pities that we walked and saw too much.
*
At a wayside shrine by the hillside,
There was a way down to the sea.
We asked a Chinese employee about the route;
He was a newcomer who was not sure,
But pointed towards the hill.
So exploratorily we followed the slope.
The laterite appeared to be very jagged,
In part with holes and broken layers.
We had to step warily, our feet at all angles.
And in narrow places it was slippery.
We climbed slowly and clumsily
Until we were short of breath and strength.
Where there was a gap we had to jump on to a ledge,
Cursing the mother of the Chinese newcomer
Who said it was near, but we nearly died;
And angry with Nai Saeng the guide who did not know the way,
Stupidly assenting so that we hit the hill,
His being so drunk with hashish that his eyes were blurred.
And merely plucked at his ear and remained silent all the way.
*
When we had descended we saw the beach.
Each of us was hungry, blue in the face, with both legs stiff,
Throat parched, and panting heavily,
Swallowing our own spit and saliva,
Almost dead with heat and exhaustion.
There was plenty of water in the sea,
But to drink it was too bitterly salt to satisfy us.
Like a bachelor standing beside the palace wall.
Merely to flirt means a beating almost unto death. 48
All this because of a misdeed previously committed.
What we desire is therefore not fulfilled.
I consoled my two young brothers.
*
So we came, at the edge of the forest, to the fields of Chom Tien.
We found a well so we drank thirstily.
But when we opened our mouths a musty smell upset us.
Our strength restored, we forced ourselves to follow the cart track.
Without further hesitation or guessing.
At Huey Kwang we stopped to ask.
And found Khun Ram who asked us to stay with him.
A meal of rice and fish made us happy.
He arranged for us to sleep and renew our energy.
Pity poor Saeng, at journeys end.
Just sat down and drew on his hashish together with Grandpa Sang.
The sound of their chatter continued until the monks struck the bell.
*
Exchanging heavy doses of affection.
My heart sorely afflicted.
I asked the way through the forest.
The villagers said the distance was more than a thousand.
And nudged each other terrifyingly.
All the more disturbed. I thought of the grace of Phra Jinasih
And my parents who gave me birth.
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I had made up my mind to seek my father,
To escape evil that was perilous.
I prayed, and I was deeply moved
To hear the cries of the wild birds and crowing of cocks.
The clouds cleared and the sun appeared,
So we took leave of our host and departed.
*
We entered the dark jungle,
Where we could not see the sunshine.
Thunder roared through the forest.
The trees swayed. We looked up apprehensively.
The cold stillness crept into our hearts.
The dewdrops fell pit-a-pat.
The leaves floated down from on high,
Seemingly fresh and moist.
At Pak Chong Nong Jo-ae we reached a clearing.
Although we could have spent the night in the forest
By a pool in the hollow,
Our minds perturbed, we hurried past without looking.
The way was smooth with soft sand.
Payom flowers of the forest were fragrant.
Comforted by the gentle breeze,
We glanced up and around us all the way.
At Bang P’ai\fn{Literally: “District of Bamboo”} we saw no bamboos, only dense jungle—
All was deadly silent.
We crossed a stream and a wooded hillock,
A sylvan spot in the deep forest.
At P’ong K’aw was a steep cliff;
We climbed through a wooded crevice
Until we reached the almost perpendicular crest.
Descending we had to run like wild monkeys,
Crossing gulleys and streams our legs became stiff,
And we had to prance about like in a masked play.
*
With roots and creepers in our path,
We jumped and stumbled our way through.
At Budara Sak’orn there was a spouting spring,
The water poured down through a crevice
In a clear, swift current, beautiful to behold.
We dipped our scarves and pressed them to our breasts.
Then we walked up a slope into a grove of sweet-smelling wood,
Full of floral delights,
Where soft breezes blew.
The scent of flowers cheered our spirits,
Like the fragrance of a perfumed woman.
I thought of the nights we spent together.
With a sigh, I plucked and sniffed a lamduan flower,
It substituted for you in the forest.
*
At Huey Ira we saw garlands of saiyud,
There were endless blooms of that flower.
There were also rows of nom maew,\fn{Another type of flower}
And all the fruits of the forest.
Windfalls of sat’orn\fn{A fruit tree} lay in heaps under the trees,
Flocks of monkeys were eating them as if they were owners.
Biting and throwing away the sour ones;
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But by process of elimination they were sated.
*
At Huey P’ra Yoon we stopped on account of the heat.
We were surprised to see rhinosceros lying in the forest.
We called to each other, not knowing what animal it was,
With a big face like a crocodile’s.
It saw us and blinked placidly.
Then we saw its neck, flank and tail.
We knew it was a rhinosceros, eating nettles, and were afraid;
We ran away with all speed.
*
Soon after, we reached a plain full of hay,
With leafy trees of great height.
But there were leeches everywhere in the lampoo trees,
Crawling down the leave on to the ground.
They jump on to you and hold fast,
Even if you kick and stamp they do not let go.
You shake them off your feet and they cling to your legs,
Leaving a trail of blood behind.
*
We escaped the leeches by marching fast to Chark K’am,
A field where there was water for use.
There were traces of people camping in the wilds,
They had climbed the trees for firewood.
The noise of monkeys and gibbons,
Hanging from the trees, was frightful,
Crying “Pua, Pua,”\fn{“Husband, Husband”; gibbons are believed to have descended from Nang Mora, who had betrayed her
husband and been transformed into a gibbon by a curse} the female gibbons leapt from branch to branch,
But seeing humans, shyly hid.
O, poor gibbons, ever seeking their mates,
Unhappy like me away from you.
Gibbons call their mates from the branches.
I call my beloved within the depths of my heart.
I saw, in the deep forest, birds flying high.
My thoughts turned to you, my tears fell.
*
Grasshoppers sang sweetly in the wilds,
And the wild cocks crew loud in the hills.
Trees tightly packed together sounded like a flute,
Resounding up to the mountain tops.
We listened to the melodious music,
And hastened on our way as evening fell.
At Huey Pong was a flowing stream,
The water was so clear one could almost see fish swimming.
Shiny pebbles were strewn arojnd,
Some were the colour of topaz.
*
Delightedly we looked and then walked on.
The steady breeze refreshed us.
Both sides of the way were lined with ragam trees,\fn{A thorny shrub whose fruits are someimes sweet, sometimes sour}
Laden with fruit in bunches.
The scent of saroj flowers\fn{A wild flower} regaled us.
We stopped in our tracks and sighed.
If we were in the capital city,
We would cut them up and play at boats.
Ripe fruit were plentiful—
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We used our swords to cut and taste them,
But they were so sour that we looked at each other;
Our teeth suffered for the trying.
*
At Huey P’rao our feet were dragging.
The sky darkened and raindrops began to fall.
The sun’s rays had turned to the south-west.
I felt as if an arrow pierced my heart.
We hurried on at full speed,
Afraid to spend the night in the forest.
Due to the dark mass of trees,
We could not see the sun set.
Near the verge of collapse, we heard a dog bark;
And there were traces of felled trees.
Seeing signs of men and buffaloes we were relieved,
Knowing we were near the end of the forest.
But walking on dusty sand,
Each sinking step made our legs weary.
With the approach of dark, our limbs were dead stiff—
It was as if we were swaying in mud.
We crossed a field to reach the beach.
Exhausted we sank down, dusty as we were,
And weak with fatigue fell asleep,
Until the sun had cleared the trees by the sea.
Then we took turns to stretch and stand;
Our bones creaked with the exercise.
We tried a few faltering steps,
And walked unsteadily along wooden planks.
*
There were paddies along the curve of a river,
Interspersed with modest dwellings.
There were orchards of coconut palms.
We passed Ban Tab Ma.
Beyond the orchards was the bay.
We arrived at Rayong with its array of houses,
It was a relief to reach the old home ground.
They lit torches to welcome us and offered sleeping quarters.
As for Nai Saeng, when he reached his brother’s house,
He smilingly greeted his crawling nephews.
I felt utterly lonely,
As I had to journey on for many nights.\fn{Our poet has come about 176 kilometres, measured by modern roadway. He is still
about 47 kilometres away from Muang Klang}
*
Next morning, both my feet were swollen—
To walk was beyond my strength.
I stayed in Rayong two days perforce,
Then feeling better, invited the others to leave.
Nai Saeng went into hiding and could not be found.
O, what woe, worthy of tears,
When a friend who has shared your life
Deserts you at a moment of difficulty!
So I poured water and declared to the assembly
That a man like this might I never meet again!
He deceived and betrayed us;
I will show up his wickedness as he deserves.
Coincidentally, may the power of truth reveal
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And call down punishment on Saeng
Like writing his name in cinders,
With the black heart of a traitor.
Then I asked the two brothers who shared my life
To change their minds and forget him.
*
The three of us left Rayong
By the road through the fields and forests.
At Ban Na Ta Kwan,
We saw an old woman of whom we asked the way.\fn{Their guide having left them, the poet and his two disciples
are bound to make their own way by asking people}
She pointed her finger in a certain direction—
We were sure we could remember so we went our way.
At Ban Laeng the path was dry and we saw a wide paddy.
My partners checked the route,
Pushed their way through the grass
Until the sun was high and we came to Ban Tap’ong.\fn{There is a big temple here}
There was a beautiful monastic building,
Constructed of forest timber,
With perfect symmetry.
*
I turned to the way across the paddy.
I saw peasant girls busily ploughing,
Some were chatting in country fashion,
There were rings of dried sweat around their necks,
Their clothes stained with areca spit.
*
Ignoring them, we headed for a forest of tall trees.
There were cries of wild peacocks calling to each other.
I thought of you, regretting our separation.
When you heard I had left the city,
You must have grieved, waited, sorrowful.
At bed time, meal time, you must have pined.
I also came with trials and tribulations,
Weary to death walking through the forest,
Losing my way and going around in circles,
With dirt, chasms, swamps as obstacles.
Desultorily praying as I walked.
When we found our way. we reached the sea.
*
Strange and exciting is the sound of waves.
Restful is the shade of casuarina trees.
Weird the way po trees spread their twisted branches.
Eye-catching how the salang trees\fn{The “full-of-leaves” trees} rear their heads.
At the mouth of Kiong Krun\fn{A canal which connects with the gulf} one saw a wide canal,
A row of buildings lined with trees.
There by the water’s edge they handled fish.
*
We did not stop but hastened on our way.
We reached the sea bay shrine at the end of the beach.
We rounded the point and followed the canal.
At Ban Klaeng we passed the houses to the central place
And saw a group of women weaving mats:
Mouth gripping, fingers quickly weaving
Until their hands were bent and twisted.
The home-woven mats are sent to the city.
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Children and adults can do it without exception.
*
At dusk. we stopped at a friend’s house.
We noticed that all the houses of the neighbourhood
Had a strange roof of plaited Som wicker:\fn{An ineresting aspect of makeshift house, more commonly found on
some islands in the Philippines}
Uninhabited, the roof was rolled up and stored.
When people came, the roof was taken up and unfurled.
It was done quickly and smoothly.
*
At night. many tigers and deer roamed.
Even climbed up the side of the house where we slept.\
They were caught, by placing dogs inside:
These struggled and howled.
In the late hours the noise was horrible.
Pitying them, we could hardly fall asleep.
*
By early morning, the tragedy was plain:
They were all eaten as expected.
*
From Ban Klaeng we went into the forest.
The shade of rang trees\fn{A big tree} made it pleasantly cool.
We saw squirrels and lizards run:
We threw earth at them, chased and caught them for fun.
Mangoes fell down bouncing in great numbers:
Pity it was in mid-forest, we could not make use of them—
Had it been near the palace with many girls,
We would gladly have bent the branches to pick them.
With such thoughts, we went onward along the, rough trail
Until we reached the bridge Grandma Hem built in the forest.
It was a paddy irrigated by water channels.
We had to wade through the flowing water,
Then happily crossed over the bridge.
Then skirting the foot of the hill where we guessed lay our way:
There was a thickly-wooded jungle
Leading to the sea at Cape Tong Lang.
We marched merrily reciting Sebha.
We laughed at Khun Chang entering the bridal house.\fn{ Reference to the epic Thai poem Khun Chang Khun Phaen}
Seeing a melon field, we slowed down and approached,
As if asking the way and engaged conversation.
The owner of the water-melons was willing.
So we ate our fill of melons as desired.
Thanking him we took our leave,
And walked happily along the beach
Until we reached the mouth of an important canal.
A place called Pak Lavon.
Without stoppingm we went on and entered a big forest.
And proceeded along a hilly path.
Listening to the strident noise of monkeys
Like humans snoring, while making eyes at us.
*
We reached Ban Kram\fn{Believed to be the birthplace of the author’s father} as evening fell.
And met my relatives.
I entered my father’s dwelling.
Holding back abundant tears of joy.
My head bent low, I bowed at his feet;
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Not without pangs of grief
That some past sin had separated us
And kept me from my father and relatives.
Meeting my father, I was sad at being far from my mother
Whom I missed sorely.
My mother is in Sri Ayutthaya,
My father dwells in the midst of the wilds.
Hills keep them apart,
As well as fields and waters across the country,
*
I had made an arduous, almost death-dealing journey,
In order to see my father’s face.
He bestowed blessings on me, and made me happy,
Like having a crystal canopy over my head.
He kindly rubbed ointment on my body,
Until the aches and weariness left my bones.
Many of the villagers
Came to give me their welcome affection,
Told me about the theft of buffaloes
And the tyranny of masters who beat them,
Asked the price of knives and scythes I could buy for them.
The conversation was lively and intimate.
With many sweet words of endearment,
I was bored to death with listening.
*
Next morning I was invited out into the forest,
With boastful promises of bountiful game.
By the end of the day,
We came home with hares, alligators and deer to grill and curry.
Also lizards, frogs and monkey meat to toast and roast,
But when these came to the kitchen the cooks were reluctant.
So we did without them and dined on rice, gourd and melon.
So my strength ebbed away.
In the city we ate heartily of sweet and sour,
But since we came destitute to the forest,
Not even sugar has passed through our stomachs,
So the organs of my body weakened.
Because the ninth month ushers in the rainy season,
We lacked the things we needed.
*
I took leave of my father’s feet,
And journeyed to Ban P’ong K’aw by the canal.
The sight of young men and girls in the village upset me;
They were unworthy of being recorded in verse,
Being people of poor breeding,
Quite unlike you who make my tears fall.
Then we visited the officials of Bandon,
Who breed ducks, pigs and cattle in great numbers.
The Yok Krabat sorts out spoons morning and evening.
His wife sits and grills fish.
*
Then we went along a rough road to Ban P’ong Aw.
There were not many places we did not visit,
In search of a man who makes eye medicine.
Not meeting him made us sad.
Although there were many people we felt lonely,
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Alone, because we were unaccustomed.
Staying in the Ban Kram area torments the heart;
They invite you to see the sea all the time.
*
Seeing a shady promontory, we went up and sat.
There was a cool breeze, we wanted to see the fishes.
We gazed amazed at the view.
We saw boats sailing past the islands.
Some were making their way to the side of the hill.
Others were crossing to and fro, like in a painting.
Others cruised around and about.
There were plenty of them scattered over the sea.
*
Toward evening, we saw what looked like a rising cloud.
It was like smoke from a fire for away,
Now abating, now rising, incessantly.
We asked an old man who said it was a fish spouting foam.
It was a reality that we sat and pondered, marvelling,
Until dusk brought darkness, and we shivered.
It made me think all the more of my beloved.
If only you could come and see it for yourself.
You could cuddle up and imploringly ask
The name and nature of these places and islands.
I would embrace and kiss you.
Then I would point out and let you enjoy the sea.
I would see not only the wide sea.
But also the eyes of my beloved.
O, grief, that I have travelled far from you;
I can hardly stop the flow of bitter tears.
It is sorrowful, my dearest,
That I have not yet had my fill of you,
But have come in travail, seeing only black silk
Which covers my body without end.
*
At Ban Kram, I made merit with my father
For more than a month, and became thin with grief.
Each night I wept and wasted,
Praying for the grace of Buddha’s mercy.
I observed the silos,\fn{Probably the Eight Precepts, or even the Ten Precepts} ate mid-morning meals as ill were a monk.
In the evening I recited holy stanzas,
Tried to follow the rites with my father,
Who was the aide of the senior monk of the region.
The Monarch bestowed on him the title
Of Abbot Aram Dharmarangsri.
He has remained a monk
Without break for twenty lenten seasons.
Now I have met him and received his guidance.
*
I poured water, thinking of my beloved:
May you prosper with all blessings!
May you never know the sickness or annoyance!
If, in this life, we gain not what we desire,
Because the Almighty One is severe,
Let my beloved be true to her vow
And we shall meet again in the future as we desire,
So together we shall know true love,
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And I will have the joy of being near you and cherish you.
And though now for away in the forests and hills,
I may ride the wind to embrace you.
Do not push me away or pinch me;
My arm will bear the painful marks of your nails.
Just smile and willingly surrender your soul,
And be not insanely jealous.
I send you the shared merit of the silos:
May it sink deep into your heart.
Though I am far away in the wild forest,
But my heart goes straight to you without ceasing.
Going out, seeing flowers, my heart wished
To send them to my dearest love,
But could not, for the distance is great,
*
And my tears fell in torrents.
At night, with bruised heart, I went to bed.
O, alas, in the deep forest,
I heard only the cries of monkeys,
Eerily disturbing to my breast.
The sound of cicadas was sharp and shrill,
Like the echo of my love’s flowing tears,
The cold dew was falling on hills and forests.
O, my heart was breaking, thinking of you.
I cuddled the soft, warm pillow to cheer me,
Savouring the scent of'lamduan flowers at night
And the smell of the black silk brought back memories,
Every night my body heaved with sighs.
*
Now in the ninth month it rained morning and evening.
Everywhere in Ban Kram water flowed.
And in my lonely solitude and grief,
I fell into a fever and thought I would die.
In delirium I saw fearful ghosts.
My body shook, my head was swollen, my skin was all gooseflesh.
My father sought after experts in magic,
Many came and said I needed treatment.
I babbled and spoke with spirits.
Persons around me I failed to recognise.
But an old doctor skilfully blew charms upon me,
And tied holy cords. After several days I felt better.
A medium, who was consulted when I was ill,
Said it was because I picked flowers behind the hill;
I did not ask respectfully, and slighted
The guardian spirit who, angered, took revenge.
After the doctor asked forgiveness, it was granted.
In my heart I knew it was a lie.
But the villagers believed the doctor,
So I kept it quietly to myself.
*
Every morning and evening my nephews at Ban Kram—
Muang, Dam, Kloy and Chit—
Helped to massage me and prepare my medicine,
Fittingly faithful as relatives.
When I recovered, they brought me flowers.
But two of them quarrelled.
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I tried to remonstrate and mediate,
But they never became friendly as before.
In despair, I attributed it to fate.
So I turned my thoughts exclusively to my beloved,
Who must be pining in loneliness.
Therefore I took leave of my father and relatives,
And left Ban Kram with heavy heart,
Thinking regretfully of the two nephews.
When I was sorely sick they nursed me.
It will be long before we meet again.
Even had I not escaped, I would have had to take leave.
You would have grieved to death.
Thus I have tried to write this as a surety—
Let my beloved keep it in place of me.
Be not sad, wait for me until next year,
I will come and marry you as you desire.
I will not desert you and make you feel ashamed.
Take care of yourself and worry not!
*
O, it was sad to part from my nephews of Ban Kram,
But it had to be, because I longed for my beloved.
I set out despite the rain and thunder,
And made my weary way back through the wilderness.
I reached Sri Ayutthaya on the fifth of the waxing moon,
And wrote down these lines to express my feelings
For my dearest one, with all my love.
Please feel for me who always longed for you.
I was ill but did not die, my love did not cease.
My thoughts were constantly with you.
Please keep smiling happily and be not angry.
Abate your jealousy. Listen to my words.
I carried my grief through the forests,
And have now come to speak with you.
Be not wayward or spiteful
To one who has suffered these many months.
*
Along the way, I saw other beautiful women,
Ten thousand, even a hundred thousand, but none compared,
There was not one to match you,
Who are my life's mate, to the land’s end.
From my journey, I have nothing but love to give you,
Yet more worth than a hundred thousand other things.
In return for your scarf that I cherished in your place.
Grieve not that I had no time to take leave,
Because of the trouble that arose
Through the jealousy of all the others.
I had to escape, to seek my father’s grace,
And lived in the forest until I nearly lost my life.
Are you well and happily content,
Or angry and suffering,
Or always tasting a hundred thousand joys,
Having forgotten one who might be dead,
Or surrounded by smiling friends
Who joyfully see that nothing ails you?
To suppress and keep at bay these Maprang people
And make them fade away is a difficult thing.
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*
This Nirat of Muang Klaeng I write as a gift,
Like a betel bowl for my beloved.
Grieve not, nor angrily sever all ties.
Be happy and cheerful as before.
280.127 Stanzas 1457-1580 from The Tale Of Prince Sasmuttakote: A Buddhist Epic From
Thailand\fn{completed (1849) by Prince Paramanuchit Chinorot (1790-1853)} Bangkok, Thailand. (M) 10
1
The phitthayathorn in pain and agony
Cried and groaned
Not knowing how long he suffered.
*
Stuck and slashed by weapons,
His body covered withwounds,
His blood flowed like a stream.
*
Wounds covered him completely.
From a weapon his body lame.
Maimed, crippled, he bowed his head in grief.
*
As if water covered him,
Covered his whole body,
He struggled for breath from sorrow.
*
“With pain and shame my torment increases.
Whose pain compares with mine?
My pained heart cries!
*
There’s pain from separation;
There’s pain from defeat and fear;
There’s loss and forlorness.
*
I can’t find a friend. No one comes;
The pain’s almost death.
Little by little I’ll die alone.
*
I grieve to have lost her;
Who can get her back?
This lady once so close to me.
*
When I die, pain and agony disappear,
Confusion’s eliminated,
Longing’s diminished.”
*
Groaning in sorrow, he sighed
And his two hands
Beat his chest over and over.
*
With pitiful moans
For his great adversity
He grieved in the royal garden.
2
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Now the one to be born a Buddha,
The incomparable one of the world,
Rested in the royal residence
In the royal pleasure garden.
*
With his unequalled lady,
The heavenly Phintumadi.
And it was midday
Filled up with the sun’s rays.
*
In the evening’s waning light
The breeze gently blew diffusing
The scents of sumali and surapi,
Spreading their delightful perfumes.
*
And the prince summoned two close advisors,
One a son of a Brahmin,
And one a counsellor
By the name of Susangkan
*
To follow him out
Into the forested garden
With the countless graceful trees,
Marvelous fruit, and majestic flowers.
*
Then they saw the phitthayathorn
In a death-like sleep,
Blood flowing over his body,
Mutilated and lame.
*
And they asked the reason,
'Why this condition?
Did you meet danger?
Fight with an enemy?'
*
And then the phitthayathorn
Bowed to the Protector of Men,
Relating and explaining
In spurts the story from the first.
*
“I'm called Ronapimuk.
Ronabut persecuted me,
Stole my beauty with no fear
Of sin or kamma damning him.
*
I fought him closely
In the sky, fighting long.
But I was defeated, no further trying
For my power weakened.
*
I was defeated by Ronabut;
My beauty snatched by him;
And I fell here,
In this royal garden, utterly alone.
*
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I beg your Majesty for help;
I have no one;
Who’ll help cure me
Of all these wounds and troubles?”
*
Listening to all, the Master of Men replied,
“Look no farther for help.
Your fever’s great, it confuses.
My duty is to cure you.”
*
And then the three carried him
Along to the royal palace,
To the skilled physician,
Adept in healing medicines.
*
In five days passing,
In no time, the afflictions
Abated, disappeared completely,
His body returning to normal.
*
Overjoyed, the phitthayathorn,
Without delay, paid his respects,
Gave a thousand blessings
To the great and noble prince.
*
He offered him a magic sword,
Guaranteed success to the splendid leader,
Demonstrated its power to raise him
Over the many worlds.
*
“This magnificent sword
With its dreadful power,
If in a battle,
It’ll sustain you.
*
With it you’ll raise up,
Over the earth
Standing or as you wish,
Going in any direction.
*
So make a wish
From your heart
Of places to go
For success is yours.
*
To the king, great and mighty,
I repay with this favor.
Your highness will rule
All the world joyfully.”
*
With a reverential bow,
He returned to his home,
The Himaphan forest
On the pleasure-filled mountain.
3
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And then the great prince
Of power and virtue
Gained the powerful fortune
Found in the incomparable sword.
*
Pleased with his gift
Bright and happy
He wished to see and admire
The Himawet forest.
*
So he invited his perfect mate,
That graceful lady.
“O dear one, together in joy
Let us visit the great wide forest.
*
To admire the mountains, the area,
To adventure in the streams,
To see wondrous animals and birds,
Each different in design.
*
The caves, rivers, streams,
Crystal clear water, lucid,
We’ll find joy in the forest,
Pleasure in every spot.”
*
The royal lady listened
To the prince’s plan,
Delighted she raised her hands
Ready to follow her lord.
*
The prince embraced his chief consort,
His pre-eminent beauty,
Grasped his magic sword
And flew into the heavens.
*
When they reached the northern sky,
Like the birds flying through the air,
They hid in the clouds, concealed,
Floating high in the sky.
*
Reaching that delightful area,
Himawet, thejoyful,
It soothed in every way,
Opening up their hearts.
*
He pointed out for his beauty
The great golden mountains
Covered over with silver, gold,
And precious stones in countless numbers.
*
84,000 they counted,
High peaks scattered around;
Five hundred princely mountains
With medium-sized peaks.
*
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There were great crags,
Five mammoth peaks created there,
Stretching up, touching the heavens,
Illuminated with rays of jewels.
*
These towering mountains
Lie in the Himaphan forest;
These five reached high,
Hundreds of yoot, it was said.
*
The peak named Sutat
Glinted with gold;
And Kaylat, multi-hued,
Was made from sumptuous silver.
*
One peak, Kan, gleamed as lovely
As a black, sparkling jewel;
One peak, Jit, radiated colors
With seven kinds of gems;
*
One called Khanthamat mountain
With beaming, brilliant light;
Countless jeweled veins shimmered
As though inlaid there.
*
Five great mountains surrounded
Encircled the pool,
Anodat, the great water
Seemingly filled with crystal rays.
*
There atop midst the great Himawan
Mountains, it reached
One hundred yoot in width,
A crystal pure lake.
*
A myriad of trees bore fruit
Along with eternal flowers.
Scattered here and there lay lotuses
And black parasol-trees hid the sun.
*
Long living trees, giant trees,
Forest treasures complete and full;
Any and every desire was satisfied
With everything to eat and taste.
*
Countless different flocks
Of most excellent birds
With noisy love calls,
Warbled sounds calling and answering.
*
The hongsa, suwa, kukkut, konca,
And the sari, kungan,
Karawik circled around;
And the kunan called clear melodious songs.
*
Kinnarees and kinnorns, heavenly beings,
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Danced with swaying arms,
Chanting, their melodious voices
Blending in unending delight.
*
The prince led his lady
To the mountains and hills,
Inviting the beauty to admire
All the four-footed beasts.
*
Tigers, lions, elephants, bulls, buffaloes
Scattered through the forest;
Horned beasts and horses joined voices
In joyful unison.
*
Deer, antlered deer, and bison
Ran about the woods
With rhino herds, wild boars,
Lizards, skunks, and bears.
*
Foxes and dogs, fierce and furious,
Whole nations of beasts, jamri,
Goats, monkeys and antelopes
Leaped and walked atop the hills.
*
They encountered countless beasts,
Unlimited numbers in the forest;
The number they knew not,
But their hearts rejoiced seeing their beauty.
*
At the same time, he embraced his beloved
and descended into the waters of the lake.
*
In pure Anodat, the ambrosia-like water, they
bathed in pleasure and delight.
*
The cool, moist water filled their heart and body with
happiness and content.
*
They picked flowers, fragrant lotuses blooming, and he adorned
his comely youthful bride.
*
At the same time, they gazed at the schools of swimming
fish, jumping, diving, mixing, seeming the same.
*
Kung, kang, kumapin, makorn shook the water swimming
with the kot, ka, krim, kray, and kratrap.
*
The kralumphuk and duk swarmed; the salat and salit swam
one after another; and the lot lay hiding in the mud.
*
The ma, maw, and mu with the bu and ba mingled together as
did the paen and paep.
*
Families of khaw and khuea swam by the chorn after
the sangkhawat and saway.
*
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Malaengphu, chanak, chalam churned in the water with the
thepo and thepa and trapak.
*
The krapaep and krabork mixed with the chado and kraho.
Countless krahae and khangbuean gazed at the bank.
*
The soy, say, suea and beautiful kradi and kradong massed together
floating high on their backs and tails.
*
The turtles, karakot and katchaba, mixed with the jariew and jaraw;
the aw and uk, fresh bait, swam down the river.
*
The nuanjan, the hankiw, bait which the kukkura eat,
filled up the waters.
*
Thousands of schools, thousands of kinds scattered about in
the wondrous Anodat.
*
The two from the Solar dynasty
Finished bathing
With happy and contented hearts.
*
And then he invited his cream-colored queen
To leave the glorious pond
To journey through the forests and mountains,
*
Picture-beautiful mountains,
Smooth and shiny with gaps and edges
As though artists had carved them.
*
Tortuous and overhanging cliffs, rocks and hills,
Valleys, caves, waterfall pools,
Creeks, chasms, abysses, streams,
*
Water sprays in rocky fissures and ravines
Flowed and shook, sending drops
Like rain all over the earth.
*
Rocks jutted out, ready to fall,
Splendid radiances
Interspersed with mountain passages.
*
Colors alternated,
Yellows and golds and whites,
All shimmering lotus gems.
*
Green and blue jewels,
And red ones like the sun’s rays:
Royal lotuses reflecting the light.
*
Dark blue ones like the heavens overhead;
Blue ones like dark sapphires
And purple-red ones like dark red garnets.
*
Pink ones like zircons
With sparkling colors:
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Every color gleaming brightly.
*
The rays from splendid Suriya
Mixed them together
Like seven jewels set close.
*
And along with those, countless trees
Of all different types,
Spread across the mountain.
*
They picked the jasmine;
Surapi's perfumes diffused,
Pleasing fragrances wafted about.
*
Some bore abundant fruit
With the honey-sweet taste
Of celestial food.
*
The prince picked this wondrous fruit
And invited his beloved
To eat the many fruits of the forest.
*
With joy and content in their hearts
Theywandered about
Into the caves and otherforestplaces.
*
With pleasure they slept in the forest,
Staying in the cave,
Sleeping and passing away the time.
4
And then the ladies-in-waiting, the attendants,
And the royal retinue,
All the retainers and soldiers
Who watch over Samuttakote
*
Missed the ways of the prince,
The Lord of the People.
Each trembled in fear, in anxiety,
Their breasts racked with pain:
*
“O noble two,
Why did you go beyond
This quiet place of content,
This garden, Nantawan?
*
What enraged your heart,
Caused irritation in your heart?
What thing caused sorrow?
What in the past? What was wrong?
*
There's no reason, no fault
To make you problems.
All of us are devoted followers.
But no one’s met or seen you.
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*
Or did you wish to sojourn
Through the Himawat forest?
Wha’s the reason?
What induced you to go?"
*
Each looked in every garden corner
Neither met nor saw anyone.
In every forest place they went,
But in every place found no one.
*
Each sorrowed for the prince
With tears gushing out in a stream
And returned to the jeweled city
Safely and ready to report.
*
And to the great King Phintutat,
“Your two noble children are gone.
We sought them throughout the forest,
We went, but met no one.”
*
Hearing thus the two nobles
In sorrow and despair
Grieved and agonized in their hearts
As though life were gone.
*
They lamented and grieved for the two youths;
Their sorrow neither left nor lessened;
A hundred sorrows beat their bodies
As hands beat their chests in sorrow.
*
Consoled, the king sent retainers
To ride forth quickly on horseback,
“Proceed to Romyaburi in haste
To find out, to discover
*
If our precious ones
Have wandered off, as I suspect.
Ask the Lord of all the World
To explain all, where they are.”
*
Receiving the royal order
From the greatest of crowns,
The two left by horse
And reached the city of Romyaburi.
*
With respect they gave the message
Of the great sorrow and unhappiness,
Of the king’s wish to see his son’s face
And his royal daughter-in-law.
*
And the king, Sri Narakup,
Father of the beloved,
The royal pair, understood, and afire
Were their breasts as over a spit.
*
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A thousand sorrows and griefs
Tortured them endlessly.
Sorrow heated their breasts
As though life were over.
*
And then he sent thousands
Of soldier battalions
To search the forest area
And every cave, hill and mountain.
*
“Oh to meet the Solar dynasty two,
Our distant royal son.”
The two moaned and groaned oppressed,
Constantly bewailing their absence:
*
“O son with the sustaining power
Like the descendant of Rama;
O daughter with delicate beauty,
Modest and polite as Sida;
*
O son, you with power like the sun,
Bright colors in the sky;
O daughter like the lovely moon,
Full and bright in the sky;
*
O son, you with the power
Of Indra, Thunderbolt Carrier, One-Thousand Eyed;
O daughter, you with the lovely face
Shining like a heavenly nymph;
*
O son, you like the four-armed Phra Naray
Who rides the Garuda through the air;
O daughter, you heavenly nymph, an apsara
Like the lovely Laksami.
*
O son, you the great king
Of the noble trident;
O daughter, you, a celestial woman,
The beautiful Uma;
*
Your fame and power
Spread over the earth and heavens;
Your famed form soothes the world
And all the people praise;
*
Why did you go? Why do you fail to appear?
Tell us your place, your way.
We, everyone, sorrow,
Our breasts heat in great pain.”
*
Their grief lessened and the two soldiers
Left Romyaburi,
Left for Phromburi
To report before the king
*
The reason the royal couple,
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The royal pair, have disappeared;
“They’re not in Romyaburi;
No one saw them go.”
*
The two listened and moaned;
Their sorrow repeating;
Their hearts writhing in pain,
They cried and moaned piteously.
*
A hundred thousand officials and ladies-in-waiting
And all the retinue
Bowed their heads moaning,
Their sorrow and grief doubled.
*
In the two countries, Phromburi
And radiant Romyaburi,
No heart was content, happy;
Hearts only filled with sorrow.
1920
247.126 Excerpts from The Royal Autographs Of H. M. King Mongkut Despatched To Sir John Bowring
(1855-1868)\fn{by King Rama IV (1804-1868)} Bangkok, Thailand (M) 10
1
To Sir John Bowring, 14th May 1856 which is the 6th of our reign.
I have been very favoured by Your Excellency since Your Excellency’s departure from hence on the 25 th April
ult. by corresponding to me very as often as almost every month & every vessel coming from Hong Kong & let
me receive everyone published papers of Government Gazettee for my interesting perusal. I beg to offer Your
Excellency my many sincere thanks for the said favours bestowed on me by such frequent addresses as proper
conducts as that of very intimate and kind wellwisher friend but I am very sorry that I could not answer or send
Your Ey. my proper gratifying reply to everyone address from Your Eccellency, when opportunities of sailing
vessels from home open almost every month to forward my letters to Your Excellency via Singapore or to China
directly.\fn{His Serene Highness Prince Subhadradis Diskul, in his forward to this volume of letters, says of His Royal Highness’
English: “This edited volume retains all the original flavour and style of King Mongut’s language.” I have eliminated all postscripts to these
letters; I have also standardized the greetings:H}

Owing to prevention of my business here both local & foreign affairs coming continually to my duty to engage
thereon as I have no secretary to write for me in the English style in which I shall merely sign my letters as usual
condition of Your Excellency & other English nobles & gentlemen.
I ought indeed to write myself when I wish correspond with anyone in English characters. Through this sincere
& true murmuring apology of trust Your Excellency will pardon me for my seldom or unfrequent answer &
addresses as proper as I am your very intimate friend.
Your Excellency letters under the following dates viz of 4th January inst. per the Saracennee, the 2nd February
per the Neptune and the 8th April per a vessel of Mr. Parekar were received in due course of time namely 8 th & 24th
February & the 6th instant month. They were perused by me throughout. What unfortunate occurrance has been
here before arrival of Harry Parkes Esq. that the Neptune was set on fire at the bar after her arrival 4 days. I beg
leave particular mention of the supposed cause of fire &c. as all particulars were published in newspapers of
Singapore I trust Your Excellency had read long ere.
The arrival of the Auckland conveying the ratification of the Treaty from Her Britannic Majesty’s
Governments together royal letter & portion of the presents remained from that were lost in accident at Singapore
arrived there on 12 April & came from the bar and reached our capital on 24 th April.
The great ceremony in receipt of Her B. Majesty’s letter at this palace took place on the 31 st March & at the
Second King’s palace on the 2nd April and exchange of the Treaty took place at our court house on the 5 th April as
on the next day of which the Treaty arrived its operation in effects here. Mr. Parkes has stated that he has received
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the command from the Earl of Clarendon to enquire our Government for enumeration of what articles of old
Treaty should be returned in force & what were abrogated or abolished by the present new Treaty & for
explanation sufficient for purpose of certain parts or clauses of new Treaty which are not exactly distinct & known
without different understanding. I have approved the proposal and appointed four plenipotentiaries who ever
consulted with Your Excellency in last occasion forming the new Treaty putting His Excellency Chau Phya
Yomraj the lord of citizens here to be our royal commissionerr to discuss & hold consultation with Mr. Parkes.
Perceiving it will better than placing but the copy of the old Treaty with the copy of the new Treaty together
without explanation of different articles to each other & gloomy articles or their clauses which are appeared the
subject to some different meaning which we fear lest may be occurred some time in future as I have declared in
my royal acts written annexing with the ratified original copy of the Treaty exchanged & conveyed for England.
On this occasion our council has unanimously agreed to do with Mr. Parkes in conferring to all subjects which he
& our commissioners brought to notice of each other & one another.
Such explanation & preparation of the agreement newly done, continued several days since early part of April
until the early part of the present month.
Mr. Parkes in this occasion became very intimate with me. He wrote me almost every day & some twice, trice
a day so his letters & notes were in my hand more than 40 in number. I wrote him in every occasion of his address
my favouring answer, in various subjects. My answer now in his hand will be shown to Your Excellency perhaps.
All things in receipt of Her B. Majesty letter &c. will in great satisfaction of those who have learnt. I beg leave
to mention longer.
The copy of the agreement written by Mr. Parkes was revised & carefully examined by myself. The subject
thereon are very satisfactory to us, also several documents of Siamese Government’s proclamation & now in hand
of Mr. Parkes. Your Excellency will learn from him & his oral or verbal statement regarding my conduct will be in
great satisfaction, if Mr. Parkes give Your Excellency mention of everything which he has done with me & what I
did to him.
The address from the Royal Asiatic Society was sent me by care of Mr. Harry Parkes and answer to that
Society I have already done & delivered to care of Mr. Parkes in his return today, but I am sorry I could not have
copy from my answer to send Your Excellency for perusal as it was merely written in a slate & copied to original
letter which was sent to England today and another copy I cannot have for Your Excellency on this occasion. I
will take the other copy from the slate and send Your Excellency on other opportunity.
On this occasion I beg to enclose three documents viz a copy of one letter written by Mr. Parkes & read to me
before our supreme court on the day of deliverance of Her Majesty’s letter to my hand in great ceremony. The
copy of Her Majesty’s letter addressed me in answer to my letter addressed her through Excellency’s favour in
conveyance to England by Mr. Parkes through Your Excellency’s command with exception of the list of the Royal
presents designed me from Her Majesty which accompanied royal letter as it is not copied out of the original by
our writer who thought it is not important, and could not have already today, & will be sent to Your Excellency’s
perusal on the other occasion when it was furnished. And the copy of our royal act in the ratification of new
Treaty which annexed thereon & sealed with our royal seals & signed by our royal hand. It was prepared by
myself alone in both languages English & Siamese.
What danger I have expressed therein all I think will be removed by new agreeements which Mr.Parkes has
done with our royal commissioners after the exchange of the Treaty.
On this occasion I have ordered His Excellency Chau Phya Phra Klang to address to his Lordship the Earl of
Clarendon the Secretary of Her B. Majesty in the foreign affairs informing all things which we have done since
accepting Her Majesty ratification until entering to this agreement. To the Earl of Clarendon I have put in charge
of Mr.Parkes but my respect in my royal card with a small note stating that the letter addressed him from the Phra
Klang is through our royal command.
If answer to Her Majesty’s letter in thanking to her royal kind greeting & presents &c. is needable & proper to
be from me again, please suggest me to do. I will be according to Your Excellency’s suggestion on subsequent
several articles needable for my own use were ordered to Mr.Parkes. I wish Your Excellency’s attention thereon.
And I beg to promise previously for payment of their cost required, as I think it is improper to trouble Her
Majesty’s Governments for such the trifling purpose or necessity.
The appointment of Siamese consul general at any port I cannot do myself alone without proposal of all
merchants here who will trade with that port. If they were unanimously desire to have appointed consul from me I
can do. On otherwise I can not. Merely I can appoint anyone for myself royal agent at anywhere as Tun Kim
Ching of Singapore, Mr .David Oliphant King of Shianghae &c.
Whereas Your Excellency has favoured me greatly by let me have greatest honour receiving the royal address
& presents from great powerful sovereign of the world &c. So now my honour will be higher than all minor
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Asiatic rulers Burmah &c. I beg to present you a beautiful dagger or sword in Siam made in steal manufacture of
blacksmith in Siam ornamented with solid golden ornament, made in Japanese model. Please accept it and kept at
Your Excellency’s hand for being token of my remembrance.
2
To Sir John Bowering, 31st May 1856, which is the 6th of our reign.
I have liberty to inform Your Excellency the happy conclusion of the negotiation of the Treaty between Siam &
America, the copy of which Treaty will be taken & sent for Your Excellency’s perusal. On other opportunity such
the promise & some particulars concerning the said Treaty were written & sent for Your Excellency’s receipt a
few days ago but I fear lest my foregoing letter might reach Your Excellency’s hands after this.
The true copy of Siamese Royal Act in the new Treaty with British Dominion, Honourable Townsend Harris
Esquire is now in very hurrying to depart from here so soon as I could not my royal letter & prepare some
presents for the President of United States of America in answer to his address to me, the copy of which had
forwarded enclosing with the foresaid my foregoing letter to Your Excellency.
Now I have given but two royal credentials for receipt of presents from President of US America & for
assurance that the Treaty was permitted to be done by my appointment of our plenipotentiary in our part & that
the signatures on the said Treaty took place on the 29th inst. under 21 guns salute &c.
I wish Your Excellency to read the said two my royal credentials from the hand of Honourable Townsend
Harris Esquire who stated that he will pay his personal visit to Your Excellency in his arrival at Hong Kong. .
The French Mission did not yet make their appearance here until the present date although we expect them
every day.\fn{On September 12, 1855, President Millard Filmore wrote the following letter to Rama IV: “To His Majesty The
Magnificent King of Siam. Great and Good Friend, Having long been aware of the extent of Your Majesty’s dominions, of the richness and
variety of their productions and of the desire of Your Majesty’s subjects, to receive in exchange for them the productions of other countries
it has occurred to me that the existing Treaty between The United States and Siam might be so amended as to secure greater facilities. For
that purpose I have accordingly made choice of Townsend Harris Esquire, the Consul General of the United States for the Empire of Japan
and a citizen of this Country, who is the bearer of the present letter, to confer upon the subject with such Ministers or other officers as Your
Majesty may designate. I trust that they may agree upon the terms of the Treaty, which will strengthen and perpetuate the bonds of amity
between the United States and Siam, as well as increase the commercial intercourse between them to their mutual advantage. I trust that
Your Majesty will receive Mr. Harris with kindness and will place entire confidence in all the representations, which he may make to Your
Majesty in my behalf. I pray God to have Your Majesty in his safe and holy keeping. To these presents I have caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed and have subscribed the same with my hand, at the City of Washington on the twelfth day of September, in the year of
the Christian Era one thousand eight hundred and fifty five.” }

3
To Sir John Bowering, 26th May 1856, which is the 6th of our reign.
There was occurred to me on necessity which now compels me to implore Your Excellency’s favours which I
trust can be obtained from Your Excellency’s beloved son John Charles Bowring, whom Your Excellency had
lately suggested me to appoint a consul of Siam at Hong Kong, which appointment I cannot do for the pleasure of
myself alone without unanimous counsel of all merchants of Siam who are trading with Canton & Hong Kong at
the present days.
Merely I have related to Your Excellency that I can appoint Your Excellency dear son J.C. Bowring to be my
faithful agent for myself alone as Mr. D. C. King of Shianghae and Mr. Tan Kim Ching of Singapore who serve
me but in case of the vessels landed with my cargos & to render proper assistance to a certain personage or party
sent by me for any purpose of purchasing or constructing some needed articles at foreign ports China & Singapore
or to embark such the person or party to other ports Calcutta or Batavia for any purpose, and to receive some
things for myself letters & parcels from other ports and to keep my cargo & funds at their hand for deposal for
sale in due time & to order some needed articles from Europe or India and whatever might be according to the
arrangement made on their appointment.
Whereas my ship Neptune has been set on fire on her being just arrived here, in which ship there were many
articles purchased & constructed at Canton on last year by my great expense were lost on fire therein. There was
occurred me therefore necessity to obtain again some things needed for my own use to be constructed or
purchased from Canton as soon as possible.
I send my faithful servant Mr. Nai Kham with a small amount of only 400 dollars by board my ship Siamese
Crown being chartered and loaded by one of Chinese merchants. Here in which I could not put my cargo for
supply to my purpose the Siamese Crown will be sailed for port of Ningpoe and as the needed articles shall be
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obtained at Canton I have ordered therefore my man to get out from board ship at Hong Kong where he may stay
in rendering my necessity to be fulfilled in some part.
I hope Your Excellency will favour me by giving his comfortable loading place & render him considerable
instruction & advancement to enable him to serve my purpose until the ship Siamese Crown returned from
Ningpoe on about October or November.
How great amount Your Excellency or Your Excellency’s dear son John Charles Bowring would have been
expended in assistance to my man during his stay at your colony under Your Excellency’s comfort. The
supercargo of the Siamese Crown was ordered by me to pay wholly to Your Excellency instead of the payment
which the Charterer of the ship ought to pay us on arrival of ship here, and if any contrary case were occurred
between my man & the supercargo, Your Excellency will send me bill of Your Excellency’s expense for my man’s
assistance, which amount I will pay Your Excellency myself faithfully as soon as possible. I shall feel great oblige
from Your Excellency for this fulfilment of my desire.
Whereas on the time of Harry S. Parkes Esquire has been here he has paid his personal interview with my dear
consort the Princess Rambey Bhamarabhirumy in behalf of Your Excellency himself. My dear consort requested
me to write her compliments to Your Excellency in English characters according to her plan & she has signed the
paper with her own hand in Siamese character of her name for being her autograph & sealed with her particular
seals. I beg to send her letter to Your Excellency herewith trusting it will convey her sincere respects & regard to
Your Excellency for interesting.
The commentary agreement of the new Treaty which was written by Mr. H. S. Parkes & revised by myself I
think is good one. I hope Your Excellency will approve the same. I have written long recommendation thereof and
sent to Harry S. Parkes Esquire on this occasion. I wish it to be in Your Excellency’s own perusal too.
There is another document written in Siamese style for proclamation to the Siamese Governments of interior
districts and our people for proper procession of the new Treaty is now effected in operation & its commentary
agreement which we hope Her Majesty’s Governmetns will perhaps approve it wholly without any blame. A copy
thereof in only Siamese characters was given to Harry S. Parkes Esquire here by myself. He said he will cause
any interpreter here to translate it in English style & carry with him, but he has done so or did not I do not know
& did enquire him regarding it in his departure. If he did not translate it in English and Your Excellency wish to
learn of its content or product, please let me know I shall cause anyone of English or American interpreters to
translate it fully & send to Your Excellency’s perusal. This proclamation will be printed & proclaimed here in
Siamese style as soon as after the conclusion of Treaty with American Embassy.
There is also a copy of the new Treaty made by Your Excellency on last year. I have caused the Chineses
Cochin China interpreters here to translate in Chinese characters & style, was given to Harry S. Parkes Esquire for
being revised by myself. He said that it is not good for several words thereon were very vulgar & some contents
of certain parts thereof are not exactly correct. He suggested me that I shall request Your Excellency to render in
your power in China to translate the Treaty in good style of Chinese language & let it be printed in several
hundred copies & send me for distribution among our Chinese people without any expense for this purpose. Will
Your Excellency please to fulfill my desire in the copies of the Treaty in Chinese?
The Treaty with President Franklin Pierce of United States of America was concluded. There were no different
articles & their clauses except last clause of the first article in a few words. The American envoy has taken the
copy from Your Excellency’s Treaty wholly changing but the names of “American Consul” & “American
Citizens” in every place of the words “English” or “British” “Consul & Subjects”. The Treaty will be sealed &
signed on 28th instant. On other occasion the copy of that Treaty will be sent for Your Excellency’s perusal when I
could have proper writer in English to take one copy thereof. On the present occasion I beg to send Your
Excellency but a copy of the letter addressed me from the present President of the United States of America in
hand of the Envoy Townsend Harris Esquire the consul general for United States at Japan, and a copy of the list of
the presents accompanied Her Britannic Majesty’s letter addressed me, which copy our writer has foolishly
ommitted on last copy of Her Majesty’s letter which I had sent Your Excellency by Mr. Harry Parkes on 14 th inst.
& which I trust will be handed to Your Excellency before arrival hereof.
There is a letter prepared to be addressed to Right Honourable the Earl of Clarendon who is Her Britannic
Majesty’s Secretary of State of the foreign affairs by our high officers of the same state of foreign affairs here the
Chau Phya Phra-Khlang & his two subordinate officers to be entrusted to Harry S. Parkes Esquire on his
departure from hence to whom the content of the said letter was not bestly translated in English style as good
enough for being addressed to the high officers in England. It was postponed for myself revision. Now it was
completely written in good style & signed & sealed by those said officers & their official seals. I have ordered His
Excellency Chau Phya Phra Khlang to forward it to care of Harry Parkes Esquire as likely as it has been conveyed
from hence by him on his, departure. I hope your Ey. will receive it from hand of my servant Mr. Nai Kham &
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forward to Harry Parkes Esquire with my recommendation of his agreement which enclosed in letter addressed
him from me on this occasion, if he (Mr. Parkes) is absent from Hong Kong on arrival hereof.
I have informed to Right Honourable the Earl of Clarendon in my small note addressed him through Harry
Parkes Esquire that I have caused our high officer of state of affairs of the foreign countries to address him on the
subjects of receipt of Her Britannic Majesty’s letter & ratification of Treaty & his order through Mr. Harry Parkes
by which order the additional or commentary agreement was done by our royal commissioners & Mr. Harry
Parkes.
This letter of our officers of state of foreign affair here & my recommendation of the new agreement are
almost of the same meaning of the content, & were antidated properly as like as they were completely written
before departure of Mr. H. S. Parkes & would be appeared as were conveyed with him.
Captain Wm. Richard R. N. is a good man. His conducts & appearance pleased me much. He said that this
season is inconvenient for his work in surveying the west bank or coast of the Gulf of Siam on account of several
rainy days. He returned to Singapore with the steamer Auckland to get provision from Singapore to enable Her B.
Majesty schooner Saracane to return for work of surveying in due time. He did not yet survey the Isthmus or
narrow neck of the Malay Peninsula which Your Excellency suggest me to make a canal upon. It was but a
rumour circulated among many merchants whose thoughts are to carry the opium trade to China nearer than usual
course. But in fact the Isthmus is of thick mountaineous & rocky land in its middle part for several miles & solid
stones under the ground higher than the level of sea for several fathoms. I think the natural division of the world
forbid such the purpose according to the pleasure of the Super Agency that believed by many as the Almighty
Creater of whole universe. Those Isthmuses more important than this as the Isthmus of Red Sea & that of two
continents of America &c.
Can Your Excellency favour me & make our honour greater than Your Excellency had done to us on last year,
by rendering or causing the Lord Cunning the new Governor-General of India to send his mission to Siam with
proper address to me & my younger or Royal brother the Second King here for the purpose of good arrangement
of division of the limits of realms of our territories connecting with parts of British dominion belonged to Eastern
Company & enumeration of the articles of old Treaty according to the particulars said in the agreement if it might
be approveable? Further more for good arrangement with our council & principal members of Siamese
Government for making of canal crossing the Isthmus of Peninsula of Captain Wm Richard R. N. might decide
that it can be done in any rate & opinion as those regions near of the province of Tenansurim and Mayne &
belonged to East Company. I shall feel oblige to Your Excellency mostly if I could have opportunity of being
acquainted with Governor-General of India also.
Allow me to make little inquiry for true explanalion of Your Excellency’s statement:
What good enough was done to British Government before by the Cochin Chinese Government who now rumoured or
farfamed that they are as powerful as they could refuse address from

& being well in happiness. What of them cause eyes of all marine powers not fall upon their country & its
productions by which that country more populous rich than Siam in which the houses of the people generally
made of leaves & bamboos when, the houses of Cochin Chinese people generally made of bricks covered with
white limes & red tiles. Although they were cruel through conveying to Christianity did put to death & banish
several French missionaries from their dominion in which such the missionaries shall live concealed & secretly in
Cochin Chinese apparence. When Siamese government cannot do anything to French & American missionaries of
Christianity, can Your Excellenty tell me the fact?
I have very seldom indeed the opportunity to write Your Excellency. Pardon me for such long letters when I
have good leisure hours to write according to my pleasure & beg to remain Your Excellency’s beloved friend …
4
To Sir John Bowering, 31st July 1857, which is the 7th of our reign.
I have much pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of your six letters in due course of time viz two small letters
under the date of 20th April accompanied a large under the date of 21st April inst. reached my hand on 24th May,
and that under the date of 4th June on 6th inst. and those under the dates of 18 th & 19th June enclosed an
introductory letter addressed to one of Your Excellency’s son named Edgar Bowring sent me by the Encounter
which steamer was arrived here on 9 th inst. But Your Excellency’s letter reached my hand on 13 th inst. when only
two letters from Mr. & Mrs. Parkes were forwarded to me from Captain Callaghan on the day of his arrival here
on 10th inst. All the foresaid six of Your Excellency’s letters were in my perusal with gratifying thanks which my
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heartful thanks to Your Excellency for the favourable & interesting content of those forementioned letters which
Your Excellency has so goodness & gracious friendly feeling to write me in due time.
I am very sorry to hear very ignorances of the Governor-General royal commissioner & the people of Canton
in respecting the foreign power. How they would not bring the facts to their senses, so long as for several months
ago, during which the miserable disturbance continue in that city. They are I think most ignorant of marine power
indeed. I presume that the Earl of Elgin when was arrived Pekin & has opportunity to hold conversation with the
Chinese Imperial commission, will perhaps reduce the Chinese Supreme Government to settle the matter at
Canton too, not only for his mission as have read a copy of his answer given to the Chinese people of Singapore
who have unanimously written a humble petition to him for tranquility of their home as he (the Earl of Elgin) said
that it may be his good attentive of opportunity allow him to settle the matter of disturbance in Canton too when it
may become intercepted or joined with the subjects of his mission for negotiation of the new improved AngloChinese Treaty or when the Imperial Government might bring the event at Canton to his notice for decision. The
Chinese petition at Singapore & the answer of the Earl of Elgin were published in newspapers of last month at
Singapore when I have read a few days ago.
I would say more longering of expression of my displeasure with deep ignorances of the Chinese Government
& people of China in Canton who have committed unpleasant conducts in doing insulting to the British authorities
who have entered to the international friendship with them. How much I have learnt their unfavourable conducts
opposing to the British authorities so long as from October ult. to the present day. As I have read almost everyone
of the newspapers both of Hong Kong & Singapore in which long detail of the Canton news were published &
what Your Excellency has informed me in everyone of Your Excellency letters addressed me on several occasions
& also Mr. Harry Parks has written me very long detail of the event in China—according to Your Excellency’s &
his friendly feeling toward me. For thanking to your & his friendly information I would say more & more in
reproving the conducts badly committed by them toward English friends, & expressing my sympathy with Your
Excellency for great troublesomeness but I beg leave. I beg only to offer my very sincere thanks to Your
Excellency for Your Excellency regret for my being suffering of loss in disturbance at Canton of my numerable
fund for constructing some articles of silver through hand of my man Mr.Nai Kham whom I have delivered to be
under Your Excellency’s protection & comfort at Hong Kong where he is yet now remaining for recover of some
articles which were completed & were not lost on fire in Canton. I hope my loss will be repaid when great loss of
all foreign merchants in Canton will be paid when the matters between English & Chinese Governments were
settled & brought to the end in quite tranquility. I was very glad to hear of Your Excellency’s favour to me in
informing to the Earl of Clarendon for favour to me to let me recover my lost fund. This Your Excellency’s word
has been given verbally to Mr. D. O. King and my man Mr. Nai Kham who have previously informed me so. Your
Excellency’s kind attention toward me & good opinion to let me have recovered lost fund.
I beg to enclose herewith my Siamese letter to my man Mr. Nai Kham who now still in Hong Kong under Your
Excellency’s clemency.
Myself & the Second King & His Royal Highness Krom Hluang Wongsadiraj Snidh, Somdetch Chau Phya
Param Mahabijayate, Chauphya Sri Suriywongse, Chauphya Raviwongse Maha Kosadhipate, Chauphya Yomraj
and other many subordinate officers in our Government are unanimously thanking Your Excellency mostly for
good opinion in appointment given to Honourable R. Gingell Esquire to be consul here though he is only
officiating or acting.
He is a best man of the party or class of philanthropists indeed. Since his arrival here he was mosty by all of
the members of our Government for his honesty and activity in direct true lawful judgement & bestly decision of
matters of all his countrymen & native people. I may say so long henceforth for his best qualities but I beg leave
& his opinion in service to Her Britannic Majesty with his duty & opinion for improvement & favour to this
country are appeared best.
He is praiseworthy in deed for his characters. Our officers of State most pleased with him than all foreign
consuls who have been and now are here. I have ordered His Lordship Chauphya Rawiwongse Mahakosadhipaty
Phra Klang to write in communication relating to the goodness of Mr.Consul R. Gingell to Your Excellency in
thanking for his late appointment from Your Excellency and bring to Your Excellency’s notice everything which
he has done in favour to our country and express our sorrow on hearing of being determined to be not continued
in his office here.
Though Sir Robert Schomburg is celebrated for his goodness in literary & scientific knowledge is now
determined to be consul here from appointment of Right Honorable the Earl of Clarendon. We hope if he (Sir R.
Schomburgh) may be alike of Mr. Gingell in his benevolence & amity toward us in similarity for the love of
commonly upon human beings or mankind. Though we are yet half civilized half barbarous nations, if he might
not treat us as animals of jungle, this country will be happy & continued in well with increasing trade &
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commerce &c when our Government will happily continue in carrying their affairs here in assisting to foreigners
& native people both of Capital & interiors even as far as beyond the thick jungle between Gorath & our region
and even Laos countries dependent hereof from which some cargo of silk, cardamom &c. will increase & brought
here for sale.
It is rumoured here that Sir Robert Schomburg is only a man of sciences of geology, mineralogy &c. ever has
been appointed to any new region to be consul therein for observation of quality of the ground whether useful for
mineral or vegetable products &c. He ever not have been continued in his consular affairs in a single region or
place more than 6 or 7 years after his observations in everything in that region was completely fulfilled. He is or
will be removed by command or appointment from his Government at home to be consul in other place.
If it be so or true, I would solicit Your Excellency’s very kind favour to us by proper previous consideration so
as Mr Consul R. Gingell shall be returned here again for continuance his consular affair here to do us happy
without any search or causes of misunderstanding & other unhappy effects as he is not very proud or ambitious
for his knowledge of laws, skillfulness of conversation &c. Whatever he intent or wish to do or say to any purpose
or decision of matter he has previously consulted with myself as though his correspondence which as regardful
mild to us like usual contents or purports of Your Excellency’s several letters to me never sometime in threatening
or alarming styles.
When I did not understand his intention very well, I can invite him to my personal interview or send my
messenger to meet him very easily not in difficulty to inquire or question for exact or accurate explanation of his
intention written to me. He does his conference with my younger brother Krom Hluang Wongsahdhirajsnidh or
Chauphya Phraklang making being or having been aware to us before his action or decision and by his agreeable
pleasant accurate explanation he has taken in every occasion of his conference our permission & agreement to do
free and to let us do with fear of mistaken misunderstanding & c. Ah! ah! he praiseworthy person indeed.
He has borrowed the sum of 16,000 ticals from treasure of our Government to be fund in expense for
construction of the publick building in the piece of ground which I have offered to Her Majesty’s Government for
a fine of my fault in an appearance of insult to the British flag & which piece of ground was graciously accepted
by Her Britannic Majesty’s Government through very kind letter from the Earl of Clarendon lately three months
ago when we have rendered here. We have great pleasure in lending him afore mentioned amount without delay &
any term of profit or duty trusting he will pay us faithfully when remittance from England for that purpose
reached his hand if he has continued in his office for several months subsequent. Otherwise we hope Sir Robert
Shomburg will pay us instead of his payment perhaps.
I say of Mr. Gingell so long trusting Your Excellency will be glad to learn from me but I doubt not the official
letter from Chauphya Phra Khlang relating or detailing of the best qualities of Mr. Gingell would be reached Your
Excellency’s perusal long ere.
I have also written a similar mention of the goodness of the Consul Gingell & inserted in my letter addressed
to Right Honourable the Earl of Clarendon per the Siamese Ambassy in this occasion. Also in line or similar
manner Chauphya Phra Khlang has inserted in his letter officially address to the said Lord British Minister hoping
lest His Lordship may be merciful to us & return our pleased person to be consul here again or His Lordship may
be glad to him for his goodness on this occasion of our preparation of our royal letters for the Siamese Embassy
he (Mr. R. Gingell) has much favoured me in giving his kind assistance by his direction to Mr. Forrest & Mr.
Alabaster to write our royal letter & lest of royal presents & mention of the race, rank & offices of the principal
members of our Embassy, from the draft prepared by myself in which neat papers & characters in English I have
signed with my sign manual & sealing. I thanked to him & Mssrs. Forrest & Alabaster mostly.
Also I beg to transmit through Your Excellency’s kindness my very sincere heartful thanks to the Rear Admiral
who has selected good person Captain O. Callaghan to be superintendent in the business of receiving our
Embassy for court of Her Majesty in London by board H M & Encounter.
The said Captain with his six follower officers of the Frigate Encounter having arrived here on 10 th inst. has
paid their respectful visit to me firstly then to other principal members of the Siamese Government, the Second
King & cc. and have best tendering pleasant treatment to me & my royal queen consort whom they have honour
of entertainment upon the same time with me in private interview after meeting in our court for deliverance &
recommendation of our Embassy to their comfort & accommodation.
He (the Captain O. C.) has very best favourable & accurate attention to all members of our Embassy so that we
& everyone of those in the Embassy trusted that our Embassy will be happiest on board Encounter through this
way in good safety without any wanting.
I beg to thank to Your Excellency for the kind introduction to the British Settlements in Singapore, Ceylon &
to the Viceroy of Egypt & for the introductory letter to Your Excellency’s dear son Edgar Bowring, Esquire in
London. To whom I have written myself letter in following to Your Excellency’s introductory letter enclosed in
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mine & sent with a present of silver gilt cigar box entrusted in care of our Ambassadors for him according to Your
Excellency’s direction.
Our Embassy consists of six principal members whose names & races were in their cards enclosed in separate
envelope accompanied herewith and their 22 followers or suite totally 28 persons of Siamese. The royal presents
designed for gracious acceptance of Her Britannic Majesty from me are articles of gold & silver & to her valuable
things made in modes of Siamese Royal insignia & regal employment, their cost about T. 12,000 ticals or more.
I hope they will be acceptable for specimens of our Siamese royal suitable insignia & royal employment
though their qualities in Siamese manufacture very trifled. I will let Your Excellency have the copy of my royal
letter and list of the articles of royal presents to mention of the names, races, ranks, & offices of principal
members of our Embassy when I have an English man to write from the draft which I have but a single copy here.
I will send on another opportunity.
I shall be very glad to have a copy printed in England relating to Your Excellency’s mission to Siam which
Your Excellency had devoted to prepare fully as its author. I have learnt but the famed rumour of its purpourtor
content which is said to be large as more than 900 pages.
5
To Sir John Bowering, 28th December 1867, which is the 7th of our reign.
I have acknowledged the receipt of your letter under the date of the 5 th October last reached my hand on 29 th
ultimo and your two letters under the dates of 14 th and 27th October last reached my hand on 23 rd last the contents
of which were perused with thanks I would reply to the former under the date of the 5 th October last after a few
days from its receipt on 29 th ultimo but the steamer which was conveying letter from Siam to Singapore has her
departure from Siam as soon as I could not fulfil my writing before the departure and there is no any other vessel
went from Siam to Singapore thereafter until the arrival of the steamer again on the 23 rd Inst.
I beg to reply to those three letters forementioned now briefly as I have narrow time to write you the brief
answer to Your Excellency’s sympathizing word in condolence on account of the death of my dear oldest royal
son. I beg to give you answer in the separate printed note which I have made up for giving answer to many friends
at abroad who treated me on such occasion in regard to my domestic event of losing of the very important
member of my royal family as I could not write much in answer to everyone who so ever treated me so as you did
in the commencement of your letter under the date of 5 th October last.
I was very glad to observe that you have now ability and facility to favor me and my government and other
more just added. As I have written you thereabout and sent you a particular a peculiar credential for that purpose
but no doubt any letter must not yet reach your hand until the end of October last perhaps. Regarding my royal
letter in address to the King of Italy and the King of Belgium I consider the credential fore said may be sufficient
for the purpose. I am unwilling to write directly to those two kings who were not even acquainted with me before
when her Britannic Majesty has sent you to negotiate the treaty here and when the Emperor of the French sent
Monsieur Charles de Montigny to negotiate the former treaty here there were no royal letters addressed to me
directly from the B. Majesty and from the French Emperor at first occasion why should I write to these two kings
for that purpose directly?
You have ordered me to do so for my being of lower rank and power than these two kings perhaps as I am
considered by many as only ruler of wild nation certain party called and wrote address me this, ”To His Highness
Prince of Siam”, “To His Highness Rajah of Siam”, such appellation to me from certain person I ever with, certain
addressed me only “Sir”, not Sire I do not well understand the European general custom and value of myself how
I ought to receive. Regarding your request for conference on you a Siamese Honorary decoration showing order
of Siamese rank I shall have much pleasure to attend and fulfil your desire but I felt very great ashame for
decision and determination of your ruler and government that I am a lower king than European sovereign.
improper for knighthood so I am now liable for claim of the French Emperor as now to be alike the King of
Cambodia.
Certain party rumoured that H. B. M. and French Emperor according to the private stipulation unknown to
many etc. I murmur according to my thought & some foolish rumour heard by me in fact I know not the laws of
England exactly indeed.
Regarding peculiar matter you said to me repeatedly myself I beg to state our government & myself felt
differently to ascertain in what manner & how great amount me would you properly and satisfactorily they did not
yet ascertain the way of your in being able to apply an matter to almost everyone of foreign ambassadors on
account of Siamese matter and difficulties in communicating with certain member of certain consuls of powerful
nations established here. I beg to express my very sincere thanks for your endeavouring to undertake affair of
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Siam by having with complain against action of certain number of foreign consuls here on account of their having
taken Chinese people here under their lawless illegal protection (& make it liable) to cause some distress as riot
insurgence to be occurred here and by writing complain on the subject to the ambassadors of United States of
America and Portugal and other nations the copy of which you have sent to our Prime Minister here who has
shown it to me for perusal.
Now I am glad to state that the pending affairs of Siam with France were entirely settled peacefully not
withstanding we ought to be considered as very really sustaining great loss of our power and interest for our
powering of French Imperial approaching near to us yet we are glad for ending our trouble and difficulties
suffered by us long before now good friendly terms was restored and continued between France and Siam and
peaceful treatment to each other prevails though we are said and conjected by many that we are now playing very
dangerous game with French!
The matter of boundary line between Siam and Cambodia was satisfactorily settled. The matter of spirit sale
with French and English was settled but when the new convention with French and just now be recieved by the
consuls of other nation in treaty power with us here or not! We cannot yet ascertain if it be not agreed and
stipulated by other nation we would request your favour and consultation and endeavour to settle the same.
Regarding the receipt of Chinese people now the French consul here seems to have instruction received from
his government has almost abolished wholly the former conduct and action in taking Chinese under French
consul. The governor of Macao has written promise to us that he will forbid the Portuguese consul here not to do
as before in receiving Chinese under him but the consul of United States of America is still madly and foolishly
opposing us on the subject but he now wrote me taking leave to go to his native land will not be here till next year.
I beg to send you enclosing herewith several copies of the.consular letters given to Chinese by Mr J. M. Hood
the consul of U. S. of America and the reason complains from our minister to me against the same consul and of
the official correspondences recently occurred a few days ago and lastly of the leaving letter requesting me
personal interview &c. in order to let you have strong testimony for complaint to the United States Ambassadors
in England if you think proper to do with these documents at any rate for favourable effect to what this
information which was given you by me should be considered always as private not offcial. I wrote you myself
considering you are intimate with me not for being half barbarous and half civilized monarch only a king of wild
nation as considered by most many angels of heaven who considered themself to have honor to correspond with
me as wild nation’s king always!
I am sorry for conduct of the consul of U. S. of America here on such many respects and matters which I beg
leave to mention. I need not give your reply to your very repeated suggestion to order you to negotiate treaty of
Siam with Italy and Belgium. Tour expense and the former manner of payment to your firm money less nation
who had received your favour in affair to be the government of Hawarian of Sandwich island &c. The Siamese in
fact better than those Oceanica Hawarian etc. but yet near to them and still far from European Monarchies yet
now our government ordered (thousand pounds) £1000 to be sent to you for expense in favour to us according to
your pleasure and opinion. They will know hereafter how necessity to pecuniary affair in service to us will be
desirable in reasonable manner.
6
To Sir John Bowering, 12th January 1868
Relating to our political affairs with foreigners. Since the visit of Envoy Plenipotentiary of the Emperor of
France on the month of November last there is no matter which may be unpleasant to us from French either the
acting consul here or French Admiral at Saigon, but the pointing of the boundary lines between Siam & Cambodia
which is to be done according to the provision of the Treaty, was not yet done. We sent our officers appointed for
that purpose to wait on Cambodian officers & French officer who said to be sent by the Admiral at Saigon for that
purpose. Our officers went away from hence on last month of December but we have heard that now the French
admiral has withdrawn the French army from Cambodia saying that he had heard that the Cochin Chinese
government endeavour to make war with French again on account of taking recently the Cochin Chinese three
provinces in the French possession leaving the Cambodian Government to reside their own country & sent a
Prince Keiwfah of Cambodia to pretend as an assistant to the King of Cambodia his elder half brother.
In fact the Prince Keiwfah was the opposing enemy to the King of Cambodia endeavour on encroaching to
take whole possession of the Cambodia by put down his elder brother the present King of Cambodia away from
his station. Now the Prince Keiwfah has raised clandestined by great army against his elder brother saying that the
said army come from the rebellion of Phocambo. He himself came & staying in the province of Combhoswai near
to Nagor Siamrap which is parted by the Treaty allowed to be uniform in Siamese possession.
The Prince Keiwfah is a most covetous person may he endeavour to lead the French to change conduct &
opinion toward us so that French might endeavour otherwise from what was concluded by the Treaty as the
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French was powerful on these powerless nation of Chinindia they become shameless & charge otherwise for
unreasonable account easily. The Prince Keiwfah became pleased mostly by French for became converted to
Roman Catholic faith by Right Reverend Clan Miche the Bishop of Dansara Vicar Apostolic at Saigon who
introduced Cambodia to the French since the establishment of the present Imperial Reign. He always considers &
endeavours to take & put in French possession every place & province wherever Christian of his faith established
the Roman Catholic Church was established at Battabong which belonged to us.
7
To Sir John Bowering, 2nd August 1868
On the 29 ult. three days ago I have received Your Excellency’s 5 letters namely two dated 27 th May last, one
of which was informing the receipt seals from me for your own use in service to me & my government on both
official & private communication with Siamese in this city & townships in our kingdom & our Ambassadors,
Commissioner, Messengers & Consular Agents of Siam every where and the other was a long letter in
communication on affairs and the other two under the date of 4 th June last, one of which was a long letter and the
other without my name addressed to me on other envelope accompanied with a copy of note from G. E. Gray
Esquire the chief accountant of the Bank of England which was sent by you to Mr. H. Alabaster here who has
forwarded to me in night of the foresaid date 29th ult. with his note enclosed herewith and the other enveloped
twice as very private & confidential!
In reply I beg to express my grateful thank to Your Excellency for the respectful & regardful content of those
all five on first place.
In selected reply to everyone of these I beg to do briefly according to my ablility to do in very narrow time of
writing as the steamer conveying mail will leave here by being started away today.
I was very glad to learn that the Siamese artist manufacture in engraving the seals was satisfactory to & praised
by Your Excellency. I beg to excuse long reply to be given to your two long letters under the dates of 27 th May and
4th June last as I have no time to write now in length & I beg to state too that I could not yet well understand what
to do for fulfilment of your design & intention & view. Also about the pecuniary affair I cannot yet decide myself
alone on every work of political geography & newspaper & general rumour said on the same way that the Siam is
under absolute monarchy.
The King of Siam is one of very Absolute Sovereign &c. the King of Siam presides the affair of his country
himself alone &c. I am eagerly waiting & expecting the arrival of Mr. Thomas George Knox, H B M’s consul here
almost every hour. I have learnt that he will leave England on 1 st ultimo. May he be arrived here at the end of the
current month perhaps, when I was arrived here at the end of the current month perhaps? When he was arrived
here I will hold verbal conversation with him whatever desirable to you how to do with you more & more & how
long our affair will go in Europe & America and I will take him to converse with our government & convince
them reasonably as I could not take only the content of your long letter & hold conversation with principal
members of our government in Your Excellency’s place as our government seem to consider that our affairs
desirable in Europe are yet very less & occasional.
Regarding the young American man came form Shanghai stating that he is a consul general of United State of
America I beg to say I was not familiar with him: I see him once on February last at night when I have been at
funeral hall of my late royal son. What I have told you relating to his statement & his words regarding you merely
I have heard from Chauphya Srisuriyawongse SPK. with whom he the said American man has held long
conversation on affairs as it is not my duty to hold such publick conversation for affairs of our country with such
the foreigner if he had not been acquainted & intimate with me before. It will be best if you would write to
Chauphya Srisuriyawongse here about the said American man said to be consul general of the U S A for port of
Shanghae, China.
Regarding the Bank of England I shall be very glad to receive long more exact information & explanation with
the Chief Accountant of the Bank promised to you that he will furnish & promised by you that you will send me
for perusal. But I fear indeed that the friend of my own family out off government’s treasure is very less I can
place in Bank. I beg to enclose here with the copy of the French Imperial letter for your perusal.
I have received a private advice from my consul in Paris informing that the Vice Admiral De Grandiere was
arrived at Paris but was said nothing about Siam. Now the said Admiral hastily took his wife & daughter went
away from Paris.
We presume that this Admiral must have promised to the King of Cambodia & government & endeavour to
obtain the term in the new treaty for taking away the two provinces near to Cambodia again to belonged as
uniformly as said directly in the Treaty from us exchange us belonged to Cambodia like endeavour of Mr. Aubaret
th
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in the year 1866. His promise to the King of Cambodia so caused the said King & his mandarins being eagerly to
hear the effect stopping their travellers to Siam since the departure of the Admiral de Grandiere.
I beg to enclose here with for your perusal the true copy of the new Treaty between Siam & France concluded
on 15th July 1867. Can Siam the concluded & ratified Treaty be nullified or change easily? How French present
Imperial custom I do not understand?
The partisans of the Cambodians said of the French power in highest saying that all human being under heaven
will become under French Imperial Angels’ owner! Whatever I told you about the French affair please keep secret
closely as the French now has not said anything about what we fear by apparent conduct & testimony of
communication of French in Saigon & Cambodians the latter who expected their own sovereign to become an
Emperor of whole Chinindia under favour of the Potenlive omnipotentive empire des Francais & c. Ah I wrote
much.\fn{The king died of malaria on October 1, 1868}
247.118 Excerpt from Traditions Of Royal Lineage In Siam\fn{by King Rama V (1853-1910)} Bangkok, Thailand
(M) 8
1. Differences between the Thai royal traditions and those of Laos.
Speaking of the traditions of royal lineage in Siam, they are different from those of other countries in many
ways because the royal family has many members in several branches and lines, but the time when they are
reduced to khunnaa- (nobility)\fn{I have inserted dashes (-) in place of letters or symbols not normally found on an English
keyboard; nor have I attempted to reproduce the various diacritical marks which Mr. Jones distinguishes the pronounciation of Thai words
and expressions:H} comes sooner than in other countries. So royal persons are not so numerous as in Lao
states,\fn{The King’s usage of the term “Lao” is more inclusive than modern usage, which would not likely include the Shans and often
not the Thai of Northern Thailand either. In the West we would normally limit the term to Laotians } as can be observed to the

present day whether in Chiengmai or Luang Prabang, where royalty is not ordered in various ranks; all who
belong to the royal lineage are called caw. There are even some of these caw in our own country in charge of nine
or ten men.
2. Changes in royal traditions.
The royal traditions of our country are different from those of Laos, but if one considers the traditions of the
royal family in the chronicles of Ayuthia from its founding in C. S. 712 (A. D. 1350) to the present time, he will
see that the traditions concerning titles and honors have been changed many times, but they were not changed
completely. Only small changes were made as the rulers, in their wisdom, saw fit in order to preserve the royal
family in good order while the country was still undeveloped. From the time when Ayuthia was established to
about [C.] S. 900 (A. D. 1500’s), about two hundred years, the traditions of the royal family remained much the
same throughout. Since then they have changed to become almost the same as at present, with scarcely any
differences.
3. Royalty divided into four classes according to the Palatine Law.
Evidence of the antiquity of the ranks of the royal family is found in the royal decree kodmonthianbaan
(Palatine Law) which was promulgated in the time of somded phraraamaa thib-dii I, the founder of Ayuthia, in C.
S. 720 (A. D. 1358),\fn{Attribution of this law to the founder of Ayuthia is probably due to the incorrect date given in the law and
repeated here. It should be 1468} eight years after the founding of the capital. The name kodmonthianbaan means “for
the preservation of the king’s household”. That law sets forth the dignity and honor of the king, princes, greater
and lesser officials who hold government office, and regulations concerning the deportment of officials to insure
that they commit no offense to the king. But this law is phrased in archaic terminology and even some informed
Thai, if they are not scholars, will scarcely be able to understand it at all. For this reason, though all Thai have
heard about this law, they seldom know the substance of it, because they are too lazy to read and think. In that law
caw (royalty) are divided into four ranks.\fn{ One category specified in the Palatine Law has been omitted. There was also
stipulated that the son of a queen referred to as m--juamya- should hold the position of –uparaad and that he should be second only to the
somded n-- phraphudthacaw. Both these princes succeeded to the throne one after the other, but no rule of succession was stated in the
law}

4. somded n-- phraphudthacaw.
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The first rank was phracaw luugth--, born of the phra-agkhramaheesii (highest queen). He was called somded
n-- phraphudthacaw, held the highest rank in the royal family, and had to reside in the capital.
5. luglua--eeg.
Another rank was called luuglua--eeg. They were children of the king, and also their mothers had to be
daughters of kings. So they were called luuglua--eeg. Princes of this class were entitled to govern mya--eeg
(principal towns) such as Phitsanulok, Sukhotai, and Nakorn Rajasima (Korat), and could also be called lugth-kin mya--eeg.
6. luuglua-thoo.
The next lower rank was the sons of the king whose mothers were laanlua-, that is, the direct laan of a king,
who would be called “granddaughter” in English. Princes born of such granddaughters of a king were also
regarded as laanlua-, but they had the privilege of governing mya-thoo (secondary towns) such as Sawankhalok
and Suphan[buri] because grandchildren of the king who have the title of somded phracaw llanth-- were also
entitled to govern towns such as Inburi and Phromburi.
7. phrayawwaraad.
Yet another rank was the children born of phrasanom (minor wives, concubines). They were called
phrayawwaraad, that is, minor princes, and they did not govern towns.
8. Saluting and walking according to rank.
All of these four ranks of princes concern only children of the king. phralawwaraad had to defer to princes of
the first three levels mentioned above. Princes of these three levels had to defer to each other in the order of their
rank regardless of age. There was no decree concerning age; the decree takes rank as the standard. If a prince had
high rank but was very young in age, those of lower rank but advanced in years, even if they were his older
siblings, his uncles, aunts or others, had to salute him and walk behind him.
9. The title cawfaa came from princes who actually governed towns.
The two ranks of princes who had the privilege of governing principal and secondary towns did actually go out
to govern those towns, just like viceroys of colonies, under the sovereignty of the king. Because they did govern
the towns like that everyone called them cawfaa.\fn{In Cambodia this title, in its Cambodian form, chaufea, was held by the
chief minister} cawfaa means cawph--ndin (king, lord of the land) or cawmya- (governor, lord of the town) in
present day usage. There are still quite a number of Lao cawfaa, for example, cawfaa Hsenwi, cawfaa mya-lyg,
cawfaa mya-myyd. Even when we were at war with the Haw (Yunnanese), in correspondence and reports the
terms cawfaa mya-thaj (Prince of Thailand) and cawfaa mya-juan\fn{The spelling of juan could indicate “Annam” but that
meaning does not seem appropriate here, and as there is sometimes confusion between this spelling and that for Northern Thailand, an error
has been assumed} (Prince of Northern Thailand) were used. This cawfaa actually means a cawmya- but out of the

desire to speak in lofty terms, they were called cawfaa (lord of heaven) as if they were lords from heaven,
descendents of gods, because according to Indian tradition kings are supposed deities.
10. According to the Palatine Law there were only two kinds of cawfaa.
There were only two levels of cawfaa. Children of the phra-agkhramaheesii were not cawfaa. Children of
phrasanom were not cawfaa. Only children born of a daughter or a granddaught.er of a king were cawfaa. This
was the tradition for 200 years after the founding of Ayuthia.
11. Abolition of the tradition of sending princes to govern towns.
Later on the king perceived that during the past 200 years the allowing of princes to govern towns had resulted
in many usurpations, and they sometimes joined the enemy and turned against the capital, their distant relatives,
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so he quietly discontinued this tradition. He did not announce that he was not going to appoint anyone anymore,
but there have been no more who governed towns.\fn{ Rama V did himself reinstate the custom of naming his sons as titular
heads of various towns, similar to the European custom, but they were without administrative responsibility and received no special
benefits}

12. All are cawfaa.
The position of cawfaa as governors of towns was still associated with princes who were sons and grandsons
of kings; although they no longer governed towns they continued to be called cawfaa. Later on, when kings
seldom had a supreme queen with rank higher than the others, those who would have been somded n-phudthacaw could only be cawfaa. In time the rank of somded n--phudthacaw completely disappeared and
children of queens were simply called cawfaa like the children of daughters and granddaughters of kings. The
rank of cawfaa is the highest princely rank. The only exception is when the king appoints one of his cawfaa sons
to be the wa-naa (deputy king). This happened only occasionally. However, cawfaa still are entitled to a spear
guard in processions like the king, as if they were still rulers. When they travel by boat they can also have a
procession of boats, with oarsmen beating cadence as the king has. And they walk ahead of princes of lesser rank
as mentioned earlier.
13. Special status of cawfaa as distinguished from other princes.
Also by tradition the status of cawfaa is more illustrious than that of other princes in many ways.
14. Traditionally [cawfaa] may use the phratawbencakhab.
He is anointed with water from the phratawbencakhab which is the bowl used for anointing the king at the
time of coronation. It is the traditional belief of the land that he who is anointed from that bowl and whose mother
is not of the same royal family will be accursed. The Brahmins will not consent to anoint him. They will only
anoint those who are cawfaa.
15. The Brahmins loudly recite verses when presenting an offering for Siva [to the prince].
Also after performing the triijamphawaaj ceremony worshipping Siva by swinging [on the great swing] and
singing the cgaaho- (song of the swan) the Brahmins will present an offering for Siva. For a cawfaa the Brahmin
will loudly recite brahmanic verses in the same manner as if he were presenting it to Siva and to the king. If the
presentation is made to any other prince he will be accursed.
16. When placed in the cradle there is a verse praising Mt. Krailat and khabmaj music.
When a cawfaa is one month old a Brahmin will lift him into a cradle saying verses in praise of Mt.
Krailat\fn{The abode of Siva} as if he were placing a ho-\fn{ A legendary swan-like bird, treaditionally a vehicle of Brahma but in
these ceremonies apparently it is associated with Siva } in a cradle, then he will lull him with brahmanic verses. And there is
a kind of music which can be performed only for the king and for cawfaa which consists of a s-- (a kind of
fiddle), two band-- (small drums) and a singer. This is called khabmaj.
17. He has the chaaluuglua-.
After he is placed in the cradle he has an attendant to sing a lullaby called chaaluuglua- while he is sleeping,
the tune and words of which are traditionally different from those used for other princes. It is composed with
words of very high level. For example, phrasaded maa phaan phiphob pogpo- phrawo-saanuwo- l-- raadsadoon
(you came to rule the country rotect the royal family and the people).
18. His naa-nom (wet nurse) and phiilia- (companion-nurse) are phra- and he has a naajween (supervisor) and
paladween (deputy supervisor) [for his attendants].
His companion-nurse and wet-nurse can add the title phra- [to their names] and are called phraphiilia- and
phranom. In his krom four servants may be appointed as supervisors and four as deputy supervisors, or sometimes
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six of each, holding the posts of naajween tamruad (Supervisor of Police), naajween mahaadleg (Supervisor of
Pages), naajween fiiphaaj (Supervisor of Oarsmen), many or few, according as the prince is established as being
more illustrious than other royalty.
19. The ceremonial bath, the top-knot shaving ceremony, the [symbolic model of] Mt. Krailat, a lion’s skin to sit
on, the hair divided into five parts. The six-day top-knot ceremony becomes seven days including floating away
the hair.
When a cawfaa is fully nine years old there is a procession to the river for the ceremonial bath under a pergola
situated on a raft in the river. When the age for top-knot shaving is reached there is a [model of] Mt. Krailat. The
procession for the top-knot ceremony lasts six days, or seven including the day on which to float away the hair. At
the time of the ceremony the cawfaa must sit on a lion’s skin, or an embroidered lion, like a king sitting on his
coronation throne. At the time of shaving the top-knot the hair is divided into strands. According to tradition royal
persons have it divided into three parts, but cawfaa must have it divided into five parts, called bencasikh--n, that
is, like the god who is the harpist of Siva and whose hair is divided into five parts. And he bathes in water pouring
from the mouths of the four animals, just as the top-knot shaving ceremony has always been done.
20. cawfaa hold rank equal to krommyyn and when appointed\fn{This system of dividing up administrative functions into
various krom derives from Cambodia though the function of these krom in Thailand is not exactly the same. What the numerical
designations of dignities originally referred to is not certain. Generally people think it referred to raj of land, but more likely it referred to
manpower controlled, and finally came to be only a convenient means of ranking } to a krom office must be made kromkhun or

higher. By tradition cawfaa have unique dignity over other princes.
A cawfaa has status which is not appropriate to the rank of krommyyn and he has a dignity which differs many
times over from other princes. For example, if he is a somded phracaw n--- aath—cawfaa (king’s younger
brother), he will have a dignity of 20,000, and if he holds a krom office he will have a dignity of 50,000. If he is a
somded phracaw luugth-- cawfaa (king's son) he will have a dignity of 15,000 and if appointed to a krom office he
will have 40,000. If either of these princes is appointed as –uparaad\fn{The titles –uparaad and wa-naa refer to the same
person and office} (deputy king) he will have a dignity of 100,000. By tradition a phra-o-caw, if he is the king’s
younger brother, will have a dignity of only 7,000; the king’s son by a minor wife will have a dignity of 6,000.
The king’s grandsons of cawfaa rank will have a dignity of 6,000. If any of these three latter princes holds a krom
office he will have a dignity of 15,000. If one is only phracaw laanth-- (grandson or nephew of phra-o-caw rank),
such as children of the wa-naa he will have 4,000, and if appointed to a krom office his dignity is increased to
11,000. These positions are very old, having been initiated in the reign of somded phrab-rom trajloogkanaad I,
who came to the throne in C. S. 796 (A. D. 1434)\fn{ This date should be 1448} which is still within the period of 200
years mentioned earlier. By studying these positions and dignities one will be able to understand how much higher
in rank is a cawfaa over a phra-o-caw.
21. cawfa who hold a krom office do not discard their original names and are still known by those names.
When a cawfaa holds a krom title, be it kromkhun, kromlua-, or kromphra- he is not called by the title of that
office, nor is his original name changed like other princes with krom titles. This is because when a cawfaa is
officially named at the age of about eight or nine years, his name is engraved on a golden tablet—a long
elaboration like my own. The gold tablet I received has my name engraved as somded luugjaath-- cawfaa
culaalo-k--n b--dintharatheeb mahaamo-kud burudradtana- raadcharawiwo- warudom pho- b--riphad siriwadthana- raadchakiumaan as a child, or siri- wadthana- raadchawaroorod as a young man.
22. The elaborate name of a cawfaa includes his father’s name,but that of a cawfaa princess does not; she has only
a short elaboration.
In the elaboration of the names which each cawfaa receives it is indicated whose son he is. Included will be a
name of the king who is the father of each one. For example, one name of phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw (Rama
IV) is pho-saadisuan krasad, and a name of somded phracaw b-rommawo-th-- cawfaa mahaamaalaa is
mahidsaraathiraad rawiwo- because they were the sons of phrabaad somded phraphudthal--dlaa (Rama II)
whose name included –idsara-sunth--n. I myself have the name b-dintharatheeb mahaamakud burudradthana102

raadchawaraa-kuun because I am the son of King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw whose name included
mahaamakud. But a cawfaa princess has a short name which does not include the name of her father.
23. A cawfaa has a cawkrom (Administrator) of myyn rank before he is appointed to a krom office. When
appointed he uses his original name combined with that of his Administrator.
[A cawfaa] can appoint an Administrator, a paladkrom (deputy administrator), and a samubanchii (controller)
to mynn rank like any prince who holds a krom office. When he is appointed kromkhun, kromlua-, or kromphrahis original name as given on the gold tabiet which he received when very young remains unchanged. The name
he receives when appointed to a krom office is not a princely name. It is the name of his administrator. To refer to
the prince one must use his own name and the administrator’s name together. For example, somded phrabrommawo-th-- cawfaa mahaamaalaa kromphra- bamraab p--rapag. The deputy administrator is lua- and the
controller is khun, in order of rank.
24. [A cawfaa] has blue enamel symbols of rank.
The betel tray and spittoon symbols of rank are of [gold with] blue enamel and are different from all other
royalty. Other princes, even those with krom rank as high as krom somded phra-, may not use enameled utensils.
They must use plain gold unless they have them made for themselves and use them on other occasions than in the
presence of the king. Later on, in the reign of King phrac--mklaw (Rama IV), the king gave blue enameled betel
containers, but with plain gold trays, to some who had rendered service to the government, but they were very
few.
25. If a cawfaa becomes king he can use the epithet –ubphatoosuchaad as an elaboration of his name.
If a cawfaa becomes king he can use the term –ubphatoosuchaad sa-sudkhrawhanii which is regarded by Thai
scholars as meaning a person of purity. The word –ubphatoosuchaad means being of good birth in both lines. sasudkhrawhanii means a womb where an all pure birth takes place. When combined they can be interpreted as
being “born of a womb which gives pure birth from both lines”.
26. When [a cawfaa] dies there is a mourning-maid and a public funeral pyre in the center of the city.
If he has the chaaluuglua- lullaby when he is born, when he dies he must also have a woman to keen for him
and a funeral pyre, large or small depending on conditions [in the country], is built in the center of the city.
27. cawfaa are known as thuunkram-m.
There is another term of reference which everyone uses to honor cawfaa, other than the rank given him by.the
king. cawfaa who are the sons of the king have been called thuunkramom. This word thuunkram-m is not official,
but only has come to be used often, just as among the nobility the word cawkhun has been used by servants,
subordinates among the nobility, or government officials of lower or equal rank, for a government official who
has the conferred title of phrajaa. But the word cawkhun cannot be used in official audience with the king. Such
persons must be referred to by the title phrajaa as conferred. It is the same with the word thuunkram-m. However,
strictly speaking, if it may not be used in an official letter or in official address to the king, the word thuunkram-m
can sometimes be used, but only in private.
28. cawfaa of the first class may be called thuunkram-m
Those who hear it might wonder whether the word thuukram-m is used only in special cases and not widely. In
fact the word thuunkram-m can always be applied to a cawfaa of the first class. Even though it may or may not be
widely used by other people, his subordinates and servants will surely call him thuunkram-m.
29. thuunkram-m is not a conferred title. It is only used by the people.
A cawfaa sometimes called the king who is his father thuunkram-m. The children of these princes also call
their fathers thuunkram-m. King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw (Rama IV) said that was right according to
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tradition. But this title is not conferred by the king. It is used by the people and thus becomes another title
distinguishing cawfaa from phra-o-caw.
30. The top-knot shaving ceremony is sometimes held and sometimes prevented [by conditions].
Some of these traditional indications of status were used during the first two hundred years of Ayuthia and
some arose after [those] two hundred years. cawfaa have continued to receive these indications of status up to the
present time except for the top-knot shaving ceremony and the bathing ceremony which are very big and require
many people. They are not given when affairs of state hinder. If there is no hindrance and they can be properly
done, they are.
31. The status and power of cawfaa as mentioned above are peculiar to cawfaa who are sons of the sovereign.
Others are like any other traditional royalty.
The position, status and power of cawfaa which have been mentioned here concern only the cawfaa, who are
sons of the sovereign. Other cawfaa have rank and dignity lower than the children of the king who are phra-ocaw and will receive indications of status—the top-knot shaving ceremony, ordination ceremony, or whatever—
equal to traditional royalty, or lower than some phra-o-caw, according to their order of rank. What has been
explained above must be understood to apply only to those cawfaa who are the children of the sovereign. The
status of cawfaa children of the king, as mentioned, has been the custom from olden days and has remained up to
the present day.
32. Of the royal paraphernalia allowed to be used in ancient processions only the kl---chana- (Victory Drum)
remain.
Those things which appear in the Palatine Law which can be said to be ancient things [used] for processions
and various symbols of rank and status, and things [relating to] cawfaa of all levels, would be too long to list here
and [would include] things which have been abandoned. Things which remain are only the Victory Drum and
royal symbols granted by the king for use in the top-knot ceremony. To describe them in detail would be endless.
33. The tradition concerning cawfaa from later times up to the present includes seven types [of persons who] can
be cawfaa.
I shall speak about persons whose status is suitable for cawfaa according to the tradition after the period of [the
first] two hundred years. Concerning cawfaa as understood from the later times of Ayuthia to Bangkok for over
three hundred years—which princes should be cawfaa and which should not—one must first understand that in
the royal family [the status of] the mother is very much considered. If one reckons the persons who can be cawfaa
[it will be found] that they are:
34. (1) At the founding of a dynasty [the king] can raise his older and younger siblings born of the same parents
and his sons to be cawfaa.
A newly crowned conquering king changes the dynasty and establishes himself as lord. Such a king has the
power to appoint cawfaa at will, but he should not deviate from the pattern of the past. He has some advantages
over a king who succeeds to the throne in that he can raise his siblings born of the same mother to the rank of
cawfaa and can also raise any of his sons to be cawfaa. For example, phrabaad somded pphraphudthaj--dfaa
culaaloog (Rama I) raised to cawfaa rank his two older sisters and his son and daughter born of krom somded
phra-amarintharaamaad. But somded phra-amarintharaamaad, who was their mother, was not raised to any sort
of queely rank. She was only made caw (royal) in order to be a suitable mother of cawfaa. These are one kind of
cawfaa who are raised [to the rank]. However, the younger full brother of a king who succeeded to the throne
properly, King phrabaad somded phrana-klaw (Rama III), seems never to have been raised to cawfaa rank.
Whether it was because he died at a very early age or whether there was a custom prohibiting it is not
known.\fn{The younger brother referred to lived only one day and was a phra-o-caw. Thus any higher rank would have had rto have
been conferred posthumously}
35. (2) The king’s child born of a daughter of a king is a true cawfaa.
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The king’s child who is born of a daughter of a king has the status of a true cawfaa. For example, somded
phracaw b-rommawo-th-- cawfaa mahaamaalaa kromphra- bamraab p--rapag, who was the son of cawfaa
kunthon, the daughter of phrabaad somded phraphudthajo--dfaa culaaloog (Rama I), and whose father was
phrabaad somded phraphudthal--dlaa naphaalaj (Rama II), was considered a cawfaa “by right”, as phrased in
English.
36. (3) The king’s son born of a granddaughter of a king is a cawfaa.
Strictly speaking a prince born of a granddaughter of a king ought legally also to be cawfaa. But
granddaughters of a king seldom have parents who are both cawfaa or phra-o-caw in rank, so most of them have
the lower rank of a m-mcaw. As long as one is m-mcaw she is not suitable to be the mother of a cawfaa. If the
king wishes to allow [her child] to be cawfaa he will also have to raise her [to the rank of] phra-o-caw. For
example, in the reign of King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw (Rama IV) a m-mcaw who was the daughter of
phra-o-caw lagkhanaanukhun, the son of King phrabaad somded phrana-klaw (Rama III),\fn{He was born in
Bangkok on March 31, 1788, the son of King Rama II by a junior wife, Chao Chom Riem. At the time of the death of King Rama II his
supposed heir, Prince Mongkut, had entered a monastery as a monk, and Prince Chesda Bondindra, as the future King Rama III was then
styled, was chosen as king by the Accession Council at the age of 37, and reigned for 27 years. W } had been raised to phra-o-caw

by King phrabaad somded phrana-klaw before she became a phraraadchatheewii (lesser queen) of King
phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw (Rama IV), and she had a son who was a cawfaa. Also m-mcaw ramph--j, the
daughter of krommyyn maadtajaaphithag, the oldest son of King phrabaad somded phrana-klaw (Rama III), came
to be a phraraadchatheewii of King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw and was raised to be phra-o-caw ramph--j
phamaaphirom. She became the royal mother of four cawfaa princes. Such cawfaa as these are also cawfaa “by
rlght”, but their mothers’ had to be raised to phra-o-caw in order to be worthy of the honor of the cawfaa who are
her children. But the king’s sons born of granddaughters of a king as such may or may not be allowed to be
cawfaa. The tradition is that a royal son born of the granddaughter of a king is a cawfaa, and if [the mother] is a
phra-o-caw then [the child] is a cawfaa, but if [the mother] is only m-caw it is not certain for the king can oppose
it.
37. (4) The king’s son born of a daughter of the ruler of a vassal state can be a cawfaa.
The king’s son born of a daughter of the king of a foreign country which is independent at that time is a
cawfaa “by right”. In the case of a country which was formerly independent and later became a vassal of
Bangkok, but whose ruler still maintains his position, the king could make that ruler’s grandchildren—his own
sons and daughters—cawfaa if he wished. For example, phrabaad somded phraphudthaj—dfaa culaaloog (Rama
I) promoted a phra-o-caw princess, born of a cawc--mmaandaa (minor wife) who was the daughter of the King of
Vientiane, to be somded phracaw luugth--cawfaa kunthonthibphajawadii. This kind of cawfaa is still considered a
cawfaa “by right”. But she is not so well respected as those whose mothers are of the same dynasty. In the reign
of King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw (Rama IV), nagjiam, the daughter of King somded phranaroodom of
Cambodia, who was made phra-o-caw kamphoodraadchasudaadua-, and tonkuu subia, the younger sister of
Sultan Mahmud of Lingaa, were both phrasanom (minor wife) of the king who made it known that if they gave
birth the children must be cawfaa according to tradition. But many people were strongly opposed to that.
38. (5) A prince whose mother is a cawfaa can be a cawfaa grandchild through his mother.
When a cawfaa princess who is either a younger sister or a daughter of a king, whether her husband is the
king, a cawfaa, or a phra-o-caw of any level who has a krom title, give’s birth to a son or a daughter, that child is
a cawfaa through the mother, but with a lower dignity than the prince who is the father. He is a cawfaa in name
only. For example, both the older sisters of phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--dfaa (Rama I) had non-royal
husbands and each had several sons and daughters. All these children had to be considered cawfaa through their
mothers. Later on a daughter of the younger of these sisters became a wife of phrabaad somded phraphudthal-dlaa naphaalaj (Rama II) while he was still a prince and she had three sons all of whom were cawfaa. Such is the
example. But the reader must understand that tradition forbids marriage between a cawfaa princess and a phra-ocaw, and between a phra-o-caw princess and a m-mcaw, or a khunnaa- (nobleman), or a foreign prince, or a
prince of the royal family to whom she is not closely related. Therefore, cawfaa and phra-o-caw princesses can
only marry close relatives of equal or higher rank. This is why, by tradition, most cawfaa and phra-o-caw
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princesses have not had husbands. If they are to have husbands they can only become phraraadchatheewii of the
king. Very few have had husbands other than the king because it would be very unfavorably received. So there are
no cawfaa who have the title through the mother’s family as described above who can be pointed out as examples
at the present time. There are many only when a new dynasty is founded and princes newly created. cawfaa
through the mother are considered such “by courtesy”.
39. (6) A child of the wa-naa (deputy king) whose mother is royal can be appointed cawfaa by the sovereign.
Children of the wa-naa have been allowed to be phra-o-caw from the time of the krom phraraadchawa- (i.e.
wa-naa) under King phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--dfaa culaaloog (Rama I). Later on, through the favor of the
king, either because of being the eldest son of the wa-naa, or because of services rendered to the king, or because
the mother’s family was of sufficiently high estate to allow promotion, [some] were promoted to cawfaa as an
honor. There are two examples of this type. Princess phikunthoon who was the daughter of the krom
phraraadchawa- under phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--dfaa culaaloog (Rama I), and whose mother was a Lao
princess from Chiangmai, was made a cawfaa. But there was [one] whose mother was the daughter of the King of
Cambodia, and [one] whose mother was phra-o-caw daughter of the King of Thonburi, who were not made
cawfaa and had to remain phra-o-caw. Later, when the krom phraraadchawa- under phrabaad somded phranaklaw (Rama III) had a son by phra-o-caw daaraa, who was the daughter of the first krom phraraadchawa-, he
was not a cawfaa either. He was only phra-o-caw -idsarapho- until he was thirty years old when, in recognition of
his diligent service, King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw (Rama IV) raised him to cawfaa “by promotion”. But
such cawfaa may not use the title somded. He may use only the title phrab--w--rawo-th- like phra-o-caw. Such
cawfaa are installed only at the pleasure of the king. They are outside the pattern for cawfaa. A child of the wanaa may be a true cawfaa only when the mother is a cawfaa as explained above.
40. (7) A king’s son whose mother is the daughter of a minister of state who has rendered special service may also
be made a cawfaa if the king is the first of a new dynasty.
This is yet another kind of cawfaa. This appears to have happened only once. In the reign of the King of
Thonburi a daughter of phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--dfaa culaaloog (Rama I) had a son by the King of
Thonburi, then she died. At that time phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--faa culaaloog held a high position and was
called mahaakasadsyg. He had the power of command in war like a king. As there were many wars at that time
the King of Thonburi recognized phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--dfaa culaaloog as a lord in battle. Since the
King of Thonburi achieved the crown through conquest, he had the power to appoint cawfaa as described in
section (1). So he appointed that son, who was not a cawfaa “by right”, a special cawfaa. Besides that cawfaa
there were also two other cawfaa born to the illustrious family of the King of Thonburi. But these two were
cawfaa “by right”, unlike the cawfaa who was the grandson of phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--dfaa culaaloog.
But later on, when phrabaad somded phraphudthaj--dffa became king by conquest this cawfaa became a cawfaa
“by right” because [his mother] was the daughter of somded phra-amarintharaamaad\fn{This title and name was
conferred on her by her son, Rama II. There is no record of her being given any title by Rama I } (a wife of Rama I) and must have
been a cawfaa like her son who was a cawfaa.
41. There are no cawfaa other than these seven prescribed classes.
Persons suitable to be cawfaa, and who have been during three hundred years, have been princes in these seven
groups only. Besides these the children of a king who are born to any phrasanom (minor wife) can never be
cawfaa. There are three levels of rank for cawfaa.
(a) In the first level are cawfaa siblings uncles and aunts [of the king]. If these cawfaa are separated according
to the law of sagdinaa (dignity and honor), one will see that cawfaa who are younger brothers [of the
king] are the first kind. For cawfaa who are uncles and aunts of the king the sagdinaa is not prescribed,
but they seem to have greater honor than cawfaa who are younger brothers because the tradition observed
in that law was according to age, not to closeness of relationship. Except for the dignities used at the
present time, the old law has not been altered at all. Since there is no prescription in the law [for uncles
and aunts] they are given the same [dignities] as cawfaa who are younger brothers so they must be
included in the first level.
(b) cawfaa children [of the king] are next lower in dignity. The sagdinaa of [cawfaa] children of the king is a
little less so they are considered a lower level.
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(c) cawfaa randchildren [of the king] are in the lowest level because [when] the are appointed to krom they are
the same as the usual krom princes [i.e., phra-o-caw]. By tradition cawfaa such as grandchildren are in the
lowest level because even when appointed to a krom they only have rank equal to phra-o-caw with krom
titles. But the popular approval and respect of the people goes according to the times, to closeness of
relationship [to the king], and the purity of the mother[‘s blood] in the royal family. So we have had
cawfaa continuously up to the present time.
This agrees with opinions of King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw (Rama IV)
*
The story of cawfaa which has been given here is supported with examples in every case, and also it agrees
with what King phrabaad somded phrac--mklaw wrote in the proclamation of a top-knot ceremony. This
proclamation was written by King phrabaad somded paramintharamahaamo-kud phrac--mklaw (Rama IV), dated
Thursday, the eleventh day of the waxing moon, second lunar month, Year of the Ox, seventh year of the ten year
cycle, C. S. 1227, being the 28th day of December, B. E. 2408 [A. D. 1865]. It was published in the periodical
Bangkok Recorder, no. 1, p. 209, Tuesday, the fifteenth day of the waning moon, second lunar month, Year of the
Ox, the seventh year of the ten year cycle, [C. S.] ,1227, being the 17 th day\fn{According to the lunar date given this
should be the 16th} of January, A. D. 1866 [and] p. 221, Wednesday, the fifteenth day of the waxing moon, third lunar
month], the 31st day of January; and in no. 2, p. l, [Thursday, the fifteenth day of the waxing moon, fourth lunar
month],\fn{The lunar date given in the text is unintelligible, perhaps through a misprint, but if March 1 is correct it is as given here in
brackets} the 1st day of March.\fn{The following information appeared as a concluding paragraph to the above, but it was added at
least eight years after this essay was written. Also the last sentence simply refers to the detailed information already provided: It was
published in wachirajaan wiseed from Thursday, the eighth day of the waning moon, twelfth lunar month, Year of the Dog, the eighth year
of the ten year cycle, C. S. 1248 [A. D. l886J, no. 2, pp. 38, 46, 54, 62, 71, 78, 81, 93, to p. 102, on Sunday, the eighth day of the waning
moon, second lunar month. It was published in Dr. Bradley’s Bangkok Recorder in [C. S.] 1227. End of the story of cawfaa.}

287.121 Report On Types Of Corvée Labour (June 4, 1855)\fn{Chao Phraya Mahinthorn Sakthamrong (before 1855- )}
Bangkok?, Thailand (M) 2
Home Office
Dated Friday, Seventh Day of the Waning Moon, Seventh Moon, Year of the Cock, Seventh Year of the Decade,
Year 1247
I, Chao Phraya Mahinthorn Sakthamrong, humbly ask for Your Majesty’s permission to submit the following
Report. Your Majesty’s letter, R. No. 258/47, dated Tuesday, Fifth Day of the Waning Moon, Seventh Month, Year
of the Cock, Seventh Year of the Decade, addressed to me, in which Your Majesty inquired about the traditional
organization of lek,\fn{A collective noun for those who were to be taqttooed for military and putlic work services, including corvée
labourers and various kinds of slave } phrai luang,\fn{Commoners who registered with the king and were controlled by government
officials. They were to serve the king by doing government corvée labour for some months in a year} phrai som,\fn{Commoners who
were to beregistered under a noble or a prince. While phrai som were free from government corvée labour, they were to serve their nai, or
masters} lek that\fn{Slaves}, and asked me to explain it with references to its original purpose and idea, has been

received by me with the greatest honour.
On this subject, I am very pleased to report to Your Majesty as follows.
When the reign of King Rama II ended, and that of King Rama IV began, Phrabat Sorndet Phra Chornkhlao,
Phraya Sisatathep (Pan) who had just been promoted to be Phraya Rajsuphawadi, submitted an account book
detailing the number of lek, som, that, who owed service fees to members of the Royal Family, both those who
had been installed as krom\fn{Prince}, and those who had not yet been installed as krom, and to high and lowranking officials.
His Majesty, having inspected the account book, handed it to me for safekeeping. Later on one day in a month
I cannot remember, in the Year of the Pig, His Majesty sent for Somdet Chao Phraya when he was still Chao
Phraya Si Suriyawong for a secret audience behind the curtains in the Amarindra Vinicchai Throne Hall, His
Majesty ordered me to bring the copy of the account book submitted by Phraya Rajsuphawadi (Pan) and give it to
Chao Phraya Si Suriyawong to examine the balance of service fees owed to members of the Royal Family and
high and low ranking officials. His Majesty then asked for advice on the best way to reorganize the system of lek,
phrai luang, phrai som, and lek that.
I too attended that audience to wait for instructions. I can clearly remember His Majesty also saying, on the
subject of the lek, that formerly, in the reign of King Buddha Yotpha Chulaloke, there was only one category of
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lek, phrai luang. It was these who provided the main force by which the nation was rescued. Later on when there
were fewer conflicts among the people, it was impossible to recruit everyone as phrai luang, because they feared
heavy labour. The majority of them refused to volunteer to serve as phrai luang. For this reason His Majesty the
King granted permission to Members of the Royal Family and high and low ranking officials to persuade the lek
who were attached to no masters to be tattooed and assigned to specific groups.
Regardless of the numbers persuaded, those who persuaded them were appointed chao muu\fn{Phrai leaders}
with the right to control them. Whenever there was public work to do, these lek would be recruited, using the size
of the farmland owned by the chao muu as a criterion for recruitment.
Chao muu themselves would be allowed to retain some benefit, which would serve as an incentive for them to
round up more lek. When any chao muu died, the lek under his control were appropriated as phrai luang.
In the reign of Phrabat Somdet Phra Buddha-lerthla Napaiai, the number of men tattooed as phrai som
decreased, while the number of those who had themselves tattooed willingly as lek that increased. The King
therefore issued an order forbidding the people to be voluntarily tattooed as lek that. This was clearly stipulated in
various existing announcements and laws.
For public works which required forced labour from lek som and lek that during the reign of King Rama II, the
size of farmland (of the chao muu) was still used as the standard for recruitment as in the reign of King Rama I.
In the reign of Phrabat Somdet Phra Nangkhlao, the King ordered the system reorganized. The fee collected
from a lek som was called gen ka it\fn{Brick Fee} which was 3 baht per year. For a that, it was called gen ka
sila\fn{Stone Fee} which was 1 baht 2 saleung\fn{Or 1½ baht} per year.
In the reign of Phrabat Somdet Phra Chomkhlao, the King consulted with Than Phraya Si Suriyawong on the
subject of lek thanai, lek som, and lek that over whom the previous kings had relaxed control in several ways in
order to make them serve the country better. It seemed quite difficult to deal with the case of phrai som in any
satisfactory way because the chao muu and the phrai were interdependent due to their patron-client relationship
and this opened the way for the relaxation of rules in various ways.
For example, even though voluntary tattooing of that was forbidden, the people always found the ways to
circumvent this order. Despite the existence of laws, both the chao mau and the phrai would always find
loopholes in them to make enforcement ineffective. It was indeed very difficult to accomplish any kind of real
organization.
His Majesty therefore said to Than Phraya Si Suriyawong that in his opinion the requirement that phrai luang
had to serve the government for three months a year was quite heavy. All kinds of phrai luang who under the old
custom would be required to serve in the armies during peace time had been taxed for service fees, at various
reasonable rates, instead. The fees were heavy or light depending on each phrai. Some paid 3 tamiung, some 10
baht, some 8 baht, and some 6 baht per year.
These rates obviously followed no standards. If the rates were to be revised to make them equitable, it might
turn out that no one would want to serve as phrai luang on a permanent basis or be employed to do public works.
If the reorganization were carried out, it would mean that they would have to be hired as in the case of foreign
countries. However, if that practice were followed there would not be sufficient money to pay for the labour.
The old practice thus had to be allowed to continue for the time being. His Majesty therefore said to Than
Phraya Si Suriyawong that in his opinion the practice of using the farm size of the chao muu as the criterion for
recruitment of forced labour in the past, had not achieved the results intended. It functioned only as an ad hoc
measure to enable the government to obtain a certain number of labourers to undertake occasional works. It
however had served the government’s needs to some extent.
In the reign of King Rama III, the use of brick and stone fees as the labour rate was more reasonable and was
an improvement on the former system. But brick and stone fees were not actually collected; they were only
formally fixed, and the money remained in the hands of chao muu. His Majesty therefore told Than Phraya Si
Suriyawong that nothing could be done to prevent Puanrao paoruan\fn{Our friend sets fire to our house} or this
betrayal by our officials. To again urge them to expedite the turning in of the money owed would also be like
taking action against our friends. Past mistakes should be forgotten.
His Majesty expressed his plan that, from now on, phrai luang who should do heavy labour and serve three
months a year shall, instead be charged 6 baht. However, the that will be charged according to the old rate, that is,
1 baht, 2 saleung per year.
Than Phraya Si Suriyawong agreed with His Majesty’s idea. His Majesty thus ordered Than Phraya Si
Suriyawong to discuss the matter with Somdet Chao Phraya Ong-noi, chief of the lek-tattooing unit\fn{Mackong
sak} in the reign of King Rama IV. The custom of charging a service fee from lek som at the rate of 6 baht has
continued to the present.
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In the present reign, His Majesty the King has graciously promoted me to be Phraya Rajsuphawadi. I have
submitted to His Majesty the account book showing the amounts of service fees owed by members of the Royal
Family, both those installed as krom and those not yet installed as such, and high and low ranking officials. At that
time, Somdet Chao Phraya Borom Maha Si Suriyawong who was chief of the lek-tattooing unit ordered me to
submit the account book to His Majesty for examination as well as to report to His Majesty about the situation
which led His Majesty King Chomkhlao to cancel the collection of service fees from the labourers and to stop
pressing for the collection of fees owed by members of the Royal Family, both those installed as krom, and high
and low ranking officials.
During that time, His Majesty did not ask me any questions. I therefore did not give His Majesty any report but
only submitted the account book.
There is a new position in the Krom Phra Satdi\fn{ Recruitment Office} in the present reign. Somdet Chao Phraya
Borom Maha Si Suriyawong had said that in the past khunmuen\fn{Minor officials} were recruited by gen
chalia\fn{Average} to contribute labour to carry out public works from time to time. The recruitment of forced
labour used the farm size as the criterion.
In the present reign, with the new position of khunmuen tad and khunmuen kuen, the number of officials has
greatly increased. Khunmuen tad and khunmuen kuen pay the government a service fee at the rate of 4 baht per
year. But their numbers are not divided by the Krom Phra Satdi who only receives the orders to supervise the
tattooing. Their numbers are decided by Krom Mahatthai and Krom Phra Kalahom who are responsible for the
actual recruiting.
Somdet Chao Phraya Borom Maha Si Suriyawong has ordered Than Chao Phraya Putharaphai to follow up
this matter and bring it to a successful conclusion. A great amount of service fees owed by khunmuen remain to
be collected at present.
I have composed this report for presentation to his Majesty based on my own experience working as an official
in Krom Phra Satdi.
May It Please Your Majesty, Sire.
Chao Phraya Mahinthrong Sakathamrong.

333.57 Rabīap lǣ khampatinyā, phutthaprawat, lǣ hūakhō̜ hǣng Phraphutthasātsanā samrap
Phutthamāmaka\fn{by Wachirayānnawarōrot (1859-1921)} Bangkok?, Thailand (M) 25
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287.123 Report On Registering Corvée Labour (July 27, 1860)\fn{by Chao Phraya Akra Mahasena (before 1860- )}
Bangkok?, Thailand (M) 3
Official letter from His Excellency Chao Phraya Akra Mahasena to governors-general of Muang Nakhon Si
Tharnmarat, Muang Songkhia, Muang Phatthaiung, Muang Churnphon, Muang Pratheu, Muang Kamnerdnopakhun, Muang Chaiya, Muang Lang Suan, Muang Pangnga, Muang Takua Pa, Muang Takua Thung.
His Majesty the King declares that since his Coronation, he has thought of ways to promote the well-being of
the people and to organize the defence of the city to protect against enemy attacks, so that the people will be able
to earn their livelihoods and live in peace and will be able to support and promote Buddhism.
His Majesty has therefore ordered the governors to survey the farmlands and to revise the lists of lek, retattooing them and assigning them to appropriate units, which has been the custom practised by all the kings who have
come to the Throne before him. Surveys of the farmlands have already been completed, but the tattooing of the
lek brought in by their leaders and masters has not yet been completed.
His Majesty therefore convened a meeting of members of the Royal Family and Than Senabodi\fn{ Ministers} to
seek their advice. They agreed with His Majesty.
Senior and junior officials were thus sent out to prepare domicile lists and to tattoo the lek in the northern and
eastern provinces This task has already been completed.
But the southern provinces from Muang Kamnerd-nopakhun, Muang Pratheu, Muang Chumphon, Muang
Lang Suan, Muang Chaiya, Muang Nakhon Si Thammarat, Muang Songkhla, Muang Phatthalung, Muang Takua
Tung, and Muang Takua Pa, have not yet started tattooing the lek. His Majesty has thus ordered His Excellency
Chao Phraya Si Suriyawong together with Phraya Molasri Suiyawong Phraya Themworachuen, Phraya Rithikraikriangharn, Phraya Poiakarnphakdi, Phraya Wichitnarong, Phra Thepa-thibodi, Phra Pipitbali, Luang Sith Naiwen
the Royal Page, Phraya Abhaisongkram and Phra Chantaraksa, to go out to supervise the town committees in pre paring complete lists of lek who are domiciled in the territories of these eleven provinces. These lek shall be
grouped in units as follows: those who will serve the Royal Palace and the Front Palace, or those who are unat tached.
Officials from Krom Mahatthai,\fn{Civil Affairs} Krom Phra Kalahom,\fn{Military Affairs} Satdi,\fn{Recruitment Office} Mahatlek,\fn{Royal Page Department} together with the tattooers shall carry the tattooing irons and ink bottles
placed in a box sealed with the picture of a man holding a lotus in his hands. When His Excellency Chao Phraya
Si Suriyawong, Phraya Molasri Suriyawong, Phraya Thepworachuen, come out to organize the preparation of the
lists of lek to be tattooed, the officials shall be divided into six kong\fn{Divisions} as follows:\fn{There is then presented a detailed table representing the various officials assigned to each province and their duties, which need not detain us, and the narra tive resumes:H}

After preparations have been made, His Excellency Than Chao Phraya Si Suriyawong Samantapongsaphi Si
Suthimahaburutanodom, Chief of Military Affairs, shall return to Bangkok, leaving Phraya Molasri Suriyawong
and Phraya Thepworachuen behind to take charge as the chiefs of all tattooing units.\fn{ Makongyai} Phraya Molasri Suriyawong the chief of kong\fn{A battalion in a krom, or department} shall appoint phra, luang, khun, muen\fn{Titled grades of noblemen and/or commoners} who are border officials to check the passes to prevent men from escaping
across tambon borders.
At the same time, the provincial governors shall appoint chiefs of the towns and town committee-members to
lead district officers and karnnan to fan out to check and prepare domicile lists, lists of names and addresses of all
the lek who are to be organized as units (in kongmuang, kongnog and kongsuay), and those who are under the
control of the nobles, and those who are unattached, who are domiciled in the province, towns and districts.
They are to be thoroughly checked so that no one is allowed to escape and hide in other towns, in the jungles
and mountains and [be] thus left out of the lists.
These lists of lek, regardless of the number surveyed, shall be submitted by the governors of the provinces and
senior provincial committee-members for inclusion in the master lists of lek, classified according to those organized in units of kongmuang, kongnog, and kongsuay, and those under the control of nobles, and those who are
unattached.
The lists will then be sent to Bangkok. For those lists of lek who are phrai luang or who are under the control
of the nobles, they shall include, clearly specified, the names of the masters so that it is possible to inform these
masters to appoint nai muad, nai kong\fn{Unit leaders} with authorization papers from the Chief of Military Affairs
in the Royal Palace and the Front Palace, in order to tattoo these lek. If they cannot produce authorization papers
from the Krom Phra Kalahom, but possess only papers from their masters, they shall not be trusted at all by the
chiefs of that tattooing units, governors and chiefs of the provinces and town committees, because they might
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have forged the seal in order to obtain the tattooing kits so that they might have the lists of lek in their possession.
Otherwise it will not be possible to repossess the lek lost this way.
Those lek organized in kongmuang, kongnog, and kongsua shall be brought for tattooing by their masters as
soon as possible. For phrai luang lek and other lek attached to units, if after four months their masters have not
produced authorization papers from the Krom Phra Kalahom to tattoo them, they shall be tattooed as lek under the
jurisdiction of the towns (lek kongmuang). For those lek who used to live in other towns but who came to earn
their living in their present towns, if both towns are in the South, the Chief of All Tattooing Units (rnaekongyai)
shall make the final deision as to their position so that no dispute shall arise over the issue of jurisdiction. If the
lek in any town do not come under the jurisdiction of the same tattooing unit, the chief of the tattooing unit, the
provincial chief and town committee shall send a messenger with a letter to request the chief of the tattooing unit
and town committee of the native town of the lek to send men over to pick up the lek in question for tattooing. The
authorities of the native town shall comply with the request.
If and when the period specified expires with no one coming to tattoo the lek in question, the lek shall be tattooed and put under the jurisdiction their present town.
It may be said that the numbers of unattached lek at present have greatly increased because their masters have
died and they have not been accounted for. They have thus escaped and stealthily gone to earn their living in vari ous towns and provinces.
The governors of the provinces and the town committees shall select intelligent men and appoint them nai
muad and nai kong to go out and persuade as many as possible of the unattached to turn themselves in for tattooing as the lek under the jurisdiction of the town authority (lek konginuang) in every town and province.
In addition, the maekongyai shall issue notices to all the provincial governors, town committees, kamnan and
all the people, informing them that His Majesty has ordered the officials to come out to revise the lists of the lek
and to tattoo them. His Majesty’s sole desire is nothing more than to have all of them tattooed at the wrists. Pro vincial governors and town committees shall devote themselves to this official mission, and not act in a biased
manner or oppress the lek, nor demand money or other things from the people, thus causing them trouble.
The maekongyai shall warn the governors, town committee-members and kamnan\fn{Heads of tambol, groups of
villages} who will lead their men to prepare domicile lists, to keep in mind the oaths they have sowrn when they
drank the allegiance-water, and to honestly devote themselves to the work to show their gratitude to the government. They shall not hide the lek and shall absolutely not use any tricks to demand any money or other things
from the lek, claiming they are payments for the stationery or for the cost of submitting the lists and deductions.
They shall not for any reason arrest or hold any people who have committed no crime.
If the governors, town committee-members and kamnan disobey this order and violate any of the provisions
mentioned in the order resulting in complaints from the people about such violations; and if the court proves the
officials to be guilty as charged, the maekongyai shall fine them and order them to return the money to the people,
then punish them harshly to serve as an example for other governors and town committee-members to see.
In tattooing the lek, a hall shall be built surrounded with fences, with one entrance and one exit. The provincial
and town governors shall strictly supervise the guarding of the door and thoroughly count the lek who go in for
tattooing in order to make sure that no imposter is let in.
The chief of the tattooing unit shall inspect the tattooing operation and supervise the tattooers to tattoo the lek
in accordance with custom. They shall see to it that the tattooers do not use any tricks to get money from the lek
coming for tattooing. For example, by saying that if they do not get money, they will tattoo the lek in big letters
and too deep so as to cause more bleeding than necessary; or if they get the money they will tattoo in small letters
and too shallow so that the letters cannot be seen.
When the tattooing is over for the day, in the evening, the governor and town committee shall see to it that the
tattooing instruments and ink bottles are properly kept in a box which is then sealed and handed over to the governor and the town committee for safe-keeping. In the morning, before the tattooing irons are taken out for tattooing
again, the governor and town committee shall be present together to check the seal on the box. They will do this
every day. They shall expedite the tattooing of the lek as required by law.
If the governor, town committee, tattooing unit chiefs and masters of the lek become engaged in any dispute
concerning the lek, the governor in charge of the tattooing units shall adjudicate the dispute according to the law
on lek-tattooing. After the tattooing operation is completed, the governor, town committee, leaders of the lek
(chao muu) and masters of the lek shall prepare their own lists of domiciles including any revisions and compare
them with the lists prepared by the governor in charge of the tattooing units to ensure accuracy. One copy shall be
submitted to the provincial satdi\fn{Recruitment Officer} and another copy to the maekongyai, so that the
maekongyai will be able to compel the masters of the lek to bring the lek for tattooing, they shall submit six copies
of the rolls of leks each to officials of the Krom Mahatthai Krom Phra Satdi, Krom Mahatlek, Phra Klang Sinka,
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Phra Borom Maha Rajawang (Royal Palace), and Phra Boyorn Rajawang (Front Palace).
The official who receives the roll shall charge a fee from the chao muu (group leaders) who bring the rolls of
lek to be tattooed at a rate of 1 saleung per roll. Altogether 6 rolls will cost 1 baht and 2 saleung. Since the phrai
in the southern provinces are very poor, unlike those in Bangkok, they are to be charged at a more reasonable
rater.
If the chao muu prepares the rolls of lek and brings them for tattooing, whether the number to be tattooed shall
be either 1, 2, 3, 9, 10 or 20, the governor in charge of the tattooing unit shall charge fees according to the follow ing rates: maekongyai, 1 fuang; maekongsak (chief of a tattooing unit), 1 fuang; Kalahom, 1 fuang; Mahatlek, 1
fuang; Phra Satdi, 1 fuang; Kromkan, 1 fuang; tattooer and drawer, 1 fuang; altogether totalling 1 baht. It is forbidden for each to charge more than the specified rate from the men whose wrists have not yet been tattooed.
If the members of the Royal Family, both those installed as Krom (prince) and those not yet installed as Krom
desire to appoint nai kong and nai muad (group leaders) to control the phrai; and if the town committee likewise
wants to appoint khunmuen (minor officials) to serve them (to run errands for them) ; and if the sons of phra and
luang (high officials) who should not be tattooed are to be appointed as new khunmuen to help with the government work, regardless of the number to be appointed, the provincial governors and town committee shall first
consult the governor in charge of the tattooing unit about the appointment. If he considers it appropriate, he shall
appoint the individual. No sons of phrai shall be appointed as either new or old khunmuen.
The khunmuen shall come to receive six certificates from the governor stamped with the seals of the chief of
the tattooing unit, Mahatthai, Kalahom, Krom Phra Satdi, Mahatlek, and Kromkan to prevent forgery. If the khunmuen do not come to receive genuine certificates but instead forge them for their own use, when they are arrested
they shall be sent to the rnaekongyai for adjudication. If they are found guilty, they shall be chained and sent to
Bangkok.
The fee charged for a certificate by the governor and the town committee shall be at the following rates: 1 baht
for the Chief of All Tattooing Units in charge; 1 saleung for the chief of a tattooing unit; 1 fuang for Mahatthai; 1
fuang for Kalahom; 1 fuang for Phra Satdi; 1 fuang for Mahatlek; and 1 fuang for the Kromkan.
In sending out the governors to carry out this tattooing mission, His Majesty graciously appoints Phraya Molasri Suriyawong as the Chief of All Tattooing Units in charge, who is invested with the supreme authority to ad judicate any dispute which arises from the tattooing operation. All governors and town committees shall obey all
orders of Phraya Molasri Suriyawong as issued within the boundaries of the law.
This official letter is dated Saturday, Ninth Day of the Waxng Moon, Ninth Month, Chullasakrat 1222, Year of
the Monkey, Naksat Tosok.
278.178 Quotations\fn{by Sao Kantasilo (1861-1941)} Ban Kha Khom Village, Mueang Ubon Ratchathani District,
Ubon Ratchathani Province, Thailand (M) 1
Meditate on the word Buddho. Don’t ask.\fn{Either what the word means or what happens after meditating on the word
only duty is simply to repeat the word Buddho over and over in your mind.

itself} Your

*

For the mind to go knowing and seeing outside isn’t right. You have to make it know inside.
*

When the mind is in a bright state like that, when it has forgotten or abandoned its repetition and is simply
sitting empty and still, look for the breath. If the sensation of the breath appears in your awareness, focus on the
breath as your object and then simply keep track of it, following it inward until the mind becomes even calmer
and brighter.
*
Whether it’s right or wrong, take that as your standard. Make an effort to be able to do this as often as possible,
and only when you’re skilled at it should you come and see me again.\fn{ Instructions to the student who asks: “After my
mind has become calm and bright, and I fix my attention on the breath and follow the breath inward until it reaches a state of being
absolutely quiet and still—so still that nothing is left, the breath doesn’t appear, the sense of having a body vanishes, only the mind stands
out, brilliant and still: when it’s like this, is it right or wrong?” }

*
You can rest assured that in this level of concentration\fn{ Fixed penetration (appana samadhi)} there is no insight or
knowledge of anything at all. There’s only the brightness and the stillness. If the mind is forever in that state, it
will be stuck simply on that level of stillness. So once you’ve made the mind still like this, watch for the interval
where it begins to stir out of its concentration. As soon as the mind has a sense that it’s beginning to take up an
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object—no matter what object may appear first—focus on the act of taking up an object. That’s what you should
examine.
*
When we make up our mind to repeat Buddho, the act of making up the mind is in itself the act of establishing
mindfulness. When we keep thinking Buddho and are not willing to let the mind slip away from Buddho, our
mindfulness and alertness are already healthy and strong, always watching over the mind to keep it with Buddho.
As soon as our attention slips away, so that we forget to think Buddho and go thinking of something else, it’s a
sign that there’s a lapse in our mindfulness. But if we can keep our mindfulness under control and can think
Buddho, Buddho continuously, with no gaps, our mindfulness is already strong, so there’s no need to go
“establishing mindfulness” anywhere. To think of an object so that it is coupled with the mind is, in and of itself,
the act of getting mindfulness established.
*
Your\fn{Mun Phurithat} mind is so fleeting, it tends to go to extremes. One moment it soars high into the sky; at
anther it plunges deep into the earth; then it rushes under the ocean, again darting high into the air. Who on earth
will be able to overtake such a mind? You must check it yourself and solve your own roblems.
245.84 Excerpt from Journey Through Burma In 1936: A View Of the Culture, History And
Institutions\fn{by H. R. H. Prince Damrong Rajanubhab (1862-1943)} Bangkok, Thailand (M) 19
1
On Saturday, the 18th of January 1936, we left Cinnamon Hall at 10:40 in the morning. We boarded a small,
official steam launch, which the Resident Councillor of Penang provided to take us from Victoria Pier to the
Karacola, the British India Company’s mail-ship anchored out in the bay. Many of the Thai residents of Penang
kindly came to see us off. Some of them bade farewell at the pier itself and others came along aboard the ship.
My daughters Poon, Philai and Luea were traveling with me. All three had been my travelling companions
when I went to Cambodia in 1924 and to Java in 1934. H.R.H. Princess Sirirat Busabong, the eldest daughter of
the Prince of Nakhon Sawan, also wanted to see Burma, and we thus invited her to come with us. Altogether there
were six of us, including my valet Chit, who had previously accompanied me to both Sumatra and Java.
After boarding, we had to wait more than an hour before the ship departed at half past the noon hour. We had
hurried aboard because, when we went to buy our tickets and asked what time the ship sailed, the agent told us the
departure time was half past eleven. We were unaware that they tell people to come an hour ahead of time.
Travelers tend to be tardy, and so the agents move the time ahead by an hour, so that the travelers can assemble on
the pier. About twenty minutes before the ship departs, the launches are then sent to bring them all on board. Since
we had come on the offidal launch, we were unaware of their procedure.
This was the best season to visit Burma and India, and therefore many passengers of various nationalities were
traveling on our ship to Burma. This is the only shipping line that carries passengers back and forth between
Penang and Rangoon according to a regular schedule. They leave Penang on Saturdays and arrive in Rangoon on
Tuesdays; on the retum, they leave Rangoon on Thursdays and reach Penang on Sundays. Besides this shipping
line, there is no way to know for sure just when the ship of some line or other may go to Rangoon. The British
India Company therefore has a sort of monopoly of passengers along this route.
The British India Company, a large enterprise with headquarters in Calcutta, has more than a hundred cargo
steamers. Their ships sail throughout Indian waters, carrying passengers and freight between various towns. They
also ply many routes between India and other countries. The mail-ship that operates between Singapore and
Bangkok belongs to them. All of the company’s ships are instantly recognisable, because their smokestacks are
painted identically: black with a white band which has a black stripe across it. The Karacola, on which we were
travelling, is a ship of 7,000 tonnes and is classified under international shipping conventions as a “passenger and
cargo ship”.
Other categories of ship are “passenger ships”, which carry only travelers (such as the mail-ships of the P and
O Line) and “cargo and passenger ships”, which carry cargo but also have cabins for four or five passengers.
These three categories of ship are distinct. The passenger ships are the quickest, although they charge slightly
higher fares. The “passenger and cargo ships” charge moderate fares but are slower because they require time to
stop and load cargoes. The “cargo and passenger ships” stop wherever there are cargoes to load, are slower than
the other two, but charge the lowest fares. Most of the steamers that pass through Penang, I have noticed, are in
the category of “passenger and cargo ships”, like the one on which we were sailing. The steamers of the Danish
East Asiatic Company belong to the same category.
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The ships of the British India Company differ from those of other companies in another way. The crew
members, other than Britons, are all Indian. None are Chinese. Two categories of Indian are employed, but in
different ways. Lascars, employed as sailors to operate the ship, are adherents of Islam. These Muslims, unlike the
Hindus, do not maintain caste restrictions and also do not drink.
For service jobs, such as boys and cooks, Christian Indians from Goa (a Portuguese colony) are generally
employed because they do not have any dietary restrictions (such as not eating pork or beef). Working for the
shipping lines is thus an employment opportunity for these two categories of Indian, and they have pursued this
type of employment for a very long time.
It is odd, though, that all Lascar sailors wear the same type of clothing, regardless of the shipping line for
which they work. They wear long indigo-blue shirts, which extend down to their knees, and long trousers of the
same colour. All of them have red cloth belts, and they tie kerchiefs round their heads. I don’t know whether it
was the British or the Indians who thought up this costume. Apparently they have attired themselves in this
fashion for the past century, because I have seen Indians dressed this way in wall murals painted in Thai
monasteries during the reign of King Rama III (r.1824-1851). The boys wear jackets with buttoned collars and
white, European-style trousers, but they wear neither hats nor kerchiefs.
*
Activities aboard ship follow the same pattern, regardless of the shipping line. The navigation companies are
concerned particularly that their passengers enjoy the cuisine and every possible form of amusement. When
people of different nations who speak different languages first come on board, they are not acquainted with one
another and thus keep to themselves. But after a day or so, they begin to relax and make more and more
acquaintances.
So it was with our party. Our first day on board, we knew no one. But the second day, an American lady asked
the captain to introduce her to me. She told me she had recently stayed in Bangkok as a guest of a university
lecturer. She had heard the lecturer speak about me, and so she wanted to meet me. After we got to know each
other, she brought her traveling companions to meet me also. By the third day, almost everyone knew one another.
It was smooth sailing to Burma during this season. There were just enough waves to make the ship rock a little,
as we passed the coast of Ranông, but only one of us got seasick.
After two and a half days of sailing, we neared the mouth of the Rangoon River. As a preliminary to
disembarcation, the ship’s purser distributed printed forms on which the travelers listed items that have to be
declared according to law (such as guns and other weapons) and goods on which duty has to be paid. We told him
to note down simply that we had brought only items for personal use. He also asked all passengers to prepare for
customs inspection at 6 o’clock in the morning.
*
On Tuesday, January 21st, the ship reached the mouth of the river after dark. There is no lighthouse at the river
mouth. They cannot build one there because the seabed consists of deer mud for a long distance out. Instead, they
have to use lightships anchored beside the shipping channel, so that ships can sail in and out both day and night.
After entering the river, the ship had to sail 32 kilometres up-river before reaching Rangoon. (I therefore saw
the lower course of the river only during the afternoon of our return journey.) Two waterways branch off from the
river; the eastern one leads to the Sittang River and the western one to the Irrawaddy. The Rangoon River lies in
between. Its bed is deeper than the other two rivers, and Rangoon is thus an important centre for trade.
Along the lower stretch of the river, between the mouth and the city, there are large oil refineries and countless
large storage tanks for oil in three districts on the east bank. The oil wells are far away, nearly up to Pagan.
Apparently it takes about seven days to reach the wells overland, so the British are trying to build an oil pipeline
so that the oil can flow down from the well district to the refineries. They are apparently investing very heavily,
but this is an extremely important possession which the British must preserve at all costs.
*
Just after dawn, as our ship was approaching Rangoon, it first had to anchor below the city for inspection.
Policemen and various government officials came on board and sat in three separate groups. Passengers such as
ourselves, who were going ashore immediately, were dressed and ready when the ship arrived. Those who were
going to stay on board had not yet dressed, but came up on deck wearing only dressing gowns for the inspection.
The officials had the passenger list, which the captain had submitted to them. For the health inspection, a male
physician examined the men and a female physician examined the women.
The procedure for examining first-class passengers was nothing more than just taking a look at them, asking
their names and jotting something down in the records. The immigration officials asked to examine passports, and
if they found everything in order, they affixed their seal. If any duty had to be paid on goods that were brought in,
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the customs officials apparently assessed the amount. After we landed, they opened our baggage and made one
further inspection.
My explanation here is limited to the first-class passengers; apparently the second-class passengers were
inspected the same way. I did not observe how they inspected the third-class passengers, who were traveling out
on the open decks. In the case of our particular party, all this was mere formality, because the government had
already issued orders about us. As soon as they heard my name, they asked me to pass through and did not
question us or carry out any inspection.
One additional task for travellers, before they disembark, is to distribute gratuities to the servants on board: to
the boy assigned to the cabin, to the boy (or two) waiting on the dining table and to the bathroom attendant. When
I visited Europe the last time in 1930, I observed the ways in which gratuities are given to servants. There are two
methods. A gratuity can be given to each individual, as I have explained. Another way is to add 10 percent to the
bills for food and lodging. (I was told, however, that the money in the latter method did not reach the servants
whom we did not see, such as the kitchen staff who cooked for us.) The basic method used in hotels is to
distribute a gratuity to each and every person.
*
When the inspection was completed, the ship moved up and moored at the Custorns Office quay in Rangoon.
As soon as the ship eased alongside the quay, three people came to meet our party—Mr. Phillip Nash, Assistant
Chief Secretary of the Government of Burma (who is somewhat like an Under-secretary of Foreign Affairs), Mr.
Prior (Manager of the Bombay-Burmah Trading Corporation and Honorary Consul for the Thai Kingdom) and
Mr. A. K. Castonier, who is the Manager of the Danish East Asiatic Company (our travel agents) and is also the
Honorary Consul for Denmark. After greeting us, they told us the big news, which they had heard that very
morning: King George V had died.
We were startled. When we left Penang, we heard nothing about his illness. And then, after sailing for only
three days, we suddenly heard that he was dead. I recalled his kindness to me, to Princess Poon and to Princess
Philai during our stay in Europe. Subsequently, whenever he granted an audience to anyone from the Thai
Kingdom, he always asked about us. He also sent me his best wishes every New Year’s Day. On any other
occasion, I think we would have been very sad. But learning of his death at a time when we were scurrying about
and preparing to disembark, just as we had reached a foreign country, we felt languid and could only express our
condolences to the government representative who came to meet us.
They escorted us to the car and accompanied us to the Strand Hotel. The government had made reservations
for us to stay there while we were in Rangoon, because it is the largest, most spacious and most comfortable hotel.
When we arrived, Sir Hugh [Lasnsdowne] Stephenson, the Governor of Burma, was away on inspection tour in
Arakan. Only a moment after we reached the hotel, Mr. Kraw, the Chief Secretary of the Government of Burma
(equivalent to a Minister of Foreign Affairs), came to see us. He is a senior official and very courteous. He said
that Sir Josiah Crosby, the British Minister Plenipotentiary in Bangkok, had informed them that I would visit
Burma and that the government was happy to arrange everything so that I could roam about in whatever way I
wished. They sent orders to each of the provinces that I planned to visit. The government had planned a reception
for us that evening, with a dinner and Burmese theatrical entertainment. As it happened, however, they were
unable to proceed with the plans and had to cancel everything because they were in mourning for the king.
I thanked them and told them that we ourselves were saddened, since we had previously known him and his
kindness. I said that, should the government have a memorial service, I would like to attend. Mr. Kraw replied
that they had not yet fixed the day for it, because they were not yet certain which day the burial would take place.
But they would arrange for me to attend as I wished. As for my travels in Burma, he said Mr. Nash (the Deputy
Minister) would take care of my needs. He asked me to telephone or even summon Mr. Nash, whenever I needed
any official assistance.
When Mr. Kraw was about to leave, he asked if I were going to the Shwei Dagon. I replied that this matter was
very troublesome to me, and since he had brought it up, I would like to ask his advice. First, however, I had to
explain the circumstances at some length to him.
*
During my first visit to Rangoon in 1891, I dressed in European style. I went into the courtyard of the
monument wearing my shoes, and nobody told me not to. Moreover, the Burmese who were in charge of the
monument at that time took me about themselves. Many years later, the Burmese began to manifest their dislike
about foreigners wearing shoes when entering Buddhist monuments, and from that time onward footwear was
strictly forbidden.
I believe this was really a political matter. The Government of Burma sent enquiries to the Thai government to
ask what the custom in our country is. At that time, I was still in the government, and I heard that the King
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referred the question to our Supreme Patriarch. The Supreme Patriarch replied that, according to his judgment,
any person going into a sacred place, regardless of whether it was sacred to his own religion or to another
religion, should enter with reverence. If he did not wish to show respect, then he should not go inside at all. In so
far as one’s clothing is a reflection of one’s respect, he said, one should dress in the same way as the religious
adherents customarily do, in order to show respect themselves. (Mr. Kraw told me that he was familiar with what
I was relating to him.)
Continuing, I said that regardless of why the Burmese have forbidden foreigners from wearing shoes into the
courtyard of the monument, at the present time it has become the custom for foreigners to remove their shoes
willingly, according to the desires of the Burmese. If I were to cite the fact that I had worn my shoes inside the
last time and thus insist on wearing my shoes inside this time, a dispute with the Burmese would arise, which
would be awkward for the government. But to remove my shoes and go inside while dressed in European fashion,
like the Europeans who visit the monument, would clash with my Buddhist beliefs. According to Thai custom, it
would be disrespectful to go unshod like that.
If I were not to go inside at all, it would be an opportunity lost. An important reason for coming to Burma was
that I desired to see historic places. Since the things of value that are interesting to see are mostly at the Buddhist
monuments, it would be as though I came for nought and did not see what I wanted to see. It would also mean that
my daughters and my great-niece who came with me could likewise not see them.
I thus thought that when I entered the Shwei Dagon, or any other monument, I would dress in the old style like
a Thai layman, wearing panung—trousers, (a piece of cloth that one drapes around the body, rolls the end in front
and tucks it on the back), with a jacket but no socks. Mr. Kraw agreed with me and asked whether an official
reception should be arranged for me there. I asked him not to inform anyone because my visit would be made
very quietly.
Mr. Kraw then asked about the other towns where I was going and whether I wanted the deputy division
commissioners and other officials to take me about. I replied that I should like someone knowledgeable in the
local antiquities to guide me. The guide could be anyone at all, only he should not be discomfitted about the
removal of my shoes when he took me into monasteries. Mr. Kraw said he would arrange everything according to
my wishes.
Just to finish up, I shall mention at this point how they arranged everything. In the places where the Deputy
Division Commissioner was Burmese (hence a Buddhist, as in Pegu), he would act as my guide. In the places
where the Deputy Division Commissioner was a Briton (hence a Christian), he would merely come to greet me
and arrange for a senior Burmese official to serve as my guide. From the Archaeological Survey of Burma (which
is at Mandalay) they also assigned the Interim Superintendent (who happens to be Burmese) as an additional
guide.
*
After Mr. Kraw left, Mr. Castonier (the East-Asiatic agent) came to inform me of the arrangements that he had
made for us. First of all, he arranged a motor car for our use while we were in Rangoon. A rich Indian who is well
acquainted with Mr. Castonier was kind enough to lend his Daimler to us, together with two English-speaking
drivers, so that we would not have to hire a car. The Indian’s car can seat seven people, and he keeps it for the use
of guests, such as the Agha Khan. We felt very grateful for that. Mr. Castonier said that he had also made
arrangements with the railway. He planned to book a saloon car which could accommodate all of us, since
booking a whole saloon car is cheaper than buying so many individual tickets. He said that he had already made
arrangements concerning the steamer aboard which we would sail down the Irrawaddy. Even the money which we
would use during our journey was, he said, deposited with a bank in Mandalay and with the Irrawaddy Flotilla
Company. Whenever we wanted any money, we could ask for it and did not have to burden ourselves with
carrying it about. He was really a very thorough planner. All that remained was the question of meals during our
trip. He had waited, however, to ask if all this was to my satisfaction, since traveling in Burma is different in
many ways from Europe.
In the first place, Burmese trains have no dining cars, and passengers have to get off the trains and purchase
their meals in the stations. The sleeping cars are fitted only with wooden couchettes, and passengers have to bring
along their own mattresses and other bedding. Hotels are available only in Rangoon, although the railway towns
rest houses in some of the bigger towns. The only places to stay at any distance from the railway line are wayside
pavilions. Mr. Castonier had heard, however, that the government had arranged lodgings for our party all along
the way. Even so, we had to arrange our mattresses and other bedding, as well as our meals.
According to the mode of travelling in Burma, people of high standing bring with them a cook, a boy, their
own mattresses and all their other bedding. Not knowing whether or not I should travel in that manner, I said that
the government has assigned Mr. Nash to me (who happened to be a friend of Mr. Castonier). I asked them both to
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consider the matter and said that I would follow their advice. Finally, I hired one boy and one cook; they were
Christian Indians and both had experience in accompanying travelers. Thomas Cook and Son, Ltd., whose
business is to provide assistance to travellers, had mattresses and other bedding for hire. We did not have to ask
for what we needed, because they have kits available—a mattress to sleep on, two white bedding sheets, and a
packet of soap—all rolled up in a package ready for use. We thus agreed, according to the usages they had
established.
*
At midday on that first day of our arrival, when I walked down to the dining room, I saw three or four Shan
people sitting in the mezzanine lobby of the hotel. Although I took note of them, I did not have any reason to
know them and thus did not pay any attention to them. Only a moment after I went back up to my room, an
attendant brought a card in to me. Reading the name, I realised that the card came from Sao Khunsuk (a son of the
Prince of Chiang Tung), who was a Buddhist novice at Thep Sirin Monastery in Bangkok a long time ago!
I immediately called him in to see me. He had grown into a young man so that I did not recognise him. He told
me he had not known that I was coming to Burma. He had come that day to see the Prince of Tong Paeng, from
the Northern Shan States, who was staying at our hotel. When he saw me walk past him, he looked at me vaguely
but was uncertain. He went to ask the hotel manager, who told him my name, and he then hurried to greet me.
I asked about his elder brother, Sao Saimong, who had entered the monastery with him. He told me that Sao
Saimong also was in Rangoon, because their father had sent both of them to study at the university. That
afternoon they came back together. Sao Saimong had not changed so much in appearance, because I met him once
again when he came down to Bangkok during the reign of King Rama VII (r. 1925-1935).
From that day onward, as soon as they finished their studies each day, they came and put themselves at my
disposal. They were charming and made themselves as amiable as if they were my own sons or grandsons. They
were very helpful to us during our stay in Rangoon.
*
Mr. Castonier had said that he would bring his wife in the afternoon to meet the princesses. (In this book, Her
Royal Highness Princess Sirirat is always included together with the three Serene Highnesses in the meaning of
the word “princesses”.) So, I asked them to join us for tea. His wife was very courteous, like her husband, and
offered to take the princesses about in womanly fashion, particularly to go shopping. After tea, I went by car to
present my cards and make return calls on the Chief Secretary and Assistant Chief Aecretary of the government,
and also on the Thai Consul, who had met us on arrival. We stopped at Mr. Castonier’s house for a moment and
returned to the hotel at dusk.
Incidentally, just before we went out of the hotel to get into the car, Sao Saimong and Sao Khunsuk brought the
Prince of Tong Paeng to see me. He is still quite young, apparently about thirty years old, and speaks English
fluently. He invited me to visit his state. He said that, if I went to the Shan States, the ruling princes in every state
would be pleased to welcome me. I thanked him, but said I was unable to accept his invitation, because my time
was limited and the days were already fully allotted in my programme.
2
How strange it was that so many disappointments cropped up as soon as we arrived in Burma. First of all,
while the ship was sailing up-river before reaching Rangoon, we could see the Shwei Dagon, which is on a tall
hill and can be seen from some distance. But the bell of the stupa was entirely covered with attap-palm
scaffolding, and the spire alone was visible. They were in the process of gilding the stupa and therefore, unlike
my previous visit, we could not see the entire monument. My daughters and niece were able to see only the spire
and foundations.
Then, when we reached Rangoon, but before disembarking, we were saddened by the death of King George V.
This led to further disappointments, because the government had to suspend entertainments during the period of
mourning, and we therefore could not see the Burmese theatrical performance. This was frustrating, because I had
wanted to see such a performance for a very long time, ever since I held the position of Director of the Capital
Library. Once, when the Government of Burma was planning to send a Burmese theatrical troupe to perform at
the Wembly Exhibition in England in 1924, we received an enquiry from them concerning the history of Thai
theatre. They had asked the Burmese about the history of their theatre, which was going to be printed up for
publicity purposes. The Burmese could say only that they got their theatrical style from Ayutthaya, although they
knew nothing of its history. The government therefore asked the British Legation in Bangkok to investigate the
history of the theatre in the Thai Kingdom.
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I was puzzled by this information at first, but was able to figure out the circumstances. Our annals state that,
when the Burmese attacked and captured the old Thai capital at Ayutthaya in 1767, an enormous number of
people fell into their clutches. The Burmese rounded them up and carried them off as captive labourers. They
probably carried off a theatrical troupe, too.
Saw Lieng, a Burmese from Mandalay (employed in the Thai Forestry Department under the Thai rank and
title of Phra Aran Raksa), told me that at a later time one section of Mandalay was called Yo-daya (i.e., Ayutthaya)
Village by the Burmese. The king gave this section to the people of Thai origin as a site to build their homes.
Those people did not have to perform any other services for the state, except to train in the theatrical arts and to
play frequently before the king. When Saw Lieng was still a boy, he went to the Mandalay palace many times to
watch the Yo-dayan theatrical troupe. When I asked him what they performed, he said he had seen dance dramas
based on Inao and Ramayana themes, but he did not know what others they may have performed.
As I listened to Saw Lieng, it became clear to me that a village of Thai theatrical performers did exist, as he
said, during the period when the Burmese capital was still at Ava, at which time they took away the captive
labourers. When the capital was moved to Amarapura and later to Mandalay, the theatrical troupe was taken along
and moved to new villages. Over a period of many generations, they had to train for performances before the
king. This realisation heightened my desire to observe the extent to which these people of Thai origin had
preserved the Ayutthayan theatrical traditions during this long period of 169 years.
Since Burma has been a British possession for fifty years, however, I was apprehensive that the theatrical
troupe of Thai origin might have dispersed, because they no longer have a king to maintain them. None the less, I
was resolved to investigate. But on my arrival, fmding that entertainments were suspended, I feared one of my
desires was going to be unfulfiled and thus felt a great sense of loss. In the end, though, we did see a performance,
when we were just on the point of departure, as I shall relate in the concluding part of this book.
*
Another of my great regrets is that Rangoon no longer has a museum. I was disappointed because I wanted to
examine Burmese historic objects in the museum, compare them with those in the Thai Kingdom and learn more
of our common history in the distant past.
Another of the purposes of my journey thus came to nought. I found out only that a museum once did exist in
Rangoon, in a large building at the city centre. It was called the Phayre Museum after its founder, Sir Arthur
Phayre, Chief Commissioner of British Burma (1862-1867). In 1911, the government was planning to build a very
large, modern hospital. The museum site was the only central one suitable for the hospital. The government
therefore decided to move the museum elsewhere. The objects in the museum were divided up; some were placed
in the university and some were packed away in chests and deposited in a government repository.
The plan to rebuild the museum has been constantly postponed for twenty-five years now, and nobody knows
when they might actually build one! At present, whenever historic objects are found in any area of the country,
they are retained in that area. Small museums (actually depositories) have been built in many provinces scattered
about the country. For the preservation of antiquities, Burma has an Archaeological Survey. The former director is
a French expert, Charles Duroiselle, who came out to serve in Burma and retired just three years ago because of
old age. (I met him in Mandalay.)
The Survey has now been shifted under the Archaeological Survey of India and has become a branch of that
service. They still have an office in Mandalay, and a Burmese has been appointed to head it. Perhaps, when
Burma is detached from India, it will be restored to its former independent status.
For the day of Wednesday, January 22 nd, I had originally made plans to go to see the museum in the morning
and to go in the afternoon to pay reverence at the Shwei Dagon. When I found out that there is no museum to see,
I changed my plans and went shopping for the items that we needed, such as guidebooks to Burma and camera
film for photographs.
We went by car to look round the city until nearly midday and then returned to the hotel. Before describing the
city, I shall first provide some background by relating the story of Rangoon in the context of Burmese history.
*
Rangoon was formerly a village called Dagon in the vicinity of Dala, a Mon town. It is said that King
Hpondayeik, who ruled at Pegu in the distant past, established Dagon as a town about the year AD 704, (He
reportedly gave it the name Aramana, although there is no evidence for this assertion.) We know for certain only
that a town called Dagon existed when Banya U (the father of King Razadarit) was on the throne, from 1353 to
1385. We also know that King Razadarit, while still the Heir Apparent, fled from the capital (Pegu) and took
refuge in Dagon. (He was married there to his queen, Tala-mi-claw.)
Later on, King Razadarit’s daughter, who ruled as Queen Shin Saw-bu from 1453 to 1472, turned over the
royal possessions to her son-in-law, who was formerly a bhikkhu. His ecclesiastical name was Pitakat-taik, and the
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Burmese call him King Dama-zei-di. He built a palace at Dagon and restored the Shwei Dagon. I assume that this
marked the highest point in Dagon’s development while it was still a Mon town.
It afterwards appears in history only as a town under the control of Dala up to the time of the Kon-baung
dynasty (1752- 1885). Once King Alaung-hpaya (r. 1752-1760) had subdued all the Mon towns and brought them
under his control, he made Dagon (instead of Pegu) the residence of the Burmese Heir Apparent, who was in
charge of administering the Mon towns. The name was changed from Dagon to Rangoon in 1755.
In 1824 (the first year of King Rama Ill's reign in Bangkok) the Burmese went to war with the British. At the
outset, the Burmese mobilised their army with the intention of attacking the border towns of India. But the British
fleet attacked Rangoon. The Burmlese brought their army down to fight there and were defeated. The British thus
gained control of Assam, Arakan and all the Mon towns below the mouth of the Salween, from Moulmein
southwards to Tenasserim. The British seized Rangoon during the war and held it for three years, before returning
it to the Burmese.
Later on, in 1852 (during the reign of King Rama IV in Bangkok), the Burmese went to war with the British a
second time. After this victory, all the Mon towns were brought under British control, and Rangoon became the
principal administrative centre. A territory called “Lower Burma” was thus created under the British, and the
territory of “Upper Burma” remained under the rule of the Burmese king.
In 1885 the Burmese went to war with the British a third time. This time, the victorious British reduced the
entire Burmese kingdom to a British possession, and Rangoon has been the capital of Burma ever since.
*
I first saw Rangoon in 1891. At that time, upper Burma had fallen under British rule for six years. Almost
forty-five years have passed between that visit and this one. I can still clearly remember only four things from my
previous visit: the Shwei Dagon, the octagonal Shwei Sule stupa at the city centre, the lake behind the city and the
water in the river, which is so muddy that there is none like it anywhere else. (A British naval officer, who was a
traveling companion on our ship, told me that the water of the Chiang Jiang in China is also muddy like this, but I
have never seen it.)
Other than these places, I could not recognise anything, because Rangoon has changed completely. When I
visited the previous time, it was still a small city. The houses, thickly clustered only near the river-banks, were
mostly wooden. Even the governor’s residence was a wooden structure. Theroute leading out of the city, just as
soon as one passed beyond the Shwei Dagon, was forested. To see the lake, we had to drive along an oxcart track.
Nowadays, however, Rangoon is a large city. Its tall, substantial buildings give it a European appearance. They
told me that the city has expanded greatly only in the past twenty years, during the period of rapid commercial
development. Today Rangoon is the third most important maritime trading centre in the Indian Empire, after
Calcutta and Bombay. I stayed only briefly in Rangoon, and it would be beyond my capacity to describe the city
in such detail that my readers felt as though they were seeing it through their own eyes. I shall therefore provide
only a brief summary.
Rangoon (like Bangkok) is on the east bank. The river is lined with quays for commercial steamships. There
are sawmills and rice-mills all along the river-banks. Skirting the river's edge in front of the city is a branch
railway line for carrying cargo. Crossing over the tracks along the shore, one comes into the city itself.
The buildings are laid out according to a block system of planning. There are many major streets, both long
ones and connecting streets, and countless little lanes, all laid out as straight as a ruler. The large buildings, shops
and houses along the roads are in blocks. The ones nearest the river are the Customs House and headquarters of
commercial establishments, which extend one after the other into the city along the connecting streets, up to the
banks and retail shops. Government House, the municipal buildings and the hospital are at the city centre. Further
out towards the rear of the city are the prison and also the schools and churches, which were established there
from the beginning. All these buildings are within the city limits.
A major railway line runs across the rear limits of the city. Bridges had to be built over the tracks in several
places, as though it were a city moat. Further on, beyond the railway line, one comes to the hills where the Shwei
Dagon stands. There are several large hills, near the Royal Lake and the Queen’s Lake, which are not far apart.
This area outside the city is for leisure activities.
Besides the race-course, sports ground and golf course, there are also botanical gardens, zoological gardens
and a boating club on the lake. The rich have made their homes on the tops and sides of the hills. The new
residence of the governor, a large building three times the size of the Burapha Phirom Palace in Bangkok, is in
this section.
Beyond this point is a newly opened section. Most of the new developments, such as the university, the airport
and the military barracks (which have been moved from their former site on the hills of the Shwei Dagon), have
been built in this newly opened section. These places are connected with each other and with the city by paved
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roads which are meticulously maintained. Many roads have been paved out into the countryside, and one can now
go by motor car all the way to Mandalay, Frome and many other distant places.
In planning the reorganisation of the roads and streets in Rangoon, it would appear that the government has
taken care not to encroach on the monasteries, which would anger the Burmese. I noticed, while passing along the
roadways, that wherever the roads were disordered, there were usually monasteries at those points.
*
There is a monument of great antiquity at the centre of Rangoon. The Burmese call it the Shwei Sule. The
word shwei means “golden” and is prefixed to the names of all of monuments that are covered with gold leaf. Sule
is a corruption of the Pali word cuta. The monument would be called the “Lesser Stupa” (cuta cetiya) in Pali,
signifying that the Shwei Dagon was formerly considered the “Great Stupa” (maha cetiya). The Shwei Sule is
about the size of the Sri Ratana Chedi in the Royal Chapel in Bangkok, but stands on a low base and therefore
does not look very tall. It is octagonal and far more beautiful than other Burmese monuments. Everyone who sees
it has praise for it.
Formerly the monument and its ambulatory stood alone in the centre of an open tract of land and looked
majestic. When the city plans were drawn up, the British decided to use the Shwei Sule as the centre point,
widening the road that surrounds it and building large roads radiating out in all four directions from it. Because of
its prominent position; the Shwei Sule can be seen from every direction.
When the Burmese laity saw how outstanding the Shwei Sule had become, their veneration for it led them to
carry out restorations in whatever way they liked. They erected a spired building in the style the Burmese like
(that is, a large pavilion with a roof in the shape of a spire). They also erected small structures to accommodate
the bhikkhus and laymen on the encircling ambulatory base. The roofs now block off half the monument from
view, and it no longer appears so majestic as it once did.
But that is not all. Along the edge of the street that surrounds the monument, they even built row shops, which
are rented out to shopkeepers, somewhat like the shops at Sam Plum Monastery in Bangkok. The shops make it
look disorderly and detract from its dignity even more.
They have one strange way of showing their faithfulness which is unparalleled in any other country. They
festoon their monuments with electric lights, which are strung from the base all the way up to the spire, and they
have their own electrical generators on the ambulatory base. Every night they illuminate the monuments with
electric lights, similar to the way we use such lamps as decorations to celebrate the King’s birthday. It would
appear that they like to use electric lights to decorate the monuments in this manner all over Burma, even in the
provincial towns. Wherever there are monuments that are greatly revered, they arrange electric lights to decorate
each and every one of them, as soon as funds can be found for this purpose.
Rangoon is odd in another way because hardly any ethnic Burmese can be seen along the city streets. All the
inhabitants would appear to be Indians. There are more Indians among the populace of Rangoon than any other
nationality—as many as two-thirds. Labourers of all sorts, from the oarsmen on boats and taxi drivers to
household servants and shopkeepers, all seem to be Indians. The only Burmese to be seen are the bhikkhus, the
stall-keepers in the market places and the artisans who are hired for handicrafts. They say this is because the
Burmese do not like heavy labour and, unlike the Indians, refuse to place themselves under the control of an
employer. This type of work has thus been taken up mainly by Indians.
*
On the afternoon of January 22 nd, I was planning to pay reverence at the Shwei Dagon. I learnt that the
mausoleum of Queen Su-hpaya-lat is on a hill in the public gardens near the Shwei Dagon, and I therefore went to
see the mausoleum first. It is in the shape of a mandapa, covered with sculptured stucco figures and whitewash.
Its shape and size are the same as the queens’ mausoleums in Mandalay. It is set apart by a surrounding iron fence
and is well maintained.
By chance, the attendant who accompanied us in the “Agha Khan” motor car was once a servant of Queen Suhpaya-lat. He told us that when she returned from India, she was very old and feeble and wore white as a sign of
mourning for her royal husband for the rest of her life. But she never allowed her queenly dignity to be
diminished. Anyone who came into her presence had to prostrate himself and crawl on his knees. She even
refused to receive Europeans if they came into her presence wearing their shoes. Whenever she saw any members
of the Burmese official class, she manifested strong resentment against them, calling them an ungrateful lot and
refusing to associate with them.
Our story-teller himself did not remain in her service for long. He had to leave because he could not endure the
wear and tear to his head and knees while prostrating himself and crawling about! The British used to comment
on how Queen Su-hpaya-lat upheld her dignity. According to one story, when the Prince of Wales (later King
Edward VIII) came to Burma, the governor sent someone to ask Queen Su-hpaya-lat whether she would meet
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him. She replied that she would go—if they sent the queen’s palanquin to convey her! And so, she never meet
him.
While meeting and talking to English officials as well as Burmese royalty, I had opportunities to ask about
King Thibaw during his exile in India, and I shall relate what they told me here.
When the British government took King Thibaw to Ratnagiri, which is a seaside town on the west coast of the
Indian peninsula, they did not lock him up. He could go anywhere, so long as he remained within the city limits.
If he wanted to go elsewhere, he had to get permission. The government gave him a pension of 100,000 rupees a
year. He was accompanied, in the beginning, by a lot of Burmese.
After a long while, they took their leave and returned home. Only seven or eight of them remained with him.
King Thibaw thus preferred to engage Indians. (I suspect this is why Queen Su-hpaya-lat detested the Burmese
official class.)
King Thibaw was exiled in 1885. He remained in India thirty-one years and died in 1916 at the age of fiftyeight. The British government buried him in a mausoleum in Ratnagiri. Queen Su-hpaya-lat was then allowed to
return to Rangoon. She was provided with a place to live and a pension until her death in 1925 at the age of sixtyeight.
*
When I went to the Shwei Dagon to pay reverence, I had another disappointment as soon as I reached the
staircase leading up to it. A pavilion formerly stood at the side of the road, directly opposite the foot of the stairs.
It was built for the use of the laity and was donated to the Shwei Dagon by our King Rama IV (whose princely
name was Mongkut. When I visited the previous time, I photographed the portrait of the king, which was carved
in wood on the pavilion.
That pavilion has vanished, and a new one has taken its place. I questioned the Burmese in the vicinity about
the Mongkut Pavilion, but no one knew anything about it. Probably so much time had passed that the old pavilion
fell into decay, and they must have pulled it down to make way for the new one. Since there was no one still alive
at the time who knew its history, it would be inappropriate to reproach them for doing this.
The Shwei Dagon is at the top of a high hill. Staircases lead up to it on all four sides, but the public usually
tend to go up the south side. At the entrance, in place of a gate, there is a pavilion with a triple-spired roof. At
each side of the pavilion is a very large, Burmese-style lion, made of stucco-covered brick.
Every important monument in Burma has large statues of lions at each side of the entrance. It is odd that lion
statues are placed at the entrances. The Chinese, Khmer and Javanese all do this, not just the Burmese alone.
(“Lion” here refers to the fabled lion or leogryph.) People in the Thai kingdom used to build lion statues at
entrances, but tended to make them in Khmer style. Otherwise, they used stone lions, which were imported from
China.
Phra Chetuphon Monastery in Bangkok is the only place that I have seen lion statues fashioned in Thai style.
They were put there by King Rama III. Quite possibly he noticed that no one had ever made a lion statue in a Thai
style before, and so he created one.
The reasons for placing such lion statues at entrances may all have originated with one school of thought. The
original rationale was apparently to build sacred images, which would stand guard over the place and prevent bad
characters from going inside or committing misdeeds in the precincts.
On the way inside and up to the stupa, one passes through the triple-spired pavilion. There is a continuous
series of pavilions surmounted by spires all the way up the stairs. People can thus climb in the shade of the roofs
all the way up to the terrace at the base of the monument. At both sides along the way are stalls where items used
in paying reverence are sold—flowers, incense and candles as well as sacred flags and sunflowers made of paper.
Some stalls sell toys and other things as well, including food.
People set up shop all along the way and shout out their wares. Almost all of them are young women, whose
hawking was annoying to me. Besides, beggars were sitting in rows at intervals at both sides, and children were
scampering about between people, some of them begging and some of them holding out things to sell to the
people who were going up. The dogs swarming about, together with the dirtiness of the footpath, were rather
repugnant to me, because I had to walk in my bare feet.
I encountered a European couple, also on their way up, who had been traveling companions on our ship. The
husband was walking in his bare feet and frowned when he saw us. His wife had stuck beeswax plasters (the type
for dressing wounds) to the soles of her feet. What a shameful sight she was!
As I took note of the Burmese, though, I felt amused, since almost all of them, including the bhikkhus and the
laypeople, were holding their footwear between two fingers as they climbed up. They had worn their footwear
while coming along the road, but had to remove it when they reached the bottom of the stairs. Since there is no
place to deposit footwear, they have to carry it with them. As it turns out, it is almost as though there were a
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regulation that people have to carry their footwear up by hand to pay reverence at the Shwei Dagon, which I
thought was rather amusing.
I myself had no shoes or socks. I wore red silk panung-trousers with a white jacket buttoned up to the neck—
the type worn to our royal audiences to receive lustral water at New Year’s. The princesses likewise were dressed
in traditional Thai fashion.
While we were climbing up, one of the women stall- keepers came over and asked the princesses in a whisper
whether we were Yo-dayans (that is, people from Ayutthaya). This was probably because she saw that I and my
valet Chit were different from other people because we were wearing panung-trousers. When I heard this
question, I realised that the Burmese call us “Yo-dayans” (not “Siamese” as the Chinese, Khmer and Indians do).
It is important for the Thai who go to Burma to know this, because everything Thai is called Yo-dayan by the
Burmese.
For example, when I enquired about Thai-style theatrical performances, at first I asked them (in English)
whether or not any Burmese are still skilled in singing and dancing in “Siamese” style. I got a vague and
indefinite answer. Once the realisation had come to me, I asked anew whether anyone still knew songs, music and
dances in Yo-dayan style, and they immediately replied that the Burmese are fond of such songs, music and
dances. I learnt later that there are many other kinds of things, such as wood carvings, that the Burmese call
Yodayan.
*
The crest of the hill on which the Shwei Dagon stands is 25 armspans and one cubit [50.5 metres] above the
level of the street. It was tiring to have to climb hundreds of stairs. Or it might just be that I am becoming aged
and weak. I had to stop and rest for a while half way up, before reaching the terrace.
To provide background information on the Shwei Dagon, at this point I shall relate some of its history.
The Burmese call this great monument the Shwei Dagon, which means “Golden Monument of Dagon”. Upon
reflection, this is a name used by foreigners. I think it would have been called by this name from the time that the
Burmese and Mon were still separated into two countries. The original Mon inhabitants called it “Dhatu Saka”,
which is the same as the Thai name for it—that is, “Phra Ket That”. (Both names derive from the Pali kesa dhatu,
meaning “Shrine of the Sacred Hair”.) Possibly this was its original name, because it is consistent with historical
evidence said to be related to the times of the Lord Buddha, which appears in the story of the Lord Buddha’s
enlightenment beneath the bodhi tree recounted in our Pathom Somphot texts.
After the enlightenment, when the Lord Buddha went to sit under a tree, two merchant-brothers named
Taphussa and Bhallika, reverently brought food to him and then presented themselves to him as the first laymen in
the Buddhist religion. When they were about to take their leave, they asked him for some token of remembrance
to which they could pay reverence. The Lord Buddha pushed back his hair and removed eight strands, which he
gave to the two laymen as they had desired. This is all that is recorded in the Pathom Somphot texts.
The Mon adapted this account into the story of the Shwei Dagon. During the lifetime of the Lord Buddha,
according to the Mon, these two merchant-laymen brought the strands of Sacred Hair to the Mon kingdom and
built a monument in which to enshrine them on the hilltop at Dagon. For this reason, the monument came to be
known as the Shrine of the Sacred Hair.
The Burmese adopted this historic tradition, firmly believe in it and will not listen to anyone who says
otherwise. Disbelievers, however, have nothing with which to refute the Burmese, because no one knows who
began the construction of this monument, or when.
If we set the first explanation aside, archaeological evidence provides clues to the historical background. After
Rangoon came under British rule, a European specialist examined a crack in the monument. The lines he found in
the opening show that the monument was rebuilt and expanded seven times. The Burmese annals says that the
Shwei Dagon was formerly small in size, a mere 8.25 metres high. Banya U (the father of King Razadarit), who
reigned at Pegu from 1362 to 1385, rebuilt it and added 11.75 metres to it, raising its height to a total of 20
metres. Banya Kierti (a nephew of King Razadarit), another ruler of Pegu who reigned from 1450 to 1453, rebuilt
it and added 72 metres more, increasing its height to 92 metres. Queen Shin Saw-bu (the daughter of King
Razadarit) ruled at Pegu from 1453 to 1472 (because there were no male heirs of the Fa Rua dynasty). She leveled
the hill surrounding the monument into a terrace 274.5 metres long and 1.25 metres high. She surrounded the
terrace with a retaining wall and set up lantern poles on the portion of the wall that extended above the terrace
level. Three hundred years later, when the Kon-baung dynasty was in power, King Hsin-byu-shin (who reigned
from 1763 to 1776 and was called the “King of the White Elephant” by the Burmese) had the monument
expanded by an additional 20 metres to a height of 112.75 metres. He also extended each side of the base to 213.5
metres.
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If one considers the present size of the Shwei Dagon and its expansion through the three reconstructions
recorded in the Burmese annals, a new monument must have been built to encase the old one, in the same way
that King Rama IV rebuilt our Premier Smpa. If not, then whenever they made additions to the monument they
must have rebuilt it, so that the shape of the Shwei Dagon must have become transformed by stages away from
that of the original monument. The shape of the monument as it appears nowadays is the same as it was at the
time of King Hsin-byu-shin’s restoration only 160 years ago.
The great state umbrella at the pinnacle of the Shwei Dagon has been toppled several times by earthquakes and
had to be replaced. Even during the time when Rangoon had already fallen under the British, it fell down once
when King Mindon (r.1853-1871) was reigning in Upper Burma. The Burmese collected funds to restore the
monument, and King Mindon undertook to rebuild the pinnacle, personally donating as much as 60,000 rupees for
the new state umbrella, which was hoisted up in 1871. The state umbrella on the pinnacle of the Shwei Dagon fell
down once again, during the 1930 earthquake (the one that caused the Shwei Maw-daw in Pegu to collapse). The
Burmese collected funds for a new one, which was hoisted up a couple of years ago. The one that fell was 14.5
metres tall; it is now coated with plaster and displayed on the terrace of the monument.
*
When I climbed up to the terrace of the monument, my eyes popped open in wonderment to see all at once
some things that are the same as before, some new things that I had never seen and some things that have been
transformed into something different from what they were when I previously saw them. Also, some of the things
that I had seen before have now vanished, The monument (the portion that was not covered by scaffolding)
looked as it was before, down to the ambulatory base, which has small monuments all the way round.
At the top of each of the four staircases is an assembly hall (vihara), extending out from the monument for the
public to use in paying reverence to the sacred relics. Each hall contains a principal Buddha image. These
assembly halls at the four compass points are spacious wooden structures with spired roofs. They are gilded,
covered with vermilion and decorated with glass mosaic. The carved decorative motifs and figures on the wooden
fittings of the assembly halls are excellent examples of Burmese craftsmanship. Last year, however, two of them
were destroyed in a fire. The craftsmanship of the newly built replacements is not as fine as that of the originals.
As we entered one of the halls, we saw a large chest chained to a pillar. The faithful can drop donations
through a slot in the chest to help support the Shwei Dagon. An attendant sat next to it. Whenever anyone
deposited money in the chest, he struck a temple bell and uttered prayerful praises.
Formerly a series of mortar platforms extended out from the sides of the hall, where the public could place
votive offerings (candles, incense and flowers). The platforms were surmounted by large Thai-style state
umbrellas.
*
At the four corners of the plinth are images of fabled lions, which the Burmese call lion-men. They look rather
strange with their human heads, spired headdresses and lion’s bodies. I enquired about their origins, but got only
an old story as a clue to the lions that are placed at the entrances to monasteries.
Once upon a time, a lion-man carried off a king’s daughter, together with her two small children, and cared for
them. (This is the same plot as the story of Sihabahu in the Maha-Varnsa from Lanka.) When the boy grew up, he
fled with his mother and little sister back to the land of humans. The lion-man followed in pursuit, biting to death
numerous people who obstructed its way. Appeals were made to the king, who issued a proclamation to find
someone capable of defeating the lion-man.
The young prince himself volunteered to fight the lion-man. No matter how many times he shot his arrows,
however, they went astray, and he was unable to kill the lion-man. The lion-man still had sympathy for the prince
and gave out no deafening roar. They fought until the lion-man became enraged and finally opened its muzzle to
roar.
The prince then shot an arrow through the open muzzle and killed the lion-man. He received a reward and
honours, and he eventually became the ruler of the land. But after he became ruler, he began to suffer from
extreme headaches, which would not go away no matter what remedies he tried. He thus consulted a court adviser,
who said that the headaches were caused by his misdeed in killing the lion-man, who had previously been his
benefactor.
To recover his health, he would have to make an image of the lion-man and pay reverence to it in atonement
for his misdeeds. The great king felt that it would be humiliating to pay reverence to a statue of a wild beast. And
so, he built a statue of the lion-man and placed it at a Buddhist memorial. This was then handed down as a
custom.
*
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There are other accounts about fabulous lions at Buddhist monuments, which are the same in essence but
modified into a lion-woman. The lion-woman took away a little princess, cared for her and loved her as though
she were the lion-woman’s own child.
When the princess grew up, she fled. The lion-woman followed in pursuit but reached the bank of a river just
as the princess had escaped across. The lion-woman was grief stricken and died on the riverbank.
Later on, the princess became powerful and reflected on the benefits she had received from the lion-woman
who had raised her and ultimately had died out of love for her. And so, the princess built a statue of the lionwoman at a Buddhist memorial.
*
Related to the story about the lion-man is one told about Sona and Uttara (the revered bhikkhus whom Emperor
Asoka sent to spread Buddhism) when they came to Thaton in Ramanyadesa (the Mon kingdom). At that time an
ogress was roaming about, devouring new-born babies and causing great distress to the king and his people. The
two revered bhikkhus transformed themselves into lion-men and frightened the ogress. The ogress fled and
miraculously disappeared. The king made statues of the lion-men, who had fortunately saved the country, to
protect his people against such danger henceforth.
*
Nowadays the statues of lion-women and lion-men are hidden away inside. The faithful have built small stucco
mandapas with Buddha images placed in them in series round the plinth of the stupa, blocking from view the
statues of the lions and other animals that I have mentioned. The base of the state umbrella, where votive
offerings used to be placed, has been removed to another site, which is a modification made subsequent to my
first visit. Some of the new stucco mandapas are aesthetic and beautifully constructed. All of them are gilded,
covered with vermilion and decorated with glass mosaic.
The terrace surrounding the stupa is now paved with European marble and looks neat and tidy. Coconut-husk
matting is laid out on it so that people can circumambulate. (When the sun beats down, the marble floor becomes
very hot.)
The outer edge of this terrace is encircled by swan-shaped posts, large Thai-style state umbrellas and large
temple bells. Pavilions and assembly halls have been built for the faithful, all piled up and crammed one against
the other round the stupa. Mainly they have spired roofs; few have ordinary roofs.
On making an examination of this area, I found something that made me feel at a loss once again. One of the
halls previously housed a statue of the reclining Lord Buddha in the mudra of Nirvana and many statues of his
disciples seated in attendance. The reclining image was of white stone and about 6 metres long. The moulding of
the figures and the polishing of the stone were examples of extremely fine craftsmanship and elicited admiration
from everyone. The reclining image was considered one of the finer objects to see in the vicinity of the stupa.
When I went to see it this time, I was surprised to find that the reclining image and the images of the disciples
have been painted and gilded. Each image is now wrapped in cloth, which struck me as very odd. Drawing closer
for a more careful inspection, I could see fracture lines revealing breakage. I then grasped that the hall had surely
caught on fire and that the reclining Buddha and his disciples had probably been cracked and broken. When they
were pieced back together, it was necessary to plaster them over, painting and gilding them to cover the damaged
portions, which seems a loss of something very fine.
Another sense of loss is that the new generation of faithful Burmese have built two or three pavilions that show
European influences in their spires, giving rise to a modern “foreign” sort of spire. It would be just as well if they
were pulled down or burnt down.
*
The Shwef Dagon differs in one way from the other monuments that I have seen. People tend to visit the other
monuments in considerable numbers only during festivals. A great many people come to the Shwei Dagon,
however, even at ordinary times. I went there one day in the late afternoon and another day in the morning. Both
times I saw an endless stream of visitors, most of whom were ethnic Burmese. If one wants to see Burmese in
Rangoon, one can see more of them by going to the Shwei Dagon than anywhere else. Burmese men and women
from all walks of life were there, and people of many other nationalities as well.
I met three Thai bhikkhus there. One was from Uthai Monastery in the Bang Kapi suburb of Bangkok. Another
was from Maheyong Monastery in San (Sankhaburi). The third said he was from Bangkok, lived near Sa Ket
Monastery, had gone abroad with Phra Lokkanat (the Italian bhikkhu formerly in Thai government service) and
had been ordained by the Burmese!
When we met and recognised each other as Thai, we gladly engaged in conversation. But I believe they did not
know who I am, except the one who was from San. As soon as I had walked on beyond them, he asked the
princesses,
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“Isn’t that His Royal Highness Prince Damrong Rajanubhab?”
According to what these bhikkhus told me, each of them had walked overland by way of the border post at
Mae Sat in the vicinity of Tak. None of them knew any foreign language, and they had not determined exactly
where or with whom they would seek shelter and sustenance. They maintained themselves all along the way with
food placed daily in their bhikkhu-bowls by the faithful and by taking shelter wherever they found a monastery
whose occupants had no objections to them. In the absence of a monastery, they took shelter either in pavilions
out in the countryside or underneath the trees along their path. Their resoluteness is worthy of admiration. They
all looked cheerful and well.
There seem to be four discrete categories of people who come to the Shwei Dagon. The majority are people
who come to pay Buddhist reverence. Then there are the foreigners, who have other religious beliefs and come
merely to see the place. Nowadays fewer foreigners come because they object to removing their shoes. Next are
the employees who maintain the Shwei Dagon. Finally, there are people who come to seek their livelihood on the
terrace of the Shwei Dagon.
Some people in the latter category are fortune-tellers. They sit in the. pavilions and wait for clients, whose
fates they predict. Some of them speak a little bit of English and act as guides for foreigners. Some sell goods
such as betel-chewing ingredients and cigarettes. Others seek clients for whom they offer incantations (which I
shall explain later on).
*
There seem to be two ways of paying reverence at the Shwei Dagon. The ordinary way is to carry votive
offerings into the halls at the four compass points, lighting candles and incense sticks, presenting the offerings and
then prostrating oneself.
Next is the recitation of a chant in reverence of the Three Gems of Buddhism—that is, the Lord Buddha, the
Sangha (the body of Buddhist monks) and the Dharma (the body of Buddhist scriptural texts).
Finally, a circumambulation of the stupa concludes the formal observances.
The other observances are extraordinary ones, involving the Nine Gods. I learnt only during this visit that the
Burmese hold the texts concerning the Nine Planet Gods in great esteem, the same as we Thai do. (For example,
in selecting a given name, parents may choose a name with the same initial letter as the name of the planet that
corresponds to the day of the week on which their child was born.)
The Burmese seem to hold the Nine Gods in even higher esteem than we Thai do. Figures of the gods and their
identifying vehicles are carved into the terrace of the Shwei Dagon and are also found at other great monuments.
At each of the eight compass points, there is an inscription bearing the name of the god corresponding to that
point:\fn{At this place is a star-shaped diagram of eight lines radiating from a center and equidistant from one another. They are labled,
starting at the top and going clockwise, North, Sugra (Venus) Friday; Northeast, Aditya (the Sun, Sunday; East, Chandra (the Moon),
Monday; Southeast, Mangalwar (Mars) Tuesday; South, Budh (Mercury) Wednesday; Southwest, Saniwar (Saturday), Saturday; West,
Brihaspati (Jupiter), Thursday; Northwest, Rahu (Neptune) } The ninth is the Sacred Hair itself, represented by the flag that

is placed above the ceremonial umbrella at the pinnacle of the monument.
A visitor can pay reverence to the Sacred Hair Relics in two ways in conjunction with the Nine Gods. The first
is to pay reverence while sitting at the compass point that corresponds either to the day of the visit or to the day on
which the visitor was born. Alternatively, the visitor can pay reverence to the relics in conjunction with the stars,
by sitting at the compass point corresponding to whichever celestial body is dominant on the day of the visit.
This should be adequate background description, although I may raise other points later on.
*
In paying reverence, besides the usual votive offerings and the usual chanting, the particular sacred verse of
protection or safeguard appropriate to the day of the visit (selected from the paritta collection) is also chanted.
While writing this book, I did not have a reference work and could not recall them precisely. I think that on
Sunday one would chant the Mora Paritta, beginning with a sixfold repetition of the words udetayancakkhu ma
(“the sun is like an eye shining brilliantly down”) and then completing the diurnal recitation. This is the point at
which the skilled chanters are engaged, because the average person coming to pay reverence cannot remember all
those Pali words.
After the chanting is finished, the ritual of sprinkling water at the base of the Shwei Dagon takes place. The
Burmese explanation of this sprinkling is that humans, on their way to the Hereafter, may be led to three different
places, depending on their accumulation of merit.
Those who have acquired considerable merit go to heaven and to bliss; they need no assistance from humans.
Persons who have committed considerable misdeeds fall into hell, where it is beyond the capabilities of
humans to assist them.
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Those who have a mix of merit and misdeeds when they die must remain and roam about our human world as
wandering spirits.
Thus, when the Burmese perform meritorious acts, they cast this holy water to assist the roaming spirits. We
Thai follow the same pattern, but we offer cooked rice also. Our offerings consist of cooked rice wrapped in
banana leaf and a bamboo cylinder filled with water (called khao phok krabok nam), and we usually tie them to
tree limbs.
Regardless of whatever foundations there may be for this Burmese explanation, their practice is identical to the
blessings response (yatha) chanted by our bhikkhus when the faithful make libations as a means of transferring
merit to the spirits. The words of our response, petanam upakappati, mean “these observances are made for the
benefit of the spirits”.
*
I should make a slight digression in the story here.
One day long ago, I paid a call on His Holiness (Somdet Phra Maha) Wirawong at Sommanat Wihan
Monastery. I saw that he had collected in his lodgings many of sets of the eight bhikkhu requisites, arranged in
stacks as offerings to the bhikkhus who perform the chanting for the dead. When I asked about them, he told me
that he was going to make merit on his birthday and present these offerings for his own funerary service, while he
was still here to see them. Then he continued, telling me that at this merit-making ceremony he would forbid the
use of the blessings response, because he was not dedicating his merit to the wandering spirits.
When I heard this, I wondered in what way the officiating bhikkhu would respond in order to bless the meritmaking. Later on, I learnt that the Supreme Patriarch led the bhikkhus and decided to use a Pali verse from the
Atanatiya Paritta instead of the blessings response. He led with tehitvamrakkhito … nibtocatuvambhava (“May
you the pious be protected … bliss be upon you”). The other bhikkhus in response continued on with sabbitiyo
(“May all evils …”), according to the Atanatiya Paritta. I heard that His Holiness was greatly pleased.
*
In the Burmese style, after casting the holy water for the wandering spirits, one must strike the large bells hung
at the balustrade of the Shwei Dagon terrace. They explain that the bells are sounded to let all the gods and
humans know to utter an “Amen”, thereby receiving a share of the merit. This is then the conclusion of the ritual.
When I heard the explanation about sounding the great bells to announce the spread of shares of the merit, I
thought of the great bells hung in the great reliquary monuments in our country, such as our Premier Stupa and
Sacred Footprint Shrine. We would seem mostly to understand that we strike the bells to acquire merit. But really,
the Burmese explanation—that one strikes the bells to spread the merit to others—must be the correct one. That
is, when someone has performed a meritorious act, he sounds the bell so that the gods and humans hear the sound
as a sign for them to utter an “Amen” and receive a share of the merit. This would seem to be in the same vein as
our old saying:
“When sweeping a monastery, each scraping sound resounds up to the heavens.”
On this question, it would be interesting to consider further the reasons why we make little bells of the variety
described in our poetic verse:
Golden leaves hanging from the Bodhi trees,
Unkempt and dishevelled their fluttering,
Little bells jingling in the breeze,
Their melodious voices softly shining.

These little bells are hung at Buddhist monuments—for example, the bells lining the edges of the roof of the
ordination hall in the Royal Chapel in Bangkok. Perhaps the original custom actually arose from the desire of the
builders or restorers of those Buddhist monuments to spread a portion of their meritorious work, so that merit
would be perpetually given out. Hence the invention of this kind of little bell.
*
It was nearly dusk when we left the Shwei Dagon, after paying reverence. I did not see any electric lights
decorating the monument, in contrast with the Shwei Sule. But poles were set up on every side for floodlighting,
so that the illuminated Shwei Dagon was visible throughout the night.
*
On Thursday, January 23rd, we spent the entire day visiting Pegu. I shall keep my account of the events of our
journey to Pegu for a separate chapter.
*
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On Friday, January 24th, we went to have a look at the market places, which the guidebooks say are among
Rangoon’s interesting sights. I found that they are indeed interesting, because they are very large and better
organised than any other market places that I have ever seen in the Orient.
There are three market places close to one another in the city centre, all arranged along identical lines. All the
stalls selling a certain type of merchandise are grouped together in discrete sections. The sections are all
contiguous but not intermixed. For example, perishable goods are sold in one open area. Flowers and fruit are sold
at each of the stalls in the front rows next to the road. Ingredients for preparing food are sold at the stalls in the
next row inside. Prepared foods, betel-chewing ingredients and other varieties of perishables are grouped one after
another. The stalls selling goods that emit strong odours (such as fish, meat, shrimp pastes and fish sauces) are
relegated to the rear.
The market place for imperishables has stalls selling gold, silver and ornaments, and a variety of goods such as
footwear and umbrellas. There are also stalls set up in the front rows next to the road, where dried food items are
sold. There is a wide pavement where pedestrians can walk in the shade all the way across the front of the stalls.
Further inside, one comes to the stalls selling clothes and then progressively to stalls selling first one and then
another kind of good.
The building has both a staircase and a lift to take people up to the upper storey, which is also a market place.
The stalls on the upper floor are for handcrafts and services (such as seamstresses). Other stalls sell household
goods—everything from floor matting to mosquito nets, curtains and mattresses.
Most of the stall-keepers in the market places are Indians. The only Burmese I saw were women who simply
spread out their goods and sat down to sell them. There are a few Chinese shops, but not many.
This should be enough background description. I did not make very careful observations. The princesses know
more about the market places than I do, because women are usually more proficient than men at making the
rounds of the market places.
Our visits to the Rangoon market places were not without their humerous aspects. On the first day, we took the
“Agha Khan” motor car, parked in front of the market unaware and got out to look at the stalls. The moment
anyone saw us, they knew we were high-ranking foreigners. Wherever we walked, people followed and gawked at
us. Our way forward was blocked by pedlars hawking their goods; they followed behind, annoyingly pressing us
to buy from them. When we came to a shop and enquired about the price of something, the shopkeeper hiked his
prices two-fold or three-fold.
We were getting nowhere and had to go away hurriedly. When we returned another day, our strategy was to
leave the car parked some distance away, then walk in several groups in separate directions in order to look about
more conveniently.
*
The princesses had resolved to buy some Burmese silk cloth, and they went first to an Indian draper. The shopstalls of these merchants have wooden planks as flooring, raised about 1 metre off the ground, and are fitted with
counters. The rolls of fabric are displayed on top and at the sides of the counters. The shopkeeper sits on the floor
in front of his counter. When a customer comes, he brings out a chair and places it in front of the stall so that the
customer can sit down. That seems to be a necessity, because one has to spend some time making a selection and
dickering over the price before making the purchase. One’s legs would become stiff if one were to stand the entire
time.
As soon as the princesses asked about Burmese silk, the shopkeeper immediately said he had many kinds and
brought out numerous rolls to choose from. The prin-cesses unfolded one roll to look at it and, by chance, noticed
along the edge the legend “Made in Japan”! (Government regulations require the name of the country of origin to
be displayed.)
They turned and protested to the shopkeeper, but he merely grinned in a cheeky way, showing no shame.
Going back another day, they had to ask Sao Saimong (the son of the Prince of Chiang Tung) kindly to lead the
way, since he knows his way about Rangoon. He took them to one shop that sells a lot of silk in the main market.
The princesses asked to see a selection of bordered dress-silk, which they noticed was the same as the Thai silk
made in Chiang Mai, Ubon and Nakhon Ratchasima. They asked whether these silks were woven in Burma.
The Burmese woman shop-keeper said in a straightforward way that they were not Burmese. She said that they
had all come from Yo-daya (that is, the Thai Kingdom) but that the Burmese like them, none the less, because the
threads are woven into a fabric finer than Burmese silk.
It seemed odd to hear this. On a later day, I met some upper-class Burmese and noticed both men and women
wearing Thai silk. They having a particular liking for the silk woven with our striped-tail patterns. They, like the
shopkeeper, told me that the Thai fabric is finer than the silk woven in Burma.
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Before I left Burma, I had a conversation on this subject with a senior British official. We were talking about
trade between Thailand and Burma, and he told me that silk is one of the principal Thai goods imported by
Burma. I replied that I knew this was formerly the case. But I had heard that the British government raised the
duty on silk cloth so high that the trade in this good had collapsed. He said it was true that the tariff had just been
increased. But he understood that the trade in Thai silk goods had not fallen because the traders are now finding
means of evading the customs stations, by smuggling the silk cloth along many routes through the Shan States.
Indeed, the Thai bordered dress-silk that we had seen in the market place might be among the smuggled goods,
because ordinarily people are going to supply goods to meet whatever demand exists among buyers.
I had an inkling about this a long time ago when I visited Nakhon Ratchasima, where I saw virtually every
household weaving silk cloth with the characteristic striped-tail pattern. I asked them how they could sell all that
cloth they were weaving. They said that every year in the dry season the Burmese traders came and snapped up all
these silks, taking them to Burma to sell. When I heard about the evasion of customs duties, I felt that these
people smuggling Thai silk cloth into Burma are probably Burmese or Shan, but not Thai.
*
At this point I shall talk about current Burmese fashions. They have now entirely abandoned the old custom in
which men wore their hair up, knotted on top of their heads. Nowadays they cut their hair short, as we Thai do.
But they still like to tie kerchiefs round their heads and dress in the old Burmese fashion. Upper-class men have
bamboo-frame hats made for their heads. They wrap these frames with kerchiefs, so that the appearance is the
same as in former times. Most of the upper-class Shan now cut their hair short but wear their kerchiefs without
any hat frame—which looks odd and less dignified than the Burmese. Both the Burmese and the Shan seem to
prefer pink silk for their kerchiefs.
As an upper garment, they both wear short-tailed shirts with plaited buttons in Chinese styles. The Burmese
wear shirts in the style that we call kui tang, which have buttons to fasten the lower part at the sides. The Shan, on
the other hand, wear the kui heng style, which have buttons running straight down the front to the hem.
For their lower garment, the Burmese wrap a silk cloth round themselves, with the ends tucked up loosely at
the waist in front, whereas the Shan prefer Chinese-style trousers. Burmese men wrap their lower garment in a
way that looks uncouth from the Thai viewpoint. While walking, they constantly have to be careful about the
loosely tucked ends of the cloth. I learnt later on that the tucked ends are exposed like that only in public places.
When at home or when going somewhere without meeting anyone, they wrap their lower garment more
comfortably and sometimes wear Chinese trousers.
I asked some Burmese officials whether the government imposes any dress regulations and whether they have
occasion to wear European-style clothing. They replied that there are no regulations concerning dress. For official
business they can dress either the Burmese way or the European way, whichever they prefer. The exceptions are
departments that have uniforms, such as the police, who are required to dress in a particular way. Government
officials who are Burmese usually go to work dressed in Burmese fashion because it is not so wasteful as
European-style clothing. They wear European-style clothing only when they engage in sports, such as tennis.
Fewer Burmese men prefer European clothing to Burmese styles, and Burmese women refuse to dress in
European fashion at all. It was noticeable to me, however, that the women, even though dressing in Burmese
fashion, make modifications and add many European touches. As an example, Burmese women used to wear an
upper garment over bare breasts, girdling themselves underneath with a strip of crepe of a different colour from
the outer garment. Nowadays they wear the same kind of loose, vest-like undergarment that our Thai women
wear. Their outer upper garments tend to have open collars trimmed with European-style lace. As a lower garment
they basically wrap bordered dress-silk round themselves. One hardly sees anyone anymore wearing a sarong
with the folds tucked up at the waist in the back. Social relations with the upper-class Burmese nowadays are
facilitated by the fact that both men and women of the upper-classes are educated and can speak English. Hence
one does not need an interpreter.
*
I toured Rangoon in two different ways, on both arrival and departure. One was to make my own way
according to my own inclination. The other was to go by invitation. For the convenience of the reader, I shall
combine here my accounts of making my own way about and shall keep the portion concerning invitations to
relate in the chapter concerning my return visit to Rangoon.
I shall mention first my visit to two places where animals are kept. One is an ancient fishpond for what the
guidebooks call the “sacred fish”. It is actually an animal preserve, because people are forbidden to harm the fish
in the pond, regardless of what kind of fish. The pond, which is not very large, is fed by the streams that run down
along the base of the hills. Two or three floating-house type pavilions have been built on the pond. The people
who maintain the pond have set up a stall to sell bread and crispy rice, which is purchased and scattered out for
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the fish by people who come either for pleasure or to make merit. All the fish in the pond appear to be catfish.
There do not seem to be any other kinds.
Amusingly, a large flock of ducks have associated themselves with the fish in the pond. Both the fish and the
ducks like bread and crispy rice, and they are skilled at garnering it. But the ducks seem to have an advantage
over the fish, because they are the first to snatch and eat the bread and crispy rice scattered on the water.
Someone noticed that the fish are at a disadvantage and has staked out thin bamboos to form a pen in front of
the pavilions, preventing the ducks from entering the enclosures. Anyone wanting to feed only the fish can take
the food and scatter it within the enclosures. For feeding the animals indiscriminately, the food can be scattered
outside the enclosures.
*
The other place where animals are kept is Victoria Memorial Park, established in honour of Queen Victoria in
the hills outside the city. In the rear, many varieties of animals are on display. They collect an entrance fee of two
annas (about ten Thai satang) per person. On Sundays a brass band plays there also.
The Rangoon zoological gardens appear to be better than any other in the Orient, both in the large variety of
animals and the well-built places to keep them. I had previously seen in Europe most of the varieties of animals
that they have there. Only two kinds were new to me. One was a species of crocodile with a snout shaped like a
needle-fish. The other was a baboon about as big as a child aged three or four. It was black, with long hair and a
mouth protruding like a dog’s. Running up its nose were alternating stripes of dark blue and red, as though
someone had maliciously painted it that way! It was striking.
Among the varieties of birds and monkeys, there were perhaps other kinds of animals that I have never seen or
may have seen in Europe but could not remember.
Some people make their living in this park by carrying trays of food (notably bananas), waiting and walking
along behind the visitors, whom they know cannot resist buying something to feed the animals. The animals
themselves, familiar with the procedure from past feedings, come forward immediately to receive the food
whenever they see anyone standing at the edge of their cages. The exceptions are the carnivorous animals, such as
tigers and lions. They show no interest, because the only items that visitors buy to feed the animals are bananas
and sugar cane, which are not their kinds of food.
Farther on beyond the zoo one comes to another park, called Dalhousy Park after one of the viceroys of India.
People enjoy taking the sun there at the shore of Royal Lake. The lake is encircled by trees and lawns, where one
can take long walks. In the afternoons, a lot of people go there, and it looks like a very pleasant place.
*
I shall now mention the places I visited where Burmese handcrafts are made.
We first went to see the artisans who make Buddha images in Kernrnendine, about 8 kilometres from Rangoon.
The area was formerly rural but became a suburb of the city once Rangoon expanded. It is served by a road for
motor cars and by a tramway, and the ride out there is very short.
As soon as I took a look at the artisans, I realised that they are the same as our Thai artisans, such as those at
our Casting Village (Ban Lo) and Niello-Tray Village (Ban Phan Thorn). The same types of artisans probably
established their homes in the same villages because they were all related within the same family and followed the
same occupations, each family working in its own house. As the suburbs of the city expanded outwards, the road
reached the village, and the artisans who made Buddha images perceived that they could gain greater benefits by
reorganising their businesses.
One change was to construct or rent row-shops where they could carry on their business and sell things next to
the road. Each family has set up its own shop, and they stretch one next to the other for some distance along that
road.
Each of the shops makes three kinds of goods to sell: bronze state umbrellas for the tops of monuments, bronze
Buddha images and Buddha images of white stone. Each good is available in many sizes. The larger ones are
placed in front of the shops. The smaller sizes are placed inside the shop or in display cases. Buyers can thus
select whatever they like.
The sheds in front of the shops are used as workshops, where they sculpt the stone Buddha images. The
stonecutters, in another village elsewhere, cut the white stone for the images into rough patterns. The artisans of
Kernrnendine go there to make their purchases; later they sculpt and polish the rough stone into finished Buddha
images. They make both the stone and the bronze images primarily in the Victory over the Demons (Mara)
mudra.
Curiously, all the fingers of the images’ hands are equal in length, which is the same with Thai Buddha images.
On this point, I have examined Buddha images from India and those made in the Thai kingdom in the old styles
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prior to Sukhothai, thefmgers of which are like ordinary human hands. Our Chinnarat and Chinnasi images are the
earliest ones made with fingers of equal lengths.
The oldest Buddha images in Burma were made with naturally proportioned fingers, and only the later ones
were made with fingers of equal length. Presumably this style was adopted from the Thai at some time or other. It
might be that the Burmese carried off a group of image craftsmen from Ayutthaya during wartime as captive
labourers, and thus this style may have originated with these labourers.
The shops of the image artisans do not seem to sell any other bronze goods, such as gongs, big monastery bells
or small bells. Those kinds of thing seem to be sold in complementary shops. Sao Saimong said that gongs are
made primarily in Tagaung, because the people of that town have handed down their skills for making gongs since
ancient times. It was formerly a Shan town, called Gong Landing (Tha Khong) in Shan and Thai. (One British
author uses the term “Drum” Landing.) The Burmese could not pronounce the Shan name clearly, and it thus
became “Tagaung”.
Sao Saimong also told us about another town called Bhamo. Formerly the Shan and Thai name was Potters’
Village (Ban Mo) because the townspeople were skilled at making glazed pots. They still send a lot of pots down
to sell in the Burmese towns every year, even up to the present day. (I myself saw a raft carrying glazed pots when
I sailed down the Irrawaddy.)
I do not know, however, where the big monastery bells and smaller bells are made. Perhaps there is another
group of artisans, because bell-making is considered a distinct skill and the techniques of mixing the bronze are
not the same as in casting images. Bell-makers have to know how to mix the bronze correctly so that their bells
will be melodious.
Afterwards, I went to see two other kinds of artisans: the ivory carvers and the silversmiths. These two groups
have row-shops inside the city. Like the image artisans, their shops are all situated adjacent to one another. The
craftsmanship of the Burmese ivory carvers and silversmiths still appears to be very good, and even that of the
image artisans is not really bad
My biggest criticism is that they persist in making things just as they have always made them. To put it another
way, they make “handcrafts” rather than striving to create “art objects”. Their work therefore either remains static
or somewhat in decline.
An Englishman, who has lived a long time in Burma and is going to return to Europe soon, told me that he
wanted to obtain a Buddha image of Burmese workmanship to take with him as a remembrance. He searched high
and low among the image artisan’s shops but could not find a single one that was as beautiful as the very old ones.
I myself thought that I would look for a Buddha image of Burmese workmanship. But, after making a search, I
could not find one that struck my fancy and thus did not buy one.
*
There is one more story about buying things that I should relate.
It was the day I had lunch at the residence of the Deputy Division Commissioner of Pegu. He is Burmese, and
we were talking about my desire to see dances and listen to music performed in Yo-dayan style. He said he had
once heard a Yo-dayan gramophone recording.
I wanted to go and buy one. He told me the name of the shop that sells them and I went there. It is a large shop
that sells musical instruments downstairs. Upstairs they sell gramophone sets and records, and they have a room
where customers can sit and listen before choosing.
When I asked about Yo-dayan music, they replied in a roundabout way, and I did not understand what they
meant. I thus got them to bring out some recordings of Burmese songs, but all they had were recordings of women
singing modern Burmese songs, accompanied by either pianos or violins.
I asked them whether they had songs accompanied by a Burmese-style orchestra. They told me that such oldfashioned recordings have been discontinued for many years. When I was told that, I could only heave a great
sigh.
*
On Friday, January 24th, we went out sightseeing in the morning. Then we returned and pulled our belongings
together. At dusk we had a hasty dinner at the hotel and then went to the railway station.
Mr. Nash (representing the government), Mr. Castonier (the East-Asiatic manager), the Acting Thai Consul
(the Honorary Consul himself was away) and Luang Upatham Nararom (who had come to Rangoon on personal
business) very kindly saw us off.
At 8 o’clock in the evening we boarded the train and left Rangoon for Mandalay. …
278.163 Quotations\fn{by Mun Phurithat (1870-1949)} Khambong Village, Khongjiam District, Ubon Province,
Thailand (M) 4
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1
Has anyone ever been ordained in the Buddha’s religion without having studied meditation? We can say
categorically no—there hasn’t. There isn’t a single preceptor who doesn’t teach meditation to the ordinand before
presenting him with his robes. If a preceptor doesn’t teach meditation beforehand, he can no longer continue
being a preceptor. So every person who has been ordained can be said to have studied meditation. There is no
reason to doubt this.
The preceptor teaches the five meditation themes: kesa, hair of the head; loma, hair of the body; nakha, nails;
danta, teeth; and taco, skin. These five meditation themes end with the skin. Why are we taught only as far as the
skin? Because the skin is an especially important part of the body. Each and every one of us has to have skin as
our wrapping. If we didn’t have skin, our head-hairs, body-hairs, nails, and teeth wouldn’t hold together. They’d
have to scatter. Our flesh, bones, tendons, and all the other parts of the body wouldn’t be able to stay together at
all. They’d have to separate, to fall apart.
When we get infatuated with the human body, the skin is what we are infatuated with. When we conceive of
the body as being beautiful and attractive, and develop love, desire, and longing for it, it’s because of what we
conceive of the skin. When we see a body, we suppose it to have a complexion—fair, ruddy, dark, etc.—because
of what we conceive the color of the skin to be. If the body didn’t have skin, who would conceive it to be
beautiful or attractive? Who would love it, like it, or desire it? We’d regard it with nothing but hatred, loathing,
and disgust. If it weren’t wrapped in skin, the flesh, tendons, and other parts of the body wouldn’t hold together
and couldn’t be used to accomplish anything at all—which is why we say the skin is especially important. The
fact that we can keep on living is because of the skin. The fact that we get deluded into seeing the body as
beautiful and attractive is because it has skin. This is why preceptors teach only as far as the skin.
If we set our minds on considering the skin until we see it as disgusting and gain a vision of its unloveliness
appearing unmistakably to the heart, we are bound to see the inherent truths of inconstancy, stress, and notselfness. This will cure our delusions of beauty and attractiveness that are fixated on the skin. We will no longer
focus any conceivings on it or find it appealing or desirable, for we have seen it for what it is. Only when we heed
our preceptors’ instructions and not take them lightly will we see these inherent truths. If we don’t heed our
preceptors’ instructions, we won’t be able to cure our delusions, and instead will fall into the snares of enticing
preoccupations—into the wheels of the cycle of rebirth.
So we’ve already been well-taught by our preceptors since the day of our ordination. There is no reason to look
for anything further. If we’re still unsure, if we’re still looking for something more, that shows that we are still
confused and lost. If we weren’t confused, what would we be looking for? An unconfused person doesn’t have to
look for anything. Only a confused person has to go looking. The more he goes looking, the further he gets lost. If
a person doesn’t go looking, but simply considers what is already present, he will see clearly the reality that is
inherently primal and unmoving, free from the yokes and fermentations of defilement.
This subject is not something thought up by the preceptors to be taught to the ordinand in line with anyone’s
opinion. It comes from the word of the Lord Buddha, who decreed that the preceptor should teach the ordinand
these essential meditation themes for his constant consideration. Otherwise, our ordination wouldn’t be in keeping
with the fact that we have relinquished the life of home and family and have come out to practice renunciation for
the sake of freedom. Our ordination would be nothing more than a sham. But since the Buddha has decreed this
matter, every preceptor has continued this tradition down to the present. What our preceptors have taught us isn’t
wrong. It’s absolutely true. But we simply haven’t taken their teachings to heart. We’ve stayed complacent and
deluded of our own accord—for people of discretion have affirmed that these teachings are the genuine path to
purity.
2
Virtue—normalcy—is like rock, which is solid and forms the basis of the ground. No matter how much the
wind may buffet and blow, rock doesn’t waver or flinch.
If we simply hold to the word “virtue,” though, we can still go astray. We need to know where virtue lies, what
it is, and who maintains it. If we know the factor maintaining it, we will see how that factor forms the essence of
virtue. If we don’t understand virtue, we’ll end up going astray and holding just to the externals of virtue,
believing that we have to look for virtue here or ask for the precepts there before we can have virtue. If we have to
look for it and ask for it, doesn’t that show that we’re confused about it? Isn’t that a sign of attachment to the
externals of precepts and practices?
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People who aren’t confused about virtue don’t have to go looking or asking for it, because they know that
virtue exists within themselves. They themselves are the ones who maintain their virtue by avoiding faults of
various kinds.
Intention is what forms the essence of virtue. What is intention (cetana)? We have to play with this word
cetana in order to understand it. Change the “e” to an “I”, and add another “t”. That gives us citta, the mind. A
person without a mind can’t be called a person. If we had only a body, what could we accomplish? The body and
mind have to rely on each other. If the mind isn’t virtuous, the body will misbehave in all sorts of ways. This is
why we say that there is only one virtue: that of the mind. The precepts deal simply with the flaws we should
avoid. Whether you avoid the five flaws, the eight, the ten, or the 227, you succeed in maintaining the one and the
same virtue. If you can maintain this one virtue, your words and deeds will be flawless. The mind will be at
normalcy—simple, solid, and unwavering.
This sort of virtue isn’t something you go looking or asking for. When people go looking and asking, it’s a sign
they’re poor and destitute. They don’t have anything, so they have to go begging. They keep requesting the
precepts, over and over again. The more they request them, the more they lack them. The poorer they become.
We are already endowed with body and mind. Our body we have received from our parents; our mind is
already with us, so we have everything we need in full measure. If we want to make the body and mind virtuous,
we should go right ahead and do it. We don’t have to think that virtue lies here or there, at this or that time. Virtue
already lies right here with us. Akaliko: if we maintain it at all times, we will reap its rewards at all times.
This point can be confirmed with reference to the time of the Buddha. When the five brethren; Venerable Yasa,
his parents, and his former wife; the Kassapa brothers and their disciples; King Bimbisara and his following, etc.,
listened to the Buddha’s teachings, they didn’t ask for the precepts beforehand. The Buddha started right in
teaching them. So why were they able to attain the noble paths and fruitions? Where did their virtue,
concentration, and discernment come from? The Buddha never told them to ask him for virtue, concentration, and
discernment. Once they had savored the taste of his teachings, then virtue, concentration, and discernment
developed within them of their own accord, without any asking or giving taking place. No one had to take the
various factors of the path and put them together into a whole, for in each case, virtue, concentration, and
discernment were qualities of one and the same heart.
So only if we aren’t deluded into searching outside for virtue can we be ranked as truly discerning.
3
The traits that people have carried over from the past differ in being good, bad, and neutral. Their potential
follows along with their traits—i.e., higher than what they currently are, lower, or on a par. Some people have
developed a high potential to be good, but if they associate with fools, their potential will develop into that of a
fool. Some people are weak in terms of their potential, but if they associate with sages, their potential improves
and they become sages, too. Some people associate with friends who are neither good nor bad, who lead them
neither up nor down, and so their potential stays on a mediocre level.
For this reason, we should try to associate with sages and wise people so as to raise the level of our potential
progressively higher and higher, step by step.
4
We have all come here to study of our own accord. Not one of us was invited to come. So, as we have come to
study and practice, we should really give ourselves to the practice, in line with the example set by the Buddha and
his arahant disciples.
At the very beginning, you should contemplate all four truths—birth, aging, illness, and death—that all the
Noble Ones have contemplated before us. Birth: We have already been born. What is your body if not a heap of
birth? Illness, aging, and death are all an affair of this heap. When we contemplate these things in all four
positions—by practicing sitting meditation, walking meditation, meditation while standing or lying down—the
mind will gather into concentration. If it gathers briefly, that’s called momentary concentration. In other words,
the mind gathers and reverts to its underlying level for a short while and then withdraws. If you contemplate
without retreating, until an uggaha nimitta (arising image) of a part of the body appears within or without,
contemplate that image until the mind lets go of it and reverts to its underlying level and stays there for a fair
while before withdrawing again. Concentration on this level is called threshold concentration.
Keep on contemplating that image until the mind reverts to a firm stance on its underlying level, reaching the
singleness of the first level of jhana. When the mind withdraws, keep contemplating that image over and over
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again until you can take it apart as a patibhaga nimitta (counterpart image). In other words, contemplate what the
body will be like after it dies. It’ll have to disintegrate until only the bones are left. Focus on this truth within you
—as it applies to your own body—as well as without—as it applies to the bodies of others. See what the various
parts of the body are: “This is hair” … “These are nails” … “These are teeth” … “This is skin.” How many
tendons are there? How many bones? Get so that you can see these things clearly. Visualize the body coming
together again—sitting, standing, walking, and lying down—and then dying and reverting to its original state: its
original properties of earth, water, fire, and wind.
When you contemplate this way repeatedly both within and without, visualizing the body newly dead and long
dead, with dogs and vultures fighting over it, your mind will eventually come to gain intuitive insight in line with
your potential.
5
sacitta-pariyodapanam
etam buddhana-sasanam:
*
To purify one's own mind
is to follow the Buddhas’ teachings.

The Buddha, our foremost teacher, taught about body, speech, and mind. He didn’t teach anything else. He
taught us to practice, to train our minds, to use our minds to investigate the body: This is called the contemplation
of the body as a frame of reference. We are taught to train our mindfulness thoroughly in the practice of
investigating—this is called the analysis of phenomena (dhamma-vicaya, one of the factors for Awakening)—until
it reaches a point of sufficiency. When we have investigated enough to make mindfulness itself a factor of
Awakening, the mind settles down into concentration of its own accord.
There are three levels of concentration. In momentary concentration, the mind gathers and settles down to a
firm stance and rests there for a moment before withdrawing. In threshold concentration, the mind gathers and
settles down to its underlying level and stays there a fair while before withdrawing to be aware of a nimitta of one
sort or another. In fixed penetration, the mind settles down to a firm stance on its underlying level and stops there
in singleness, perfectly still—aware that it is staying there—endowed with the five factors of jhana, which then
become gradually more and more refined.
When we train the mind in this way, we are said to be heightening the mind, as in the Pali phrase
adhicitte ca ayogo
etam buddhana-sasanam:
*
To heighten the mind
is to follow the Buddhas’ teachings.

The contemplation of the body is a practice that sages—including the Lord Buddha—have described in many
ways. For example, in the Maha-satipatthana Sutta (Great Frames of Reference Discourse), he calls it the
contemplation of the body as a frame of reference. In the root themes of meditation, which a preceptor must teach
at the beginning of the ordination ceremony, he describes the contemplation of hairs of the head, hairs of the body,
nails, teeth, and skin. In the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta (Discourse on the Turning of the Wheel of Dhamma),
he teaches that birth, aging, and death are stressful.
We have all taken birth now, haven’t we? When we practice so as to opanayiko—take these teachings inward
and contemplate them by applying them to ourselves—we are not going wrong in the practice, because the
dhamma is akaliko, ever-present; and aloko, blatantly clear both by day and by night, with nothing to obscure it.
6
People who have studied a lot of the Dhamma and Vinaya—who have learned a large number of approaches
together with their many ramifications—when they then come to train their minds, find that their minds don’t
settle down easily into concentration. They need to realize that they must first take their learning and put it back
on the shelf for the time being. They need to train “what knows”—this very mind—developing their mindfulness
until it is super-mindfulness, their discernment until it is super-discernment, so that they can see through the
super-deceits of conventional truth and common assumptions that set things up, naming them, “This is this”, and
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“That is that”—days, nights, months, years, earth, sky, sun, moon, constellations, everything—all the things that
thought-formations, the conditions or effects of the mind, set up as being this or that.
Once the mind can see through these effects of the mind, this is called knowing stress and its cause. Once you
practice this theme and develop it repeatedly until you are quick at seeing through these things, the mind will be
able to gather and settle down. To focus in this way is called developing the path. And when the path reaches a
point of sufficiency, there is no need to speak of the cessation of stress: It will appear of its own accord to the
person who practices—because virtue, concentration, and discernment all exist in our very own body, speech, and
mind. These things are said to be akaliko: ever-present. Opanayiko: when meditators contemplate what already
exists within them, then—paccattam—they will know for themselves. In other words, we contemplate the body
so as to see it as unattractive and visualize it as disintegrating back into its primary properties in terms of the
primal dhamma that is blatantly clear both by day and by night.
When contemplating, you should keep this analogy in mind: When people grow rice, they have to grow it in
the earth. They have to go wading through the mud, exposed to the sun and rain, before they can get the rice
grains, the husked rice, the cooked rice, and can finally eat their fill. When they do this, they are getting their rice
entirely from things that already exist. In the same way, meditators must develop virtue, concentration, and
discernment, which already exist in the body, speech, and mind of every person.
7
Concerning the principles of our practice, there is no real problem. Opanayiko: bring the mind inward to
investigate body, speech, and mind—things that are akaliko, ever-present; aloko, blatantly clear both by day and
by night; paccattam veditabbo vinnuhi, to be known by the wise for themselves—just as the sages of the past,
such as the Buddha and the Noble Disciples, knew clearly for themselves after bringing their minds inward to
contemplate what was already there.
It’s not the case that these things exist at some times and not at others. They exist at all times, in every era.
This is something we as meditators can know for ourselves. In others words, when we make a mistake, we know
it. When we do things correctly, we know it within ourselves. How good or bad we are, we are bound to know
better than anyone else—as long as we are persistent in our contemplation and don’t let ourselves grow
complacent or heedless.
An example from the past is that of the sixteen young students of the Brahman teacher, Bavari. They had
practiced jhana to the point where they were stuck on rupa jhana and arupa jhana. The Buddha thus taught them
to contemplate what was already inside them so as to see it clearly with discernment—to see the level of
sensuality as lying below, the level of formlessness as lying above, and the level of form as in the middle; to see
the past as below, the future as above, and the present as in the middle. Then he taught them to look inside
themselves—from the feet below, to the tips of the hair above, and all around in between.
Once they had contemplated in this way, they came to know clearly for themselves. This ended their doubts
about how to practice, and they no longer had to go to the trouble of looking anywhere else.
8
As a meditator, you should use the strategy of listening to the dhamma at all times, even when you are living
alone. In other words, contemplate the dhamma both by day and by night. The eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body
are physical phenomena (rupa-dhamma) that are always present. Sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and tactile
sensations are also present for you to see, hear, smell, taste, and touch. The mind? It too is present. Your thoughts
and feelings about various topics—good and bad—are present as well. Development and decay, both within you
and without, are also present. These things that occur naturally display the truth—inconstancy, stress, and notselfness—for you to see at all times.
When a leaf grows yellow and falls from the tree, for instance, it is showing you the truth of inconstancy.
So when you continually use this approach to contemplate things with your mindfulness and discernment, you
are said to be listening to the dhamma at all times, both by day and by night.
275.197 The Way To Meditation\fn{by Bhikkhu Pannawong (1871-1956)} Lamphun Province, Thailand (M) 4
Whoever practices meditation, whether a yogin, layperson, or a monk, who desires the fruits of meditation
from both trance (samatha) and insight (vipassanä) should begin with certain dedicatory preparations.\fn{ In what
follows I have sought to italicize all foreign words, and to make into footnotes such bracketed—[]—editings as did not
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disturb the flow of the translation. In a few cases, the editor has omitted certain portions of the essay with the standard sign
— … —for such editorialization; in a few cases, where the completions were obvious, I have filled in these editings for the
sake of greater comprehension. Throughout I have presented The Way to Meditation in as clear a modality as possible, for
the text before me is very often set out in solid blocks of print, a technique which does not lend itself to easy,
straightforward contemplation, but seems much better adapted to the simple preservation of the text itself, with very little
thought to the readership thereof. The indicated sub-divisions—*—appear in the text itself :H }

Take puffed rice and flowers and divide them into five groups. Then take five pairs of candles, or if not five
then three; if you do not have three then two or even one will be all right; if you cannot afford candles, then only
take the puffed rice and flowers.
If these are not accessible, then simply dedicate yourself by placing your ten fingers and palms together in the
shape of a lotus bud and prostrating three times with the forehead, forearms, and knees touching the ground
before the Buddha image, the reliquary, the bodhi tree, or your meditation teacher.
Do this with a humble heart filled with faith, respect, and joy repeating,
“Now, O five precious ones headed by the fully enlightened Buddha, I, who am just beginning in the pursuit
of true wisdom, desiring to practice meditation, place these five offerings of puffed rice and flowers in this bowl
out of respect for the five gems.\fn{ Buddha, dharma, sangha, meditation subject, teacher } Out of your compassion
may you accept these offerings. May the merit accrued from this endeavor become those qualities which will
enable me to reach nirvana; may my aspirations succeed in every way; may I be released from worry and
danger; may I live comfortably and have a long life; and may I work for the welfare of the Buddhist religion
until the end of my life.” Then prostrate three times and say:
“I pay homage to the Buddha who, having seated himself under the bodhi tree and defeated Mara and his great
retinue, became fully enlightened. Attaining unlimited vision he became incomparable among everyone in this
world.
“I pay homage to the dharma, the noble eightfold path, the direct means to nirvana, which brings peace to
humankind and release from the cycle of life and death.
“I pay homage to the sangha which is pure, worthy of noble offerings, having pacified sensual attachments and
suppressed all defilements, is pure and endowed with virtue.
“I salute the Buddha with his immeasurable virtues; I salute the dharma well proclaimed by the great sage; I
salute his disciples, the sangha; I salute the meditation subject which is the very means to reach nirvana; I salute
the teacher who gives the meditation subject and shows me the way to nirvana.
“O, Blessed One! If I have foolishly or carelessly done something wrong against the five gems in the past or in
the present, knowingly or unknowingly, through body, speech, or mind, and now realize the wrong I have
committed, I will refrain from it for the sake of the dharma. O, Venerable One! May the five gems, in particular
the Buddha through his compassion, accept and forgive my fault. I will refrain from all future wrongdoing.” Then
repeat the following:
“To worship the Buddha brings great power; to worship the dharma brings great wisdom; and to worship the
sangha brings great material gain. By paying respects with incense, flowers, and candles to those who are
worthy of veneration, the Buddha or his noble disciples who have surmounted the hindrances, who have
suppressed sorrow and grief, and who have reached a state of utter peace, by such an act of worship may I have
the opportunity to see the Maitreya Buddha. May I, while traveling in the cycle of birth and death, not be
reborn in the lower worlds before the Maitreya Buddha, now being worshiped by the gods, appears. May this
merit enable me to reach nirvana.” Having repeated this the meditator prostrates three times and then worships
the triple gem with the words:\fn{ In Pali}
“So it is that he is well preached, well trained …”
Find a place that is quiet and uncrowded. Enter there and sit in a meditation posture, putting the right foot on
the left thigh and the left foot on the right thigh with the legs firmly against the ground. Sitting upright, put the
two hands together in front of the forehead, and repeat three times,
“Namo buddhaya, namo dhammaya, namo sanghaya”\fn{Homage to the Buddha, homage to the dharma, homage
to the sangha} Then repeat three times:\fn{ In Pali}
“The Buddha, the world refuge, having defeated the five Maras and realized enlightenment, pro claimed the
four truths and turned the wheel of dharma. By proclaiming this truth may the auspicious victory be mine.”
Afterward repeat three times:\fn{ In Pali}
“Just as a man who wants to tame a calf should tie it at the stake, so should [a meditator] vigilantly tie his
mind to the mind objects.\fn{ Followed by, in Pali:}
“Homage to the Blessed One, the Worthy One, the Fully Enlightened One. I dedicate my self, my body, and
my life to the Enlightened One.” Say this once and then repeat three times:
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“Appamano buddho; appamano dhammo; appamano sangho” followed by one recitation of the translation
in Thai,
“The Buddha, the dharma, and the sangha have virtue beyond measure.” Then recite,
“Buddho me natho; dhammo me natho; sangho me natho; kammatthanam me nathem; kammatthanadayakacariyo me natho,” three times\fn{And then repeat in an elaborated Thai translation: }
“The Buddha is my refuge; the nine supra-mundane dharmas\fn{The four paths and their corresponding fruits
plus nirvana} and one pariyattidhamma\fn{The Pali canon } are my refuge; the two sanghas,\fn{That is, the noble
sangha and ordinary sangha} are my refuge; the two meditation subjects\fn{ That is, trance and insight } are my
refuge; the two teachers\fn{ That is, those who propagate the Buddha’s teaching and those who teach all the med itation
subjects} are my refuge.” Afterward repeat three times:\fn{ In Pali, and then in Thai }
“O Blessed One, now I beg the recollection of the Buddha which is the noblest of all. May I be free from all
suffering. May the Buddha through his compassion give me the recollection of the Buddha. May rapture and
concentration arise in my body and my mind in this seated meditation posture.” Afterward repeat three
times:\fn{In Pali}
“I take up this holy life; I take up this act of meditation”\fn{ Followed by three recitations of the Buddha’s
auspicious qualities} Place the hands in the lap, the left under the right, recollecting:\fn{ First in Pali and then in Thai,
based on the Akaravatta Sutta}
“Thus, the Blessed One is worthy of receiving the offerings of men and gods, having destroyed all defilements
by his own wisdom;
“the Blessed One has discovered all things rightly and by himself;
“the Blessed One is endowed with eight kinds of clear vision and fifteen kinds of virtuous conduct;
“the Blessed One is well-gone to nirvana, a place of surpassing worth;
“the Blessed One knows the world in all ways;
“the Blessed One surpasses men and gods in virtue, concentration, and wisdom;
“the Blessed One tames and guides men to be disciples, and establishes them in the righteous way, the four
noble truths;
“the Blessed One teaches men and gods by means of the here and now, of the life to come, and of the ultimate
goal, nirvana;
“the Blessed One discovered the four profound, noble truths by himself and awakened others to them;
“the Blessed One is endowed with special, incomparable attributes and qualities which arouse joy in those who
see them." Repeat three times:\fn{In Paul}
“O, the worthy, fully enlightened Buddha!” and then take the rosary and hold it before the forehead, repeating:
“Buddho, Buddho” for a hundred or a thousand beads. Recollect the Buddha’s virtue, “Buddho,”\fn{Saying in Thai}
“The Enlightened One discovered the four profound, noble truths, and he freed himself from the fetters of Mara,
that is to say, ignorance and desire; he also freed all beings from them; he overcame by himself the suffering of the
cycle of. birth and death and also helped others to surmount it. The Enlightened One is endowed with special
attributes.”
Alternate between this recollection and counting beads. Stop after completing one rosary.\fn{108 beads} Then
repeat the same thing again and again. Rapture and tranquility will surely arise through the power of the
extraordinary virtue of the Buddha.
The meditator who takes up the recollecting the Buddha meditation subject should respectfully recollect and
establish a strong faith in the Buddha’s virtues, recalling their extraordinary and immeasurable quality. A strong faith
in the Buddha’s virtues is one that persists even in the face of someone who threatens,
“Don’t believe in the Buddha or I’ll cut off your head.” With such an unshakable faith one who meditates on the
Buddha's virtues realizes rapture and tranquillity.
*
The fivefold rapture—minor rapture, momentary rapture, flood of rapture, uplifting rapture, and pervading rapture
—will surely appear to the meditator who recalls the recollecting the Buddha meditation subject and who is endowed
with five faculties of faith, mindfulness, effort, tranquillity, and wisdom.
When minor rapture arises in meditators it will make their hair stand on end but then gradually disappear; when
momentary rapture arises, the meditator is suffused with a sudden happiness that disappears as quickly as lightning;
when the flood of rapture arises the meditator's body is flooded with the feeling of joy, which will gradually disappear
like the tossing of the waves of the sea.
When uplifting rapture arises it is very strong; it makes the whole body shake and tremble. The meditator will fall to
the left or to the right, bow down, clap hands and feet, sit down, stand up, and then run around filled with strange
emotions. The meditators will cry and laugh and will not be able to shut their eyes or mouths. The veins will protrude
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and the blood feel both hot and cold. The body will feel as if it is expanding and will levitate the length of a finger span,
a cubit, an arm’s length, or one wa;\fn{Two meters} or, the meditator may [experience the sensation of] diving down
into the water.
The signs mentioned above are all a consequence of the fourth uplifting rapture. They are not a cause for worry,
not a sign of madness or insanity, and are not disruptive. Instead, they are the power of rapture which is good and
occurs through the Buddha’s power in accord with the meditator’s accumulated merit. If women, men, laymen, or
monks encounter the aforementioned uplifting rapture, they must not be worried or doubtful. All these signs are
positive.
Those who practice meditation arduously will surely encounter all aspects of the above-mentioned aspects of
uplifting rapture. Some may encounter only one or two aspects, but for those with highly trained minds the power of
uplifting rapture will be very strong. For those who have a little training the power of uplifting rapture will be
moderate.
One should strive for the arising of uplifting rapture but then should not cling to it when it appears, in order that
pervading rapture may have a chance to arise. Thus, the meditator who attains a powerful uplifting rapture should
reflect:
“Now I have abandoned uplifting rapture. May it vanish completely from my mind and my body. May only stable
rapture and tranquillity arise in my heart.” Repeat this three times.
One should resume meditation when the uplifting rapture has arisen and disappeared. If it appears again, the
meditator should strive as before to abandon it until it has absolutely vanished.
When the pervading rapture arises it fills the body with happiness, pervading the whole body in the same way as
water flows into and fills ponds and rivers. Upon the arising of pervading rapture, upacarasamadhi\fn{Access
concentration} emerges. This samadhi suppresses the disorder and unrest of the mind, and the mental faculties
function quite slowly. It is a stable, unshakable, and joyful state. The mind will rest firmly and tranquilly on one’s
chosen contemplation object. Access concentration will occur to the meditator only by means of recollecting the
Buddha meditation. Ecstasy trance (appadsamadhi) will not arise [without it]. Recollecting the Buddha meditation
is very powerful and meritorious.
When the meditator continuously reflects on the Buddha’s virtues, his mind fully occupied by “Buddho,” he will
not be overwhelmed by lust, hatred, or delusion. The hindrances will be uprooted by the Buddha’s virtues.
Rapture, peace, happiness, and tranquillity will vanish when one attains the access trance. The monk who
arduously develops recollecting the Buddha will attain an unlimited faith and wisdom as if he were with the
Buddha. Fear and anxiety, shame and dread will be overcome as though the meditator were standing before the
Buddha himself.
He will be unable to do wrong; his body will be a shrine of buddha virtues; he will be as worthy of worship as
a reliquary. If he finally realizes the fruit of arhat-ship, he will surely go to a peaceful place.\fn{ That is, nirvana}
Thus, the monk filled with wisdom and devoid of carelessness should take up and develop recollecting the
Buddha as prescribed above. The meditation subject of recollecting the Buddha is finished.
*
If meditators want to develop the recollection of the dharma, with hands raised before [their faces] and held
together in the shape of the lotus bud they should chant:
“Buddho me natho, dhammo me natho, sangho me natho”\fn{I take refuge in the Buddha, I take refuge in the
dhamma, I take refuge in the sangha} three times and then recite the Dhammabhithuti\fn{Or Stanzas of Praise to the
Dharma} three times. They should then rest their hands on their laps and repeat:
“The nine noble supramundane dharmas together with the knowledge of the three sutras\fn{The Pali sutra,
vinaya, abhidharma} which prevent those who practice them earnestly from going to hell and which bring all beings
to a good reward, are well proclaimed by the Buddha.”
The dharma is excellent in the beginning, the middle, and the end, perfect and pure in meaning and detail, and
capable of destroying all defilements. [The dharma is]: sanditthiko—seen by the noble ones by their own wisdom;
akaliko—uninterrupted by the time, [and], brings instant reward; ehipassiko—challenges others to come and see
the Buddha’s path; opanayiko—leads the mind [to the knowledge that] the Buddha developed the path and
discovered nirvana by himself. Then repeat “bhagavata dhammao” three times and recite “dhammo dhammao”
repeatedly for a hundred or a thousand times. Conclude by recollecting the virtue of the true dharma as follows:
“The nine supramundane dharmas together with the knowledge of the three scriptures prevent those who
practice them earnestly from going to hell. Instead, they bring all beings to a good place, destroy all defilements
and bring all beings to a good place.”
The meditation subject of recollecting the dharma is now finished.\fn{I.e., explained}
*
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If meditators want to develop the recollection of the virtues of the community of the Buddha’s disciples, they
should recite, as in the case of the dharma, Ithe Sanghabhithuti or Stanzas in Praise of the Sangha; in these verses
the monastic order is said to be an “incomparable field of merit for the world”] three times. Then rest [the raised
and folded] hands on the lap and repeat [the following Pali verses] three times, followed by one recitation of [the
Thai translation]:
“Bhagavato savakasangho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples, supatipanno—has entered on the
good way;
“Bhagavato svakasangho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples, ujupatipanno—has entered on the
straight way through their mouth, body, and heart;
“Bhagavato savakasangho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples, nyapatipanno—has entered on the
way with nirvana as the aim;
“Bhagavato savakasangho—The community of the Blessed One's disciples, samtcipatipanno—has entered on
the proper way of those who are worthy of proper acts of veneration;
“Yadidam cattari purisayugani—Four pairs of people represent the first path and its fruition, the second path
and its fruition, the third path and its fruition, and the fourth path and its fruition;
“Esa [bhagavato] savakasangho—They represent the community of the Blessed One’s disciples, ahuneyyo—
worthy to receive gifts given by those who believe in the world hereafter;
“Bhagavato savakasahgho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples, pahuneyyo—is fit for donations
prepared and presented with honor;
“Bhagavato savakasangho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples, dakkhineyyo—is fit for offerings
given by those who expect the three fruitions [stream-enterer, once-returner, never-returner];
“Bhagavato savakasaugho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples, anjalikaraniyo—is fit for
reverential salutation by men and gods;
“Bhagavato savakasangho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples, anuttaram punnakkhettam
lokassa—is an incomparable field of merit for the world just as the rice field is good for rice cultivation.”
Recite:\fn{In Pali}
“The well-trained disciples of the Blessed One” three times; “the Blessed One’s disciples” three times;
“sangho sangho” repeatedly up to a hundred or a thousand times, and then recollect the virtues of the sangha as
follows:
“Savakasangho—The community of the Blessed One’s disciples has entered the straight path with nirvana
as the aim through the body, the mouth, and the heart.”
The meditation subject of recollecting the sangha is finished.\fn{I.e., explained }
278.77 1. Some Sayings Of The Buddha (Delivered October 14, 1928) 2. The Doctrine Of The Good (Delivered
September 30, 1928) 3. The Law Likened To An Umbrella (Delivered September 16, 1928) 4. The Doctrine That
Makes For Shelter (Delivered October 28, 1928) 5. The Basis Of Success (Delivered on November 11, 1928) 6. The
Four Great Pillars (Delivered on August 26, 1928) 7. The Four Great Virtues (Delivered September 2, 1928) 8. The
Fourfold Knowledge Of Discrimination (Delivered on September 9, 1928) 9. The Fourfold Happiness (Delivered
on September 23, 1928) 10. The Four Stages Of Prosperity (Delivered on October 7, 1928) 11. The Four
Conquests (Delivered on October 21, 1928) 12. The Four Blessings (Delivered on November 4, 1928: Twelve
Sermons\fn{by Somdet Phra Phutthakhosachan aka Charœn (1872-1951)} Thailand (M) 14
1
On Sunday the Right Rev. Phra Sasana Soblhon introduced into his sermon, at Debsirindra monastery, three
savings of the Lord Buddha which are contained in the following stanza:
Appamadarata hotha,
sacittam anurakkhatha;
Dagga uddharatha ttanam:
panke sanno va kuniaro.

This is rendered thus
Take you a delight in being on your guard, protect your mind and help yourself out of the pitfall, just as an elephant withdraws itself from
the mire into which it has fallen.
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This discourse is entitled “Elephant Lesson” since its object is illustrated by the help of the metaphorical use of
the way in which the elephant withdraws itself from the mire, as stated.
*
Just as a footprint can be enclosed in that of the elephant, so all parts of the dharma can be merged in the
Appamadadhamma (caution or watchfulness), which is the consummation of the Doctrine, the importance of
which was confirmed by the Lord in his last words of advice to his disciples before passing into Nirvana.
In support of his statement as to the all-embracing nature of watchfulness, the preacher pointed out that the
84,000 articles or parts of the Law are divided into eight groups each of which forms an eighth part of the Noble
Eightfold Path. This is in turn subdivided into three cultures (trai sikkha) namely those of ethics, mind and
wisdom.
These cultures are embodied in two earnest efforts, namely, pahana (rejection of evil) and bhavana
(concentration upon the generation of good), which find their expression in the cultivation of watchfulness.
So in the act of being on one’s guard, one is said to have in possessipn the combination of various parts of the
Law ready to be turned to advantage. In order to make sure that one is not off one’s guard, cultivation of sati, or
self-possession in one’s action, speech and thought is obviously necessary. Without the possession of sati, one is
but destitute of the most essential force in one’s character with which to control the direction of one’s conduct of
life or application of knowledge; as also to resist the temptation of one’s lower nature, which is compared to a
thorn in one’s path to progress.
In short self-possession is the protector of the mind.
*
Since the mind is the dictator of one’s action and speech, its protection should be thought of in the first place.
Just as a nurse looks after the child in her care, so one has to look after one’s mind and see that it is supplied with
sufficient nourishment, so that its strength and stamina in the proper direction are assured. In this connection it
should be gradually led to distinguish between right and wrong; the path to the former should be chosen in
preference to the path to the latter, though in the case of some people the latter could not he shaken off all at once.
Any evil thought in addition to that already existing is a sign of weakness which should be loathed for the
purpose of maintaining one’s self-respect and achieving self-conquest. The superficiality of much that appears to
be good and pleasing such as fortune, fame, reputation and happiness should also he loathed, and the pros and
cons of same should be clearly thought out.
The mental nourishment in question consists of two inseparable virtues, namely, samadhi (concentration) and
panna (wisdom). The former helps to keep one from wavering and doubting as to the advisability of the course
taken, while the latter guides one to the attainment of the worthy aim.
In so far as the mind is thus protected, no intrusion of sin is possible. But how is one to get rid of the sin
already existing?
*
Just as the elephant knows how to withdraw itself from the mire into which it has fallen, so one ought, to know
how to help one’s self out of the pitfalls which are many in number, such for instance as indolence arising from
the use of intoxicants, frequenting undesirable plates, and associating with sinners.
The first step towards deliverance from sin is the practice of the five items of ab stinence as laid down in the
code of moral conduct for laymen.
The suppression of covetous desires and anger, as also the elimination of ignorance, were next dealt with by
the preacher in a way similar to what has been heard in a number of his past sermons.
2
In his discourse on Sunday, the Right Reverend Phra Sasana Sobhon again dealt with the subject of “Fourfold
Happiness” as brought about by the attainment to enlightenment of a Lord Buddha, the exposition of the “doctrine
of the good” (Saddharma), concord in a community and the earnest effort on the part of those in concord to lead a
moral life.
*
The attainment to enlightenment of a Lord Buddha marks the beginning of a world period of salvation, called
Buddha Kalpa, in which the lamp of his teaching, following the attainment serves to guide the multitudes on the
road to virtue, thus saving them from their sinful actions arising out of avjja (ignorance, or, in other words
nescience).
It is a boon to be born in any one of'these periods, either in his life-time or in the time of the survival of his
teaching. That a sage or sages may appear in any one of the Buddhntaraa (Buddha intervals) and propound his
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doctrine with a view to leading mankind to happiness is a matter of possibility; but, nay, such doctrine is not in
any way to be compared to the “sweets of the Buddhadharma” which have for their object the gradual process of
extermination of one’s lower nature (kilesas) and elimination of one’s false conception as to the true state of
things.
*
Though the highest form of virtue in the Buddhist sense is very difficult of achievement, the preacher strongly
urged the audience not to be discouraged but to persist in the path leading thereto, as in the process of putting
forth such an effort, one is enabled to wipe out some immoral qualities in one’s character, thereby turning the
covered part of the journey to advantage should the far-fetched goal never be within reach.
Dharma or the Law of Truth was proclaimed by the Lord Buddha to be his only one rightful successor, and its
practice is feasible at all times irrespective of age and station in life on the part of the practitioner. Such practice
should be urgently persisted in, the more so in view of the response on the part of the Law in producing exactly a
corresponding effect.
He who does not avail himself of the opportunity to taste the sweets of the dharma, laid down as the code of
moral conduct for those in the present age of Buddha-kalpa, is fittingly considered as being in the darkness, away
from the path guided by the lamp of his teaching.
The word Buddha is not a proper name but an appellation given to one who has attained enlightenment, in the
same way, for instance, as our Lord Gotama Buddha. Sammasam-buddha and Pacceka-buddha differ in that the
former is endowed with power to teach and the latter is not.
Savaka-buddha is he who has the power of listening and to ponder thereon.
It is of this last category of Buddhahood that one can try to become a member.
*
The typical career of a Buddha is illustrated in the life of Gotama Buddha, the Lord Proclaimer of Truth for the
present world period. It was he who, in the course of his long struggle in search for Truth, discovered the means,
called the Middle Path as embodied in the Noble Eightfold Path, between the two extremes of practice, namely,
self-mortification as an erroneous way to enlightenment on the one hand and extreme indulgence in worldly
pleasures on the other.
The discovery finally led to his realisation of the Fourfold Truth, which he laid as the foundation of Buddhism.
Such things as sacrifice for the purpose of invoking propitious aid and the belief therein were condemned, while
the belief in the corresponding result of one’s own action was encouraged. Cruelty to animals was forbid den
inasmuch as the abolition of slavery was advocated.
It was out of love and compassion for mankind that he made the exposition of the Law his mission in life and
sent forth his disciples to do the same in various directions. So, in the person of Gotama Buddha, now being
represented by his doctrine, we have the best spiritual preceptor. His attainment has been, still is, and ever will be,
a source of happiness. It is more than our duty to abide by his Law, now that it is still in its stage of full wake.
*
Exposition of the “doctrine of the good” was next dealt with. The donation of dharma is a better stimulus than
any form of material gift, as it spurs one to proper conduct of life; thence to happiness. As mentioned before in
one of the sermons, intercourse with the Law leads to the acquisition of panna (wisdom), which guides one
through thick and thin until happiness is realised, in the form of mundane, and, if possible, transcendental
character.
*
“Concord in a community leads to happiness.”
Without concord, the success or such like of a community is impossible of achievement. This can be illustrated
in the composition of a building or the constitution of our body. Neither of them will stand sufficiently firmly
should one of its component parts break down or refuse to work in harmony with the rest.
A bhikkhu who sows discord in the Order is guilty of sin of the gravest nature, as in so doing he is held
responsible for the breaking up of the sangha,\fn{The Buddhist community of monks, nuns, novices and laity}
upon whose shoulders the tasks of preserving the religion and spreading of the Law are placed.
For the purpose of clarifying his explanation as how to preserve concord already existing in a community, the
preacher introduced into his sermon the saraniyadharma, or six exchanges of friendly greeting, namely, to be of
service to one another in action, in word, in consideration of one another’s interest, in sparing part of rightful gain,
in respecting fraternal equity and seeking conciliation of one another. He dwelt at some length upon the
exposition given by His Majesty King Mongkut as to the purport of this section of dharma.
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In a nation, the effect of concord finds its expression in the collective strength or power with which to defend
itself or to achieve its aims. So, it is highly desirable and especially so when such concord is directed along the
path of dharma. Hence the necessity of an “earnest effort on the part of those in concord to lead a moral life”.
In this way only can a community enjoy lasting happiness.
3
As previously announced, the Right Reverend the Lord Abbot of Debsirindra Monastery on Sunday delivered a
discourse entitled: “It is indeed the Law that protects those who observe it, much as a great umbrella keeps off the
rain,” before an assembly of over 300 people, noticeable among whom were H. R. H. Prince Damrong and his
daughters.
In observing the law with a view to gaining its protection, the preacher said, it behoves us to cultivate virtue as
a basis of good conduct. The groups of virtue into which the Lord Buddha divided His teaching in his forty-five
years are so numerous that it would be almost beyond the capacity of the preacher to point them out with effect in
so short a discourse.
Neither did he find it necessary to do so. In fact all those who have so far rightly established them selves in a
position worthy of good citizenship must have, in the process of so doing, been unconsciously guided by some
forms of virtue forming part of the Law. Such forms of virtue for instance as hiri and ottappa (shame and fear of
sin) are found to be a common property of peace-loving citizens.
Virtue cannot be bought nor can it be sold; neither can it be regarded as being our own should it be practised
by others on our behalf. It cannot be invoked, but must be applied in practice in order to realize the fruits of its
excellence, much as we have to chew and swallow a delicacy in order to appreciate its taste.
Virtue is present in plenty at all times and in all placs, ready to be acquired by us without involving monetary
outlays or strife. The more of it we can get hold of and utilise, the better position we are in of fortifying ourselves
against all ills. Such state of fortificationis rightly termed the abode of the mind in contrast to the physique, the
abode of the body.
Virtue is capable of being subjugated at the command of both our will and our feelings. In order to be sure that
we are constantly treading the path of virtue the habit of virtuous action is a matter of necessity.
One should not lose sight of the four elements that help to keep aside all the fetters that would hinder us in the
course of such training. They are:
Panna, or acquisition of knowledge and the proper use thereof through the process of investigation,
observation and hearing. Mental exercise is also included as forming part of this process. Thus hearing brings
about our contact with the ideas of the world. But the training of virtue with a view to making practical use of it
brings about our contact with the Law.
Sati or self-possession needs to be called into operation to direct the application of knowledge along its proper
path, so that the best result is assured. Like other mental faculties, sati can be practised upon and utilised at will.
Viriya or moral courage in making right efforts (padhuna) which are four in number, namely: to do no fresh
evil, to remove the evil done, to seek goodness that is not existing, and to retain the goodness already existing.
This is to assure that once being in the proper track of virtue, the wheels of the cart conveying same keep going on
without undue interruption.
Khanti or forbearance is a means whereby one is indifferent to praise and criticism alike; but persists in doing
good along the above path so long as it is in accordance with the Law. The resis tance again internal trouble (as for
instance of disease) may be partly healed by forbearance.
The four elements having been put into concerted operation virtue would ever find its expression in the form of
smooth and benevolent conduct of life. Therefore the protection on the part of the Law over us is assured.
The four elements may be likened to panna (knife proper), sati (its handle), viriya (one’s arm) and khanti
(force controlling the arm): hence the complete piece of a useful implement.
It is virtue alone that can be resorted to, in raising one’s self to a higher level of life.
Its function is comparable to that of a great umbrella in keeping off the rain.
4
On Sunday, at the Chapel of Dobsirindra Monastery, the Right Reverend Phra Sasana Sobhon preached on the
Doctrine that makes for Shelter (Nathakarana Dharma).
Unlike all component things which are subject to the Law of Change, dharma or, in other words, the order of
the Law of the Universe, stands imperishable at all ages. Its blessings are immediate. Its shelter over one is
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assured so long as one acts in conformity with its injunctions, no matter where or in what station of life one may
be, either in this world or the world beyond.
By its discovery and recognition, our Lord Buddha became the incorporation of dharma, which He expounded
to the world and declared to be His only rightful successor. Since his demise it has been handed down to the
succeeding ages by his devout followers, such for instance as the sangha or Brotherhood of the Elect.
One of the advices the Lord gave to his disciples towards the end of His life was that they should live a life
under the shelter or protection of dharma; as life without such is full of misgiving and liable to err beyond
description. The Blessed One then preached the Doctrine that makes for Shelter in all its ten divisions.
For want of time, the Right Reverend Phra Sasana Sobbon was compelled to restrict his exposition to the
extent of the first five divisions, namely sila (moral conduct), bahusacca (extensive perception through seeing and
hearing), kalyanamittat (friendship with the righteous), sovachassata (réadinesss to obey) and kinkaraniyesu
dakkhata (careful attention to one’s own business as well as that of one’s co-workers).
*
Moral conduct in the above sense is synonymous with observance of abstinence in items ranging from five to
ten. Practice of the first five items (pancasila) is generally considered to be sufficient to serve a layman as his
guard against any commission of sin through the channel of either speech or action. It helps to confine one within
the boundary of right. Perhaps in the case of some people an addition of good conscience might of necessity be
made to make such practice a regular form of virtue.
None who strictly adheres to the principles of these five items of abstinence has ever been known to be
convicted, nor is there any law that has been enacted without the inclusion of these items in its articles, in one
form of wording or another.
The practice of sila is possible on one’s own initiative at any time and in any condition of life since it involves
no outlay on the part of the practitioner. Such practice is to be attended with blessings immediate in nature and
non-oppressive in consequence. Their excellence is to be regarded as a shelter under which one may safely lead
one’s life.
*
Extensive perception through seeing and hearing is one of the many forms of acquiring knowledge in regard to
right and wrong. Since the reduction of the Lord’s dharma into writing, reading has been included in this category
and regarded as a sense of perception. The possession of knowledge or capacity is not called a form of virtue
unless such knowledgonee can direct one to the proper track of life; otherwise it is just like a dangerous weapon.
One with the possession of righteous knowledge always puts up a courageous and bright bearing in society as
he has nothing to hide from view. Just as wrong use of knowledge is a useful weapon to the sinner in his dealings
with others, so the right use of knowledge is a powerful weapon to the righteous in fighting against his internal
enemies, such for instance as greed, hatred and delusion.
So long as one can keep these forms of demerit under one’s control or, in other words, put a stop to their
finding vent through the channels of speech and action, one is assured of protection as well as the up lifting of
one’s intellectual status by knowledge.
*
Friendship with the righteous is productive of the formation of good character as the result of unconscious
imitation involved in the process of such intercourse. In Mangala Sutra—that section of the scripture containing
discourses on the subject of blessings—the Lord Buddha urges association with the wise, and strongly condemns
association with those of the contrary category.
The murder of King Bimbisara by his son and usurper, King Ajatasatru, in consequence of the latter’s
association with the wicked Devadatta, should very well serve to illustrate the inadvisability of bad society. Had it
not been for that murder, which is accepted as sin of the gravest nature, King Ajatasatru would have reached a
much higher stage of religious aspiration, taking his perseverance and substantial patronage of the religious cause
into consideration.
So, it is imperative for one to have intercourse with good men. If intercourse with people does not come within
the scope of one’s choice, the only alternative left is to exercise judgment as to who are good or otherwise, soon
after one’s intercourse with them has taken place. If one finds it to one’s disadvantage, then keep those people at a
distance.
Friendship can be maintained by adherence on the part of those concerned in it to the Sangaha Doctrine or
code of friendly sympathy in its four articles as explained in the last sermon.
*
Readiness to obey is likened to an open receptacle of such portion of knowledge as one has not as yet acquired.
It helps to consolidate one’s fortification against evil.
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*
Careful attention to one’s business and that of one’s co-workers is a means of increasing one’s capacity as well
as contributing to the success of the community. -This is another form of protection from outside enemies.
*
These five divisions are attributes to to one’s happiness as far as one’s worldly life is concerned. They also
afford shelter under which one may rest with safety and be of service to others by way of imparting one’s
plenitude of knowledge to them.
*
On the termination of the sermon, the preacher reminded the audience of the day’s coincidence with the
anniversary of the royal demise of His Majesty King Rama IV. Such special occasion should not be allowed to
pass without turning one’s reverential thoughts to the noble service he had rendered to the Buddhist Church of
Siam, in bringing about its competence in religious matters as well as in founding the well-established order
which has since been maintained to the present day.
It behoves all the Siamese members of the Faith to take active part in the preservation of what that king had
conceived to be the pure and true form of Buddhism as the result of investigation while in the royal priesthood.
It is also in keeping with the custom to dedicate to such an enlightened monarch a portion of one’s fruit in
religious requital as a mark of gratefulness.
5
Last Sunday, in the absence of Somdech Phra Buddhaghoshacharaya, who had left on a visit to the Province of
Jolburi, the Reverend Phra Maha Leha delivered a sermon in the Chapel of Debsirindr Monastery. His subject was
Iddhipada (Basis of Success), which he enumerated:—chanda (concentration on purpose), viriya (concentration
on will), chitta (concentration on thoughts) and vimansa (concentration on investigation).
*
In the execution of one’s duty, be it in the capacity of leader or follower, success cannot be hoped for unless it
is in the first place prompted by the motive of love. It is only through the influence of such motive, which is an
inward force, that one’s determination can be made in respect of concentration on purpose. An enforced duty may,
with difficulty, end in success, but such success is far from being it fine finish.
Some people do not feel the love of duty by natural inheritance; but they can be made to cultivate it in
anticipation of some desirable ends which cannot be obtained by any other means than the proper treatment of
their causes. Such things for instance as wealth, fame and popularity are consequent upon success in one’s duty,
and in order to gain them, success has to be aimed at, in the first place. With such aim arises the habit of duty,
which will eventually find expression in steady concentration on purpose. Hence love of one’s duty.
It has been said of Anatha Pindika, a wealthy merchant in the Lord Buddha’s time, that in order to make his
son benefit by the Lord’s teaching, he paid him daily to listen to the Lord’s sermon. This device had not been
resorted to very long when his son became absorbed in the Lord’s doctrine and attained Arahatship thereby.
In the course of one's progress in duty, care should be taken not to allow oneself to be at any one moment in
the grip of such letters as lust, ill-will, and delusion, which may render impossible the smooth passage of one’s
concentration.
Viriya or earnest effort comes alongside the concentration on purpose. It should in all its worth be properly
rendered as courage, in that its possessor does not hesitate to put forth effort in practising what is right on the one
hand and repressing what is wrong on the other.
So, it is a steady but fearless advance to success.
Viriya should be applied in order to give lustre to the zest and zeal in the performance of one’s duty. It is in fact
determination in respect of concentration on will. The Lord Buddha often remarked that suffering can be
transcended through the application of earnest effort, which should be made with a view to (1) ceasing to perform
fresh evil, (2) getting rid of the evil done, (3) generating what is good and (4) preserving the good done.
Nivarana or the Fivefold Obstacle should be avoided as far as possible in the course of one’s concentration on
will. It is enumerated: (1) Over-indulgence in sensual pleasure, (2) Resentment, (3) Sloth and Drowsiness, (4)
Flurry or Worry, and (5) Hesitation.
*
Concentration on thought in this sense is synonymous with whole-hearted devotion to one’s duty, taking no
notice of the many pleasures or fascinations that may tend to cause one to deviate from the path of duty. Success
is impossible without one’s thought being directed to the object that one aims at.
*
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The fourth and last stage to success is vimansa or concentration on investigation. By inestigation one is enabled to view from as many angles as possible the desirability of one’s effort, whether its result be in keeping with
one’s purpose or wanting in quality, and, if so, what improvements could be effected to make it a complete
success.
6
The first sermon of moral instruction delivered on a Sunday by the Right Reverend Phra Sasana Sobhon, Lord
Abbot of Debsirindra Monastery, was given in the bote, and was largely attended by officials. These ranged from
an Under-Secretary of State in rank to an ordinary clerk and represented almost all Ministries. It was a good
effort, and the afternoon was quite a lovely one.
Outside perched on a wall was a tourist artist busily sketching—surrounded by a number of boys (luksit wat),
while inside the Lord Abbot was busy directing the congregation to seats on the carpets and mats. Women and
girls of the parish also gathered in number, and it was very cool indeed in that bote. Soon after, almost all the
monks in residence at the monastery took their places.
The Lord Abbot mounted the pulpit and commenced by saying the Church has received the suggestion to have
sermons preached on Sunday with every sympathy. If the step should prove successful then sermons will be
preached throughout Siam on Sundays. But the bote in this monastery will not give sufficient accommodation
should everybody make up their minds to attend. Their policy in future would be to maintain interest in the
movement because the weakness of human nature is such in regard to duty that interest usually slackens after
some time. More merit would be attained if they would attend sermons in face of sun and rain because they are
not made of wax or clay to be melted by heat or water.
The idea of providing moral teaching on Sundays is welcomed because officials are free from their ordinary
duties on that day. The Lord Buddha is an all-merciful Being who set forth His teaching to save us from all
dangers bodily and otherwise. A being born into the world is not free from worldly sufferings.
He would deal for the day with the four great pillars on which we may lean for safety. A person standing
without something to lean upon may fall after some time in one direction or another. A single place to lean upon
helps him greatly, but given four such pillars things are so much better. That is the reason why a child is provided
with an enclosed chair. Grown-up people without moral teaching have nothing to lean upon.
The four pillars are: Consider or ponder before partaking; Consider or ponder before enduring; Consider or
ponder before avoiding; Consider or ponder before w'ithdrawing.
*
The first pillar forms what is called Consider or Ponder Before Partaking.
Wearing apparel, food, shelter and medicine are necessities of life because no one can say that he can do
without them once born into the world. Really speaking, shoes, hats and umbrellas may not at all be neces sary for
a healthy person. Watches are not at all necessary to those who do not have to regulate their routine business on
time. Hence the Order and the laymen also should understand the four uses. If well understood it will be all for
one’s good.
To go against what is really necessary is to go in for pretty clothing not in keeping with the season, such as
warm clothing for the warm season and scanty or frail clothing for the cold season. Food should be taken to
prevent huhger and not partaken of in excess. Those dying from gluttony do not deserve pity or sympathy because
they do not know how to use food. A house is meant to shelter one against the elements of the weather and other
dangers such as wild beasts. To build a pretty and costly house one has to look at one’s means. It is useless to go
in for a beautiful house when one has insufficient money for other necessities. The best of food is only relished
when it is in the mouth or throat. Some people yield to the least cravings of their mouths for the flesh of bird and
fish when they could do without them and hence kill unnecessarily to appease their desire. The idea of mixing
medicine with alcohol or opium brings bad habits in its van, and the gain to be derived is less than the damage to
be expected. Food and drinks must be partaken of after due examination has been made of them. Clothing and
footwear should be cut properly to ensure good fitting.
*
The second pillar may be thus defined: In relation to the body we have sickness and suffering, and mentally we
may have to bear with many aggravations. In regard to the body we must all realise that we are not free from the
possibility of illness. To worry unnecessarily over illness does not help us to get better quickly. Those in
attendance on us soon get disgusted if we worry for no good reason and complain in a foolish manner. Some bed ridden people commit a sin by ordering in a moment of impatience that those of their inferiors who move about in
the sick chamber should be knocked on the knuckles. Those who realise sickness to be natural may yet smile in
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their sufferings. Some people when about to embark on some festival or sport get annoyed unnecessarily if the
weather interferes with their preparations as though rain at that time were something unnatural. Enlightencd
people will only take it as a matter of course.
As to mental aggrivations we should never believe talebearers before finding out the real position of affairs.
Besides, a criticism levelled at us sometimes is to our benefit, and we may be able to reform ourselves before it is
too late. If we are told certain things which are not true we should not heed them. For instance if someone says
“You are a dog”, as we know that we are not dogs we should not feel hurt or angry. The person who says it to us is
not a gentleman and he has everything to lose.
Beware of gossiping people and heed them not. It never pays to be offended by a madman because he has no
control over his actions.
When we build a bridge or sala for the benefit of others, it is a sign that apart from enjoying our wealth we
divide our happiness with those who have need.
The best people on this earth of ours are those who have no tempers. Hot-tempered individuals have only to
suffer themselves. A man without perseverance in this matter is not a man in the proper sense of the word.
*
The definition of the third pillar is thus: Travelling is often necessary; and care should, therefore, be exercised
to avoid dangers of the road. We have to beware of our footsteps and keep clear of mad dogs or dangerous people.
Try always to look for a safe road. Even our Lord Buddha and His disciples adhered to the same principle.
*
The fourth pillar teaches us to withdraw from insensate desire, anger, greed and worldly delusion. We should
not nurse anger or hatred in our hearts for, if we do, such feelings are bound to bring disaster in their train.
There are three dangerous channels from which we should withdraw. They are to covet for lust of gain; to be
angry and vengeful; and to do foolish things through ignorance. The last evil may be instanced by shooting birds
for no reason, or tying crackers to a dog’s tail and firing them afterwards for fun at the expense of the animal.
These three evils bring about the worst happenings in life. The Great War itself\fn{ World War I is meant:H} was
caused by them.
When free of them one is really at peace of mind.
The above teaching is based on life, by our Lord Buddha, who was a great philosopher, and if we abide by
such teaching we are sure of salvation. It is on account of His great mercy that He has established the four pillars
for our welfare. He kept on teaching till His death through His great wisdom, purity of mind and compassion with
the view of relieving human suffering.
Let the dharma be the rule of life for all present in this bote. Sundays are meant for our bodily rest and those
knowing dharma also obtain rest for their souls.
Some there are who instead of resting go out shooting on Sundays to commit sin and refuse rest to their bodies.
Moral teaching is essential for the peace of both body and mind. Dharma is the proper abode for all souls, so why
not cultivate it and build such abodes for your soul?
The people in ancient days observed the wan phra (holy days) for moral instruction and fasting. Dharma
abodes only cost efforts for good on your part. When you have both the abode for your body and that for your
soul you will be quite happy.
7
In delivering his second Sunday sermon the Right Reverend Phra Sasana, Sobhon dealt with the Four Great
Virtues leading to happiness. Those which lead to mundane happiness are three in number worded in the following stanzas:
Good Health is the best of blessings;
Contentment is a possession better than riches;
Intimacy or friendship is the best of relations;
And that which leads to transcendental happiness is Nirvana, the best of all happiness.

The first virtue, i. e., of good health, can be cultivated in two ways: by care of one’s body, to which the
preacher referred in his last discourse, and by the avoidance of sinful actions such as the takihg of life and doing
harm to others, the reaction of which is the bringing on of corporal unhappiness to one as the result of karma
(causation or action whose result follows one as the wheel follows the foot of the beast of burden or one’s own
shadow which follows one everywhere).
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*
The second virtue, i. e., of contentment, can be cultivated by the help of the resistance against all greed and
covetous desire.
One who is contented is given an opportunity to rest his body and mind with a view to concentrating on some
other higher qualities. Therefore it is the best of all earthly riches.
The first and second virtues are within our control; but since one does not live singly in this world his happiness must also be derived from the exterior.
*
Hence the necessity of the third virtue i. e., intimacy or friendship. There is one section of dharma which
teaches the relations between friends. They are four in number: Donation, that is alms-giving or doing a good
turn; Pleasant speech; Being of service to others; Social equality. Anybody possessing these qualities may be considered to be better than relatives.
Even the Lord Buddha himself resorted more to the help of others than to His own relatives in the dissemination of the doctrine. In fact, His relatives were not His first converts. It was only after others had joined up that
they began to revere Him and to follow His path.
*
With regard to the fourth virtue, i. e., of Nirvana, the preacher said that it was highly difficult to define. It is a
state of most perfect inward peace realised only by those who have attained it. However, it is the complete
destruction of covetous desire, anger, [and] indulgence in worldly delusions.
To achieve this end one has to be well-versed in Traisikkha, namely moral culture, mind culture and wisdom
which leads to the acquisition of transcendental powers.
8
In place of the Right Reverend Phra Sasana Sobhon, the Reverend Phra Maha Megha on Sunday preached the
sermon at Wat Debsirindra. His subject was the “Fourfold Knowledge of Discrimination as to What is Useful.”
At the outset the preacher emphasized the importance of hearing as a means of acquiring knowledge,
especially so in the days when the Doctrine was not yet reduced to writing. Nowadays people read more than they
hear. Nevertheless hearing is still productive of good on the part of the learner in that it helps to remove doubts
from his mind in what he has read on the one hand, and on the other hand it gives him a clear opportunity of
concentration, which leads to the purity of the wind which is again as clear as the water below the surface.
The preacher then proceeded to describe the “Fourfold Knowledge” namely:—
*
Satthaka Sampajanna: Knowledge of discrimination of what is useful and what not, so that one may perform
only those things that are useful. Utility in the proper sense of the word is that which is desirable along the good
path.
It is not necessary to perform all good acts, but one has to choose only those suitable or beneficial to one’s
purpose. Hence the necessity of the second principle.
*
Sappaya Sampajanna: Knowledge of the discrimination as to what utility is suitable in practice.
To illustrate this the preacher quoted the popular sayings:—as for instance the damage to be expected when
assistance is accorded a thief; giving shelter to a beast of prey thus bringing about harm to one’s own life; giving a
pair of spectacles to the blind and a ring to the handless, which obviously will be of no benefit to the said
recipients.\fn{The popular sayings are rendered in Thai; and I have no means of rendering them into English; but I think by copying out
their definitions, one can easily surmise the sayings themselves:H }
*
These first sections of the Fourfold Knowledge are not sufficient since one has to travel about on business or
for pleasure or deal or associate with others. The application of the third principle is obvious.
*
Gochara Sampajanna: Knowledge of the discrimination as to the utility of travelling and the danger in
consequence thereof.
It does not become one to frequent such places as are productive of vice, such as the grog shop, unless on
business. By doing so one’s reputation is affected, to say nothing of the bad habits that may come about
unconsciously.
The path of the mind should also be directed to what is noble. It is harmful to indulge in evil thoughts.
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These three principles having been adhered to, it is only natural that glory as of fortune in wealth, position,
popularity and happiness may be attained. But these only belong to the world and do not last for ever.
“Vanity has a fall” may be truly applied.
*
Asammoha Sampajanna: Knowledge of discrimination whereby one is not given to indulge in worldly glory.
As Goodness is the root of all, therefore one should perform what is only good, having nothing in view as an
expected reward. This will come of itself at the opportune moment.
This fourth principle is the real essence of Buddhism.
9
On Sunday, before a large congregation in the Chapel of Debsirindra Monastery, the Right Reverend Phra
Saasana Sobhon preached a sermon on the “Fourfold Happiness” as the outcome of moral conduct, faith, wisdom
and cessation from sinful actions.
That every one of us is more or loss involved in the search of some sort of happiness is an undisputed fact, said
the preacher. In the case of the unwise, the search may take a long time before the end is realised or, he may never
get anywhere near the end at all; but in the case of the wise, it is a different matter.
It is not happiness that he is after but the means to happiness and these means are, in fact, not incapable of discovery. Like the roots of a tree, one has only got to dig beneath the surface to find them. It is after careful examination of the nature of the means to happiness, and treatment given along the lines of the requirements thereof,
that one is entitled to claim the possession of happiness.
*
As pronounced in one of the stanzas quoted by the Lord Abbot, the practice of sila is a permanent source of
happiness, lasting to old age. Sila is a code of moral conduct laid down by the Lord Buddha as a preliminary drill
binding on those who have professed to follow the path guided by Him, the Law and the Order.
In the case of the laity, the minimum drill is embodied in the five items of abstinence, namely, from taking life,
from taking what is not given to one, from adultery, from telling lies and from any state of indolence arising from
the use of intoxicants.
The practice of sila either in word or in action must be in response to the dictates of a good motive, or else it
falls short of true virtue.
As for the novitiate and the clergy, the nature of the abstinence to be observed in each case is more rigid and
embraces a wider field of practice comprising many more items of moral conduct.
Sila is likened to a wall which helps to enclose and thus guard the much coveted happiness. To violate any of
its laws is just like breaking, the wall in parts, thus exposing the already-gained happiness to the danger of being
driven out and replaced by the stronger force of the evils outside its boundary.
The preacher then went on to point out the difference between “to mean to do” and “to do” what is required by
the Law. The former is little beyond a mark of appreciation of the Law and is not capable of carrying one any
further; the latter is submission to the Law and therefore a source of happiness.
In the process of “to do” one has to call into operation strength of minds or will power. Such mental power
does not respond to the call unless, to the best of its belief, the action in accordance with the Law brings with it a
desirable effect. Hence the necessity of establishing faith in the Law.
*
“Firmly established faith in the Law is a source of happiness” was then explained.\fn{ All the indicated italics are in
the text:H}
Firstly, one is enjoined to believe only in what accords with reason and not to believe in what is to the
contrary, be it written in conformity with any tradition or uttered from the mouth of any sage.
Secondly, one is enjoined to believe that whatever wrong one has done one has to suffer for, and that there is
no hiding place in the world for him who does evil. The commission of any karma (causation) will produce,
sooner or later, exactly its corresponding effect, just like the force that continues, as its effect, to keep a canoe
moving, say in still water, a certain distance from the point where the paddle, the cause. of the force, has ceased to
work.
Last but not least, one has to believe in the quality of wdom of the Lord Buddha which was the cause of the
setting in motion of the wheel of the Law which is in accordance with the truth and yields fruit to those who
follow its path, though no form of punishment is imposed upon those not believing in it.
*
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Panna or wisdom is another source of happiness. It generally comes side by side with faith; the one cannot
stand without the other. By means of wisdom one is brought face to face with the Law, so as to see into its true
nature and value it as it is, no more and no less. Since panna has been dwelt upon at some length in the course of
one of the past sermons, repetition of same was not considered necessary here.
Yet, according to His late Royal Highness the Supreme Patriarch, inherited wisdom without usage is just like a
fertile soil with no cultivation of cereals. Cultivated wisdom is like a poor soil turned rich with the help of
manure; but wisdom of either kind with the mind bent upon its usage for the benefit of mankind is the most
praiseworthy.
*
“Cessation from sinful actions” is the fourth source of happiness. It is laid down here with a view to including
all those sins that may be committed without the penalty of the breach of sila as mentioned in Section 1.
*
In conclusion, the search for happiness is simplified by the analysis of its means or causes, which, in turn, are
carried out by the dictates of the mind. So then, when in doubt our mind must be called upon to consider the
advisability of any proposed action.
Should the mind waver in its judgment, the Law of the Lord Buddha in which we have faith and with which
we are in close contact through the light of wisdom, can always be relied upon as our guide in the moment of such
need.
10
The Four Stages of Prosperity formed the subject of Sunday’s sermon at Debsirindra monastery, preached by
the Right Reverend Phra Sasana Sobhon. These stages are: association with the wise, hearing the preaching of
true dharma, judicious perception of right and wrong, and appropriate practice of the right, as perceived, in all its
parts.
*
Association with the wise is the initial stage which one is required to pass before advancement can be made to
the succeeding stages of prosperity. By the wise are meant those good, worthy persons who are one’s betters in
regard to morality as well as capacity.
But in the event of one’s failure to find one of them to associate with, one’s equals will be a useful substitute.
By associating with them, one is gradually, though not always consciously, led to the formation of better character
as also to thee acquisition of a wider range of knowledge. Their presence is a source of incentive to one’s moral
courage both in word and action, while their disapproval of vice compels one to hide the same from all forms of
expression.
Such an act of restraint, if habitually performed, is undoubtedly a stepping-stone to virtue.
Association, however, with one’s inferiors is not forbidden in so far as it is made with the underlying purpose
of raising them to a higher level of life by means of exhortation and example, as is illustrated in the association of
the Lord Buddha with his disciples, or in that of a teacher with his pupils.
But association with incorrigible sinners is strictly forbidden in view of its undesirable consequences. This
injunction is confirmed in the Mangala Sutra—that section of the scripture containing the Lord’s discourses on
the subject of blessings—where the Lord Buddha condemns association with such incorrigibles as referred to, and
encourages that with the wise.
Either by the call of duty or by force of circumstances, one is bound now and again to come upon a certain
number of people with whom one has to associate even without any knowledge of their characters. This being the
case, one’s power of sound judgment should be called into play.
Within a reasonable period of association with any one of them, one should be in a position to conclude
whether such association deserves continuation or not. If one is worse off than when one first associated with him,
then it is for the bad; and all one should do is to gradually withdraw from him and then keep him at a distance,
unless he should change his course of action. If one is better off, say in knowledge and behaviour, such
association is worthy of continuation, which should be kept up to the end, as it is productive of nothing but good.
The Venerable Ananda once asked the Master if he thought that by associating themselves with Him and His
teaching, His disciples had gained half of the merits due to them in the practice of their Religion. To this the Lord
said that by so doing they should gain all the merits that Budddism had to offer.
As for children, their association with good parents who are their first preceptors results in their being properly
cared for and brought up in a way worthy of good citizenship.
*
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Hearing the true dharma as preached by the wise is the next stage of prosperity. Without hearing one is
regarded as deaf, and therefore devoid of one of the senses through which understanding is formed.
There are five blessings which accrue to the hearing of the true dharma, namely: acquisition of new knowledge
in case one should have never heard any preaching of the dharma before; clearer conception of things in case one
should have heard some preaching before; elimination of doubts, if any; purification of the mind; and formation
of right views.
Since the reduction of the Doctrine into writing, reading has become an instrument of learning and equally
important as hearing. So it may be included with advantage in this stage of Prosperity.
*
Judicious perception of the right and wrong is only possible after much hearing or reading. The Lord Buddha
took special precaution to see that His disciples did not believe him blindly. So time after time he warned them
against believing before seeing.
Firm belief in a thing is impossible of cultivation till after due verification of its fact has been made and
perception thereof formed. It may be solely for this reason that the Lord Buddha enjoined his disciples not to
readily believe him.
In this world of error and guilt, the right and wrong have been known to exist side by side, in a fashion
antagonistic to one another. The one cannot be clearly distinguished without certain knowledge of the other. The
path to the right, though desirable, is a rough passage, while that to the wrong has the beguilement of temptation
into which one is easily driven.
To come out of it, one has to exercise great power of resistance against the wrong as well as to make use of
one’s knowledge how to get rid of it. Such knowledge consists of the nature of the wrong and how to cope with it,
which can only be acquired by study.
So, distasteful as it is, knowledge of the wrong should be studied with a view to getting good riddance of it as
well as gaining contrasting perception of the right. Such study is to be judiciously made and should involve no
practice of the wrong in any of its parts whatever.
Again, since intercourse with a variety of characters is inevitable in one’s walk of life, it should be borne in
mind that one day one may be confronted with the effect of the wrong caused by others—such for instance as
blame put upon one through misunderstanding. In this case one has to treat it with a smile and should show
nothing in return save one’s steadfastness in the right channel, leaving one’s action to give an account of itself.
Should the blame be true, one should treat it as a remedy of the wrong and make use of it accordingly. There are
always two sides to a question, the good and the bad. A wise man is he who can make a judicious use of both, so
long as the bad does not affect his just condition of mind nor his virtuous conduct of life.
*
Appropriate practice of the dharma, as perceived, in all its parts forms the final stage of Prosperity. In this
connection, the preacher dwelt at some length upon the layman’s precepts such as the duties of children to their
parents, pupils to their preceptors, husbands to their wives, etc.
The sermon ended with his advice to make good what the audience may lack in the performance of their
duties.
11
With a view to bringing home the triumph of Right over Wrong, the. Lord Abbot of Debsirindra Monastery
chose for the subject of his discourse on Sunday a group of Four Conquests, namely: conquest of anger by
meekness; conquest of vice by virtue; conquest of meanness by generosity and conquest of falsehood by truth.
*
Anger, he said, is likened to internal combustion and, as such, readily consumes whatever part of one’s moral
structure is best suited for its fuel. The more one fosters it, the weaker one becomes in moral and physical strength
with which to resist other forms of evil.
Anger is of itself generative of all forms of erroneous actions, which in the ordinary course of events one tries
to avoid. How can one conquer evils inflicted upon one by some outside influence if one does not even know how
to put a stop to one’s anger, caused and fed by one’s own temperament?
Its admittance into one’s mental abode even though for a short period is not advisable since it can do much to
affect one’s mental balance, while its expression in the form of speech or action is altogether to be condemned as
it is productive of nothing but harm to all the parties concerned. It may lead to a serious conflict, the consequence
of which may be one’s incapability of further progress in life.
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To achieve self-conquest, one has first to deal with anger which is one of the three factors of Demerit ( akulsalamula) and a primary fetter to intellectual progress. Before becoming an Arahat (one who has attained the
highest form of religious aspiration) one must destroy anger altogether.
No matter how high his aspiration may be, a layman cannot attain Arahatship, since he has to live a mundane
life, and therefore is confronted with the practical solution of life’s problems. So he cannot destroy anger like an
Arahat as he has not so much peace for meditation. This being the case, his self-conquest is more or less concerned with an effort to prevent anger from finding its expression in the form of speech or action, to the
disadvantage of himself and of many who happen to be within its raging zone.
The easiest way to put a stop to its finding expression is to think of the other side of the story and in the
meantime to turn one’s attention from the subject which has been the cause of one’s anger. There are many things
on earth to think of and to look at, at that critical moment.
How, next, is one to conduct one’s self when one has come face to face with anger expressed to one by others?
This is even more difficult than restraining one’s own anger. In this case one has to resort to meekness, which
is the only means of helping one out of the situation and thus avoiding conflict.
Conquest of anger has been known to confer great benefits upon mankind, in that it has been responsible for
the avoidance of many wars. One who has conquered anger in this way is righteously styled world conqueror.
*
In the conquest of vice by virtue, one’s mind is a prime mover. One’s judgment passed in regard to the right
and wrong, with the aid of one’s balance of mind, should always be correct enough to rely upon.
Any act that benefits one who commits it as well as others is called an act of virtue. It is through the constant
practice of virtue that one is enabled to relinquish vice. Qualities of virtue were then explained by the preacher in
a way similar to what has been heard before.
*
Meanness is a stain in one’s character which needs to be conquered. Extreme meanness even leads to a
coveteous desire for the possession of things that do not belong to one. It is a seat of the materialistic spirit which
makes one blind and deaf to entreaties for a better and higher life from the point of view of the Lord’s doctrine.
Excessive enjoyment of worldly pleasures, and, perhaps, hatred too, arise out of meanness. One should conquer it by generosity which is able to dispel all the demerits in consequence thereof. Generosity can be exercised
according to the Sangaha Doctrine or code of friendly sympathy, which is enumerated:—liberality; kindly speech;
life of usefulness; and sagacious conduct.
*
Falsehood is a production of untruth which is piled up upon no basis. Unlike plain and solid truth, it can be
altered or coloured at will and is very often caught in its own snare. To con quer untruth one has to practise truth
and here again as in virtue one’s mind plays an important part.
If one’s mind is directed towards truth, one’s course of speech or action will never depart from it. Hence the
wisdom of freeing one’s self from being subjugated by untruth.
12
On Sunday, in the Chapel of Debsirindra Monastery, Somdeeh Phra Buddhagoshacharya, (the former Reverend Phra Sssana Sobhon) discoursed on the subject of the Four Blessings before a large audience, including H. R.
H. Prince Naradhip and family.
The Four Blessings in question are figuratively termed Chakra or Wheels in the sense that they carry one
forward, like the wheel of a carriage, along the path to prosperity. They are enumerated:—Patirupa-desavasa
(living in a suitable place); Sappurisupasanseva (associating with good men); Attasarnmapanidhi (right selfregulation); and Pabbekatapunnata (accumulation of virtue in the past).
*
By suitable place is meant any locality where circumstances are favourable either for the pursuit of study or
conduct of one’s life. Sea-board, for instance, is a suitable domicile for those who are engaged in fishery or saltpanning, just as the central plain of Siam is for those engaged in the cultivation of cereals. In olden days the city
of Takkasila in India, on account of its being a famous seat of learning, was considered a very appropriate
rendezvous for those who were in pursuit of study. At the present time, Europe and America are considered fitting
substitutions for Takkasila on account of their advancement in arts and sciences beyond that of other countries.
Unsuitable places can be made otherwise by proper maintenance and united effort of those who live therein to
prosper along lines of common purpose. In support of this statement the progress in religious matters in our
country may be cited as an instance.
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In former days when Buddhism was at its height in Central India we were called Paccanta Pradesa,or a
country beyond the reach of the Lord’s doctrine; hence an unsuitable place for those whose love was Buddhism.
Since the introduction of the faith on our soil by Phra Sona and Phya Kuttra of the Ashoka mission, we have
persistently striven towards its progress, and it was through royal defence and the continual support of our kings,
followed in their examples by our predecessors, that Buddhism has come to be firmly established and found its
most living expression in our midst.
So, now, our country has become a suitable place for those who seek the protection of the Lord, such as was
afforded in the old days in Central India, where Buddhism is now in its decline. It behoves all of us who are
members of the Faith to preserve the suitability of our land in this respect and live up to it. Such suitability as
mentioned is likened to a wheel of a. carriage moving along the path to prosperity.
*
Next to the suitable place, suitable society forms the second wheel. Society in this sense is synonymous with
association with good men—men who are one’s betters, or equals in the event of one’s failure to find one of the
former class to associate with. Association with one’s inferiors is. not a stepping-stone to one’s elevation in life in
regard to morality and capacity, so it is forbidden save when it is made with the underlying purpose of raising
them to a higher level of life by means of exhortation and example, as is illustrated in the association of the Lord
with his disciples or in that of a teacher with his pupils.
The preacher then pointed out some advantages that accrue to one’s association with good men, in a way
similar to what he has stated in a number of his past sermons.
*
Right self-regulation is possible of steady continuance only when one considers life as a whole, and not as a
number of independent pieces of conduct. Extreme adherence to one section of the Law may lead to entire or
partial ignoring of the others. Proper execution of one’s duty, be it in keeping with one’s feeling of pleasure or
not., is a moral obligation and therefore that is to take precedence of all the remaining points the moral Law,
which, however, should be practised in equal proportion in one’s spare hours.
Again, a man may be morally sound and yet one often hears of his being confronted with trouble through lack
of self-possession or, worse still, through lack of courage to resist his inclinations (agati) arising from love,
hatred, fear and delusion.
Furthermore, one’s abstinence from killing is not considered a complete piece of virtue until one’s kindness
and compassion for all beings are cultivated to crown such abstinence.
*
One’s accumulation of virtue in the past will do much to strengthen and facilitate one’s present effort to attain
the goal of prosperity. The corresponding effect of such accumulation is bound to appear, sooner or later.
The verification of this truth is illustrated in the force that keeps a canoe moving in still water even after the
paddle, the cause of such force, has ceased to work. There are many sayings of the Lord regarding Cause and
Effect (karma) one of which from the Dharmapada is,
By oneself the evil is done; by oneself one suffers.
By oneself evil is left undone; by oneself one is purified.

These four blessings or wheels are binding on all who strive with the object of gaining prosperity.
278.69 Excerpt from Uposatha Sila: The Eight-Precept Observance\fn{by Somdet Phra Buddhaghosacariya aka
Nanavara Thera (1872-1951)} Thailand (M) 1½
Thus have I heard:
At one time the Blessed One was residing in Jetavana, the monastery of Anathapindika, near Savatthi. At that
time the Blessed One, having called all the bhikkhus\fn{Fully ordained Buddhist monks} together, addressed them thus:
“Bhikkhus!”

The bhikkhus answered in assent:
“Lord!”
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The bhikkhus then prepared themselves for the following teaching. The Blessed One then gave the following
teaching on Uposatha.\fn{Observance}
“Bhikkhus. Uposatha is comprised of eight factors which the Ariyan disciple observes, the observation of which
brings glorious and radiant fruit and benefit. Bhikkhus. What is the Uposatha which, observed by the Ariyan
disciples,\fn{Any of the four types of persons who have attained insight into Nibbana } brings glorious and radiant fruit and
benefit?
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants,\fn{Those who have attained Nibbana } for as
long as life lasts, have given up the intentional taking of life. The club and sword have been laid down. They have
shame (of doing evil) and are compassionate towards all beings.”

All of you have given up the intentional taking of life, have put down all weapons, are possessed of shame (of
doing evil) and are compassionate towards all beings. For all of this day and night, in this manner, you will be
known as having followed the Arahants, and the Uposatha will have been observed by you. This is the first factor
of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants, for as long as life lasts, have given up taking
what has not been given. They take only what is given, are intent on taking only what is given. They are not thieves.
Their behavior is spotless.”

All of you have given up the taking of what has not been given, are ones who do not take what is not given, are
intent on taking only what is given, are not thieves. Your behavior is spotless. For all of this day and night, in this
manner, you will be known as having followed the Arahants, and the Uposatha will have been observed by you.
This is the second factor of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants, for as long as life lasts, have given up that
which is an obstacle to the Brahma-faring. Their practice is like that of a Brahma. They are far from sexual inter course,
which is a practice of lay people.”

All of you have given up that which is an obstacle to the Brahma-faring and behave like a Brahma. Your behavior is far from sexual intercourse. For all of this day and night, in this manner, you will be known as having
followed the Arahants, and the Uposatha will have been observed by you. This is the third factor of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants, for as long as life lasts, have given up the
telling of lies. They utter only the truth and are intent on the truth. Their speech is firm and is composed of reason.
Their speech does not waver from that which is a mainstay for the world.”

All of you have given up the telling of lies. You speak only the truth and are intent only on that which is true.
Your speech is firm and with reason. Your speech does not waver from that which is a mainstay for the world. For
all of this day and night, in this manner, you will be known as having followed the Arahants, and the Uposatha
will have been observed by you. This is the fourth factor of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants, for as long as life lasts, have given up the
taking of liquors and intoxicants, of that which intoxicates, causing carelessness. They are far from intoxicants.”

All of you have given up the taking of liquors and intoxicants. You abstain from drink which causes carelessness. For all of this day and night, in this manner, you will be known as having followed the Arahants, and the
Uposatha will have been observed by you. This is the fifth factor of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants, for as long as life lasts, eat at one time only
and do not partake of food in the evening. They abstain from food at the wrong time.”

All of you eat at one time only and do not partake of food in the evening. You abstain from food at the wrong
time. For all of this day and night, in this manner, you will be known as having followed the Arahants, and the Uposatha will have been observed by you. This is the sixth factor of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants, for as long as life lasts, have given up singing and
dancing, the playing of musical instruments and the watching of entertainments, which are stumbling blocks to that which is
wholesome. Nor do they bedeck themselves with ornaments, flowers or perfume.”

All of you have given up singing and dancing, the playing of musical instruments and the watching of entertain177

ments, which are stumbling blocks to that which is wholesome. You do not bedeck yourselves with ornaments, flowers
or perfume. For all of this day and night, in this manner, you will be known as having followed the Arahants, and the
Uposatha will have been observed by you. This is the seventh factor of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. Ariyan disciples in this Religion reflect thus: All Arahants, for as long as life lasts, have given up lying on
large or high beds. They are content with low beds or bedding made of grass.”

All of you have given up lying on large or high beds. You are content with low beds or beds made of grass. For all
of this day and night, in this manner, you will be known as having followed the Arahants, and the Uposatha will have
been observed by you. This is the eighth factor of the Uposatha.
“Bhikkhus. The Uposatha is comprised of these eight factors which the Ariyan disciple observes, and it is of great and glorious fruit and benefit.”

Thus the Blessed One spoke on the Uposatha. The bhikkhus were delighted and rejoiced at his words.
275.200 A Single Teaching\fn{by Khruba Sriwichai (1878-1938)} Ban Pang Village, Li District, Lamphun Province,
Thailand (M) -1 probably not yet recorded; I’m too tired. lol\fn{ I had not, in fact, recorded this; but here it is, with my
recorded comment at the time:H}
… In order to observe one’s merits, meditation is needed.
During the meditation, “Phu Ang Kha Khu Rung Ang Khu, Phu Ang Kha Khu Rung Ang Khu” are the mantra
one needs to recite.
At the same time, one should count prayer beads for one hundred beads and purify one’s mind.
When the time is ready, one would realize this by oneself.
After that one should make a wish to perceive the sign.
If one sees the preaching hall, stupa, or Buddha statue, these definitely were the things that one built before.
If one sees the sunlight or the moonlight, this is because one has lots of merit. …
247.151 & 252.10 1. The King’s Address To The Honourable Corps Of Wild Tigers On The Duty Of
Neutrals 2. Letters Of King Vajiravudh (13th January 1895-25th November 1910)\fn{by Rama VI (1881-1925)}
Bangkok, Thailand (M) 7
1
Today I wish to address you on a special subject outside the ordinary series of addresses on moral conduct and
religion, which I have been delivering to you.
At this moment there has occurred an event of extraordinary interest which, though it is not taking place near
our home, is one of the most important events in the world. I speak of the Great War which has broken out in
Europe.
As to the reasons for this war and its aims, it is not my dnty to speak or explain at any length, because we are
here assembled for the worship of Our Lord Buddha, but if I fail to mention an event which is occurring in the
world that affects all of your minds in some degree, most of my audience who are warriors, either soldiers or
scouts, would think that I take no interest in such matters.
As a matter of fact, it is the duty of us all, who are not in the position to gain or lose directly, to observe neutrality, and to do so strictly. As to my Government, its neutrality will soon be made duly manifest by a proclamation, and there is, therefore, no need for me to explain the Government’s attitude at length. As for you, who are
Siamese subjects and Buddhists, what ought your attitude to be? This is the subject upon which I would give you
some advice.
*
In the first place, with regard to our position as Siamese citizens.
In point of fact, the war which concerns so many European nations does not really concern us Siamese directly
in any way, for we neither gain nor lose anything directly through it. Therefore should all of us make up our
minds to remain neutral; we should be in the position of upekkha, neither rejoicing nor sorrowing on account of
the victory or defeat of one side or the other. To express either rejoicing or sorrow may cause anger in both cases;
that is to say, if we rejoice with one side, the other is sure to feel some dissatisfaction, while to sorrow with one
side would also cause a similar feeling. Therefore, be perfectly neutral; it is better to express neither joy nor
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sorrow. The foregoing concerns speech, and what I mean to say is that it is best for us Siamese not to speak too
much. With regard to the war, the more words spoken, the greater the difficulty to recall them; if less were
spoken, less would remain to be recalled, while if none were spoken at all, that would he the easiest of all. This is
the proper behaviour for Siamese subjects, be they soldiers or civilians.
*
In the second place, let us consider our dnties as Buddhists.
It is a fact that our Lord never expressly forbade war; and we have reason to believe that when war is
undertaken in order to guard the nation’s independence and in defence against the aggression of an outside enemy,
such a war would be deemed permissible. (To quote but one instance, when King Bimbisara of Magadha, finding
that his soldiers were deserting the ranks of his army in order to join the Holy Brotherhood, laid the case before
the Buddha, the Lord at once commanded that all such deserters should forthwith return to the army, and also
further laid down a special rule that thenceforth no soldiers on the active list of any royal army should be accepted
as candidates for ordination. This could only mean that the Lord Buddha, who was himself a Prince of the warrior
caste, fully understood and appreciated the necessity of national defence.)
But when we hear of others at war and killing and maiming each other, and of the loss of human life, and of
bodily pain, it becomes the duty of us all who are Buddhists to be full of pity. It is our duty to think with pity of
those others, who have to lose their lives and suffer bodily pain in battle, no matter on what side they are. Besides,
war entails pain and suffering not only for the combatants, but each soldier who goes to the war leaves behind him
a family, a wife and children, brothers and sisters, father, mother, or relatives and friends who are dear to him and
who love him.
When a soldier loses his life in the war, how sorrowful must be his relatives and family, his wife and children,
and his friends! It is true that we ourselves are not directly concerned, nor are we related to these warring soldiers;
but as Buddhists, it is our duty to extend our pity towards the women and children who must lose husbands or
fathers, and likewise to the old folks who must lose sons and grandsons during this war.
Such thougbts will surely be enough to lessen in us the desire to rejoice with others, and also to lessen the
desire to utter foolish wishes that the one side or the other should win or lose. Cultivate your thoughts righteously;
be full of merciful pity, and you will become fit to follow in the footsteps of our Gracious Lord, who was ever full
of pity for all creatures, and whose mercy was infinite and beyond compare.
Besides, those of us whose duty it is to defend our own Country, the soldiers in the first instance, and the Wild
Tigers in the second—do we know when our own turn may come? Do we know when times of trouble and trial
may reach us, when our parents and our relatives will have to bear like sorrows? When we think of our future
trials and sorrows, the thought should help us to sympathise with those who are now actually suffering.
*
In the third place, whether you be soldiers or civilians, you ought surely to learn a good lesson from this war,
and profit by its examples. I do not mean about fighting. What I would ask you to look at and examine is
something else.
For example, in Great Britain and Ireland before this war, the people were divided into two sides on the question of Home Rule for Ireland. Each side was arming itself and preparing to fight, so that they were on the brink
of civil war. But when an external war occurred, what happened? Everybody guessed wrong when they thought
that the English would not go to war with anybody because of the quarrels among themselves. In truth, however,
when the time came, all factions and quarrels were put aside, and all were united to fight Britain’s enemy.
What about France before the war? Prime Ministers were changed in three days or a week, and there were
constant quarrels. What happened when war was declared? All quarrels were dropped instantly, and all Frenchmen turned round to fight the Germans.
In Russia, agitators were going about inciting labourers to create disturbances and to cry for higher wages.
When the war came, and mobilisation had been ordered, capitalists and labourers were united and found
themselves shoulder to shoulder in the ranks of the army, all intent upon fighting the foreign foe.
In Germany before the war, the Socialists were busy going about criticising the Government, whom they
accused of oppressing the people in various ways; and some of them even went so far as to say, that even if war
were to come on Germany, the Socialists would never take up rifles, but would even prefer to let the foe enter and
destroy the rulers who were oppressors. Are these words true? Not at all. When war did break out, the majority of
Socialists were among the first to hurry up and join the ranks of the army.
*
Now let us, who are Siamese, examine the recesses of our own hearts. Should an important crisis threaten our
country, shall we be able to act like the Europeans of whom I have spoken? It does not matter whether we
entertain any personal likes or dislikes at present, and perhaps our opinions may not be all alike on every subject,
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but when a foreign foe should threaten our country, shall each and all of us be ready to drop all personal quarrels
in order to turn and face our common foe together?
Soldiers and Scouts, consider and remember well these words! Those of you who are now ready to forget all
personal feelings of resentment and unrighteous envy for the sake of your country’s good, pray receive heartfelt
thanks from me. As for those of you whose hearts still remain too much in the toils of worldliness to be able to do
so, I do not blame you, since it is natural in part.
But I say to you, who are here assembled before the Sacred Image of Our Lord of Victories, the token of our
Faith: let those of you, who are not sure of your own hearts from this day forth, make a noble resolution, that no
matter what amount of personal envy you may cherish in your hearts for others, you will only allow yourselves to
do so only when no peril is at hand. But when peril threatens and we have to face a foreign foe it becomes our
duty to drop whatever personal feeling or action were likely to bring harm to the nation: we must be united, no
matter whether we like or dislike each other personally at the present moment.
Let us remember, then, that all of us are Siamese, and that it is our bounden duty to guard our common
independence so that it may forever remain intact. It is our duty to guard our Sacred Faith, so that it may continue
to flourish as it has flourished through many generations of Siamese.
Let us always bear in mind the hymn which we are in the habit of singing at our evening services, especially
the last verse, which runs:
E’en though the foe be full o’might,
As the mighty Mara,
May Thai be victors in the fight,
Like the Lord Munindra!

2
North Lodge, Ascot, 13th January 1895
Dear Mr. Verney\fn{Mr. Frederick William Verney (1846-1913), of Aylesbury Vale, Buckinghamshire, England, who in 1883 took up
the post of English Secretary and Counselor to the legation in London of Siam (the name used for Thailand until 1939, and again between
1945-1949), at that time a buffer state between the parts of South Asia controlled by France and those under British Rule. For his service
the Kingdom of Siam honored him by appointing him a Commander of the Most Exalted Order of the White Elephant Secretary of the Thai
Embassy. I have, as is the usual practice, omitted all forms of letter-closing sentiments and signatures:H }

I have received your letter. Thank you so much for congrat[ulat]ing me. I shall try to do any work, which will
be set before me, no matter how difficult it will be; I shall try to do it as well as I can, and I hope I shall be able to
serve my country.
North Lodge, Ascot, 15th January 1896
Dear Mr. Verney
I have just known that I have made a great mistake—that is, I have quite forgotten to give you one of my new
photographs which I had taken in my uniform. So now I must ask you to forgive my having forgotten, and I have
sent you one now. Please accept it then, as a proof of my friendship to you.
Graitney, Camberley, January 1, 1897
Dear Mr. Verney
I thought at first that I would have the pleasure of meeting you in London, but now I heard from Captain
Hume\fn{C. V. Hume, who had been deputed by the British government to help the Prince in his studies } that you are not going
up. So I write now to thank you for your kind wishes and your presents. I wish you a very happy New Year.
The Siamese Legation, 23 Ashburn Place, London, S.W., January 1, 1898
Dear Mr. Verney
Thank you very much for your charming card, which I received this morning.
I am enjoying myself very much up here with all these amusements. Allow me to wish you a very happy New
Year.
Graitney, Camberley, January 13, 1898
Dear Mr. Verney
I ought to have written before to tell you that my brothers and I have received our presents and also to thank
you very much for being the bearer of them (so to speak). I must therefore thank you on behalf of my brothers and
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myself. The presents were very nice, and we are all glad to get them. I hope you and Mrs. Verney and family are
all well. With kind regards.
Firmley Park, Farnborough, Hampshire, April 8th 1899
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much indeed for your note and your very kind invitation. I am afraid however that I must beg
you to decline it, as Mondays and Tuesdays are nearly always busy days for us. If I may make a suggestion, the
weekends would be most suitable for me, as I can nearly always get leave from Friday afternoon till Sunday, or
practically Monday morning. I am very sorry to have to decline your very kind invitation, as I should like to
accept it so much. Thank you very much all the same.
Tournay Barracks, Aldershot, April 10th, 1899
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thanks very much for your telegram and invitation. I shall be delighted to come down on Saturday the 29 th, but
I fear I shall have to leave you on Sunday the 30 th, as I must be back on Monday the 1 st of May. Our battalion
training commences on the 29th and no one can get leave while it lasts except on Saturdays and Sundays. One
can’t even get the whole of Saturday off so that I shall only arrive in the evening, I am afraid. I wish I could stay
longer but you see we are very busy just now. Battalion training will probably last about a fortnight, after which
there will be a little rest before brigade training. Thank you very much again.
Tournay Barracks, Aldershot, April 19th 1899
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much for your letter. I should be delighted to go to see “Robespierre” as I want to see it very
much. It will be worth seeing, I expect. As far as I can judge from the papers, there are a large demand for seats,
and so should you find any difficulty in getting them, please let me know and I will try and get round my friend
Sir Henry Irving.\fn{1838-1905, English actor-manager, first actor to receive a knighthood (1895), was the inspiration for Dracula,
etc., etc.:H During his time in England the Prince wrote at least seven plays in English, and he both produced plays and sometimes acted in
them himself} I am sure he will manage it for me all right if I asked him to, as he is a friend of mine.

Thank you very much for your very kind invitation.
Frimley Park, Farnborough, Hampshire, June 14, 1899
Dr. Mr. Verney
Thank you very much for your note and for warning me about the decorations. I was on the point of writing to
ask you about it. You have asked quite a distinguished lot to meet me! I think I shall come to you some time after
tea as I have promised Abha\fn{One of the Prince’s half-brothers} to go to Earl’s Court with him on Saturday.
December 12, 1899
Dear Mrs. Verney
I wonder if you would mind if I came just before dinner on Friday, as I want to go first to the Legation to
arrange one or two things necessary for the concert on the 23 rd. [Phya Prasiddhi?]\fn{I am transcribing these letters from
the Prince’s own handwriting:H} has entrusted all arrangements to me, so that I want to do it as well as possible. So I
think that if you would be kind enough to let me come in time to dine (at 8?) I shall be much obliged. I think also
that as I shall have to leave fairly early the next morning, it would be better for me to sleep at the Legation so as
not to inconvenience you.
Tournay Barracks, Aldershot, Wednesday
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much indeed for your very kind invitation. I am extremely sorry to say that on Friday the 21 st I
have got to dine with Admiral Johnstone at Graitney. It is a long-standing engagement, the Johnstones having
asked me about a week ago. It is very unfortunate that I should be compelled once more [to] decline your very
kind invitation.
Taplow Court, Maidenhead, Monday
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much for your kind invitation. Lek\fn{Another of the Prince’s brothers} and I will be delighted to
come to dine. Mr. Olivier\fn{Another official at the Siamese Legation in London} will accompany us.
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The Siamese Legation, 23 Ashburn Place, London, S.W., Friday
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thanks very much for your note and your invitation, which I am sorry I shall not be able to accept as I am
leaving this afternoon for Gloucestershire on a visit to [indecipherable]
I shall be delighted to accept Lord Egerton’s invitation to stay with him. It will be quite convenient for me to
go on the 16th December and stay till not later than [the] 20 th. During my visit I [one word] glad to see the
Manchester Canal, and perhaps [more?] visits to Manchester could also be managed during that time. I have asked
the Minister to tell Mr. Verney about it, and I hope you will do so as well to make sure.
12 Connnaught Place, Marble Arch, London, W.
Dear Mrs. Verney
I came round with my present but find that you have just gone out, so I leave it, hoping that you may find it
useful. At any rate it will be a sort of memento of one who will never forget your kindness.
Christ Church, Oxford, February 16, 1900
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much indeed for your very kind invitation. I am, however, exceedingly sorry to say that I shall
not be able to accept for the whole week as I have already made my arrangements for it. I would however be very
glad if you would let us come down to Claydon from the 21 st to the 23rd April. Any arrangements I may have on
those days I shall do my best to postpone. I am exceedingly sorry not to be able to come for the whole week, but I
hope you will not think me rude if I ask to be allowed to come down on the days I named only.
P.S. Could you do me the kindness to tell me where your nice is in Oxford, as I would like to ask her in to tea
here some time. I quite forgot to ask her where she was when I met her the other day at Professor Max
Muller.\fn{Friedrich Max Muller (1823-1900), German orientalist}.
Christ Church, Oxford, February 21, 1900
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much for your letter. I am really very sorry that I should have put you to any inconvenience.
The fact of the matter is that all my vacation is really planned out. On the 19 th of March, I am going down to pay a
visit to Mrs. Phipps at Chalcot. Then on the 24th I leave London for St. Petersburg where I remain till the 14 th of
April. I shall be back in London on the 11 th so that it will leave me only a little more than a week to do the work
that I am supposed to do during vacation, as I am afraid I shan’t be able to do much during my stay in Petersburg.
So you see my time is pretty well filled up, so that I am afraid it would not be possible for me to accept your very
kind invitation in any case until after my return from Russia. I am exceedingly sorry, as I am sure I should enjoy
myself very much at Claydon.
The Siamese Legation, 23 Ashburn Place, London, S.W., September 9, 1900
Dear Mrs. Verney
I hope you will pardon my not having written before, but I had been rather busy just before I left Inverneshire.
I called at [Ouston?] Gardens on the chance of finding you there this afternoon. I wanted to let you know that I
have decided not to send my horses to Claydon after all, as we shll be there for such a short time. Besides I am not
yet allowed to take too violent exercise so that riding won’t be very amusing.
The Siamese Legation, 23 Ashburn Place, London, S.W., September 17, 1900
Dear Mrs. Verney
Just a line to thank you for your kindness in having invited me down to Claydon. I cannot tell you how much I
enjoyed my visit and how sorry I was to leave. Your kindness did much to make my stay a thoroughly enjoyable
one.
I am sending you a little present which I hope you will accept as a souvenir of my stay at Claydon and as a
sign of my gratitude. Again thanking you.\fn{ A note reads: While this may seem unexceptional in Western terms it is in fact not
the Thai custom for gifts to be given in circumstances such as those that provoked this particular gift. In the Thai way, the giving of
presents is largely dictated by the idea of giving a gift in order to pay respect to one’s superiors and seniors }

Christ Church, Oxford, November 9, 1900
Dear Mr. Verney
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I am writing in answer to your letter.
I should have done this before, but the Cosmopolitan Meeting being postponed and various other things have
prevented me from doing so
You are very kind to ask me to dinner. I think it will be great fun. Any day would suit me and I would much
rather leave the choice to you.
Christ Church, Oxford, November 9, 1900
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much for your last letter. I am glad my pheasants proved acceptable to you.
I meant to have written to you to say that I had got Gwendolin’s photograph, but as I got it just before I came
up here the bustle [one word] put my intention out of my head! Such alas is often the case with my good
intentions!
I hope you are all well.
Legation de Siam, St. Petersbourg, January 20, 1902
Dear Mr. Verney
Thanks for your note of the 16th. Of course I should very much like Yugala\fn{ Another of his brothers} to go to
Oxford as I know that there he will have the advantage of an education in history, which I venture to think will be
better than what he could get at Cambridge. It is such a pity that Greek should be necessary for passing into
Oxford. As that language will not be of any use to Yugala or indeed any other Siamese in afterlife.
However, I should very much like Yugala to go to the Varsity, as it means for him an opportunity of getting
acquainted with people with whom it is possible he may have dealings in the future. There is no doubt that he
would probably get in a certain amount of work in a shorter period by working with a coach, but at the same time
he will in that way have less opportunity to make acquaintances—real acquaintances, I mean. I know Yugala very
well and I don’t think that he would be likely to put enjoyment before work. He is much more serious-minded
than many boys of his age and has a good idea of what his duties are. Of course if he could get into Oxford in the
ordinary way and also take honors in History in the end, it would be very nice, but if owing to some circumstance
it is not possible for him to think of taking a degree, I should still be inclined to let him go to Oxford to study
History in the same way as I did. He could also have a coach up [for] these if necessary. That is my opinion, and I
give it for what it is worth.
As you have probably heard, I had a very good reception last week, and the Emperor gave me all the honors
possible. I am very glad it was so, not so much for my own sake as for that of Siam, as it may possibly serve to
still further raise us in the eyes of Europe.
My very kind regards to Mrs. Verney and yourself.
Grand Hotel Continental, Rome, le 20 mars, 1902
Dear Mr. Verney
Thanks for your letter and the enclosed from Major Yarr.
I certainly think that if I am to have a physician attached to my party, I should like none better than my dear
old friend Yarr. That is how I look at it. But I don’t know what the Minister’s opinions are on the point. There may
be some questions of spending which I have not had time to think of. However, as far as I am personally
concerned, I should be most pleased to have Dr. Yarr as my medical attendant. In fact, to tell you the truth, I had
thought about it myself, I mean the question of my health in Bangkok. I should like to have my own medical
attendant apart from that of the King, and I had been thinking how nice it would have been to have a man like
Yarr, who, besides being a good physician is a sympathetic man and one with whom one could get on and who is
willing to put his hands to other work besides doctoring. However, this is also beside the mark.
As to my return\fn{To Siam} the Minister will be able to tell you my proposed plans as he knows them. I am
afraid I shall find it rather difficult to get back to England much before the beginning of June, but if it would be
more convenient for King Edward that I should come not so near the Coronation, I could manage to run over from
Paris between the 10th and 26th of April.
No more time. The Minister is starting.
Potsdam Stadtschloss, May 29, 1902
Dear Mr. Verney
I received your letter in Paris the day before yesterday, but had no time to answer as I arrived very late from
Lisbon, and yesterday had to prepare for starting by the Nord Express. I have come to the conclusion that it would
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be better for me not to go to London at all before I go there officially, so after my visits in January I shall most
likely return to Paris and remain till it is time for me to go officially to London.
I am very glad to know that your nephew is to be attached to me as well as General Sartorius, for I shall have
someone whence I can ask to fun about finding out little things which I should not quite like to bother an elderly
gentleman like the general. I think you understand what I mean.
I have only just arrived here, and have not yet seen the Emperor. I am going to see him soon though.
With kind regards to Mrs. Verney.
Westbury Court, Westbury-on-Severn, Newnham, August 14, 1902
Dear Mrs. Verney.
Thanks for your note which I am sorry I have not yet had time to answer. As regards the Siam Dinner, I think it
may very well take place the beginning of next month. I shall be in London again on or about the 21 st inst., when I
come up for the Minister’s farewell dinner.
I have just received a letter from the King today and I am glad to say he seems nice and cheerful. He also
spoke about the agent for his [one word].
Have you seen those [one word] at Bull’s yet? If you have made no arrangements, would you mind saying to
them that we can’t yet decide for certain about their going out, as I first want to see the man in America first, and
if he should do well I would like to engage him, but if not I would like to have some others to fall back upon. I
hope I make myself clear.
I am having a very nice restful time down here. I did feel the want of complete rest so much!
With kind regards to all.
Westbury Court, September 6, 1902
Dear Mrs. Verney
Thank you very much indeed for your kind invitation which I accept with great pleasure. I hope you will be
able to spare a room for my servant, who will make himself useful at the dinner if his services are required.
Westbury Court, September 9, 1902
Dear Mrs. Verney
In answer to yours of yesterday, I beg to say that I shall come to London on Saturday afternoon and will stay
till Sunday when I leave for Copenhagen. As I don’t know for certain by what train I shall go to Town, please
don’t trouble about providing tea for me as very likely I shall only arrive just in time to dress. The Colonel will
stop at the Legation, but thanks all the same for your offer to put him up.
Undated
Dear Mrs. Verney
I don’t know Mrs. Hume’s address, so I have sent the enclosed to you, and should be so pleased if you would
kindly address it. In haste.
25th November 1910
Dear Mr. Verney
Many thanks for your kind letter of the 26 th October in which you expressed your sorrow as well as Mrs.
Verney’s. I fully believe that you must feel the loss of my Father in a sense as a personal one, for you and Mrs.
Verney were both regarded by Him as His good friends. The sorrow manifested by everybody in all parts of the
world has somewhat helped us all to bear up under our heavy load of sorrow, both national and personal. A great
King has passed away, but I am glad to feel that His memory will live in the hearts of his grateful people, who in
consequence, will give me, His successor, their loved and loyalty. It will be very hard to follow in His footsteps,
but I will do my best for the people now committed to my charge. Although in name I am their King, I hope they
will soon learn that they have in me a faithful friend and a willing servant, who is ready to do all for their
happiness and benefit.
You and Mrs. Verney have always been good friends to my people, and I ask you to be so still. There are so
many ways in which was may benefit by your friendship. Personally, I can never forget how kind you have been
to me and how willing you have always been to help me. I shall be glad to avail myself of your friendly offer to
help in the future should there be any occasion for doing so.
Please remember me very kindly to all the members of your family and believe me,
Yours sincerely,
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Vajiravudh R.
287.128 Report On Forestry (May 1, 1903)\fn{by Prince Prenphatanaphong (1882-1909)} Bangkok?, Thailand (M) 3
A. The following areas of the kingdom have teak forests:
1. Monthon Payab\fn{A monthon is an administrative circle comprising sefveral towns}
This area can be divided into six territories:
Chiang Mai
Lampang
Lamphun
Nan
Prae
Chiang Saen and Chiang Rai
These six territories have not yet come under the jurisdiction of the forest conservation officer:
2. Monthon Nakhon Sawan
This area can be divided into two territories:
Raheng
Kamphaeng Phet
These two territories were constituted separately this year. The northern part of the Raheng forest is contiguous
with the Chiang Mai forest. The southern part of the Raheng forest reaches Kamphaeng Phet. The Kamphaeng
Phet forest starts from the end of the Raheng forest and reaches Bangkok.
3. Monthon Phitsanulok
In these three monthon the forests abound with teak trees. These teak forests have already been utilized. Other
types of trees, such as bamboo, pradu, si saet, red wood, tabag, kraw, teng and rang, exist elsewhere in the kingdom. Some of these trees have been exploited, some have not.
As for the teak forests in those three monthon, Monthon Payab is the most important because:
1. The teak wood in Monthon Payab is more plentiful than that in the other rnonthon;
2. The quality of Payab teak wood is better than that of the other monthon;
3. Because of its abundance and better quality, there has been more extensive cutting, therefore it is important
that these forests should be well managed.
In the six territories of the Payab area, Chiang Saen and Chiang Rai have more teak wood. The quality of the
wood is also better than that of the other territories. This is due to the fact that little cutting has yet been done
here. However, the logs have to be transported along the Mae Kok stream which flows into the Mae Kang river.
Many companies and individuals want concessions of this particular forest because of the abundance and the fine
quality of its teak wood.
In Monthon Nakhon Sawan, the teak forest covers only the northern part of the monthon, bordering Monthon
Payab. The southern part of this forest reaches Kamphaeng Phet. In the Nakhon Sawan area the chief activity is
the collection of tax on teak logs, rather than on teak cuttings. The teak wood here is not as good as that in Monthon Payab. There are only few foreign companies working in this area. I have heard that the government is con sidering establishing a royal forest in a particular area in this rnonthon.
In Monthon Phitsanulok the teak forests are scattered over the northern part of the monthon. The teak wood is
not of good quality. There has been only a small number of cuttings.
B. The Management of the Teak Forest in Monthon Payab in the Past
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In the past, the management of the teak forest in the five territories, namely, Chiang Mai, Lampang, Lamphun,
Nan, Prae was the same. The forests were the private property of the Northern princes. The princes had absolute
authority over the cutting of the trees.
The first change in this system occurred when Chao Phraya Ratanatibet was appointed governor-general at
Chiang Mai.
The second change resulted from the arrival of Prince Pichit Prichakorn who came to Monthon Payab to reorganize the civil service.
The third change was carried out by Phraya Songsuradet, a governor-general.
The fourth change was the establishment of a forestry department.
On the whole, all these changes stemmed from those initiated by Chao Phraya
I would like to report on the past management of the teak forest of Chiang Mai as an example/
C. The Management of the Teak Forest from the Reign of Prince Kavilorot to the Present
The teak forests were considered to be the private preserves of the local princes given them by their ancestors.
The teak forests of Chiang Mai on the Saiweeri river side can be divided into the following forests:
*
1. The Pai forest and the Mae Hong Son forest. These two forests belonged to Prince Kaisorn.
2. The Khun Yuam forest and the Yuam forest. These two forests belonged to Prince Mahotara Prathet. These
forests were inherited by the sons and daughters of the two princes: Princess Bua Tip, Prince Kam Law, Prince
Maha Prum, Prince Maha Tep, Prince Suriyawong, and Princess Usa. After the death of these six princes and
princesses, the forests were inherited by Prince Sampantawong, Prince Chom Muang, Princess Tip Kesorn,
Princess Tip Netr, Princess Sucanta, and Princess Dara They still own the forests at present.
3. The Mae Yaeh forest, the Tha Ta Fang forest, and the Tha Song Yang forest. These three forests belonged to
Prince Inwichainon. Now they belong to Prince Inwarorot, the present ruling prince of Chiang Mai, Princess
Dara, and Prince Raj Wong.
4. The Mae Mei forest. The benefits from this forest go to the ruling prince of Chiang Mai,
*
During the reign of Prince Kavilorot the fee for felling one teak tree in these eight forests was 3-5 rupees. At
that time the central government in Bangkok did not take any portion of this amount.
In these days whoever wanted to work in a forest,had to ask for a concession from the prince who ownd the
forest.When the concession was granted, the permission was recorded on lan leaves. There were no contracts,
other than these concessions to cut trees in such and such a forest. Therefore those who received the concessions
could cut any trees, no matter whether they be big or small, and could do anything they wished to the forests.
In those days the collection of the fee was done seasonally by the officials of the princes at an appointed time.
The officials would hand over the fee to the owners of the forests. The owners would in turn give the money to
the ruling prince. The ruling prince would divide the amount into three parts: the first part for the owner of the
forest, the second part for the officials who collected the fee as a “price,” and the third part for the ruling prince
himself.
The fee-collecting officials had to submit to the owners of the forests, accounts of monetary receipts, the number of trees felled, and the names of the individuals or companies working the forests. The owners of the forest
would in turn submit these accounts to the treasurer of the ruling prince each day.
When Prince Inwichainon became the ruling prince of Chiang Mai, this system of concessions and collection
of forest royalties was still operating. In the year J.S. 1235 Chao Phraya Ratanatibet, at that time holding the rank
of Phraya Narinrajseni was appointed governor-general of Chiang Mai. He managed to increase the fee for felling
one teak tree in the Yuam forest from 5 rupees and 1 saleung to 5 rupees and 4 saleung, the additional 3 saleung
going to the central government in Bangkok.
For the Pai forest the fee was formerly 3 rupees. The fee was increased by another 3 rupees, of which 2 rupees
went to the central government.
For the Mae Yaeh, Thai Ta Fang, Tha Song Yang and Mae Mel forests the fee was formerly 2 rupees, all of
which went to the central government.
There was a change in the system of authorizing the felling of trees. The individuals needed a permit which
carried the seal of the ruling prince, the seal of the governor-general and the seal of the owner of the forest.
The collection procedure remained unchanged. An official was sent out to collect the fee. He would submit
both the accounts and the revenues to the ruling prince. The ruling prince had to make a list of the number of logs
and the total revenue, and submit to the governor-general. This procedure applied to every forest.
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As for that part of the revenue which belonged to the central government, the ruling prince kept it in his office.
When a condition which required the use of these funds arose, the ruling prince would consult with the governorgeneral. Their joint consent was needed before the money could be spent.
*
Then in J. S. 1246, Prince Pichit Prichakorn came to Chiang Mai to reorganize the government service.
He required that a contract giving a forest concession needed ratification by the central government in
Bangkok. He also increased the royalty by 2 rupees for every tree felled. This applied to every forest except the
Mae Mei forest where the former rate still applied.
With these additional 2 rupees, the fee for felling a tree was altogether 8 rupees. The additional royalty went to
the central government.
*
This system was in operation until R. S. 111, when Phraya Songsuradet was appointed the governor-general of
the Payab Monthon. Phraya Songsuradet added the following rules to former forest concession contracts:
1. Those who received concessions to work on a forest had to plant 4 baby teak trees for every teak tree felled.
2. After a ruling prince had granted the concession to work a forest to any enterprise he had to notify the governor-general and ask him to ratify the contract. The enterprise would be charged a ratification fee of 1,200 rupees
for each forest district. The term of the contract was 6 years. The charge for each tree felled was 8 rupees. An additional fee of one saleung was also added as an allowance for the 3 officials, one each from the interior, finance
and agriculture ministries. These 3 officials collected the royalty and affixed a mark on the teak log, allowing the
enterprise to transport the log out of the forest.
This procedure continued until R.S. 115 when the Forestry Department was established.
*
After the establishment of the Department of Forestry, all forestry affairs were put completely under the de partment. The use of local collection officials was discontinued. The power of the ruling princes and other north ern royalty was curtailed and they were not informed on any forestry affairs.
Finally, even the owners of the forest were not allowed to manage the forests themselves. They did not know
the actual amount of the royalty collected. They only saw the copies of accounts produced by the director-generals
of the Forestry Department. They had to accept the director-general’s word as they could not secure any other in formation.
The ruling princes and the owners of the forests also had difficulties with the director-general concerning their
share of the revenues. For the first two to three years the director-general sent the correct amount.
Later the fees for some years were not sent. Some were sent late. The royalties for R. S. 119 have not been
sent.
As for R.S. 120, the ruling prince was the only person who received his share. Other owners had not yet re ceived their shares. They had reminded the director-general many times, but they have still not gotten their
money. This novel system has created a lot of difficulty for the owners of the forests.
*
As for the Mae Ping forest, the entire forest concession was given to foreigners. No Thai subjects were work ing on the forest. When common people wanted to construct houses, they could not buy any teak wood. If they
bought the teak wood from the foreigners, the price they had to pay was very high, 60 rupees for 1 yok. This was
troublesome for poor people.
278.179 Quotations\fn{by Waen Sujinno (1887-1985)} Tam Bon Napong Village, Mueang District, Loei Province,
Thailand (M) 4
When students had free time from studying they would go to the forest to collect palm leaves for making
books to practice writing. One had to be careful to pick leaves that were neither too old nor too young. The best
leaves were one year old. Older leaves were not supple and broke easily.
One stripped the palm leaves from their mid-ribs and left them out for three nights until moist, then tied them
into a book using a string or thread. When we went to study with an ajan (monk-teacher) we used these palm
leaves to write on or to copy manuscripts from the teachers.
*
Used the bathing cloth to sweep the floor clean and then spread the cloth over the flloor. Put the klot up.
Steppped outside and bathed in a nearby stream, filled by the rain. Solitude at night. Folded the outer robes
(sanghati) into a pillow and lay down. Having rested, chanted some prayers and radiated loving-kindness (metta)
to all sentient beings.
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Alternated walking meditation with sitting meditation. Heard tigers calling nearby, pep pep, and could tell that
they were big enough to kill cows. They kept howling nonstop: when one paused another started up and so on. It
was like a group of people shouting at each other back and forth. Late at night it was so cold that could hardly
sleep.
*
Stopped under the shade of a tree beside the path. Put down the klot and bowl, and sank to the ground out of
sheer exhaustion and illness. Don’t know how long slept. The sound of a strong wind, zu zu, swaying the tree
branches woke me up. Lightning and thunderstorms everywhere, and the sky was now full of dark clouds. The
wind and storm became more violent. And the fever hadn’t gotten any better.
Then it beganto rain. Couldn’t set up the klot since it would have been blown away. Didn’t know where to find
a shelter to get out of the wind and rain.\fn{He then prayed:}
I have devoted my life to the Triple Gem. If I have enough parami, let me remain in the monkhood until I am
released from dukkha.\fn{Suffering} Please keep the rain away from where I am.\fn{ Then he radiated loving-kindness to
the deities, naga (serpent, refers to the deities of the underworld which contgrol water), garuda (the mythical figure that is part bird, part
man, symbol of the sun, and destroyer of serpents), and prayed:}

I’m on my way to Lampang. Now sick and tired in the middle of the forest. No strength to move forward.
Please have mercy. It may not be proper to stop the rain, but please change the direction of the wind so that it
won’t rain where I am.\fn{He then concentrated his mind and radiated compassion to all sentient beings in the cosmos: }
What a miracle! In the midst of the downpour, the wind started blowing the branches above [me] in a new
direction. The wind shifted and the rain moved a sen from [my] spot. The rain continued for a long time.
After it let up still hadn’t rcovered from the fever. Lay down again with nothing for shelter. Woke up late at
night and found the whole body wet. Didn’t know whether it was because of mosquito bites or sweating. The
fever went down and felt lighter and thirsty. Took the kettle to the stream to get some water.
*
Be more gentle today. Yesterday your hand was quite heavy.\fn{ To a doctor removing infected tissue from a wound on
his leg without an anesthetic}
*
The defilement is strong. The mind, instead of being under control, kept darting to the beautiful woman on the
bank of Ngeum River, in Nasong village … tried various tricks but was unsuccessful. To exert harder is like
putting more fuel into a fire. If off guard for one moment, that is enough for the mind to run to that woman.
Sometimes while trying to come up with a new trick to conrol the mind, it immediately leaped right back to the
woman.
Tried all kinds of tricks that I’ve been practicing to punish the mind.\fn{ For being disobedient} For instance, I
refused to lie down, I meditate alternately in sitting, standing and walking positions for days and nights in a row,
observing whether the mind had fallen out of love. yet this did not work.
Then stopped sitting or lying down and only stood or walked. In spite of this effort, the mind would not give
up.
*
Much of the terrain was virgin forest. Underneath the giant trees, the forest floor was open and easy to walk
through but after walking through this forest of tall trees [we] came to a dense jungle. It was impossible to walk
through the thickets. Had to follow wild elephant tracks. These trails are the main thoroughfares and provide the
easiest access to the forest. Wild elephants usually traveled in herds numbering in the dozens.
*
There are all kinds of wild animals. Some of them are not afraid of human beings. When walk past them they
ignore us. They tolerate our presence. In the morning we hear the sounds of monkeys, langurs and gibbons all
over the forest.
*
[The women] carried bakets, containers of glutinous rice, put them down in front [of us] and said,
“Ngau jao niaw. Ngau jao niaw.”
Unable to comprehend the language told them to bring the men. They seemed to understand and left. After a
while a group of villagemen came and said,
“Jao bun,\fn{Monks} please eat the rice. You have been walking very far and you must be exhausted and
hungry.”
*
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In the morning walked to the vilolage for alms. To get food from the forest dwellers we have to do it the old
way: stand in front of their huts and make noise by coughing or clearing throats. Once they hear the noise they
come out. Sometimes have to tell them to bring rice and put it in our bowls.
*
The novice was glad to see [us]. He brought water for to drink and wash with, and provided with sleeping
materials. He asked [us] to stay. Seeing the novice’s good disposition decided to spend the night there. Once he
made [us] comfortable he disappeared.
Then heard the noise of a chickn, jock jock. After a while smelled grilled chicken. Still were not suspicious.
The novice was gone for about an hour. He came back with steamy hot glutinous rice and a big barbecued
chicken. Putting the food in front he said:
“Khruba,\fn{Respected teachers} please eat this meal. You are exhausted from traveling. I grilled this big chicken
especially for you. Eat as much as you want.” Told the novice:
“Don’t worry about [us]. Take the food back. Will have a meal in the morning. In the evening some hot water
to drink is adequate.”
[We] did not know what the novice did with the chicken. Perhaps he offered it to the spirits. We did not pay
attention.
*
Luang Phrabang is sparsely populated. The town is in a valley surrounded by mountains. The plain is wide
enough to grow rice for local use. In general people are devout and have good dispositions. There are no bandits.
Aside from rice cultivation they collect forest rodeucts and do some trading. They also grow other crops but not
enough to trade since the valley is small and much of the terrain is mountainous.
*
There is a strange practice among these villagers.\fn{ At Ban Nasong, Laos} when they see a monk going for almsround they call each other out, saying:
“Come, let us give alms. Ya tham (the monk) is here. Bring sugar-cane juice to the monk. Ya tham likes sweet
stuff.”
When the neighbors hear this announcement, they all come out and fill up bowl with molasses.
*
The next day\fn{When Waen was wandering in Myanmar} a Shan monk saw me. He asked:
“Jaobun dai sa ping som mai?” Told him that nobody had given food.
The Shan monk tne told [me] to follow him on the almsround. When he went up into the house I realized that
food was offered inside the house. Each householder gave a tiny bit of food: one spoonful of rice and one
spoonful of peanut curry.
With this small portion, even if I received alms from ten households it still would not fill me. Some days I had
to walk for such a long distance that I got very hungry. So when I reached an isolated area I stopped to
eat,\fn{Whatever was in the alms bowl} then continued the almsround.
Water is plentiful here. They have water faucets along the road.
To practice dhamma in meuang Burma would be futile. Not enough food to survive.
*
Villagers in this area\fn{In Samngao District, Myanmar} raised ferocious dogs. During the almsround one day got
bitten by a dog. When the dog chased [me], the owner did not bother to call the dog back. He thought it was good
that the dog is so fierce.
*
Traveling\fn{In northern Thailand} is more flexible without luksit.\fn{Novices} No need to worry about the little
boys. It’s not necessary to take them along. If the area is suitable for mediation, [we] stay put for several days.
Otherwise stop for one night only.
*
Could travel only in daylight. In the evening, had to find a place to rest since the area was full of wild animals,
such as elephants and tigers. Villagers seldom walk alone. Even in a company of two or three people they are
reluctant to travel. In some areas a temporary shelter is built for travelers to rest at night.
*
“Friend, we have nothing to eat. Please give us some rice.”
“I have only a small supply of rice. The cooked rice is for family consumption. The uncooked rice is for
sale.”\fn{The Yao man then offered to buy Waen’s alms bowl to use for cooking rice}
Nearly laughed, and for a moment forgot how starved [we] were.
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The Yao man was straightforwad and honest. Having no pretentions, he spoke what was on his mind. He
wasn’t intending to hurt anyone’s feelings or displease anyone. He was sincere.\fn{ They continued on and encountered a
Yao woman. Waen asked her:}
“Friend, we are starving. We have no rice to eat. Please give us some rice.”
The hilltribe people have a special way of cooking rice which makes it soft and fragrant. They eat rice with salt
or chillies. When neither is available they simply eat rice mixed with water. If they get some meat they grill the
meat to eat with rice.
They do not know how to make soup or curry. Their lifestyle is very simple. Some tribespeople lie down to
smoke opium after the meal.
*
The cave, of medium size, was near a sream that came from the mountain. At first I went on almsround in the
four-households hamlet nearby. Several days later word spread out that a monk had come to stay in the cave, and
the inhabitants started bringing food to me every day. Most of the people in this area were Shan. Only a small
number were Khon Meuang.
They started coming here early in the morning. At sunrise they were already at the cave entrance. Besides food
they brought candles. They waited till everybody got here before they presented the food and candles to me. They
wouldn’t leave unless I gave them a blessing.
They would fuss or hang around if I did not give them a blessing. No matter how small the gifts, they wanted
the receipt of blessings. They believed it was important, and that otherwise they would get no merit. I told them
that the next day I would go on almsround in their village. But they preferred to bring the food here. Since it was
their custom, I complied.
When first arived here I got bitten by small yellow bugs with striped wings. The spots they bit became bloody
and turned into scabs. Sometimes it took three scabs before it was healed.
One day the inhabitants, who brought me food, asked me if I had been bitten by the khun.\fn{Insects} Then they
told me to make a campofire. The smoke would keep the khun away. I followed their advice, and from then on the
insects never bothered me.
These bugs were poisonous. In the case of those who were allergic to the poison, the bites could become
infected and leave scars all over the body. It is said that the hill tribes tied cloth around their legs in order to
protect themselves from these insects.
*
In those days the Shan monks often accused the Chiangmai monks of eating supper. True, the Mae Hongson
monks did not eat in he evening, but they ate cooked rice in the middle of the night. They started cooking at 1:00
a.m. by candlelight.
Tu jao [monks] in Chiangmai eat in the evening at 5, 6, or 7 p.m., whereas Jao bun [monks] in Mae Hongson
eat in the first hour of the day before sunrise.
In both cases it is not a new day yet. So what difference does it make? Both practices deviate from the vinaya.
*
Like the Burmese [monks] they like to discuss the lokuttara citta,\fn{Supermundane minds} lokuttara
magga,\fn{Supermundane paths} and lokuttara phala.\fn{Supermundane fruitions) They learnt about these dhamma from
the “map”.\fn{I.e., from book-learning} they take the debate seriously, often different sharply in heir interpretations.
*
Panna\fn{Knowledge, wisdom} derived from memorizing the “map” is different from panna derived from
knowing the terrain.\fn{I.e., from meditation practice} when people learn dhamma from books, each perspon’s memory
and understanding tends to introduce variations from the true dhamma. But the wisdom that emerges from
bhavana\fn{Meditation practice} is like the walking on the terrain. One has personally experienced it and no longer
has doubts. There is nothing to argue about. One simply knows.
To practice meditation until one realizes lukuttara dhamma is not easy, unlike memorizing dhamma from
books. People who do the latter like to show off their knowledge by talking.
*
From the town of Mae Hogson [we] walked through a forest and across a mountain to Mae Pai District. Rested
there for a few days. Once regained our strength, walked to Mae Rim District and proceeded to the provincial
town of Chiangmai. The whole trip took four days.
*
The three of us could not spend the rains retreat in the same area. Such a large sangha would have placed an
undue burden on the local villaers. This hamlet consisted of six households. The inhabitnts grew tobacco and
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traded forest products. Traveling was hard; we had to walk along a mountain trail and streams. The terrain was
dificult for both human beings and the domestic animals which carried their goods.
*
Each of us found a separate location in which to meditate. The villagers built each of us a temporary shelter,
sufficient to keep the rain off the head.
This area was very damp. The village was in a bowl surrounded by mountains, like a wok. Rain came from
every direction. It took a long time for our requisites to dry since the sun seldom penetrated the thick forest.
There were many kinds of trees here, big and small.
Days and nights various sounds of wild animals could be heard here. A fine solitary place!
279.145 Thai Literature In Relation To The Diffusion Of Her Cultures\fn{by Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1888-1969)}
Bangkok?, Thailand (M) 5
It was in the year 1283 A.D., memorable for the cultural history of Thailand, that Ram Kamhang the Great, the
king of Sukhodaya Kingdom, invented the Thai alphabet. Prior to this date there was presumably some kind of al phabet as used by the intellectual class of the people, especially the clergy and the officials.
What kind of alphabet was in use during those days? No doubt it might have been the Khom alphabet. Who
were the Khoms? They were probably a race of people akin to the Mons and the Khmer or Cambodians of the
present day. The old Mon alphabet and also the old Khmer alphabet were called Khom by the Thai. This type of
alphabet derived, as scholars tell us, from the Grantha alphabet of the Tamils, a people in Southern India.
The sacred writings of the Buddhist religion in Thailand as inscribed on palm leaves in the old days were
mostly in the Cambodian script, miscalled by the Thai the Khom alphabet due to an accident of history in its later
development.
*
Thai literature proper, as distinguished from the purely spiritual side, may be said, therefore to begin in its
written form with King Ram Kamhang’s time, as evidenced in his famous stone inscription in the alphabet
which he had invented. Dr. Cornelius B. Bradley in his “The Oldest Known Writing of the Thai” (Journal of the
Siam Society, vol. 6, Pt. 1, Bangkok, 1909), has discussed at some length King Ram Kamhang’s Thai alphabet.
*
It is a well-known fact that the Thai is instinctively [a] poet. The unlettered and unsophisticated folk of rural
Thailand, who form a great part of the population, have their traditional past-times and recreations at social gatherings, one of which is singing their songs extempore. The wording of the song is composed in measured quantities of
which rhyming and alliteration form the essential part of the poetry.
As the Thai language is fundamentally a tonal one, the rhythm is marked by the selected use of pitch accents instead of stressed ones. Such songs as sung by the country folk form part of the Thai oral literature. A certain kind of
Thai written literature developed from this class of folk poetry, but with further elaborations and embellishments.
*
Thai traditional written literature is in the main religious. Even stories of a romantic nature, which deal with kings
and queens, with giants and divine beings, were inspired from Buddhist and Hindu mythology. In fact such stories are
fairy tales in their developed form. At first these consisted of stories drawn from the well known Jataka tales or Buddhist Birth Stories. Later on no doubt indigeneous folk-tales were incorporated in this class of literature. They are written in a certain style of composition in the simple language of the people to be read for the benefit of the unlettered
ones.
*
During the Buddhist lent period (August-October) when many people repaired to the wat (Buddhist temple and
monastery) to hear sermons preached by the monks and to observe certain religious commandments and to do other merit
making, certain literate persons, usually ex-monks, took the opportunity to read from a book of such kind of literature to
the congregation during their leisured intervals. There used to be a number of these readers in corners of the corridor and
other shaded places within the precinct of the temple, and the way they read was a sort of recitation with modulation of the
voice. Hence such compositions of this class are called in Thai Klon Suat or intoned recitation. No doubt this was
some sort of teaching, literature being used as a formative influence of Buddhist religion and other lores expressed indirectly to unlettered people in the old days. Such a tradition has survived until modern days in two localities. One is
in Nakhorn Si Thamarat, the capital city of Southern Area in the great temple of that city, and the other, only a revival,
is in Bangkok, the capital of Thailand, at the Royal Chapel of the Emerald Buddha. At the latter temple only the form
of the tradition has been revived, but the literature as used for recitation is of a different kind, and in fact, few persons
in the congregation have ever taken any notice of it. There are a number of examples of this class of literature in the
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National Library in Bangkok. They are written by hand in an old style Thai book; some of them have already appeared in printed book form. Most of the Thai folk tales are embedded in this class of literature. Comparison in a haphazard manner of this class of stories with those of Thailand’s neighbours, especially the Shans, the Laos, the Mons
and the Cambodians, a certain unity of the theme of such stories is revealed. There is a book on “Siamese Folk Tales”
narrated in English by J. Kasem Sibunruang (Bangkok: Don Bosco Technical School and Orphanage, 1954).
*
Another class of Thai literature is what is called, for want of a better word, romantic tales. These tales have nothing to
do directly with religion; they are tales of the supernaturals and of romantic adventures, mostly of a semi-divine hero and
heroine, based partly on inspirations from the Indian romantic tales like the famous story of Sakuntala, for instance; and
partly on the above Thai folk tales. They were written in a certain pattern of Thai poetry which the mass of people
could understand and appreciate. Many such works survived in time due to their high quality as literature.
*
The well known Thai traditional dramatic performance known as lakhon draws most of its theme and story
from this class of literature. The people in the past loved to listen to such stories read aloud to them. A young
man in love with a girl who could not read herself, would volunteer to read for her as a step to his further lovemaking. In the absence of such a young man, any small boy who was able to read something would take the
young man’s place, not voluntarily, of course. Naturally a boy loves play more than reading. If he by necessity
had to read the book, he usually demanded a fee for the service. Not only the girl but sometimes a matron or a
female elder of the house required such service of the boy. So infatuated with such stories have Thai women al ways been; but sometimes the boy himself, absorbed in the wonderful story, would demand no further fees for
his service. The literature, therefore, had a strong hold on the mass of the people in the past, for it is the only
way they could satisfy their taste, their imagination and aesthetic need which are all innate in man.
*
There is a large number of examples of this kind of literature. It has gradually been superceded by a new
kind of literature, in prose instead of poetry as hitherto, on the line of the Western, the short story and novel.
This is of recent date, with roots some time in the later part of the last century, and is due to the impact of
Western literature. Nevertheless many of the afore-said traditional tales survived to the present day. It is the
quality of the language as expressed that counts.
*
Another class of Thai literature is what is called the “Classic”. It is written in a different king of poetic compo sition. Many “classical” poems are composed in strict metre: thus they are poetry in the full sense of the word.
Such a form of poetry often demands the use of words from Pali and Sanskrit, the classical languages of the
Thai, in order to command the rhythms as prescribed in the prosody. This could not usually be done always with
Thai words, which are tonic and mostly monosyllabic. Naturally such works are more for the intellectual class;
they are comparatively difficult for the mass of the people to understand and appreciate, as they are so highly
“literary”.
*
Here a remark in parenthesis is necessary. The division of Thai literature as outlined above is a generalisation.
It cannot be divided in its entirety like someone cutting a cake, for there are over lappings as there are always in
the field of human inventive composition. However we will, in this instance, confine ourselves to the literature
of the mass of the people. There are, as selected for their prominence, seven works which can be considered as
representative of certain cultural influences in relation to the diffussion of Thai culture. They may briefly be
commented on as follows.
*
1. Khun Chang Khun Phan. An indigenous tale of love, at times humourous, of the triangular love plot of a
beautiful woman with two lovers. The story has been dealt with briefly in English elsewhere (see Thailand Culture Series No. 3). Apart from its high literary value, the story contains a mine of information on old Thai life, of
social conceptions and beliefs, traditions and customs. The story of Khun Chang Khun Phan is certainly one of the
great works in Thai literature. It depicts the life of the Thai in its real setting before he had become, in a sense,
westernized, which was inevitable. In many episodes of the story the diction is hardly equalled by anything ever
written in the Thai language. The story is written in the style of everyday speech of the people, hence its popular ity. It is composed in a style purposely meant for recitation, to be sung by a solo reciter with accompaniment of
two pairs of a certain kind of castanets made from blocks of hard wood for keeping time, and manipulated, one
pair in each hand, by the singer. Such a style of solo recitation, interspersed with song at the end of each in terval, is called sebha in Thai, a word of unknown origin. [See H. R. H. Prince Bidyalongkorn, “Sebha
Recitation and the Story of Khun Chang Khun Phan” (Journal of the Siam Society, vol. 33, Pt. 1, 1941)].
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Many reciters of the sebha have been known to compose for themselves certain episodes of the story which
they are accustomed to recite as their favourites, hence there have been from time to time elaborations of the
story until it has now become a lengthy romance with many versions of different episodes in the story. These
were collected and re-edited in their present form by the then Royal Institute, now the Fine Arts Department.
The book is widely read by the public, and many excerpts drawn from it serve as the wording of many Thai
classical songs. Certain episodes are every now and then presented on the stage by the Fine Arts Department
of Bangkok. A synopsis of the story has been rendered in to English by Prem Chaya (Bangkok. the Standard
Nos. 1 and 2) and a French one translated in a brief form by J Kasem Sibunruang. It is renamed “ La Femme,
le Hero et le Vilain” (Musée Guimet Annales, tome LXV, Paris, 1960). I am told there is the story of Khun
Chang Khun Phan in the Mon in language also.
*
2. Mahachat. A story of the Lord Buddha in his last-birth-but-one on earth before he had attained his Buddha hood. This birth is called Mahachat or the Great Birth, portraying the story of Prince Wetsandon who fulfilled his
last mission on earth as a Bodhisata would-be Buddha, thus preparing himself for the enlightenment in his last
birth on earth. Hence the life of Prince Wetsandon is an ideal for the faith. His life the people like to hear recited,
for the supreme sacrifice of Prince Wetsandon touches their hearts deeply. The Mahachat is, therefore, written for
recitation by Buddhist monks who have been trained for such a purpose to be recited at the mid-year Autumnal
Festival of Thailand, or on other occasions as desired. Mahachat is a very well-known story throughout the mainland of South-East Asia where-ever Buddhism is predominant. It greatly influences the life of the mass of the peo ple. The story also serves as an inspiration to Thai poets and artists of the old classical art, for the reason that the
story contains noble sentiments, pathos, humour and beautiful descriptive scenes which give free play to their
power of imagination and artistic expression.
The original story of Prince Wetsandon was written in Pali, the sacred language of the Southern School Bud dhist. There are many versions in Thai, and are written in many styles of composition. The one which has been
selected by a committee of experts is in the style Kham Thet or preaching-language. It is divided into 13 cantos
and is therefore somewhat bulky in size. Many Thai poets at different times composed either one or more can tos of Mahachat. Only the best of the cantos are selected and formed into one whole story. The style of composition is that of an elaborate prose-poem full of beautiful and emotive words. It is a story which appeals to most
Thai, and it is one of the books that no youth ever missed in school.
There is an account in English on the origin of the recitation of the Mahachat with a description of the ceremony of the preaching festival by G. E. Gerini in his book the “Thet Mahachat,” (Bangkok, 1892) and the
“Thet Maha Chat” (cf. No. 21 in the series) by Phya Anuman Rajadhon.
*
3. Ramakian. This is a story based on the famous Indian epic the Ramayana. The Ramakian is unique in that it
contains many exotic episodes and details which are not found in the original epic: but identical to a certain extent
here and there with the various versions of this epic to be found in India, especially the Tamil and Bengali versions.
The well known Khon or dramatic masked performance in Thailand and the Nang or shadow-play, both of the Thai,
the Malays and the Indonesians, are also based the story on the Ramayana. [See “The Khon Masked Play” by H. H.
Prince Dhaninivat Kromamin Bidyalabh Bridhyakorn and Dhanit Yupho (Thailand Culture Series No. 6) and “The
Nang—Shadow Play” by the said Prince Dhani (Thai Culture, New Series, No. 3)].
As revealed from certain episodes of the story as narrated by the Malay manipulators of the shadow-play
in Southern Thailand, the Ramayana (or in other words the story of Rama) seems to be originally an oral one.
Each troupe of the Malay shadow-players knows possibly one or more limited episodes of the story which
they are able to recite. No wonder such episodes in time past contained interpolations and elaborations. New
episodes of an indigenous origin were probably added. When the whole story of Rama was put in book form,
it became a story quite peculiar and on its own. What is probably true of the Malay versions of the Ramayana, is undoubtedly true of the Ramakian, the Thai version of the Ramayana.
Rama I the first king of the present dynasty of Thailand wrote and edited the Ramakian. His chief
aim, no doubt, was to include within the story state ceremonies and traditions as pertaining to the royal
palace, of which, for the most part, nothing in book form had survived since the devastating war with
Burma. Such treatises on state ceremonies and tradition undoubtedly survived only orally. These, as con jectured, were collected and verified and included in the Ramakian. Hence the Ramakian of King Rama I
runs into many voluminous books, which are the source of information on the function of Thai court life
in its medieval period. Later on his son, King Rama II, produced another version of the Ramakian in an
abridged form, which was meant exclusively for the masked play. This latter version of the Ramakian has a high
literary value, for King Rama II, the author of this version was, in his own right, one of the foremost Thai poets,
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but the people appreciate the former, not on aesthetic grounds but on the comprehensive story.
Certain episodes of the Ramakian have been drawn from time to time by many Thai poets and put in many of
the Thai styles of composition. References to certain characters and sayings in the Ramakian are to be found
cited here and there as allusions in many poetical pieces of Thai literature. In fact in every day speaking some
quotations from the Ramakian are frequently quoted. To appreciate Thai literature and to know the Thai language at its best, therefore, is to know something of the Ramakian.
Further, the Ramakian in its whole story is the theme of the mural painting along the length of the corridors
of the Royal Chapel of the Emerald Buddha in Bangkok. It serves as a means for people both young and old to
learn something in pictures of the Ramakian, of its marvellous and supernatural tales which are the delight of
the simple folk and children. In Thai painting and sculpture and decorative arts references to certain episodes of
the Ramakian are to be found not infrequently. Here one has to bear in mind that the Ramakian, though derived
from the Ramayana, the sacred book of the Hindus, has no sanctity as such to the Thai. The Ramakian to the
Thai has more of a profane nature rather than a religious one, as evidenced in the conclu ding remark by King
Rama I at the end of his version of the Ramakian that it is written only for entertainment of the people rather
than for belief.
There is an epitome of the Ramakian by Swami Satyananda Puri and Charoen Sarahiran in “The Ramakirti”
(Ramakian) or the Thai Version of the Ramayana” (Bangkok, 1940).
*
4. Inao. This is a romantic tale from the well known romance about the adventures of Pandji, the national
hero-king of Java, who flourished in history sometime in the 13 th century A.D. At that period Hinduism was the
religion of the island. Tradition says the story was told to two sister—princesses of a later part of the Ayudhya pe riod (18 century A.D.) by their two maids of Malayan extraction. The story was first put into poem form by the
two princesses in two versions, each with a different story but with the same hero. They are known one of them as
Dalang and the other as Inao, another name for the hero-king Pandji.
These two versions of the Pandji-cycle tales by the two Ayudhya princesses did not survive, but the two ver sions were put in book form by, again, King Rama I. Later on his son, King Rama II wrote another version of the
Inao for dramatic performance. It is this later version that is very well known for its refinement and prefect style
in the Thai language. Excerpts from this famous version are sung to many musical pieces to be heard frequently
on Thai radio broadcasts. Words of Javanese origin are to be found in the Thai literary language: no doubt due to
the introduction of this popular story. Most of these Javanese words are understood by the people even though
they are words of a literary language. Obviously they are due to the dramatic performances of the Inao from the
great work of the great poet-king, Rama II.
Dramatic performances, called lakhon in Thai, are of two kinds: one called lakhon nok or lakhon for the outsiders and the other lakhon nai or lakhon for the insiders, i.e. in the Grand Palace. The latter has a refinement in
acting, singing and music as a contrast to the former which is meant for the common people who desire quick ac tion and the common parlance of the language. The performance of the lakhon nai, draws its story and wording
exclusively from a class of literary works, chief among which is the Inao. Thai versions of the Inao are to be
found in English in the article “Siamese Versions of the Pandji Romance by H. H. Prince Dhani” (India Antiqua, E .J. Brill, Leydon, 1957).
*
5. Sam Kok. This is a Thai translation of a most popular Chinese historical romance, the San Kuo Chi. It deals
with the Chinese period of history (168-265 A.D.) during the latter part of the Han dynasty. Unlike the four precedings works, it is written in prose.
So popular was the book with the Thai in the last generation that other transla tions of its kind followed. It was
this class of literature, apart from what has already been said, that the people in the last century enoyed reading.
Most of these works were first printed in book form by Dr. D. B. Bradley at the missionary printing press, the pioneer of its kind, in the later part of the 19th century, A.D.
The merit of the book, Sam Kok, apart from its highly interesting account of war and intrigue, is in its prose
writing which exhibits a perfection of style in the art of writing in this medium. One of the four translators, or
rather editors, of the Sam Kok was the famous Thai poet, Chao Phya Phra Klang-Hon, who flourished in the 18 th
century, A.D.
So strong is the influence of this work that the Thai have indirectly come to know and understand with appreciation something of Chinese history and culture. There was in the past a great demand for this class of book by
the reading public, but it has gradually been replaced by the “Western” and the novels in the present generation.
Nevertheless, a few of the Chinese historical romance survived, due to their high literary value in the Thai language. Chief among these few is Sam Kok. An excerpt from the Sam Kok forms part of a Thai literature series of
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selected texts used in schools. The others in this series include also Nos. 3, 4 and 6 of this pamphlet.
*
6. Rajadhirat. This is a Thai translation of the Mon history which deals in a large part with the war between
the Mon King Rajadhirat (Razadarit in Burmese) and the probably Burmanized Shan king of Burma named
Farang Manggong (Minhkaung in Burmese) in their struggle for predominance between the Mons and the
Burmese. The value of the book Rajadhirat is not in its historical facts as it reads like a historical romance, but in
its perfect style of Thai writing. Here again like the former book Sam Kok, it is written in prose and its writer was
none other than the famous Thai poet who edited the Sam Kok.
7. Phra Abhai Mani. We now come to the last of the 7 great works of Thai literature selected as representative of Thai culture in its homogeneity. Phra Abhai Mani, or Phra Abhai to be short, is a creative work of a Thai
famous poet, popularly known as Sunthorn Bhu who flourished in the second and third reigns of the present dynasty. He wrote a vast number of books in a certain kind of Thai poetry which has hardly been equalled by any one. Written in the everyday speech of the people, his works are household words in nearly every Thai home.
Phra Abhai is a romantic tale of love and adventure, common to many such tales of a king’s son, who left his
father’s court in order to acquire certain magical art from a hermit in the forest, thus fitting himself for member ship of the military caste. After gaining the desired acquirements he took leave of the hermit, and, after some ad ventures, met a beautiful maiden, (usually a daughter of a powerful giant), and married her, of course, without the
consent of the giant, the maiden's father. Subsequently the giant was slain in a fight with his human son-in-law.
There are, of course, variations in the details of such stories, but in essence the main theme of the story is similar.
No doubt such Thai romantic tales were inspired by the many stories to be found in the jatakas, or Buddha birth
stories, and also those of the Indian romances.
The story of Phra Abhai, though adhering to such a tradition, departs somewhat from the run of such trite tales.
Instead of adventures mainly on lands and forests, the story of Phra Abhai deals with adventures on the seas, the
then known world of the poet, both real and imaginary. The poet-author introduced certain principal characters in
his story such as a malevolent giantess of the sa and a mermaid who both of them married the hero, Phra Abhai,
and had by him each a son. The mermaid is an interesting figure which to me is of recent introduction in the realm
of the Thai mythological story.
There are included, also, a monster half-dragon half-horse, a magical flying boat made of straw and a naked
ascetic probably an echo of a Jain recluse. Also included in the story are the Khek, Farang, Angrit. Khek are the
Mohamedans, in particular the Malays and Javanese as known at that time as sea-farers. Farang are, of course,
the Europeans and Angrit are the English.
The most interesting characters in the story of Phra Abhai are, therefore, the Farangs, in particular the English.
There was a Farang pirate with his enormous ship in which there was a garden of trees: there was an English
queen, young and beautiful, with her Roman Catholic prelate as her adviser, who ruled an island kingdom named
Lanka or Ceylon. Of course the English queen in a long war with Phra Abhai married him and had a son, who in a
war with his Thai father sided with his mother’s prelate, the Roman Catholic Father.
We need not go further into the story for it is a long one running into many volumes. In it one gains some
glimpses on the conceptions of the Thai in the past century relating to people in foreign lands beyond the seas, es pecially the Farang, both real and imaginary, of course, during the author’s time. As to the English queen in the
story of Phra Abhai, no doubt the poet might have heard something about the great Queen Victoria from
some foreigners to weave his story. But where did he get his idea the country where the English queen
reigned was Langka or Ceylon? I think the following information may be a clue indicating from whom he
had the idea.
Bishop Middleton was said to have once asked him\fn{ A Hindu pundit } two very simple questions. (1)
Whence are the English come? (2) What is their origin? The reply of the pundit was somewhat to the following effect. The English are come from somewhere in Langka or Ceylon and they are of mixed origin, spring ing from monkeys and cannibals, because they jabber like monkeys, and sit like them on chairs with their
legs hanging down in an attitude peculiar to the monkey species .\fn{ From “The Hindoos As They Are”, by Shib
Chunder Bose }

As known, the story of Phra Abhai was first printed by Dr. Samuel J. Smith, a Baptist missionary in Bangkok
in his weekly Thai newspaper Syam Smai in a serial form, and afterward reprinted in book form divided into parts
of 48 pages each, which in a later period became a standard sized book containing this story so well known to the
people of the last generation. The book Phra Abhai is popular with the public not only because of the story but
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also due to the style of the poet’s writing, in which the genius of the poet has carried to a perfection inimitable
even in the present day.
There is an English translation in a concise form, “The Story of Abhai Mani” by Prem Chaya (Bangkok, 1952)
and the poet’s life and work in French in “La Vie du Poet Sounthons-Bhou” by Camille Notton (Rougerie, France,
1959).
278.163 Quotations\fn{by Ajaan Dun Atulo aka Luang Pu Hong (1888-1985)} Ban Prasat Village, Prasat District?, Surin
Province, Thailand (M) 10
All the defilements arise together at the mind. Focus right at the mind. Whichever defilement arises first, that's
the one to abandon first.
*
The mind sent outside is the origination of suffering.
The result of the mind sent outside is suffering.
The mind seeing the mind is the path.
The result of the mind seeing the mind is the cessation of suffering.\fn{ His summarization of the Four Noble Truths}
*
Those who have awakened don’t talk of what they’ve awakened to, because it lies above and beyond all words.
*
A monk who lives heedlessly simply counts his precepts as they’re found in the textbooks, proud of himself
that he has all of 227 precepts. … But as for the number he’s actually intent on observing, how many are they?
*
Oh, some of these visions\fn{ That one experiences during meditation } can be lots of fun and really absorbing, you
know, but if you stay stuck right there it's a waste of time. A really simple method for letting go of them is not to
look at what you see in the vision, but to look at what’s doing the seeing. Then the things you don’t want to see
will disappear on their own.
*
No matter how much you think, you won’t know. Only when you stop thinking will you know. But still, you
have to depend on thinking so as to know.
*
When you\fn{A group of dhamma missionaries} go out to disseminate and proclaim the Buddha’s teachings, it can
either lead to the advancement of the religion or to its destruction. The reason I say this is because the person of
each dhamma missionary is the determining factor. If, when you go, you behave in an appropriate way, keeping in
mind the fact that you’re a contemplative, with manners and behavior corresponding with what’s proper for a
contemplative, those who see you, if they don’t yet have faith, will give rise to faith. As for those who already
have faith, your behavior will increase their faith. But as for the missionaries who behave in the opposite fashion,
it will destroy the faith of those who have faith, and will drive those who don’t yet have faith even further away.
So I ask that you be consummate both in your knowledge and your behavior. Don’t be heedless or complacent.
Whatever you teach people to do, you yourself should also do as an example for them.
*
What I built was built for the general good, the good of the world, of the monastery, and of the religion, that’s
all. As for reaping the merit, what would I want with merit like this?
*
People these days suffer because of thoughts.
*
Material things are already there in the world in a way that’s perfectly complete. People who lack the discernment and ability can’t take possession of them and so they have difficulties in providing for themselves. Those
with the discernment and ability can take possession of the valuables of the world in large quantities, making life
convenient and comfortable for themselves in all circumstances.
As for the noble ones, they try to conduct themselves for the sake of gaining release from all those things,
entering a state where they have nothing at all, because—in the area of the world, you have things that you have.
In the area of the dhamma, you have something you don’t have.
*
When you can separate the mind from its involvement with all things, the mind is no longer tied to sorrow.
Whether sights, sounds, smells, tastes, or tactile sensations are good or bad depends on the mind’s going out to
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fashion them in that way. When the mind lacks discernment, it misunderstands things. When it misunderstands
things, it gets deluded under the influence of all things that are binding, both physically and mentally.
The ill effects and punishments we suffer physically are things from which other people can help free us, to at
least some extent. But the ill effects within the mind, to which the mind is in bondage through defilement and
craving, are things from which we have to learn to free ourselves on our own. The noble ones have freed themselves from ill effects of both sorts, which is why suffering and stress can’t overcome them.
*
When a person has shaved his hair and beard and put on the ochre robe, that’s the symbol of his state as a
monk. But it counts only on the external level. Only when he has shaved off the mental tangle—all lower
preoccupations—from his heart can you call him a monk on the internal level.
When a head has been shaved, little creeping insects like lice can’t take up residence there. In the same way,
when a mind has gained release from its preoccupations and is freed from fabrication, suffering can’t take up
residence at all.
When this becomes your normal state, you can be called a genuine monk.
*
When you meditate, don’t send your mind outside. Don’t fasten onto any knowledge at all. Whatever knowledge you’ve gained from books or teachers, don’t bring it in to complicate things. Cut away all preoccupations,
and then as you meditate let all your knowledge come from what’s going on in the mind.
When the mind is quiet, you’ll know it for yourself. But you have to keep meditating a lot. When the time
comes for things to develop, they’ll develop on their own. Whatever you know, have it come from your own
mind.
The knowledge that comes from a mind that’s quiet is extremely subtle and profound. So let your knowledge
come out of a mind quiet and still.
Have the mind give rise to a single preoccupation. Don’t send it outside. Let the mind stay right in the mind.
Let the mind meditate on its own. Let it be the one that keeps repeating buddho, buddho.\fn{Awake; enlightened; also
an epithet for the Buddha} And then genuine buddho will appear in the mind.
You’ll know for yourself what buddho is like. That’s all there is to it.
*
You have to meditate to get something good. When you meditate, your mind will be at peace. Your words and
deeds will be at peace. Your words and deeds will be good.
When you live in a good way like this, you’ll be happy.
*
If you have time to breathe, you have time to meditate.
*
I do, but I don’t pick it up.\fn{When asked if he still (in 1979) had any anger}
There’s nobody who cuts it\fn{Anger} off. There’s only being aware of it in time. When you’re aware of it in
time, it disappears on its own.
*
Watch the mind right at the mind.
*
Don’t send your mind outside.\fn{When asked for the simplest method to quickly get rid of mental distress and depression }
*
Suffering is something to be comprehended.
When you comprehend it, you let it go. Why would you want to wear it?\fn{ When asked about the correct way to wear
suffering—the Thai idiom for observing a period of mourning}
*
Anything is good to sell, as long as there are people to buy it.
*
None of them are good, none of them are extraordinary at all. They all come from common animals.\fn{ When
asked which talisman (like a tiger’s tooth) is better than another }
*
In the Rains Retreat of 1952 I made a vow to read the entire Canon to see where the endpoint of the Buddha’s
teachings lay—to see where the end of the noble truths, the end of suffering, lay—to see how the Buddha had
summarized it.
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I read the Canon to the end, contemplating along the way, but there was no passage that made contact deeply
enough in the mind that I could say for sure, “This is the end of suffering. This is the end of the paths and
fruitions, or what’s called nibbana.”
Except for one passage. Venerable Sariputta had just come out of the attainment of the cessation, and the
Buddha asked him,
“Sariputta, your skin is especially bright, your complexion especially clear. What is the dwelling place of your
mind?” Sariputta answered,
“My mind’s dwelling place is emptiness.”
That’s the one thing that made contact with my mind.
*
In the area of the Vinaya,\fn{Presumably the Theravada Vinaya Pitaka is meant: a set of 227 rules dealing with bhikku
discipline} you should study the texts until you correctly understand each and every rule to the point where you can
put them into practice without error.
As for the dhamma, if you read a lot you’ll speculate a lot, so you don’t have to read that at all. Be intent solely
on the practice, and that will be enough.
*
The practice\fn{Of Buddhism itself} isn’t a matter of the letters of the alphabet or of spoken words. The fact that
you know you don’t know\fn{As Scrooge said, in A Christmas Carol, on the morning following his ghostly visitations, the
experience of which set him free, “but now I know that I don’t know”:H } is a good place to start. The way to practice is this:
In the area of the Vinaya, watch their example, the example set by the ajaan.\fn{Teacher, mentor} Don’t deviate
in any way from what he does. In the area of the dhamma, keep watch right at your own mind. Practice right at
the mind.
When you understand your own mind, that, in and of itself, will make you understand everything else.
*
Those things\fn{Skill at construction work, training monks, giving sermons, public relations, receiving guests, etc., the mastery of
which is thought to be important for the abbot of a monastery } aren’t really necessary. Your only responsibility is to follow
your daily duties: going for alms, eating your meal, sitting in meditation, doing walking meditation, cleaning the
monastery grounds, being strict in observing the Vinaya.
That’s enough right there. As for construction work, that depends on the lay supporters. Whether or not they do
it is up to them.
*
We monks, if we establish in ourselves a sense of satisfaction with our status as monks, will find nothing but
happiness and peace. But if we have the status of a monk and yet hanker after any other status, we’ll be engulfed
in suffering all the time.
When you can stop thirsting, stop searching, that’s the true state of being a monk.
When you’re truly a monk, the poorer you are, the more happiness you have.
*
Even if you’ve read the whole Canon and can remember lots of teachings; even if you can explain them in
poignant ways, with lots of people to respect you; even if you build a lot of monastery buildings, or can explain
inconstancy, stress, and not-self in the most detailed fashion—if you’re still heedless, you haven’t tasted the flavor
of the teachings in any way at all, for those other things are all external.
The purposes they serve are all external: as a benefit to society, a benefit to other people, a benefit to posterity,
or a symbol of the religion. The only thing that serves your own true purpose is release from suffering.
And you’ll be able to gain release from suffering only when you know the one mind.
*
That’s pretty good. When there’s no speaking, then no faults are committed by way of speech. But when you
say that you stopped speaking,\fn{ As an aid to their practice of Buddhism } that simply can’t be. Only the noble ones
who enter the refined attainment of cessation, where feeling and perception stop, are able to stop speaking.
Aside from them, everyone’s speaking all day and all night long. And especially those who vow not to speak:
they talk more than anyone else, simply that they don’t make a sound that others can hear.
*
Those who ordain and those who practice have to aim in this direction.\fn{ To live for the sake of restraint, abandoning,
dispassion, and the cessation of suffering} Any directions other than this are all wrong.
*
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People, as long as they’re run-of-the-mill, have their pride and their opinions. As long as they have pride, it’s
hard for them to see in line with one another. When their views aren’t in line with one another, it causes them to
keep quarreling and disputing.
As for a noble one who has reached the dhamma, he has nothing to bring him into a quarrel with anyone else.
However other people see things, he lets it go as their business. As in one of the Buddha’s sayings,
Monks, whatever the wise people of the world say exists, I too say exists. And whatever the wise people of the
world say doesn’t exist, I too say that it doesn’t exist. I don’t quarrel with the world; the world quarrels with me.

*
You can’t endure even this little thing?\fn{ Whatever it could be} If you can’t endure this, how are you going to
win out over defilement and craving?
*
That’s the level of their knowledge and understanding.\fn{ Those who attack others or denounce society } They say
what comes easily in line with the level of their knowledge. Nobody’s paying you to respect them. If you don’t
want to respect them, then don’t respect them. They probably won’t mind.
*
Where have there ever been any spirits who victimize monks? There are only monks who victimize spirits—
and they make a big production of it to boot. Think about it. Nearly all the material things lay people bring to
donate are for the sake of dedicating the merit to the spirits of their dead ancestors and relatives: their parents,
their grandparents, their brothers and sisters.
And do we monks behave in a fitting way? What mental qualities do we have that will send the merit to those
spirits? Be careful that you don’t become a monk who victimizes spirits.
*
Each time you listen,\fn{To a recorded dhamma lecture} you should be able to get the flavor of study, practice, and
attainment. That’s when there’s substance.
*
When you start practicing meditation, you can begin with any method at all, because they all lead to the same
results. The reason there are so many methods is because people have different tendencies. This is why there have
to be different images to focus on or words to repeat—such as buddho or arahang—as means of giving the mind a
point around which to gather and settle down as the first step.
When the mind has gathered and is still, the meditation word will fall away on its own, and that’s where every
method falls into the same track, with the same flavor.
In other words, it has discernment as its surpassing state, and release as its essence.
*
Not worrying, not being attached: that’s the mental dwelling of those who practice.
*
When you go to a lot of centers and study with a lot of teachers, your practice won’t get results, for
when you go to a lot of centers, it’s as if you go back to the beginning over and over again. You don’t
gain any sure principles in your practice.
Sometimes you get uncertain and bewildered. Your mind isn’t solid. Your practice degenerates and
doesn’t progress.”
*
Those who are obsessed with scriptures and teachers won’t be able to gain release from suffering. But still,
those who want to gain release from suffering do have to depend on scriptures and teachers.
*
When the mind isn’t still, you can at least make sure it doesn’t wander off far. Use your mindfulness to stay
mindful solely of the body. Look to see it as inconstant, stressful, and not-self. Develop the perception of its being
unattractive, with nothing of any substance to it at all. When the mind sees clearly in this way, it will give rise to a
sense of dismay, disenchantment, and dispassion. This, too, can cut through the clinging-aggregates.
*
The genuine basis of the dhamma is the mind, so focus on watching the mind. Get so that you understand your
own mind poignantly.
When you understand your mind poignantly, you’ve got the basis of the dhamma right there.
*
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Lay people work hard at their living with lots of difficulties so that they can gain the material things, the food
and the money they need to support their families, their children and grandchildren. No matter how tired or
exhausted they are, they have to keep struggling.
At the same time, they want to gain merit, which is why they sacrifice some of their belongings to make merit.
They get up early in the morning to fix good food to put in our alms bowls. Before they put the food in our bowls,
they lift it above their heads and make a wish. When they’ve finished putting the food in the bowl, they back
away, squat down, and raise their hands in respect once more.
They do this because they want merit from supporting our practice. And what merit is there in our practice that
we can give to them? Have you behaved yourself in a way that you deserve to receive their food and eat it?
*
All days are good.
*
My doing things like this\fn{Blowing on people’s heads, making auspicious marks on their ears, letting them make amulets in his
name, join in amulet-consecrating ceremonies } is simply an external physical motion in line with social norms. It’s not a
motion of the mind that leads to states of becoming, levels of being, or to the paths, fruitions, and nibbana in any
way at all.
*
All 84,000 sections of the Dhamma\fn{One of the books the Buddha is said to have written } are simply strategies for
getting people to turn and look at the mind. The Buddha’s teachings are many because people’s defilements are
many.
Still, the way to put an end to suffering is only one: nibbana.\fn{The unbinding of the mind from greed, anger, and delusion, from physical sensations and mental acts } This opportunity we have to practice the dhamma rightly is very rare. If
we let it pass by, we’ll have no chance of gaining release in this lifetime, and we’ll have to get lost in wrong views
for a long, long time before we can meet up with this very same dhamma again.
So now that we’ve met with the Buddha’s teachings, we should hurry up and practice to gain release. Otherwise, we’ll miss this good opportunity.
When the noble truths are forgotten, darkness will overwhelm beings with a mass of suffering for a long time
to come.
*
External discernment is the discernment of suppositions. It can’t enlighten the mind about nibbana. You have
to depend on the discernment of the noble path if you’re going to enter nibbana.
The knowledge of scientists, like Einstein, is well-informed and very capable. It can split the smallest atom and
enter into the fourth dimension.
But Einstein had no idea of nibbana, which was why he couldn’t enter nibbana.
Only the mind that has been enlightened in the noble path can lead to real Awakening, full Awakening,
complete Awakening.
Only that can lead to release from suffering, to nibbana.
*
One shouldn’t feel sad or miss things external to the body that are past and gone, for those things have performed their function correctly in the most consummate way.
*
All the truths of the dhamma are already present in the world. When the Buddha awakened to those truths, he
brought them out to teach to the beings of the world. Now, because those beings had different propensities—
coarse or refined—he had to use up a lot of words: 84,000 sections of Dhamma in all.
When wise people try to select the words best suited to explain the truth to those who aim at the truth, they
have to use the methods of the truth that, on reflection, are the most correct and complete, without worrying about
the words or getting fixated on the letters of the texts in the least way at all.
*
Use the power of that fixed penetration\fn{ The power of appana samadhi} to examine the mind. Then let go of all
preoccupations so that there’s nothing left at all.
Even if you can let go of all objects for a moment, if you aren’t really observant of the mind, or your mindfulness isn’t completely all-around, it may be that you’ve simply let go of a blatant object to move to a more refined
object.
So you have to stop all thoughts and let the mind settle on nothingness.
*
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“The mind concocting defilements” refers to the mind’s forcing thoughts, words, and deeds to make external
things come into being, making them good, making them bad, giving rise to the results of karma, and then latching onto those things, thinking, ‘That’s me. That’s my self. That’s mine. That’s theirs.’
“Defilements concocting the mind” refers to external things coming in to force the mind in line with their
power, so that it fastens on to the idea that it has a self, assuming things that keep deviating from the truth.
*
Virtue means the normalcy of a mind that’s free of faults, the mind that has armored itself against doing evil of
any kind.
Concentration is the result that comes from maintaining that virtue, i.e. a mind with solidity, with stillness as
the strength sending it on to the next step.
Discernment—“what knows”—is a mind empty, light, and at ease, seeing things clearly, all the way through,
for what they really are.
Release is a mind that enters emptiness from that emptiness. In other words, it lets go of the ease, leaving a
state where it is nothing and has nothing, with no thought remaining at all.
*
If that's the way it is,\fn{A person said “When I bring the mind to stillness, I try to keep it firmly in that stillness. But when it
meets up with an object or preoccupation, it keeps tending to lose the foundation I’ve been trying to maintain.” } then it shows that
your concentration isn’t resilient enough. If these preoccupations are especially strong—and in particular, if they
concern your weak points—you have to deal with them using the methods of insight.
Start out by contemplating the coarsest natural phenomenon—the body—analyzing it down to its details.
When you’ve contemplated it so that it’s perfectly clear, move on to contemplating mental phenomena —
anything at all, in pairs, that you’ve ever analyzed, such as black and white, or dark and bright.
*
When a monk partakes of the four requisites, he should contemplate them first.
If, on contemplating, he sees that eating meat is a form of oppression and shows a lack of compassion for
animals, he should abstain from eating meat and eat vegetarian food instead.
If, on contemplating, he sees that the food in front of him—whether it’s vegetables, meat, fish, or rice —is pure
in three ways in that he hasn’t seen or heard or suspected that an animal was killed to provide the food specifically
for him, and also that he himself obtained the food in an ethical way, that the lay people donated it out of faith,
then he should go ahead and eat that food. This is how our teachers have practiced as well.
The fact that you\fn{A group of vegetarian monks} can be vegetarians is very good, and I’d like to express my
admiration. As for those who still eat meat, if that meat is pure in three ways—in that they haven’t seen or heard
or suspected that an animal was killed to provide the food specifically for them—and they obtained it in a pure
way, then eating the meat is in no way against the dhamma and Vinaya.
But when you say that your mind becomes peaceful and cool, that’s the result of the strength that comes from
being intent on practicing correctly in line with the dhamma and Vinaya. It has nothing to do with the new food or
old in your stomach at all.
*
In order to survive, every person needs an occupation, and every occupation has its own standards of what’s
right and appropriate. When you follow those standards in a proper way, that counts as neutral—not meritorious,
not sinful. As for practicing the dhamma, that’s something you should do, for only those who practice the dhamma are fit to work in all circumstances.
*
Don’t let the mind run out after external preoccupations. If your mindfulness lapses, then as soon as you’re
aware of it, immediately pull it back. Don’t let it go looking into preoccupations that are good or bad, pleasant or
painful. Don’t fall in line with them, but don’t use force to cut them off.
*
I have no idea what the other ajaans do when they’re sitting “in protection” or sitting “in blessing.”\fn{ As part
of a consecration ceremony for Buddha images and amulets } As for me, I simply sit in concentration in my same old style.
*
Simply focus on knowing what it is that you’re studying, and that in itself will help you do well in your
studies.
When the mind’s not still, have it know that it’s not still. It’s because you want so much for it to be still that it’s
not still.
Just keep at your meditation in a calm way, and the day will come it’ll grow still in line with your
wishes.
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*
To make yourself a good-looking wandering monk isn’t proper at all. It goes against the purpose of going out
to wander.
Each of you should reflect a great deal on this. The purpose of wandering in meditation is only one thing: to
train and polish the heart so that it’s free of defilements.
To go wandering in meditation only in body, but without taking along the heart, is nothing excellent at all.
*
You’re told to stop thinking, but all you do is think about stopping your thinking, so how can the actual
stopping come about?
Get rid of all your ignorance about stopping to think.
Abandon your thoughts about stopping your thinking, and that’ll be the end of the matter.
*
Studying the dhamma by reading and listening results in perceptions and concepts.
Studying the dhamma by practicing it results in actual levels of dhamma in the heart.
*
To be able to pass the ninth level exams shows that you’re very industrious, sufficiently intelligent, and an
expert in the Canon, for this counts as the completion of the study course.
But to be interested just in study can’t bring release from suffering. You have to be interested in the practice of
training the mind as well.
All 84,000 sections of the Dhamma came out of the Buddha’s mind. Everything comes out of the mind. Whatever you want to know, you can look for it in the mind.
*
That which can be known all belongs to the world. As for that which has no thing that can know it, that’s the
dhamma. The world always has things that come in pairs, but the dhamma is one thing all the way through.
*
There’s nothing that will attain,\fn{I.e., that will attain nibbana} and nothing that won’t attain.
*
All the practices you’ve been trying to practice are specifically meant for use at this time.\fn{ Said to Ajjan Bate, at
the time of his death} When the time comes to die, make the mind one, then stop focusing and let go of everything.
*
Things that are excellent are right in front of your face, and yet you don’t show any interest. Instead, you place
your hopes on far-off things that are nothing but rumors.
This is the mark of a person who’s hopeless. When the paths, fruitions, and nibbana of the dispensation of the
Buddha Gotama are still with us, totally complete, and yet you dither around and don’t show any interest in them,
then when the dispensation of the Buddha Sri Ariya Metteya comes,\fn{ An event that will take place when the dharma of
the present Buddha will have been mostly forgotten on Earth, some 2400 years from now:W,H } you’ll dither around even more.
*
I ask you all to examine happiness, to see exactly where was the point of greatest happiness in your life.
When you really look at it, you’ll see that it’s just that—nothing more than anything else you’ve ever experienced. Why wasn’t it more than that?
Because the world has nothing more than that. That’s all it has to offer—over and over again, nothing more
than that at all. Just birth, aging, illness, and death, over and over again.
There’s got to be a happiness more extraordinary than that, more excellent than that, safer than that. This is
why the noble ones sacrifice limited happiness in search of the happiness that comes from stilling the body, stilling the mind, stilling the defilements.
That’s the happiness that’s safe, to which nothing else can compare.
*
Why waste your time being interested in those things?\fn{ Bright lights during popular festivals, traffic noise, etc.}
It’s the nature of light to be bright. It’s the nature of noise to be loud. That’s what their functions are.
If you don’t focus on listening, that’s the end of the matter.
Act in a way that’s not in opposition to your surroundings, for that’s just the way they are. Simply reach a
genuine understanding with them using deep discernment, that’s all.
*
There would be no problem\fn{Of space to hold all the devas who came to listen to the Buddha } even if the devas
gathered by the millions of billions, for the space of one atom can hold up to eight devas.\fn{Literally, “shining ones”:
terresrial spirits or inhabitants of one of the many heavens }
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*
They\fn{The chicken and the egg} came at the same time.
*
We practice for the purpose of restraint, for the purpose of abandoning, for the purpose of unraveling our
desires, for the purpose of putting an end to suffering, not for the purpose of seeing heavenly mansions. We don’t
even make it our goal to see nibbana.
Just keep on practicing calmly without wanting to see anything at all. After all, nibbana is something empty,
without shape. There’s no foundation to it, and nothing to which it can be compared.
Only if you keep at the practice will you know for yourself.
*
It’s good that you’re getting results.
Speaking of the happiness in concentration, it really is happy. There’s nothing else that can compare.
But if you get stuck just on that level, that’s all you get. It doesn’t give rise to the discernment of the noble path
that can cut through becoming and birth, craving and attachment.
So the next step is to let go of that happiness and contemplate the five aggregates to see them clearly.
*
The mind of a noble one who has reached the transcendent, even though it may live in the world, surrounded
by whatever the surroundings, can’t be pulled by the world into getting perturbed or mixed up with those things at
all.
In other words, the affairs of the world\fn{ Gain, loss, status, loss of status, praise, criticism, pleasure, and pain } can’t overwhelm it, can’t pull it back to the level of a run-of-the-mill person’s mind.
It can’t be brought under the power of defilement or craving ever again.
It’s like coconut milk. Once you squeeze it out of the coconut flesh and boil it over high heat until the oil
separates, you can’t turn it back into coconut milk again. No matter how much you may mix the oil with other
coconut milk, you can’t turn the oil back into coconut milk at all.
*
The paths, fruitions, and nibbana are personal: you can truly see them only for yourself.
Those who practice to that level will see them for themselves, will be clear about them for themselves, will
totally end all their doubts about the Buddha’s teaching.
If you haven’t reached that level, all you can do is keep on guessing. No matter how profoundly someone else
may explain them to you, your knowledge about them will be guesswork. Whatever is guesswork will have to be
uncertain.
It’s like the turtle and the fish.
The turtle lives in two worlds: the world on land and the world in the water. As for the fish, it lives only in one
world, the water. If it were to get on land, it would die.
One day, when a turtle came down into the water, it told a group of fish about how much fun it was to be on
land: the lights and colors were pretty, and there were none of the difficulties that came from being in the water.
The fish were intrigued, and wanted to see what it was like on land, so they asked the turtle,
“Is it very deep on land?” The turtle answered,
“What would be deep about it? It’s land.” The fish:
“Are there lots of waves on land?” The turtle:
“What would be wavy about it? It’s land.” The fish:
“Is it murky with mud?” The turtle:
“What would be murky about it? It’s land.”
Notice the questions asked by the fish. They simply take their experience of water to ask the turtle, and the
turtle can do nothing but say no.
The mind of a run-of-the-mill person guessing about the paths, fruitions, and nibbana is no different from the
fish.
*
I’ve never been interested in that sort of thing\fn{ That a person who was a yakkha (a fierce spirit) in a previous life, on
returning to a human birth, can study magical formulae and be very powerful in whatever way he uses them } at all.
But have you ever meditated to this point: hasituppapada, the movement of the mind where it smiles on its
own, without any intention to smile?
It happens only in a noble one’s mind. It doesn’t happen in ordinary people, because it lies beyond the conditions of fabrication—free in and of itself.
*
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Some monks are so intent on observing the 227 precepts that they forget to observe the five.
*
Ah, yes.\fn{When informed about a friend’s death} Ajaan Khao is finally done with the burden of hauling his sankharas around. I visited him four years ago and saw all the difficulties his physical sankharas were giving him. He
had to have other people looking after him all the time.
As for me, I have no bad karma with regard to the body. But as for bad karma associated with the body, even
noble ones—no matter what the level of their attainment—still have to contend with these things until they’re
finally released from them and no longer involved with them. The normal state of the mind is that it has to live
with things of this sort.
But as for the mind that’s well-trained, when these things arise it can immediately let them go and maintain its
peace, without worries, without attachments, free from the burden of having to be involved with them.
That’s all there is.
*
The dhamma doesn’t help people in that way at all.\fn{ I.e., to protect them from the loss of personal property or physical or
mental ailments} The fire simply acted in line with its function.
What this means is that destruction, loss, disintegration, separation have always been with us in this world.
As for those who practice the dhamma, who have the dhamma in their hearts, when they meet with these
things they understand how to place the mind in such a way that it doesn’t suffer.
That’s how the dhamma helps. It’s not the case that it helps by preventing aging or death or hunger or fire.
That’s not the case at all.
*
People who practice the dhamma don’t have to give any thought to past or future lives, or to heaven or hell. All
they have to do is be firm and intent on practicing correctly in line with the principles of virtue, concentration, and
discernment.
If there really are 16 levels of heaven as they say in the texts, people who practice well are sure to rise to those
levels. Or if heaven and nibbana don’t exist, people who practice well don’t lack for benefits here and now.
They’re sure to be happy, as human beings on a high level.
Listening to what other people say, looking things up in the texts, can’t resolve your doubts. You have to put
effort into the practice to give rise to clear insight knowledge. That’s when doubt will be totally resolved on its
own.
*
I’ve never been interested in this sort of knowledge.\fn{ In opinions about rebirth} Even just threshold concentration can give rise to it.
Everything comes from the mind. Whatever you want to know or see, the mind will grant you the knowledge
or vision—and quickly at that.
If you’re satisfied with just this level of knowledge, the good result is that you’ll fear being reborn on a low
level. That way you’ll set your mind on doing good, being generous, observing the precepts, and not harming one
another. You’ll be able to smile, confident in the results of your merit.
But as for eliminating defilement to destroy ignorance, craving, and attachment in order to reach total release
from suffering, that’s something else entirely.
*
Ceremonies and merit-making activities can be regarded as skillful means, but from a mediator’s point of view
they lead to only a small amount of skill, that’s all.
*
I’m not really all that strong. I’ve looked the matter over and seen that I have no bad karma with regard to the
body. When I can’t use the body any more, I’ll just drop it, that’s all.
*
Among the later generations of monks, I’ve never seen a single one adhere to these practices as strictly as
Ajaan Mun. He wore only robes made of rags that he had sewn and dyed himself. He never used finished robes
received from anyone else. He stayed in forest dwellings his entire life. He ate only the food he had received on
alms round, and only out of his alms bowl. Even when he was severely ill, he would sit up and hold his bowl in
his lap for others to put alms in. He never took the special allowances that come from spending the Rains Retreat
or receiving the kathina.\fn{The ceremony of giving Buddhist monks cloth with which to make their distinctive robes } He never
got involved in construction work, and never tried to persuade other people to do so.
*
Aren’t dreams an affair of the aggregate of fabrication?
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*
Try to clearly understand events as events: that they arise, change, and then dissolve away. Don’t suffer or be
sad because of them.
*
Feeling and body still exist in line with their nature, but I don’t partake of that feeling at all.
*
Whenever you have time, use that time to practice. Training the mind, examining the mind, is the quickest,
most direct method\fm{Of continued physical health} of all.
*
All days are good.
Any time that’s convenient is a good time.
Everything comes from our behavior. Good times, bad times, lucky times, unlucky times, merit, sin: all these
things come from human behavior.
*
Being strictly restrained in line with the Vinaya and observing the ascetic practices is an admirable form of
conduct that’s extremely inspiring.
But if you haven’t developed the mind to the level of heightened mind and heightened discernment, it can
always regress, for it hasn’t yet reached the transcendent.
Actually, arahants don’t need to know much. They simply have to develop their minds to be clear about the
five aggregates and to penetrate dependent co-arising (paticca samuppada). That’s when they can stop fabricating, stop searching, stop all motions of the mind.
Right there is where everything ends.
All that remains is pure, clean, bright—great emptiness, enormously empty.
*
The desire to know and see so as to put an end to one’s doubts is something you find in all advanced people.
Every science, every branch of learning, has been established so that people will question and want to know.
That’s when they’ll make the effort to study and practice to reach the goal of that branch of learning.
But in the area of the Buddha’s teachings, you have to study and practice in a balanced way. And your effort
has to be intense so that you can enter into the highest thing in the dhamma on your own. That’s when you’ll end
your doubts totally on your own.
It’s like a person from the countryside who’s never seen Bangkok. When people tell him that, in addition to
being developed in other ways, Bangkok has a “Jewel Wall”\fn{ The name of the fortress wall around the Grand Palace } and
an enormous “Gold Mountain”\fn{ The name of the cetiya (Buddha-reminder) at Wat (Monastery) Sraket; it is in the shape of a
steep hill} he makes up his mind to go to Bangkok with the expectation that he’ll be able to get some jewels from
the wall and some gold from the mountain.
But when he finally makes it to Bangkok and someone shows him, “That’s the Jewel Wall; that’s the Gold
Mountain,” that puts an immediate end to all his questions and expectations.
The paths, fruitions, and nibbana are like that.
*
Whatever level a monk has reached, as far as I’m concerned he’s welcome to dwell there. As for me, I dwell
with knowing.
Knowing is the normality of mind that’s empty, bright, pure, that has stopped fabricating, stopped searching,
stopped all mental motions—having nothing, not attached to anything at all.
*
The Lord Buddha didn’t attain nibbana in any of his jhanic attainments. When he left the fourth jhana, his
mental aggregates all ceased at once, with nothing remaining.
In other words, he allowed his feeling aggregate to cease in an awake state of mind, the normal human mental
series, complete with mindfulness and alertness, with no other mental states coming to blind or delude the mind at
all.
This was the mind fully in its own state. You could call that state great emptiness, or the original cosmos, or
nibbana, whichever you like.
That’s the state I’ve been practicing all along to reach.\fn{ These were his last words}
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140.88 1. Phra Rodh Presents His Love to Princess Peri 2. The Tale Of Chanda Korob 3. A Poor Grandfather And
Grandmother 4. The Eggs Of The White Crows 5. Lady Egret 6. The Queenly Lady Madsi Dreams Of Murder 7.
A Tale Of The Buddha, While Still Subject To Samsara 8. Relations With The Evil French People (1893-1941):
Eight Folktales\fn{by Suay Mingkwan (1893- )} Ban Nai, Cholburi Province, Thailand (M) 10
1
Phra Rodh—he traveled
To the country of Mara.
He was conducted to the princess
An presented her a letter.
She opened the envelope and read
And understood all that was written,
All of which was corrected by the rishi,
Who changed all that was bad into good.
Thus, the mother yaksha’s words read:

“It would be a great joy to have a husband. And I have found you one, whom I have selected with confidence. I
hope you will be agreeable to him, so that both of you will govern the land together.
This is the handsome one, Phra Rodh, who is destined to be your husband. May you rejoice in him. If he
comes in the night time, receive him in the night time; if he comes in the daytime, receive him in the daytime.
May you be agreeable and kind. Serve him who is your true lord; serve him, attend him, and bring him
happiness, so that he has no moment of dejection.
Let him not recoil from you. If things are too hard on you, do not feel oppressed. May you cherish his heart
forever.”
Having read her mother’s words thus,
Meri became exalted with joy.
She invited him into her palace.
His steed, she would not let him suffer;
She gave him grass and foods.
Phra Rodh lived with Meri
And he thought and mused over in his mind:

“I have made an appointment with the steed that whenever I have what I came here for, we would escape back
together to the country of our father. I will have to intoxicate her, and make her drunk with wine.”
So he sweetly said to her:

“Do you love me, my dear? Oh, my heart’s tender self, I rejoiced only in you, Meri, no one but you. May it
please you to drink a bit, just to show your love to me and make your good brother happy.”
He picked up a crystal glass
And poured wine for her.
Meri, the courtly lady,
She was afraid of offending her husband—
So she meekly accepted.
She held the glass and put it down.
But when she glanced at him:

“Oh, the eyes, my husband’s eyes—how melancholy!”
So she tried to cheer him up.
She leaned on the lap of the exalted one
And said unto him:

“Oh, my prince, help, help me from my drunken stupor!”
2
Your son will recount,
Your son will recount a story
Of the past, of the very, very long ago.
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It is the story of Chanda Korob, who opened the casket out of curiosity. He betrayed his teacher’s words, by
wishing to see inside.
It happened that he discovered the young maiden Mora. They became husband and wife and traveled together.
He was going to take her to his country, but he was intercepted by a robber, all of which was due to the deeds in
the former life.
Phra Chand was destined to die. They had a fight, but his sword flew out of his hand. Mora had two hearts; she
handed the sword to the robber. The wicked robber got hold of the sword and rushed over to stab Phra Chand to
death. He took the girl—Mora—with him.
But the great god sent her a punishment,
On account of her lustful nature.
She had degraded herself so that she was a worthless human being.
“I will curse her now and change her into a gibbon.”
The powerful rishi—
He immediately made magic.
His pupil was going back to his country,
And the rishi created for him a young girl,
While he was yet unoriented about the matter.

So he lacked the knowledge of the right and wrong, and the institution and convention. Good or bad behavior
depends on cultivation.
For instance, in our contemporary society, youths and everybody in the nation, there are some who are dull and
some who are bright, some who are idle and some who are diligent: all come from their orientation and cultivation.
It is not destined by the heaven. Don’t believe the stars, for it may rain. If you have a young wife, wait before
you trust. What if she loved you not and got herself a lover— Would she tell you about it? No.
Better to have one heart and one love
And interfere with no one.
This is all I wish to warn you.

3
Oh life, how can we look at it?
Who could it be—who could have created it?
Was it from the will of Siva?
Or from the will of the Buddha?
Those who have been born
And opened their eyes to see the world,
Some are unfortunate,
While some are happy and gay.
The greatest of man,
He taught his Buddhist disciples
The highest truth of life:
He taught us of the law of kamma—
That those who have done good deeds
Are born and reap the happy fruits,
While those who are evil
Are born unhappy,
Restless and hot as if scorched with fire.
Some are half good, half bad, because
In themselves they are mixed—
Do both merits and demerits.
Actually I am not a philosopher;
I am really agreeable.
I am not a religious speaker,
Who comes here to disturb or tickle you.
I am truly willing to tell you a tale
Of a poor, poor man.
There were a grandpa and a grandma.
They built their house at the foot of a hill.

They raised a u-hen, who had seven children. When the morning came, they went to the edge of the fence— to
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eat those nut seeds and rice paddies.
When the hawk swooped low, the mother spread her wings to protect her little ones. Then she would lead them
into the pen, and console their presence of mind.
“Krug, krug,” she called their khwan; “jiab, jiab,” the little ones responded loud, even though their khwan was
shaken still.
She scraped them rice; she dug them prey.
Even if the chickens and the mother hen had a lot of sufferings, no one could be happier!
When the time came for her to die,
The sun was almost gone.
There was a pilgrim-monk;
He walked from the forest by the mountain;
He traveled by himself.
When it was getting dark,
He transfixed his umbrella
At the back of the grandpa and grandma’s house.
If you want to listen to me,
I am a little uneasy.
You open the little envelope and listen there!\fn{When the song is sung at a ceremonial gathering, the singer will sometimes encourage the audience to
put donations in a designated spot, e.g., an envelope, a bowl.}
The traveling monk transfixed the umbrella.
Then the sun did lose its rays.
There was only the golden moon,
Floating above the mountain high.
Pitiful were the grandma and grandpa.
Their hearts were bent to serve—
The monk who needed food.
What if he had no breakfast?
In this wood, the food was scarce.
And other households, there were none.
Who could offer him the rice to eat
Or the water to drink?

“But all our gourds and cucumbers were dead. We feel sorry that he will be starved.”
The two were sad and worried.
So the grandpa said,

“Oh, grandma, tomorrow morning, we’ll kill the mother hen and make curry.” (But the grandma would not
agree.)
When the mother hen had heard,
Her tears rolled down and down.
If she had escaped, she would probably die for nothing.
With tears rolling down, she said,

“Come and cuddle by my breast.”
The mother hen’s tears fell down;
Her heart was of pain.
She raised her lips and said,

“Tomorrow, mother will be cut by grandpa. You see how mother’s blood will run down. Tomorrow mother will
die from you. Come here, children, come and cuddle in my breast; come, let mother hold you and sing you to
sleep. Let mother embrace you for the last time. Mother will die in the early morn. Don’t you argue and quarrel;
don’t you disagree and be at odds. Love one another and be not restless or uncautious. My beloved elder one,
don’t reproach your younger. Kindly look after them as Mother looks after you.”
Pitiful was the mother hen,
Her tears rolled while she’s teaching her children.
When the morning came, she was cut by grandpa,
And her blood ran down smothering her.
The seven children felt like someone had plucked
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Their little hearts.
So they jumped into the fire
And died with the mother hen.
As a result of their highly meritorious hearts,
The little chickens were born as the stars.

4
There were two white crows, husband and wife. They built their nest in the middle of a forest. One day the
husband and wife discussed and agreed that—
That is, the couple built a nest on a tree. When it was time, each would take a turn in going out and gathering
food. It had been like this for a very long time.
One day they went out together, both of them. Now it happened that there was a disaster. There were rains and
storms, very strong. The storms blew away the five eggs in all directions. One fell in the sea, one in the wood and
forest, one on the edge of water. Those five eggs were blown by the storms and fell in different places.
Now they came back to their nest. They came back. Where—where were the five eggs? They were very sad,
but did not know where to go. They did not know where they could find the eggs. They could only mourn and
suffer.
Now, let’s talk about other animals. Well, they used to be able to speak the human tongue. They went out to
gather fruits, foods, fruits and foods. And one egg was on the edge of the water, so it was found. The turtle went to
search for food and saw the egg there on the edge of the water. She saw the egg on the edge of the water.
“How come this egg lies over here? It’d better not be.”
So, the turtle mother picked up the egg with her mouth. She cuddled it and fondled it. She brought it home and
took care of it.
About a mother hen. She went out for food. She saw an egg.
“How come this egg lies over here?” she wondered.
So she picked up the egg. She brought it with her and took care of it.
About another man, another animal, I mean. She went around searching for fruits. And she saw an egg. This is
a mother lion. She found the egg and she looked at it and wondered.
“How come this egg lies over here by itself. Why hasn’t it been eaten by other animals?” So she brought the
egg and took care of it.
Now, about another animal, a cow. She came down to the edge of the water for some drinks every day. Today
she had a strange feeling. She was thirsty and went there. She also saw the egg. After she had finished her drink,
she picked up the egg with her mouth and took care of it.
Another animal is Phra Sri Ariya Metreya. She was wandering around in the wood and also found an egg.
They all took the five eggs with them and took care of them. When the five eggs—when they were hatched,
there were human beings, human beings. And they asked their mothers, asked their mothers—the mother turtle.
One asked the mother turtle,
“How come your son was born in an egg shell? Did mother give birth to the egg, or, did mother give birth to
me in person that I come and live with you like this?” The mother turtle told him—she said,
“Mother is only a turtle, son. Mother went to get a drink on the sea shore and found an egg. Mother brought it
here and took care of it. Mother cuddled it and fondled it, and looked forward to seeing what’s coming out. And
then a human being was born—it’s you. Let mother name you— (What’s the name of the turtle? She gave him her
name; I have forgotten it.)
And the other egg was hatched. They were hatched at the same time. They were named after the mothers. The
mother hen gave him the name of Gugusondo, another Gonakom (mother cow), another Phra Sri Ariya Metreya,
another a lioness. Three of them grew up and said to their mothers,
“Mother lives here and mother is a cow.”
“Mother lives here and mother is a hen.”
One said to the mother hen; one to the mother turtle. The five of them didn’t know one another. They lived in
different places, the mother cow, and the mother lion, and so on. But at the same time, all the sons bid good-bye to
their mothers. They said,
“Your son wishes to find the true mother and father who gave birth to the egg. Your son wishes to search for
them.” Each paid obeisance and left.
The mother cow, the mother hen, the mother lion, and all of them gave them permission to go. And they asked
them to keep their names.
“If anybody asked, tell them mother’s name.” One was Gonakom, one Sri Ariya Metreya, one (a lioness). All
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five said good-bye to their mothers. They said good-bye and each wished to lead a holy life. They were going to
enter monk-hood. They looked for an asom\fn{ A hermit’s place.} where they could join a religious order—all five of
them. Each went his own way, not knowing of one another. One took a religious vow in one place, one in anoth-er
—each in a different place. Each one told his teacher with whom he took the vow,
“Your son was born in an egg shell, my mother lioness told me (she took care of the egg). I was born as a
human being and said good-bye to father and mother lions. All of us wished to meet our parents. We wished to
know who they are.”
The rishi-teacher told him. He meditated for a while and told him,
“Oh, you are the son of two white crows. Your father is white, and your mother is white. They gave birth to
five eggs on top of a tree, grandfather knows. Why do you all come?” he asked.
“I would like to enter monk-hood and then would go out and search for our mother. The lioness is not my true
mother. She just took care of the egg. I would like to enter monk-hood and learn to meditate so that I can see
where my father and mother are. Then I will leave you, teacher, to go and search for them.”
He wanted to be like a pilgrim-monk. He would like to go on a pilgrimage. He wanted to risk his life that way.
The five of them who entered monk-hood all said good-bye.\fn{ To the teachers.} They all said good-bye at the
same time, as if of one heart. They finally came to their country, but they still did not know. They asked their
mother and father—they told them their story. So the father and mother said,
“Your mother is a white crow; your father is a white crow. Mother delivered you on the tree top—five eggs.
And then the storms blew them all away. Mother was sad, but did not know where to find you. And I have been
mourning also. And I missed the five eggs and didn’t know where to find them once they were out of my bosom. I
didn’t know how they were. I thought of you like this every day. You are a monk, my reverend sir. Where are you
from?”
He told her the story. One was brought up by a lioness.
“When I was hatched into a human being, she told me the story. So I began to search for you. And I got my
name after her.”
The one who was with the turtle received the turtle’s name. The one who was with the hen received her name,
with the cow—named after the cow, with the lioness—named after the lioness, with Mother Sri Ariya Metreya
named after her.
Then they took their mother to the Davadingsa Heaven. They took their mother to the Lord so that he could see
whether she could be transformed into a human being.
“Let mother be transformed into a human being like the five of you. Mother would be very happy to welcome
you.”
So they went and were presented to the Lord. He asked how they had been, and they told him that she was
their mother. She delivered them on the tree top and the storms blew them away. They were then brought up by a
cow, a lioness, a turtle, and a hen. And the eggs hatched out human beings. They told him the whole story.
So he told them to go back. The five sons were to become Buddhas. They made merits for their mother. So the
white crow was reborn as a human being. The five sons were also reborn.
People call them the five Buddhas.
5
There was a lady egret,
Who wandered about in the lakes and ponds.
[In her last life,]
She was wrapped up only
In the desire to beautify herself.
Her husband suggested that she make some merits,
But she turned indignant,
And made reproaches without fear
Of her husband.
When her present entity was destroyed,
She was reborn from a bird's womb,
Whose feathers were white as cotton,
Whose name was called “Lady Egret.”
Indra, her husband,
Felt for her some loving-kindness.
He used to be her husband in their former lives.
He looked down and saw the lady-bird,
And realized that it was his sister,
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His beloved Suchada.
So Indra flew down
To greet the sister dear
And told her everything,
So that she might understand.
Indra began to converse
With the lovely lady of high birth,

“My beloved Moon, do you know your brother? Your brother lives in the Davadingsa Heaven, but comes down
to you because I miss you. May you speak, my sweet, even as few as five or six words.”
When Lady Egret
Saw the god’s person,
She blushed and was flustered,
Suggesting her sensual inclinations.
She bowed her head in obeisance.
Then did she shy away—
Knowing that the great one
Was her husband.
So Indra began to converse,

“My precious lady, my beloved Moon, your brother comes to make you understand: May sister be rid of and
be away from sensualism, so as to leave the worldly birth. May you, my beloved, seek only the meritorious path,
and do only the meritorious deeds, so that you may go to heaven. May you purify your mind, and may you not
turn towards evil. May you make merits and give to charity, so that you may go to the third heavenly realm. May
you heed my words.”
So she immediately followed his will.
lndra then told her:

“Your brother will carry you to the heaven. Your kinsmen are in the heaven.” She believed him, so Indra
carried her up to the heaven and laid her down. Indra’s wives—various celestial ladies and angels came to visit
her. There were Suchada, Suchitra, Chandra. They came to reproach her:
“How yellow are her legs—as if pasted with gold! But it’s a pity that the handsome lady has such an unusually
curved beak! Wherever she goes, how easy and how quick! Is this the mistress?”
They were testing to see whether she would be angry. If she’s not angry, she would be encouraged to remold
her character. She was sad and sat there with her tears rolling down. The three ladies reproached her and left. Then
Indra asked her whether she remembered them. He asked,
“Were you angry?” She said,
“Not angry.”
“If sister was not angry thus—” Indra took her down.
“It’s a test to see whether you would be capable of cutting asunder the present train of actions and consequences of your past deeds.” So he brought her back to her original place.
Indra then magically made
Vishnukarm turn
Into a beautiful live-fish
Swimming along a stream.
Lady Egret
Was suffering from hunger.
She wanted to pick and peck the fish;
She wanted to run straight to it without pity.
Straight she went to peck the fish,
But the time was not ripe,
And the fish wriggled.\fn{The next eight lines are somewhat garbled. The meaning is that when the fish wriggled, Lady Egret was shocked and was
suddenly brought back to her conscience. She was sad to see the fish hurt (or die) from her doing, and so she vowed not to kill any more lives. }
Lady Egret
Was sad and sorrowful.
Ever since she’d made her vow,
She committed no more sins.
She changed her livelihood from then on.
The lovely lady, the moon,
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Was happy again, when she had gained
Her presence of mind.
When she thought of it, she was glad.
And she said these words to Indra.
That from today onwards,
She would not kill.
She made the vow, .
And swung herself down at Indra’s feet
To pay obeisance to him.
So Indra answered her,

“My dear one, if you can keep your promise, you will certainly ascend to heaven. You will be happy every
single day in the celestial realm.”
Upwards she ascended
To the third heavenly abode—
Where she was reborn
In the human form.

6
There was she—the queenly lady Madsi, the gentle, gracious lady. She lived in her little forest hut with happy
contentment. When the Sun had finished his course and darkened was the landscape, she took her Kanha and
Chalie to her abode. The two little ones cuddled by their mother soon fell asleep.
And it came to pass that in the third quarter of the night the youthful queen dreamed a dream—a presentiment
of what to come; she had a strange vision of a man big and strong—
His body was dark. Oh, I see him husky and inky black; oh, I see him wretchedly low and selfish, his loin
garment pulled high, his manners restless. Sword in hand, he rushed into the kudi. On his ear was a red flower.
Hence she realized that the man did break open her door. He howled at the gracious one. His voice was
thunderous and shaken was the earth. Straight up he went into the kudi, wildly mad and wickedly insane. He
raised his sword up and—down it fell on Madsi. Her head was cut asunder.
And he was fled and gone.
When the break of day did almost come, she startled and was wakened.
“Oh, the dream—what does it mean?” the regal lady wondered. She got up from her sleep, her body trembling
and her heart shaken with fear. She sobbed and her tears rolled down in great agony. She thought and thought.
“Perchance something bad may come. What may it be? Oh, my poor, poor lot! What will ever become of me?
Who will help me interpret my dream? I can see nobody else in the world but him, my royal husband. Ah, I will
go to see him and ask him to explain how good or bad it’s going to be.”
The royal lady Madsi upon seeing her little ones asleep without stir, stepped down from the kudi, and walked
over to call on Vessantara. She saw his door close. Her heart was filled with woe And tears within her bosom fell.
She uttered,
“Oh, Vessantara, my exalted husband, Oh, my Lord—he is asleep—if I wake him up to tell him of my misery,
perchance he will be offended.” The youthful lady was wrung with pain, for her heart was scorched with fire.
“Let him be offended, let him rail at me, for wake him I’ll try.” So thinking, the royal lady raised her hand and
knocked on the door of the kudi.
“If the gracious one be not merciful, I will not enter into his realm.”
The exalted one, the holy hermit, was awake, and his heart was sorrowful. He mused over what to come:
“Here I am—adopting the holy duty of a hermit; the world is filled with woes and dangers. I pity all human
beings who suffer; I pity all living things that ever had to be born. I see nothing that is ours: the body comes and
goes and nothing remains. It is born and dies—born and dies all in a circle, whether a man or a woman.”\fn{ The
informant says at this point to Kingkeo Attagara: “You who are the searcher of Truth, see that He saw through the law of selflessness; he
saw through everything and stood above all human sufferings; he was filled with blessedness and felicity.” }

The holy hermit, startled by the faint call of Madsi, said unto her:
“Is it not an indecorous hour to call on me? What is your will, Madsi?” Her ladyship Madsi, having heard her
husband saying, recounted him the whole story. She said,
“It was such a strange dream, may my lord kindly explain it to me—whether it is good or bad. Please give me
your words, so that I can understand. I had never had a dream, and this is strange. May the holy one interpret it for
me.”
The great king, having heard Madsi, understood that she had a bad dream—dream of life’s approaching end.
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This was due to the ill-advised deeds she had committed. Daughter and Son were the object of love—they would
be severed away from her heart and be taken far away. In the next day, a pauper low and wretched would come to
intrude. The damned soul, he had been traveling through the woodland. He had been searching for us and would
certainly see us tomorrow in order to ask us for Kanha and Chalie And take them away to the vile country.
If I told her truthfully, the mother would find a way to distort my intention, thus spoil my hope of attaining
enlightenment. She might not be charitable to the poor man. So I will conceal the matter and say words to soothe
her:
“It’s neither good nor bad, I’ll tell you; nothing will matter, my precious one. May it please you Madsi, my
dear lady, to go back for the time being. When the faint glow of dawn is shown retracing the sky, then may you
come and speak to me.”
7
Here the verse begins of the Bodhisatta,
When he was still subject to samsara.
His mind was set on enlightenment.
Now he was born as an elephant,
Having a group of them as his subjects.
He wandered about in the forest wide.
One day he came a long distance,
And saw red figs.
The two lady elephants began to beg
For those red figs.
So the elephant king
Raised his trunk and swung it.
Then he pulled down a bunch of figs.
Since there were some red ants hidden,
He shook them off immediately,
And handed them to Supatra.
Then he pulled down another bunch
To give to Chula-Supatra.
But afraid to be slow and offend her,
He did not shake off the ants.

“Chula-Supatra, this is the bunch Your brother gives to you. May sister accept it and place it in your mouth.”
Chula-Supatra gladly received it with her trunk.
But there happened to be those red ants,
And they bit her on the trunk.
So she cried,

“Alas, my husband, you showed your injustice, even in the way you gave us fruits. There were red ants, and
they have bitten me, you see. Is this your love? You are unjust! When you gave to her, you were careful. How you
helped her with such ease! When you gave me, you gave me after. When you disliked me, you displayed carelessness. Is this your love? You are unjust! Maybe you are bored with me. That’s why you do not send a smile. Has
she something good over there? Because she’s fortunate, her husband loves her, How could she raise her head in
delight! It’s certainly depressing for a man to have many wives—for a woman’s heart to become so uneasy. It’s
really shameful to think that the left lady could become the boss—all because she’s got the good thing—the magic
object. How unfortunate am I! Even if I am the boss, my magic object has lost its charm.”
The Bodhisatta replied
So as to console her:

“Alas, my dear, don’t raise a storm. Brother never meant to be unjust; brother has always been true. Both of
you are like my eyes. Why should you be dissatisfied? When we first loved, we found no depressions. When we
first loved, we knew our minds. And the two of you I did live with. You should not grudge just because of these
little figs, for I did not mean to be unjust. I love you equally—both right and left, as I love both my eyes. My life,
don’t be angry. Don’t destroy our friendship like this, my eyes.”
When she heard,
Chula-Supatra was mad.
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So she dashed to the cliff and jumped down.
And hard did she fall and hit the ground.
Depressed and dejected, she died.

8
Your son will recount you the event in connection with the evil French people, who came and caused trouble in
that period.
Actually it is beyond my power to describe all of it; I will tell you briefly just so that you may learn how the
Thai people were extremely bitter.
In the Ratanakosin year one hundred and twelve,fn{ 1893.} we lost our golden lands. See how the French were
lowly and illicitly plaguing us. They took the city of Trad; they bombarded into Pagse. How harassing they were,
those turtles! They took Chandaburi, and that’s not all, They sent their marines up the country.
At that time, our King Rama the Fifth\fn{ King Chulalongkorn, who ruled from 1868-1910.} wisely stopped the
intrusion: he gave them what they had already taken,\fn{ The king signed a treaty in 1893 which paid France a large indemnity,
ceded the whole of the left bank of the Mekong River, evacuated the Cambodian provinces of Battambang and Siem Reap which the
French had awarded them by a previous treaty in 1867, allowed the French to occupy the Thai port of Chanthaburi, and withdrew Thai
troops some 20 miles from the right bank of the Mekong River. } even if we were depressed and regretted the departure of our

Thai kin.
There was this unavoidable kamma that we had to give. How it\fn{The French.} bestially demanded—because
the Thais had less arms. So the Thais had to let them go. And we have been bitter since then.\fn{ There were two
further treaties with the French imperialists. In 1904, Thailand modified the Laos frontier to France’s advantage and renounced its
sovereignty over Luang Prabang, the Laotian capital; whereupon France evacuated Chanthaburi. In 1907, Thailand formally ceded the
provinces of Battambang and Siem Reap to the French-dominated Cambodian state, in return for some of the territory surrendered in 1904
and the modification of some of the extraterritorial rights claimed by the French in Thailand itself. }
Forty-seven years passed.\fn{1940.} After we had changed our government,\fn{ In 1938, a new Thai government
plunged the country into an economic nationalism designed to replace foreigners with Thais in business and industry, changed the name of
the country from Siam to Thailand (“land of the free”), brought education under the strictest control, and required its citizens to wear
Western dress and to adopt Western manners. } we wanted to test their will. So we proposed to take back our lands. The

government was really fed up, for the French showed animosity.
The government held a meeting of representatives, and they made it firm and clear that we did not mean to
attack, we only proposed to have our lands back. They were our old lands; we did not want others.Those were
Luang Phrabang and Pagse.
Damn you, how evasive you were! How unpleasant! Those were ours and we wished them returned.
It’s not that we wished to dig up old stories, but Sibsong-ju-Thai was gone from us. So was also Cambodia. So
were the monks and novices, and Buddhism.
If you cannot take care of them give them back to us. Don’t you say that we’re not good. We were strongminded.
When we saw the damn French were stubborn, And would not give those back—on the contrary, they prepared
to attack and drafted men from Chandaburi—we called our soldiers unto Aran. We were not afraid, and we fought
back. All the Thais were united into one. The Thais were Buddhists—the glorious faith that gave us firmness and
strength. Whoever oppressed—whoever was mischievous—would soon be crashed to powder.
The damn French were evasive, dodging, and confusing. They shot Nai Chan, a merchant. So Luang Pibul, our
prime minister,\fn{Who had come into power in 1938. } looked into its cause. The damn French were really good-fornothing. We gently asked for our own lands, but they shot and bombarded.\fn{ War broke out between Thailand and
France in September, 1940, and lasted until March, 1941. }
The Thais could not stand still. Come on, shoot, you soldiers! It made troubles—the damn French. You and I
know it! We had Flight Lieutenant Sanit Nuanmani, the good officer of the air force.\fn{ A hero of the Thai-French
battles of 1940, he was exceptionally brave and took responsibilities in attacking and bombing Tha Khaeg; but his plane was shot down in
December, 1940, and he himself later died of his wounds. }
The French saw the Thais quiet.
They began to be proud.
They came by air
And shot us first, and hid their planes.
So the Thais struck back,
Struck them to death, struck them to pieces.
We took Sri Sophon with a dozen men.
We took Luang Phrabang and heard them cry.
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Fires were red—fires from our bombs.
Then we took Jampasak.
Those French were confused and madly fled.
We Thais governed our land of Thais.

Now the Japanese tried to settle the battle. The first time (how ridiculous!) was a fifteen-day cease-fire! The
second time (they said it was not enough!) they extended it to fifteen days more. How really ridiculous!
Well, the Thais were generous and let them extend. Now when the time was up, don’t you be evasive! We
Thais were firm. Even if you were smart, we were not afraid.
On the ninth of May, Nineteen-forty-one, At the end of the cease-fire period representatives were sent to
negotiate and signed a temporary treaty—so that the damn French would not start another fight. The treaty was
made strong between the French and the Thai—with the Japanese as the chairman. Prince Wan\fn{ Wan Vaidayakom,
Deputy-Prime Minister of Thailand.} was the head—he was keen on politics and his name was known. He went from
Thailand to Tokyo.
The meeting hall was specifically arranged in that capital city. The Japanese made a lot of talks and said the
Thais were sour. When the meeting began, the damn French disagreed—they wanted money. So Prince Wan got
up; he was unhappy. He told the French to wait; he himself would talk to Luang Pibul and discuss what to do. The
government was already waiting to find out their solution.
The news from Prince Wan was quickly sent. And he asked them to talk it over. The buildings and the shops in
Indo-China\fnS{Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos were collectively known at this time as French Indo-China. } were bombed by the
Thais. And thousands of people died.
They charged us a lot of money, but the Thais could give only a million.\fn{ Probably in property compensation. A
treaty was signed in Tokyo on July 5, 1941. Early in May, under Japanese pressure, the French were forced to cede back to Thailand about
21,000 square miles—the left bank of the Mekong River—which Laos had acquired in 1907, plus about ¾ of the Cambdian province of
Kampong Thom.}

Now damn you, don’t you oppress us—we let you just that once! Here the Japanese were a witness. Don’t you
be roguish! If you caused any more trouble, we would burn your damn country.
140.98 1. Laksnavong and Yisun 2. A Brahman Begs Food And Knowledge Of A Hermit 3. Madsi Pleads With
Lions 4. The Pauper Presents Eight Beautiful Flowers To Phra Thera Malai: Four Folktales\fn{by Sin Fungdet (1893)} Ban Nai, Cholburi Province, Thailand (M) 6
1
Laksnavong was a pupil of a rishi. The rishi brought him up until he grew into a young man.
Then the rishi created Nang Kesorn from lotus pollens. He created a young maiden and gave her to
Laksnavong. Laksnavong lived with Kesorn for over a year. After that, he said good-bye to the rishi and returned
to his home. He went and got lost in the city of Yisun. He was lost in the city of Yisun. And he got Yisun as his
wife also.
When Laksnavong went into Yisun’s city, he stayed with a grandpa and a grandma. The grandpa and grandma
told him that today the king’s daughter would come out to enjoy the garden. You see, he was secretly staying with
grandpa and grandma. So grandpa and grandma told him:
“Don’t you let yourself be seen by the royalty. When they come, you have to hide!”
Now, when they came, he saw that Yisun was beautiful. He saw that Yisun’s figure was beautiful. He hid
himself and watched. It just happened that Yisun glanced there where he was. She saw Laksnavong, and their eyes
met. Their eyes met. When she had gone, Laksnavong did not know what to do. So he went to grandma and
grandpa. He asked grandma and grandpa,
“How can I see her face again?” Grandma and grandpa said,
“Oh no, oh, no! If you go, your head will be chopped off.” Then he begged grandma and grandpa,
“Then that does not matter.”
He begged them to convey a letter to Yisun. So he wrote a letter and gave it to grandma and grandpa. The
grandma and grandpa took it to Yisun. The letter said as follows:
“This is a letter to my Lady, the fairest moon and the beauteous glow of this world! My heart is grieved and
transfixed with pain. But to hold back is suffering, is like being scorched with fire. Your brother’s name is Laksnavong,
the distinguished one, the royal son to an admirable king, whose name was Brahmadat, ruler of the city of Baranasi.
“Since I have heard of your beauty, that has been renowned throughout the world, our brother was full of anxiety so
much so that he had to leave his realm, and journeyed forth with hardship across the wild woods and forests. Arid the
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area was full of yakshas, tigers, and lions. My life. was almost extinguished in the wild, but I risked my life for you as a
test of my merits.
“My life is safe and here I am in your country. As you were proceeding towards the pond, you looked like a celestial
beauty! Oh, how I did love and desire! And how they have grown incessantly on! I could not close my eyes the whole
night long. No longer can I bear the grief I owe,
“So I have to ponder and write these words to you, my lady, my true friend, my sister! May I present in your care
my life: destitute it is for lack of warmth. My jeweled crown, my royal lady, be not estranged. If you broke this love
and spurn the chance of our uniting into one piece of gold, I would no more think of retaining my life.”

He lived with Yisun for more than a year.
Kesorn saw that her husband had disappeared like that, so she went after him. She met a hunter, a hunter in the
forest. She asked him for the city of Laksnavong. And the hunter told her. So Brahm Kesorn asked the hunter to
take her to him. She had already disguised herself when she went to meet her husband.
Now, Yisun was suspicious, and she became jealous—became jealous. So she charged Kesorn with\fn{ The text
has: for.} having assaulted her.
When Laksnavong knew about it, he had Brahm Kesom executed. At first he had her beaten. After the beating,
he had or executed. After the execution, she delivered a baby. When she had been executed and died, she
delivered a son. After the delivery, the courtiers went to tell Laksnavong that the Brahm delivered a baby son.
Laksnavong was surprised, and so he ran down to see for himself. It was really Kesorn. So he knew that she
had disguised herself. Since she had already died and he knew it was she for certain, he placed her body in an urn
—in an urn. After that the rishi, who had given her to Laksnavong, knew about the incident. So he came and stole
her body away and resuscitated her into her usual form
The hunter presented the Brahm
To the lord.
Laksnavong, her husband,
Saw that the Brahm was beautiful;
He was suspicious and wondering in his mind.
So he kept asking her questions,
And talked this and that to the Brahm.
And he was filled with more and more loving-kindness to her.
How pitiful is that sweet Brahm!
She sat there and smiled a coy little smile, and said,

“Oh, alas! How embarrassing to see the way you came to embrace me—and touched me and left, and touched
again. You sat by my side, and seemed confused, and made such a fuss. I also am myself a man!” So Laksnavong
consoled her,
“My beauteous one, Your brother has not forgotten you. My heart did somehow believe that you were the
moon I’d left behind.”
The sweet Brahm smiled that coy little smile,
And turned her eyes away in rejection.
She glanced at him and turned away as if spurned.
She was clever in hiding her figure.
Now Yisun, the pretty lady,
Saw Laksnavong
Was infatuated with the Brahm—
So Yisun was jealous.
And was looking for an opportunity
To find her false.
She was really evil and wickedly low.
She followed her,
And when her husband was away,
(She was not bad at all in her trickeries)
She was going to pull a trick.
She stole in silently and crawled close
To the Brahm, and whispered,

“Brahm, something got stuck on my shawl, may you, beauteous Brahm, not be afraid.”
The lady Brahm followed her suggestion.
She thought that since she’d asked, she’d act.
Oh, she did not see its bad consequence,
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She did not see its fire,
And so she held out her hand to touch it.
Before touching her, Yisun screamed,

“You think you’re his favorite? How could you have done it?”
Yisun implored her husband;
She swung herself down to cry.
She made up stories about the Brahm,
And made insults and exaggerated:

"It grasped and it kneaded me. You see how it was insulting! It was a sex-maniac, and took advantage without
fear! It pulled my cloth twisted on the waist; It pulled my cloth on the bottom hem. It followed and grasped, and
made gestures. If I had not known how to protect myself, your sister would have been ruined."
She made up false charges,
And beat her breast loudly.
Laksnavong was infatuated and jealous.
He was cross and yelled in anger.

“Ha! Dammed you, Brahm, I did love you so. Should you have insulted me? You’re crazy, You’re a sexmaniac! How could you have taken such advantage! Hey, woman-guards, come, take him to the foreground.”
Oh, the beauteous Brahm,
When she was fettered and abused publicly,
She felt aches and pains all over her body.
How she did have to suffer from those woman-guards' words!
And how she did have to suffer from the approach of death!
She was strangled with pain;
Oh, the Brahm—she cried.
The executioners pulled out their rattan strings
And jumped forward.
One on each side,
They swung the rattans,
And beat and beat.
“Khwab!” The rattan fell—
“Oh!” She cried with pain.
“Khwab.”
“Oh!”
She was so bruised and hurt
The whole body through.
Each time she was hit,
Jerked she was with pain.
And blood shot out and flowed
And smothered up her body.
Dear little Brahm fell unconscious.
That dear Brahm, the gay-beauteous one,
When she’d come to herself, she began to cry.
With anger, rancor, and love,
She mourned and cried.
The executioner was not slow.
He took her to the execution-ground.
The Brahm implored him,

“Oh, please do not kill. your sister will pray in her own tongue. May all the deities be my witness. Oh, my
reverend teacher, how kind of you to have given me to him! Now it’s really great! But what can I say? Whom can
I blame, since I am as shameful as a crow. Oh, my sister bird-nymph, please come and look at my face. Come
now, for your sister will bid you good-bye, to die and leave this very life. I’ve just learned his mind today. Never
will I reconcile with him. Even if I could go back to the country, where would I hide my face? And what would I
live for in his own land? I’d rather low down my face and die. Oh, the rishi, how kind of you to have given me to
him! Now it’s really great! But what can I say? Whom can I blame, when I am this shameful. Your sister makes
not one falsity. Should I have come to the execution-ground? May all the deities be my witness.”
Now the baby in her womb—
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It was moving and writhing.
When the baby turned,
The Brahm could not withstand,
So she began to cry.
She consoled,

“Oh my little one, My precious one, would you listen to mother’s words? Would you sympathize with mother,
sweet son—don’t writhe. What are you, a boy or a girl—that you have to die with mother? Pity your mother,
don’t writhe. Mother will chant some prayers.”
The executioner made a move,
He saw her sit closing her eyes,
So he stepped forward slowly and steadily,
Holding a sword in hand.
When it was time, he swung his sword.
The sword struck, the blood did shoot.
And the little Brahm gave birth to the glowing moon,
A beauteous little son,
Who looked just like his father.
The executioner was aghast.
And hurried to the powerful one.

“I have executed her, whose punishment was death.”
He told the account from beginning to end.
Laksnavong was suddenly reminded,

“Perchance it's my little sister, Kesorn!”
So he hurried out,
Not even bothering to change his garment.
Hurrying down from his throne,
He ran until he reached her body.
When he had seen her lovely face,
Laksnavong picked up her head
And set it up.
Oh, how he did cry!

2
There’s that old, ragged Brahman,
Trotting along the forest paths.
He came to meet a hermit, a yogi—
So he ceremoniously paid obeisance
And turned on his conversant tongue,
Asking about the obstacles and various ills
That were confronting him—
How it was with bug bites, mosquitoes, and flies,
The snakes, and those ferocious animal kinds.
He asked of the places to gather food,
Herbs, and medicinal plants.
So the yogi answered,

“There are no ills or dangers that bother, Whereas fruits and edibles are easily acquired. If you wish, serve
yourself; water to drink is there in the jar, plenty for you, if desired. You have got here in such a pitiful condition,
So you should help yourself to eat.”
“Kind sir, gracious sir, how sympathetic you are, sir!”
The rishi gathered for him those fruits
That grew behind his abode,
Not in the least difficult to find.

“Now that you’re going to eat and all, you may wash your feet in that watering place, so that you may partake
of those fruits waiting for you in abundance.”\fn{A note at this point reads: “There is probably one episode missing.”}
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“Kind sir, my gracious sir, hold back your anger sir. I am not that kind of lowly Brahmin, sir, I have not come
to beg or make a disgraceful stain to Rama’s heritage. I have come just on good will—in accordance with our holy
tradition, hoping to extend felicity and prosperous clime.”
“How dare you, you damned soul! You are here not to pave the way to heaven. No, not so. It’s just what I have
thought: you have come to ask either for the royal queen, or for Chalie and Kanha, the two children. Ah, the
prince, he has come into the wooden land to make merits and search for peaceful realm. He has only the children
and the priceless queen, only four together in all, so that they can keep company in times of woe. Nothing else
have they, whether it be money or gold. What has come in your mind to be so ill-willed?”
“I have come here in search of the high prince, who is the kind and kin of the Buddha’s family, who is greatly
conversant with the ethical principles. I have come just because I used to be in his company and have realized his
high and noble thoughts, never to be equaled by men. Ever since he left his country to dwell in the forest, truly I
have not yet seen him. My gracious sir, be merciful to me. If you know his place and all, kindly point that to me.”
3
Sweet words and the gentle flow of the god’s intellect!
When the Lady bid good-bye
And took leave from her abode,
Her heart filled with fears and worries
Of her little children, unable to be shaken off.
Walking sad, and sadly did her tears roll
Incessantly down.
Upon looking at the trees abundantly grown
In the midst of the forest wild,
All the fruits she used to touch and see,
’Tis strange why she could see no more.
How did it happen that there were only flowers?
There the keo, phikul, and kalong,
There the saiyud, prayong, and yomdoiy!
But oh, how they’re swayed by the wind,
And softly, sadly did their petals fall.

“It was but yesterday when mother picked them And strung garlands for you, my little ones. How is it that now
all is dark, though reddened is the horizon yonder as if painted with gore? How all does seem to tell of woeful
things!”
Her eyes were wrenched with agony,
With tears.

“O, mother’s heart is wrung so that it is almost vanished and gone.”
And her body trembled;
Her shawl fell from her shoulder;
Her hooked knife fell from her hand.

“How unlikely? How strangely so? O, my poor heart, how awful the more I ponder! And the more I ponder,
the more I fear. Disheartened am I from the thought of the two little ones.”
So she walked on,
And paused to gather fruits,
And placed them in her baskets.
Quickening her steps and speeding her pace,
When all of a sudden she was struck
By the sight of that mighty king of animals.
Her heart was pierced with terror,
And inwardly screamed with unearthly fears.
She ran from her path,
Her body trembled like a fish
Being beaten to captivity.
Weeping, she murmured to herself:

“Oh, my poor kamma. How now my little ones would pine and wait! But this is such a narrow path between
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towering rocks—a narrow lane just for one. And now the three kings lay on my way. There is no by-path where I
can turn. How the way is so narrowed by high, rocky hills! Now it’s almost eve, and eve turns almost night. And I
have not seen my precious ones. Oh, my poor heart, how can I find a way?”
So she laid down her baskets two
And pleadingly she said,

“Ah, the great ferocious ones. You kings of animals, kindly turn your eyes and accept my respectful gesture.
Your sister’s name is Madsi, a royal daughter of King of Madras, the faithful wife of that high Prince Vessantara,
who has parted from his land. Your sister means to serve him and be loyal to him. Oh, the sun! ’Tis now eventime. Let me take just half the fruits home to your little niece and nephew two. May you be merciful and
sympathetic. May you take your leave and give the forest path to your bosom sister, to me.”
4
One early morn Phra Thera Malai went out to receive food offerings. A food bowl in his hands, and wearing a
long robe, he walked with great discretion. Then he returned.
There was a man,
A very poor man.
He gathered vegetables and woods
To take care of his mother.
He went down to a pond,
Hoping to pick vegetables
To feed his mother
As best a poor man could.
That man took a bath,
And cleaned his body.
Then he saw lotus flowers,
Eight beautiful ones.
So the man picked them,
Took them with him
In good faith
And in delight.
That man saw
Phra Thera Malai
In a distance.
He was discreet,
Looking forth as far as a yoke length.
Beautiful he looked,
And powerful in manner,
All so admirable.
That man was pleased
To offer him the flowers.
So he walked to him
With meritorious mind.
That man presented
The lotus flowers
With meritorious mind
To Phra Malai.
That man sat down
Making wishes
Only in thoughts:

“May I present?”
Whatever he desired,
He began to think,
And recited religious verses.
He concentrated on them in mind.

“Since I present these flowers to you, I hope when I am reborn, wherever it may be, whether it be the next life,
or the next hundred thousand lives: named a pauper let me not be.”
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Phra Malai accepted
The flowers with grace;
He accepted the meritorious deed
Of that man.
So he received him with felicity,
Reciting a religious verse
To uphold and inspire further merits.
In time
Immemorial
Of the past.
In those bygone days,
There was a monk,
Who was blessed with felicity.
His name was Malai,
The godly thera,
He lived
In the hamlet of Kamboj,
The village of Lohajen,
Which was the land
Within the country Of Ceylon.
Phra Thera
Had a supernatural power.
Perfectly endowed
With intelligence and self-discipline.
He was in the holy order;
Meditative power, he had
In perfection.
Freed from impurities,
High in prestige;
Contented with all—
Who could equal him?
Knew the principle of inspiring faith;
Refined and penetrating faculty,
He was well-versed in the Dhamma.
Various women and men,
Whose minds were covetous
So much so,
Were prone to persecute
And suffer others.
Such ones,
When having left
The life
In the human world
Would fill to purgatory—
Be burned with fire,
Suffer the heat and pain,
Not at all small.

287.126 Report On An Inspection Trip In The Countryside (May 22 & June 19, 1896)\fn{by Phra Intrathiban (before 1896- )} Bangkok?, Thailand (M) 3
22 May R. S. 115 at 9:50 a.m., Phra Indrathiban and Nai Sanongngarn-prapat, bade farewell to Muang Nakhon
Chaisi (territory). Arrived in Supan Bun (territory) at 10:40 a.m. Reached Klong Songphinong. Stopped at Wat
Ban Sam, north of Pakklongnoi to see Phra Chum the Abbot who told them that the people in Muang Supan Bun
had suffered a great deal from the oppression of Luang Praves, the chief of the tambon\fn{Group of villages} and superior of all kamnan\fn{Heads of tambon} and phuyaiban.\fn{Village headmen}
Nai Leng and several other villagers who were sitting there further reported that Luang Praves oppressed the
people by arresting them on charges of outlawry, but jailed them at his home instead of sending them for trial to
the seat of the governor in the town. He also demanded money from the detainees, sometimes 80 baht, but no less
than 20 baht, before releasing them.
Besides, Luang Praves went around arresting villagers at will on charges of producing palm toddy. At the time
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of an arrest, Luang Praves’ men stealthily put yeast which they had prepared beforehand into a person’s palm sap,
and then fine the accused according to their financial status, from 20 up to 200 baht. Since the appointment of
kamnan and phuyaiban, the villagers’ suffering has increased.
In addition, the villagers were required to have the muzzles of their guns sealed with tickets. If the guns be came rusty they wanted to fire them, they had to inform the kamnan in their district in advance.
A villager by the name of Ngern who was arrested by Luang Praves on the charge of outlawry was forced to
pay 25 baht before he was released. There were several other villagers whose names the people could not remem ber who were subjected to the same treatment. Some were charged with making palm toddy, such as Nai Am and
Amdaeng The who were still being detained because they had no money to buy their freedom.
In April R.S. 115, two robberies occurred in Ban Klongtakien. In another case, a boat was robbed at 3:00 p.m.
in Tambon Wat Thongsai. Cattle rustling also occurred frequently.
*
5:00 p.m. Left Wat Bang Sam, 6.00 pm. Arrived in Tombon Phaikeh. Heavy rains fell.
Stopped to moor in front of the home of Khun Daan who told the same story as the abbot of Wat Bang Sam.
More details have been learned that Luang Praves arrested Ai Od on a charge of outlawry and fined him 20 baht
before releasing him. He arrested Ai Prom, Ai Chuen on charges of stealing buffaloes and fined them 10 baht each
before releasing them. Ai Urn and Ai Mong Puen, the notorious bandits\fn{ Masked gunmen} were released from jail
without knowing who authorized their release.
Ai Od knelt before Phraya Vuthikarnbodi but was charged by Luang Praves with being an outlaw, and forced
to pay with a set of poles and five tamleung of money for his freedom. This was obviously a case of false charge.
Whenever robbery occurred, Luang Praves would go around to arrest the villagers and demand money from
them. Ai Butr, younger brother of Ai Chuen of Ban Kiong Bang Sam, was forced by Luang Praves to give him
100 bamboo poles. In this case, Khun Supha, the investigator, took the money from him instead and released him.
Some villagers known to be Luang Praves’ men, namely, Nai Netr, Nai Plian, and Nai Soom, robbed the villagers and arrested them at the same time.
Ai Soom who alone pursued the rustlers was able to retrieve 25 head of buffaloes. He returned them to the
owner after obtaining 80 baht in ransom.
Ai Um and Ai Oum shot the owner of some buffaloes in Bang Krang, north of Bang Sakae.
Ai Won of Ban Don Kratae, a robber, was arrested by Luang Praves and later released.
In the case of Ai Yoo, son of Ta Kham, he was set free after paying a fine of 80 baht. Another Ai Yoo, son of Ta
Niam, was arrested instead.
*
8:20 p.m. Left the home of Khun Daan, arrived at Ban Kum at 6.20 a.m. In the village under the control of Luang Praves, there was a woman by the name of Amdaeng Won who followed the boat, pleading for help and say ing that she was being detained by Luang Praves, and it was intolerable.
Her husband, Nai Prem who lived behind the residence of the Somdet Chao Phraya had come to trade for rice
and berthed his boat at Ban Kum. Some one pried open one side of the boat cover and planted some yeast inside
the boat. In the morning Luang Praves brought the officials to arrest the couple. They planted some more yeast on
top of the berthing stump,
Since Nai Prem was a soldier-page under Jamuen Surarith-ukrit, Luang Praves demanded 200 baht from him
as a condition for his release. He had already been detained for three days. The tax official had no desire to press
charges against Amdaeng Won, so she was released, but was forbidden to travel outside a restricted area.. Nai
Prem, the husband was however still detained at the home of Luang Praves.
*
The boat arrived at Wat Pakpruek at 9:00 a.m. Reached Wat Cheephakao at 11:00 a.m., moored the boat and
went up to see Phra Was, the aboot who said that the appointment of kamnan and phuyaiban had, from the very
beginning, served no useful purpose. Smuggling and robberies still continued to occur frequently. He had also
heard talk of increased oppression of the people, by Luang Praves, though he could not confirm the reports since
he lived far from the place but stated that it was true that cases involving the villagers pending trial had been de layed for four or five years.
*
At noon, took off from Wat Cheephakao. At 2:00 p.m. arrived in Bang Pla Ma. There was a gambling house
and a large group of 80 houses with seven rafts selling miscellaneous things in front of the houses. The villagers
earned their living by farming and catching fish.
*
At 5:30 p.m. took off. At 5:50 p.m. arrived at Ban Talad Kheo. There was a large group of 50 houses and six
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rafts in front. At 6:40 p.m. arrived at Ban Yod in which there were a big group of 60 houses and large rice barges
moored along the river. It was a place for loading rice because large boats could not enter due to the shallowness
of the river bed. At 9:00 p.m. arrived at the landing place of the residence of Suphan Buri Governor.
*
26 May, at 4:00 p.m., was informed that Phraya Mahathep, Governor of the monthon\fn{An administrative circle
comprising several towns} had come up to stay at Ban Kogboh in Muang Suphan territory. We all therefore went together to pay him a visit.
Phraya Mahathep told us that on his way through Ban Kum, villagers came to seek relief from the oppression
of Luang Praves. Fifty-nine complaints were lodged against Luang Praves and his officials. There was a woman
named Amdaeng Won who came to complain that Luang Praves had arrested her husband, Nai Prem, and detained
him at his home, on charges of making palm toddy. Nai Prem had come to trade (at Ban Kum) and berthed his
boat in front of Luang Praves' home. Luang Praves and his men cut through the boat cover and planted yeast in side the boat and then charged them of making palm toddy.
Phraya Mahathep sent a letter to the Governor, ordering him to deliver Luang Praves for investigation. At 9:00
p.m.. returned to the boat.
*
27 May, R. S. 115, at noon, went to the office of the governor. At 4:00 p.m. went to inspect a jailhouse erected
behind the residence of the governor. This was a bigger jailhouse than the others so far inspected. It was 3 wah
wide and 7 wah long, with thatched roof and bamboo walls, surrounded by a 10 by 15 wah fences barbed with
bamboo thorns.
Nai Choum was the warden; he was assisted by two deputies. There were six female and 102 male prisoners.
A prisoner, a Chinese, Hee of Ban Tas, complained that he had been detained without trial for six years on
charges of burglary. Another prisoner, Ai Chan, had been arrested by Luang Praves and had been in jail for six
years without knowing the exact charges against him. Luang Praves had also taken his sons and wife, an action
which had caused him great suffering.
There were other prisoners who had been jailed for upwards of three years without trial.\fn{ The text hads: jail}
Seven others had been forced to pay for trials to be called but the trials had still not been held up to the present.
Requested the Governor to prepare a list of these prisoners for submission to His Majesty for consideration.
These men have suffered considerably. Judges took the fees and did nothing.
Upon investigation, it was found out that all officials were involved, especially Luang Promsupha. Luang Bantaotukras deliberately delayed cases brought up by the villagers which are against his personal interests. Other of ficials were also involved, but not as notoriously as Luang Promsupha and Luang Praves.
The Governor even told me to my face that Luang Prom excelled all officials in corruption. Despite this, the
Governor had still promoted Luang Prom to serve as assistant governor which post he now holds.
At 5:30 p.m. returned to the boat. Luarig Praves, whom the Governor of the monthon, Phraya Mahathep had
ordered the governor to summon, had already arrived at 11:00 p.m. but he remained at the residence of Governor
Luang Abhaipollapak. Amdaeng Won, wife of Nai Prem had not yet arrived, When both arrived they would be
sent together to see the Governor of the monthon, Phraya Mahathep.
*
28 May, R. S. 115, 1:00 p.m. Went to the office of the Governor to inspect documents. At 5:30 p.m. returned
for dinner.
At 7:00 p.m. went to see the Governor of the monthon, Phraya Mahathep who was staying at Tambon Ban
Koghoh. Saw Phraya Mahathep placed Luang Praves in chains on a charge of disobedience, then he settled the
outstanding cases and complaints submitted by the villagers.
At 11:00 p.m returned to the boat.
*
At 3:35 a.m. took off from Muang Suphan Buri for Muang Ratchaburi, the next stop. At 6:00 a.m. arrived at
Ban Kogbhram.
*
19 June at 9:20 am. Arrived at Wat Bang Chak. Stopped at. the monastery, met Phra Iam the Abbot who told
me that there were 26 monks residing there and that the villagers had one grievance, that is, some who were in volved in petty quarrels or implicated in criminal acts were arrested and jailed without trial by the Governor. The
ones who had no relatives to deliver food to them suffered considerably from hunger.
Later met Nai Joo and Nai Leng, Bang Chak villagers, who complained of the same things as Phra Iam the Abbot. They had another complaint that the Chinese, Yoo Kim, the tax farmer and operator of the gambling house,
had arbitrarily detained and beat up some villagers. Just a few days ago, a complaint was filed with the Governor
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against the Chinese, Yoo Kim, When the Governor told the plaintiff to serve a warrant against the Chinese, Yoo
Kim, the tax farmer instead arrested the plaintiff, tied him up and beat him 40 times with rattan canes.
In another case, Luang Mahatthai, chief of the district (Chao Krorn Khwaeng), went around to collect money
from river merchants in proportion to the quantity of their merchandise, sometimes one baht, sometimes two
salung, claiming that the Governor had ordered him to register the boats. The collection continued for about six to
seven days during the absence of the Governor who had gone to Bangkok. Complaints had already been filed with
the Governor of the monthon.
*
20 June. In addition, the villagers had suffered a great deal from the actions of the sugar tax farmer who had
closed the sugar pits, refusing to sell them to the villagers who were sugar-makers. Even if they wanted to, the villagers were afraid to store sugar in jars because that was illegal. They thus had to dig holes in the ground, line the
bottoms with straw, and put their sugar in them.
The tax farmer evidently took this action with the intention of forcing the villagers to sell all their sugar to him
alone. Any villager who sold him the sugar would be given sugar pits free of charge.
*
21 June, R. S. 115. 10:00 a.m. Went to the floating house of the Governor and further to Wat Puangmali. The
halls and the monks’ quarters of this monastery were quite clean. This was a better monastery than the others
found in this town.
Met Phra Chuen who told me that there were 17 monks staying there. Heard different opinions from two
groups of people. One group, comprising merchants and local nobles, claimed that they were happy because the
outlaws had disappeared. The other group, consisting of the poor, however, complained that they suffered from
the actions of the present Governor who made arbitrary arrests of villagers on charges of gangsterism or of impli cation in some acts of outlawry and in cases on which complaints had been filed. Even though the cases involved
only petty offences and might have lacked substantiating evidence, the people were incarcerated for nine or ten
months without trial. Some of those arrested who had no relatives suffered greatly from hunger.
276.106 The Ten Excellences Of Buddhism\fn{by Phra Dharmadhirarajamahamuni (1897-1984)} Thailand (M) 4
My dear brethren,
First of all, I am obliged to beg your pardon because I am not expert in English but I will try to give the lecture
in English, and for that reason it may make it difficult for you to understand my lecture, which is given with the
incorrect tone, language and idiom.
The lecture being given is on the subject of the goodness of Buddhism.
The word Buddha literally means the Enlightened one, or Great and Excellent Sage. Therefore, Buddhism is
the religion of Enlightenment. Lord Buddha is excellent not merely because of wealth, beauty and so on: but he is
so especially because of his goodness, wisdom and enlightenment. This is the reason why we, Buddhists, consider
our religion a supreme way of life.
Just how excellent is Buddhism? I shall endeavour to explain this question point by point, as follows:\fn{ The
indicates notes are in fact the sub-headings written in this essay:H }
*
Lord Buddha taught that man does not become good or evil because of his caste or social status or as a result
of believing a creed.\fn{I.e., Buddhism makes no distinction of class or caste and places no importance on formal adherence to
creeds} He is good or evil on account of his own action; that is, by evil action he is a bad man and by good action
he becomes a good man. Even going to a heaven or a hell or obtaining Nirvana is not a matter of one’s class or
one’s creedal belief. King, pauper, rich man or scholar may enter into a hell or a heaven or attain Nirvana. That is
why Lord Buddha considered caste, class and creeds as being pointless.
In Buddhism, the question of seniority among monks depends on the date of ordination and also on knowledge
and not at all on their previous social condition. A prince and a labourer who enter the Order the same day are
equal. Too much regard for class distinctions gives rise to damaging results. It can destroy the unity of group or of
a nation and hold back the progress of a country. For these reasons, Lord Buddha counselled against such false
distinctions.
*
Our personal likes and dislikes are not to be mistaken for good and evil. We must see all things as they are and
judge causes by effects. In order that good effects might prevail, Lord Buddha established certain precepts (good
causes) and the first of these concerns abstention from killing. This is unlike some religions which teach that
animals were created by God for the sake of sustaining human beings.
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In this matter,\fn{I.e., in the sense that Buddhism is a religion of compasson and unselfishness, as will be shown } Lord Buddha
said that all living beings obtain birth by themselves, that is, they build action and action builds them in return,
then they rebuild new action. In this way, action and reaction keep the wheel always moving round. Again, living
beings appear in the world, and their birth is dependent upon conditions which they themselves have made. It is
not God that creates them and, therefore, all living beings, including human and animal, have freedom, liberty,
and the right to live their lives on earth equally. It is not that human beings have special rights and privileges
above animals, but that they are just more powerful and more clever and have made laws to suit themselves.
*
Lord Buddha ever taught his disciples to use their mind to radiate Metta (mercy or loving-kindness) to all
living beings everywhere, no matter what kind of living beings they might be.\fn{ I.e., Buddhism propagates or
broadcasts mercy, or loving-kindness, to all living beings all over the world, countlessly and endlessly } If they are human, there
should be no modification as to what nation they are subject to, nor what nationality they have. If animals, they
should not be modified according to their kind. Metta should be radiated towards all the animals including the
smallest, such as insects etc. This point is again different from any other religions for some religions say that the
killing of any living being other than mankind is not evil; still other religions believe that it is justifiable to kill
any man who is regarded as heretic, for should that man profess any other religion than his own kind he becomes
an enemy. Therefore, killing him is regarded not as an evil, but as the highest goodness.
*
Witness to this\fn{I.e., that in Buddhism no one is commanded to believe in the teachings: the matter is left to the individual’s own
thoughtful examination} appears generally in the three Pitakas or Buddhist Sacred Texts. Lord Buadha never
commanded anyone to believe in his teaching; but that he must believe of his own accord. It is his own choice.
Instead of commanding a man to believe, the Buddha recommended:
Do not believe what I tell you until you have thoroughly and critically examined what I say with your own wisdom.

Again this is different from many religions that forbid their believers (or faithful) to criticize their own
religion. In Buddhism, Lord Buddha is the Enlightened One who speaks only Truth; so his teachings consist of
reason and the result of reason. Therefore, Buddhism is not affected unduly by differences of opinion or any criticism of the Teaching. This makes clear to us that Buddhism gives all kinds of freedom, liberty and rights for us to
use as we like.
*
One Buddhist stanza says in Pali language:
Let you yourselves help yourselves
Who is any other that should help you?
For a man who has practised or trained himself well,
He shall obtain the excellent refuge.

This may be compared with the English proverb,
“God helps those who help themselves.”
It is the effect of Lord Buddha’s teaching which causes Buddhists everywhere to love freedom, and not to
surrender nor give themselves to any form of slavery anywhere.\fn{I.e., Buddhism teaches mankind to help itself}
This effect includes a nation too; that is, it makes a nation professing Buddhism to love independence and to
dislike a state of colonialism or dependence upon someone else. Possibly, because of this effect, Buddhists do not
like the work of their own hands to pass through the hands of others, before coming back to them who first made
it. This is the style of economic system in which the government only is the capitalist or monopolist.
Lord Buddha on no occasion condemned anyone to go to hell; nor did he send anyone to heaven or nirvana.
Such, again, comes by man’s own good or bad actions, while Lord Buddha is merely the teacher or leader as is
written in the Dhammapada:
All the Buddhas, including me, are only showers of the Way.

The choice of walking along the Path or not depends upon the man concerned in the matter. Here again is a
difference from other religions in which God is supposedly capable of condemning one to hell or sending one to
heaven and, when someone has committed sins of all kinds, if he knows the way of flattering his God such as
praying or worshipping, then his God apparently loves him and forgives him. In this way a man is encou raged to
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be careless for no matter how serious the sin, if he flatters God he shall be forgiven. In this way too, he is
conditioned to wait upon the help of others rather than to be self-reliant.
*
From its beginning till now—over two thousand five hundred years, Buddhism has never been the cause of
warfare.\fn{I.e., Buddhism is an absolutely pure religion. It is meant by this that Buddhism is not a bloody or blood-spilling religion }
Once there was an event of interest in Buddhist history in this respect. After Lord Buddha’s death or Parinibbana,
and after his body been burnt, all Kings and Brahmins who were believers and followers of the Buddha went to
Kusinara in order to ask for portions of his relics. At first, the Mallas (the governors of Kusinara) did not agree to
their demands, and a war over the relics came near to breaking point. But a wise Brahmin named Dona brought
about a conciliation. The Mallas of Kusinara then consented to the others wishes, and war was averted. From then
till now there has been no war in name of Buddhism. So, it can be said that Buddhism is a pure religion in this
regards.
Moreover, the Exalted One himself disallowed the propagation of his teaching by weapons or force of any
kind. Many other religions have been propagated by weapons and force, and many religious leaders have been
both Kings of their kingdoms and, at the same time, the dictators of their own religions. Although there are some
religions which have not been propagated by force, yet they have caused religious wars to occur; and therefore
these are not regarded by Buddhism as being pure religions.
*
Lord Buddha said that all things occur from an immediate cause and that there is always a basic reason for that
cause.\fn{I.e., Buddhism is the religion of reason, based on the law of cause and effect } Nothing occurs without reason, no
matter whether we know that reason or not. Throughout all life no effect comes without a reason or cause such as
Avijj (Ignorance) Tanha (Craving), Upadana (Grasping), Karma (Action) etc. The things one desires such an
Labha (Income), Yasa (Title, Dignity), Pasamsa (Honour, Praise), Sukha (Joy, Happiness) and, conversely, the
things undesirable such as Alabha (Loss, Expense), Ayasa (Belittlement, Indignity), Ninda (Dishonour, Blame,
Censure), Dukkha (Suffering, Unhappiness) all are the effects of reasonable happenings. The good effects from
good happenings, and the bad effects from bad causes. In most cases these good or bad reasons are built by
ourselves, so we build our own fortune or misfortune accordingly. No God or any others can do it for us.
Therefore let you build good fortune for yourselves, and do not waste time waiting for others to build for you. If
you wish goodness you have to build only goodness and attempt to abstain from all bad thought and action as
much as you are able.
The whole principle of Ariyasacca (Noble Truth) and Paticcasamuppada (Dependent Origination) can be
expressed in English as Reason and Effect. Samudaya (Origin of suffering) and Magga (Path) are the reasons; and
Dukkha (Suffering) and Nirodha (Extinction of Suffering) are the effects. Paticcasamuppada is preached as
reasons and effects depending upon each other; that is to say a condition is firstly a reason and then it becomes an
effect of itself and so on like the links in a chain. This principle is in harmony with modern science, which makes
Buddhism more up-to-date than any other religion in the world.
*
In Buddhism, anyone has equal rights to wish to be in a position of choice: common disciple, excellent disciple, soltiary Buddha or Supreme Buddha.\fn{I.e., in Buddhism, there is no monopoly of position } He or she who so desires
any such position must practise the same spiritual perfections or pre-requisites known as the Ten Paramitas.
These ten spiritual perfections are:
Dana, or charity, almsgiving;
Sila, or morality;
Nekkhamma, or renunciation or freedom from sensual lust;
Panna, or right knowledge, wisdom or insight;
Viriya, or energy, virility, manliness, heroism;
Khanti, or patience, forbearance;
Sacca, or truth, truthfulness;
Adhitthana, or confirmed determination;
Metta, or loving-kindness, compassion;
Upekkha, or equanimity.

The difference of how soon one may attain the ten perfections depends upon one’s aspiration for positions
mentioned. He who aspires for only a low position, may attain the paramitas in a short time; whereas he who
aspires to a high position usually must wait a long time before fulfilling the ten perfections. In other religions, no
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one except God can be God, no matter how much good the believer does. He can never be on the same level as
God himself. Even the leader of religion can never attain to Godhood.
The fact that Buddha has no monopoly of position is just one more aspect of the excellence of Buddhism.
*
Evidence\fn{That Buddhism is the religion of Peace } is shown as is written in the Dhammapada, where the Lord
Buddha said:
There is not a more excellent happiness than Peace.

And he uttered again thus:
One who conquers others builds enemies.
One who is defeated does not sleep in a happy condition.
While he who abandons both thoughts of either conquest or capitulation, is peaceful and sleeps well.

At the same time that Lord Buddha advised against conquest of others, he praised the effort of conquering
oneself; for he also said:
One who conquers thousands of men in war is not regarded as a true conqueror.
But he who conquers only one man, namely himself, is regarded as a supreme victor.

Here, conquest of oneself lies in overcoming one’s own heart, of overcoming Kilesa or defilement (minddefiling passion). This is a truly excellent conquest, for such a person who has done this is happy even when
alone, and is never dangerous or harmful in any way to others.
If the whole world were to become Buddhist this is how things would be; and I hope this human world will
find peace and happiness. For this reason all the Buddhists everywhere ought to help one another to propagate the
Dhamma and spread Buddhism all over the world.
*
Evidence on this point\fn{That Buddhism is the religion of friendship} is to be found in one of the sutras where the
Buddha said that friendship was the whole basis of his teaching. Lord Buddha is the friend of all beings who may
obtain deliverance through his friendship. He also said that all beings throughout the world should be regarded as
friends and relations of one another in birth, old age or decay, disease or illness, and death. And that they should
be regarded as friendly beings upon this single fundament.
He always taught that Buddhists should never be the enemies of the people who follow other religions or to
regard them as heretics, and moreover, he said that whoever lives rightly, no matter what religion he professes,
has hope of receiving happiness and joy both in present and future lives.
Conversely, anyone who professes to be a Buddhist, but does not practise what he professes to be, will have
very little hope of deliverance and happiness because he engenders the opposite effect. Again, Lord Buddha
advises that if all beings, both human and animal, shall regard themselves as being related in the circle of birth
and death, this will make for greater friendship; because, when a man feels himself to be the relation to any living
being, then he does not entertain any ideas of destroying that being, but loves and gives help instead.
Now, as much as has been said in these ten excellences of Buddhism, yet there is much more of this noble
religion to be learned by anyone who is interested. I have only taken a part to illustrate how much goodness
Buddhism bears for people.
Whether or not Buddhism would be able to lead the world to greater brotherhood, peace, happiness and
deliverance; and whether it would be able to prevent world war, and be suitable as a religion for all people of the
world, this I leave to be dependent upon your own consideration.
In conclusion, I beg to give my blessing. May you all obtain happiness, peace, success and deliverance.
140.68 1. The Dog’s Face Turns Into Two Crowns 2. The Result Of Filial Ingratitude 3. Women Have A Human
Face, But A Dog’s Heart 4. How The Hunter Was Saved From The Consequences Of His Sins 5. The Stone Lion
Who Ate Gold 6. The Enlightened Lady And The Enlightened Robbers 7. The Lazy Fool 8. The Unclean Farang
9. The Fortune-telling Husband 10. Ai Yu The Dumb 11. The Man Who Sold His Penis 12. “I’ve Made Her Twice
And A Half” 13. Grandson “Makes” Grandmother 14. Madness Cured 15. Fire Burns Down The Monastery 16.
The Man Who Learned His Texts For Nothing 17. Centipede Is Defeated By Sea-Crab 18. The Dessert Of Ai Yai
19. Ta Daeng The Hunter 20. The Bragging Husband 21. The Story Of Sang Thong 22. The Extraordinary Hunter
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23. Si, The Claimer 24. The Invisible Town: Twenty-four Folktales\fn{by Song Charoenpon (1897Cholburi Province, Thailand (M) 15

)}

Ban Nai,

1
A dog bore two human offspring: a daughter and a son. The son got a wife; the daughter got a husband.
Now, the mother held a coconut bowl in her mouth and walked over to visit her son. She laid herself down on
the ground. The son came down and saw her.
“What dog is this?”
He was ashamed to let his wife know that the dog was his mother. So he threw a big stick at her. The dog got
hurt on the leg and tripped away. She lay herself on the floor of the daughter’s house.
The daughter told her husband that her mother was lying there. The son-in-law asked,
“Is that our mother?” The daughter said,
“That’s right; she’s our mother.”
So the son-in-law went down and carried her upstairs. The mother still held the coconut bowl in her mouth. So
the daughter cooked some rice. The son-in-law put it in the bowl for her to eat. When the mother had eaten the
rice, her breath gave in and she died.
Now, the husband and the wife discussed what they should do. The husband suggested that they put her in a
coffin and pulled it up and hung it on the ceiling. So they hung the coffin there.
“Now what are we going to do next? We must have a cremation for her. Why don't we have a liké\fn{A folk
dance-drama.} to honor her?”
The liké was not performed very well. There were no costumes. And then they pulled down the coffin. When
they opened it, they found a pair of golden crowns—one for the hero and one for the heroine. So they wore the
crowns while they were performing the liké. You see, the dog’s face turned into two crowns.
2
There were two brothers. The elder brother married a rich man’s daughter. The younger brother married a poor
man’s daughter. The father came to visit the older son and asked,
“My boy, where are you?”
The son was ashamed of his father, so he pretended not to know him. The father then went to visit another son
and told him that he was hungry. This son was poor. He had just a little bit of rice. The father said,
“My son, I’m dying. Take me to the cemetery. If you see an animal on my coffin, catch it.”
There was a dove perching on the coffin. When he was trying to catch it, it flew and alighted on his shoulder.
So the father was dead. The son cremated his body and returned home. But he didn’t have any money to pay
for the service. Anyway, that bird—each time it cooed—let fall a piece of silver.
Now, the elder brother became poorer and poorer. So he came to borrow the dove from his younger brother.
But, the first time it cooed, the gable fell down. Another time it cooed, the whole house tumbled down. The elder
brother got angry. So he stuck the dove in the dog’s piss-hole.
The younger brother could not find the bird. He asked his brother about it. And the brother said he had stuck it
somewhere. The younger brother went and looked for it. He gathered the bones and got just enough to make a
comb. Whenever he combed his hair, he became richer.
The elder brother borrowed it again. When he had combed his hair three times, all his hair fell off. The elder
brother got angry. So he threw it away.
The younger brother dug it up and made a toothpick out of it. The elder brother borrowed it again. This time all
his teeth fell out.\fn{The text has: off.}
The point is, he who does not have gratitude for his parents would find himself without a home, hair, and teeth.
3
It’s a story of a woman who had a husband and then she had a lover. She’d already had two children, and then
she took a lover, becoming faithless to her husband. When the husband was not home, the lover came to visit her.
Finally she ran away with him. The two children were still small. The elder one was about four, and the
younger one could crawl a bit. Now, she ran away with her lover and took the children along.
But the lover did not want her to take the children. (Oh well, when I tell you about this, I feel sorry for them.)
Anyway, the lover did not want her to take the children along. If she took the children, he would not want her. She
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loved the lover more than her husband and her children.
So they went to a forest. The forest was not far from the path. And she made a cradle and got the little child to
sleep. Then she told the elder child to sway the cradle for the sister. She waited and waited for her mother, but she
did not come. It was from morning till night and she still did not show up. Then the younger sister woke up. So
she helped her sister down and they crawled around at the edge of the forest. It was close to a path.
There was a forest man; he was not a young man. At that time the two children—well, the younger sister was
crawling in the sun, so the elder sister pulled her out. The mother was not back; she went to buy some sweets. But
it was already very late in the afternoon, when this man came back from the forest. He happened to see them, so
he asked,
“Child, where’s your mother? Why are you here?” The girl who’s about four years old said,
“Mother went to buy some sweets. Just now a cat came and licked me.”
“Well, was it big—the cat?” She said,
“Yes.” (Actually it was a tiger.)
So that man went to tell his hamlet headman that somebody had left two children in the forest. She said she’s
going to get some sweets for them. He went to tell the hamlet headman and then went back to pick up the
children. When he got back, the tiger had already eaten one. The tiger had got hold of the younger sister. Only the
elder sister was left. So when he came to pick them up, the child said,
“A cat had taken my sister away.”
Now, the husband went out searching for his wife.
“I’d better kill her.”
He went for many days and found his child being taken care of by that man. So he asked the child how the
mother went. The child told him and said the younger sister was taken away by a tiger. The girl said,
“She went to buy some sweets. She went in the morning and she was not back. I met this man and he took me.
But the cat came before him. I told him.” And the man told him,
“I had to come back and tell the hamlet headman because I did not know who the children belonged to. When I
went back for them, a tiger had taken one away.”
The husband went after his wife for many days and found her. He killed her. You see, he followed his wife
with a knife.
That is why we say women have a human face, but a dog’s heart. But men have a dog’s face, and a human
heart. They say, women are faithless. They can’t be tamed; once they go down beyond three steps of the house,
they are our wives no more. They turn to be our enemies.
Actually dogs can be our friends. If they love us, they can guard our properties and things. Whenever anybody
attacked their masters, they would help the masters.
But when the wives are not good, they are no longer our wives once they go down beyond three steps of our
house.
4
There’s a story, but I don’t know whether it’s true or not true.
There’s a hunter; he carried a gun and walked through a temple every day. And the monk saw him every day;
the monk was old. Now, he went to shoot those bucks every day, and walked through the temple like that. One
day when the monk saw him, he said,
“Yome,\fn{A common name used by a monk for calling a layman.} when you go to look for some bucks, would you get
me a string of rattan?”
The hunter could not refuse, so he cut a rattan string and curled it up. But he didn’t even carry it; he kicked it—
kicked it all the way. When he got there, he told the monk without any meritorious feeling, he said,
“Here, your rattan!”
Then he went on home. He did this every day and grumbled to himself,
“Now, don’t you ever ask for it again!” After some time, the monk said,
“Yome, would you stop hunting bucks? Make some merits.”
He walked through the temple like that. And whenever he walked past, the monk would beg him to give up
that habit,
“Don’t go there. You’re old now; turn to the temple and learn some precepts. Don’t commit any more sins.”
That hunter would not say anything. One day, he took along his dogs. Two dogs came along behind him. He
carried his gun, followed by his dogs. And the monk begged him again.
The man said nothing, but he had his dogs chase the monk. The dogs chased the monk, and the monk climbed
up a tree to escape the dog. He didn’t know where to turn, so he went up on a tree. It just happened that his wrap250

around garment fell down on the hunter. It covered the hunter. The dogs thought it was the monk, so they bit the
hunter to death.
Now, the hunter had a daughter, and she had died before, died before him. And she became Yomabarn’s\fn{ God
of the dead in purgatory.} wife in order to help her father. She thought once she could not talk him out of his habit, that
she would become Yomabarn’s wife in order to help her father. Well, she could help him in time, too.
When he died, the hunter fell to a deep section of hell—so deep that a new batr\fn{Monk’s food container.} would
be rusted away before reaching the bottom. Now, the daughter was Yomabarn’s wife, so she begged Yomabarn to
forget about her father’s sin at the time he was a hunter.
The hunter fell into hell and was caught upon a rattan string for fifteen days. After fifteen days, the string was
torn, but some curled up and encircled the hunter’s neck. He was hanging on the rattan string for fifteen days.
When his daughter came along, she saw the string hanging from the mouth of the dungeon, so she pulled it up,
and what did she find but her father hanging on the other end, so she pulled him up by the string—you know, the
string that the monk used to make a clothes-line—and the hunter used to kick it with his feet.
So that’s it, he fell into hell, but did not quite get to the bottom. He was hanging for fifteen days. It hooked up
his neck for fifteen days. And it just happened that his daughter met him. She was surprised to see a rattan string
at the mouth of the dungeon, and so she took hold of its end and pulled it up. He was in hell for thirty days. His
daughter, who was Yomabarn’s wife, saved him.
Now he’s through with the consequences of his sins. You all see it for yourselves, whether this story is true or
not true.
5
There’s another story. It’s from the old days. When you’ve listened, it’s up to you to believe it or not. It is an
antique thing—originated in the very old days.
There was a temple. There was a stone lion by the stairs. When it was late at night and when nobody’s around,
the lion slipped away. The abbot did not know where. Whenever it’s late at night, the abbot would come down to
see, but he could not find the lion anywhere. It would come back, well, close, to the morning. It’s been doing that
for many months.
“Eh! where did our lion go? It came back every early morning.”
So the abbot—when it’s very late at night and nobody’s around—he came down and rode on the lion. He lay
down on the lion’s back. Then he fell asleep—right on the lion’s back. Then the lion went way yonder. It went to
eat some gold where the sun rose. It went and ate gold. The abbot did not get down. He stayed on the lion’s back.
When the lion had finished eating, it went back; it went back.
Well, the lion ate gold. That night the abbot did not take his bag with him. When he got back, he’s going again.
He went down and lay on the lion’s back, and pretended to fall asleep. The lion went at night when everything
was really quiet. When it’s day, it came back. And the abbot picked a bagful of gold. Then he told his subordinate,
“Do you want any gold? I’ll take you.”
So the next time, he went together with his subordinate. The abbot went, and the lion began to eat gold. Well,
the subordinate monk would not pick a small piece. He tried to get a very big lump. The abbot got enough for
himself. Just a moment later, the lion went back. That subordinate monk could not come back. He stayed right
there where the sun rose.
You see, just a moment later, the lion went. There was with it only the abbot. The subordinate still stayed
outside the world. Now, the next night the abbot went after his subordinate.
“Goodness, where is he?” Well, the sun had already burned him.
This is it. That’s why people say, don’t set your heart too much on treasure. You just collect things little by
little. When that one tried to get a very big lump all at once, he could not catch the lion back in time. So he was
burned by the sun.
6
On a holy day, a wealthy lady went to make merit at a temple. It was the last day of the month. A servant
stayed looking after the house. Now, the four robbers came. The wealthy lady was away—still at the temple. The
servant asked,
“Where are you all going?” The four robbers said,
“Where did you put your money and gold?” (The robbers did not know that she was a servant.) The servant
asked,
“Who are you?” They said,
“We are robbers.”
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“At present, the wealthy lady is at the temple; she’s not here.” The servant then asked the robbers to wait,
while she went to tell the lady.
At that time the lady was holding her palms in obeisance and was listening to a sermon. She turned her head
and told the servant,
“Whatever belongs to the robbers, let them take it. Whatever does not belong to the robbers, ask them to leave
it.” The servant returned and told the robbers,
“The wealthy lady said, ‘Whatever belongs to the robbers, let them take it, Whatever does not belong to the
robbers, leave it.’” The robbers talked among themselves,
“Just think, the wealthy lady is still listening to the sermon. She is not even worried about her money or her
belongings.”
They became enlightened and left the house. They threw away their swords into the water. But then, they were
worried that maybe their deeds were not yet clean and pure—maybe fishermen would get hurt by the swords
while they were fishing in the water. So they went down to pick up the swords, Three of them were killed by the
swords. So another one thought,
“I’d better not get it.” And he continued to travel. Later he became a policeman.
One day he went to visit people. One family was very poor. There was nothing but a hen to entertain him. The
daughter said she would kill the hen to entertain him.
The policeman got to the house and happened to overhear the mother hen crying and moaning to the children
that she would have to die the next day. So he told the daughter that he would not eat there. In this case, the girl
would not have to kill the hen.
He went to a temple and decided to become a monk. But the monks there got frightened. They told him that if
he wanted to become a monk, he had to be in a room all by himself for fifteen days. So, they locked him up and
did not give him any food so that he would die.
After fifteen days, the monks opened the door to see. They found that he was not dead. As a matter of fact, he
looked healthy and handsome. So the abbot told him to go and fetch some water from a cliff—very far away—
hoping that he would be eaten by tigers.
He met a tiger. But he asked the tiger to let him go and get some water for the abbot first. And then he would
come back to be eaten up by the tiger.
He went back to the tiger to be eaten. But the tiger would not eat. So he asked whether the tiger wanted him to
ride on its back. The tiger nodded. So he rode the tiger back to town.
People called him “Huay-jo.” He has lived in the hall of vegetarians up to this day. (You can go and see him
with me.)
The three robbers went to nibbana before the others. The wealthy lady went to nibbana after them because she
was still attached to her property during her lifetime.
7
The lazy fool was so terribly lazy. He ate and slept until his pillow was quite flat in the middle. When his
friends went anywhere, he wouldn’t go. He was really lazy. He slept until his pillow became flat and thin.
One day he felt sort of energetic. So he went to lie down under a jujube tree so that the jujubes would fall into
his mouth. He lay with his mouth open under the jujube tree. He was waiting for the jujubes to fall. He was too
lazy to put them in his mouth. He lay there and no jujubes fell.
It just happened that some taling ants were carrying an earthworm past him. They could not get it into the hole.
He lay there watching. Still they couldn’t get it down; they just couldn’t get it down. And the man lay sideways
watching.
Now, he felt sort of energetic, so he helped those ants get the earthworm down. He helped pick it and then
became lazy again. So he let it go. Anyway the earthworm wiggled its tail. And the ants, this time, could drag it
down the hole. When they got down, their master asked,
“How could you get it down?” (He was delighted, and in those days animals could speak.) They said,
“There was a fellow lying by the opening. And he helped stuff it down.” The master said,
“Let’s dig the hole and widen the opening a bit.”
Well, they brought the man a lump of gold as big as a gourd. The ants helped bring it up and (ants could speak)
said,
“The master had us bring you the gold.”
Anyway the man did not know gold. He was lying there, waiting for the jujubes to fall into his mouth. And
they would not fall. This time he got a lump of gold. He didn’t know what it's called, so he called it “shining
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bright.”
And he carried it. He met a man riding on an elephant. So he said,
“Hey, you stagger, why don’t you exchange it with my shining bright?” (He was getting tired of carrying it.
The gold was heavy, you know.) That man came down to see.
“Wow! It’s gold!”
So he took it, and let that fellow ride on the elephant. That man took the gold, and that fellow rode the
“stagger.”
Now he did not want it any more. The “stagger” was too slow. He saw a man riding a horse. The horse ran very
fast. It was small and ran very fast. He looked at it, and he thought he would exchange the “stagger” with the
“gallop.” He had never gone anywhere, so he did not know what a horse was. Since the horse made galloping
sounds, he called it “gallop.”
He took it and rode on it. He did not do anything. He just rode the horse around.
Now he did not like it any more. He happened to see a boy playing with a coconut leaf. The boy was swinging
it and made strange sounds. He said,
“Hey, boy, would you exchange that with my gallop?”
The boy took it. The man gave the horse to the boy. And he swung the coconut leaf until it was all torn.
So he went back home to sleep again. Everything was gone. He exchanged the lump of gold with an elephant,
an elephant with a horse. Now he lost everything, so he went back to his pillow to sleep.
Then his friend persuaded him to go fishing. That man was always sleeping. When his friend asked him to go
catch fish and turtles, he went along. He got a turtle, and his friend got some fish. When he’d gotten the turtle, he
lay down to sleep and stuffed the turtle in the nest of kingkrong birds. Then he asked his friend,
“Hey, what nest is that?” His friend who went to catch fish said,
“Kingkrong’s nest.” The fellow said
“No”
“It’s the kingkrong’s nest.”
The fellow said it was not a bird’s nest. So they made a bet. Whoever won would get the fish.
“I say it’s a turtle’s nest.”
“I say it’s a bird’s nest.”
So he went up. There was no kingkrong, but there was a turtle. So that fellow got all the fish. He, well, carried
the fish home. (That friend was lost.) He carried the fish and walked through a cemetery. (The friend was lost, and
he had to carry the fish home.) He was both tired and hungry. He had nothing, not even a match.
Anyway he carried the fish through the cemetery and so he put a fish on the fire.\fn{ The remains of a crematory
blaze.} He put one on. But it disappeared. (You see, they had just burned a body in the fire.) So he put another one
on; it also disappeared.
“Ha, what’s the matter? The first one disappeared. And then the second one disappeared! What’s the matter?
Now my fish are almost gone. I have to catch it!” So he caught it.\fn{ The ghost of the dead person.}
“I see, it’s you who stole my fish! My basket is almost empty.” The ghost said,
“Hey, let me go. I’ll give you some magic art. You can turn invisible. And you don’t have to work. All right,
I’ll give you the art. Let me go, and I’ll give it to you.” The man was glad.
“Now, I’ll get some knowledge to support myself.”
“If you want my knowledge, you open your mouth.”
The fellow opened his mouth. Ai Pet (his name was Ai Pet) opened his mouth.
“What’s your name?”
“My name is Ai Pet.”
“All right. Open your mouth.”
The ghost spat in his mouth. This time he could not speak. Whenever he spoke, he shit. Anyway he went.
When he started to go, he said,
“I’m going.” And he shit.
He went, but he could not speak. So he went to back home, and he could not speak. When somebody asked, he
could not answer. He had to shit each time he spoke.
So one day he went to see an ajarn.\fn{Teacher.} When the ajarn asked what’s the matter, he could not speak.
He asked. This time, he answered, but the ajarn could not hear because he was deaf.
He said his name was Ai Pet. He shit again. But the ajarn could not hear; he told him to speak louder.
This time he said his name was AI PET. He shit on the ajarn. And he died. That’s the end.
This is it. The lazy fool got a good thing and spoiled it because he did not know how to use it. A person who
knew how would find it valuable. Whether it’s true or false, I hope that you all would not swear at my mother or
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gossip. Actually if you listen to the old people’s sayings, you will probably find some truths in them. They may
have some moral principles in them. May you be happy and prosperous!
8
There's one dirty word. There’s a farang.\fn{A white man.} He came to be a teacher of girls. He guaranteed that
he would teach in English for sure. People wanted their children to know English, you know.
So he had a whole lot of students. He admitted three hundred; there were three hundred girls even. And he
guaranteed that he would take good care of them.
When they had to go to take a bath, there would be a guardian along. A woman who guarded them was also a
teacher. As for he himself, he did not go because he was the principal.
They attended classes. This had gone on for a while. Some graduated, and some were newly admitted.
Now, there was a man disguised as a woman among them. Actually they knew the exact number of students,
but now there were up to three hundred and one. That man was mixing among the girls of that farang.
Nobody knew because he dressed like the girls. When they went to take a bath, the principal didn’t know
because he did not examine everybody.
Now, it happened that a girl got pregnant—a student. What could they do? The girl was pregnant. Where could
she have gone? Now, the parents knew that their girl got pregnant.
So the principal, the farang principal, called all of them to stand in rows. He’s going to check. He bought a pair
of glasses for four hundred baht. He had to check carefully, you see. So he bought a real good pair of glasses.
Anyway he checked. Actually he had a woman teacher examine, and he himself looked through a peep-hole at
the door.
“All right. This one’s all right.” He’s going to check whether there's a man disguised there as a girl because
when he counted, he got three hundred and one. There had to be a man.
That man, you know, got a string that they used as a clothes-line. That string was old. What could he do? When
he saw girls coming around without any clothes on, he got to feel that sort of thing. And it pulled the string that he
had used to tie it back toward the anus.
They checked on and on. And that man, you know, he tied it and pulled it back and wound the string around
his waist just like this you see. (I beg your pardon. I’m telling you what they’ve told me.) He tied it very tight so
that he looked just like other girls. Now when they got to this man.
“Eh!” The farang got suspicious, and he looked. In the meantime, other girls came in without any clothes in
order to be compared with this man. Well, they still did not look the same. The man did not have any breasts.
“Eh!” What's the matter? So the farang came to him and stooped to look very closely at it.
Now, that thing of the man’d got erect, and the string was broken. So it bounced forward and broke the glasses
into pieces. Ah! They got the man. That thing got erect and the string was broken. And it broke the glasses to
pieces.
“My glasses are not any cheap thing! They cost four hundred baht even. They are not a cheap thing; they cost
four hundred even. It’s not right at all to let your penis break my glasses to pieces.”
9
There were three finger bananas. She’s going to fix some kluay khao-mao\fn{A kind of dessert.} made of bananas.
Since her husband was sleeping, she thought her husband would not know about it. He let her fix the dessert with
three bananas, and he went to bed. So she thought he was asleep, you know.
She fixed the dessert. When it’s finished, she ate one banana. When the husband woke up, she said,
“Come eat kluay khao-mao.” He asked,
“How many did you make?” She said,
“Just two.” (She’d eaten one already.)
“Ha! You made three!” He did not really look.
But when she fried one, it made one hissing sound. When she fried another, it made another hissing sound.
Three bananas, three hissings, right? But the husband would not tell how he knew it. So what did the wife do?
“Goodness, how come my husband is really a good fortuneteller?” So she went around and bragged,
“You know, my husband can really tell fortune.”
That day a royal elephant was lost. What could they do? That woman went and volunteered. She volunteered,
“Oh, my husband can tell exactly what’s going on.”
The husband did not know. So he escaped and escaped until he did not know where to go. His wife and other
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people searched for him. He escaped and somehow went up a very high tree.
So he saw that way yonder the elephant was eating. So he came down and said,
“Now, you go this way. You go through the open field and you’ll come to a wood. The elephant is there.”
So they got the elephant. They got the elephant.
“How smart!”
When they were having the first plowing ceremony and they had to prepare a plow, a robber stole the plow.
What could they do? So they came to this fellow. His name was Taen\fn{ Grasshopper.} They came to him. It was a
royal command for him to have an audience with the king, you know. He did not know what to do; he was
desperate. He escaped and escaped—terribly tangled up. When he almost got to the palace, he scurried into a
swamp.
Well, he saw the plow.
“I know, sire; I’ve got the plow.”
When he was there, the king asked him. So he said,
“It’s in the water in this direction.” He had people go for it, and they got the plow.
Now, this time they were going to have a guessing game. Half the country was at stake. A grasshopper flew by
and they did not know that the man’s name was Taen. So they made guesses. A courtier caught the grasshopper in
his hand and told the man to guess what he’d caught. That fellow, Taen, hit his chest and protested to himself,
“Ai Taen is dying!”
The courtier opened his hand; it’s really dying—in his hand.
His name was Taen, and the courtier caught taen without knowing. So Taen got half the country.
10
It’s like 1his. This fellow went to someone’s house. Now, it was at meal time, so he asked them for some food.
He asked them for some food. Now, he scooped the rice with a wooden scoop. You know what’s it like? And he
broke the scoop. Well, when he’d finished eating, he told the owner of the house,
“I’ve broken the handle of the scoop.”
The owner of the house teased him (he just meant to tease) by telling him to bring a new one to replace it. That
fellow, Yu, never knew that the scoop handle was made by peeling and grinding. So he went to look for a wood
that had shed its bark. He just asked for a long-handled knife. When he left the house, he began to cut this wood,
that wood until he went way out of his way. He got one piece; it looked just like it, but it’s too big.
All right, he cut more wood. Whenever he saw any dry wood, he cut them. You know he cut the wood to make
a scoop handle until he got into an ancient woodland.
He cut down trees to make a scoop handle. The trees fell on top of a rishi’s hut—on top of a rishi’s hut. The
rishi came out and asked,
“Eh! Why did you fell the trees on my hut?” He answered,
“Today I ate rice, and broke their scoop handle. They told me to find one to replace it. I can’t find anything like
it.”
The rishi got hold of him. You know, the man had the scoop handle in his hand. He cut the woods down and
then compared them with it all the way. He had one long-handled knife, and then that scoop handle. The rishi took
them and looked at them.
“Well, this scoop handle was made by way of lathing.”
So he made the fellow sit down holding the scoop handle. He told him to look and find out for himself—to
search and examine—to look and examine. Well, three whole years had passed—when Ai Yu suddenly realized,
“Oh, the scoop handle did not come from a wood core. I see, it had to be made!”
When he got the idea, he said good-bye to the rishi in order to return home, to return home. Well, he held his
long-handled knife just like that and went on his way home. He was going home.
Now, the daughter of a king was the wife of a naga king. Well, there was nobody in the city. When they
married her to anyone, they all died. And now there was left only one house—with only one person. You know
everybody else was gone. There was left only one man.
Oh gosh! It just happened that that morning they're going to give away the bride. And it just happened that Ai
Yu, the Dumb, was passing in front of the house. He asked,
“Where are you going?”
“Home.”
“Where have you been?”
“To look for a scoop handle. I have to go back and make a scoop handle, to replace the old one.”
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“Hey, come up here a minute. Come up here.” He said,
“You don’t have to make it now. Let me hire you to go in place of my son. Today he’s going to marry the
daughter of the king. He’s going to rule the city.”
Well, he had got the long-handled knife, so he went—went to be married. He got dressed up.
And now, Ai Yu went in place of that man. He took his long-handled knife with him. After they’d gotten
married, he would not accept the royal sword. He just took his long-handled knife with him and would not go to
bed or anything. He took his long-handled knife and walked around the palace walls. He walked and mumbled to
himself,
“You must look and examine, search and examine, look and examine, search and examine.”
Well, it’s getting late. And the naga king opened up a funnel. He opened up the funnel and came up. Well, Ai
Yu was mumbling to himself and was sitting looking at the funnel opening. The naga king staggered up, so Ai Yu
struck his long-handled knife at him. The naga king died, died, sir. You know, it’s the doing of that “royal” longhandled knife. He didn’t want the sword; he just took the long-handled knife—the “royal long-handled knife.”
People lived and were killed by the naga’s poison. Then came Ai Yu, the Dumb. He examined, searched and
examined, you know.
So the naga king died. Ai Yu was our ancestor and bred people that have come down to us today. They were
originated that way, you know. This is a story transmitted from the old days.
11
It was at harvesting time. And the mother told her daughter,
“Dear, you work a bit hard, all right? You’ve grown into a young woman now. I’ll buy a penis for your
vagina.”
Now, a fellow came by. When he heard it, he walked away to his home. Then he came back. He got a
damnably big penis. He went home and tied his penis into three sections. The end section cost thirty sad, the
middle section twenty, and the top, ten. There were three sections. He saw them—the mother and the daughter
were listening by the river. So he cried,
“Would you buy a penis? Penis for sale!”
“Mother, mother, there he is; he has a penis for sale.” The man cried—he saw them—he cried,
“Would you buy a penis?” He came—
“Well, how do you sell it?”
“Well, there is just one penis, but there are three sections.”
Then he put it out to show them. Then he explained (they asked how much they cost), “this one—if it’s the top
one, it’s cheap. The end is expensive, and the middle is so-so.” It’s like having the first class, second class, and
third class, you know. Then they asked,
“How much is the end?” He said,
“Thirty sad.”
“How about the middle?”
“The middle is twenty; the top is ten.”
“All right, I'll take the top one.” He said,
“If you take it, you have to come with me. When we get there, I’ll give it to you.”
So she went. When they got there, he pressed it in. And she was alarmed. He said,
“No, not yet. You have not got what you have bought.”
So he pressed again, pressed again. Oh, my! All three in. She got it.
“This is the section of ten sad. This is it.”
“Oh, no.” When it’s finished, she said,
“Take me back. I don’t want it any more.”
So he took her home in his boat. They went around three bends along the river before they arrived home. Then
she told her mother,
“No more, I don’t want it any more.”
“What happened, dear?”
Well, she opened her skirt and showed it to her. She passed three bends in the river, and still it was red and
wide open.
12
This is a nithan-song-khruang\fn{A romantic tale.} entitled “The Mother-in-law was Proud of her Son-in-law.”
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Now, they were married, you know. And the mother-in-law told the son-in-law,
“Son, beware of the deities—they’ll come and ask you.” She was sort of proud of him, so she told him,
“Son, beware, tonight the deities will come to ask.”
Well, when it’s late at night, an owl came and made low cries. He was sleeping with his wife and made her
twice already and was making the third—in the middle of the third. You see, the owl was crying as if asking
“How many? How many?” And the mother-in-law had also told him that the deities would come and ask. So he
came out and placed a piece of cloth in front of him to pay obeisance to the deities. He paid obeisance in the
middle of his porch. He paid obeisance and said:
“During this night
I've made her twice.”

“And a half, tell him that also,” she said.
“During this night
I’ve made her twice, and a half.”

13
Another story. His mother was dead. There were left only his father and his grandmother, the mother of his
father. The father persuaded his son to go cut some wood in the forest. The father went and took his son along.
Now the son was in his youth, you know. So when he got to the forest he could not even fell a tree, and a day
passed. The father cut and cut; and he asked,
“Son, how come you can’t fell a tree?”
“Oh father, my penis is erect! 1 can’t cut any wood. My penis is erect! 1 can’t cut any wood. I don’t have any
energy.”
Another day passed, and a tree was not cut down. The father complained,
“You can’t wait here in the forest, ha! You go home.”
And he gave him some money to go to a prostitute. He had no wife of his own.
“When you come back, bring me some rice {and this and that).” The son got home, and his grandmother
asked,
“Boy, why do you come back?”
“Oh, grandma, grandma, I want to make a prostitute. My penis was erect, and 1 could not cut any wood. So
father gave me some money to make a prostitute.” The grandma did not want to lose the money, so she said,
“Boy, don’t go. Your grandma has it too.” Since she did not want to lose the money, she said,
“Your grandma has it too. Don’t go, put the money here.”
So he made his grandmother. After that he went back. The father asked,
“Why did you come back so soon?”
“I did not get there, father. When I got home, grandma told me she had it. She told me she had it.”
“Where? We never have any at home.”
“At grandma’s.”
“How?”
“She kept the money, and I did it.”
“Oh, how shocking! Why did you do it to my mother?”
“Ya, why did you do it to my mother? You made her until she died. I’m not saying anything. I gave grandma
the money, too. She kept the money and let me make her once.”
“You’re right. I made your mother until she died.” So he had to give up.
“It’s true.”
14
(Well, I tell you what the paternal and maternal grandparents told, you know, when we meet friends, we tell
nithan.\fn{Tales.} Ni is true, but than is not true. Well, it’s like carrying on our shoulder a basket of raw fish and a
basket of salt. In order that the fish won’t be spoiled, you have to put salt in them. And they would become salted
fish—very valuable, right?)
There was an abbot. Well, I don’t know why, he happened to think that he’s going to give a feast to the
subordinates in his temple. And he thought of how he would go about doing it. Ah! When he had talked it over
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with his subordinates, he concluded,
“Shall we agree on this—so that we can tell our relatives and brothers and sisters in the neighborhood—we’ll
tell them that we’re going to pay homage to the temple compound deity.”
They agreed and told all the relatives and brothers and sisters that they were going to pay homage to the temple
compound deity. And they told them to bring food and things to the temple at such and such time—and when they
had laid the things down, they were to go right back to their houses. They ordered them to bring all kinds of
dessert, pork, ducks, chickens, liquor, and everything. But when they had laid down those things, they were to go
right back. Then they tied a sacred cord around the feasting ground and said any outsider who slipped inside this
cord would absolutely become mad.
Well, one fellow who lived near the temple was away, I don’t know where. He did not know that they were
having a feast in homage to the temple compound deity. And the monks were eating and drinking and were
getting drunk. They were making quite a noise and talked, goodness! Anyway, they drank and got themselves
drunk. And it’s not that they were just temperately drunk; they were actually terribly drunk. Now, the fellow came
and walked through the temple.
“Eh! How come there’re so many people and so much nois? Eh!”
He climbed up to see—he climbed up and they saw him. The abbot said,
“Catch him!”
The subordinate monks and all ran after him. The fellow cried out, saying the monks were chasing after him to
beat him. He ran straight back home. The monks followed him to his house too and caught him.
“We told you, anyone who slipped under the sacred cord would turn mad.”
The other people knew about it and did not go into the temple. The monks brought that fellow to the temple.
And the abbot had him beaten thirty times—thirty times. And then they let him go. He went home and told his
wife and children, his father and mother.
“Goodness! I have told you the truth; I’m not kidding. And I’m not mad at all. I’ve told you the truth.” His
wife ran to the abbot,
“He’s still mad!”
So the abbot sent his monks down to get him and beat him thirty more times. That was the temple penalty—
thirty. He went back again and told his children and wife, and father and mother the same thing.
“It’s the truth; I’m not lying. They were drunk. They chased me and beat me, you know.”
The wife did not trust him—he was not well enough yet. He was still a little bit mad. So she went to tell the
abbot. So the abbot sent his monks down to get him and beat him thirty more times—thirty. This time he came
back and said,
“All right, I’m not going to say another word, damn it! They said I was mad.”
So the wife went back and told the abbot that he was all right now. He said nothing more.
15
An abbot was the head of a monastery. One day he went to the rest room and saw a turtle crawl in to eat some
excrement under the rest room and saw it crawl out. I don’t know why, but anyway the abbot just wanted to eat
some turtle soup fixed with pepper and lemon juice. When he got back, he made a recitation—as if reciting from a
book—
“Just now I went to the rest room. I saw a turtle. It was big and it crawled!” Those temple boys and some
novices listened,
“Just now I went to the rest room. I saw a turtle. It was big and it crawled!” So those boys—
“Come quick, quick! Our father saw a turtle, hey!”
So they went and caught the turtle. Now, they were supposed to boil it and make some soup. Those boys could
not find any pot large enough. So the boys talked to the novice,
“Nane, it can’t go in here.” The novice said,
“Try another one.”
They could not put it in any of those. So the abbot pulled out a book and recited,
“Our rice pot is small; take our pot of dye, Nane.”
“Hey, our father was reciting. Let’s take a pot of dye, a pot of dye.”
So they boiled it. Then they said,
“What are we to do next? We don’t know how to make any soup. What are we to put in it?”
The abbot lay there listening. Since they didn’t know what to put, he said,
“Pepper, lemon grass, kaffir lime leaves, slip them in.”
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“Hey, hey, Nane—‘Pepper, lemon grass, kaffir lime leaves, slip them in.’ Hey, Nane, our father was giving a
sermon.”
Now, when they had finished, they invited the father abbot to eat. Well, when he had eaten, I don’t know how
it happened, but anyway fire burned down the whole kuti.\fn{Monk’s house.} It just happened that way.
16
There was a man. He was a monk and studied at the temple for a long time. He did not learn any incantations
or any magic art, he only learned about women. He was in monk-hood for many years and learned only women’s
thirty-two manners. He learned about everything that women were supposed to talk, act, and so on—and how he
was supposed to interpret and react.
So by the time he got out of monk-hood, he had about a cart-full of textbooks. He had to be able to counteract
all kinds of women’s trickeries. He was traveling on a buffalo until the buffalo got tired. So he stopped at a pond.
A young woman came to fetch some water at the pond, so she asked him,
“Brother, what have you been doing?” The man said,
“While 1 was in the order for ten years, I learned nothing but the way to counteract women’s trickeries.
Whatever a woman is doing, I can see through.”
The woman listened. Then he went down to fetch some water for his buffalo. He got up and still he found her
standing there. When she asked him, he told her he could see women through and through. Again he went down to
fetch some water, and she went down with him. When she got there, she screamed,
“Help! Help! Quickly. Help! Help!” the woman cried. The owner of the house came out; she was still crying,
“Help, quickly, help!” Now they all ran down. The girl told the man,
“You tried to rape me! Now you get down in the pond!” The man went into the pond; he went down.
Now all the father, mother, brothers, and sisters came together. The girl said,
“What can I do? Would you help? That man is down in the pond. Help him.” That’s what she said—
“He fell into the pond as he was trying to fetch some water. And he could not come up.”
So they all got him out of the pond. When he got out, the girl asked,
“Here you are! Could you have interpreted that? This must not have been included in the text. Have you got
it?” The man said,
“No.”
He could not have interpreted her even if he had the texts in front of him. All those texts were good-fornothing, a cart-full of them.
So he burned them all by the pond. He was in the order for ten lenten seasons; he learned the whole cart-full of
texts for nothing.
17
There was a big centipede. It ate all the elephants—the royal elephants (all the elephants belonged to the king
because they lived in the forest). That is, the centipede ate all the elephants. Those elephants were on the
Magnificent Jeweled Island. It ate the elephants until the bones were piled way up high.
Now, a junk came to steal the elephant bones. The centipede got back from searching for elephants and found
no more bones. He saw the junk that had stolen the elephant bones. Well, they did not know where to escape, so
they sailed through the claws of a sea crab.
A mast got stuck behind the claws. And the centipede chased after the sea crab. Now, the junk could get
through the claws all right. But, the centipede was so big that it could not get through the claws. It was stuck.
The crab moved its claws bit by bit and cut it into a number of joints. Once it moved, it made a joint, and then
a joint. Now, the junk could escape safe and sound.
So the centipede had to go back to the Magnificent Jeweled Island.
18
His name was Ai Yai. He caught all the elephants to make his baits. His name was Ai Yai, and he caught all the
royal elephants to make his bait. When the king knew, he summoned him. That day he had people go find Mr. Yai
and bring him into his presence, in order to find out how it was that he had to catch all those elephants to make his
bait.
Well, they came on a very big steam-boat. When his wife saw them, she asked,
“How are you going to take him with you? He’s not at home at the moment. He is over yonder catching
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elephants.”
“We came in a boat.”
“What boat? Oh, no, he can’t go in there. Go back and tell him, he can’t go on one boat, you understand? All
right, you bring two boats and put them side by side—making something like a raft and put some planks in
between.”
“Well, she said he could not go.”
“All right, I’ll make you one dip of khanom tom-khao.\fn{Dessert.} Now you put two planks there. One dip for
just one mouthful, you know.”
They put the planks against the boat and then loaded that one dip of dessert on the two boats. One dip was
loaded on the two boats.
Well, the boats went down pretty low—just as low as the water level. Anyway he got to the landing and then
went to the king. He said,
“My gosh! Two boats could hardly carry it—the dip of khanom tom-khao—just a dip for one mouthful.”
Gosh! The king came down and looked. He was shocked. So he invited five hundred monks, five hundred, to
come and eat the dessert. They ate the first day, still they could not get to the filling. The next day they came, still
they could not get to the filling. The third day again they came. One monk said,
“Better not eat like that. We have been eating this without any taste for two days. Today we’d better eat the
sweet stuff inside for a change.”
So they took those spoons and forks, you know, and then pried it open. The filling tumbled down and fell on
the monks. Two hundred and fifty were killed—two hundred and fifty died. Those five hundred monks were
alarmed. You see, five hundred monks were invited to eat that one mouthful of dessert of Ai Yai with the elephant
baits.
19
There’s Ta Daeng, a tiger’s excrement. This fellow, Ta Daeng, was a hunter who hunted with his gun. He lured
wild fowls and hunted bucks. He carried his gun and looked for a buck to shoot.
Now, it rained, and it was getting very dark. Anyway, he walked on. You know, in those days there was no
flash light. He just had a box of matches in his pocket.
Well, he walked, and it was dark. And a tiger was standing in his way with its mouth wide open. I don’t know
why, but Ta Daeng somehow walked into its mouth. And he walked in,
“Eh! Why is it so dark, ha?”
He was still carrying his gun, but he was already in the tiger’s stomach. Of course, it’s a big tiger. He walked
in, and did not know where to go—being in the tiger’s stomach like that. A case was slinging from his shoulder,
and he was still carrying the gun.
“Eh! What is this?” So he lit a match to look around.
“Ba! What stomach is this? Where can I go?”
So he tried to feel his way, and then his hand slipped through the anus. He scratched the tiger’s anus.
The tiger got itching, so it scratched its anus with a tree. It scratched and scratched until its anus was widened
up.
So he stuck out his hand and held on to a tree. He slipped out; he slipped out. And the tiger dashed away.
He got home, and he was thinking of shooting this tiger, since it was so big that he could travel in its stomach.
When he got home, he pounded a mortarful of gunpowder, and then he left it in the sun to dry.
You know, the dog of this Ta Daeng, the tiger’s excrement, happened to eat up all the gunpowder. The dog
swallowed the whole tray of gunpowder. At that time, it was during the cold season, so the dog lay down by the
fire. The hunter built the fire, and the dog lay down by him.
It turned its anus towards the fire and then farted into the fire. The fire flashed into the dog’s anus, and the dog
was shot up to the top of a rubber tree. For three nights and three days, it could not come down.
“What can I do so that my dog can eat some rice?”
Now he had a fowl—a very good one. So he put a lump of rice on the back of the fowl, and he said,
“Hey fowl! You go up there and give rice to the dog, all right?”
The fowl flew up and brought it some rice every day, so it was saved from dying. And the fowl was now very
good at flying. This time he told the fowl,
“Hey, you take the dog down, all right? Let it rest on your back.” So the dog got down on the fowl’s back.
The hunter tried again. This time, he grew some rice and got one load of it. He pushed it home, and it just
happened that the cart turned upside down. So he went home to tell his folks to go and help him carry it back.
When they got there, they found the wild fowls had eaten all of it.
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“Oh my goodness! The fowls have eaten it! What can I do? Oh, I’d better lure those wild fowls here with
mine.”
So he set traps to catch the fowls. (They are called krin—just for trapping the wild fowls, not the reo. Krin is
like the tail end of a trap that they use to catch Malayan parrots.) Anyway he set the traps.
And you know, he tore the stomach of those fowls and got back all his rice. The rice was in the stomach of the
wild fowls, so he tore open the stomach. He cut their mouth, their neck, and pulled open the stomach and took out
all the rice.
20
The bragging husband told his wife,
“Our rice is already ripe; I’m going to go and keep watch.”
When he went, he took with him a gun and a sword and a wooden club. He took three kinds of weapons. Ya, he
went to watch for robbers.
Now, one day a robber came to get the rice. He knew this man was a braggart. And the robber actually was
none other than his wife’s brother. The wife asked her brother,
“Brother, you go. My child’s father said there were I don’t know how many robbers.” So the wife’s brother
went. He asked,
“Hey! Why are you here?”
“To keep watch over the rice.”
“What kinds of weapons have you brought with you, when you come to keep watch over the rice?” He said he
had a gun, a knife, and a wooden club.
“All right, hand me the gun first.” So he handed him the gun.
“What else do you have?”
“A knife.” And he handed him the knife.
“A wooden club.”
So the robber took away everything. The next morning, the husband came home. When he got home, he threw
himself on the floor and lay there.
“Oh my!” he said, “last night I fought with those robbers. I fought with those robbers so hard that I feel terribly
exhausted.” He said, “I could not do anything with just a wooden club. They came .in a hundred—they came in a
hundred.” The wife said,
“What robbers to have come in a hundred ?”
“Why, don’t you believe me?” The wife would not believe.
“What robbers to have come in a hundred? I have not heard.”
“All right, fifty then.” The wife said,
“What robbers, fifty?”
“You don’t believe? All right, I’ll say it again, twenty-five.” The wife would not believe,
“What robbers to have come in fifty or twenty-five? They usually come in ones or twos.”
“You really don’t believe?” The wife said,
“Of course not. The robbers usually come in ones or twos—three at the most.” He said,
“You don’t believe, ha? If you don’t believe, I’ll hit your head!” The wife said,
“What are you going to hit me for? I don’t believe you?”
“If you don’t believe me, I’ll hit your head.”
“What robbers to have come in a hundred? If you said there was just one, I’d believe. There’s only one
robber.”
“If you don’t believe, I’ll hit your head.”
“Now since you said you’d fought with the robbers, you go and see whether your things are here in the house.”
So the fellow went to see.
“Ha! How come they are here?”
“You said the robbers came in a hundred. My brother took all these from you, right? He went and he asked
who you were, what you’d got. And you said you kept watch over the rice. What did you have? You said, you had
a gun, a knife, and a wooden club. So he got all of them from you.”
“Damn you! Why didn’t you tell me? You made me tread on the rice until it’s all ruined—all those two or three
rai of land.
21
The story of Sang Thong is this: a woman was expecting. When she delivered her baby, it turned out to be a
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conch shell. So wherever she went, she carried her conch baby with her without knowing that there’s a human
being inside. She carried it everywhere.
Well then, she built herself a little house, and she went out to gather fire wood. She was poor, and the children
in her neighborhood were not good. They usually played and left everything in disorder every day.
Anyway, she went out and gathered fire wood for sale. She got home and did not know what children came to
play at her house. She was wondering what children. When she asked her neighbors, they said there was a child
playing. When they came to watch, he disappeared into the conch.
After some time, she became very suspicious. So she broke the conch. She broke the conch and found a human
being—her son—in there.
Now he was sorry because she had broken his conch shell. So he cried and ran away.
He happened to meet Bandhurat; she’s a yaksha. And he lived with her. Actually Sang Thong did not know she
was a yaksha. He lived with her until he was quite grown.
Now, Bandhurat had a pond of silver and a pond of gold. And she absolutely forbid him to go in.
“Don’t go in there, son.”
They lived together for quite a long time. There was a Negro form hanging by the ponds of silver and gold.
Now, he opened the door and went inside to look. He dipped his finger in the pond of silver, so the silver was
stuck to his finger. No matter how he wiped it, it would not come out. He dipped in again, and all his fingers were
smeared. So he put a piece of cloth around them. When the mother came, she asked,
“What’s the matter to have tied the cloth around your fingers?” He told his mother, the yaksha,
“A knife cut them.”
She asked him to open the cloth so that she could see, but he wouldn’t. He said it hurt so much. Actually he
was afraid his mother would know. Anyway now he knew that there was that silver pond.
After a little while, he jumped into the silver pond. He came up, and then jumped into the golden pond. After
that, he wore the Negro form and flew away. He went and sat on a mountain.
Bandhurat went after and found her son. But she could not go up to him any more. She called and called her
son to come down—she saw the Negro form and recognized it—she called him, but he wou1d not come down. He
would not come down. So Bandhurat inscribed on a stone incantations for calling bucks and fish at will. Then she
cried so hard that she died.
When she’d died, he went away. And he played around with buffalo boys. Those boys tied red flowers to him.
He liked red flowers, and they came to tease him—the Negro boy. So he followed these buffalo boys around. At a
certain time he came, then he went away in the evening time. He played with them just like that.
Now, Thao Samon had six daughters, seven daughters. It’s about time they had a husband, and each had to
throw her garland at him. The youngest one had to choose a husband too. Her elder sisters had already got their
husbands. The youngest one was named Rojana; she did not throw her garland at anyone who looked like a man;
she gave it to the Negro. She gave it to the Negro.
When she’d given it to him like that, her father—Thao Samon—chased them away to live in a hut on the edge
of a rice field. He married off all his six daughters, but he chased Rojaila to live on the edge of a rice field. But
Thao Samon wanted to get rid of him, so he thought he would order him to find some bucks.
So he went. He wore his Negro form and went staggering about. Then he went upon a hill. The other sons-inlaw could not get any bucks. (The father-in-law said he would kill anyone who could not get a buck. He thought
the Negro would not be able to find any.)
Anyway he went into the forest and he called all the bucks to him. The other five sons-in law couldn’t. So he
cut the ear of each one of them, and gave them one buck each. The Negro had not come. When the others arrived,
they got only small ones. When they arrived, they threw them down. And their wives asked,
“Why were your ears cut?” They all said, they were torn by thorns.
Then the Negro came carrying his bucks; when he got to the palace, he threw them down, and walked away.
After that Thao Samon,
“What can I do with this Negro? How could he have caught those bucks? Tomorrow I’ll have them go again.”
So they went out to find fish. He went and sat on the bank of a lake, and called all the fish to him. Those
fellows went and tried to round up some fish, but could not get any. Then they saw him with all the fish in front.
“You can’t take them; they are mine. I’ve reared them. If this time you want some fish, would you let me cut
the tip of your nose?”
They agreed. So they tied little fish on the strings and carried them home in their baskets. They took the fish
home. When they got home, they only had tiny fish, good-for-nothing. So they planned to kill the Negro.
After a while the latter came and had big fish. He came and threw them in front of Thao Samon.
“Ha! What’s the matter with this Negro?” He threw down the fish and went back to his cottage.
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Now they had a polo contest. All the six sons-in-law went out to compete, but they lost. So he thought of the
Negro, so he sent a servant down to get the Negro. The Negro came and he won the polo.
“How wonderful to have saved father!”
Then they went into the city. Since he won the polo fight, Thao Samon sent his men to tell the Negro and
Rojana to come back into the city. When they arrived, the Negro wanted to show his father-in-law, so he took off
his Negro form. When he’d taken it off, he looked golden all over.
Those five sons-in-law all lowered their faces to the ground; some stole away. They just realized that he’s the
one who cut their ears and their noses.
“Ah, it’s him who cut our noses.”
22
Phran Boon honored his vows. He honored his vows. He’s a hunter.
Now suppose today he’s going to shoot a male buck—even if a female passed by, he would not shoot. If today
he’s going to shoot a buck, a deer, and if he wanted a female one, he would not take a male. If he wanted a male
deer, he would not shoot a female deer.
Well, this is it. He honored his vows like this, so he could have an extraordinary power. That’s why he’s called
Phran Boon\fn{The extraordinary hunter.} He came to live there at the city of Si Palo.
He was so extraordinary that when the handle of his spear was pressed on a stone, it left an impression there.
He got a dog. When it stepped on a stone, it made an impression. When he leaned down on his knee to sharpen his
spear, his impression and the impression of the dog were there.
And beyond the swamp, there was a pond where he washed his bucks.
Phran Boon had no adventures. People regarded him as extraordinary. It’s true he’s a hunter, he honored his
vows, he’s really a hunter, but why was he extraordinary? One of his impressions is over there at Ang Sila Stone
Basin. There were the impressions of Phran Boon, the dog, and the staff.
23
You know, Thao Uthong sailed his junk into a dock. Ta Si Palo\fn{ Si, the Claimer.} always claimed everything
for himself. He claimed all those things. He sent his men to put something in the junk—in the golden junk. They
stole in and left the thing there.
One day, the junk captain had his servant safeguard the junk to see who would come up to the boat. Well, the
servant saw some men come and leave a golden turtle in the boat, and then they went away. Now, he’s going to
come and claim it, you know. In the morning, he’s going to come and charge them for stealing. Well, it’s that
millionaire—Ta Si Palo.
Now, Thao Uthong had already got that thing and had thrown it out.
Then in the morning, Si Palo came. He charged the junk crews with having stolen his things. So they talked it
over.
“All right, if my crews had stolen your things, I’ll give you this golden junk. If you can”t find your things,
what will you do?”
“All right, I’ll give you my whole city.”
Now, he could not find anything, nothing. What else could he do? They searched every little corner and found
nothing. Si Palo lost the bet. So he carried his things, his property and all—he carried them over here. He left the
city. You can see how the hill was chopped off. That’s why they call it “The hill with its head chopped off.” He
carried his treasures on carts and fled until the hill was worn down.
Where did he deposit the treasures? In the “Bowl of Five Hundred Carts.”
When Ta Si Palo had fled, taken the treasure with him, and had deposited them somewhere, he disguised
himself as a beggar. As a beggar, he came back to the city, our Cholburi here, you know. He came and asked for
some water at someone’s house. They put water in a coconut bowl and gave it to him. He disguised as a leprous
beggar, you know.
Then he went out to, way yonder, to the northern country. And he asked for some water in the northern country.
They put water in a silver bowl and gave it to him. So you’ll see that these people could follow maps and could
dig up treasures because they had a lot of original inscriptions.
When he left, he gave his treasures to them. So people from the northern country could dig up a whole lot—
wherever they were buried—well, quite close to our Cholburi.
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24
One invisible town that people talk about is somewhere around Mount Noi, where they practice shooting, you
know. It’s not Mount Khiao. When you get out of the municipal district, you come to Mount Noi, where the
policemen practice shooting.
Well, there, is a story. There’s someone from our village who went out taking buffaloes to graze. Then he
wondered where his buffaloes had gone and got duck weeds all over their bodies. There was no pond on the hill.
“Why did my buffaloes get these duck weeds?” They were wet, but he could find no water anywhere.
Another day he went, and saw a pond on Mount Noi. He saw a pond. So he tied a piece of Iiana to a tree by the
pond of the invisible town. Then he strung many pieces together and brought it down. He had another boy with
him. So he tied the string and led it down. And he told other people to go up to see the big pond.
But when they went, they could not find any. There was just solid ground like this.
Then there was a girl. She came down with an umbrella every day. She came to sell things at our Cholburi city
here. And then she met a man. They had a liking for each other. So they got married. She came down with the
umbrella like that. The man married the girl who came to sell things.
She walked on the path way yonder—by the ice factory. They met in the Wat Mai Lane, at our Cholburi here.
Well, I don’t know. When it’s time, the man would come to meet her. And they were married. They lived together.
Well, some time after that they had a disagreement. So, when he came home, he couldn’t find it. (I don’t know
whether this is a true story. Maybe it’s true. These people are sort of strange. The ones who have a great deal of
merits can see this invisible town.)
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287.129 A Writing Distributed To The People Of Northeast Thailand Just Before The Holy Men’s Rebellion
of 1902\fn{by an otherwise anonymous author (before 1902- )} probably born in northeast Thailand (M) 1
This message of the Holy Man floated down from heaven.\fn{ Notes at the bottom of the first page of this document read:
“Source: N. A., Rama V, M. 2.18/3. … Location of Document: National Archives, Bangkok…. Written anonymously and distributed to the
people in the Northeast.” It is presented as one mass of undifferentiated print, as are many of the documents in this collection; I am respon sible for most of their internal divisions:H}
While here, he chants incantations in search of adherents of religion in the future and of Buddha images made
of precious stones and gold. There will be troubles in the land. The Holy Man will not remain long in seclusion
but will come out here.
*
In the middle of the Fourth Month, a great disaster will visit the Thai realm. Its extent is indescribable. The situation will worsen in the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Months In the middle of the Ninth Month, blood will over flow the elephant’s nails (that is, there will be great bloodshed). Piglets will be floating, a sight which is pitiful in deed. Couples will be separated. Anyone whose child has died will get him back. If the mother wants to have her
child back, she should go and call him in the vast, field, and sit and pray at the foot of the Golden Boh Tree:
“Oh, my beloved child, will you please come back. A Holy Man has been born now. If you really want to re turn to me, you should hurry. All of your friends have already returned, except you. Please return. May the Virtu302

ous King appeal to the Lord Indra in heaven to return you to my lap. I have called for you to return, oh my child.”
The message of the Holy Man fell from the sky, saying, he will not fly away but will be incarnated here. If you
want to have 10 calves, 10 young buffaloes, and 10 seeds of Kha (galingale) which is a magical remedy, carry the
candles to pray for them. Prepare the offerings.
If you have a son, bring him along.
If you have many sons who are over 10 years old, take all of them with you.
*
In the middle of the Fifth Month, various kinds of disasters will occur. Those who can escape them will indeed
by very happy and will, from then on, be forever prosperous.
“Oh, all of you, do have pity for the old folks who never enjoy their situation.”
On the Fourth Day of the Waning Moon, the Holy Man will appear before all of you, and bring you silver and
gold. If you want to eat fish, you should plant Ton Mun Pla\fn{ A special kind of plant} around your home, as it is
very good to eat.
In the Third Month on the day of the full moon, it should be announced to all the people to come and make
merit and give alms in the new house. This will prevent the demons from coming to eat them. If you do not do as
told, the demons will inhale a very strong wind and suck you in to be eaten. When you learn of this, you should
spread the word around to all homes and areas.
There will arise here a pond full of silver. When you know this, you will do as told immediately. Buy a reed
mouth-organ for five tamleung; it will turn into silver on the Tenth Day of the Waning Month of the Fourth
Month.
But in the Seventh Month, 17 demons will be born with strong and sturdy bodies who will go around to seize
men to eat. So, on the Fourth Day of the waxing Moon in the Third Month, write this magic formula on your
head:
“Sama-khaoti, Buddha-khaoti, Sangha-khaoti, Awanamokka Pachao Sonma-mokramiti.”
It is a magic formula against demons. In this life, the khaomak-kh-ue\fn{Pumpkin tree?} will bear abundant
fruits. If anyone collects a bowlful of the fruits, or if that is not possible, three handfuls of the fruits is enough,
then hide them in the barn, the fruits will grow more until the barn is full of them.
*
“Manotasayang.”
This message of the God Indra is sent down to inform all people throughout the land; each one is urged to
hurry to make merit, give alms, observe the precepts\fn{ Sila} and pray.
Silver, gold, precious stones, rings, paddy and milled rice will become plentiful in the future because of the
merits made by me, the God Indra. The consequences of your karma deeds are still considerable. Do hurry to
make merit, give alms, observe the precepts, respect the elders, parents and teachers.
Anyone who wants to see the face of the Holy Man must write down this message. If I, the God Indra, come
down and do not see this writing in any home, I will curse the inhabitants to die by vomitting blood in one time.
Anyone who really believes it must seriously do what he has been told, and he will live a longer life and have the
chance to see the face of the Holy Man.
On the Sixth Day of the Waxing Moon in the Fifth Month, I, the God Indra, will come down. If I see the peo ple repeatedly committing sins, I will curse them to die by vomitting blood. Anyone who sees this message must
tell others about it.
First, do not steal things which belong to others. Strictly observe sila and listen to the sermons.
*
“Sapmahesatta Sapha Atpharxtojawa-un, Mesaphayang-buddha-nawana, Buddhangathammang, Sangkhang
Uttu-i-ne.”
This magic formula can overcome everything. And
“Buddhaya Buddhayara Pangtochao-name, Buddhaya Amamontmo-buddhaya, Batasasu-watana, Rasatangupabannang-pawana. May the jar be filled with silver, Buddhya Sawapi, Buddha-khunnarig-buddha-sisa, Buddha-dhalangbuddha-nitanang, Buddha-dhakang-buddharang, Buddhasirang-buddhapanya, Buddha-wannang,
Buddha-saphang, Buddhasaphang-pawana. The khwan,\fn{Life essence} please return. Ammanosangko. May I,
who hold a rice bushel always have rice, May I, who hold a rice container to offer rice to the priests, always have
rice. When I look up, may the barn be full of rice, and never be empty. When I look ahead, may I have silver and
gold. When I look around when I am called, may the Wishing Tree confer on me the things I have wished. I wish
that on the day I offer food to the priest, I will not take an animal’s life.”
Do pay respect to the elders, parents, and teachers. Anyone who does not listen to my words, those of the God
Indra, may he and others like him die, by hundreds and thousands, by vomitting blood.
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On the Eighth Day of the Waxing Moon of the eighth month of every year, the Holy Man will descend. Do
hurry to make merit, give alms, observe the Panchasila,\fn{The Five Precepts given by Buddha} and listen to the sermons.
This message should be spread to others.
This message of God Indra should be spread on a gold plate and comes down from the celestial city.
Do write down this magic formula.
287.130 Government Announcement On Incidents Of Peasant Revolts In The Northeast And In The North
(August 8, 1902)\fn{by Kromaluang Naresh Vorarit (before 1902- )} Bangkok?, Thailand (M) 1
His Royal Highness Kr )maluang Naresh Vorarit, Minister of Metropolitan Affairs, announces that there are rumours of wars.
Some misinformed people have spread and magnified them to an unbelievable extent, causing some people to
hoard food or even relocate their belonging.
The rumours originated around the end of R. S. 120 in the northeastern provinces. A swindler, claiming to be a
holy savour, predicted the country’s future and tried to deceive the public. Later, he attracted many believers. Others with the same idea followed suit, predicting that on a certain date pigs would become man-eating demons.
So the people slaughtered many pigs. Also they collected gravel in the belief that it would turn into silver and
gold. Anyone who did not believe would get hurt or killed. Those who did, had to provide food supplies and incite
acts of rebellion everywhere.
When His Majesty the King heard of these acts, he sent out troops from Nakhon Ratchasima Province to subdue them. These evil leaders either died in the fighting or were arrested. The uprising died down, and the troops
returned.
The believers were Laotians who flocked to Bangkok, Ayudhaya, and Prachin Burl, and were employed as
farmers’ helpers. They were illiterate and continued to believe in such nonsensical things as gravel turning into
silver and gold, and pigs into demons, etc.
*
The present problem in the northern provinces is the gathering of Shan bandits. They are from the north on the
borders between the British colony\fn{Burma, now named Myanmar} and Siam.
Earlier, these people were scattered in towns in the north. They traded in the markets or worked in the forests
and mingled with the Laotians as have the Chinese in Bangkok, for the Laotians are not efficient in transporting
goods and they cannot stand hard labour. Moreover, they do not like to work for others as do the Shans.
Therefore, in the Long District on the river Yom, between Prae and Lampang, north of Lab-lae District in Pitsanuloke, where there is timber and precious stone mines, the Shan leaders have employed their fellowmen to
work for them. They have settled there a long time back when the Long District was under Lampang.
In bad years these Shan people robbed other merchants and gathered more men to become a bigger clan Forces
from Lampang came to suppress them but the bandits retreated into the mountains with narrow passes. The Lampang forces were undermanned and had strategic disadvantages, so they had to retreat instead and mobilize more
men.
*
This fighting took place on the twenty-third day of July. At 7:00 a.m, on the twenty-fifth, two days after the incident reported, around 300 Shan bandits from the Long district attacked Prae, a distance of one day’s journey
away. The bandits robbed an undefended police station and killed one commissioned officer. They also seized
weapons and went on to the Governor’s residence. Praya Rajarittanad, the Governor, was killed, but others es caped unharmed. The bandits collected over 18,000 rupees of the royal purse and held Prince Piriyathepawong of
Prae as hostage, and seized the office. When the incident occurred nobody resisted for they were not aware of
what was happening. Besides the Shan merchants in the market were on the bandits' side for they are of the same
ethnic group. It seems that Lampang would fall into the same category because there are also many Shans living
in the city.
Chiang Mai has sent Captain Jensen along with a police force of 50 men to help guard the city but he cannot
supply any more men. At the same time there are a lot of Shan people residing in Chiang Mai and that city needs
to be kept under control as well.
For the Prae incident, His Majesty the King has assigned Praya Sri Suriya Rajavaranuwat to command troops
from the northern provinces, to join the troops under Pra Senaraj and Phraya Sujarit and advance to the north.
Then on the First of October, Phra Surarit Pruttikrai followed by two regiments of the Bangkok forces, together
with another regiment under Luang Prajan Sittikarn, will also move north. Also, Chao Phraya Surasakrnontri and
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Phraya Anuchitchanchai will take command of these two different forces.
These two Commanding Generals and several other officers have already seen His Majesty the King at the
Bang Pa-in Palace before manoeuvres. The Sovereign will send two more regiments later. All these were to be
carried by steam ferry boats. Phra Vasuthep, the Commissioner of Provincial Police, will lead 200 men to combine
with the northern police force as soon as possible for a simultaneous attack.
The Shan people differ from ordinary enemies in that they do not gather in certain areas but scatter in the bush.
They must be investigated and tracked down but not fought by direct confrontation. It is necessary to send a lot of
troops who are well-disciplined.
*
The people should not take any rumour seriously or panic. This would only encourage the thieves to carry
out their crimes more easily. Such rumours have occurred in every reign but not even once have they proved true.
Regarding the missions to the north, the outcome will be announced accordingly.
This announcement is of the eight of August R. S. 121
Naresh Vorarit, Minister of the Capital
1920
279.21 Excerpt from The King Of The White Elephant\fn{by Pridi Banomyong (1900-1983)} Ayutthaya, Ayutthaya
Province, Thailand (M) 10
1
Our story takes place in the capital of the Thai Kingdom, Ayodaya, in the year A.D. 1540 during the reign of
the young King Chakra.
The Kingdom of the “Free People” is what the Kingdom of The Thai means. They had migrated, these keen
apostles of individual and national liberty, from the far off mountains of Yunnan, driven, probably, by the Chinese
invasions which spread gradually from North to South. They remained for a century at Sukhoday, then advanced
again towards the Gulf of Thailand which forms the southern border of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula.
A free state had come into being, of monarchic and absolute form, but limited by the traditional benevolence of
the kings and by the tolerance and mutual aid taught by the religion of the Lord Buddha, and supported by a
pervading sentiment of national independence.
Ayodaya is an old Pali word which means the absence of war, Peace—a wish and a symbol which was not
realised; for the city, after many vicissitudes of fortune, was finally destroyed by the Burmese king in A.D. 1768.
The Capital, it is said, was founded in or about the year A.D. 1350 by King Phra Chao Uthong at the junction
where the Mae Sak meets the Maenam Chao Phraya, the largest river of the kindom which flows towards the
South emptying itself into the China Sea. Far away appeared the artificial hill of Phu Khao Thong, the golden
mount, erected by ancient tradition in every important town situated in the open plains.
The city was situated on a fortified island and, in it interior, the royal residence itself was protected by a wall
which also likewise protected, according to the practice of peoples of Mongolian race, ministries, public offices,
temples, etc. Outside the city were quarters reserved for the inhabitants of foreign nationality.
The two rivers were the principal means of communication for the citizens. They moved on them day and night
on their small boats which, though seemingly unstable were yet overloaded with fruits, betel nuts, salted fish,
cloths and even furniture. They passed slowly up and down and across one another’s path without accident,
skilfully propelled by their oarsmen.
The houses, floating dwellings which appeared like large structures on pontoons, and the markets, where
confused murmurs rose to the sky, crowded the edges of these waters which flowed past them. There were no
quays; for the river-side residents were the proprietors of the ground opposite their floating houses; connection
with the land being afforded by emergency flying-bridges, which were hemmed in by the “sampans” (pirogues)
lying so close together that one would have imagined that they must collide. He who wanted to cross the river
chose one, the oarsman of which, well set in the stern, appeared deserving of his confidence; sometimes he
clambered over several boats already overloaded, and their motion threatened to make him lose his balance. But
as everyone in this part of the world living near water knows how to swim from tender childhood, there was no
apprehension, and a fall only raised a laugh.
Ayodaya was a city of great fame. To the traveller who arrived from China by the mountainous paths of the
North; to the stranger who came from India through the dreaded forests of the West; to the European, sometimes
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lost in these remote parts of the world after many days of travel, who came to sell the latest fascinating inventions
of the West, it presented an aspect of magnificent splendour and unequalled wealth.
The palaces, the wats (temples) were inlaid with glittering materials which twinkled in the bright sunshine like
jewels in fairyland. There were roads straight and well maintained, which ran by the side of the many canals or
passed over them by means of bridges. And all around spread fertile fields and paddy-land, well watered by the
Maenam flowing towards the Gulf of Thailand.
At long intervals, the big gabled roofs, extended by the curved antennae, the characteristic roofing of FarEastern Asia which originated in Burma and Sumatra, replaced the sober Greek lines and the copious curves of
India.
The sun brightened the gilded and multicoloured glass with which the doors and the windows of the temples
were ornamented. The buildings were tall and shapely and the monumental doors were wide enough to allow the
crowd to pass through in haste on those festival days when they brought their offerings to the Lord Buddha.
Vihar Mongkol was the most sacred temple, the one where King ()hakra liked to worship. lts roofing was
supported by high wooden pillars lacquered in red and decorated with gold. Every wall was covered with
frescoes; the doors were framed, and crowned with sculptures; the panels of the windows, gilded on black lacquer,
reproduced the divine beings, good or evil, who are believed to inhabit the heavens.
In the centre, gigantic and looking like a block of gold, a statue of Buddha reigned supreme. The Enlightened
Lord, the possessor of the highest wisdom, dominated with His thoughtful and benevolent smile the faithful and
prostrate worshippers; and it was in front of Him that the Sovereign himself used to come lay down his offerings
and formulate his desires.
2
It was the middle of the sixteenth century, the time when, in Europe, three sovereigns equally brilliant and
equally selfish, the French King Francois I, the German King Charles-Quint, and the English King Henry VIII,
struggled to establish their supremacy in the European world. Educated people were deeply troubled by the
Reformation already in full swing, Calvin had established himself at Geneva in 1536 and Luther had died in 1540,
and the gloomy clouds announced the wars of religion which would soon overwhelm these intolerant countries.
In the meantime great navigators hastened to the discovery, soon to the conquest, of new lands, initiating an
expansion and extension of Aryan influence in Asia, Africa, America, and the South Sea Islands, an influence
destined to be checked only four centuries later. In the Far-East, it was the Portuguese flag which dominated the
seas by its brilliant but fragile supremacy. Magellan had just gone to the Philippines where he subsequently met
his death and Albuquerque had established himself at Malacca as early as 1515.
The young King Chakra, known to history under the name of Mahha Chakraphatr, presents a character quite
extraordinary in Thai history and deserves to be studied. Brought up by an old priest in the temple, he showed a
remarkable aptitude for religious studies and adapted himself to every one of the most painful necessities of the
novitiate.
When he came to the throne, after the premature death of his father, the ceremonies and the splendours of the
court were disagreeable to him, and he did not fail to use his absolute power to modify the customs repulsive to
his simple and severe tastes. A kind of Reformation was set in motion by the chief of the Thai state in its proper
sphere at the epoch when similar aspirations were beginning to appear in the West.
3
On this day, the anniversary of the royal coronation, tradition makes it a day of official ceremonies and of
public rejoicing.
From the morning, a crowd of officials and courtiers hasten towards the palace to pay their homage and offer
their best wishes to the monarch. The gates are wide open, the soldiers lined up through the courtyards, with a
gilded spear and shield in their hands.
Each wears the gala uniform suited to his rank: the precious cloths, brocaded with gold and silver, the helmet
with a shining point, the gown with flower-designs woven in golden threads, the broadsword of ceremony with its
flashing sheath and a hilt-guard decorated with precious stones. And waiting for the solemn ceremony, all stand in
the Grand Throne Hall and await the propitious moment determined by the priests for the performance of the
usual rites.
The throne hall, the place most revered, where His Majesty will appear in all solemn attire, is high and
supported by ornamented columns. The spacious hall has sufficient room to hold easily every courtier gathered
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therein. The girders of its roof are worked and lacquered in red. On the walls are frescoes representing religious or
sacred scenes.
The waiting continues, then, suddenly, the sound of the conches breaks through the air, supported by the
rolling sound of the drums. In the courtyards, the soldiers present arms at the word of command. The Master of
Ceremonies knocks three times on the ground with his long rod and announces the king.
Chakra, followed by his bodyguards, makes his appearence and stops one moment on the threshold to look at
those, who wait for him.
He is a man of noble bearing, skilled in the use of his weapons. His appearence is pleasing, robust and
vigorous. His keen eyes know what to read in those of his interlocutor.
He is already renowned for the wisdom of his commands. He knows how to express his thoughts in clear and
accurate terms and his instructions are neither vague nor hazy. All those who approach him receive from his
presence an impression of security and confidence.
At this moment he is robed in all the glory of his royal attire. On his head rests the Mahha Mongkut (Great
Crown). He is dressed in resplendent cloths and a gown of brocade reaches down to his ankles.
He moves forward slowly between rows of bowing courtiers, throwing to this one or to that one a kind look,
and reaches the gilded throne on which he seats himself to watch the ceremony. On his left is another throne
which yet remains vacant; it is the one for the First Queen, still to be designated, King Chakra not having
renounced his bachelor life since his accession to the throne.
The king is seated and the princes of the blood take their place on one side, the ministers and counsellors on
the other.
Now the Lord Chamberlain moves forward, a courtier versed in the rites of the court. It is his duty to give the
signal for the ceremonies and to look after their traditional routine. He is the living trustee of ancient custom. He
cherishes them, he recalls them to the young and unmindful monarch. It is his duty; but it is a duty which he
accomplishes by putting in the whole heart of the traditionalist steeped in the past.
Thus no one is surprised when, after having expressed the respectful wishes of the nobles and the people on
this solemn day, the Lord Chamberlain adds, in a tone less official, but at the same time convincing and firm:
“May it please Your Majesty, I hope to be able today to go to the people and tell them the good news that you
have followed the custom of your forefathers. The people will, I feel sure, be very glad; for it is three years now
since Your Majesty ascended the throne and Your Majesty has not yet observed the custom of your ancestors.”
“What custom are you referring to?” asks the King.
“The custom that a king takes to himself three hundred and sixty five wives.”
“Is not that too many?” says the King. –
“No! not too many, Your Majesty. The King of Honsa, your neighbour, has broken the record. He has three
hundred, and sixty six.”
“Three hundred and sixty six! But there are at the most only three hundred and sixty five days in a year.”
“The King of Honsa is a very clever man. All he does is to raise his first wife to the position of an honorary
queen and give her a separate palace with a large pension thrown in.”
“You seem to be well up in these customs,” remarks the king. “Cannot you find mc some way to get round this
custom somehow, so that I do not have to take any wives at all?”
“Impossible, Your Majesty. Impossible! The question of wives cannot be altered. It would be against
immemorial custom and there would be a general strike among the girls. Even now the eunuchs, who look after
the royal harem, are threatening to strike.”
“Oh! … Why?”
“Because they complain that they have no work to do, as their apartments are all empty.” Lord Chamberlain
sighs and continuos:
“If you do not want the three hundred and sixty five wives all at once, you can choose one first. Only do not let
the throne be vacant. I have taken the liberty of bringing the daughters of our nobilities for Your Majesty’s
selection. They will dance before you and Your Majesty may select according to your taste. I implore Your
Majesty for the sake of the peace of the country.”
“All right,” says the King, “for the sake of peace, bring them in.”
“Ah!” exclaims the Lord Chamberlain, delighted. “Now Your Majesty is really wise. I am going to present to
Your Majesty many, many beautiful girls. My daughter is coming too. She is very, very beautiful. I recommend
her especially to Your Majesty.”
“My dear Lord Chamberlain,” says the King absent-mindedly. “I shall be pleased to see the dance … but I do
not promise that I shall follow the custom.”
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The Lord. Chamberlain sighs. This lack of enthusiasm hurts him. During his young days … but he makcs the
conventional sign.
The curtain of a door opens on the left and there appears a young beauty of fifteen years. With her graceful
features, her slender and flexible neck, her shoulders with flawless fall and with the beauty and flexibility of her
articulations, she is, this young girl with black eyes and black hair, of the true Thai type: she belongs to the race of
women who have always astonished and delighted travellers, surprised to find in this country the rare silhouettes
of the Tanagras or the fascinating girls who once populated. the islands of the South Seas up to Tahiti and to the
Hawaian Archipelago.
Behind her, who will lead the dances, assemble together her companions, smiling and attentive.
The dancers have been chosen from the girls whose faces are of a regular oval shape, the hair supple under the
traditional diadem, the eyes wide-awake, the bust flexible, the arms so skilfully trained since childhood that they
can attain all sorts of postures ordinarily impossible.
They are draped with precious cloths, silks glittering in the light with the spangles of the bolts and ornamented
wristbands.
They are clever in drawing complicated figures in their dance, ballerinas versed in their art, and their
evolutions create an ensemble which forms and dissolves in moving lines, to the great pleasure of the enthusiastic
audience.
But the Lora Chamberlain now approaches the throne, leading the first dancer by the hand.
“Ahem! Ahem.”
“What!” says the king, who was deep in his thoughts.
“As youhave ordered, Your Majesty! The girls are here. Is it your pleasure that they hsould dance now?”
“Yes! Yes! By all means.” The Lord. Chamberlain smiles ingratiatingly.
“Here is my daughter, Sire! … Your Majesty! 'IIere is my danghthr, Renoo.”
“So this is your daughter,” says King Chakra. “Yes! … Yes! … very beautiful. Now let us see you dance.”
The beautiful Renoo curtsies to the Monarch in the best manner of the court, so well rhythmed, so supple, that
she is already dancing.
“What kind of dance would you like to see, Your Majesty?” says she, in a voice touched with emotion.
“Any dance will do. Just—er—dance,” replies the king.
Renoo joins her hands together in the ritual gesture, the palms close together, the fingers with tapering nails so
bent as to form a graceful curve, so bent that one would think that they would touch the back of her hands.
The orchestra, which consists for the greater part of xylophones and drums of solemn sound, plays a dance-air
in quick time. The music underlines in sordine\fn{Muted tones?} the gesture of the dancer. Renoo continues her
graceful evolution according to the best traditional rhythms, supple as a bamboo shoot, her slender long-shaped
arms ritually curved, her hands spreading and undulating.
Apart from the music and the.dance there is only silence and heat; but the spectators are content in this heavy
atmosphere of flowers and perfume which surrounds the women.
The Lord Chamberlain half closes his eyes. Now it is that, in his dreaming heart, the vacant seat on the left of
the King is filled with a human form. He sees Renoo in occupation, the royal diadem on her forehead, smiling,
resplendent. He hears the dialogue:
“Are you happy, my dear?” said King Chakra, leaning towards the new Queen and placing his hand gently on
her little one which was resting on the gilded arm of the chair.
“Terribly happy, Sire,” replied Renoo. “And Father too is very, very happy. Good-morning, Father.”
“Good-morning, Father,” repeated the king. “How are you feeling this morning?” And dropping out totally
from the realities of this world the Lord Chamberlain repeats, sotto voce, his body leaning forward:
“Good-morning, Sire. I am feeling fine. Fine! Sire …”
His neighbour, the War Minister, cannot believe his ears. Why does the Lord Chamberlain speak to himself
during the royal audience! Has he become mad? And with a nudge of the elbow the Minister recalls his colleague
to the proper etiquette.
“What’s all that?”
The Lord Chamberlain gasps. His eyes are open again.
Alas! the royal seat is empty, and Renoo over there continues the evolutions of a dancer classically trained.
And the king?
The king is deep in the reading of a document, this wretched document, which was handed over to him just
now and which seems to absorb all his thoughts. He has already read it twice, his eyebrows drawn into a frown;
he seems to be plunged in deep meditation apparently not so pleasant; now he is counting on his fingers …
Oh! yes, it was a dream, thinks the Lord Chamberlain and what a pleasant but futile dream.
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The time passes … the dancers, following Renoo, her eyes nearly wet with tears by the royal indifference,
retrace their way to the apartments where they will change their dress and sparkling head-gear.
The King places his hand on his forebead, and seems too, to have awakened from a dream.
He is surprised.
“Hello! Where have all the girls gone to? Is this a strike?” The courtiers smile.
“It is, Your Majety! But it is not the girls who have gone on strike. It is you, Sire, who strike against them.”
King Chakra shakes his head. It is evidently no time for joking. His look surveys the assembly, stops at the
ministers, observes the gentlemen of the court; he is, at the same time, inquisitive, thoughtful, and decided. All are
waiting, vaguely conscious of some serious happening.
But King Ohakra raises his hand; he speaks with some solemnity; and his words re-echo in the deep silence
which now reigns.
“Well, we thank you, my Lord. Chamberlain, for bringing the girls, but the custom will have to wait for today.
We have just received an urgent report that Mogul the Great has extended his power to India and has concluded an
alliance with our neighbour Honsa. Not only that, Honsa is making feverish preparations for war. Our country is
in imminent danger.”
The Lord Chamberlain opens his eyes wide; his features show obvious contempt.
“What danger?”
“Danger from Honsa, who, with Mogul’s help, may at any moment crush us within the hollow of his hand.”
“But,” argues the Lord Chamberlain, “Honsa is our friend.”
King Chakra shakes his head energetically.
“Of what worth is friendship, when it stands in the way of ambition? Don’t you see? As we are now, we are
easy prey for Honsa. Our army is not strong enough yet. We have fewer horses than Honsa, and even our
elephants too, are less in number than theirs. Now, instead of giving me three hundred and sixty five wives, give
me an additional three hundred and sixty five elephants, and our army might stand a chance against theirs. Let the
custom wait till after. What do you say? What do you say?”
The ministers and the counsellors have listened carefully to the royal words. They bow, they clasp their hands.
“Yes! Yes! We agree with Your Majesty.”
But the Lord Chamberlain is not convinced. His face evinces disagreement. He moves to take his place among
his colleagues and from there utters a dissenting opinion.
“For myself, I do not, Your Majesty. I think that if you had three hundred and sixty five wives, then took them
along with you to help hunt the elephants, Your Majesty might get ten times that number of elephanth.”
The king shrugs his shoulders slightly.
“The majority of our Counsellors are in favour of an elephant hunt first. In that case let us get ready for the
hunt.”
4
King Chakra has retired to his private apartments.
There one sees no more the sumptuousness of the throne hall. Chakra, the prince with a simple heart, does not
like to live in luxury, surrounded by those perishable things which prevent one from taking a detached view of
life. What he likes to see are his glass cabinets with lacquered panels, high and narrow as are the temples
themselves, made specially by the woodcarvers and the decorators of the Royal household to contain those
manuscripts which are so precious that Chakra has read and reread them many times.
The apoplitegms of ancient wisdom and the teachings of the Lord Buddha are there. They speak with
solemnity of the indispensable blessings of Peace, this Peace which it is the first duty of [the] Sovereign to assure
to his subjects. They praise the respect for Right, which will always end by triumphing over Force in spite of men
of evil.
Chakra ponders over the responsibilities of a monarch.
Duty towards Peace must be reconciled with the duty of safeguarding the freedom of the State in case of
treacherous attack. Yes, it is a problem as old as the world: only Peace with honour is worthy of its name.
The King opens one of the glass cabinets and takes from it a manuscript.
It is the Thai version of the Ramayana. It is said that the god Malivarat had given his arbitral award restoring to
Rama the wife whom the King of Ceylon, Tosakan, had stolen—an award which Tosakan disregarded, prefering
to go to war, only to be finally defeated. Thus, reflects Chakra, does vain gloriousnes
ruin those who cannot find in themselves the strength to subject it to the imperishable rules of Right.
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There is also, in this glass cabinet, tales of King Asoka, the famous Hindu sovereign, model of Bhuddhistic
virtues: these manuscripts embody the inscriptions that he caused to be engraved on rocks and in caves. And
Chakra reminds himself with emotion how Asoka, having invaded, the Kalinga country, had been impressed to
such an extent by the horrors of war that he forthwith proclaimed its renunciation and devoted himself to the
triumph of the law of the Master.
It is in the footsteps of that King, faithful to the Great Wisdom (Sombati), that Chakra, undeserving but full of
good will, desires to tread, in order to exalt the moral law, the source of all happiness for man and for humanity.
And, taking another familiar manuscript, Chakra reads again softly the Stanza of Kotthita:
Whoever, serene and calm, dead to the world,
Can utter the arcana of wisdom, the spirit without vanity,
Without emotion,—he gets rid of evils
As if they were leaves of the forest swept by the wind.

At this moment, a light sound, is heard under the sheltered gallery which runs around the room, permitting one
to live in the open air and yet to enjoy the cool breees because its low roofs divert the rays of the sun.
A yellow gown is outlined in the doorway, silent as a ghost, as its wearer slides on his bare feet without
making more noise than the familiar cat.
Chakra raises his head and his face brightens with a happy smile; he recognises his favourite tutor, the phikkhu
Asana, who, in compliance with the Rules, stands in front of him in an attitude of respect, whereas the young luksis who accompanies him and holds his round and enbroidered fan, prostrates himself. And the king himself
renders homage to the pra, the Buddhist priest who represents and propagates the wisdom of the Lord.
How often did they discuss the teachings written in Pali, that old classical language so familiar to them both, in
the Tripitaka (The Three Baskets). Sometimes they commented on the monastic discipline contained in the first
basket (Vinay), that discipline which phikkhus must obey in order to be saved from sin. Sometimes they perused
the second basket (the sutras), the sermons of Buddha Himself, the texts of which had been preserved by His
faithful disciples. Nor, finally, did they hesitate to tread in the footsteps of the Fathers of the Buddhist Church in
gleaning from the third basket (Aphitharm) the controversies of Buddhist metaphysics, as complex and rhetorical
as any Greek god might have wished to see …
The king invites the phikkhu to take a seat with him on the mat where both sit with their legs crossed, and he
heaves a long sigh.
“Happy,” says he, “is the phikkhu who is detached from all worldly th8ings and lives on the alms of the
faithful! Happy he to whom nothing belongsw and who, every day, acquires a little more of the spirit of wisdom!”
“Alas!” says Asana with an indulgent smile, “not all phikkhus are on the steep and narrow path which leads to
the blissful state of the pothisatras, those privileged beings the essential nature of whom is a great heart full of
love, stretching itself out to all living beings!”
“Can this love exist,” says Chakra, “when one, such as a king, has the burden of guiding a nation, and, in
particulaqr to defend it against enemies eager for its destruction? How can a king extend his love to all the
enemies of his country? Is not that to betray his subjects?”
“The pothisatras,” replies the phikkhu, “are as those immaculate and pure flowers of the lotus which rise from
the mind without having ever been blemished.\fn{Nargacuna} I have always tried by the teaching which I have
given you, O king, to put under your eyes this state of felicity of the pothisatras, as an example which can at the
same time guide you in life and lead you to happiness. Because the Buddhas are too rare, too high, too perfect for
us to aspire to be or to conceive any hope of becoming their equal!”
“Yes!” agrees Chakra thoughtfully, “a king must show to his people by his virtues, his detachment from
pleasure and the perfection of his patience, that he is this flower of the lotus. He must by some wonderful act of
disinterestedness, conceived in contempt of his own life, and for the welfare of his people, show them that he is
worthy of being their supreme and moral chief. I have always dreamed of accomplishing an extraordinary act of
this kind.”
“Blessed be such aspirations!” says the phikkhu approving. “Blessed be you thrice! Such [an] extraordinary act
is always within a king’s reach, as the king himself is an extraordinary being in the hierarchy of human beings.
But which king knows, wants, and is able to seize the opportunity to accomplish this act?”
“I humbly believe that I would know how to take it, would want to take it, and would be able to take it,”
observes Chakra, “with the aid of the virtue of the Lord and the support of your precious teachings.”
The phikkhu meditates one moment.
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“An extraordinary act,” says he, “can be an act of unusual courage, for the protection or for the defense of
others. But it can well be an act of kindness and mercy to which the nobles have not accustomed their people.
Perhaps the day will come, O king, when the opporLunity will be given to you.”
“May that day soon dawn,” says Chakra earnestly.
“Who knows?” replies the priest thoughtfully. “Do not you know, as I do, what the Doctrine says on the chain
of causes and effects? The empire of suffering is around us and we enter it through birth, which gives us existence
and the unfortunate attachment which we have for it. Who knows if this chain of causes and effects does not
prepare, at this very moment and without your knowledge, the occasion which will allow you to accomplish
extraordinary things? Who knows of the impending arrival of the ripples launched by the stone which, yesterday,
fell into the lake infinitely far away? I believe, for myself, that these ripples surround us constantly though we
recognize them not.”
“How brilliant and quick is the spirit of your replies!” says the king, using the phrase of King Menander in his
reply to the venerable Nargasena.\fn{Milintapanha} “Were Budhha alive, he would applaud you. I shall meditate
on the deep wisdom of your words, and I always feel better after our conversations.”
Chakra rises.
“If you will honour me with a few more moments of your presence, O venerable Asana, you will see
something of interest. It is the fourth hour in the morning,\fn{I.e., ten o’clock in the morning} and I shall give
audience, to this merchant farang\fn{Loosely, “foreigner” (H); in the Royal Institute Dictionary, the official
dictionary of Thai words, “a person of the white race”} who has come in his strange vessel. We can obtain from
him news of countries far away.” It was a small Portuguese vessel, which had arrived about for weeks previously
and had sailed up the river to Ayodaya.\fn{The Portuguese had been sending ambassadors to the Thai court from
their base in Malacca as early as 1518}
Chakra makes a sign to an attendant to strike the gong to indicate that the hour for the audience has arrived. At
the sound the gardens become full of people as by enchantment. Numerous dignitaries climb the
staircases of the palace. The Lord Chamberlain makes his appearance, accompanied by his friend, the War
Minister. Guards come to stand by the doors to prevent the entrance of intruders. Then they all settle down close
together, each one at his post, to wait the kind pleasure of the King.
Chakra takes his seat on a large throne, carved and decorated with red lacquer and gilt, which has been placed
so as to dominate, in a manner suited to the Royal Majesty, the group of counsellors. Then he makes a sign, and
the Lord Chamberlain comes forward, accompanied by a foreign sailor, flanked by two or three Malay servants,
carriers of presents.
He is a small and thin man with a dark oval face adorned with a rather long and tapering beard, and with a
drooping moustache such as that possessed by Albuquerque and Vasco da Gama in the pictures of the time. He
holds in his hand a three-cornered hat, low and rigid, and in spite of the heat, does not omit to put on a cloak of
ceremony with wide open sleeves and large cuffs stretching to the fingers.
The Portuguese, who is acquainted with local custom, makes the three regular genuflexions and orders at once
the distribution of his presents. A Eurasian who had travelled with the Portuguese in the Sea of the Sunda acts as
intepreter.
There are two gowns of precious cloths from India and pieces of silk goods from Persia. Some parcels left
outside prove the merchant to be a good diplomat; he had not forgoten the nobles of the court, who will have their
turn later on.
In accordance with the protocol, the king does not return thanks, but congratulates the foreigner on his fine
bearing, especially after the fatigues of a long voyage and expresses the desire to hear some details of his travels.
The merchant bows:
“May it please Your Majesty!” says he. “I have come on a vessel which is going to the fotress of Malacca. We
left our counry in the West at the beginning of the month of March—”
“The fifth month,” explains the Eurasian, alluding to the Thai lunar calendar.
“We soon had the wind against us and were compelled first to lower all our sails except one and to wait till the
wind had changed its direction. This took us some days. But we saw the wind dying down while we were
advancing into the warmer seas along the coast of Africa and we dropped anchor in the archipelago. The sea had
been rough up to the port of the Cape, which we entered at the end of May, after a journey of about three months.”
“I see,” says the king, “it is the extreme South of Africa.”
“Exactly, Sire. We took one full week’s rest. On leaving we went towards the South-East because we had to go
up again afterwards to the North so as to reach the island of Java without passing trough the Straits of Malacca,
which are terrible for sailors. The sea was really calm at first, but we had not to wait much longer for the ship to
roll badly as the wind became violent. We had to contend with nearly one month of that weather. And we had to
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be very patient in order to catch the wind from the West when it became necessary for us. Six weeks after our
departure from the Cape, the air bcame tepid and we understood that we had approached the tropical islands.”
“You never met any vessel during all that time?” asks the King.
“Very rarely, Your Majesty,” replies the navigator. “There were some in the port of the Cape; but for the rest of
the journey, it was principally while approaching the islands that we met some Malay boats and two or three junks
from China. In these latitudes, there were plenty of those boats called frigates which met us once we were in view
of Java, nearly two months after our departure from the Cape. From there, I proceeded to the Portuguese
establishments where I ran a business for one year before taking, at the port of Malacca, the boat which has
brought me to the State of Your Majesty.”
King Chakra nods approval:
“It would mean,” he remarks, “that it must take about half a year to come from your country to ours.”
“About that, Sire!”
“You, farangs, are an enterprising people. We have heard about attacks delivered in neighbouring countries by
the Portuguese during these last few years. Are farang people fighting between themselves with the same
eagerness?”
“I think, Sire,” says the merchant, “that they are very bellicose. There was, in the last century, a war between
the King of the French and the King of the English which lasted no less than one hundred years.”
“So,” sighs Chakra, “it is not in our country alone that this madness of war is raging. Why do these kings fight
thus and so often? Have they no pity for the suffering of their subjects? Tell me, who is the greatest among them?”
“Sire,” replies the Portuguese, “the greatest of them all is certainly the King of Portugal. He has numerous
trained troops and possesses innumerable warships. You see yourself that he is the only one who has undertaken
to send his subjects to your country in order to promote his commerce and to assure constant relations with the
inhabitants.”
“It is true,” observes the King. And glancing towards the courtiers, he asks:
“Did you not know this?” The Lord Chamberlain bows:
“Sire,” says he, “can you ask the foreign Lord how many wives the king of Portugal has?” The question is
translated.
“But … only one,” replies the sailor. “In Western countries, kings have only one wife, because their religion
prescribes that they may have no more. Only the Great Lord, who is also called the Sultan of the Sublime Porte,
can have four wives and some concubines because the Islamic religion allows him such. The paradise of the
Musulmans also contains houris with eyes of gazelles, who are promised to believers by the Qur’an for their
future life.”
“It is marvellous!” says the Lord Chamberlain. “If I had not the glorious privilege of being a Buddhist, I would
like to be a Mohammedan.”
The navigator proceeds with his recital:
“At the same time,” continues he, “the King of Portugal, my sovereign, promotes trading enterprises in the
lands where the sun sets. Your Majesty knows, perhaps, that a way to reach India through those seas, instead of
going from Europe to the East, has been discovered recently?”
“I had heard so,” agrees Chaka, “but I did not believe it.” The merchant lowers his head and in a voice
reserved for a confidential subject:
“Sire,” says he, “I can tell you more. My father was a friend of Amerigo Vespucci, a sailor in the service of our
King, Dom Manoele, who succeeded by travelling towards the West in reaching these far away lands. Amerigo
Vespucci assured him many times that in fact these lands are by no means those of India, those of Asoka. They
constitute a world entirely new, immense, as great as Europe and Asia put together. So my Master, in securing
rapidly the conquest of these unknown countries, now extends his empire over an entire part of the world!”
“This appears very strange,” says King Chakra, glancing toward the venerable Asana. This latter offers his
reply:
“Really strange and perhaps really painful. In these far away countries, are not there free men, possessors of
their land, having organised States?”
“Some exist,” is the reply of the merchant. “It is said also that over there there are some powerful kingdoms,
rich in gold and in precious things. But they are or will be conquered by my powerful master.”
“And what is the reason for depriving them of their liberty and of their properties?” asks the king.
The merchant hesitates a little:
“That is,” says he, “because we want to bring them civilistion and, principally, our religion which will give
them salvation. It is why my master also fights the Arabs who are ignorant of the true Faith and with whom our
people have for this reason had countless wars.”
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Silence reigns for some time. King Chakra exchanges a glance with the venerable Asana, who now declares in
a quiet tone:
“We have learned that to be loved by the gods, as was King Priyadassi Tevanampriya the Great, it is necassary
to honour every faith. Tolerance is the flower of our doctrine and of our race. It teaches us not to glorify
thoughtlessly our own religion nor to despise or denigrate that of others, for such would be most improper
conduct. Benevolence is indeed exalted by the Law of our Lord Buddha, because when one depreciates the
religion of others, one renders ill service, not only to that religion, but also to one’s own. Concord only is good
and permits progress, so that all can become acquainted with the knowledge of others and listen complacently to
their views.” King Chakra nods approvingly and continues:
“Tolerance is a jewel in the crown of the kings of Ayodaya. It imparts to us the Spirit of Peace. Because, as
King Asoka the Great said in a remarkable Edict, the victories of the Law are preferable to the warlike conquests.
In war, men are exposed to violence, to death, to separation from other beings who are dear to them. We desire, as
Asoka did, safety for all creatures, respect of life and Peace. Such indeed are the conquests of the Law, victories in
which a King, loved by the gods, finds his pleasure. Such alone constitute true conquests. They alone are of value
in this world as well as in the next.”
With these words, the audience come to its end.
*
It was the practice of King Chakra, early in the morning, while the priests are collecting alms, to proceed into
the gardens of the temple Tepitarm to enjoy the fresh air before the sun rises higher in the sky. He likes this
peaceful place and is scarcely troubled by the games of the youngsters who are waiting to enter the school where
the phikkhus teach them how to read and how to write.
His glance picks out the multiple colours of the Chedis, the fringed point of which rises up to the sky. He
admires the play of the rays of the sun on the faiences adorned by their own marquetry. All is colour well blended
in the light already burning, all is harmony, all is splendour.
The king takes a seat on a stone bench shaded by a mango-tree, the branches of which are already loaded with
young fruit, no bigger in this season than nuts.
The youngsters play. They run after each other, as children do in all lands. They cannot see the king, screened
as he is from their view by an artificial rock from which water is constantly falling spreading in every hour of the
day a pleasant freshness.
How noisy these youngsters are today! Here is one of them, who has made himself leader and dislikes to keep
quiet. He is the noisiest; one hears only his voice.
King Chakra becomes impatient and frowns. This amounts to indecency, in such a holy place. He is on the
verge of intervening, when he hears the reproaches of a young girl who, like him, deprecates all this noise.
Who is speaking? The King finds that he knows the voice, so young and yet so steady, so harmonious and yet
so grave.
“Are you not ashamed” says the voice, “to make such a noise in the most sacred temple of Ayodaya? Are you
not ashamed of yourself? Keep quiet, and come and sit near me; and I shall tell you what occurred to the tortoise
who was too talkative, as it is related in the Jataka.”\fn{Jataka II, VII.5}
Silence reigns as if by enchantment. The King himself does not move, curious to know what will happen. The
harmonious voice continues:
*
“The Blessed One loved to say to talkative people that they will be victims of their own tongue, and that, by its
fault, they will kill themselves.
“There was once upon a time a king of Benares who talked all day long without allowing anyone to put in a
word. His counsellors themselves were unable to explain to him their views.
“Now it happened that a pothisattra was born in Benares into a noble family; and the time came when he was
appointed, because of his rank and his obvious virtues, a royal counsellor. And he was anxious to cure the king of
his unbecoming habit.
“One day the people, who were in the court of the palace, were greatly surprised to see a tortoise fall down
from the sky and break itself with a loud noise on the ground. Tortoises do not have the habit of flying in the air,
do they? So everyone cried out that it was a miracle, except the tortoise itself which had nothing more to say.
“The king was told of this extraordinary event, and he proceeded with his counsellors to the place where. the
dead tortoise lay.
“‘This is very peculiar!’ said the King. ‘Is it an omen? I would like someone to explain this extraordinary
event. I would like to know …’ And the King proceeded on and on until the pothisattra rised his hand indicating
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that he would explain, because the pothisattras know all things and this one, furthermore, was pleased to find such
an opportunity of giving a lesson to the too talkative king.
“‘May it please Your Majesty!’ said he. ‘I can tell you that this tortoise lived in a pond on the slope of the
Himalayas.
“‘She knew two ducks and all the three of them were good friends. One day the two ducks told the tortoise
they would go to stay at a delightful place near the Golden Cave and the tortoise was deeply grieved. “Why,” said
the ducks, “do you not come with us?” The tortoise sighed: “Because I would need not less than some two
hundred years to reach the Golden Cave.” The wise ducks then made her a proposition: “Listen, tortoise, we
would very much like to take you along with us; but it must be on the condition that, during the whole journey,
you will not say a word to anyone.” The tortoise who disliked to leave her friends promised everything. “Good,”
said the ducks. And they taught the tortoise how to put a stick between her teeth; then, each duck taking one end
of the stick in its bill, they all flew away through space. The beginning of the journey passed quietly. But when the
trio arrived above Benares, the people of the town, who were inclined to gaze up into the sky, gathered together
and told each other to look at the flying tortoise by shouting loudly: “Oh! Oh! how incredible! Two ducks are
carrying a tortoise away with a stick!” This displeased the tortoise, whose tongue had been itching for a long time.
“And if my friends take me with them, how does that concern you, wretched gapers?’”
“‘So said the tortoise, or rather it was what she would have said. Because, on opening her mouth, she lost hold
of the stick, fell down to earth and killed herself in the court of the palace.
“‘This, O King,’ the pothisattra concluded, ‘is what occurs to chatterers who do not know that they should
speak only at the moment when it is necessary.’
“The King made a slight frown; but as he was a man with a kind heart, he declared.:
“‘I believe that the wise counsellor has spoken about myself.’ The pothisattra bowed:
“‘Surely O King not only for you alone; anyone who speaks for no purpose may incur the same misfortune.’
“And from that moment, the King of Benares learned to speak little.”
The voice of the narrator stops one moment, and then concludes:
“O never forget this story, children; and now it is time for you to go to school. As for me, I shall return to the
house to look after the work of the servants.”
*
King Chakra is delighted and asks himself again where he could have heard that voice before.
Now the young girl follows the central alley which leads to the monumental door of the temple. She appears,
followed by two girl-servants who hold her umbrella and packages. And the King then recognise the smart
silhouette with its supple and rythmic bearing.
“So it’s she,” says he to himself. “It is our dancer of the other day. It is Renoo, the daughter of the Lord
Chamberlain. She is, I dare say, more sensible than her own father, and she would do well to take an opportunity
to tell him the Jataka story of the tortoise.”
He smiles at his own thought and then at the graceful silhouette which disappears without seeing him; yet to
look at her is a kind of pleasure that he has never yet enjoyed. …
178.147 Excerpt from Pure & Simple: Teachings Of A Thai Buddhist Laywoman: “Pure & Simple”\fn{by Upasika
Kee Nanayon (1901-1978)} Ratchatburi, Ratchatburi Province, Thailand (F) 15
The first requirement when you come to practice is that you need to be the sort of person who loves the truth—
and you need to possess endurance to do what’s true. Only then will your practice get anywhere. Otherwise, it all
turns into failure and you go back to being a slave to your defilements and cravings just as before.
*
When you don’t contemplate yourself, how much suffering do you cause for yourself? And how much do you
cause for others? These are things we should contemplate as much as we can. If we don’t, we keep trying to get,
get, get. We don’t try to let go, to put things aside, to make any sacrifices at all. We just keep trying to get, for the
more we get, the more we want.
*
If you’re greedy and stingy, then even if you have loads of money the Buddha says you’re poor: poor in noble
treasures, poor in the treasures of the mind. Even if you have lots of external wealth, when you die it all goes to
other people, it turns into common property, but you yourself are left poor in virtue, poor in the Dhamma.\fn{Poor
in principles of behavior that human beings ought to follow so as to fit in with the right natural order of things; qualities of mind they
should develop so as to realize the inherent quality of the mind in and of itself }

*
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A mind without its own home—a mind without the Dhamma as its home—has to live with the
defilements.\fn{The mental qualities that obscure the charlity of the mind. There are three basic sorts—passion, aversion and delusion
—but these can combined into a variety of forms. One standard list gives sixteen in all: greed malevolence, anger, rancor, hypocrisy,
arrogance, envy, miserliness, dishonesty, boastfulness, obstinacy, violence, pride, conceit, intoxication and heedlessness—that obscure the
clarity of the mind} One defilement arises, and the mind goes running after it. As soon as it disappears, another arises

over there, and the mind goes running after that one. Because the mind has no dwelling of its own, it runs wild all
over the place.
*
Practicing to put an end to defilement and suffering is a high level of practice, so you first have to clear the
ground and put it in good order. Don’t think that you can practice without any preparation. If you live for your
appetites, all you can think of is getting things to quench your appetites. If you don’t develop a sense of
contentment or a sense of shame on the beginning level, it’ll be hard to practice the higher levels.
*
The important part of the practice lies in contemplating. If you don’t contemplate, discernment won’t arise.
The Buddha taught us to contemplate and test things to the point where we can clearly know for ourselves. Only
then will we have a proper refuge. He never taught us to take refuge in things we ourselves can’t see or do.
*
If you truly want to gain release from suffering, you have to practice truly, you have to make a true effort. You
have to let go, starting with outer things and working inward. You have to free yourself from the delusion that
falls for alluring delights.
*
The important point in letting go is to see the drawbacks in whatever you’re letting go of. Only then can you
let it go once and for all. If you don’t see its drawbacks, you’ll still be attached and will miss having it around.
*
If you’re going to let go of anything, you first have to see its drawbacks. If you just tell yourself, “Let go, let
go,” the mind won’t easily obey. You really have to see the drawbacks in the thing you’re holding on to, and then
the mind will let go of its own accord. It’s like grabbing hold of fire. When you feel the heat, you let go of your
own accord and will never grasp it again.
*
It’s hard to see the drawbacks of sensual passion, but even harder to see the drawbacks of more subtle things,
like your sense of self.
*
On the beginning level of the practice you have to learn how to control your words and deeds—the level of
virtue—so that you can keep your words and deeds at normalcy, calm and restrained. In this way, the mind won’t
follow the power of the crude defilements. When violent urges arise, first stop them with your power of
endurance. After you’ve been able to endure for a while, your insight will gain the strength it needs to develop a
sense of right and wrong, and in this way you’ll see the worth of endurance, that it really is a good thing.
*
When you do good, let it be good in line with nature. Don’t latch onto the thought that you’re good. If you get
attached to the idea that you’re good, it will give rise to lots of other attachments.
*
When a mind without pride or conceit gets a scolding, it shrinks back like an ox hit by a stick. Your sense of
self will disappear right before your eyes. A good ox, even it sees only the shadow of the whip or the stick, stays
still and composed, ready to do quickly what it’s told. A meditator who can reduce her pride and conceit is sure to
make progress and will have nothing heavy to weigh down her mind. The mind will be still and empty—free from
any attachment to “me” or “mine.” This is how the mind grows empty.
*
If you’re the sort of person who’s open and honest, you’ll find your window for disbanding suffering and
defilement right where you’re honest with yourself; right where you come to your senses. You don’t have to go
explaining high-level Dhamma to anyone. All you need is the ordinary level of being honest with yourself about
the sufferings and drawbacks of your actions, so that you can put a stop to them, so that you develop a sense of
wariness, a sense of shame. That’s much better than talking about high-level Dhamma but then being heedless,
complacent, and shameless.
*
When you look back, you see all your own heedlessness. Even though you knew the Buddha’s teachings and
were able to explain them correctly, still the heart and mind were heedless. Actually, people who know a lot of
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Dhamma and show off their knowledge can be more heedless than people who know only a little. Those who’ve
never read Dhamma books tend to be more heedful, for they’re more modest and know that they need to read their
own minds. Those who’ve read a lot of books or heard a lot of talks tend to get complacent. And in this way they
become heedless and disrespectful of the Dhamma.
*
We have to figure out how to use our own mindfulness and discernment to look inward at all times, for no one
else can know these things or see these things for us. We have to know for ourselves.
*
When things are weak and watery, they flow away. When they’re solid they don’t flow. When the mind is weak
and devoid of strength, it’s always ready to flow away like water. But when the mind is endowed with
mindfulness\fn{The practice of using alertness to contemplate body, feelings, mind, and mental qualities as they are experienced in and
of themselves} and discernment, when it’s solid and true in its effort, it can withstand the flow of the defilements.
*
When you first start meditating, it’s like catching a monkey and tying it to a leash. When it’s first tied down,
it’ll struggle with all its might to get away. In the same way, when the mind is first tied down to its meditation
object, it doesn’t like it. It’ll struggle more than it normally would, which makes us feel weak and discouraged. So
in this first stage we simply have to use our endurance to resist the mind’s tendency to stray off in search of other
objects. Over time it will gradually grow tame.
*
You want the mind to be quiet but it won’t be quiet. So what do you do, what do you focus on, what do you
know, in order to see how the arising and passing away of fabrication occur? Try to look carefully and you’re sure
to know for yourself, for it’s nothing hidden or mysterious. It’s something whose basic principles you can see for
yourself.
*
What can we do so that the mind doesn’t get distracted with its preoccupations or its nonsensical mental
fabrications? We have to give the mind something to focus its awareness on, for if its awareness isn’t focused on
one thing, it wanders around to know other things, other matters. This is why we practice focusing our awareness
on the body, or on the breath, making the breath the post to which we tie our monkey—the mind. In other words,
we use mindfulness to keep the mind focused on the breath. This is the first step in the practice.
Training the mind to stay focused on the breath is something we have to do continuously, with each in-and-out
breath, in every posture—sitting, standing, walking, lying down. No matter what you’re doing, stay focused on
the breath. If you want, you can simply stay focused on nothing more than the sensation of the breath, without
determining whether it’s long or short. Keep breathing normally. Don’t force the breath or hold the breath or sit
with your body too tense. Sit straight and face comfortably straight ahead. If you’re going to turn to the left, make
sure to be focused on the breath as you turn. If you turn to the right, stay focused on the breath as you turn.
Whatever posture you use is up to you, but stay focused on the breath continuously. If your attention lapses,
bring it back to knowing the breath again. Whatever you’re doing at any time, watch the breath with every in-andout breath and you’ll be developing mindfulness and alertness—full-body self-awareness—at the same time
you’re being aware of the breath.
When you walk, you don’t have to focus on the steps of the feet. Focus on the breath and let the feet do the
stepping on their own. Let each part of the body perform its function on its own. All you have to do is stay
focused on the breath and you’ll have full-body awareness.
Whether the eye is looking at sights or the ear is listening to sounds, stay focused on the breath. When you
look at a sight, make sure that knowing the breath underlies the looking. When you listen to a sound, make sure
that knowing the breath underlies the listening. The breath is a means for making the mind quiet, so you first have
to train yourself with it. Don’t be in a hurry to get higher results. Train the mind to stay under the control of
mindfulness continuously for days on end—to the point where the mind doesn’t let its attention lapse. It will come
to stay more and more with the breath, focused on knowing the breath continuously, and then other things will
stop on their own: thinking stops, speaking stops. Whatever tasks you have to do, you can still do them while at
the same time keeping track of the breath each and every moment. If there are any lapses, you come back to
knowing the breath again. There’s nothing else you have to think about. Be aware of the breath at the same time
you’re aware of the normalcy of the mind.
*
When the mind can maintain its stance in normalcy, you can observe the breath and see that it’s at normalcy,
too. When their normalcy is in balance, you focus on knowing that the breath is simply a natural phenomenon—
the wind element. The body as a whole is composed of the four elements: earth, water, fire, and wind. So here
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we’re focused on the wind element. The wind element is a natural phenomenon, not us or ours. The mind is then
at normalcy, not thinking or fabricating anything, not stirring things up. It, too, is a natural phenomenon, pure and
simple. If it’s not fabricated into anything else, if it’s not burned by defilements, it can stay still and at normalcy.
When you stay focused on the breath in every posture, it’s a means of blocking the mind from traipsing around
with its thoughts and labels. You have to be intent on training the mind to stay with the breath with every posture:
That’s how you’ll come to know what the mind is like when it has mindfulness of breathing as its dwelling place.
*
Focusing on the breath helps the mind grow quiet more than any other method—and it’s not at all tiring.
Simply breathe comfortably. If you let the breath come in and out strongly, it helps the breath energy and blood
flow throughout the body. If you breathe deeply so that the stomach muscles relax it helps to prevent constipation.
When you train with the breath, it exercises both the body and the mind, and in this way everything calms
down in a natural way more easily than if we try to calm things down with force or threats. No matter how much
you threaten the mind, it won’t surrender. It’ll run all over the place. So instead we train it to fall in line with
nature—for after all, the breath is an aspect of nature. Whether you’re aware of it or not, the breath breathes in
line with its nature. Only when we focus on it are we aware of it. The body is also an aspect of nature. The mind is
an aspect of nature. When they’re trained in an appropriate way, there aren’t a lot of problems that you have to
solve. The flow of blood and breath energy in the body improves the state of your nerves. If you train your
mindfulness and alenness to be aware of the whole body, and at the same time you’re aware of the breath, the
breath will flow effortlessly.
If you sit for long periods of time, this practice will help keep the blood and breath energy flowing naturally.
You don’t have to fight the breath or hold it in. When you place your feet and hands in the meditation posture,
don’t tense them up. If you relax them so that the blood and breath energy flow easily, it will be very helpful.
Focusing on mindfulness of the breath is appropriate in every way—appropriate for the body, appropriate for
the mind. Before his Awakening, when he was still a bodhisattva, the Buddha used mindfulness of breathing more
than any other practice as the dwelling place for his mind. So when you practice it, you too will have mindfulness
of breathing as the dwelling place for your mind. That way the mind won’t wander around fabricating thoughts
and getting embroiled. You have to get it to settle down and be still. As soon as anything springs up, focus on the
breath. If you try to focus directly on the mind right from the start, it might be too difficult to manage if you’re not
familiar with it.
If you want to focus directly on the mind, that’s fine, too, but you have to be aware of it with every in-and-out
breath. Make your awareness continuous for long periods of time.
*
Work at this in every posture and see what results arise. In the beginning you have to put together the causes—
in other words, you have to make an effort to look and know correctly. As for the letting go, that comes afterward.
The Buddha compared the training of the mind to holding a bird in your hand. The mind is like a tiny bird, and
the question is how to hold the bird so that it doesn’t fly away. If you hold it too tightly, it will die in your hand. If
you hold it too loosely, the tiny bird will slip out through your fingers. So how are you going to hold it so that it
doesn’t die and doesn’t get away? The same holds true with our training of the mind in a way that’s not too tense
and not too lax but always just right.
There are many things you have to know in training the mind, and you have to look after them correctly. On
the physical side, you have to change postures in a way that’s balanced and just right so that the mind can stay at
normalcy, so that it can stay at a natural level of stillness or emptiness continuously.
Physical exercise is also necessary. Even yogis who practice high levels of concentration have to exercise the
body by stretching and bending it in various postures. We don’t have to go to extremes like them, but we can
exercise enough so that the mind can maintain its stillness naturally, in a way that allows it to contemplate
physical and mental phenomena and see them as inconstant, stressful, and not-self.
If you force the mind too much, it dies just like the bird held too tightly. In other words, it grows deadened,
insensitive, and will simply stay frozen in stillness without contemplating to see what inconstancy, stress, and notselfness are like.
Our practice is to make the mind still enough so that it can contemplate inconstancy, stress, and not-selfness.
This is the point for which we train and contemplate, and that makes the training easy.
As for changing postures or working and getting exercise, we do these things with an empty mind.
*
When you're practicing in total seclusion, you should get some physical exercise. If you simply sit and lie
down, the flow of blood and breath energy in the body will get abnormal.
*
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The fourth tetrad in the instructions for keeping the breath in mind begins with keeping track of inconstancy
with every in-and-out breath. Maintaining this kind of awareness for long is difficult because we don’t maintain
our awareness with every in-and-out breath. When things grow empty, we just let the mind grow quiet, without
focusing or contemplating, so everything drifts or grows blurry. Or some sort of fabrication arises so we can’t
focus on the empty mind.
So when a crude fabrication arises, block it by focusing on the breath. Use the breath to snuff it out. Whether
the fabrication is a tiny or a strong sensation, catch hold of the breath as your first step in protecting yourself. The
more often you do this, the more it turns into a normal habit—and the more useful it will be.
Simply staying with the breath can help prevent unskillful thinking—in other words, it can keep the mind from
fabricating unskillful thoughts. That way, craving for sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and tactile sensations can’t
take shape. Whatever you’re aware of, quickly focus on the breath, and whatever it is, it will simply stop and
disband.
*
When the mind is very refined and very still, if you don’t maintain your focus, your awareness can blur or
grow distracted. So you have to keep your mindfulness in focus. Breathe deeply and heavily as a way of waking
the mind up. Don’t let it grow quiet in an unfocused way.
You have to focus on seeing the condition of emptiness within the mind, which is a primal part of its nature. If
you can do this, there’s not much else to the practice. Simply keep the mind under the control of mindfulness and
the breath. In other words, keep watching it, knowing it. Even if there’s some thinking that helps in your knowing,
keep it short. Don’t let it grow long. Whatever the reflection or the contemplation, keep it short. Don’t let it grow
long. If it’s long, it’ll turn into distraction.
Use the breath as a means of cutting it off. When your thinking starts getting long, make it stop. Keep it as
short as possible. Keep your self-awareness as still, clear, and bright as possible, and keep seeing that it doesn’t
have any self.
*
The mind that maintains itself in a state of normalcy is like a white cloth or a white sheet of paper. You have to
keep focused on keeping watch over it to see, when there’s any sensory contact, how the mind wavers in reaction,
how it labels things as “good” or “bad” or “self.” This is something you have to learn how to observe on a refined
level.
*
Once the mind is quiet and empty, your awareness really gets sharper. “Sharp” here means that it sees the
actual facts because it focuses its gaze and sees clearly. If you’re looking at something and don’t yet see clearly,
don’t go looking anywhere else. Keep looking right there until you know.
What does this knowing know? It knows arising, remaining, passing away. And it doesn’t cling. To know in
this way you have to keep abreast of fabrication of every sort, whether it fabricates good or bad or neither good
nor bad.
*
If you’re not yet capable of contemplating the mind, then contemplate the body to see how it’s composed of
the four elements: earth, water, wind, and fire. You have to keep eating and excreting, adding elements and
excreting them all the time. Even just the affairs of the body—of this walking corpse—are already a burden.
When it’s hot you have to give it a shower; when it’s cold you have to wrap it up in blankets; when it’s sick you
have to give it medicine; when it’s hungry you have to give it food. You have to look after it in just the right way;
otherwise it causes all sorts of problems.
They say that the mind is the master, and the body the servant. But if craving becomes the mind’s master, then
the body will have two masters. Just think of how many conflicts that can cause! The mind is in bad straits and so
is the body.
*
The physical body on its own is already painful and stressful. If we fasten onto it, that makes it even more
painful and stressful. So contemplate the body carefully. See that there’s only the stress of conditions, the stress of
the aggregates,\fn{The physical and mental components of sensory experience, which form the raw material for one’s sense of self—
form (the body, any physical phenomenon); feeling; perception; thought-fabrications; and sensory consciousness (counting the intellect as
the sixth sense)} but that there’s no one to whom the stress belongs—and there’s no defilement burning the heart.

*
Give up your fascination with worthless things, with the good and bad things of the past. Sweep them up and
toss them out. Make the mind free of clutter. And once it’s free of clutter, don’t go gathering up things to clutter it
up again.
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For example, your mind is empty at the moment. Look at it to see how things take shape and arise; look at how
they disappear. Look at genuine nature right here. Look at the nature of how the mind receives its objects, or how
it receives contact. If you see correctly in line with the truth, you’ll see that these things are all empty. There’s
nothing true or lasting about them at all. Simply look in a way that doesn’t apply labels. When the eye sees sights
or the ear hears sounds, look at these things simply as natural events. As for the mind, let it stay still, free from
any tendency to get involved by labeling things as good or bad. That way desire won’t arise to disturb the mind.
Ask yourself: if you fall for these things and suffering follows, what do you get out of it? You’ll see that you
don’t get anything at all. It’s all empty. What you do get is the suffering that keeps the heart flustered. So
whatever you look at, see its inconstancy thoroughly, inside and out. Just that will be enough to keep you from
having to cling to anything.
*
When you’re aware of sensory contact, you don’t want your awareness to stop just at the point where the eye
sees a sight or the ear hears a sound. You have to look deeply into the eye-consciousness that takes note of the
sight. Then focus on the sensation of sight to see how it changes, how it decays and disbands.
*
If you understand how to look, you can see the changes in physical and mental phenomena of all kinds.
Physical phenomena you can see with your eyes. For example, a flower that’s still fresh contains change and
decay right there in its freshness. If you see its decay only when it’s withered and brown, your contemplation is
still crude, still far from the truth.
Nothing that’s fabricated is stable or steady, but we make up our own suppositions about these things. Things
change in the direction of development and in the direction of decay. We see these as two separate processes, but
actually both of them are decay.
*
Whenever there’s sensory contact, keep your focus turned inward on the mind continuously. Keep it still and at
normalcy. As for the contact, simply know it as contact, but keep your awareness of the mind as continuous as
possible until all your awareness gathers together. Let it gather into an awareness pure and simple. If this pure and
simple awareness can maintain its stance continuously, it will become a means of reading and deciphering
everything within. You don’t have to pay attention to the sensations of arising and passing away. Focus instead on
the awareness pure and simple—in other words, the awareness right at the mind or at the property of
consciousness pure and simple. Even if you’re aware of physical matters, keep your awareness pure and simple.
You have to be observant when the mind has firmly established mindfulness and your awareness gathers so
that you’re aware of the property of consciousness, pure and simple, without any fabrication at all—an awareness
pure and simple right at itself. Take that as your foundation.
In the beginning we focus on the breath to keep the mind from wandering off. When you focus on the breath as
it grows more and more refined, you get to the point where you don’t have to focus on the breath any more. You
focus continually right at the mind. You focus right on the mind pure and simple, without any fabrications,
without any labels. Whatever arises, know it no further than that and keep your mindfulness continuous.
*
When the mind lies under the control of mindfulness, without fabricating thoughts or getting distracted, it will
be quiet and awake within. When you focus directly on the mind, it will stop and grow still naturally. You’ll see
that the mind is just an aspect of nature, not your “self” or anything of the sort. When you see clearly that it’s just
an aspect of nature, that will destroy any attachment to it as “you” or “yours.”
Whether you’re aware of forms or feelings, simply let them be aspects of nature—all of them. The mind won’t
be put to difficulties, won’t get stirred up with thoughts and fabrications. Let it stop and grow still, simply by
keeping abreast of itself with every moment.
*
To restrain the mind makes the sensations of sensory contact stop in their tracks. In other words, simply being
acquainted with the mind when mindfulness is focused on being aware of the mind allows sensory contacts to
pass away naturally right in the present. This is why people who are careless, who don’t develop restraint through
mindfulness, fall easily under the power of the defilements.
Restraint through mindfulness is the first step. You maintain restraint by being mindful. When your
mindfulness becomes continuous to the point where it becomes clear knowing, that’s called restraint through
knowledge. Try to maintain this state of clear knowing within.
*
Restraint of the senses is for the purpose of seeing the movements of the mind—to see how the sensation of
contact at the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or mind turns into other sensations.
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*
Your study of the Dhamma has to be a study inside, not a study of written words or spoken words. It has to be
a study of the mind pure and simple so that it will know its own features and characteristics while it maintains its
normalcy or maintains itself in emptiness, an emptiness that doesn’t latch onto anything.
*
If you look at it again and again with every moment, it will develop into a clear awareness of the
characteristics of an aspect of nature fabricated from causes and conditions, simply on the level of its own nature,
pure and simple. Or there may be an awareness of another side of nature—even though the awareness may not be
clear—of an aspect of nature free from fabrication. Here I’m referring to the mind that’s empty or quiet on its
own, which can serve as a standard for comparison. The aspect of the mind fabricated by conditions is simply
nature. Don’t enter into it to latch onto it. As for the aspect that’s not fabricated, that’s simply empty in and of
itself: this too shouldn’t be latched onto.
So if, when the mind is embroiled, you latch onto the idea that “my mind is embroiled”—or if, when the mind
is empty, you latch onto the idea that “my mind is empty”—see that both of these are equal, in that no matter what
you latch onto, you have to suffer. So no matter how things change, if you correctly know the truth of the
Buddha’s sabbe dhamma anattli—all phenomena are not-self—you’ll simply be able to let go.
*
Stopping to look, stopping to know your own mind, is better than straying out to know things outside, for when
you stop to look, stop to know, you’ll see inconstancy, stress, and not-selfness in a way that doesn’t require words.
This will be a knowing that’s totally silent and still within. The kind of insight that uses the words “inconstant,”
“stressful,” and “not-self” is imitation knowing, not the real thing. Genuine knowing sees the change happening
with every moment right before your eyes, right here and now. You actually see whatever arises and how it passes
away. And it’s always there for you to see right now.
There’s nothing difficult about it at all. So if you know how to stop to look, stop to know your own mind,
you’ll become acquainted with the Dhamma in a correct way.
If you look correctly, seeing all the way through, you’ll see how change involves arising, remaining, and
passing away with every moment. You’ll see how change inherently involves stress. But you have to see all the
way in, in a profound way. It’s not just a matter of repeating to yourself that these things are inconstant, stressful,
and not-self.
You really have to look in order to see how change is inherently stressful. You don’t have to call it “stressful”
in your mind, but you have to see this truth clearly right in the stress itself. Once you’ve seen that inconstancy is
stressful, you’ll see the non-selfness inherently there in the same place.
*
If you stay focused on disbanding this, that, and the other thing, you’ve fallen for the deceits of inconstancy.
*
When you look at inconstancy, or arising and passing away, with true mindfulness and discernment, there will
have to be a sense of dismay, disenchantment, and dispassion. If you know but are simply indifferent, that’s called
not knowing. You’ve simply fooled yourself into thinking you know when you really don’t. Genuine knowing,
bright and clear to the heart, is something else entirely—not at all the indifferent knowing that counts as delusion.
*
When you really know, there has to be a sense of dismay, a sense of urgency in getting everything out, giving
everything back, a sense of urgency in seeing how things are not at all worthy of attachment. That’s the kind of
knowing you have to develop. If you haven’t yet developed it, you need to contemplate things over and over,
whether you’re sitting, standing, walking, lying down, eating, excreting, or whatever. You need to be absorbed in
contemplating these things as much as you can. When you can do that, you’ll enter into the Dhamma. If the mind
is still far away and distracted, if it’s still concerned with this, that, and the other thing, it’ll keep retreating further
and further away until it falls slave to craving and defilement as before.
*
The chant for contemplating the four requisites is very useful and beneficial. You have to keep training
yourself not to get carried away in your consumption of the requisites. The mindfulness that arises from this
contemplation will then be full of discernment. Wherever; there’s mindfulness, there has to be alertness and selfawareness—which are the same thing as discernment.
*
Every aspect of the training that aims at making you contented with what you have helps keep the mind more
empty than not. Once you see the value of these practices, you should practice letting go of your desires. If you
simply follow your desires, then if you get what you desire you’re happy. If you don’t, you get all hot and
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bothered. So contemplate desire to see if it’s stressful—to see how it’s both stress and the cause of stress all in
one.
*
Training the mind is refined work. Even when knowledge arises, if you decide on your own that it’s right for
sure, you’ve failed the test. No matter what the knowledge, if it can waver, it’s fake knowledge, deceptive
knowledge, not absolute knowledge.
*
When you latch onto your knowledge as correct, that gives rise to wrong view in that very moment. So you
have to keep stopping, looking, and knowing until you see how your knowing turns into not-knowing. This is
because right knowing and wrong knowing are inherently intertwined. It’s not the case that true knowing will stay
as nothing but true knowing. You have to find the angle from which you can see how and where wrong knowing
and wrong views will spring up.
*
When pride and conceit arise, you have to make them turn around and contemplate themselves, to see that
there’s no “self” to them—and so when that’s the case, what do they get out of bragging? Exactly where is their
self? When you look into this, you find that you’re at a loss as to what to say. And that in itself helps to put an end
to your bragging.
*
When you find the source that gives rise to “I know, I’m right, I'm good,” that’s the voice you have to make
life difficult for. If you make life difficult for other voices in the mind, you’ve missed the mark, for they’re all just
its followers. The voice that says it’s good or right: use that voice to take itself apart. You don’t have to use any
other voice. Make it turn around and dig up its own source.
If you don’t know how to look for your own faults, you’re not practicing the Dhamma. To focus on your own
faults goes against the flow. The basic principle in contemplation is that you can’t put yourself first. You have to
put the Dhamma first.
The more you know, the more modest you become: that’s the nature of the Dhamma. Whoever says you’re
stupid, let them go ahead and say it, but make sure you stay full of the Dhamma inside. Maintain the Dhamma at
all costs, in the same way that people carefully protect a cabinet in which the scriptures are kept. Focus on
gathering the Dhamma into one point, keeping the mind in a proper stance without fastening onto anything. And
as to how you protect it, and how it requires care and circumspection, that’s something you have to discover for
yourself.
*
Right views and right awareness see everything as Dhamma. In other words, they see all the events of
fabrication in line with the three characteristics.
*
We have to contemplate the genuine essence of the Dhamma so that when we look outward we can see it all as
Dhamma, without labeling it as good or bad. Try using your eyes to look in a way that doesn’t involve labeling.
See everything as nature following in line with causes and conditions. Or see everything as Dhamma pure and
simple. Then see if the mind feels open, empty, and light.
The Dhamma that you can study in books is not the genuine essence of the Dhamma. To see the genuine
essence of the Dhamma you have to strip away all conventional formulations, leaving nature pure and simple, free
of any “being” or “having.”
*
Contemplation that uses thoughts is still external. Internal contemplation has to be a focused watching that’s
motionless and still. It’s a contemplation composed of focused watching, not something thought out.
*
Your contemplation has to go through many layers, not just one. The first layer is to watch on the level of
perceptions and labels. Next you watch thoughts. And then next you watch awareness.
If you’re watching labels, see them simply as labels: the act of recognition, the awareness that you’ve
recognized something. Then the label disbands.
If you’re watching thoughts, see how a thought arises, see what it’s about, and then see how it disbands. Then a
new thought arises and it too disbands. This is the second level.
Then you watch awareness, the awareness of the mind pure and simple, a sensation that arises right at the
mind. Watch that sensation right at the mind and see how it disbands in just the same way.
*
We have to use mindfulness and discernment, which are like extremely sharp shovels and hoes, to dig down to
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our sense of self. Then we can turn it over and look at it from all sides to see exactly where it’s our self. Try
contemplating the form, feeling, perception of fabrication, or consciousness that you hold on to so tightly, to see
exactly where it’s constant, pleasurable, or self.
*
We haven’t contemplated the pile of five aggregates—which is changing before our very eyes—in order to see
correctly its natural conditions as they appear. That’s why we’ve fallen for the allure of attachment and clinging
that give rise to the sense of self that functions as the “taker,” the “consumer,” the “receiver of results.” And then
we have to suffer by entering into the consuming and receiving—all without realizing it. In fact, we want more.
For instance when we receive the results of a mind that’s quiet and at ease, w want them to stay that way. When
they change, we get all stirred up. But if we understand the principles of inconstancy, stress, and not-self, we can
let go. We don’t have to hold on tight. Right here is the path to release.
*
You’ve come here to practice specifically to put an end to your suffering and defilements, so you have to forget
everything else. You don’t have to concern yourself with lots of things. Simply focus your attention on your own
body and mind, and everything will grow empty on its own. You don’t have to go desiring the emptiness. Don’t
get yourself embroiled because of desire.
*
Instead of letting go of the things you should let go of, you feed them more fuel so that they flare up even
stronger. Instead of dealing with the things you should abstain from or give up or weaken or destroy, you don’t
deal with them at all. And then you keep looking for new meditation techniques! Your defilements are arising
right in your face, right in the mind, with every moment, and yet you don’t deal with them. All you do is look for
things outside to deceive yourself.
*
The practice of the Dhamma is a way of curing the illnesses inside the heart and mind, so we have to devote
ourselves to the practice to the utmost of our abilities. We have to practice heedfully so that defilement, craving,
and clinging will grow lighter. We have to focus and contemplate continuously at all times so as to destroy our
attachment to self. This is the most important work in our lives: contemplating physical and mental phenomena to
see their inconstancy, stress, and not-selfness. And we have to keep at this work throughout life as long as the
defilements haven’t yet ended. We keep looking, contemplating, letting go continually.
*
The hot defilements are easy to see, but the cool, damp defilements—such as love, desire, affection—that burn
the mind with a cool, damp fire and are as poisonous as acid, these are harder to see.
You have to examine yourself so that you know them for what they are. Otherwise you’ll keep accumulating
the fungus that causes damp rot within you.
*
The more your attention goes leaking outside, the more stupid you become. The more you focus inside, the
sharper you become—and the more you’ll be able to disband your suffering and defilements. The more you focus
outside, the more you pick up the fungus that causes damp rot, and the more you become a garbage pit.
*
When we see defilements showing themselves in other people, we see how ugly they are. But when they show
up in ourselves, we see them as good and right. This is where we’re inconsistent, seeing our own defilements as
our close friends—in line with the motto “Seeing a bladed discus as a petaled lotus.” Is that the way we are? This
is something really worth looking into.
If you know how to focus on the arising of defilement—whether it’s greed or anger—even if it arises only a
little bit, you should focus on staring it down to the point where you can snuff it out. If you don’t make use of this
approach, you won’t have the strength to fight it off. If you feed it fuel until it starts fabricating all out of bounds,
it will flare up as a huge fire and you won’t be able to put it out. If you want to put it out, you have to snuff it out
in the very first stage, when it appears as a slight sense of liking or disliking.
When the mind is empty, as it is now, keep contemplating how these feelings arise. See how they disappear
and how you can make sure that nothing else will arise to fabricate them. Your awareness of the stem-point of
fabrication is a means of snuffing out suffering right from the start—a means that’s correct and uses the least
strength.
*
Snuffing out blatant greed and anger isn’t easy, for their roots are still in place; they’re still nourished by
fertilizer. That’s why they keep flowering and bearing fruit. So if we really want to take the approach that’s
quickest and most correct, we have to focus on destroying delusion—on familiarizing ourselves with the truth.
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*
Focus right on the issue of how defilements make the mind murky, bothered, and hot. Then contemplate how
to disband them. When they disband, does the mind feel cool? Keep looking right there.
*
The coolness here doesn’t come from our making it cool. It’s cool in and of itself, without our having to
shower it with water. It’s the feeling-tone of the mind when it can let go of something. It’s cool in and of itself.
*
Contemplating yourself repeatedly gives you a sense of the mind’s higher nature that can pull you to release.
It’s a means of dispersing the habit of the mind that fastens onto things and leads the mind to grow ever weaker.
Release comes through the power of mindfulness and discernment, not through the power of defilement, craving,
or clinging.
*
When the mind is struggling to get something, just watch it at first. Only when it stops struggling should you
deal with the issue in line with what’s appropriate. In this way, desire will grow weaker, and your actions will fall
under the power of mindfulness and discernment.
*
If we don’t experiment with using the power of mindfulness and discernment to win out over defilement, we’ll
stay ignorant. We’ll just keep on eating and living at our own convenience, but when anything strikes we’ll start
spinning away, grasping after all kinds of things. This is because we haven’t worked at developing endurance and
tolerance. We haven’t trained ourselves to endure looking at pain and suffering, to endure focusing on pain and
suffering, to see how heavy they are, to see whose pain and suffering they are. Only if we endure focusing on the
pain and suffering until they dissipate will we benefit greatly from our practice.
*
We have to train ourselves to contemplate pain, focusing on it to the point where the mind doesn’t fall in line
with it and can let go. The pain then doesn’t go any further than the body. As for pleasure, you don’t have to latch
onto it. You don’t have to be pleased by pleasure. You have to see pleasure and pain as equal. They’re equally
inconstant and stressful, as they’ve been from the very beginning.
*
No matter how pain arises while sitting in meditation, you have to endure looking at it until you can let it go.
See it as the stress of physical and mental phenomena, or the stress of the aggregates. As for the mind, keep it in a
state of normalcy, without struggling. In this way, craving won’t arise. If you let craving arise, you’ll have a hard
time letting it go. It’ll thrash all around.
Simply be involved in watching the pain. When it arises, let it arise. If it’s strong, simply know that it’s strong.
Don’t let craving arise. Let there just be the feeling in and of itself. Notice how it takes shape, how it changes, and
simply watch it that way. Keep any craving at bay.
Or if you want, you can turn and look at the mind pure and simple. If it’s in a turmoil, you can know that
craving has already arisen. If it’s at normalcy, watch over it carefully, for it can pick up moods very quickly. If
your attention lapses, it’ll go flowing along with a mood.
*
When you go chasing after good and bad, and latch onto your sense of self, you create a huge fuss. But when
you really know clearly, you sort out these problems so that they fade away. When you really examine all the
evidence, you’ll see that there’s no good or bad arising. It all disbands. But then new thought fabrications arise
and pass away, arise and pass away. They keep on flowing, and they seem to involve many, many issues. But
actually there aren’t many issues. There’s only arising, remaining, and passing away. It’s because we’re not
focused on knowing this that there seem to be so many issues. But no matter how many there are, there’s just this:
arising, remaining, and passing away, one after another, like a rippling current of water, where the rippling isn’t a
thing at all. If you look into the rippling current or your thoughts, fabricating good and bad, you’ll find that there
is nothIng you can latch on to as having any essence, for all these thoughts disband and disappear. If you learn
how to look skillfully in this way, your mind will be empty, for you’ll see the truth that these things all arise,
remain, and pass away. The past has passed away. The future hasn’t yet come. Look simply at the present arising
and passing away right before your eyes—and don’t latch on.
When you see arising, remaining, and passing away, pure and simple, right in the present moment and then can
let go, that’s when you gain release.
*
There’s an old saying:
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A flagpole planted in a swift-flowing stream:
Right there is the Buddha whose Dhamma is supreme.

In a swift-flowing stream refers to the present, where there’s fabrication, change, arising and passing away.
Right there is the Buddha whose Dhamma is supreme means that clear knowing is found right there. Letting go of
attachment occurs right there.
Examine your mind to see what kind of currents it’s flowing after. Stop and look at them. Be aware of them.
Ultimately, you’ll see that there’s actually nothing there, just arising and passing away in emptiness, like a
projected image that flashes into being and disappears, empty of any essence.
*
If your looking inward sees all the way through, you’ll see that none of the things of the world have any value
at all, for the highest value lies with the mind imbued with clear knowing, bright and clean. Even if this knowing
is only momentary, it means that your practice isn’t in vain. You can take it as your guide. Continue following it
until you disband suffering and defilement without trace.
*
The internal sense of the mind will show itself of its own accord. It’s like a diamond embedded in rock: When
the rock is cut away, the diamond sparkles and shines. In the same way, when the mind is embedded in
defilement, craving, and clinging, it’s totally dark, totally in the dark. There’s no light or brightness to it at all. But
when our cutting tools—mindfulness and discernment—expose its facets, the mind will shine bright on its own.
*
The Dhamma covers many topics, but they’re all gathered at the mind. Defilements are a kind of
dhamma,\fn{Phenomenon; event; the way things are in and of themselves, their inherent qualities, the basic principles that underlie their
behavior} as are discernment and the five aggregates. Everything’s dhamma. Now, what we want is the highest
dhamma, the dhamma that’s unfabricated. We want to know what it’s like, so where does it lie? It lies right here in
the mind. The mind that isn’t fabricated, that’s empty of itself: That’s the genuine dhamma.
*
In contemplating the phenomena of the present—the way things arise, remain, and disband—you have to keep
looking until you see through to that which doesn’t arise or disband. When you fully comprehend arising,
remaining, and disbanding, you’ll come face to face with emptiness.
*
Emptiness isn’t empty in the way you’d sit and say to yourself, “There’s nothing there at all.” There are things
there. The eye sees sights, the ear hears sounds, and so on. They’re empty simply in that the mind doesn’t enter in
to label them, to concoct anything out of them, to cling to them, to like or dislike them. They’re empty in that the
mind is free from attachment, that’s all.
*
If you don’t know how to extinguish things, how to let go, you’ll get stuck on every level of the path. If you
get stuck on the delicious flavor of emptiness or stillness, that’s delusion’s version of nirvana.\fn{The liberation of the
mind from mental fermentation, defilement, and the fettering that binds it to the round of rebirth }
*
The practice requires that you pass through a lot of things. If you gain new knowledge and latch onto it, that
will create an obstacle along your way. It’s like taking a journey. If you run across something strange and new,
and you’re not willing to continue along your way because you get contented with where you already are, you’ll
end up setting up house right there. Your ability to continue on the journey depends on an awareness that sees
clearly all the way through. If you set up house right here, thinking that nirvana lies right here at the emptiness,
that blocks your way. But if you take that sense of stillness and emptiness simply as a resting spot, it holds little
danger, for you still have the opportunity to continue along your way.
The path that snuffs out defilement has to focus on snuffing out the view that latches onto knowledge and
views.
You have to recognize the stages of the path that you need as resting spots, and to realize that you’re holding
on to them simply as temporary dwellings. If you grip them tightly, you’ll get stuck there and will go no further.
*
If your awareness focuses down like this again and again and again, the mind will ultimately have to surrender.
Its old habit of wandering around to know this and that will gradually calm down and grow still without your
having to force it, for it won’t be able to withstand your constant gaze. Every time you look at it, you’ll see its
deceptiveness. You’ll see that it’s not worthy of credence, not worthy of attachment, and so its deceptiveness will
shrink away.
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It’s like a person who comes to flatter you. As soon as you focus your gaze on him and realize what he’s up to,
he has to shrink away in embarrassment.
To focus on the point where your sense of self arises, your mindfulness and discernment have to develop many
approaches from many angles, using tricks that you figure out on your own.
The basic trick is a small thing: Look for the point where the sense of self disbands on its own.
If your awareness doesn’t penetrate clearly into the disbanding of the property of consciousness, there’s no
way you can know how mental states arise and pass away. There’s no way you can know how they wander around
to take on objects, how they fall into the swirling currents of good and bad thought-fabrication, or how they get all
wound up in a turmoil. So when you choose your focus, focus directly on the disbanding of mental states. When
they take on an object, do they then disband? Keep looking until you can see how they disband on their own. If
you can’t manage this, focus first on the disbanding of physical and mental phenomena. When you clearly see the
disbanding of physical and mental phenomena, you’ll know for yourself how the consciousness which knows that
disbanding also disbands on its own, each and every moment it knows those things.
Knowing the disbanding of consciousness is very useful. No matter how it arises, consciousness always
disbands on its own. When you see this, you won’t latch onto the idea that it has a self of any kind.
To know the disbanding of consciousness pure and simple is to know the disbanding of everything. It’s like
opening up the entire world, or stripping off the entire world and throwing it away.
When you can strip it away, throw it off, and let it go, there’s nothing but emptiness, an emptiness that’s bright
and clear, with no sense of the world at all. The words “world” and “five aggregates” are simply conventions to
help us see how there’s change.
*
To become acquainted with the property of awareness pure and simple, you have to observe the mind’s
movements in response to contact. You have to know the arising and passing away of things, and you have to
observe the awareness that accompanies the mind, which lies deep within the mind or in the property of
consciousness. If it’s not fabricated or labeled, it will stay quiet. It will maintain its stance. If you want to see how
long it can maintain its stance, you have to observe its movements in response to contact or in response to the
internal sensation of labeling. When these things arise, can that awareness maintain its stance? If it can’t, it will
get fabricated into distraction. And by the time the matter calms down, you’ll be worn out.
If you can see into the condition of awareness pure and simple, you’ll know your foundation—your inner
foundation. In the beginning, you have to depend on mindfulness as your foundation for focusing. Then you focus
on knowing the condition of change, of arising and passing away.
This is focused looking, not simple looking. Simple looking doesn’t lead to any knowledge. It’s delusion.
Focused looking, sustained to the point of giving rise to clear knowing, is, in and of itself, a means of destroying
delusion. On whatever level you’re free from fabrication, from mental labels, or free from attachment, it’s a
means of clear knowing within the mind or the property of consciousness.
*
For your awareness to reach into the gathering point of the mind or of the property of consciousness pure and
simple, you have to focus on the condition of change within the mind itself. You do this to destroy the deep seeds
in the property of consciousness. These seeds, which lie continually in the property of consciousness, are very
refined.
These are the seeds of sensual craving, craving for becoming, and craving for nonbecoming. Sensual craving is
fairly easy to observe. The way it moves in to create desire for sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and tactile sensations
is something fairly easy to see. As for the more latent seeds of craving for becoming—the craving to be or have a
self or things belonging to a self—these lie deep. So we have to look deep if we want to destroy them.
If you can see all the way through to these seeds and can destroy them, that will be your path to release from
suffering. This gathering point of the property of consciousness pure and simple, or of the property of awareness
pure and simple, is thus something really worth looking into. If you don’t gather your awareness to look into this
point, you’ll find it hard to destroy the seeds. Whatever seeds you do destroy will be external seeds, such as those
of sensory pleasures.
But the seeds that are latent tendencies lying within the mind or the property of consciousness have no
intentions of their own. That’s why we rarely see all the way into them, why we rarely know them. This is because
we play around with their children, their followers: sensory pleasures. We don’t focus inside to get any
perspective at all.
*
Unintentional tendencies lie deep in your character. You can’t intentionally get rid of them at the drop of a hat.
The only way to get rid of them is to contemplate inwardly step by step so that you know them clearly. You have
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to reach the basic level of unintentional knowing if you want to get rid of the unintentional things in the mind
*
The property of consciousness contains within it the sense of being or having a self. It contains the seeds that
give rise to being and having in the same way that a seed contains bark, branches, and leaves. If you focus on
knowing the condition of the property of name and form pure and simple, that itself will destroy the seeds for
rebirth.
*
We have to contemplate natural conditions of two sorts: the changing condition of such things as the
aggregates, and the unchanging condition of the total disbanding of suffering.
The first sort keeps changing its disguises without respite, deceiving us into latching onto it as genuine and
true. Our fascination with pleasurable feelings is particularly deceptive. Even when we train the mind to be still,
we’re hoping for the delicious flavor of the pleasurable feeling. This is because we haven’t contemplated the
deceptiveness of feelings of every sort.
Some arahants\fn{People who have put an end to defilement and the mental fermentations—the four qualities (sensuality,
becoming, views, ignorance) that flow out of the mind and create the flood of the round of death and rebirth—and thus are not destined tor
future rebirth} gain Awakening through becoming acquainted with feeling and destroying the obsessions that lie

latent in the three kinds of feeling: painful, pleasant, and neither painful nor pleasant.
Obsession with irritation lies latent in painful feeling. As soon as pain arises, whether it’s mental or physical
pain, irritation arises in the mind.
Obsession with passion lies latent in pleasant feeling. We like pleasure of every kind, wanting it to stay with us
for a long time.
When a feeling of equanimity—neither pleasure nor pain—arises, we get absorbed in the equanimity because
we don’t know that it’s just a feeling that has to arise and pass away in line with its conditions. This is why
obsession with ignorance lies latent in equanimous feeling.
How do we let go of these obsessions? This is something to which we should give a lot of attention, because
feeling has a lot of allure that can engender craving.
For example, when the mind is still and empty and then changes so that it’s no longer still and empty, we want
it to be still and empty again. The more we want, the more it’s not empty.
If we can disband the desire for emptiness, that will let the mind grow empty again. Desire is what gets the
mind embroiled in a turmoil, so desire is what we have to disband.
We practice restraint of the senses so as to disband desire, because the mind is always desiring to see the
sights, hear the sounds, smell the aromas, taste the flavors, and sense the tactile sensations surrounding it.
It’s because we don’t know how desire is the cause of suffering that we struggle to satisfy our desires—and
then all kinds of suffering follow.
*
The word sankhata-dhamma—fabricated phenomena—covers conditions of nature that are marked by the
three characteristics. The things we have to study are summarized in two words: sankhata dhamma and asankhata
dhamma. Both terms have a deep and wide range of meaning, especially sankhata dhammas, which are always
inconstant, stressful, and not-self. The conditions of sankhata dhammas follow their own swirling currents
without end. As for asankhata dhamma—the phenomenon that doesn’t change, isn’t stressful, but is still not-self
—that’s hard to know. But even this refined, subtle condition is something that we shouldn’t latch onto.
*
When the mind stops, grows still, and is aware of itself, let it focus even more deeply on itself, for its stopping
state is the mental state that’s concentrated or in equanimity: still, neutral, neither pleased nor displeased. This is a
type of fabrication called anenjabhisankhara—imperturbable fabrication—or if you want, you can call it neutral
fabrication. When you focus on it, see it simply as an aspect of nature. Don’t get sucked into the stillness, the
neutrality, or the equanimity. At the same time, though, you do have to depend on the equanimity to see things as
aspects of nature, pure and simple. This is a way of disbanding any fabrication of liking or disliking, good or bad.
For this reason, we don’t stop just at the equanimity. We have to see all the way through it and recognize that it’s
an aspect of nature free of self.
*
When the fabricated aspects of nature disband, the mind stays with its awareness of equanimity. Then you
focus on the equanimity, just being aware of it as an aspect of nature, without using any labels or words. Simply
focus on it, watch it, and become acquainted with the aspect of nature that lies further in, without labeling
anything at all.
As you see into every level of nature pure and simple, things get deeper and more profound. You know and let
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go, know and let go, know and let go—empty!
Whatever appears, you let go. The important principle in your gazing inward is simply to let go. You look, you
see, and you let go. Incline the mind to letting go. Look in absolute stillness, with no inner conversation. Know
and let go. Mindfulness keeps knowing through letting go of everything. The breath doesn’t disappear. No matter
how still or empty the mind, you’re aware with every breath. If you don’t know in this way, you’ll soon lose focus
and get distracted, or a fabrication of some sort will interfere so that you lose your foundation.
*
When the mind fabricates unskillful thoughts—thoughts of sensual passion, thoughts of ill-will, thoughts of
harmfulness—these are all called demeritorious fabrications (apunnabhisankhara).
When the mind gains a sense of the drawbacks of sensual passion and develops a sense of distrust, disgust, and
distaste for sensual passion, that’s how you cleanse the mind so that it’s not stuck on sensual passion, so that it’s
stuck instead on disenchantment. When the mind sees the drawbacks of ill-will and thinks instead in terms of
good will and forgiveness, that’s how you destroy ill-will. When you see the drawbacks of harmfulness, you think
or act in ways that aren’t harmful. All of these things are called meritorious fabrications (punnabhisankhara).
When the mind fabricates these things, whether meritorious or demeritorious, it puts itself into a turmoil.
Skillful thoughts have to keep working at doing away with unskillful thoughts. If you think too much, it can make
you tired, both in body and mind. When this happens, you have to focus on a single preoccupation to bring the
mind to concentration.
When you focus in concentration, throwing away both meritorious and demeritorious fabrications, and instead
stay continuously stopped in a single preoccupation, this falls into the characteristics of imperturbable fabrication
(anenjabhisankhara).
The sense of being snugly still or equanimous for long periods of time may not fit into the definition of
imperturbable fabrications as jhana\fn{Mental absorption; a strong, stable state of concentration based either on a physical
phenomenon or a refined formless dimension of the mind } or the higher absorptions. It’s simply a type of immovability
endowed with mindfulness and discernment. The mind is aware of itself, focuses its gaze right on itself, and
knows itself continuously, without fabricating thoughts of good or evil. But this, too, can be included under
imperturbable fabrication.
For that reason we have to find the aspect of the mind that can maintain its stance so as to see further in, so that
it’s not stuck on imperturbable fabrication. We have to penetrate to the point where we can see clearly in terms of
the arising, remaining, and passing away, the inconstancy, stress, and not-selfness that are gathered in here as
well.
*
You have to sharpen this basic principle of knowing so that it’s razor sharp—so that you can see the truth that
nothing has any true essence, that it’s all illusory.
“Knowing” and “not knowing” trade places so that they seem to be different, but if you get stuck on this
duality, you’re stuck on yourself.
If you’re really going to know, you have to know both sides: the side that knows and the side that doesn’t
know, to see that they’re both inconstant in the same way, both deceptive in the same way.
*
Your sense of physical and mental phenomena is all fabrication. Mindfulness is a fabrication. Discernment is a
fabrication. Even the still mind is a fabrication. When it’s not still, it’s a fabrication. So look at fabrication deeply,
precisely, from all angles, inside and out.
Knowledge—even the observer, the knower—is also fabrication. They’re all fabrications, whether they’re right
or wrong, good or bad. So you have to acquaint yourself thoroughly with fabrication. When you know fabrication
thoroughly, in a way that penetrates deeply, it gives rise to a sense of disenchantment. If you don’t do this, you’ll
hold on to the good fabrications and push the bad ones away.
*
We can recognize fabrications in that they change and disband. And then we realize that we’ve been playing
around with these fake, imitation things all along.
Even clear knowing is a fabrication. It changes in line with physical and mental conditions. Mindfulness,
discernment, and intuitive knowing-and-seeing are all fabrications—it’s just that they’re good fabrications, and
we have to depend on them for the time being.
We have to understand fabrications, understand how to use them in a correct way, and then simply let them go.
We don’t have to keep holding on to them.
*
Knowing is a fabrication. Not knowing is a fabrication. When we examine them internally we see that both
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arise and pass away. Even the truths we know in this way don’t stay long. They always turn into not knowing.
From this we can see that fabrications play all sorts of tricks on many, many levels, and we get deluded into
playing along with them.
When we can get to know the tricks of fabrication of every sort on every level, that will be really beneficial.
We’ll really know in line with what the Buddha said:
“Sabbe sankhara aniccati.”\fn{All fabrications are inconstant} This is an important principle that will enable us to
see through to the stressfulness in every son of fabrication.
Even good fabrications, like mindfulness and discernment, are stressful in and of themselves because they
have to keep changing. They’re like tools we use for the time being, but we shouldn’t stay fixated on them.
*
Even though we have to look after the foundation of our knowing, using mindfulness and discernment to
supervise the mind, we should understand that the mind is a form of fabrication. Mindfulness and discernment are
fabrications. If we know only on a superficial level and go around talking about what we’ve been able to let go of
in our practice, we haven’t seen deeply into fabrication. When this is the case, we still lie in the swirling currents
of fabrication.\fn{As in the ancient saying quoted above, about Buddha being the pole in the ceaselessly flowing river of illusion }
Correct knowledge, which is fabrication of a good sort, has to be trained to read and decipher things within and
without, including itself, on many convoluted levels.
Once you’ve seen inconstancy and stress, you have to see through to the lack of self in fabrications of every
sort.
*
You have to know that fabrication is inconstant, stressful, and has no self to itself. Keep looking at this again
and again until it becomes clear to the heart. Only then will you develop a sense of disenchantment and
dispassion. You won’t fasten onto good fabrications or push bad ones away, for you’ve seen that they have the
same price and are both equally changeable.
Even though we maintain the stance of our knowing, making sure that the mind doesn’t fabricate even more,
still we don’t stay fastened onto the knowing, for it too has to change.
There come times when we think we know the truth in this matter, but then at later times or later moments
even clearer knowing arises. That enables us to know that what we thought was true knowing actually wasn’t.
This knowing can change. No matter how much higher it goes as it changes, you have to remember that it’s still
fabrication; it can still change no matter what level it is. Whether it’s crude or refined, you have to know it
thoroughly. Otherwise you’ll stay fastened to it.
If you can look in a way that sees all fabrications thoroughly—good, bad, right, wrong, the “knower,” the “notknower”—simply as the same sort of thing, your knowledge will gradually rise above these things. But even
though it’s above, it’s still fabrication. It hasn’t yet gained release from fabrication. Even the path is a form of
fabrication. So when we develop the path, when we develop the factor of right view, we have to see rightly into
this matter, seeing clearly into fabrication of every sort, no matter what the characteristics of our knowing.
Whether we look at physical phenomena or mental phenomena arising and passing away, they’re all fabrications.
Even the mind firmly established in concentration is a form of fabrication, as are the stages of jhana.
*
If we don’t look inward, we make the mind dark and murky. Then when sensory contact comes, the mind can
easily get all stirred up. So I ask that you make an effort to peer carefully inward to see what’s there in the mind,
to see how things arise, to see how mental labels and fabrications arise. That way you’ll be able to disband them,
destroy them, leaving the mind pure and simple, with no labels or attachments at all.
It will then be empty of defilement.
You might call it your inner beauty, “Miss Emptiness,” who doesn’t age, doesn’t grow ill, doesn’t die—a
primal nature that doesn’t change.
This is something you have to touch right at the mind.
It’s not the mind itself, but the mind itself is what makes contact with it.
*
When we practice we’re like diamond cutters. Our diamond—the mind—is embedded in dense, dark
defilements. We have to use mindfulness and discernment—or virtue, concentration, and discernment—as our
cutting tools to make the mind pure in all its thoughts, words, and deeds. Then we train the mind to grow still and
to contemplate so as to give rise to clear knowledge. There you meet with what’s totally pure and free from
defilements and mental fermentations: our “Miss Emptiness,” who is so extremely beautiful, free from change,
whom the King of Death can’t see.
And as to whether this is something worth aspiring to, I leave it up to you to decide.
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23.52 Excerpts from People Of Quality\fn{by Dok Mai Sot aka M. L. Bubpha Kunchon Nimmanhemindr (1905-1963)}
Banmoh Palace, Bangkok, Thailand (F) 6
… Sala Santi Chantaburi
15 January B.E. 2477\fn{A note reads: B.E. (Buddhist era) 2477 is equivalent to 1934.}
Little One, Beloved Child,
I await the twenty-first day of January with a most impatient heart, for I have found something for your
birthday that pleases me greatly, and that I think you will like. The workmanship of the goldsmiths here in
Chantaburi is not particularly good. At first, I thought to send the stone just as it was and not have it set at all. But
then, you would not have been able to wear it on your birthday. Begrudgingly, I let the jeweler set it. If you don’t
like it, do have it reset, and have the bill sent to me. I hope that it will arrive in time for my little one’s birthday; I
shall be so disappointed if it does not.
I have made up my mind to give you two gifts on this special birthday. The first is tangible and visible; you can
hold it in your hand. The second is invisible and must be held in your heart.
The first gift, of course, is the sapphire locket. The second consists of the remainder of this birthday letter.
Dear Wimon, beloved daughter, from this day forward everyone will consider you an adult.\fn{ A note reads: The
term she uses is phuu yaay, literally, a “large person.” In fact, the term has several meanings: a person over twenty-one years of age or an
important person or both. In a household, to children of the family phuu yaay are the adults, such as grandparents, parents, older relatives;
to servants, the family in general represents the phuu yaay; in society at large, the term refers to political leaders and wealthy, influential
people in general.} When a young woman is twenty-one years of age, no one will say of a careless word or action,

“but she is just a child …” Such excuses can no longer be made. Therefore, on this important birthday I wish to
give you some words of loving advice on the principles by which a grown woman must live. Hold them in your
heart, Wimon, and rely upon them to guide your behavior.
First, a simple rule for yourself: Guard against carelessness, whether in speech, in action, or in thought.
Consider, before you speak, why you mean to speak. Is it love that prompts you to speak? Or feelings of anger,
hatred, envy, or boastfulness? Before you take an action, ask yourself the same question. If you do this, my child,
you will behave sensibly, and others will have no cause to criticize you.
Second, a rule for the direction of your household. When you are an adult, you must conduct yourself
according to your principles. People who do not do so are quite apt to say one thing and do another, and fail to
think before they speak or to consider what is suitable to say, and what is not. They babble on, and their words are
valued by no one.
You must be feared in your household. Not, of course, because you are unkind, but because you are just. It is
your responsibility to set standards for the behavior of younger people in your house and of your servants.\fn{ A
note reads: The Thai word used here means, literally, “small people,” referring to social inferiors. This term spunds less pejorative in Thai
than the translation indicates.} They should know that you too are bound by standards. When anyone does wrong, you

must recognize that. Person’s error, and help him or her to understand and rectify it.
If you do these things, people will fear and love you. Like a good teacher, the mehbaan who successfully
manages her household understands that a good heart is not enough. The teacher who is most loved is strict but
also kind. It is exactly the same for a mehbaan. Though she may be good-hearted to a fault, a fault it will be if she
does not also have the power to instill fear in her servants. They will smile to her face—and gossip behind her
back.
Of course, the mehbaan who instills only fear and inspires no love will have new servants every three days.
You will win both fear and love when everyone in the household knows that misdeeds will be punished without
prejudice or favor, and good deeds rewarded. Your everyday manner of speaking should be soft and kind. When a
servant is unwell, you must provide good care, and no one who is ill should be sent away.
My little one must not suppose that these things are easy to accomplish. Nor would I have you fear that they
are too difficult. But easy or difficult, you must do your very best.
Do you remember how unsure you felt when your father announced his intention to send you to boarding
school?
I remember when you graduated and came to visit me. I saw that your father’s hopes for you had indeed been
fulfilled, and I shall always be grateful to him for his decision. How proud he was when you returned home even
lovelier and more charming than you had been before.
But now, my child, it is no longer enough to be Father’s lovely, charming girl. You will be called Khun
Wimon;\fn{A note reads: Khun is a second-person pronoun used between peers and to superiors. [It also is used by Thais addressing
foreigners—as (with regards to the name, “Julia Smith”) in Khun Julia, though not Khun Smith.)] Today, it is the most common pronoun
used between adults in ordinary social situations. Sixty years ago, khun bore a stronger connotation of class (the person being spoken to as
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"Khun" might well be far above the speaker in social class). Then and now, servants in a household would use "Khun" when speaking to
superiors.} you must behave in such a way that your name will be a fragrance in the air and bring you honor and

joy.
When you were a child, it was enough that you were a good girl in the eyes of your father and mother. But
now, you must be a good woman in the eyes of the world. Moreover, you must know how to recognize good
people and to emulate them.
The people who live in your house today, Little One, are not all servants. Your stepmother is there also and her
two children. You must be a bit careful and realize that people may be devious, yet it is important that you are not
overly suspicious of others, lest you cause estrangement. You should never be afraid of others when they have
done wrong, yet you must avoid seeming to disparage them for their actions, lest they be embarrassed before
others.
Listen to people when they want to confide in you, unIess you perceive that they are attempting to turn you
against others. Do not be irritated when people try to give you advice; consider what they have to say. People who
fawn over you and flatter you can never be trusted. Do not trust people under your authority on the basis of what
they tell you to your face; with your own eyes, observe what they do.
When someone comes to you with accusations against another, under no circumstances must you join in their
folly and abandon your dignity. Nothing invites more scorn than a light ear that eagerly accepts all tales and a
gossiping mouth that repeats them.
My final word of advice, Little One, is this: she who would govern others, must first be able to govern herself.
On this birthday, may you strive to be good, as I have taught you. May you continue to be blessed, to have no
injury, to know no pain. May you live long and achieve honors; may your life be prosperous and your name as
perfume. May all who see you, love you; may you know happiness and health, and continue to be your Father’s
joy all the days of his life.\fn{ This concludes the first excerpt. A note continues in a summary: On the day following Wimon’s twentyfirst birthday, her father, Chao Khun Amorn-rat, collapses and dies. To the consternation of all, it is discovered that he had been in serious
financial difficulty. Wimon, her older brother, who is studying abroad, and her younger siblings all face a troubling future. Khun Sae had
written a letter preparing her daughter for the life of a well-ta-do aristocrat’s wife. Of what use are her cautions about the treatment of
servants when Wimon and her siblings move into the servants’ quarters themselves and prepare to rent the family home? This was Wimon’s
idea. Having taken charge of the situation, she has decided to rent the family home to Phraya Ponewat, a high official with the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (who is referred to as Chao Khun throughout the novel); his wife, Khunying Saay-swaat (who is dying of tuberculosis); and
their young son, Sumon. Characters in the following excerpt include Khun Sae and Khunying Saay-swaat, who is arguably the most
interesting character in the novel. Before her illness, this lady, who is in her late twenties or early thirties, was a famous beauty, a woman
of wonderful energy and great enthusiasms. Now, tuberculosis has robbed her of all that. Determined to die a graceful death, strong in her
Buddhist faith, Khunying Saay-swaat now faces the reality that even in this she will be thwarted. Her life has trailed on, and fear and
suffering have taken their toll. The once indomitable khunying is becoming consumed with envy of those who will live on, with bitterness at
her fate, and with worry about her surviving son. And she loathes herself, despising the dependent, complaining creature she has become.
This passage typifies the strong Buddhist message in Dok Mai Sot’s novels. Once the reader recognizes the fundamental themes of Buddhist
philosophy, as represented in the excerpt that follows, they become apparent in virtually all Thai fiction: Orie’s karma is the chief
determinant of one’s status and fortunes in this life. Karma is the current balance of good and bad deeds performed in previous lives. It is
incumbent upon everyone to attempt to do good deeds in this life, so that the karmic balance will be improved in one’s next incarnation.
One is unable to change the important facts about one’s life or the lives of other people, because of the workings of karma; all that one can
do is to accept reality, living and dying in true wisdom. Perhaps the oddest single feature in this excerpt, in comparison with a similar
scene in a Western novel, is that Wimon is present but does not utter a word during the entire scene. The author means to show that Wimon
is upset by other events in the story. But, even were that not so, the fact that she contributes nothing to the conversation does not strike
Khunying Saay-swaat, or her mother, as particularly odd, since it is acceptable for a young, unmarried woman to sit in attendance upon
her elders in respectful silence.}

*
… Khun Sae prepared to pay a second visit to Khunying Ponewat.\fn{ A note reads: Khunying, or khunyring, is a title
given to the wife of a high-ranking official or the wife of a titled man. Her husband’s name is Ponewat; her own given name is Saay-swaat.
Usually, in the novel, she is referred to as Khunying Saay-swaat .} This time she came informally and alone. No one had come

to introduce her, nor had she announced her intention to stop by. Khun Sae walked up the front stairs and went
straight to the khunying’s bedroom, but as she began to enter the room, she stopped abruptly, seeing that her new
friend was in bed, with the covers pulled up. Wimon sat quietly on the floor, in the center of the room. Khun Sae
turned to leave, lest she waken the sleeping woman, but the khunying had seen her and called to her in a weak,
hoarse voice.
“If you are going to come see me whenever you please, then you must expect to see me in this bed. Do come
in.”
As Khun Sae approached the bed, Khunying Saay-swaat sighed and said, “I shall be confined here for the rest
of my time, I expect, until they lift me into my coffin.”
A tear slid down hee cheek as she spoke, and her visitor’s face filled with pity.
“My dear, my dear,” Khun Sae began, pulling a chair to the bedside. “Are you feeling so much worse?” Only
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the night before, she thought to herself, she had visited with the khunying’s husband, and he had seemed quite
cheerful.
“Very late last night, there was more blood. I shall not last to the end of this rainy season. Which is just as well.
I am so ready for it to end; I hope I am nearing the place my karma and fate have been leading me to, because I
am so thoroughly tired of being a dreadful burden to everyone.”
“For shame, Khunying.”
Khun Sae recognized that the woman was quite willing to speak intimately with her, and so she would behave
as if they were old friends.
“If you want to speak of your own karma, that is your affair; but when you speak of being a burden to others, I
must disagree. Persons such as yourself are not easily found, you know.”
The other woman slowly shook her head but did not reply. She looked about the room, and her gaze fell on
Wimon.
“Why are you sitting on the floor? Sit on the chair at my dressing table. Or perhaps it’s too heavy—and I made
Nang Piw [the servant] leave, oh dear … Wimon sits there as if she were waiting politely for my last breath. What
do you think, Khun Sae?”
“Never mind about her,” said Khun Sae. “You’re sick, she’s not. She can sit there. Have you told the doctor
yet, about last night?”
“Oh, the doctor. He just left. Chao Khun [referring to her husband] called him early this morning.”
“Well then, what did he say?”
“What do you think he said? What is there to say? This illness is beyond the doctor’s power. He can do
nothing. Except to lie and tell me that nothing is really very wrong. How sick I am of it all.”
Khun Sae, looking at the frail woman in the bed, believed that the khunying's own evaluation of her condition
was correct. Today, she was much changed from the first time Khun Sae had visited her. It seemed that there was
no blood left in her body: her face was white; her lips were greenish; her eyes, yellow. The thin hands that
fluttered on the coverlet were as pale as her face. However, she was not coughing or panting for breath.
Khun Sae pronounced, “If you’re going to give up that easily, then you are quite right, the doctor is useless;
but nothing is as important to getting well, Khunying, as strength of heart. Doctors and medicines are—
accessories; they cannot cure you.”
They sat in silence for a few moments, and then Khun Sae began to speak again.
“Old age, illness, and death: these things are coming to us all. We cannot escape them. The best we can do is to
recognize the fact and die when our time comes to die. But until that time comes, we must be unafraid and
struggle to live until it really is the end. My friend, you must keep your heart and mind clean, free of sin, free of
anxiety. Not waste your energy trying to change or fix things over which you have no control. Conserve your
strength of heart for your own struggle, Khunying.”
While Khun Sae spoke, Khunying Saay-swaat’s eyes never left her face. But when she had finished speaking,
the other woman’s gaze slowly shifted to Wimon and stayed upon her until the young woman shifted uneasily.
The khunying wiped a tear from her cheek and said, “I do not weep because I am afraid to die. I wish that I
would die as soon as possible. But I cannot help but weep for those I love. Oh, I know that while I live, I am a
burden to them. But when I die … when I am gone, I wonder how it will be for them.”
“When you die,” Khun Sae said gently, “they will be sorry and sad, and will think of you. As much as you
loved them, that is how much they will miss you. But no matter how much we love other people, we will lose
them, either through their death or ours. Worrying about them can only make us more miserable than we need to
be. And you know the truth: Even if you were here for those you love all the days of your life, their karma would
remain unchanged. They would be unhappy when bad things happen and happy when good things happen, with
you or without you. Do not worry about them. It is a waste of time when you should be thinking of yourself. If
there is anything that you can do to improve your health, you should be doing it—instead of lying here weeping
about the things you cannot change.”
“There isn’t anything I can do to help myself,” Khunying Saay-swaat said petulantly.
“Ooey! In these days, people get cured of tuberculosis, don’t you know that? It takes a long time, but you
mustn’t be so eager to be conquered by it.”
“Oh, Khun Sae, I have been sick more than a year already. I don’t know how many doctors have attended me,
and all that happens is that I get a bit better and then fail …” She looked earnestly at Khun Sae for a moment.
“Do you really think that even I could get better?”
Khunying Saay-swaat’s expression looked almost cheerful. It is only natural for a person to want to believe in
the possibility that he or she most desires; and when that person is ill, both in body and in spirit, the ability to
believe increases. Khun Sae, seeing that her words had worked a positive effect upon the patient, hurried to
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improve upon them.
“Why, don’t you know that if a person is going to die of tuberculosis, it almost always happens in the first
three months? Perhaps you will get a bit better and then fail, just as you have said, for three or four more years.
Isn’t that worth something? I should think so. Or you could be ill for a few years, and then get much better and go
on to be an old lady with a grown son. Now, do you think you ought to be in such a hurry to die?”
Khunying Saay-swaat sat up straighter in her bed.
“Let us talk of other things,” Khun Sae said, hoping to steer the conversation away from illness. “The foreign
food last night was quite delicious.\fn{ A note reads: The previous evening, Khunying Saay-swaat had ordered her cook to prepare
a foreign (European) dinner for Wimon and the visiting Khun Sae. Khunying Saay-swaat’s husband, Chao Khun Ponewat, and their son
had joined them.} Did Chao Khun tell you how much I ate? I haven’t had a dinner like that one in a long time. I do

like foreign food, but I’m far too lazy to prepare it for myself. Imagine you, lying here in this bed and still
thinking of us and providing all that lovely food.”
“Oh, the chao khun thought of it, you know. I didn’t do anything but lie here and make up the menu and order
the food.”
“Well, then. You share the boon, half and half.\fn{A note reads: Acts of merit, boon, or bun, have a positive effect on one’s
karma. Common acts of merit include giving food to monks when they carry their bowls through the neighborhood early each morning or
on special holiday; supporting temples or building new ones; and doing good works in general .} Where is Sumon? He was with

his father last night and sat so politely. No naughtiness in him at all.”
“I sent him downstairs to play. I don’t—I don’t want him here when I’m so ill. I can’t bear to look at him and
think of him after I’m dead.” Khunying Saay-swaat’s face crumpled, and she began to sob quietly.
“If his mother dies, he still has a father,” Khun Sae said firmly, dismayed by the sudden and unwelcome return
of the conversation to the khunying’s illness. “An only son! Why, the chao khun would cherish him all the more if
you were not here.”
“Ooey, who can know?” Khunying Saay-swaat’s eyes flashed. “Men! They find some new wife and think of
nothing but—but being with her. They forget all about their children.”
“My dear, the chao khun is a very sensible man—”
“You don’t know him. You have no idea. When he is interested in something, he becomes quite—beguiled.”
“Everyone knows that he is beguiled by you. If it were otherwise, you wouldn’t have had that absurd
argument, trying to talk him into taking a minor wife.”
Khunying Saay-swaat smiled again and dabbed at her eyes.
“We argued again last night!”
“Even though you see how good he is, still you—”
“No, no!” the khunying interrupted. “We didn't argue about that!” Her voice had taken on the impatient tone of
a child. “It was quite a new argument. He has a friend, an important man from India, who has come to Bangkok.
The chao khun received a card from him at his office in the Ministry, and when he went to the man’s hotel the
next evening to leave his own card, they met by chance in the lobby and chatted for hours. When the chao khun
came home, he told me that in a few days, he’s going to take his old friend to dinner.”
Having made this lengthy speech, Khunying Saay-swaat lay back against the pillow. Khun Sae saw with alarm
that her friend was growing very tired but was determined to continue the story, and so, instead of imploring her
to rest, Khun Sae sat back and listened.
“Before my illness, the chao khun would never have taken an important visitor from another country to dinner
at a hotel. He always criticized men who did that. He loves to invite guests to his own home. And now, he was
going to take this old friend—this man at whose house he had stayed—to a hotel! Because he didn’t want me to
be troubled.” As she spoke, the khunying moved closer to the edge of the bed and Khun Sae. Now she lay on her
side, solemnly looking into her friend’s face.
“I said, ‘Oh, it is no trouble. I need not leave my bed at all. At least I can plan the menu, and you can see to the
rest yourself.’
“But he said no, he couldn’t, he wasn’t able to do such things without me. How absurd! Before we married, I
had studied farang\fn{A note reads: The word farang means both “foreign” (Western) and “foreigner.” } subjects and languages,
too; but it was the chao khun who taught me most about their ways, you know. And now—now he says he can’t
do anything without me! Even when I suggested that you might help him—I knew you wouldn’t mind at all—but
no, that only made him all the more adamant. I am quite put out with him.”
“My dear, he means so well; he is only thinking of you.”
The khunying opened her mouth to speak again, but this time Khun Sae raised her hand and said, “No more,
you must rest. You’ve quite tired yourself out. Haven’t you considered that this man, the chao khun’s friend from
India, would be naturally reluctant to visit his friend at home, knowing that his wife is ill? Surely, he would
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refuse. However, if you really want him to come to dinner at your house, I shall speak to the chao khun myself. I
was my own father’s hostess when I was a girl. And Wimon here is quite clever at these things. But you, my dear
khunying, must give your word: if he accepts our help, you must leave the matter to us entirely.” She smiled and
added, “I want to see you lying serene and prayerful upon your bed throughout; and if you will promise me that,
perhaps you can have your wish, and the chao khun can bring his old friend home to dinner.”
“Oh, thank you—I thank you with all my heart.”
Khunying Saay-swaat smiled, brought her palms together before her face, and bent her head in a graceful wai.
“It is so dreadful, lying here and thinking of all the ways in which I hinder the chao khun’s career now—in society
and—and in his life.”
“Enough, enough. I understand, and I believe that I know what is in your heart. But I also know that everything
your good husband does for you, he does out of love. No one is forcing him. You might think of rewarding his
devotion by caring for yourself the very best you can and by doing as your doctor tells you. And all those things
you insist upon worrying about—let them go!”
Khunying Saay-swaat made another grateful wai and, in a low, trembling voice, said, “Besides my husband,
you are the best person I know.”
To this, Khun Sae made no reply but only smiled.
They sat in silence. Khun Sae looked about the room, from one object to another, to relieve the irritation and
frustration she felt, scolding the khunying for her fretting. The sick woman stroked the edge of her pillow
absently, seeming lost in thought until her eyes fell on Wimon, who had been turning a ring on her finger absently.
Wimon looked up, aware of the khunying’s eyes upon her.
“And you, Elder Sister,”\fn{A note reads: Khunying Saay-swaat has playfully taken to calling the younger Wimon “Elder Sister”
(phil) because Wimon has become like an elder sister to Sumon, the khunring’s son.} Khunying Saay-swaat said, “since you
came into the room, you have not spoken a single word!”
Khun Sae looked at her daughter and, when Wimon continued to sit silently, spoke on her behalf.
“We would like to see you have a real rest now. It is the most important thing, after all. It is rest that will heal
you.”
Khunying Saay-swaat let out a great sigh of dismay.
“Oh, rest! It is all I do. I would sleep, but sleep will not come. That is why I lie here and—and think. There is
nothing amusing to look at. If I look up, there is the top of my mosquito net; if I look out, I see the walls. I am
bored, bored, bored beyond endurance.”
A person who is ill like this, Khun Sae thought to herself, needs someone to sit and to be a friend, to be there
when she falls asleep and when she awakens. Someone to provide the small comforts, read from a favorite book,
and nourish her spirit.
At that moment, the servant Nang Piw entered the bedroom to say that Chao Khun Ponewat had telephoned to
ask how the khunying was feeling.
“And what did you tell him?” Khunying Saay-swaat asked, noticeably cheered by the news.
“I didn’t tell Taan anything yet, Jao kha.\fn{A note reads: In this conversation between Khunying Saay-swaat and her servant
Nang Piw, all the personal pronouns used are different from those used in the conversation between the Khunying and Khun Sae. These
differences unfortunately cannot be represented without encumbering the dialogue so much that the reader loses track of the story in trying
to follow the mechanics of the translation. Taan, or thdtin, is a more polite second-person pronoun than khun. Lao kha, or jaw kha, is a
phrase used at the end of a sentence by a lower-class person speaking to an upper-class person, especially one with a royal title. The initial
words in the terms I have given as chao khun, chao phraya, and jao kha are spelled identically in Thai; the use of ch in the transliteration
of the first two terms reflects common usage.} Taan is still waiting on the telephone. I am supposed to ask you how you

are feeling.”
“Go and say that I am feeling quite well. Khun Taan\fn{ A note reads: Khun taan is an honorific pronoun phrase. Although
it does not specifically identify Khun Sae, Khunying Saay-swaat knows that her husband will understand that she is referring to their guest
of the past few days. An English equivalent would be referring to a member of royalty as “Her Highness” when the person to whom one is
speaking understands which “Highness” is the subject of conversation.} has come to visit me, and Wimon also.”

She laughed softly.
“Tell the chao khun that we are sitting here gossiping about him.”
Nang Piw left the room, returning a few moments later.
“I told Taan what you said, Jao kha. Taan said that he will be home at noon.”
“Oh, dear, I say that I am feeling well, and then he says he’s coming home at noon, as if he didn’t hear a word.
What else did you say?”
“I only said the things you said, Jao Kha. What I already told you. Taan said he is coming home at noon. But
not to eat lunch.”
“Well, then. He will do as he likes.”
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Khunying Saay-swaat pretended to be piqued as she watched the servant leave the room, but Khun Sae noted
the sparkle in her eye at the knowledge that her husband soon would be home.
“Khun Sae, do you have any errands to do today?”
“I am not sure. Perhaps, later this afternoon.”
“It is nearly noon. Don’t go out now when it is so hot. Why don’t you wait and talk to the chao khun?”
Wimon's eyes flashed to the clock at the khunying’s bedside. Khun Sae noticed and said, “I will stay for a
while, but Wimon must go home. She left several tasks undone this morning.”
Wimon made a parting wai and left the room. Khunying Saay-swaat’s eyes followed the tall, slender form until
the young woman had disappeared through the door.
“How I wish I could know,” she said softly, “what the chao khun’s new wife will look like. I would like to have
known her before I die. I have asked him to let me find her, but he is implacable.”\fn{ A note reads: Traditionally, it has
been quite usual for a major wife to bring other women to her husband’s attention. If the major wife had a hand in choosing subsequent
wives, she could ensure the continuance of her authority. A younger sister or cousin, for example, would almost certainly show her the kind
of respect and attention that, in other cultures, might be compared to behavior toward one’s mother-in-law .}

Khun Sae did not reply. She had no wish to see the khunying further weaken herself by discussing this subject.
“Your daughter,” the khunying said, “is both beautiful and charming. Why is she still alone? It is very strange.”
“If the chao khun had not died! [referring to Chao Khun Armornrat, Wimon’s father] I don’t think we would
see her alone,” Khun Sae replied. In the next moment, she remembered that Wimon did indeed have a young man
who was interested in her.\fn{A note reads: Wimon has a tacit understanding with a young man who is studying abroad .} But she
did not feel that this was a matter to discuss with Khunying Saay-swaat.\fn{ A note reads: No well-brought-up young
woman would discuss the possibility of an engagement or an interest in a young man, nor would her mother risk compromising her honor
by speaking of it, lest the match fail to reach the point of marriage. To do so could seriously affect her chances of making another match .}

The khunying moved as if to speak, then stopped, began again, and seemed to change her mind.
Khun Sae remained silent. She was content to sit at the bedside, provide insofar as she could the warmth of
friendship and attempt to avoid those subjects of conversation most likely to distress and exhaust Khunying Saayswaat.\fn{This concludes the second excerpt. A note continues a summary: The dinner for the visiting Indian official is a great success.
Wimon acts as hostess. Khunying Saay-swaat finds herself tortured between gratitude and overwhelming jealousy toward the young
woman. The servant Nang Piw must run between the khun-ying’s bedroom and the hallways outside the dining room, so that she can report
to her mistress on Phraya Ponewat’s every move and word, and on Wimon’s also. Soon after, Khunying Saay-swaat dies. Phraya Ponewat
helps Wimon to recover part of her family fortune. As the novel ends, the reader is encouraged to hope that, after a decent interval, Wimon
and Phraya Ponewat will wed. Khun Sae returns to Chantaburi.}

100.73 1. The Giantess 2. The Tiger 3. The Flowers Of The Mustard Greens: Three Folktales\fn{by Grandfather Pai
(c.1910?- )} Dong Luang, Mukdahan Province, Thailand (M) 6
1
This is the story of a poor orphan boy who lived alone in the forest with his grandmother because they had no
other relatives anywhere. Every morning the orphan and the old lady walked down to the river to bathe. One day
they met the children of the Burmese overlord.
“Out of the way, orphan! We are the children of the Burmese. Wait until we have finished!”
The orphan was furious, but he said nothing and continued to scoop up the water in his gourd and pour it over
himself.
“If you don’t get out of the way, we shall push you out of the way!” The orphan quietly continued to bathe. . .
Then push him they did—splash!—into the river.
As the orphan fell, he dropped his gourd water scoop and it floated quickly away on the current. By the time he
had scrambled back onto the river bank it was around the corner and out of sight. Angry, unhappy, and dripping
wet he rushed off to catch it. The orphan ran quickly but there was no sign of the gourd. As he ran he came upon a
woman enjoying the sun, right in the middle of his path.
“Woman of the forest, did you notice a gourd water scoop floating by?”
“Indeed I did! I was busy brewing my rice whisky, or I would have gone and caught it.”
“Many thanks,” the orphan replied, encouraged. “Can I step over you, or would you prefer me to walk
around?”
“It is polite to walk around.”
So he climbed carefully around the woman and continued on his way.
“Bless you, boy, for your manners. May the giants have mercy on you!”
The orphan hurried on and not long after he came upon another woman.
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“Woman of the forest, did you see a gourd water scoop go floating by?”
“Indeed I did! I was holding my child out to excrete, or I would have gone and caught it.”
“Thank you. Can I step over you or would you prefer me to walk around?”
“It is polite to walk around.”
So the orphan climbed carefully around the second woman.
“Bless you, boy, for your manners. May the giants have mercy on you.”
By now the river was growing broad and deep. Still there was no sign of the gourd. Then the boy rounded a
bend. There, in the middle of the river, stood a huge woman!
“This must be the giantess,” he muttered to himself in fright, “inspecting her fish traps!”
“What luck! A juicy little human!” the giantess boomed in delight as she caught sight of the orphan moving on
the bank.
“Don’t eat me, Grandmother! I shall come and live with you as a grandson and keep you company!”
Now the thought of a grandchild appealed to the giantess, who was really quite lonely.
“Very well, child,” she said slowly. “Come and live with me and my old giant. But what brings you so far from
home?”
“My gourd water scoop fell into the river and floated away on the current. I have been chasing after it, but I
fear it is lost,” said the orphan sadly.
“Oh, I found a gourd water scoop this morning. Come along home and I shall get it!”
So the orphan went home with the giantess.
“Make yourself at home, boy,” she said kindly as they entered her large house. “You can go anywhere you like,
except on that shelf. But I shall have to hide you before the giant comes in, or he will gobble you up!”
The orphan peered around his new home curiously. The floor was of split bamboo, but the cracks between the
slats were as wide as his leg. The kindling on the hearth consisted of great logs. And the door was so heavy he
could neither open nor close it.
As soon as the giantess went outside, he climbed onto the forbidden shelf. Ugh! It was piled high with bones!
Human bones! He broke out in a cold sweat. There were also two baskets on the shelf. One basket was old and
worn. He lifted the lid nervously and peeped inside. It was brimming with gold and silver! The other basket was
new. When he lifted the lid and peeped inside he found it was full of long gray pubic hair! Then he jumped quietly
off the shelf again before the giantess could return.
“Boy! It’s time to hide!” shouted the giantess as she hurried inside. “The giant will be home soon.” She hid the
orphan in a large cooking pot with a heavy lid, and not long after the giant strode in.
“Mmm! Something smells good!” he roared.
What are you talking about?” replied the giantess.
But the giant knew there was a human in the house and he set about finding him. He looked over the fireplace,
under the sleeping mats, in the rice pot. Finally the giantess said to him,
“My husband, it’s true there is a human in the house, but he has come to live with us as our grandchild. If you
promise not to harm him, I shall let him out.”
The giant gave his word and his wife lifted the lid of the cooking pot and helped the orphan to climb out.
The orphan lived with the giants happily for many weeks, fishing, hunting, and gathering berries from the
forest. But, as time passed, he grew homesick for his old life with his grandmother in their little hut downstream.
Eventually he said to the giantess,
“Grandmother, I long to return to my own home. My human grandmother will be wondering what has
happened to me.”
“Of course, boy,” said the giantess sadly, knowing she could not hold him against his will. That evening she
came home with a wonderful catch of fish and crabs and frogs and prawns for dinner. She prepared them carefully
and served them with vegetables and rice. They looked delicious. The orphan helped himself to the crabs saying,
“Grandmother, you and the giant have the frogs and prawns; the crabs are too hard for you to chew.” He
crunched on the crabs hungrily and ate his fill. “Thank you for a beautiful meal. Now what can I do for you before
I return in the morning?”
“Boy, my head is so itchy. Would it be possible to sit in the sun and comb out my hair to kill the lice?”
“It would be a pleasure,” he replied.
At first light in the morning he went into the forest and searched until he found the poisonous root that killed
lice. When he returned he combed out the giantess’s hair and placed the root in it. Then he sat back and watched
while all the lice ran to it, ate greedily, and dropped off dead. When all the lice were dead he said to the giantess,
“That’s done, Grandmother.”
“So soon? Thank you, boy. Now you will need a basket for your journey. Which one would you like? The new
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one or the old one?”
“The old one will be fine, thank you.” The giantess reached for a basket from the shelf saying,
“Off you go, then. But remember this: if the river is black, wash only your hair; if it is pink, wash only your
lips; and wash only your face if it is really clear.”
“I shall remember, Grandmother. Goodbye and thank you. I shall come and visit you again one day.”
Then he set off home, careful to wash only his face in the clear water, only his hair in the murky water, and
only his lips in the pink water.
His real grandmother was overjoyed to see him again. They were even more overjoyed when they opened the
basket—the giantess had left all her silver in it!
News of the orphan’s good fortune was quick to reach the ears of a young witch who thought to herself,
“If the orphan can come home with all that silver, why shouldn’t I?” So she, too, dropped a gourd into the river
and set off after it. She, too, came across the woman who lived in the forest and asked if she had seen her gourd
floating down the river.
“Indeed I did,” replied the woman, “but I was busy and could not stop to catch it.”
The witch muttered to herself impatiently, stepped over her, and hurried on without a word.
“Damn you for rudeness! May the giants show no mercy on you!” growled the woman.
At last the witch met up with the giantess and persuaded her, as the orphan had done, to take her home to live.
Like the orphan she stayed for a time and then said she wished to return. Again the giantess prepared a delicious
meal of frogs and prawns and crabs. But as the witch helped herself greedily to the prawns she said to the giants,
“You have the little crabs. Although you are so large, your teeth are old and small.”
“Rrrrrr!” The giantess swore to herself, but she said nothing. After the meal she said to the witch,
“Would you have time to kill the lice in my hair before you go?”
“I am in rather a hurry, but show me your head.” She parted the giantess’s hair and went over her scalp until
she found some lice.
“These are too big to be lice! They must be little scorpions!” And she took out her ax and chopped at her head
to kill the lice. The giantess winced with pain at every blow and swore under her breath, but she still offered the
witch a basket for the journey home. She chose the new one.
“Farewell, then,” said the giantess, “but remember, if the river is black, wash only your hair; if it is pink, wash
only your lips; and wash only your face if it is really clear.”
Of course the witch paid no heed. She washed her face in muddy water and the silt stuck; she washed her hair
in water pink with sediment, and it turned pink; her lips she washed in water that was clear and they lost all their
color. She looked old and ugly. When she peeped into the basket for her prize, she found it was full of long, gray
pubic hairs!
“Eeerrr!” she raged. She threw the basket away in disgust and made up a song about it:”
The giantess I know, I know,
Is very well endowed
With public hair, with pubic hair!

The giantess heard about her singing the song. Full of fury, she stormed along and grabbed the witch, tore her
limb from limb, and devoured her!
2
There once lived a man and a woman who had but one daughter and she was very dear to them. Every year as
the rice was ripening the girl would sleep out in the field hut and guard the precious crop from the thieving
animals and birds.
One year the girl was guarding the grain as usual when word reached the village that there were tigers around.
It was just dusk so the girl’s boyfriend lost no time in running to her field hut to warn her.
“My friend,” he panted, “there are tigers in the rice fields! You must come home with me at once!” But the girl
was just settling down in the warmth of a cheerful fire and said,
“Thanks, but I shall stay here for the night and come home in the morning.”
“You must come now!”
“I shall come at first light tomorrow, I promise.” Nothing could persuade her to venture out into the cold
evening air, so the boy went home again alone.
“She is coming in the morning,” he told her parents as he passed by their house.
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That night the boy lay down to sleep but the thought of his friend alone in the field hut haunted him. For
several hours he tossed and turned. Finally he threw off his blanket, took down his jungle knife, and sharpened it
to a keen edge. Slinging the knife over his shoulder he made his way back through the night to the girl’s hut.
As he drew close he heard muffled screams and growls—the tigers had found his friend already! Cold with
horror he drew out his knife, rushed into the hut and slashed into the tiger that was mauling his friend. But alas,
his knife struck the girl as well. Both tiger and girl fell bleeding at his feet. In a few moments they were dead.
The boy threw himself to the ground in disbelief and his whole body shook with sobs. Of what use was life
without his dear friend? How could he tell her parents that their child had been killed, and by his own hand?
After a time he grew calm as he thought of a plan which comforted him. Picking up his knife he deftly and
lovingly divided his friend into three parts; then he cut the tiger also into three and laid it beside her. Taking with
him three locks of the girl’s long black hair, also the tiger’s tail, he went back to the village. The tail, along with
one lock of hair, he put into the mother’s rice pounder; another lock of hair he laid on her winnowing tray, and the
last he put into her rice basket. Then he climbed up onto his own house and, strumming his banjo, sang this song:
Mother of my beloved;
Mother of my beloved;
Go and see your child in the field; in the field;
Your child in the field is not happy.

The girl’s mother was roused from her sleep by the song and strained her ears to listen.
“That’s a strange song he’s singing,” she said to her husband. “Listen.”
Mother of my beloved;
Mother of my beloved;
Go and see your child in the field, in the field;
Your child in the field is not happy.

But they drifted off to sleep again and thought no more about it.
At first light the mother rose and went downstairs to husk the day’s rice. As she took up her rice basket she
noticed a lock of black hair in it.
“That looks like my daughter’s hair she said to herself in surprise.” When she picked up her winnowing tray
she found another lock of hair. Puzzled, she put her rice into the pounder and husked it. As she lifted the rice and
the husks out onto the winnowing tray again she found herself holding the tiger’s tail and the last lock of hair! The
woman screamed, threw down the tiger’s tail and the winnowing tray and rushed up to her husband.
“Our daughter has been taken by a tiger! Our daughter is dead!” she cried.
Together they ran out to their field hut to see for themselves. Sure enough, they found their daughter in three
pieces, beside a tiger cut into three. As they looked they understood everything the boy was telling them about her
death: how she had been killed by his own knife as he had tried to save her from the tiger. They clung to each
other and wept.
That afternoon the villagers took their axes and collected a lot of wood. They heaped it high and sadly laid the
girl and the tiger on top and gathered round while the bodies burned. As for the boy, he was not among the
villagers. He was at home, dressing. He put on his best black silk pants and shirt, fastened a belt round his waist
and threw his beloved’s singing cape over his shoulders. By the time he reached the cremation, the flames were
licking high into the air.
The boy stood by the fire and looked into the dazzling heat. In its depths he could make out the shape of the
tiger chasing his friend, and drawing closer and closer to her! He quickly grabbed his knife and thrust it into the
fire, stabbing deep into the tiger’s heart. He stood for a moment in silent exultation, then he leapt triumphantly
into the fire to his beloved!
3
Long ago there was a young orphan who owned seven oxen, seven dogs, and was betrothed to a beautiful
young maiden. The maiden wished to be married without delay but the orphan said,
“I have neither drum nor riches yet. I must go trading for a year or two to make my fortune.” He promised to
be back by the third year at the latest.
“Please wait for me and be worthy of my trust.”
The very next day he prepared a large bundle of betel nut and a stack of cheroots; then he harnessed up his
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seven oxen and set a pair of bells on each one’s back. When his seven dogs and seven companions were ready he
bade farewell to his betrothed and set out.
The path wound down in front of the village into the valley, then up again and round behind the mountainside.
Hours later the boy could see his girl’s house far off across the valley; and the girl could hear the ox bells ringing
out to her in the distance. She ran to look, untied her red scarf and waved to her boy. The ox bells sang back:
We shall return bearing silver and gold;
We shall return bearing silver and gold.

By noon the boy, along with his oxen, dogs, and companions, had disappeared from view and the girl was left
lonely and forlorn. She shed some tears and could not eat.
A year passed by. The girl’s father, who had never liked the orphan, grew impatient for his daughter to be
married. He brought eligible suitors to her in fine clothes and said,
“What do you think of this man? He owns a horse, an elephant, and a drum!” She would reply,
“Father, I am waiting for my betrothed.”
“A whole year has gone by and you have heard nothing. He will never return now.”
“He promised to be back by the third year at the latest!” she would retort angrily.
Another year passed. The orphan was still faraway but he had completed his business and was returning. The
homeward journey was long and slow as there were mountains to climb and rivers to cross.
“Your boy would be home by now if he were coming,” said the girl’s father. “He must have perished along the
way.”
He had selected another husband for his daughter, a man from a distant village with three hundred silver coins.
Even her mother agreed that it was an excellent match. The girl refused to discuss the matter, but preparations
were nevertheless made for the wedding. When she asked her parents what they were doing, they replied,
“Your boy has been gone too long. He won’t return now, he must be dead.” They would not wait and set about
distilling the rice whisky.
Meanwhile the orphan was drawing closer everyday. People in the village where he was staying said to him,
“You will be home in time for a wedding.”
“Oh? Who is to be married?” They told him his girl’s name.
“She is marrying a wealthy man from a distant village.”
The boy’s heart sank. He could no longer eat. The food just sat in his throat.
“She promised to wait for me,” he repeated to himself, over and over again.
“Hurry back and you will be in time for the whisky drinking!”
But the boy had no thought for whisky now. In fact he had lost all desire to even return. Eventually, though, he
forced himself to harness up his oxen and trudge homewards, leaden hearted. He bought the wedding gifts he
would have given his bride—red and black cotton thread of the best quality—and finally stopped to rest at another
village.
“You will be just in time for the wedding feast!” they said. “There are two nights before the pig will be killed
and if you hurry you will be in time to have some.”
But the orphan was in no hurry and stayed till morning. Then he harnessed up his oxen again and traveled
through the day. By evening he was tired and hungry and angry. His companions prepared a meal, but he could
swallow only a few mouthfuls. Although he lay down to rest he was too unhappy to sleep. He tossed and turned
fitfully until, in desperation, he called out to his companions,
“Let’s get going!”
So they harnessed the animals up again and traveled through the rest of the night. By dawn they could see their
village across the valley and hear the gongs and cymbals welcoming the groom.
As for the bride, she had not yet risen. She lay in her blanket, still and sad. Then, floating across the valley
came the sound of ox bells!
“My boy is back!” her heart shouted and she could no longer lie still. His music was drawing closer and closer
—it was beautiful! The bells sang out:
We are bearing drums and riches;
We are bearing drums and riches.

Now they were descending into the valley. How long had it been since she had put up her hair and made
herself beautiful? She grabbed her oil and carefully arranged her hair, then tied on her green silk scarf. She could
see her boy through the slats in the bamboo walls of the house—his arms and legs, his silver-handled knife and
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his skin bag. Her boy had come home to her at last!
Pretending to need water, she took up her bamboo water containers and ran down to the stream to meet him.
She scooped up water, and scooped up water, until at last he came.
“Oh, it’s you!” he said and continued on his way. Then he shouted back over his shoulder,
“I thought you were going to wait for me and be worthy of my trust! How can you be marrying another?”
“My beloved, it’s not my doing! It’s my father!”
“If you don’t wish to marry the man, how can he want you?”
“If you don’t believe me, ask anyone!”
“So you do still love me?”
“I shall love only you until the day I die!” The orphan paused, then he said slowly,
“If that is the case, can you agree to this?” And he told her and his companions of his plan. His girl replied that
she would agree to anything—that she did not love the bridegroom at all. And his seven companions solemnly
nodded their agreement.
“Then come and fetch me when my mustard greens are in flower.”
At that, the orphan drew out his long, sharp, silver hairpin and plunged it into her body, just beneath her breast,
and left it there.
“If you can reach your house,” he said, “lie down on your sleeping mat.”
The girl picked up her water containers, put them on her back, then climbed slowly back up to her house. She
said to her mother,
“Could you please unroll my mat? I am still sleepy.” So her mother unrolled her mat.
“And could you bring me my two silver cups. I wish to drink from them.”
Her mother brought her the cups and went away again to chat.
When the girl was alone she carefully pulled out the hairpin, then pressed her silver cup over the wound. She
lay down on the cup and her life blood dripped slowly into it.
Her mother had no idea what had happened. When some young friends called by, she exclaimed impatiently,
“My daughter, you are still sleeping and your friends are visiting! Why, you haven’t even let the chickens out
yet!”
She went over to shake her daughter to rouse her. It was then she saw the blood. She tore off the blanket and
there was her child, dead.
The news soon reached the groom and when he saw that she was indeed dead, he shrugged, slung his drum
over his shoulder and set off home again without even waiting for the funeral. In fact he only left the pigs and
chickens he had brought for the feast because he did not want to carry them; those with an appetite ate them.
The girl’s parents were beside themselves with sorrow, but the villagers muttered to themselves that it was they
who were to blame. They had forced her to marry against her wishes; and had not her betrothed returned that very
morning, laden with riches, before the two years had long passed?
For three days and nights people gathered to sing the girl’s spirit back to the World of the Dead. For three days
and nights the orphan watched and listened. Then, as planned, he harnessed up his oxen for the last time and led
them out into the fields where he killed them, one by one, and chopped them into meat for the villagers. One by
one, as planned, he also killed his seven companions.
A huge pile of firewood was collected, and the bodies of the girl and the seven companions were laid upon it.
The boy also laid upon it the red and black cotton thread, some of the girl’s belongings, and some clothing of his
own. The fire was lit and the flames towered to the sky burning everything up. At last there remained only
glowing embers. As the villagers stood watching they listened in amazement. Bells could be heard faintly ringing
—ox bells! The orphan’s companions were leading the girl and the oxen back to the World of the Dead and she
was laughing as she went. The orphan listened, rapt, until the sounds faded into silence and the embers collapsed
into ash.
The orphan did not build himself a house in the village but lived in a rough hut on his field. He dug himself a
small vegetable garden and sowed it with mustard greens. He thought constantly of his betrothed. One night he
dreamed of her and said,
“I am so alone. Why have you not come to fetch me?”
“Because your mustard greens are not yet in flower,” she replied.
The orphan waited. He had no rice, so he hunted for deer and wild pig and exchanged their meat for rice.
Everyday he longed for his beloved. Then one day, as he was weeding his vegetables, he noticed clumps of yellow
on them. His mustard greens were in flower at last!
The orphan hurried back to his hut and sharpened his spear. When the point was as fine as he could make it, he
called his dogs to go hunting. The dogs soon picked tip the scent of a wild elephant. Skillfully they tracked it,
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leading him quietly to it. The orphan sized up the elephant, took careful aim, and speared it through the head from
behind and out the other side. The elephant, mad with pain, charged at the orphan with its head lowered. The
spear from its head caught the orphan beneath the heart and blood gushed freely from the wound. The orphan
soon collapsed and died.
When the villagers saw what had happened they nodded their heads in understanding, saying,
“Ah, the mustard greens are in flower; he has gone looking for his beloved.”
They took up their axes sadly and chopped enough wood to burn him. But he would not burn. So they killed
his dogs, too. Then the fire burned.
As they burned, the dead carne to meet them. People saw the girl, laughter and welcome on her lips, the seven
companions, and the seven oxen with bells chiming gaily, leading the orphan into the World of the Dead. They
watched in fascination until they passed out of sight and could be seen and heard no more.
23.124 The Enchanted Cooking Spoon\fn{by Boonlue aka M. L. Boonlue Kunjara Debyasuvan (1911-1982)} Bangkok,
Thailand (F) 17
My parents, at whose feet I pay respect and whom I love most deeply,
Your child has started this letter several times, but I have not been able to finish it. I have torn up and thrown away
all my earlier efforts. I could not send them. But now I can no longer hold back. I can no longer stand living with
Praphon, because there is absolutely no way that we can get along—absolutely no way. And there is absolutely no way
for us to reach an understanding with each other. Therefore, your child is writing you about this—so that you will
know. And I also want to tell you that your child does not blame you for this, because in bringing me up the two of you
always had the finest intentions. It is a result of my own kam.\fn{ A note reads: Karma, the proportion of merit to demerit
accumulated in past lives and brought into this one.} But I do not understand. I do not understand at all. Father dear, Mother
dear, I do not understand at all …

“Could it be the way I was brought up? My education? Maybe that’s it …”
As she dwelled on all of this, several more tears came to her eyes and dropped onto her cheeks.
“Is it possible that Phachongchid had too little education to become Praphon’s loving wife. If that’s the reason,
my father and mother were the ones to blame. Because when Phachongchid finished her secondary education,
there was a long discussion on whether or not she should go to the university. Father and Mother were the ones
who decided so confidently that Phachongchid need not further her education at the university level. They decided
instead that she should study those things that a woman should know, such as how to be a good housewife and
homemaker. Father and Mother always said—they said it so the relatives, Phachongchid herself, and everybody
around her would hear—“An enchanting cooking spoon can charm her man until the day he dies.”
After the decision had been made, Phachongchid had tried to study and to learn all those things, every single
thing, that her father and mother wanted her to learn—from her parents themselves and from the teachers her
parents found to instruct her. Eventually she got the reputation for being the very best homemaker there was.
To quarrel with her husband was something that just could not happen. It was simply something that could not
arise in her kind of life, even if she and her husband were to separate and go their different ways and she had to
leave behind her three-year-old son—which was precisely what she was now planning to do. Phachongchid and
Praphon would not quarrel with each other, because Phachongchid would never argue with the man to whom she
was married.
When it came to quarreling the whole thing was strange. Praphon did not understand Praphon, who was also a
most well-bred person, just like Phachongchid. He did not consider quarreling between a husband and wife as
anything terrible. When Phachongchid said to him, “All right, okay—let’s not quarrel. I’m not going to argue with
you,” his response would be, “But why? We are husband and wife. We ought to be arguing. Not to argue is
unnatural.”
But Phachongchid would not argue with him. She kept her disappointment to herself, secreted in her own
heart. As each day went by, her inability to understand him increased.
“Khun Praphon, dear, don’t you believe that adultery and taking some other man’s wife as a lover is immoral?”
“To have a lover and to be a lover is an individual matter. It depends on the couples. It depends on the
circumstances … on the story. Sometimes it is a bad thing. On other occasions it is a good thing.”
She saw Praphon’s face change from being cool, calm, and expressionless into the face of a person brimming
with attentiveness. His eyes opened wide and gleamed as if filled with the pleasure of the exchange, the pleasure
of being able to talk back and forth. So Phachongchid dared to go further.
“Is it really possible for it to be considered a good thing?”
“Why can’t it be?” Praphon answered. “If the love they have for each other is pure, then it could be called a
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good thing.”
“Who? Who is that? What people love each other purely? Is it possible to call adultery something pure?”
Phachongchid responded in disagreement.
“But sometimes people meet their eternal mate\fn{ A note reads: The original Thai here is nya khuu thaeae (literally,
“genuine flesh and blood mate”), which has reference to the notion that the couple have been lovers and or husband and wife in
continuous previous existences. Many Thai use this same metaphor to explain the state of old maidhood, e.g., that the woman is simply out
of phase with her nya khuu thaeae and is patiently waiting—if necessary, until her next life—for him to appear .} at the wrong time.

She is already married and with a husband. What can they do?”
He fixed his eyes on her, as if inviting her to continue the controversy.
Seeing his eyes Phachongchid came to her senses. She realized that it was not part of her duty to disagree with
him on this kind of issue. But she was still very disappointed in him for taking this attitude. She could no longer
keep it inside of her, so she said,
“All right. Let’s not disagree. It might turn into a quarrel. But I’m concerned with what my friends might say,
particularly Adcharaa.\fn{A note reads: Adcharaa is a character who exists only as an occasional verbal allusion and whose role has
been omitted from this abridged translation. She is an unmarried, physically unattractive, old classmate of the heroine who is going
overseas for an advanced [academic] degree and for whom Phachongchid and Praphon are planning a going-away party. It is these very
qualities, however, that make her a critical symbol of elite female life of this period . On the one hand, the party is for Adcharaa virtually a
rite de passage into old maidhood and thus an expression of her failure to fulfill the normal expectatiom of the women of her class. The
author writes: ‘Those friends who had been successful in life—that is, those who were able to find a husband, have a beautiful and
comfortable home, and a car in which to go around—all felt that they had to make Adcharaa realize that they did not desert her simply
because she was not successful. “Not being successful” meant “not being able to get married.” And her classmates were happy that
Adcharaa was able to have at least one kind of success that gave her happiness, although they realized that the very scholarship that
signified her success would in the end greatly reduce her chances for their kind of success.’ On the other hand, Adcharaa's experiences and
opportunities represent for many Thai women all that is exciting in life: going off to foreign lands and being literally “a woman of the
world;” developing one’s own talents, being free of family (particularly spousal) responsibilities and cultural restraints, and also being the
pride of one’s family of birth. In these terms, Adcharaa is a direct contrast with Phachongchid but is also almost a female Praphon: she is
about to partake in a lengthy foreign experience; she is a person who “takes the things she believes in very seriously;” and she is also a
person whom the parochial Phachongchid thoroughly misunderstands. Another character who is alluded to in this situation is Luang
Phithuk, an old admirer of Phachongchid’s whom Praphon wants very much to invite to the going-away party for Adcharaa. That a
husband should wish to invite one of his wife’s old admirers to his own home is most unusual and further underscores Praphon’s unique
personality. Luang Phithuk is a man who himself “stole” another man’s wife and is now most happily married to her—providing strong
evidence in support of Praphon’s arguments on the feasability of adultery. Finally, It turns out that the “stolen wife” is known both to
Phachongchid and to Adcharaa, having been one of their secondary school classmates .} She is a person who takes the things she

believes in very seriously.”
Praphon looked as if he were not very happy about what his wife had just said. Ignoring her comments on her
friend, he responded, “Why? We’re husband and wife living together. We’re supposed to quarrel.”
Phachongchid said nothing, but she thought to herself, “I have never ever quarreled with him, and see how
little he loves me. If we had a real quarrel, he might leave me and go find another wife. I am sure that at this time
in our lives the only thing that keeps us together is our son, the one person he loves as much as he loves his own
life.”
Phachongchid’s thoughts ran on so quickly, almost like lightning. All the different events in her life crowded
her memory. They were more vivid than they had ever been before.
Her mind went back to the time before Praphon had come to ask for her hand in marriage. As time had been
going by, so had many of the desirable men. They were marrying Phachongchid’s friends or relatives or those
whom Phachongchid knew only by name. And some married young women whose names Phachongchid had
never heard before.
It was all done in whispers. When certain things came to pass—where there was a young man of sufficient
wealth, the off-spring of people of the same class and circle as Phachongchid, someone who had perhaps
completed his education abroad or had already been given one of the more desirable posts in Thailand—some of
the senior members of the family would come and whisper such facts into the ear of Phachongchid’s mother.
Mother would then whisper them to Father. In some cases, Mother was agreeable, but Father was not; in other
cases, it was just the opposite; and in still other cases, the young men indicated that they did not find
Phachongchid quite to their liking. One young prince said that she was too tall. Another gallant, a captain who had
graduated from Sandhurst,\fn{The officer-training school for the British Army; in England.} said that she did not dance too
well and was not a good conversationalist. And still another, a physician with a degree from America, said that
both her parents were snobs who turned every chance meeting into a formal ceremony.
And there was still another physician from America who sent a go-between to ask for her hand. After Luang
Phithuk, he was the second one to push his suit this far. But Phachongchid did not find him to her liking, mainly
because his manners were too modern.
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As each year went by Phachongchid got older. Her mother began to consult astrologers more frequently about
Phachongchid’s situation. To her, it was incredible that her only daughter could not find a husband—a daughter to
whom she had given the finest education and training, whose wealth was so appropriate to her status, and whose
face and figure were no less charming than that of any other woman in their circle of relatives and friends.
It was just when Phachongchid herself was becoming more concerned about the astrologers’ interpretations of
her horoscope that Mr. Praphon Bunyalak returned from abroad. At the time, Phachongchid was a full twentyeight years old, going on twenty-nine. In just another year she would be thirty. In the Thai way of counting this is
the age at which you can no longer fool yourself that you have not become an old maid.
Praphon was already thirty-five years old when he returned to the land of his birth. During his many years
abroad he had lived in different and strange places. He had first gone to study in Switzerland and in France. And
later he was in Italy on government service. When the war began he was in England attending a conference, and
he later spent the war years in America.
Unlike most men who had lived overseas for several years, Praphon had returned home without a foreign wife.
Relatives, older friends, and those of his own age—all those with good will—tried their best to have Praphon
meet Phachongchid and get to know her. They also tried their best to let him know her virtues—all of them—and
also they tried in every way to prevent him from meeting anyone younger than Phachongchid who might have a
chance to capture him or to divert his attention away from her.
Phachongchid remembered that during the early period of the Phachongchid-Praphon project it was her
father’s oldest brother, the one who loved her so much, who served as chairman of the Operating Committee and
that his wife was probably the chief strategist. Another uncle was Vice-chairman, and there were several others
who also served on the committee.
The uncle began the operation by coming to see her father and whispering into his ear, “Thaanphuuying’s
grandson has returned.\fn{A note reads: Thaanphuuying is the highest official title that the king of Thailand confers on women for
their contributions to society. However, since most thaanphuuying have in recent years been largely wives of prime ministers and deputy
prime ministers, the title has become more descriptive of the husband’s social rank than of the wife’s social contribution .} He doesn’t

have a farang wife. She wants someone to help her find a good wife for him. She doesn’t want any of those
modern girls.”
“Our group … we don’t know very much about her,” Father said.
“They say that she’s an absolute snob,” Uncle replied, “and yet she’s not so rich. But she’s not so poor either.
But our little one is no longer very young. And the guy has never been married. This kind of match is hard to find,
hard to find … something like this …”
Phachongchid knew that Praphon’s thirty-five years in no way lessened his value in the marriage market of
Thailand’s royal capital, if only because his advanced age gave him a proportionately higher rank in the national
bureaucracy.
The efforts of Phachongchid’s relatives and friends were fully satisfied. The older member of Praphon’s family
who had represented the groom’s interests had come to Phachongchid’s father and mother to ask for her hand.
During all the phases of the negotiation—from the time they first knew of each other, through the occasion of
asking for her hand, to the beginning of their actual engagement—Praphon never did anything to make
Phachongchid waiver. She was certain that she would be successful in her marriage because almost all her older
relatives reminded her of what she was. Her uncle often said to her, “Whoever gets you, my little one, will fall
hard—that’s for sure. A girl who fries noodles like you—you’re out of this world!”
Other relatives used to say, “When Phachongchid raises her children, no one will dare to be critical.”
And male in-laws would often praise Phachongchid for possessing precisely those things that their own wives
lacked.
On one occasion, just two weeks before her hand was asked for, Praphon himself had a fleeting moment alone
with her, and told her, “You are truly beautiful, Khun Phachongchid. From whatever angle I look, I see only
beauty …”
Shortly before the engagement ceremony, Phachongchid’s father and mother invited Praphon to their home for
dinner. It was to be just the four of them: Father, Mother, Praphon, and Phachongchid. Phachongchid had
carefully prepared all the with-rice dishes\fn{ A note reads: The staples of the Thai diet are divided into two major categories:
“rice” and “with-rice;” the latter including all curries, meat, fish, chicken, cooked vegetables, shellfish, condiments, and soups. “Fruits”
and “sweets” (or “cakes” and “desserts”) represent minor, independent categories .} and the dessert, had arranged the dining

table, the living room, the recreation room, and the patio, had trimmed all the flowers in the garden, and had done
everything to make the house a place that was pleasant to the eye and to the heart. And then she dressed herself
carefully, not to be too beautiful but to be beautiful in a way that was flawless. Everything that Phachongchid did
was done with grace and proportion. To glance at it was to see its beauty. To scrutinize it was to see its suitability.
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That night everything was felicitous to the occasion.
It was at the dining table that Praphon commented on how delicious all the with-rice dishes and the dessert
were and how beautifully the flowers had been arranged. And when there was an opportunity, he let her know
with a whisper how attractively she was dressed. But when dinner had been finished and the four of them had
moved into the patio, her mother walked out, soon returned, and beckoned Phachongchid to leave with her once
again, saying that Father and Praphon should be left alone for a suitable period of time. When the suitable period
of time had elapsed, her mother returned to the patio, calling to Phachongchid, “Why have you been gone so
long?”
When Phachongchid returned to the patio, the four were together momentarily, and then the parents sneaked
out, leaving their daughter alone with Praphon—just the two of them. This was something that had never occurred
before, at least so obviously.
On this first occasion that the two were together—alone and face-to-face—so that they might become better
acquainted, Phachongchid began to learn some surprising things about Praphon.
At first, he was talking to her about the most ordinary things—movies, novels, parties that they had both been
to, and then, at some point, he began talking about married life.
“It seems to me that you and I don’t have to beat around the bush anymore, being so formal with one another.
It is now well known that we’re going to be married. But we haven’t done anything that really binds us together.
Therefore, before we’re tied to one another I would like to know your ideas and how you think about marriage
and if there is anything about marriage over which we basically disagree.”
“What kind of disagreement could we have?” Phachongchid asked with astonishment.
“Oh, there might be some things. For example … let me give you an illustration: What are your moral views
about marriage? Do you think that a marriage should allow divorce?”
“Eeeeee!” Phachongchid cried out, unaware of what she was saying. She continued: “Do you mean a woman
and a man who have already been married? That they ought to be divorced? Is that what you mean?”
“All right … if you want to begin with that subject, we should talk about it.”\fn{ A note reads: Praphon’s assignment
to Phachongchid of the responsibility for initiating discussion on this subject is even stronger in the original Thai than it is in English .}
“Obviously there should be no divorce,” she answered.
“There should be no divorce at all? Divorce, separation, is something that should never be done at all—is that
what you mean?”
“Oh … for some couples it is necessary,” Phachongchid answered.
He immediately indicated his satisfaction with a smile. “That means: Some couples can divorce, and some
couples should not divorce. Is that right?”
Phachongchid did not think that this was the kind of problem that should ever be raised, but when she saw his
bright smile, she smiled too.
“All right,” he said, “On this matter we think precisely the same. Now, this concerns you directly. If you were
married, could you contemplate divorcing your husband?”
“What? Why should I contemplate something like that?"
“No, that’s not right. I’m not speaking clearly. What I mean is that, as far as you’re concerned, if you had a
husband with some terrible flaws, if he were a bad person, and if you found this out later, after you were married,
would you divorce him?”
Phachongchid stared at him in puzzlement. She examined his face carefully and then diverted her eyes.
“What is he beginning to confess?”
Her heart started to palpitate.
“Is he going to confess that he has a foreign wife, a child hiding in some foreign country?”
He looked at her in a stoical way, as if he had no hidden motives.
She gathered her courage and looked him straight in the eye.
“What are you planning to do? Or what have you done?” she snapped.
“That’s right!” he said with satisfaction. “That’s an answer I understand.”\fn{ A note reads: Although the meanings here
are not explicit in English, they are very clear in Thai. Phachongchid’s response is (and is correctly perceived to be) one of annoyance and
hostility, rather than inquiry. To a Thai reader this suggests that with the proper provocation, the wife could reach the point of divorcing
him—which is the very answer that Praphon wants to hear.}

He then changed the topic of conversation and began to talk of travel, a house that he thought of building, and
other subjects that were not important to Phachongchid, leaving her to mull over the meaning of his words until
he was ready to leave.
It was not more than a week after this discussion on divorce had taken place that the ceremony of the
engagement of Praphon and Phachongchid was celebrated. And on the very night of the engagement
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Phachongchid was once more faced with the puzzlement of Praphon’s character.
One of the things about Phachongchid’s home was the fact that when people came to dine they never failed to
carry on about how the food there captured their attention and demanded their admiration. But when some people
began to congratulate Praphon over the fact that he was about to marry a homemaker of the highest rank, Praphon
solemnly spoke out:
“It should be understood that I’m not marrying Phachongchid because she happens to be a cook of the highest
rank. If I were the kind of person who were preoccupied with his stomach I would go out and hire a good cook. It
would not be necessary to make an investment equal to the one I’m now making.”
A little later, when they were alone and able to chat, Phachongchid turned to Praphon and asked, “Excuse me,
dear, but I would really like to understand something. What is the meaning of that word ‘investment’ that you
used earlier?”
“Oh, my,” he said laughingly. “Don’t you see? The cost of the love nest, the engagement ring, and the Chinese
banquet for the wedding party … because if it’s not arranged that way the bride will get all involved in the kitchen
doing the thing herself, and she’ll forget all about the groom.”
“And what did you mean about ‘hiring a cook’?”
“Well … it’s impossible to hire somebody to be ‘the perfect wife,’ he again laughed in a bantering way.\fn{ A
note reads: “The perfect wife” here is sri pharayaa, which has several specific connotations: a perfect homemaker, conversationalist,
beauty, lover, mother to one’s children, and also someone whose inherent quality it is to advance her husband’s career. During the 1950’s,
the term was used by the Thai press to mock the overly helpful wives of national political figures .}

Two weeks after the engagement ceremony Praphon caused his fiancée to tremble and to shake—but in a good
way.
That night the moon was full, and it had showered its silver rays throughout the garden. Beneath the great
magnolia tree that had been planted by Phachongchid’s great grandfather, Praphon enveloped Phachongchid’s
body in his arms and, without giving her time to answer, asked her:
“Does it violate tradition terribly if I do it? I am going to kiss you.”
And then without hesitation he did exactly what he said he was going to do.
Phachongchid's entire body trembled, like the body of a baby animal which had encountered an animal other
than her mother for the first time.
She was surprised by her own feelings. She felt good all over—in a way that was beyond words to describe.
But her upbringing helped harden her heart, and she answered, “Wouldn’t it be better not to violate tradition too
often?”
Praphon knew that what he had done had created great conflict within her, and he did not want to make her feel
that way too often.\fn{A note reads: The Thai here is as clear as the English in suggesting that Praphonthought it was perfectly all
right to make her feel that way from time to time.}
But as their wedding day approached, Phachongchid gradually let her feelings of fear be replaced by her
feelings of pleasure, until one day, about a month before the wedding, Praphon noted:
“People told me that I would be marrying an angel. But the truth is, you’re just a normal\fn{ A note reads: Here the
Thai is in fact ambiguous. The original term, thammadaa, can also mean “common” or “undistinguished.” Thus, whatever Praphon’s
motives, Phachongchid is not totally amiss in considering the phrase an adjectival come-down .} woman. Isn’t that right?”

Phachongchid’s heart fell. Once more, he was saying something that she did not understand.
“What do you mean by that?”
“Oh … you’re looking for the meaning again. You just love to ask questions, don’t you? You want me to pick
my words and phrases so they describe everything perfectly. What I mean is that you are the joy of Praphon’s
heart. You are the essential thing of Praphon’s life—that’s all …”
Phachongchid sighed heavily to herself. His explanation did not make her bloom with pleasure. She
rationalized that if she were a real angel she would have to be in a place that was beyond his reach, and that was
something that could never be. He did say that the joy she gave him was just right. And since this was sufficiently
on the positive side, she decided to stop her nagging. She remembered that she had been taught never to bore a
man with arguments. A man does not want to argue with a woman he loves. If he wants to argue, to sharpen his
wits or for some other reason, he will go do this with his male friends. A woman is the one who gives him
happiness. When he comes to see a woman, he comes to obtain happiness …
One day a bit later he and she went to a luncheon that had been arranged at the home of one of his cousins.
That particular cousin was known to be a warmhearted person, and it was with sincerity that she welcomed
Phachongchid into her home. She spoke in a soft, endearing way. But her food, particularly her with-rice dishes,
had no taste at all. Phachongchid, however, noticed Praphon partaking of the food without difficulty, taking
suitable amounts, and later complimenting the hostess, telling her that everything was delicious—all of this being
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done in the same manner that was first used with Phachongchid.
Since their engagement, Phachongchid and Praphon had gotten into the habit of having dinner together every
evening. And that night, when they were chatting after their meal and the opportunity had presented itself, she
asked him: “Khun Praphon, dear, at lunch today—were you really able to eat that food? I saw you passing out the
compliments … or were you just pretending?”
“To say that I was ‘just pretending’ is not right, because my reason for saying those things was to make the
hostess feel good.”
“Does that mean that whatever you eat, no matter how bad it tastes, deserves a compliment? Is that what
you’re saying?”
“When someone invites us to their home to share a meal with them, we compliment them. We do it because we
feel grateful to them for inviting us. They have a good heart and are being generous to us. We’re not
complimenting their expertise at cooking. “Expertise” depends on the individual’s viewpoint—on each person’s
mouth and tongue. If it’s right for a mouth and tongue, it’s called ‘expert cooking’.”
“And when you eat here—if the food is not too good, do you compliment me, too?”
“In this house, there is nothing that is not delicious. When I’m with Phachongchid, anything and everything is
delicious.”
Phachongchid did not dare to nag him more than that. So she turned the conversation to other things. But later
that night something happened as they were saying goodbye to one another. She was standing near the driver’s
door of his car when he turned on the lights and started the motor. He then reached out, kissed her hand, and
caressing her long, soft, round arm, he looked into her eyes and said,
“Phachongchid, don’t pay so much attention to food and to eating. It’s not the most important thing in life …”
Letting go of her hand, he then drove off.
Phachongchid brooded a long time before falling asleep that night. What does it mean? There were all those
words of advice and instruction that she had been given by her elders, her family, and her friends—all those
people who knew her. Were they all wrong? Or was it because she did not have the ability or talent? Were all
those compliments merely words to express feelings of kindness?
She had the feeling that she lacked something that Praphon wanted, but she could not identify what that
something was. Every time she asked him for the truth, his answer indicated he loved her, but it was never about
the thing she wanted to know.
She remembered the day she had a chance to ask him straight out:
“Praphon dear, what is it that I lack that you want?”
His way of answering her was to express his love and desire passionately, and to say, “Everybody must lack
something. Just let’s not lack the most important thing.”
*
When they were first married, Phachongchid’s various doubts and confusions were temporarily forgotten. This
was because she and Praphon were so involved in expressing their deep love for one another. But as the days
passed, Phachongchid became aware that Praphon’s admiration and pleasure in her were something less than
absolute. His behavior suggested that he was accepting about the things he had and that his luck, his good luck,
was about the same as that of any man. He was an affable husband who tried to please his wife some of the time.
But he was also bored with his way of life. And many of the things which interested or excited him, Phachongchid
did not consider important.
For example, one day the two of them went on an outing to the seashore at Samut Prakan where they happened
to meet an official who was responsible for recruiting bright village children into provincial secondary schools.
On their drive back to the city, Praphon talked constantly about this subject. Sitting beside him, Phachongchid let
him carry on, always contributing enough “yes, yeses” and appropriately timed questions to fulfill the rules of
being a dutiful wife.
The opposite also occurred. Phachongchid could not avoid noticing that Praphon’s whole disposition changed
whenever she and her friends got together for a party. It was so obvious that she had to tell him, “It seems that
these kinds of parties are not very much fun for you. If you don’t want to go, you don’t have to. I’m not going to
say anything.”
“These are parties you have to go to—because we live in the same world with others. Not to associate with
others at all is something that cannot be. When they are having fun, we have to join them in their fun. When they
are grieving, we have to join them in their grief.”
“But you’re so bored with these things …”
“I appreciate your cautioning me. I have to improve somewhat the way I behave—because that too is a social
problem.”
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After that, Praphon demonstrated his pleasure in all kinds of social activities. He became the central figure,
rather than a mere on-looker, in arranging things like birthday parties. He took charge of the task of organizing the
group, of printing invitations, of making the guest list, of delivering the invitations, and the like. And if it were a
cremation, he did even more to make himself useful to the host—until the word had gone out to all that
Phachongchid had the nicest of husbands.
Finally, one day she could no longer hold back her curiosity, and she asked him:
“Praphon, dear, what is the real reason you’re running around, pulling strings everywhere, and helping
everybody?”
“To cure my boredom. It’s better than sitting around bearing the boredom. Beside that, I’m doing people
favors.\fn{A note reads: The term for “favors” here is bunkhun, which simultaneously means “creating obligations.” } I still am
indebted to you for cautioning me that day to improve my attitude.”
Phachongchid was enraptured. She felt the same way she felt when she smelled the scent of flowers being
carried through the quiet night air. But then she continued:
“How about here? Is there anything in this home that bores Praphon?”
“I’m bored with the way of life of our group,” he answered.
Phachongchid’s feelings changed. She felt as if she were lying all by herself, deep in the night, and suddenly
heard the sound of footsteps sneaking up the stairs.
“Who and how?” she asked immediately, almost without thinking.
“Our group. We phuu dii Thai, we who call ourselves ‘the phuu dii class,’” he answered.\fn{A note reads: To be a
phuu dii is to be well behaved, proper, civil, disciplined, self-confident, and to conform to some ineffable elite standard. The term is used
both as a personal and class attribute .} “I’m not asking any of us to be anything in particular. I’m just asking that we be

something—at least something.”
“My goodness … I would like to hear your explanation,” she cried out, despite her efforts to control her
feelings.
“Our group …” He changed his train of thought, as if a special interest had suddenly entered his awareness.
“Our group is not wealthy enough to do anything great. Neither can we do what Chinese or farang millionaires
do. But we’re not poor enough to know how difficult life in this world can be. For us, life is good, food is good.”
Phachongchid completely forgot the commandment that good wives should never let their husbands realize
that they are being contradicted. She said, “Wait a minute, wait a minute. Do you believe that in this world there
should not be people who live well and eat well? Should there be only the extremely rich and the extremely
poor?”
As he answered her, the expression on her husband’s face began to carry the attitude of someone playing a
game, thriving on its fun.
“Oh, oh … We’re getting at it, we’re getting at it. I didn’t say that!” he said with a smirk on his face. “I said
‘the phuu dii Thai class’ is just like the middle class in other countries. They maintain the status quo. I did not say
that the meaning of phuu dii was bad—not at all. The ‘middle class’ could be said to be the backbone of society. If
there were no middle class all kinds of jobs necessary for society would not exist. But to be a member of the
middle class is to be bored.”
His response made her so unhappy that she was unable to ask him any more questions. For one thing, he used
words she did not understand. Second, even if she understood these words, she knew that she did not grasp what
he was driving at.
“Go ahead, go aheadm” he said.
Instead of answering, she forced a smile and buried her face in his arm. He embraced her tenderly, with love
and care, and then said, “Right now, I can’t yet do what I want to do to relieve my boredom, because my
grandmother is terribly old. If I tried to change our way of life or do some other kind of work or do something out
of the ordinary, it would speed up her death, and that would be a terrible sin. But Phachongchid, dear, when her
death finally does come, please don’t let me be disappointed in you,”
These words filled Phachongchid with a great sense of apprehension. Later, when Praphon’s grandmother did
become ill, Phachongchid tried her very best to nurse and to care for her in order to prolong her life, if only to
give herself more time to figure out what Praphon had meant.
“What will he want to do? Why did he speak in such a perplexing way? He spoke of the people who have and
the people who don’t have, just like a Communist. But Communists are not likely to have that kind of gratitude
toward their grandmothers …”
As it turned out, Phachongchid’s nursing efforts were unsuccessful, and Praphon’s grandmother died. The
numerous children, nephews, nieces, and grandchildren were surprised by the fact that she left everything to
Praphon.
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With great care and anxiety, Phachongchid saw the situation develop. Her heart pounded and felt suspended in
air as it became clear that Praphon was now a small millionaire. All of the grandmother's property had become his
alone. Nothing had to be divided and nothing had to be shared with anybody.
But Praphon surprised her again. After the old woman’s cremation had taken place he arranged to divide the
property among all those other relatives who had contributed to his grandmother’s being able to live her life in
happiness. There were two unmarried aunts, two grandchildren beside himself, and three of grandmother’s
lifelong servants. He made all his own decisions, despite the criticisms he received—both from those who agreed
with his views and those who did not.\fn{ A note reads: As is suggested by the “surprise” of the numerous relatives, this kind of
inheritance situation is not typical. In most inheritance cases (e.g., where neither the donor nor the heirs are wealthy) property is awarded
alternatively to: (1) the child who has cared for the donor in his or her dotage; (2) the youngest child, usually the youngest daughter; (3)
all or most of the children, equally divided, with perhaps some preferences based on emotional considerations or on the varying economic
needs of the children. Grandchildren usually are not primary beneficiaries. Too, the donor usually makes all his choices bindingly explicit
(sometimes in a will) prior to his death. With increasing wealth, the stakes become increasingly complicated, and the kind of situation
described in the story, although rare, becomes increasingly possible. Although there is no clear evidence of what motivated either the
grandmother or Praphon, most Thai readers would agree on the likelihood of some of the following. The grandmother willed all the
property to Praphon with the implicit understanding—but with no explicit instruction—that he distribute it according to his own judgment
after her death. He was under profound moral obligation and some social obligation, but no legal obligation, to do so. The grandmother
reassigned the responsibility to Praphon for any number of different reasons: she wanted to avoid being the object of anger or hatred from
disappointed claimants; she wanted to express her power or whimsy toward her heirs; she did not trust herself to make wise decisions in
her old age about such important matters; she simply did not want the trouble or aggravation of making the decisions. Finally,
Phachongchid’s nursing of the grandmother probably played a role in the trust that the latter extended to Praphon and also in
Phachongchid’s expectation that the bequest was solely for them, e.g., since in caring for the grandmother in her dotage she had fulfilled
the role of the most likely beneficiary it was reasonable for her to think (as a person so dedicated to proper role performances) that she
and/or Praphon would be selected as the actual beneficiaries.}

Phachongchid continued to watch the situation, wondering what he would ask her to do or to sacrifice. But
when the critical moment came, when he approached her with his dream, she almost burst out laughing. Now she
knew how stupid she had been. It made sense that Praphon had sometimes been bored with her.
What Praphon had finally asked her to do was to go live with him up-country. He had asked her if she would
do it. He would like to be a planter, and he was going to ask if his transfer to a provincial post could be arranged.
He wanted a large spread of land on which to try his hand. He was not ready to give up his government position
because he was not sure whether he would be successful in agriculture, and he did not want to commit himself to
it as a career. He wanted to learn gradually and to try it gradually. If he could acquire the knowledge and if he had
the ability, he might change his profession and become a plantation owner or agriculturalist.
Phachongchid responded to his request with pleasure. This would give her the opportunity to display her
genuine abilities, to show Praphon that she was not merely a cute decoration or the helpless baby of her parents,
uncles, and aunts. She would be a homemaker of many talents, the finest mistress her country squire could
possibly want. She was not merely someone who lolled around the house trying to stave off her boredom …
Praphon’s colleagues and supervisor congratulated him when they heard about his decision to move upcountry; it was rare to find someone of his calibre and training who was willing to move out to the rural areas. He
was assured that it would help his advancement in the bureaucracy and that he would be promoted faster than if
he had remained in Bangkok.\fn{ A note reads: Thai bureaucrats are of two minds on this matter. On the one hand, in the early
1960s, at the height of the Sarit regime and the burgeoning of the “national development” ethos (e.g., the approximate period of this story),
bureaucrats sometimes actively sought rural posts as a means of proving their mettle—and, indeed, such service sometimes did result in
rapid promotion. On the other hand, all Thai bureaucrats believe that in addition to proving one’s merit, one has to be visible, available,
and have the proper liaisons that expedite or create one’s promotion—and that all such things can occur only if one is located in Bangkok.
In this story, Praphon’s visibility and social identity are already so secure and well developed that he need not give them great attention. In
fact, his desire to assume the role of country squire is a clear expression of his belief that he is above such matters .} The only people

to object to this plan were Phachongchid’s relatives and friends. But he paid no attention to them.
Phachongchid, Praphon, and their little one transplanted their entire household to their new home in the
country. Praphon had found land easily because he knew how to contact and to deal with people of every class,
age, and background. He had bought a car that was suitable to the country roads, and then he had his house built
—approximately seven kilometers from the district seat but in a site that was not isolated.
During their first year out in the country Phachongchid was so much happier, even though she missed her
parents and friends a great deal. But her heart was focused on her husband. She now had the opportunity to show
fully her love and loyalty to him. And every morning and night he indicated that he had the disposition to express
his deep love for her.
He and she sat and discussed matters concerned with the new house; how to set a good example for all the
local people who were coming by to visit and sometimes only to look; how to live comfortably, but economically,
and also in a way that was suitable to local environmental conditions. They discussed the small generator for
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electricity; the pump for bringing water up into the house; the kind of toilet that would be most appropriate for
their situation; the making of a verandah for dining; where the best locations were for writing, reading, and
listening to the radio; how to keep food for longer periods; how to care for workers when they become ill, how
much to pay them, and also how to treat them so as to win their loyalty.
He and she cooperated closely in everything. She was totally absorbed in her new life. She was particularly
good at the most essential jobs. Praphon was constrained to praise everything she did, and he praised her
sincerely, not out of politeness. And her talent at cooking was displayed fully, as she used local greens and deer,
boar, and meat of other local wild animals to create dishes that teased the nostrils and the eyes, and that Praphon
ate with keen appetite.
Praphon often returned home with guests. And when these provincial guests expressed their admiration for
Phachongchid’s cooking, Praphon beamed with pleasure—a genuine pleasure, not a mock pleasure—because
Praphon believed that the people in the provinces were really impressed by things that were unusual and new and
that if they were not honestly excited by something they would never pretend that they were.
But Phachongchid’s and Praphon’s lives gradually became routine. Custom and order took over. The
excitement they had known slowly faded away. Phachongchid herself began to feel bored. The few faces that she
saw in the provinces were always the same. And the stories that Praphon brought home from the office for her to
hear were about things that she did not consider very exciting. And when she looked at Praphon she noticed that
he seemed to be getting bored too. When the two were together in the evening he would listen to the radio or read,
and then he would give her his analysis and criticism of this material. And she would listen, maybe asking a few
questions to try to demonstrate her interest and agreeing with almost everything he said. But she noticed that his
analyses and criticisms were being offered less and less frequently, and he sometimes complained that perhaps it
would be better for him to train himself as a writer rather than as a speaker.
And it was then that Chaarinii entered their lives. The anger and dismay that this event created in the heart of
Phachongchid were really beyond description—because it showed her so clearly how Praphon had changed.
In his outward behavior, he was in every way very much a good husband, even in the time and place that
husbands and wives are closest to one another, doing their secret things. But Phachongchid was convinced—she
could not avoid seeing—that Praphon had changed since the start of his friendship with Chaarinii. The change
was revealed in his obvious happiness, a happiness that followed the friendship like a shadow.
Praphon was a happy man. However, Phachongchid’s husband was a happy man not because of his enchanting
cooking spoon, but rather because of another woman, a woman who was no prettier than Phachongchid (except
that Praphon’s eyes did not see things the way most men saw them); a woman who possessed no qualities superior
to those of Phachongchid (except that Praphon’s viewpoint on such things departed from those of most people); a
woman who was no more youthful than Phachongchid (although viewed chronologically, she was her junior by
two years) and who, even though she was younger, hardly seemed it because her skin and complexion were so
unappealing; and a woman who, if you considered her taste in dressing, would, on a scale of 100, rate in the
lowest “decile”—to use one of those words that Chaarinii was always using and which Praphon would repeat and
laugh over, sometimes with Chaarinii and sometimes by himself. (He laughed by himself when Phachongchid
could not understand what was funny.)
Looking back, it is obvious that at first Phachongchid viewed the relationship between Chaarinii and her
husband with perplexity. Later this changed to surprise and fear. Soon afterward it turned to fury and pain. And in
the end, it finally turned to hopelessness.
Phachongchid herself was the person who brought Chaarinii into Praphon’s life. Chaarinii was the first cousin
of Adcharaa, Phachongchid’s old schoolmate. About two or three months after Chaarinii had moved to the
province, Adcharaa, who rarely wrote her friend, wrote Phachongchid from abroad, asking her to look after her
relative:
. . . Not knowing anybody, she may be very lonely. I’m the one who encouraged her to move up country. Could you
be friendly to her? She’s an honest kid and she’s a lot of fun. You’ll also lose your own loneliness …

Chaarinii turned out to be a barrel of laughs. She could see the “funny” side of everything, and Praphon saw
the same funny things. Phachongchid was the only one who could never see what was funny.
Chaarinii did everything that Phachongchid was trained not to do. It did not make any difference what
Chaarinii was talking about or to whom she was talking; if she disagreed, she would let that person know. If she
were talking with a man, she would be more likely to disagree and to disagree without modesty or inhibition. And
she much preferred to converse with men than with women. Most of the single men in the province—and there
were not many of them—who had the same educational background and who were of the same social status and
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were able to chat with her, did not want to. It was the married men who wanted to, especially Praphon. And
Chaarinii was particularly fond of talking with him; in fact, she loved to talk with him more than with any other
man.
Toward Phachongchid, Chaarinii always expressed respect, as if she were an older sister. Chaarinii never
disagreed with Phachongchid. In fact, Praphon used to say that “if Chaarinii has not disagreed with a person it
means that this person is not a worthy opponent for her disagreement.” Phachongchid kept her feelings to herself
for several days. In the end, she could not hold them back, and she found a chance to tell Praphon that Chaarinii
had never disagreed with her.
“Is that right?” he asked. “You’re a person for whom she seems to have genuine respect.”
“What? You always said that if Chaarinii did not disagree with somebody it was because that person was not
worth it or because that person did not come up to standard or something like that.”
Actually, of course, Praphon used the English word, “not worth being an opponent for her disagreement.”
“I remember, I remember,” he said with a happy look on his face.
“With you, it was probably because you might not talk of things about which she had to disagree.”
“What are the subjects about which she has to disagree with other people?”
“They’re subjects that do not concern personal matters. Chaarinii is a person who is mature for her age. When
I’m talking with her, I feel years younger. When I’m talking with our friends in Bangkok, I feel like a very old
man, and in the end, I just have to stop talking with them.”
“I saw you talking with people everywhere. It didn’t make any difference where we were … what parties we
were at …”
She began to feel that this was the kind of disagreement that Phachongchid should never have with her
husband, if only because to argue like this was to be just like Chaarinii. Before meeting Chaarinii she would never
have disagreed with her husband, because she believed it was not the proper way for a good wife to behave. Now
she had a better reason. So she changed the entire tone of her words, lowered her voice, and added to her
response, “Is that right, Praphon?”
“You’re talking about Bangkok,” he continued. “In Bangkok, I chitchat with everybody, but I rarely talk with
them. There are not many people with whom I can talk. One of the few people I can talk with is Luang Phithuk.
But I noticed that you were not very comfortable talking with him. So I never invited him to our house. When we
did meet, we had good discussions—”
“You still have not told me anything about the subjects that Chaarinii enjoys arguing about with other people.”
Her voice began to rise and to sound more demanding, in spite of her best efforts to control herself.
“She enjoys talking about our Thai society. She’s unusual. There are not many Thai men who take an interest
in the social order, in the life of people in society. But Chaarinii is a woman who has an interest in broad subjects
like that.”
Phachongchid would have liked to ask him more, but she felt the pain in her throat from trying to control her
voice and she knew that if she lost control tears might begin to fall. So she began her movements of distraction.
She reached for the rice bowl and ladled out a large portion for her husband. Instead of talking with him she began
to move things around the table, putting each thing in its proper place on the table—the table that was located on
the verandah, the place where wives “chitchat” with their husbands.
It was Praphon’s practice to bring Chaarinii home with him for dinner about twice a week. She would meet
him at his government office, they would drive out to the house, and after dinner he would drive her back to town.
As was her style, Phachongchid would always welcome Chaarinii into her home and she would do so in the
manner of a phuu dii, concealing her own anxieties within her heart. She knew very well that the quickest way to
alienate her husband’s affections was to show her jealousy and possessiveness.
The period before, during, and after dinner was marked, as usual, by polite conversation. Chaarinii described
the children in her classrooms, the naughtiness of the young ones; the stubbornness of those in the middle grades;
and the timidity, embarrassment, awkwardness, and the errors of judgment of those in the higher grades. As usual,
Praphon listened to all of this with interest. And the conversation would go on, focusing on the parents of the
children or on the causes of the children’s characters: Why was one child timid? Why was another one so
stubborn in his obvious refusal to use his reason? And at the end of the discussion, Praphon turned to Chaarinii
and nodding toward his wife said, “Hey, Chaarinii. Your older sister here wants to give you a test, or maybe I’m
the one she wants to test. She told me earlier she wants to know the meaning of the concept ‘social order’: I told
her to examine you on what it means.”
When she heard this, Phachongchid felt so humiliated that she arose from her seat on the verandah. She was
confused by his making fun of her. Why does he have to use this way of showing her that she is so much more
stupid than he is.\fn{A note reads: The grammar here is explicit in attributing some stupidity to Praphon .} She never, simply
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never, tried to make herself his equal in matters of knowledge. She was not the type of woman who tried to put
herself up as knowing anything as well as her husband. She made herself his disciple in everything she did not
know. If she were too stupid to be his wife, it might as well mean the end of the marriage.
Phachongchid heard Chaarinii’s voice trail her as she headed toward the bedroom.
“Oh, Phii Phachongchid,\fn{A note reads: Phii is the kinship term for older sibling. It should also be noted that the reason for
Phachongchid’s flight is not as obvious in Thai as it is in English. Phachongchid could well have left the verandah—without providing any
anticipatory cue whatsoever—because she has to go to the bathroom, the kitchen, or anywhere else for any number of different reasons. A
perceptive participant in the situation would have observed that she left out of a sense of personal pain; less perceptive participants would
have either ignored the question of her motivation or offered less emotionally loaded reasons. Leaving the field without a cue or
explanation occurs constantly in Thailand.} what a question … I can’t answer that. Khun Praphon, how would you

answer it?”
“What criterion, what principle, do you want me to use in answering the question?” Praphon responded. “But
if I …”
Phachongchid did not hear anything more because she had entered her bedroom and bolted the door.
She had been lying on her bed for about a half an hour when off in the distance she heard Praphon say,
“Awwww … where has Phachongchid gone?” And then she simply heard the sound of their continuing
conversation.
She called upon all her discipline to suppress her turbulent emotions, opened the door, and returned to the
verandah to rejoin the conversation—or to express it more accurately, to sit there quietly while the other two
talked.
Later, both Praphon and Chaarinii asked Phachongchid to go with them when Praphon had to take Chaarinii
home. Chaarinii noted that there was a full moon and that Phachongchid might appreciate the cool night air; also,
Praphon would then not have to drive back from town by himself. But Phachongchid rejected their entreaties.
After they left, she immediately went up to the bedroom and got into bed where she lay alone.
Much to her surprise, Praphon returned in less than half an hour. She pretended to be asleep when he came up
the stairs.
Praphon customarily arose at dawn to begin his day’s work. However, this morning he did not get out of bed.
Instead, he moved himself closer to his wife. When she opened her eyes, he kissed her tenderly. “Last night,
darling, what were you angry about?”
Phachongchid immediately snapped her eyes shut. The farang word, darling, cut through her ears. It was a
word that Praphon had often cited as a word he should try to use—it was modern and popular—although he
himself did not really like its strange sound. She tried to remove his hand from her.
“When you’re angry like this, my little mouse, you’re at your most adorable,” he then said.
Phachongchid was even more miserable, almost to the point of not being able to hold back her tears. She knew
that she was the kind of person her parents brought up to be “an adorable little mouse,” not a person who was an
adult, a person who understood the world as Chaarinii did. She lay there silent and rigid, and no longer tried to
remove his hand.
Praphon sat up and assumed the voice he used at work.
“Phachongchid … Khun Phachongchid, let’s talk about something.”
She sat up, too. She collected herself and looked straight at him so that he would know that she was an adult,
too. Seeing the look on her face, Praphon became somewhat sad, as if he understood what she was trying to do.
“Phachongchid … you don’t like Chaarinii, do you? Why? Is it because of me or is it because you yourself
don’t like her?”
“I don’t have any feelings toward her,” Phachongchid answered.
“Chaarinii likes you. She respects you. Don’t get her wrong. I’m speaking to you like this because I respect
you, too.”
Phachongchid immediately turned her face away and got up from thebed. She didn’t want his respect. She
began to realize what was happening: at one moment he treated her like a child, and a moment later heturned her
into an object of respect. What was this all about?
Praphon heaved a large sigh that was intended for her ears.
“I must be a very bad husband. What can I do to make myself into a good one—other than making myself into
one of those proper dudes, one of those brainless dandies of Bangkok?”
She suddenly turned her face toward him and almost forgetting everything she had been taught, she said, “It’s
me. I want to know how—what is it that I can do—to become your good wife?”
“You’re the very best wife that I could ever find,” Praphon answered.
Phachongchid noticed that after saying “ever find,” he was going to say something more, but hesitated.
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“Why don’t you finish what you were going to say? Go ahead. Finish what you want to say,” she responded.
“I’m finished,” he said. He got up and took her in his arms so quickly she could not run away.
“My sweetie … don’t you know your husband’s heart … at all?”
Phachongchid wanted to say, “I don’t understand at all. I don’t really understand,” and she wanted to tell him
about all her perplexity and doubt—from the very first time they talked till now, when his son was already three
years old. But she was always stopped by something inside of her whenever she was close to his flesh. The love
within her that she held for him was always stronger than her thoughts and doubts. So she went on being a wife
who did not really understand him.
From that day on, Praphon drifted away, little by little, from Chaarinii. He busied himself increasingly in the
work on the farm.
Then one day Chaarinii came out to see them. A friend had given her a ride. She had come to say goodbye. She
had asked to be transferred to a teaching job in another province.
“We’ll miss you terribly,” Praphon spoke out. And simultaneously he looked at Phachongchid’s eyes in a plea
of support.
Phachongchid forced out a slight smile and asked, “Why are you leaving?”
“Oh, for the sake of doing it. For the change. Maybe I’ll find some new things.”
And then, as if they could no longer control themselves, Praphon and Chaarinii looked into each others’ eyes
sadly. Phachongchid forced herself to make two or three more polite statements, and Chaarinii departed.
Chaarinii had gone. Her rival had left. The danger had vanished. Men are like that. All men go astray
sometimes.
But she had won!
She thought, “Let’s not stir up any trouble.” And as she thought of her success, she glanced at her husband,
who was lying in his chair in front of the radio. His manner and his expression showed his boredom, the boredom
that resulted from their being left to themselves, just the two of them together.
Her thoughts continued.
“There’s no sense in suggesting that we go anywhere. He’s bored when we go to Bangkok. He’s bored here.
He’s bored with me. When Chaarinii was here, he was lively and enthusiastic. He saw the humor in everything.”
She tried to suppress her feelings and her awareness.
“I’d better keep my mouth shut and not have thoughts like these. He’ll forget. Men aren’t steady in their
passion. He loves his son; that’s good enough! He stays with me because he loves his son. The other woman’s
gone: out of sight, out of mind …”
But at the bottom of her heart Phachongchid knew that the words “good enough” were really not good enough
and that she was a wife who was not able to make her husband happy. And the reason she was not able to make
him happy was not because of any mysterious ailment that nature had imposed upon her body or passions. Rather,
it was because, as the old saying expresses it, “a strand of hair had blinded her view of the mountain.”
How could she be made to know? How could she be made to understand? She had asked him straightaway,
“How can I make you happy?” But he told her nothing that could shed any light on her question.
Then one night something happened. Phachongchid was not the one who initiated it. As was usually the case
after dinner, Praphon was lying in his easy chair in front of the radio. Phachongchid was sitting knitting a sweater
for the coming cold season for her son. He was chitchatting with her about things—their hired hands, their crops,
their child—and when he had covered all the familiar subjects, he stopped talking. And as was his custom, he
turned on the radio to listen to the news. When the news ended, he turned the radio off, stretched himself way out,
yawned, and heaved a large sigh. Phachongchid looked up at him and tried to control herself from raising the
question she wanted so much to discuss—his boredom with her and his missing of Chaarinii. At that moment,
Praphon spoke up.
“How about our going back to live in Bangkok? What do you think?”
Phachongchid’s heart fell. She did not know whether to feel happy or frightened. Therefore, she denied any
feeling, saying, “It’s up to you”
Praphon sighed lightly and said, “The truth is, for people who are bored with the world, it is the same wherever
they live.”
“Who? Who is bored with the world?”
Phachongchid’s heart began to beat out of phase.
“Me. I’m the one who is bored. But the truth is, it’s wrong to say that I'm bored with the world. What ought to
be said is that I’m bored with myself.”
Thinking that she could finally get at the truth, Phachongchid quickly responded, “You have to explain whether
you’re bored with the world or bored with yourself.”
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“The things I want cannot be asked for.” He continued, “I want Thailand to be something that it cannot be. I
want the world to be something that it cannot be.”
She looked at his eyes with interest.
“I lived in the farang world too long,” he went on. “I’ve seen many places. So I’m no longer satisfied with
anything.”
“So the things you have—you’re not satisfied with any of them? Is that what you mean?”
“That’s right. But if things are to change, we first have to change ourselves. We can’t expect others to change
first.”
“If you could do anything you wanted to do, what would you do?”
“Oh, when I talk about that, I have to give a long lecture. A person who already has a wife and child cannot
follow his own heart. The person with the greatest freedom is the person who doesn’t have anything—the monk in
yellow robes.”
As he finished his sentence, he turned his body and face to the radio, and then changing his mind, he turned his
face back toward her, lifted his head, and said in a voice just loud enough for her to hear, “But I must ask you not
to take the things I say too seriously. Chaarinii used to say that when I talk I say things too generally and
abstractly so that people who are listening to me often don’t know what I’m talking about.”
It was then that Phachongchid decided she could not give any more thought to the matter. She had tried to
control the direction in which her brain would take her, but whatever she did, it constantly came back to one
point:
“He doesn’t have freedom because he has a child. He cannot change his life because of the child.”
That this thought—“he cannot change his life”—had embedded itself in her brain was even more apparent
when she thought of Praphon playing with his son. She remembered what happened yesterday before Praphon
went to work, after he returned, what he did during the evening, and even this moring. He would lift the child up
on his shoulders and even over his head and romp and run around, and when his son directed him, he would
become a horse crawling on all fours with the boy as the rider. And they always had things to talk about. He
answered every question his son asked and they lautghed and giggled in glee.\fn{ A nopte reads: This description
immediately identifies Praphon'’ child-rearing practices as “modern” or “farang-like.” It would be a rare Thai father who would “answer
every question” he was asked or who would get down to the cognitive-emotional level of his three-year-old son. The traditional Thai father
is an aloof figure of abstract honor and respect; for such a father to serve as his son’s horse, even in play, is simply bizarre. For most preOedipal Thai sons, the major source of their developing sense of personal value, and also their emotional support and attention, are
siblings, grandparents, sometimes their mothers and their siblings, perhaps nannies and other servants; but almost never fathers .} And

Phachongchid felt that when they talked, their “talk” was real conversation, very much like the “talk” he used to
have with Chaarinii, not the kind of “chitchat” he exchanged with Phachongchid.
She thought to herself:
“What is the purpose of living together as husband and wife? Only to have children? He doesn’t get rid of me
because he loves his child. Is that enough? If I split up with him and let him find his happiness and allow him to
marry Chaarinii, everyone of them—my mother and father, every relative, friend, everyone I know—will think
I’ve done the wrong thing. Everyone will blame me for having no tolerance, for being uncompromising. They’ll
say, ‘Every man is like this. There’s not a man who occasionally does not go astray, who does not let his heart
roam. But he has so many virtues. Where else could you find a man like this?’ That’s right. He is good, he does
have a lot of virtues. But he and I, when we talk together, we don’t communicate. We don’t understand what the
other one is saying. And he has already confessed that his happiness is with another woman. But there is his duty.
There is his duty as head of the family. His duty is making him sacrifice his happiness. He used to tell me that
some people meet their eternal mate at the wrong time, but because he loves his son so much he can make the
sacrifice of giving her up …
“Every one of those people would blame me. Were any of them ever in—did any of them ever fall into a
situation like mine? Did any of them ever have to sit and bear looking at the sad and bored face of their husband
for five years? And his sadness and boredom came before his love for Chaarinii. He had it with me even before he
met Chaarinii. He was bored with everything connected with me, with everything that made me be what I now
am. He was bored with my parents, my uncles, my aunts, my friends and their husbands, those spouses who call
each other “little mouse, older brother,” or “darling.” He was bored with life because he does not have what every
person wants—freedom.”
Early that morning Phachongchid came to her final decision. She stood and watched Praphon driving away
from the house. Then she went upstairs to write the letter to her parents. She looked out the window and noticed
the rising sun change the color of the sky and of the fields, and she saw the tall rubber trees waving in the
morning wind. She realized that this was the last time she would be seeing this scene that she loved so much. She
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then thought of returning to her parents’ home. She would not tell the real reason to anybody, simply pretending
that she was there to relax and have a holiday. She would continue to stay there until people would begin to say
that she was the child who was most adored by her parents, the one to whom her parents could never say “no.” If
people blamed her for being spoiled she wouldn’t care. She hoped only that they would not ask for the real reason
she was staying on, because they would never understand and because she could not stand their nagging for
explanations. If they blamed her for not being a good homemaker, as someone who did not meet their
expectations, she would not take any interest, because she’d lost so much already:
“If you’re a loser in life, it does not make much difference if you’ve lost a lot or a little.”
She thought of her little one. Everything would be easy for him if she left now; he was still young. It is easy
for little boys to get used to their stepmothers. And Chaarinii and he would be friends, because Chaarinii was a
person who could “talk” with him, who could talk for a long time, and the two would happily play with each
other.
Her reverie was broken suddenly by a servant calling from below:
“Khunnaaj … Mistress, mistress … Khunnaaj!”
She looked down and saw Mr. Bunchuaj, the foreman, carrying a little boy in his arms. The child was about
three and his arm was covered with blood.
“What? What’s happened?” she screamed in a high pitch, fearful that the child was her son. “Who? What’s
happened to him?”
“It’s little Chan. He was bitten by a dog. He might have been tussling with the puppy, but it was the mother
that bit him. There are deep bites. The jeep is off hauling wood, but the old car is working and can make it in to
the hospital.”
Phachongchid was one of the three people on the farm who could drive. She rushed downstairs and motioned
to Bunchuaj to carry the little one to the car, and she drove off toward town.
It did not take long. In less than forty-five minutes she was heading home. But as she approached the house,
her heart fell. She saw Praphon’s car parked next to the house. She quickly parked her old car under the tree and
hurried upstairs. She entered the bedroom. Praphon was lying on the bed, his face beaming with a broad smile.
“Why did you come back?” she barked at him.
“I came back to see my wife,” he answered, as he got up and confidently gathered her into his arms. He then
forced her to lie down on the bed, and to show her that he had seen her unfinished letter, he reached under the
pillow and exposed the piece of white stationery. He bent over and hugged her tightly. Phaohongchid did not resist
because she was still so preoccupied with the surprise of seeing his beaming face.
“My lovely little mouse, who are those people who said I married Nang Kritsanaa?\fn{A literary allusion—a note
reads: Following the Indian-Thai legend, Kritsanaa was the wife of Orachun who had four brothers and who in fulfillment of an earlier
vow to his siblings shared her with them. She proved to be a perfect wife to all five men, and later poems about her five modes of marital
perfection were written.} The truth is I married a woman, the woman I love. That’s right, isn’t it? My wife, my

beloved wife.”
“It would be better if you said what you want to say so that it could be understood,” Phachongchid said angrily.
At this moment, her only feeling was anger. She felt she was suffocating—suffocating from his embrace and
suffocating from not being able to do what she wanted to do. And she was angry at him for continuing to keep her
in complete darkness about what he was thinking.
“I’ve told you already. Whenever you’re angry, you’re lovely! Okay, let’s talk. For once, let’s talk so that we
understand each other. Why did you write a letter to your parents, a letter that’s like a petition? Why didn’t you
ask—ask me? Why didn’t you do your snapping at me—like you just did?”
“You’re speaking Thai like someone out of the pages of history,” Phachongchid said. “Just now, you
mentioned Nang Kritsanaa. I’ve never heard anybody talk like this.”\fn{ A note reads: Most Thai readers perceive a dual
meaning in this misunderstanding. At one level, Phachongchid’s misinterpretation of Praphon’s literary allusion is obviously intended to be
a demonstration of her ignorance of Thai literature and her general lack of learning; most reasonably educated Thai would have easily
grasped and understood the reference. However, at another level, Praphon’s initial use of the reference is clear demonstration of his
indifference to the seriousness of his wife’s mental state and his readiness, even at this late hour, to make light of her situation by dealing
with her as a symbol or as a character in a drama. From this point of view, Phachongchid’s literal, unsophisticated approach to Kritsanaa
is a clear statement that no mere literary allusion will deny the reality of her turmoil and the pain that her husband’s opacity has caused
her.}

“I happen to be a modern man, a fully modern man,” he argued back. “All right, let’s talk. What is it that you
didn’t understand—that you don’t understand about me? Tell me. If you can stand listening to me, I’ll answer
everything you ask.”
“If we start with what just happened …” Phachongchid said nervously. And without thinking, she continued,
“Why do you have such a grin on your face? Do you think it’s a joke, that my decision to return to my parents’
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home is funny?”
“No, I don’t think it’s funny at all,” he replied. “I was just so happy that Naaj Lek had gone into town today,
that he had met me, and that he told me that little Chan had been bitten by a dog. I was afraid it might have been
our own little one, so I decided to come home right away. You and I probably passed each other on the road …”
He stopped and stared at her.
“When I got home and saw the letter, I was so pleased because I could see that my wife wanted to understand
me, and when she couldn’t she was miserable and helpless.\fn{ A note reads: The double meaning that is apparent here in
English also occurs in the original Thai: that he is pleased over his wife’s concern for him, and that he is pleased over his wife’s suffering
because of him. Any careful Thai reader would immediately perceive the sado-masochistic elements of this response .} This was so

different from what I had earlier thought—that you were not interested in understanding me. But if we are to talk
to one another, you must be able to listen to the truth …”
“I really want to listen. I want so much to know the truth.”
She was at this point finally able to move away from his embrace, sit up, and look straight at him.
“Let’s begin with me. I’m so stupid. I don’t understand my wife at all. I began to understand when I saw your
letter. The words of your letter are helping me to understand a lot of things …”
“Like what?” Phachongchid asked with the sourness of a juiceless lemon.\fn{ A note reads: This metaphor refers
explicitly to the loss of good manners when discussing something with another person .}
“I realize now why I love you. At first, I didn’t understand myself at all. Every single time that you said or did
something that made me miserable I was surprised by my own reactions: Why do I love this woman? Was I the
same as every other man? Was I the kind of man who simply lays his eyes on a woman and falls in love with her?
And who, when she doesn’t satisfy a man, blames her for not knowing how to satisfy him? The kind of guy who,
before falling in love, doesn’t look to be sure whether she will be satisfying?”
“And now? What is it that you know now that you didn’t know before?” Phachongchid had gathered her wits
together sufficiently so that she could at least be polite.
“I love you because you’re a person who is dedicated to your kind of beliefs—beliefs that could be called
ideals. At least you’re committed—you’re unwaivering—in your desire to be the very best homemaker there is.
And you have studied and acted in accordance with your beliefs.”
“All of which has no importance to you at all.”
Phachongchid's reply had a tone of absolute finality.
“Don’t get me wrong. I think it’s a very important matter, but as I’ve told you before, I don’t think it’s the most
important thing in life.”
“And what’s the most important thing in life?”
“You first have to ask ‘Whose life?’” Praphon replied. “For me … ahhh … you’re probably more than a little
confused. But as I told you long ago, husbands and wives have to have the opportunity to quarrel. It has to be
possible for them to argue about what is important. Who trained you not to quarrel with me? When I read your
letter, I understood.
“My thoughts went back to the time I talked with your father before we were engaged. At first, I didn’t
understand him at all, and I wasn’t interested either—because I was going to be married to you, not to him. It
wasn't necessary for me to understand him. But now I know that I was wrong. ‘To marry you’ really means ‘to
marry your father, your mother, your uncles, your aunts, your teachers, your nannies, your wet nurses, your
servants, your slaves’ … Wow! Gee! I married them all. And when you married me, it was the same. You married
all the farang countries in which I lived, all my professors at the many universities I attended, my farang friends
with whom I hung around and discussed things, and the many hundreds of books I read …”
Phachongchid had been waiting for a long time to interrupt him but could not find an opening. Now, when he
had stopped just long enough, she said, “My parents … my parents did not teach me by words alone. They taught
me by example, by having me watch what they did, and by showing me how to do things little by little. They also
found this teacher and that teacher; they took me to see this older one and that younger one. They never told me
not to quarrel, but I was old enough to understand—”
“You’re still not terribly grown up. You still rarely use or trust your own thoughts. There are all those times
that I’ve noticed—something I did not understand earlier, but which I now understand—when you have doubts
about something, and when you want to ask or want to disagree, and when I’ve given you every opportunity. And
what happens is that you check yourself. Something enters your head to stop you. What are you thinking about
that stops you from expressing your doubts? What’s inhibiting you?
“As I just said. I’ve finally realized what’s been going on. On that day that your father and I talked he told me
that you were the very best kind of child. You were obedient in everything; whatever you were told to do, you did.
Everything you did you always tried to do in the best possible way, even if you didn’t fully understand.
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“Do you think that your parents never quarreled with each other? If they didn’t, they could not have loved each
other for more than thirty years. But if they didn’t quarrel with each other, then it violates my theory—”
“My dear, can you talk so that a stupid person like me can understand you better? Wouldn’t it be better to try to
be clearer?” Phachongchid interrupted him confident that not even a person with an M.A. degree could
understand what he was trying to narrate. Although she was not aware of it, it was the first time she had used the
words “My dear” when speaking to him.
“Excuse me. I don’t know how to express myself. I don’t quite know how to speak in a way that is right for the
time and place. The thing is—it would really be a good idea if you would try to make yourself understand what
this is about, so that we’d finally have it. What I’m saying is: suppose that we people had a set of rules that
applied to ninety-nine persons, but that didn’t apply to one person. And suppose that this person is the most
important person in our life. Oh, what a mess it would be. Maybe your father and mother never quarreled with
each each other. But if they didn’t, they must have been a strange pair. They were the exception to the norm. Or
maybe they were normal. Who could ever know? But as for myself, I say that people who are married to each
other have to be themselves. They have to be natural with each other.
“You were given a lot of advice and training. I knew that. But now I’ve added it up to see what it all means.
You saw yourself as Nang Kritsanaa. Before I was married, people teased me about this, and even after we were
married they would often say this about you. You knew this. You heard them. And I saw that you were not too
happy about it. But it’s true. You tried to make yourself the very best wife. To do that you used to ask me to tell
you about your shortcomings. And I would answer that you didn’t have any. But the truth is, I was wrong, too. I
wasn’t myself. My answer was in terms of your framework. I should have answered that for me you did have
some shortcomings—because I did not want a wife who was a homemaker of the highest rank or a first-class
child-rearer. I want a partner-for-life, a person with whom I can talk and play. The other things come afterwards.
“But instead you thought that men are interested only in eating and sleeping. You insult men terribly—”
“What?” Phachongchid exclaimed.
“That’s it. See! You don’t know yourself. Most people are like that, they don’t know themselves. Now I’ve
gotten it all out. That phrase ‘an enchanting cooking spoon’ can take care of any marriage. I knew about that, too.
That’’s the reason you were always shocked when I said, ‘Food and eating are not the most important things in
life.’ Do you think a husband will love his wife only because she can cook well? That’s not right. For every
hundred men, there are a hundred reasons. Every person is different. That’s what I say …”
When he saw that she was looking at him with interest, he continued.
“When I carry on like this, just talking on and on, I feel a little embarrassed and strange. And I repeat myself a
lot. I have seen a lot of the world. The vast majority of men like to partake in delicious food and love to sleep in
comfort. That’s certainly right. And there are also some who pursue only their sexual desires. Some men love
women for only one thing, and for that thing they’ll do ahything; they’ll let their precious angels stomp all over
them. And there are some men like me who love to partake of delicious food and to sleep in comfort, but who
want even more. That means that we’re somewhat greedy. Men like this want their wives to talk with them. I’ve
got a lot of problems. I want to ask and inquire about them. I want to talk them out with people, and I want people
to talk them out with me. I want them to be able to stand listening to me when I answer their questions.
“This is my flaw, my shortcoming. When I talk, nobody can stand listening to me. If I had a wife who could
bear listening to me it would be good. But she should be willing to listen to me, she should be able to bear it, not
to please me and not because I’m her husband and she has to do her duty, but because the subject I am talking
about is interesting. But if you’re not interested, I’m not going to blame you. You’d be just another person who
couldn’t stand listening to me.”
Phachongchid did not hear every word that he said at the end of his last speech because she could not
immediately correct that part of her character that forced her to pretend to listen so as to please him. But she heard
enough to satisfy her desire. What she wanted to do was embrace him tightly. But she was too embarrassed. She
wanted to tell him that she could bear listening to him her whole life. But when she saw him get up and move as if
he were going to turn his head away again, as he had often done before, she hurriedly grabbed his hand.
“Praphon said that Praphon has a flaw, an imperfection. Isn’t that what you said? I might have one, too …”
But Praphon interrupted her before the thought could be completed. He said:
“At first, you overestimated yourself. You were certain that a man had to have a woman who was a good
homemaker. But when you realized that I was not fulfilled by this, you began to feel that you were deficient. You
are very acute and perceptive. That’s because you are so intelligent …”
Praphon and Phachongchid did not have the opportunity to consider and debate the various problems of their
life any further because a small fist was knocking at the bedroom door. A tiny voice behind the door said:
“Father, Mother—Chan has come home. He’s wearing a big white cloth on his arm. Chan’s not crying either.”
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Praphon said, “Ahhh—that little Chan. See. Look at that! Who would have ever thought that this little kid
would have played such an important role in our lives. We ought to set up a special account for him called the
‘Chan Educational Aid Fund’ for the extraordinary favor he has done for us.”
Then Praphon opened the door in order to receive the child who was even more important to their two lives.
177.181 Excerpt from The Prostitute\fn{by K. Surangkhanang aka Kanha Khiangsiri (1911-1999)} Thonburi, Bangkok,
Thailand (F) 11
1
A huge lamp swept an arc of bright light before it as it approached from a distance. Behind the light, people
standing some way away would, in the first instance, see just a dark shadow with sparks shooting into the
darkness like fireworks. Eventually, however, it would become apparent to the eye that it was an engine pulling a
long row of carriages. The sound of metal wheels against the rails and the echo of the pistons pumping
reverberated in the air. A crewman sounded the whistle and gradually the train slowed down. A sign that read HUA
HIN was weakly illuminated for a moment and then plunged into darkness once more as the engine hauled its
carriages along the station platform.
The buzz of conversation could be heard from carriages where the lights were on. Some passengers drowsily
poked their heads out of the windows. People starting their journey from the station were preparing to board,
while those getting off were fussing around with their arms full. Nine o’clock was the time when the BangkokPadang Besar express arrived, bringing with it all the usual hustle and bustle.
A young man of medium height and slender build, dressed in travelling attire which was clearly not very
fashionable, attracted the attention of several of the passengers leaning out of the windows. As he mounted the
steps of the second-class carriage, he turned and reached out a hand towards a uniformed employee from the Hua
Hin Hotel, who swiftly passed him a smallish travelling bag. Some people even smiled to themselves when they
saw the young hotel employee cheerfully bow his head in respect before holding out a hand to accept the
banknote with which the man tipped him. .
As the train moved out of the station, the young man with the bag opened the glass door and entered the
carriage. By the light shining from the ceiling, it was possible for the two or three passengers sitting facing the
carriage door to see his swarthy face quite clearly. From his appearance and demeanour, together with the fact that
he had a hotel employee accompany him to the station and had tipped him, it was obvious that he was rather welloff. His broad face showed a good-natured disposition but his rather nervous manner indicated that he had been
away from the city for at least two or three years.
The shaking of the train as it gathered speed along the rails made the bag sway unsteadily in his hands.
Murmuring his apologies, the man made his way to an empty seat almost at the end of the carriage. He pushed his
bag under the seat and heaved a sigh of relief. He took out a handkerchief and mopped the sweat from his brow
and cheeks, beneath his nose, and around the top of his neck.
He then looked around at his fellow passengers; The man in front of him was a fat Chinese who looked as if he
was a merchant. Although he was sitting up, his eyes were tightly closed and he appeared to be snoring softly. The
young man turned his gaze to the right. Two Indians with bushy moustaches were chattering away noisily in a
language he did not understand. Quite sure that he had caught a whiff of butter, he turned round, rubbing his nose
as he did so, to have a look at the last passenger.
He could tell immediately from the green uniform that this was a soldier. He saw three shiny stars on his
shoulder and the man’s carefully combed hair as he leaned forward reading. He turned back, feeling rather pleased
that one of his fellow passengers was an army captain.
Almost inlmediately, another thought struck him. He had seen this officer before. He sat frowning, his head
between his hands, as if deep in thought. He turned round again suddenly, leaning forward so much that his
shadow startled the captain. The officer looked up from his newspaper to meet the young man’s gaze as casually
as he could. The moment their eyes met, they both cried out simultaneously.
“Cham!”
“Damrong!”
“It can’t be!”
“It is you, you old rascal!”
On a long overnight journey, a familiar face is always welcome, especially if it happens to belong to a friend.
The young man was so pleased he almost jumped over the seat while the captain threw his newspaper aside and
got up, shouting something incomprehensible. It was only after they had clasped hands in pleasure that they
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regained their composure. As they did so, they became aware of the two Indians staring at them in astonishment
and irritation and the Chinese man looking thoroughly bewildered. Captain Cham indicated that they should lower
their voices to a whisper.
“Dmrong, I’m so pleased to see you, I’m forgetting myself. I was thinking we were back in the beer halls and
not on a tram.” Damrong looked over his shoulder and then turned back and smiled.
“Where we met four or five years ago,” he said, relaxing and sitting down. He looked up thoughtfully.
“How many years was it actually? Four. Yes, it must have been four years. So where are you going now?” With
his manly bearing, strong shoulders, and full face, his friend had scarcely changed.
“I’ve got fifteen days’ official leave, so I thought I’d go home and see my parents.” People overhearing this
may not have understood where Captain Cham came from, but Damrong and Cham had been at school together
and Damrong had often teased him about speaking the southern dialect.
“How about you? I heard you were in business in Songkhla. What are you doing up here? You got on at Hua
Hin, didn’t you?” Damrong nodded.
“Yes. I thought I’d take two or three days off before plodding on,” he said, with a look of determination on his
face. A second later he changed the topic of conversation.
“How are things in Bangkok? Which of all those unattached young ladies are still unattached? Or have they all
been snapped up by now?”
“Only a few have become ‘Mrs’. These days they’re not so hasty to take the plunge as when you were in
Bangkok,” said Cham with a laugh as he took out a cigarette and slipped it between his lips. He reached into his
trouser pocket, but Damrong was quicker, handing his friend a match from his jacket pocket, although his face
showed he was surprised by Cham’s news.
“All I’d heard was that the fashion in clothes had changed. I didn’t realize that kind of thing had changed, too.
So none of them have got married then? I suppose that includes Choamchai, Niramon, and Ladda.”
“Apparently, only Niramon has joined the ranks of the wedded. No one else apart from her.” Cham paused to
light his cigarette and then tossed the used match out of the window.
“Why do people get married when it’s just about the same whether you’re married or not? Or perhaps it’s a bit
better if you’re not, because then some foolish young fellow will come along and fall in love with you.”
“That;’s true. I hadn’t fully appreciated what you said,” Damrong admitted. “I’m becoming a hermit. The mere
mention of society news is enough to make me feel sick,” he added, screwing up his face as he spoke. The captain
roared with delight.
“You can feel sick for two different reasons. Feeling sick because you’ve been starving for a long time is one.
And eating too much is another. Which is it in your case?” Damrong smiled in embarrassment at his friend’s
teasing.
“Probably the latter rather than the former. What about you, though? Back then, you were involved with the
older sister of that good-looking kid. Now, what was his name? I can’t remember. What was it? The fellow whose
older sister you were keen on. A bright-looking and rather self-assured fellow. Your wallet was almost empty by
the time you’d got him to be your go-between.” Cham allowed Damrong to finish reminiscing.
“Wit,” he said casually. “That’s the fellow you’re talking about. He now happens to be uncle to my children.”
Damrong’s face registered his surprise.
“Good grief!” he exclaimed loudly. “Is that so?” When he saw from Cham’s expression that it was true, his
surprise gave way to pleasure.
“Allow me to congratulate you. You go forgetting yourself for just a moment and you become a father. I’m
beginning to feel old already. How many children have you got?”
Cham raised his index finger and middle finger by way of reply. .
“Not bad,” Damrong murmured.
They were both silent for a moment. Then Damrong rose and told Cham he was going to the buffet car. He
returned about ten minutes later, followed by a steward carrying a tray with two glasses of whisky and a botyle of
soda. The steward placed the tray down carefully, removed the top from the soda bottle, and then left. Damrong
poured the soda into the first glass of whisky and passed it to Cham, taking the remaining glass himself.
“It’s to stop me feeling drowsy,” Damrong said. “Whenever I go on a train, I can never sleep. How about
you?”
The captain nodded in agreement. He raised his glass to drink but took only a small sip before putting it down.
He pointed to a pile of books on the next seat.
“I have to carry about ten books with me.”
Just then, the train raced past a small station. Damrong stuck his head out to take a look and then withdrew it
as if he had just thought of something he wanted to say.
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“How’s your children’s uncle, then, these days? He must be a young man now. When you were a lieutenant, he
was in eighth grade. There was something about him, you know.”
“Whatever it is,” said Cham, “old Wit’s like we were at that age, only he’s a thousand times better. Kids these
days are brighter than we were. They’re better than us in every way. They don’t have to go out and work. Their
good fortune just seems to increase. Now he’s becoming a favourite of the girls. There’s something about him, as
you say. Everyone likes Wit. He’s a good conversationalist, he’s knowledgeable—in fact, he’s good at everything.
I couldn’t compete with him. Luang Phaisan, who used to be well-known in society, seems to have dropped right
out of sight because he was overshadowed by Wit.”
“He’s that good, is he?” said Damrong in wonder. '”e must be quite a character. In those days, there was no one
to match Luang Phaisan either at sports or for charm. He was all right with the ladies, too.”
“When it comes to the ladies,” Cham interrupted, “old Wit’s not bad either. But there’s something peculiar
about him. He doesn’t like the nice girls. He’d much rather spend his time with the not-so-nice ones. His elder
sister confided in me that Wit went to her on the quiet to ask for her help in bringing a prostitute to live in his
home.”
“And did your wife help?” Damrong asked, leaning forward and pricking up his ears. This was getting
interesting.
“Who’s going to help? No matter how hard someone tries to make you feel pity and sympathy, you can’t. Chao
Khun Adithep’s family is an old and well-established family, and my mother-in-law’s, even more so. Huh! You
can’t even speak in a loud voice. So common,” said Cham, dragging out the last word. 'So how are they ever
going to accept a prostitute into their home as a daughter-in-law? Merely knowing her son has been frequenting
brothels has been enough to send her into fits of fainting. They couldn’t get round to the doctor’s quickly
enough.”
“Does your mother-in-law know that her son has fallen for a prostitute?” Damrong asked.
“She didn't at first. She was looking for a w~althy daughter- in-law. But Wit didn't like the girl his mother
found him. He was put under such pressure that he just went off the rails, visiting brothels. Almost immediately,
there was trouble. There was such a fuss that I couldn’t even face her, because Wit was fool enough to tell his
mother that he was in love with a prostitute and that he had been to see her many times and was thinking of
bringing the girl home to live with him. Strange, isn’t it? Nice girls with plenty of money he doesn’t like. Instead,
he runs off and falls head-over-heels in love with a prostitute. Now wherever he goes, there has to be someone
keeping an eye on him. My mother-in-law is afraid he’ll be off to the brothel.”
“Why try to keep tabs on him? It’s a waste of time. If it’s not that place, it’ll be another,” Damrong remarked
sympathetically. “If you can’t go today, there’s still tomorrow and lots of day-arter-tomorrows. Can you keep a
man penned in the same way.as a girl?” Cham nodded.
“ight. That’s the way I see it, too. So I went and spoke to my mother-in-law and explained that tying down a
young man of Wit’s age wouldn’t do any good. On the contrary, it would cause him to run wild whenever he got
the opportunity. It would be far better to go easy with him and besides, it isn’t appropriate to tie a man down like
this. Better to let him have responsibility for his own life and then he’d learn what was good and what was bad.
Everything in life is an education. Going to prostitutes is one of the lessons.”
“You’re absolutely right,” Damrong agreed. “Did his mother see it that way?”
“Huh!” Cham shook his head wearily. “Not a chance. Instead she claimed that I was one of Wit’s friends and
that it had probably been I who had taken him out and introduced him to the whore-houses.”
“Well, there you are,” Damrong chuckled. “I’ll bet you protested your innocence loudly enough.”
“‘Mother,” I said, “in these kinds of matters, you don’t need to be taught. It’s just something you know for
yourself, and see for yourself, all on your own, if you’re a man.’ Isn’t that so? Who taught us? No one. It was all
on our own. And it’s not just us I’m talking about. Lots of monks who have reached ninth or tenth grade tired of
the yellow robe and leave the monkhood. Who teaches them? Some of them have studied the dharma ever since
they first became novices and have no comprehension of the word “woman”. Then the moment they get. the scent
… wow! Say no more!”
“You’re looking down on religion,” Damrong chided softly.
“No,” Cham countered. “I’m not looking down on religion. Religion is one thing. People are another. Religion
is something good, something pure and untainted. Religion is a pillar for people to cling to. But people can be
.good and bad. If they’re not bad today, who knows, they might be tomorrow.”
He spread his hands and shrugged his shoulders as he spoke.
“Lust occurs in people, not in religion. Can you be so sure that your venerable monks have transcended their
senses of form, taste, smell, hearing, and touch? If that were the case, my friend, every temple would be full of
genuine monks. There wouldn’t be monks reporting to the authorities that their quarters had been broken into and
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their bowls taken; there wouldn’t be monks surrounded by flocks of female devotees, both young and old. To take
an example, there’s that monk—what’s his name?—at the temple next to your house. Girls like going there to
have their fortunes told.”
“You mean Maha Heng?”.
“That’s the one. He’s practising as a fortune-teller. He’ll ask your date of birth and then predict a partner. He
sits there cross-legged in a quite unbearable way, waggling his feet and winking with a horrible leer on his face.”
“That’s enough,” said Damrong. “You’re a bit too negative. People who believe that all monks follow the
precepts faithfully would be cursing you if they could hear you.” As he spoke, he looked round suspiciously to the
front and behind.
“Well, it’s true,” the captain chuckled, getting up to stretch so as to avoid cramp.
“I wasn’t arguing about the truth of what you were saying, but truth can cause offence these days. Let’s drop
the subject of religion. I’m still intrigued by what you were telling me about Wit. You were saying your motherin-law had to find someone to watch his every step and that he couldn’t go anywhere. So what happened next?”
Damrong asked, taking a last sip from his whisky.
“You’re like a little kid wanting to hear a story,” said Cham. “Why do you ask about the restrictions on Wit? In
my personal opinion, they’re poindess. Now, why did my mother-in-law do that?” He raised a hand and pointed a
hand direcdy at Damrong, stressing his words as he spoke. “Because people have an instinct to roam. You don’t
have to limit their area or age. Therefore there’s nothing odd about Wit going out anywhere. The only odd thing is
the places he goes to.”
As he finished, he laughed. Not a laugh of amusement but a laugh reflecting some deeper insight into the mind.
The sound was drowned by the thunder of the train’s iron wheels reverberating at regular intervals.
*
At this point of the story, you may think that if it is not the army captain who is the main character in this story,
then it must be his friend. However, that is not the case. Yet each shares a connection with the main character,
who, even as his praises are being sung, is stepping out of a taxi which had pulled up in the rain in the Phraeng
Sanphasat district of Bangkok. He takes out a 1-baht note, hands it to the driver, and then walks briskly through
the rain, past the Chinese grocery shop and into the darkness, without a backward glance at the car which
delivered him and is now gradually disappearing.
2
He stepped over the puddle in the middle of the road as if he was in a great hurry, almost breaking into a run as
he went. Wrapped up under a dark gray raincoat, he made his way towards the fence that surrounded the rather
old, pale blue, two-storey house. He pulled his raincoat more tightly round himself with his left hand as he went
up to the gate. Standing there, he looked up at the narrow window which was wide open. His sharp features were
clearly visible by the light from the window. Drops of rain trickled down his cheeks and hung on his thin lips.
Despite his slender physique, he had the appearance of a man at once strong and gentle.
Inside, he could hear people talking. But they did not hear him, because, once more, the rain falling on the
eaves of the house drowned out the sound of his banging against the gate. He banged again, harder than before, so
that his hand hurt. Then he saw a girl’s hand slowly raising the old bamboo blind at the front of the upstairs
veranda. She was wearing a loose red camisole and her hair was in a mess. She leaned out and yelled,
“Who’s that knocking?”
“It’s me,” he shouted back. “Open up quickly. I’m drenched.”
The gateway where the young man was standing was not so dark as to make it impossible to see anything.
There was still a dim light shining from the side of the road, sufficient for the girl just to be able to make out that
it was someone who had often been here before.
“Who’s me? Is that you, Wit?” she yelled out, above the noise of the rain, just to be sure.
“Yes,” he shouted back abruptly. “I suppose you think it’s all right, standing out here in the pouring rain. Get
someone to come and open the gate.”
The girl gave a shrill laugh and took her hand away from the bamboo blind. She went back inside and a
moment later there was the sound of the door being opened downstairs. A boy of about thirteen, in black school
shorts and a white T-shirt, ran out into the rain to unbolt the gate for him. The young man gave the boy a friendly
slap around the head and murmured his thanks. He went upstairs and took off his black leather shoes, which were
soaking wet and covered with mud, and placed them out of sight by the verandah wall. Then he walked into the
room on the right, which had been arranged for receiving visitors.
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Inside the room, rattan chairs, which were neither old nor new, were arranged around a rattan table on which
there was a white tablecloth. On top stood a glass jug and two or three glasses. In the enamel ashtray were several
old cigarette butts and one that was still smouldering, indicating that it had only just been discarded. On one side
of the room was a rattan sofa, large enough to seat two or three people, and directly opposite, a dressing-table,
complete with comb, powder, and a bottle of perfume.
As soon as she saw who it was, the middle-aged woman sitting in the adjoining room called out a welcoming
greeting. She was about forty-seven and rather fat, with a coarse complexion; she was wearing a red, floral sarong
and a cream-coloured pa taep.
“Dear me, I wondered who on earth it was. I didn’t realize it was you. I heard Win shouting out to the kid to
open the gate, but when I asked who it was, I didn’t catch the answer. Come on in and make yourself at home,”
she said, inviting him into the room where she was sitting. The room was bare except for a single mat, on which
she sat, chewing betel. Hung up untidily on the wall were girls’ camisoles and a boy’s shirts.
He smiled at her greeting. Tossing his hat down on the sofa, he took off his raincoat and shook it vigorously
before spreading it out over one of the chairs. He. looked down at his French silk jacket and black silk trousers,
and seeing they were only slightly wet, he entered the room and sat down on a mat immediately in front of the
woman.
“How are things, then, Ba? Are you keeping well?”
“Yes, I can’t complain. How about you? I haven’t seen you just lately. You haven’t been round for several
days.” She brought out the betel bowl.
“Do take your jacket off. Anyone would think you’d never been here before.”
Wit laughed drily, offering his excuses as he unbuttoned his jacket.
“There’s been a merit-making ceremony at home, so I couldn’t get away. Well, I could have, but it wouldn’t
have looked very good, would it?”
“Child!” cried the woman, calling to her son, the same boy who had earlier opened the gate for Wit and who
was now sitting reading in the lounge. “Come and hang the gentleman’s jacket up. There, give it to the boy, now.”
“Please don’t bother, Ba, there’s no need to get up. There’s no need, young man,” he said, raising a hand in
protest as he saw the boy closing his book. “You carry on with your reading. I can hang it up by myself.”
He got up and went and hung his jacket up against the wall and then went over to where the boy was sitting
reading. He stood in front of the boy and patted him on the head again.
“What are you reading?” he asked, kindly.
“An English book,” the boy replied, looking up.
Just then, his mother got up, and having adjusted her upper garment, she emerged from the room where she
had been sitting. As she stood there with them, her face was filled with pride that her son could read English. Wit
asked to see the book and the boy handed it to him.
“You’re on this one already, are you, young man? Mmm. That’s jolly good. Jolly good.”
His praise was sincere, for the book he was holding was a fifth- or sixth-grade text. The boy was only about
thirteen, so if he could cope with a fifth- or sixth-grade book, he was certainly no fool.
“Your son’s not bad, you know. Do all you can for him. And you, young man,” he added, patting him
encouragingly on the shoulder, “keep at it with the books, right?”
“He’s bright,” said the woman. “Has been ever since he was small. I’d like him to finish eighth grade so he
could be a teacher, but he doesn’t want to. He wants to be a lawyer. I suppose I’ll have to let him do what he
wants. He’s my only son. If it were a daughter, of course, I couldn’t care less.”
The boy looked up and stared at him rather shyly as his mother praised him. Wit stole a clear look at his face.
What Ba Taht, the owner of these premises, had just said, made an immediate impression upon him. Whoever this
Ba Taht woman was, and whatever her occupation, when it came to her son, she loved him, and intended that he
should study, in the hope that he might become a teacher or a lawyer. Since her son had turned out to be so bright
and was polite and well-mannered, too, in the future he might well become a teacher, passing on knowledge to the
nation’s citizens in their dozens. Or he might become an eminent lawyer. Or perhaps even the Supreme
Patriarch,\fn{Of the Buddhist Church} if his thoughts inclined in that particular direction. And who knows just how
many of the great, the good, and the wise, among whom Ba That’s son would one day be numbered, built their
lives of virtue with money gained from the toil and sweat of those who did something cursed and despised and
were virtually shunned by the rest of society?
And when it came to Ba Taht herself, it was quite clear that while she loved her own child and wanted the best
for him, when it came to other people’s children, whom she had lured away and moulded into playthings for men,
there was no question of kindness or compassion, whatsoever. Her aim was money, the money which those poor
women had to earn for her so that she could bring up her son and support him in his studies.
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But why should he criticize Ba Taht, when that was the kind of person she was? Wit, who had been standing in
silence for some time, looked round and began to grumble loudly.
“Well, where have all your girls got to, then? Have they got visitors upstairs, or something? I’ve been here
ages, and I haven’t seen a single one show her face.”
“They’re upstairs. I think only Win’s got a visitor.” Ba Taht lumbered into the room where the staircase was
and yelled up in unceremonious fashion.
“Sert! Mai! Laem! Samorn! Reun! Where on earth have you all got to? We’ve had a visitor here all this time,
yet you didn’t come down.”
She came back rather breathlessly and sat down in a chair.
“You see, that’s the way it is. I’m exhausted. Child, take your book and go and read in that room,” she added,
sending her son off to read somewhere else.
“Looks as though things are a bit quiet at the moment,” the young man said. He could make out the sound of
girls giggling as they tramped down the stairs.
“It’s the end of the month, you know,” said Ba Taht. “Ah, they’re down now. But what are they hanging around
for now? They’re a disgrace, they are, this lot. Always putting on airs. It’s a good job it’s you, you know.
Otherwise they’d be really fed up.” She turned round and called the girls crowding behind the curtain in the
doorway to come out.
Wit laughed good-humouredly. He stared quite openly through the curtain to see if he could catch a glimpse of
the one girl he wanted to see.
“Come on out, then. Come and have a bit of a laugh. I’m not exactly a stranger, you know. In fact, I’ve been up
and down this road so many times, it’s all smooth now.”
“Just look at them,” said the owner of the premises, her voice betraying her feelings. “They’re a disgrace.
Come on out, Nang Mai. It’s you who’s causing all the trouble. What is it you’re all whispering about?”
Mai, or Lamai, came out first, smiling, followed by Prasert, Chalaem, and Samorn, all of them beautifully
dressed with their faces covered in powder. The room was filled with the scent of different perfumes. The more
they looked at the young man, the more they all giggled.
“What’s so funny about me, then?” Wit asked. Among the beautiful girls crowding round him, however, there
was one missing, and that was the one he was so desperate to see.
“Would you like to know something?” Lamai asked, leaning over towards him.
She was quite good-looking. She was dressed all in red with a striking jacket of thin red silk with a plunging
neckline that revealed her loose undergarment.
“You’ll have to give me something if you do.”
“Ah, so Lamai’s going to make a fool of me, then, is she, Chalaem?” said Wit, feigning innocence and
grasping the upper arm of the girl sitting on the arm of his chair. Chalaem smiled sweetly.
“Are you going to be our victim, then?”
She had a rather plump figure and had clearly used a thick layer of powder to conceal the pallor of her face.
Her hair was cut short in the style of the heroes of musical dramas. Before Wit had a chance to reply, another girl
thrust her head forward and said in mock-anger,
“If Khun Wit thinks we’re making a fool of him, then we’re not going to tell him what we’re laughing about.
Actually, though, he’s really dying to know.”
“All right, I will,” said Wit decisively. “Tell me how much you want each.”
“Oh, that’s up to you. How can you expect us to make the rules? But Khun Wit’s ever so kind,” Chalaem
continued, flattering him, “so he’s bound to be generous.”
“Who says I’m kind? I shan’t give you a thing,” he retorted defiantly.
Outwardly he was joking and in high spirits; but inside he was restless and felt he was wasting his time playing
about with these girls whom he had no wish to see. He stole frequent glances over in the direction of the doorway
which was hidden behind the floral-patterned curtain. Everyone began to protest so noisily that Samorn, who
appeared to be older than the others, raised her hand for silence.
“All right, let’s have a bit of quiet, then. How about this, then—we’ll make a new deal with Khun Wit.”
“What kind of a deal?” the other girls cried out in unison.
“We’ll make a deal that if Khun Wit likes what we say, then we get a reward,” she explained, eyeing Wit
flirtatiously. He was beginning to enjoy himself a little more.
“How will you know whether or not I like what you say?” he asked.
“Oh, that’s as easy as anything. If you like it, you’ll giggle,”she said with a challenging laugh. “Is it a deal?”
“Hang on a minute. If I keep a straight face, it means you all lose, right? And then how much is each one of
you going to give me?” Wit asked, looking round for Ba Taht. “Hey, where’s Ba Taht gone? I need a witness.”
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“Well, we’re all gamblers. If you win, we’ll let you do what you like to us,” Sert announced loudly to her
friends.
“You’ll never do it,” said one of the girls. “If you do, I’ll let you clout me round the ear-holes an extra three
times for luck.”
“Come on then, say it. Whoever’s going to say it, come on and get it over with. And get ready for a clout round
the ear-holes, too. This’ll make a nice loud sound,” Wit added, as he grabbed one of the girls by the head and
rubbed his hand hard against it.
“Listen, then,” said Lamai, who had started it all in the first place. “I’ll say it.”
Her bright-red painted lips were close, almost touching Wit’s cheek.
“We didn’t want to come down and disturb you, Khun Wit, because we know that you don’t want to see us.
Khun Wit has come to see Reun, hasn’t he?”
No sooner had she finished than there was the sound of laughter.
“Khun Wit loses, Khun Wit loses.”
Never had he thought that anything that those girls might say could give him such pleasure as to make him
smile quite openly.
“All right, I lose. Anyone who wants it can go and get it from my jacket pocket over there.”
When he had finished, Prasert went and fetched him his wallet. He opened it and handed her a 5- baht note.
“Split it between you,” he said, and then, lowering his voice, he added, “and please tell Reun to come down, too.”
Even as he spoke, the girl he wished to see was standing out of sight at the top of the stairs, reluctant to go
down and see him. Her heart pounded as Wit’s voice echoed up the stairs. Some powerful feeling held her back, a
mere shadow at the top of the stairs. It was a feeling she herself still did not fully understand.
“Just a minute ago, she was on her way down,” said Samorn. “I don’t know why she went back up the minute
she realized it was Wit. She keeps herself to herself these days and won’t go with any customers. She just sits
around looking miserable.”
“Who’s that, then, Samorn?” asked Ba Taht, the owner of the premises, who had just come into the room and
wondered what they were talking about.
“It’s Reun, Ba. She’s refused to go with anyone for several nights now. She keeps complaining of aches and
pains.”
“What’s the matter with her? Hasn’t she come down, then?” Ba Taht looked round the room. “Where’s she
gone and hidden herself? Every time I tell her that it’s Khun Wit to see her, she looks as pleased as anything, you
know. And Reun’s certainly your favourite all right.”
She grumbled on in her usual manner. But she dared not say too much about Reun because she knew that Reun
was indeed Wit’s favourite, and Wit was a young man with sufficient money to pay handsomely whenever he
came to her establishment.
“She’s a nice girl,” Ba Taht continued. “The only thing wrong with her is that she’s a bit unsophisticated, a bit
of a country girl.”
“There’s nothing wrong with being unsophisticated, Ba,” said Wit. “I like people like that.”
“Ye-es.” Ba That’s jaw dropped as she spoke. “It’s because you like her that Reun has started playing hard to
get with the other customers. When anyone else comes, she doesn’t want to see them.'
Wit laughed with delight. Ba That’s account of Reun’s behaviour had immediately changed the expression on
his face.
“I’m not sure, perhaps she won’t have me, either; he said, without addressing anyone in particular.
“Well, if you want to know for sure, go upstairs and ask her for yourself. She’s upstairs in her room. You know
the way;” Ba Taht added, half seriously, half in jest.
“Ah, there we are. There’s someone else banging at the gate now. Sert, go on, off you go and open up!”
Seizing the opportunity, Wit rose quickly from his chair and went through the adjoining room and up the stairs.
At the top, he turned right until he came to a room which was closed but not locked. Slowly, he opened the door
and stepped in. There, inside, a girl stood with her back to the door. She stood in silence among the dark shadows
by the wall, her face buried in her hands. Wit moved close to her and put his arms around her, forcing her to turn
round and face him.
“Reun,” he whispered, softly.
3
From behind, all he could see was her thick black hair, hanging down loose and uncombed, and her wellproportioned figure, clothed in a dark brown sarong and a plain white, short-sleeved blouse. Slowly, she turned
from the dark shadows by the door and faced him, putting her hands up against his chest to stop him from
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pressing too closely against her. The face with which Wit had become infatuated was caught in the dim blue light.
It was the face of a girl of about nineteen, gentle and honest, with a look of sadness about it. There was no trace of
affectation or flirtatiousness about her, and she had none of the assured mannerisms and movements of Bangkok
girls. Indeed, she was like a girl who had lived all her life far from the modern world and had only just, in the last
few months, been introduced to it and instructed in its ways. She looked up and caught his gaze and then averted
her eyes once more. They were moist with tears.
Wit took her two hands as they pressed against his chest and squeezed them gently.
“Reun, my darling, what’s the matter?” he asked doubtfully.
“The moment you see me, you burst into tears. What are you crying for? Aren’t you pleased to see me
tonight?”
She looked up at him again. The tears that had been welling up in her eyes from the moment he saw her were
now trickling down her cheeks, and the eyes which gazed at Wit were sad and heavy.
“Oh, Khun Wit,” Reun groaned. “You shouldn’t have saved such a question for now,” she continued in a
trembling voice, scarcely more than a whisper. “You should have asked me long ago, when you first met me.”
“I want to know your answer,” said Wit, leaning over to comfort her, “about whether you’re pleased I’ve come
to see you. I haven’t been for nearly a week. Didn’t you miss me, my dear?”
“With you, I’ve never felt I had to force myself. If you wish me to answer, then I shall do so once more.” Her
voice was soft and deep and prompted Wit to lean forward and kiss her gently on the forehead.
“At the moment I feel as if my heart is being split in two. One part of me feels happy and, more than anything
else, wants you to be near. Even when you are gone for just two or three days, I feel sad and lonely, as if there’s a
vital part missing from my life. But for another part of me, it is such a torture to see you come here so often.”
“Is that really how you feel, Reun?” Wit asked quickly, looking deep into her eyes, as if searching for the truth.
“Yes,” the poor girl replied emphatically, “that is the way I feel. If you weren’t listening very carefully, you
might not be very pleased to hear me say that seeing you is such torture. To tell you the truth, it’s the exact
opposite of the way I’d like things to be. The other girls would just think that seeing the man they loved and being
close to him would make them happy. They wouldn’t think of the damage that was being done to his honour and
reputation.”
Wit drew in a deep breath. He was a strong and resolute man, in both mind and body; yet, before this loyal and
honest girl, whom he had heard describing her love for him in such heart-rending terms, he became strangely
weak.
“As for the likes of me, you know very well that I’m not beautiful, that I’m just a country girl in my manners,
and that I’m not much good at anything or hardly anything. But even so, I really believe that I am different from
other people in one way, and that is in my sincerity and desire for your well-being.”
“You don’t have to tell me, Reun. I know very well how you feel about me. Don’t cry now. Let’s go and sit
down over there. We shouldn’t spend all our time standing up talking.”
Wit led her by the hand over to the bed on the left-hand side of the room. Reun tried to free her hand, but Wit
held it tightly and would not let go, so she followed reluctantly. But in the end, an overwhelming power
compelled her to sit down on the floor in front of the bed. She sat there with her face buried in Wit’s lap and
sobbed. Wit bent over her and tried to comfort her again.
“I love you,” he said, “and you love me. Let’s not think beyond that for the moment. How about looking up
and giving me a smile? Give me a smile to show me you’re pleased to see me.”
Like an obedient child, Reun looked up, her face bathed in tears, and smiled sadly at the man she loved even
more than herself. But almost immediately, the smile disappeared.
“If I wasn’t a prostitute living in this awful place, then I’d tell you this minute how terribly happy I was to see
you. But it’s not just out of selfishness that I love you. If a stupid girl like me has to go amusing herself in that
kind of way, then I don’t think that’s love. It’s just using people. Our positions and everything about us is
different. You’re from a wealthy and respectable family. You shouldn’t be coming here to this … this brothel. I’m
not even the kind of girl you should be mixing with. After all, I’m a prostitute.”
“Don’t go blaming yourself like that, Reun. I, at least, know that you’re good. You’re not like the others.” Wit
felt pity for her as he stroked her hair which lay in disarray across his lap.
“It’s only you who think I’m not bad and that’s because you know me. But what about other people? They’re
not as fair as you in what they think. They despise me and think I’m disgusting. They think that just coming near
me will somehow damage or harm them,” Reun said, wiping her tears.
“Even if you think you’re bad or others say you are, that’s up to them. Whoever wanted to be a prostitute
because they thought selling sex was fun and profitable? Just ask Samorn and Prasert. And even you, too, Reun.
Do you like living here? Of course you don’t. You all do it because you have to. Everyone has their own duties to
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perform. I have mine and you have yours. So who can say,” Wit added thoughtfully,”'who is good and who is
bad? Come and sit here with me, Reun. I want to have a look at your face and see if you’ve stopped crying.”
Reun did as he asked and then buried her face against the young man’s chest.
“Khun Wit, what you’ve said makes me feel a traitor to myself. I’ve been trying to warn you away from this
evil, so I didn’t want you to come here again. But you … what am I supposed to say?”
“There’s no need to say anything more, Reun,” said Wit, hugging the girl he really loved tightly. “I understand
everything you said. I keep on thinking that I must repay your sincere love.”
“Khun Wit,” Reun interrupted quietly, “it”s not in the hope of getting something in return that I love you. All I
want you to know is that I, whom the world would condemn for feeling no real love and for selling sex for a
living, love you. I really love you. That’s all.”
“I know you love me. But we can’t go on loving each other and carrying on like this. I intend to take you away
from here to a place of our own, where you will have my name and be my wife.”
The young man spoke sincerely, his voice full of optimism.
“If you continue to stay here, it will be difficult for you to stop me coming to see you again. The more I’ve got
to know you, the more I’ve wanted to. And if I do something, it has to be because I want to, so when I decide to
come and see you, it’s because I want to.”
“But your father is a respectable phaya. Wouldn’t you be ashamed to take a prostitute like me into your
family?” Reun asked quietly. “People would say things. Think about it carefully. Your brothers and sisters, at least
—”
Wit raised his hand before Reun could finish.
“I don’t care what people say. It’s our happiness. If it bothers us, we can go away, up-country. It’d be peaceful
there, and there’d be no one to trouble us. But the main thing that worries me at the moment is that I have no
income. All I’ve got at the moment is only a little—50 or 60 baht. It’s true my father’s rich. But if I decide to take
you away from here, I don’t want any of my family involved. They all despise anyone who’s poor.”
“Goodness, you don’t have to go to any trouble because of me,” Reun said unhappily. “Just leave me here. I’m
no better than any other prostitute. I shouldn’t drag you away from your family.”
“I’ve just told you, I like doing what I like,” Wit said fiercely.
In fact, deep down, he was still hurt by what his mother and other relatives had said. They had been unanimous
and absolute in their refusal to allow him to bring into the house a girl whom they regarded as a wretched
common prostitute.
“If I leave you here, I know you’ll just become a plaything for other men. I can’t do that. And another thing. A
few minutes ago I heard the others say you hadn’t been with another man for some time. Is that true?”
“Yes,” she replied. “Ever since I thought I was really in love with you, I haven’t wanted to let other men touch
me.”
Wit did not put his thanks into words, but his eyes spoke louder than words as he gazed at the girl.
“The more I know about you, the more I feel concern for you. But while it’s true that you and I are happy
about that, Ba Taht won’t be so pleased, because she’s losing out a lot on you.”
“It’s true what you say,” said Reun sadly. “Ba Taht has been rather sarcastic to me.”
“And later she won’t just be sarcastic. The reason she still treats you all right is because she’s clever. She
knows I love you, that I’m really fond of you, and that whenever I come, I give her money as a gesture of good
will. If ever I were to have important business and couldn’t come to see you often, she’d soon lose patience
because she wouldn’t be getting any money and that’s when things would start getting difficult for you.”
The tears which had dried on Reun’s face began to run again, but this time they were tears of happiness at what
he had said. This was all she wanted from him.
“It doesn’t matter,” she sobbed as she tried to compose herself. “I’ve been used to hardship ever since I first
came .to live here. I’ve been beaten and cursed enough times to be used to it by now.”
“I know very well that you’d like to come and live with me, Reun, but you’re worried that people will criticize
and gossip, and my reputation will be ruined. Or if not that, you’re afraid there will be other difficulties. I’m a
man, Reun. Difficulties are nothing new to me.”
“You’re still young, so you can afford to talk like that,” Reun warned. “Later, in the future, if you think about it,
you might be sorry that you took me as your wife. It wouldn’t help you in getting on. It would just wreck things
for you. You’ve always been surrounded by a circle of family, relatives, and friends. You’ve only ever known
happiness. Do you think you could bear leaving all that for a life of hardship and suffering with me?”
“The more difficult things are, the harder I’ll fight. Forget about those problems, Reun. It’s simply a case of
finding a job.”
“What kind of ajob?” she asked briefly.
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“Well, that’s it. I’m in a bit of a fix there. It never ever occurred to me before to earn any money. All I’ve ever
done is spend it. I’ve got to find some kind of work that’ll bring in a little money each month, say 30 or 40 baht.
That would enable us to have a little house of our own. There you are, then, Reun,” said Wit reassuringly, “you
feel a bit better now. And I’ll try and hurry up and find a job to do for a bit. Maybe fate will make our dreams
come true.”
“Even if you had ajob and enough money to take me away, things wouldn’t be quite as easy as that,” Reun
murmured gloomily.
“Where do you see the problem, then?” Wit asked. “You come and live with me and be my wife. That’s settled.
No problem. And we’ll be happy, too, being together.”
“No problem,” said Reun, repeating Wit’s words absent-mindedly. “I don't deny that we’d be happy together in
that little house you dream of. But such things aren’t always possible.”
“Why not?” Wit interrupted.
“You're just like any other young man who loves a girl and dreams of perfect happiness with her. You can live
anywhere, as long as it’s with the girl you love, and you can overcome any obstacles in your way. This is only a
passing feeling among men. But even if you are no different, please don’t think that I’m criticizing you, or
looking down on you for the love you feel towards me. That’s the way you’ll feel when it’s all still new. You used
to see your friends and go out with them, so you’d be bound to want to go out and enjoy yourself with them
sometimes. True, you wouldn;’t have anything to do with your relatives or society, but you’d want to, at least, go
and relax at the cinema. And if you loved your wife, you’d want to take her along, too. And if we went anywhere,
like to the cinema, you might bump into some of your old friends, and how would you feel then, if you heard
them whispering to each other, ‘That’s Wit Adinan, the son of Phaya Aditepabodi, and that girl sitting there next
to him is his wife. She used to live in Ba That’s brothel. She’s a prostitute.’”
Reun spoke softly in a shaky voice, her lips trembling with emotion.
“I don’t give a damn about them, Reun,” said Wit defiantly.
But he knew that what she had said was true.
“You may not take any notice of it at first, that’s true. But if you keep on hearing it, it will begin to have an
effect and it will make you unhappy. All you’ll hear will be their gossip and spiteful remarks. No matter how
much you love me, you won’t be able to stand it. Just answer me honestly, now, Khun Wit, could you stand it?
I’m serious.”
After considering in silence for a moment, Wit replied.
“Perhaps I could take it,” he said, half in resignation, half defiantly.
“And perhaps you couldn’t,” Reun added. “And then you;’d ask yourself why you’d destroyed your reputation
and why people no longer admired you as they used to. And eventually, wouldn’t you come to realize that your
fortunes had sunk so low because you’d married a prostitute, because you’d married me? But what about me? I,
myself, couldn’t stand it. Not because of shame or embarrassment. Prostitutes like me are used to that. But if this
were to happen to you, I myself just couldn’t stand it. It’s you I love more than anything. Do you think I could
ever torture you indirecdy in this way? I couldn’t,” said Reun emphatically, “I really couldn’t.”
Wit allowed her to finish without interrupting, because when he heard what she had to say, his opposition and
stubborn refusal to listen to other people’s advice had gradually diminished, to the point where he felt almost
totally discouraged. He managed to pull himself together and forced a smile.
“Well, that was a magnificent speech,” he said admiringly. “I can scarcely believe you’re a country girl who, as
you said, has only been in Bangkok for six months. Where did you learn to speak like that?” he added jokingly.
Reun was not pleased by such words of praise from the man she loved and her face looked even sadder as she
replied.
“Even if I am a country girl who’s never had enough education, I know about these things because I’ve had
some experience of them and because I’ve listened to people talking. Don’t forget that here, in this … this brothel,
there are other nice men, apart from you, who come frequently.”
“How do you know they’re nice?” Wit asked.
“From what they say, from their manner, and from the way they behave. Important people you’d never have
imagined have been here, too. I learn from these people. Some of them who know what life’s all about offer me
advice and teach me about life because they feel sorry for me and think I’m just a stupid country girl. But you,
Wit, only you never despised me or looked down on me as a prostitute or thought of me as just a passing
plaything. There are things about you that are different from other men. You understand me better than anyone.
That’s why I love you, love you without hoping for anything in return. I may be labelled a prostitute, but if it’s
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necessary, I can make any sacrifice for the honour and reputation of the one I love. My happiness and wishes
don’t come into it.”
Her determination showed in her eyes as she gazed defiantly at the man she loved, until Wit had to look away.
“Come on, Reun, stop worrying about stupid old gossip. Let’s agree definitely, then, that it would be best to go
and live up-country. We’ll go up north and get right away from the kind of people who can’t keep their mouths
shut. We’ll grow rice and fruit and cultivate the land as man and wife.”
“You, cultivate the land!” Reun cried.
But then fearing Wit would think she was mocking him, she immediately lowered her voice and spoke more
softly.
“Darling, don’t think about living off the land when you don’t even know what a spade or a hoe looks like.
I’ve used them. And I’ve had enough experience of them to be able to tell you quite simply that a hoe is bigger
and heavier than the racquet that you’re used to. They’re miles apart. Even real country people themselves still
find it hard and tiring. And you …”
She left her sentence unfinished, leaving him to draw his own conclusion.
“Let’s stop talking and thinking about this now, Reun. I came here to make you happy, to try to cheer you up,
and to encourage us to fight and overcome all obstacles. Remember?”
Reun shook her head hopelessly and buried it in Wit's lap once more. The sound of conversation gradually
faded until it was lost completely in the sound of rain which had been falling steadily since dusk. From time to
time, other sounds could be heard, sounds which one should not dwell on when there are so many other more
interesting things.
95.164 My Thai Cat\fn{by Pratoomratha Zeng (1918-

)}

Muang, Khon Kaen Province, Thailand (M) 2

Sii Sward was our Thai or Siamese cat in my home town Muang, a northern village in Thailand. She was a gift
from my father’s friend to me when I was five years old. She had piercing blue eyes and delicate dark brown fur
which she constantly cleaned with her tongue. I was completely devoted to her. She was also very popular with
my entire family, and later was to be well known in the whole district.
During the drought in 1925, our Sii Sward was a heroine; she had the great honor of being elected the Rain
Queen.
We had been without rain for three months that summer. It was hot and dry. Our public well was reduced to
mud; the river was at its lowest ebb. The grass and the trees were dry as tinder. Many of the buffaloes and farm
animals on our farms died of heat, so we took the remainder to be fed far away on the bank of the river Moon in
the north. It seemed as if farming that year would be impossible. We were on the verge of chaos and famine.
Already there were reports of forest fires in the other districts. Families from other villages had migrated
southwest seeking for new places for farming.
Every day the villagers gathered in the village Buddhist temple\fn{ Some 95% of the Thai people are Buddhists.}
praying for the rain. All day long the Buddhist priests chanted the sacred ritual for water from the sky. All the
farmers were worried and thought only of rain, rain, rain.
Then someone suggested that we perform the old Brahmo-Buddhist rain ceremony called the Nang Maaw, the
queen of the cats. This ceremony has been performed by the peasants since time immemorial.
No exact date can be given when the ceremony asking for the rain started. In Brahmanism, Varuna, or the god
of rain, must be pleased. Varuna was the god or guardian spirit of the sea, water or rain. He was one of the oldest
Vedic deities, a personification of the all investing sky, the maker and upholder of heaven and earth. It is said that
once Varuna who was very militaristic appeared in the form of a female cat to fight a demon. He won the battle
and thus continued to give to the world rain and prosperity.
Whether the Thai farmers knew the story of Varuna I do not know. All they thought during that time might be
only to please Varuna, the god of rain.
One day, an old lady and her friends came to my father and begged him to help the rain ceremony.
That day my father approached me and my cat seriously. He patted Sii Sward’s head gently and said to me, “ Ai
Noo (my little mouse), the villagers have asked us to help in the ceremony asking for the rain. I promised them to
use our cat—your Sii Sward.”
I was stunned. How could they use my cat to get rain? I thought of those chickens that the Chinese killed and
boiled during their annual Trut-Chine, the Chinese ritual days for sacrificing to and honoring the memory of their
ancestors.\fn{The population of Thailand is approximately 14% Chinese .} To have my cat killed and boiled like a chicken!
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Oh, no.
I almost shouted to protest, “Oh, no, father, I cannot let anyone kill my Sii Sward. Rain or no rain, I don’t
care.”
In the Thai family, the father is the sole absolute authority of the house; to deny his wish is sinful and
inexcusable. My father, however, was a very understanding man. He looked at me coldly and said calmly, “Son,
no one is going to kill Sii Sward. Instead of doing that, and because our cat is the most beautiful and cleanest of
all the cats in the village, she was elected by the people to be the Rain Queen of our district. This is a great honor
to her and to our family.”
I was reluctant to consent until father said, “We can take Sii Sward back home as soon as the ceremony is
over.”
That evening there was an announcement from the temple ground by the old leader of the village that there
would be a Nang Maaw ceremony starting in the afternoon of the following day.
Next morning everyone in the village went to the temple ground. The women were dressed in their bright blue
skirts, Pha Sin, and white blouses, and the men in their white trousers and the Kui-Heng shirts. Children of all
ages put on their new clean clothes; they walked along with their parents. Two artists built up a big bamboo cage
and the people fastened flowers and leaves to it and dressed it up until it looked like a miniature castle.
At noon time, my cat Sii Sward had her usual lunch of dry mudfish and rice, then my father gave me the great
honor of carrying her to the temple ground. Some old ladies brushed and sprayed sweet native perfume upon her
proud head. Sii Sward protested vehemently; she struggled to get away, and I had to put her into the adorned cage.
However, once inside the cage, she became calm and serene as befitted her role and soon curled up in silent
slumber. Buddhist priests came to sprinkle sacred water on her, but Sii Sward slept on.
In spite of the heat and the sun, that day people packed into the monastery to see Sii Sward, the Rain Queen, and
to pray for rain. They carried the cage into the big Vihara, our best and most beautiful temple; and then the priests
chanted a sacred prayer in front of the image of Lord Buddha, Pra Kantharaj (the image of Lord Buddha asking
for rain). Sacred water was sprinkled onto poor Sii Sward as a high priest lit a candle near the cage and changed
long moaning prayers in the sacred Pali tongue.
In mid-afternoon the sun was so hot that the villagers took refuge under the shade of the big mangoes and Po
trees on the temple ground. A group of people began to chant the Nang Maaw song, softly at first, then louder and
louder until everyone seemed to shout. Long native drums, Taphone, began to beat in chorus. People started to
dance while chanting the song:
Oh, mother cat, please give us rain from the sky
So that we can make sacred water
We need silver for the mother cat
We need fish and we need honey
If we do not get it, we will be ruined.
Don’t let the widow down to sell her children.
Let them have all white rice
To have pleasure, we need gold and silver
We want to buy bananas
We need provisions for the priests and the people
Let us have the lightning and let us have rains
Oh, let us have rain.

It was a most impressive ceremony and made me feel warm and confident of the queen’s powers.
Sii Sward still slept peacefully in her adorned cage. Cool as a cucumber, she ignored the noise and the chanting
until two men came to her miniature castle and lifted it to their shoulders, and then led the people out of the
temple. A procession was formed; two drummers with Taphone drums led the crowd. They beat the drums
incessantly as the people chanted and made a lot of noise. After the drummers there were a group of dancers
dressed in the Thai theatrical style. They danced in front of the cage as if to perform the show for the Queen of
Rain.
The procession moved toward the market place. There was a huge crowd following the procession; all of them
chanted the Nang Maaw. On the narrow street people laid cakes and water which the pedestrians ate after Sii
Sward passed. Some people gave the two men who carried the Rain Queen some rice wine. Both of them toasted
the queen and drank the wine happily. These foods and drinks were to impress the Queen of Rain that ours was
the land of plenty, and that the goddess of rain must give us water so that abundance of life would be preserved.
Sii Sward slept all the way; she was not impressed by the demonstration. Before we entered the open market
place there was so much noise; someone fired many big fire crackers. A few women who were traders in powders
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and perfumes approached the cage and poured cups of sweet-smelling perfume and flowers onto the poor Rain
Queen. At this moment, the nose of frantic shouting, of chanting, of fire crackers, and that perfumed water proved
to be too much for the poor Sii Sward. More water and perfume were poured and splashed into the cage. Sii
Sward stood up, her blue eyes staring at the culprits. Her brown and smooth hair was soaking wet. She began to
cry and tried to find the way to escape in vain.
Seeing the whole condition going from bad to worse, I was almost crying asking father to rescue the poor cat.
However, father said that everything would be all right. After a while, everyone seemed to be satisfied giving the
Rain Queen perfumes; they stopped the noises completely as if to listen to the tormented noise of the Rain Queen.
At that moment Sii Sward stopped crying, too. She was soaking wet and trembling with fear.
People chanted softly as they led the procession back to the monastery, even the drummers and the two men
who ten minutes ago were chanting frantically now calmed down. Sii Sward continued crying on the way back to
the temple as if her heart would break. I was helpless, but I followed the procession closely to the monastery.
When we reached the Vihara, the men placed the cage in front of the temple, and then all of them went into the
Vihara to pray for the rain goddess again. At this moment, I saw the opportunity to help my poor Sii Sward.
Having seen the last person enter the temple, I took Sii Sward out of the cage and ran home with her.
At nine o’clock that same night, it was pitch dark. Sii Sward now calmed herself down and seemed to forget
the whole event in the day time. She lay down under my bed and slept soundly. My parents were not yet returned
from the temple ground; they joined the neighbors praying for rain in the monastery. I still wondered about the
whole procession in the day time, but I was too tired and did not know when I went fast asleep.
When my people came back from the temple ground at eleven o’clock, there was still no sign of rain. Someone
came into my room to see Sii Sward, but seeing us asleep they went out quietly. It must have been about three
o’clock in the morning, a sound like a train running and a big hurricane was heard. Later there was a strong sound
of thunder over the mountains, and a few minutes later, a shower, a real tropical shower, came down. Everyone in
the village got up from his bed. We were happy. The farmers started at once to their farms. It rained for three days,
and three nights, and it seemed as if the showers would never stop until the water in the sky would be gone. Our
crops were saved.
But Sii Sward ignored the whole rain. She slept happily the whole three days. Farmers and their families
dropped down to see her afterward. They patted her delicate fur and left dry fish and meat for her, her favorite
food. That year the farmers thought that Sii Sward saved their crops and their families. Sii Sward was a heroine.
23.58 Excerpts from A Child Of The Northeast\fn{by Kampoon Boontawee (late 1920’sThailand (M) 4

)}

“northeastern village,”

… That evening, a cool breeze from the River Chi blew continually over the caravan. Sometimes Koon heard
faint songs coming from the distance, mixed with the sound of flowing water.
The three dogs raced back and forth; first to the river, where they would stop and howl energetically, then back
into camp, where they would run around and around the carts.
Uncle Gah sent Tid-joon and Gad to fetch water, and the women to gather firewood. If anyone was hungry
now, Uncle Gah said, he should eat a little cold rice and pla ral\fn{A note reads: Fermented fish, prepared with
salt.} He was going to take Koon’s papa with him to see the phuyaiban of the nearest village.
Uncle Gah stooped over the water basket, plunged the dipper into it, and tossed the water over his back.
“Oh ho, that feels good,” he said. “Maybe I’ll find a nice widow in that village.”
“You go right ahead,” his wife said. “You go find some nice widow. After no bath for five days and five nights,
the only female who wouldn’t mind being close to you is Tid-joon’s dog.”
Koon’s mother and Auntie Bua-si returned from the woods, dumped armloads of kindling on the ground, and
went back for more. When Koon began to follow her, his father said, “Wait, you can go with us to see the
phuyaiban. Go wash yourself first.”
“Can Jundi go, too?”
His father sighed.
“I suppose so.”
Koon and Jundi happily followed Uncle Gah’s example, pouring a full dipper of water over their backs, then
hurried off after the men.
Uncle Gah walked ahead. It was growing dark, and he carried a torch to light the way.
“The moon will soon be up,” he remarked to Koon’s father.
“Yes,” Koon’s father said, “this is the third night of the rising moon.”
Jundi, looking worriedly to his left and right, asked Uncle Gah if it might not have been a good idea to bring
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his gun.
“No. Because the people here do not carry guns at night—or crossbows.”
“What country is this, Uncle Gah?”
“It’s not another country; it’s another province—Roi Et.”
“Where does the River Chi come from, and how far does it go before it ends?”
“It comes from big mountains, and it ends in another river far away. Enough questions.”
Jundi didn’t ask any more questions, but Uncle Gah offered the information that the village they were going to
was called Nam Sai.\fn{A note reads: Nam sai means “clear, water.”}
They walked silently down the road, and presently they came to a house. A man sitting on the porch called
down to them,
“Where are you going, friends?”
Uncle Gah said that they wanted to visit the phuyaiban.
“Go to the left until you get to the wat.\fn{The Buddhist temple.} Then ask again.”
Uncle Gah increased his pace. Now there were more houses, and torches were flickering in all of them. From
some houses, they heard the familiar sounds of women making food, the bake-bake-bake of stone pestles and the
sup-sup-sup of chopping blocks. And when a warm, sharp scent reached his nose, Koon realized how hungry he
was.
"Somebody is making lap\fn{A note reads: A typical northeastern dish made of fish or meat or blood, briefly
rinsed with boiling water, and then mixed with chili peppers; ground, toasted raw rice; herbs; and, if possible,
lime juice.} from fresh fish,” he said, swallowing the saliva that had filled his mouth.
Uncle Gah heard him and said, “Nobody goes without fresh fish in this place. Just wait, Buk-Koon.\fn{ A note
reads: Buk is a common northeastern prefix to a male name.} Tomorrow you will eat fresh fish until your belly
busts.”
The house of the phuyaiban was not so different from that of the phuyaiban in Koon’s own village. But he
knew that this family owned more animals, because he heard a great jingling and clacking of bells and bamboo
from beneath the house as they climbed the ladder.
The phuyaiban was sitting on his porch, wearing an old pakomah\fn{A note reads: A length of plain or
checkered cloth used as a garment, knotted about the waist; sometimes it is tied about the head or used to carry
things.} and thoughtfully puffing on a cigarette. He was little and skinny like Uncle Gah, but he seemed very
good-natured. Every time he spoke, he ended his statement with a sharp bark of laughter.
While Uncle Gah and Koon’s father spoke with the phuyaiban, Koon and Jundi looked in the direction of the
kitchen. They could not help themselves, for the delicious smell of roasting fish was coming from it.
After a few minutes, the phuyaiban’s wife and daughter came out of the kitchen and joined them. Jundi stared
at the girl. Koon thought that she looked about the same age as Wandam, the Vietnamese girl [in their own
village], but this girl had a paler complexion. The cloth tightly wrapped about her bosom was made of silk, and
she wore a pair of twinkling earrings that matched her necklace.
The phuyaiban told Uncle Gah that the place where they had camped was no good.
“Too many weeds in the river there,” he said, “and a strong current in the water. If you go just a bit farther
along the river, you will have much better luck. Now, if you need anything, you tell me. And nobody needs to be
afraid of thieves or ruffians around here, because there aren’t any.”
Uncle Gah thanked him and said that he had long known of the goodness of the people of this place.
The girl smiled at Jundi and asked, “Are you hungry, boy?”
“No,” Jundi replied in a loud voice. “We just ate.”
The phuyaiban’s wife pointed to Jundi and said,
“This boy, when he gets a little older, will be a good one for the ladies. And with such a stubborn look in his
eyes, he would make a good boxer or a policeman.”
The phuyaiban laughed his strange, barking laugh and said that Jundi should come back when he grew to be a
man and was looking for a wife. And when Jundi boldly replied, “Yes, sir—if all the girls here are as beautiful as
her,” and stared right at the girl, the phuyaiban laughed delightedly and said, “My wife is right—but what kind of
son-in-law he would make, I am not so sure …”
Before they left, the girl went to the kitchen and returned with a banana-leaf packet.
“It is a roasted fish,” her mother said, “with a steamed turmeric blossom.”
Uncle Gah nodded to Jundi to carry the packet, thanked the phuyaiban’s family for their kindness and good
advice, and also for the food, and they left.
The flower the phuyaiban’s wife had packed with the fish was a kind Koon had eaten once at home. When the
rain fell briefly the year before and the ground was wet, such flowers grew. His mother had picked two, a red one
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and a white one, each blossom almost as wide [as the span of his hand]. But he hadn’t liked them very much; they
were bitter, which surprised him, because they were so beautiful.
As they walked along the village path, Uncle Gah decided that they should ask for rice before returning to
camp. He would take Jundi with him, and Koon could go with his father.
Asking for rice was something Koon had never done, and he didn’t want to do it now. But he knew how it was
done, because he had seen enough caravans come through his own village. At dusk, the people from the caravan
would walk through the village, asking for cooked rice at each household; his mother always gave rice to these
people.
“Papa, don’t you mind asking strangers for rice?” he asked as they turned down a small lane.
“Not at all. It is nothing to be ashamed of, Koon. It is the custom of our people whenever we travel to another
village. And in the morning, if we go to the temple, the monks and the people will feed everyone. I don’t think we
will do that—but we could, and no one would think badly of us. We do the same for strangers in our village.”
“I know,” Koon said.
But it was different, he thought, being the ones who were asking.
His father stopped before the first house and called out, “Fathers and mothers! Brothers and sisters! We are
travelers and ask you for rice for our supper.”
A moment later, a young woman appeared in the doorway carrying a ladle that held about two handfuls of
cooked rice. She asked them where they had come from, and if they had anything to sell.
With both hands, Koon's father held up the hem of his pakomah, from the extra piece that was folded over in
front. He told the woman that they had come from a village far away in Ubon Province, where the rain had not
fallen for a long time, to catch fish in the River Chi. She put the rice into the pakomah, and he thanked her.
“We will be selling pla 0m and pla daek\fn{A note reads: Various preserved fish preparations.} and roasted
fresh fish,” he said.
“Good. You come back then. I will be glad to trade rice for fish. We don’t go fishing so often now.”
Koon understood. “Now” meant since the rain had fallen. Now they could work in the fields.
Koon and his father walked on, collecting rice at one house after another, and after they had collected rice at
ten houses, they walked back to the main road in the village to join Uncle Gah and Jundi.
“That phuyaiban’s daughter is all right,: Jundi said, “but they have plenty of ugly girls here, too. A couple of
them had real sour faces, and when they bent over to give us the rice, they had big, floppy breasts.”
“You fool,” Uncle Gah said. “Those weren’t girls. They were young women with babies.”
Back at camp, a fire was burning brightly, and Koon was grateful for its warmth. Tid-joon was sitting back, at
ease, playing Koon’s father’s kan.\fn{A note reads: A flute-like instrument made of bamboo.} Uncle Gah asked if
he had done all the work he was supposed to do. Tid-joon said that he had done everything. All the animals had
been fed and watered, but there was nothing to cook and not much to eat, as Uncle Gah well knew.
“We got a roasted fish and a steamed turmeric flower from the phuyaiban’s wife and rice from the villagers.
Whatever we have, we will eat now and then go to sleep. We won’t have to scout fishing grounds tonight, because
we will move in the morning. The phuyaiban says this place is no good. Too many weeds near the shore and a
strong current.”
They formed their supper circle, and Koon’s mother sat beside Uncle Gah.
“Yee-soon has a fever,” she said. “Maybe you should look at her.”
He rose at once.
“Why didn’t you tell me this before?”
“She didn’t feel warm to me until after you had left for the village.”
Uncle Gah left his food and went to Koon’s family’s cart. He shook the sleeping girl gently. Koon’s father
looked worried, and Koon took his hand.
“Papa, why did Mama ask Uncle Gah to look at her?”
“He knows more about healing than anyone else here.”
Koon's mother held a torch above Yee-soon, so that Uncle Gah could see.
“She ate a little rice,” she said, “and then she said her head hurt, so I made her lie down. When I touched her,
she was hot.”
Uncle Gah sat down inside the cart and lifted Yee-soon onto his lap.
Koon was surprised to see how gentle Uncle Gah was with his little sister. Usually, he was either mad at
somebody or making jokes.
“Does it hurt very much?” he asked.
“Not very much,” Yee-soon replied in a sleepy voice.
Then he began to mumble in a low voice. After he mumbled for a while and rocked back and forth with her, he
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blew on the crown of Yee-soon’s head-once, twice, three times. Then he waited for a few moments and asked,
“How does your head feel now, little Yee-soon?”
“I think it’s better," she said.
Uncle Gah told Koon’s mother to let Yee-soon sleep until morning, and then he returned to the supper circle
and ate hungrily.
“I will go back in the middle of the night and blow the spell again,” he said. “In the morning, she will be
running around between the carts, the same as ever.”
Jundi looked up and asked, “What will you do if she isn’t any better?”
Without looking up from his food, Uncle Gah said, “Probably give her three good kicks.”
On some nights, Koon had slept beneath the cart with his father and the dogs. But that night, he slept inside the
cart, because in his heart he was afraid that Yee-soon might be very sick, although of course he wouldn’t say that
to his mother. He lay quietly in the dark, staring at his sister’s back, watching her shoulder rise and fall ever so
slightly with her breathing.
When he awoke some time later, he heard the men talking outside.
He crawled forward and stuck his head out of the cart and saw that the moon was floating high in the sky. The
breeze off the River Chi was colder and gustier. … \fn{A note reads: Later that night, the men decide to go out
fishing after all; Koon and Jundi are allowed to join them. The next morning, they joyfully return to camp,
bearing baskets of shrimp and small fish.}
… When they reached camp and showed off their catch, Auntie Bua-si and Uncle Gah’s wife smiled and
smiled. Kamgong and Koon’s mother brought a large, flat basket, and the men dumped the fish and shrimp onto
it.
“Make four crocks of pla som with that,” Uncle Gah said, “one for each of the families.”
Then he went and sat under his cart and smoked a cigarette.
Koon helped the women pick out all the debris that had got into the baskets with the catch. When they were
done, Kamgong poured a coconut shell full of salt over the fish, and the others mixed it in thoroughly with their
hands. Soon, the little fish and shrimp stopped squirming around on the flat basket and lay still, coated with salt.
Kamgong pounded dried garlic with a pestle, then began cutting a piece of lemon grass on the chopping block.
Jundi sat beside her, absently picking at the cold, charred part of a torch that had burned to almost nothing.
“Pi, where did you get the lemon grass?”
“I brought it from home. What do you think?”
When Kamgong had finished mincing the lemon grass, Koon’s mother scooped the pounded garlic out of the
pestle and sprinkled that on the fish too and on top of that a good handful of ground, roasted raw rice.
“We need some cooked rice, too,"”Uncle Gah’s wife said. “Kamgong, you go get a box.”
Kamgong rushed off. Koon had noticed that the older women were always telling Pi Kamgong what to do, and
she obeyed without complaining or even looking like she wanted to complain. Koon’s mother said that Pi
Kamgong was very sweet natured, and he supposed it was true.
When Kamgong returned with the rice, Uncle Gah’s wife took a good-sized lump from the basket and broke it
into fragments over the fish, salt, garlic, and lemon grass, then turned the mixture with her hands once again. Its
fragrance was lovely.
When the pia som had been mixed enough, Uncle Gah’s wife told Kamgong to divide it into four parts and to
pack it into crocks.
“Be sure you put those tops on tight,” she said. “In three days, we can eat it.”
And she went to her cart to sleep.
“So that is how you make pIa som,” Jundi said.
“Er. Some people say pla som; some people call it 0m pla noi or 0m pIa bom or pla jawm. But it is all the same
thing. Do you think you boys could make it yourself, now that you watched us?”
Jundi nodded and grinned.
“Sure, why not?”
It didn’t look too hard, Koon thought. There were only a few things in it besides the fish and little shrimp:
garlic, lemon grass, ground roasted rice, and cooked rice. Four things. He could remember four things. He was
curious about one of them, however.
“Mama, why do you have to put in cooked rice?”
“Cooked rice makes the nice, sour flavor. Otherwise, it would be a little flat.”
“Three more days, and I’m going to eat som pla,” Jundi said happily.
“Or pla som or som pla noi or som pla bom—” Koon added.
“Or pla jawm,” Jundi said. “But whatever they call it, I like it.”
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Koon sat and listened to his parents and the other grown-ups talk until late; he was too excited to sleep. Even if
the fish and shrimp were only little ones, he had never seen so many. Maybe tomorrow, he would be able to wade
into that cool water with a dip net, too— wade back and forth with his father.
Just as Koon was nodding off, his head in his mother’s lap, Uncle Gah leaned out of his cart and barked,
“What is all this noise? Get in your carts. Go to sleep. Anyone would think none of you had ever seen a fish
before.”
The people went off to their carts, carrying crocks of the precious fish, the first catch. Koon’s mother let him
carry theirs, and he held it with both arms, close to his chest.
Inside the cart, he set the crock on the floor and lay down beside it, with one hand touching the crock and the
other touching Yee-soon’s shoulder. Soon he was asleep. …
23.86 When She Was A Major Wife\fn{by Subhat Devakul (1928-

)}

Bangkok, Thailand (F) 4

Quite unexpectedly one day, news came to Plaeng-pin that Bop, her husband, had altered her status from wife
to major wife.
It is a fact that most women, once they get their hands on a duly signed marriage license, have every intention
of living not merely as a wife but as the wife, and this is a state that they expect to remain permanent. Plaeng-pin
was no exception. Some of these women, Plaeng-pin included, believe that it is unnecessary to make this
expectation known to the husband, especially when there has been no sign, thus far, of a threat to the status of
solitary wifehood. And, thus far in Bop and Plaeng-pin’s marriage, there had been not a glimmer of such a sign.
“Ooy, Plaeng-pin, you are so dumb!” said her friend at the office.
It was she who had brought the evil news of seeing Bop with another woman, and who had driven it home with
words that stabbed like little knives.
“No matter what that man says, you believe him. And what do you get for your see no evil, hear no evil? Your
darling Bop cheats on you while you keep your nose in your work and bring home your paycheck.”
Another woman assumed the role of cheerleader.
“I saw it coming from the beginning, Plaeng-pin, when you got the second car. That’s the way it begins. You
go your way, he goes his. How do you know where he goes with his car? Before you know it, he’s at a hotel with
curtains around the parking spaces.”\fn{A note reads: A “privacy hotel” which exists for the purpose of assignations.}
Plaeng-pin was unwilling to believe in the possibility of Bop’s infidelity. So she took the matter to a better
friend, looking for words of wisdom and comfort.
“Ooy, Plaeng-pin! I say it is two hundred percent possible. That woman at your office is right. One marriage,
two cars, you work in opposite comers of Bangkok … and look at his job—advertising and public relations! The
perfect job for cheating on a wife.”
“Why?”
“He has an excuse to come home from work any time, at any hour of the night. He goes to see someone here,
he goes to ‘entertain’ someone there … who knows what he’s really up to?”
Plaeng-pin went to work and, try as she might, all day she could not stop hearing her friend’s words. What was
he up to? At first she felt as if her heart were being poked, then as if it were pulled with little jerks, and, finally, as
if it were beating—pahng-pahng-pahng—like a war drum.
After all, it was true that Bop’s job in advertising and public relations allowed him to justify every occasion
upon which he had to return home late. Or not at all.
And then there was the onerous matter of the curfew.\fn{ A note reads: Due to political demonstrations against military
rule.} What better excuse could a man hope for than a curfew? Many were the times when the phone had rung —
griiiing! Griiing!—just as she was preparing his dinner, and it was Bop. Calling from a hotel—a hotel!
“Plaeng-pin, I’m still with this client, and now it’s too late to get, home before the damned curfew. I’ll just
have to stay at the hotel and come home first thing in the morning to change. Don’t misunderstand, darling.”
And she hadn't misunderstood. Or so she had thought. All those times, Plaeng-pin had believed him. But now
—she wondered whether, by agreeing not to misunderstand what he said, instead of understanding what it was
that he was probably doing but didn’t want her to understand, she had not, after all, misunderstood.
Plaeng-pin and Bop had been married for nearly three years. They conducted their life together in the “new
age” style, which is to say that they lived on their own instead of with her parents or his. They bought a house;
both worked to pay off the mortgage, and they had agreed that for the first five years of their marriage, they would
have no children.
“We should have a home of our own before we start thinking about children,” Bop had said, and Plaeng-pin,
after some private feelings of ambivalence on the subject, agreed. Besides, every day in the office she had to listen
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to the unceasing complaints of the women who did have children.
“In the old days they used to say that the mother and father were poor seven years for each child. Seven years!
Nowadays it’s more like twenty!” And so on and on.
The subject of instant and permanent poverty caused by children was his subject number two in the office. But
hit subject number one was, and always would be, minor wives.
Plaeng-pin had listened to the tales of children and poverty and of minor wives every single day since she had
started her job. At first, she had been amused, but at last she became bored and finally irked by both subjects. She
had congratulated herself on her good luck in having no opportunity to amuse, bore and irk other people with tales
of her own. And now, like a bolt of lightning from the sky, came the scurrilous suggestion that her Bop had a
minor wife.
Could it be true?
“With my own eyes, I saw your Bop walking arm in arm with the same girl on two different occasions.”
So what? Bop had told her himself that sometimes he went to meetings with women from his office.
Yet she could not stifle a small sensation of alarm when another woman added, “Oh, I’ve seen them too.
laughing, whispering … well, you can be sure he never noticed me. I thought of telling you, Plaeng-pin, but you
know me, I’m not one to start something between a husband and wife, so I just kept it to myself. If she hadn’t told
you first, I would never have breathed a word. Never a word.”
Several other women who never would have breathed a word now rose from their desks like a crack platoon
advancing. This one had seen them eating lunch, that one had seen them sitting in a car, talking. Another had seen
them ambling through a market together, with their heads close, laughing.
And then one of the women moved majestically from the rear of the ranks to drop the clincher: she had seen
them going into a hotel.
Plaeng-pin struggled with her emotions. She told herself that Bop would never, never do such a thing. Pahngpahng-pahng! It was no good. Her heart would not cooperate. In addition to the pahng- pahng-pahng, she felt as
though someone had lit a tiny fire beneath her breastbone.
That evening, in a manner that she tried to make sound offhand, she asked Bop about the girl.
He frowned. “A girl? What? A girl who’s seen with me all over town?”
Bop looked very confused and totally, thoroughly innocent. Then his expression brightened.
“Oh—a girl … I’m sure it was my friend’s little sister. She does ad listings for one of the radio stations and
brings them to our office. Hah! That’s what you were worried about? Forget it.”
After a moment, he frowned again, ever so slightly, and said,
“Plaeng-pin, suspicion isn’t becoming, you know.”
There was something in Bop’s tone of voice that made Plaeng-pin feel very uneasy. Something that sounded
almost like—well, like anger.
Since she had fallen in love with Bop, they had never had a single argument or been angry with each other.
Now, when she saw that she had made him angry, she felt remorse and made up her mind that she would never,
ever be suspicious of him again, no matter what those women in the office said. He was right; it was definitely
unbecorrting.
“Ooy, Plaeng-pin!” her friend said, shaking her head sadly. “And just like that, you believed him, you poor
little thing. Men are so clever. Like a parade of turtles burying their eggs in the sand and then digging them up
again when the coast is clear. Do you think any man, would be so crazy as to tell his own wife about his other
women?”
“And when you believe their lies,” another added, “they laugh behind your back.”
“And then they go on their way!” said a third, sidling over to Plaeng-pin’s desk. “Just like my sister’s husband.
Everybody told her he had a minor wife, but she wouldn’t believe them, oh no. Then he dropped dead, and when
the will was read, there stood his other children with their hands out. Heart disease and bad nerves have been
eating her up since that day.”
Plaeng-pin’s resolve crumbled, and at last she began to consider taking certain steps that, only a few weeks
earlier, she would not have believed herself capable of. Suspicion, she was learning, is a good teacher.
Ordinarily, Plaeng-pin rose before Bop, made his breakfast, and then drove to work. Her office kept
government hours, but Bop could go to the office at any time, since his company assessed its employees’ worth
solely in terms of the amount of business they brought in and didn’t care about hours.
Now, Plaeng-pin began a new routine. Each morning, while he was still in bed and before she left for work,
Plaeng-pin gave Bop’s car a thorough going-over. First, she checked the glove compartment for little feminine
artifacts. Then his Kleenex box. Bop and Plaeng-pin both kept a box of Kleenex on the front seat of their cars. She
scrutinized his daily to see whether an unusual number of tissues had been used since the day before.
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One morning, as she squatted beside Bop’s car, feeling around under the floor mat on the passenger side, she
was startled by a noise. It was Bop, standing at the kitchen door.
“What are you doing out there?” he called sharply.
Stupefied, frozen in a squatting position with one hand holding up the floor mat and the other hand underneath
it, Plaeng-pin felt the surge of panic that is experienced only by those who have never done anything wrong, and
who have been caught in the midst of a first offense. But when she peeked over the car door and saw Bop’s face
contorted with anger, saw his bulging eyes and his furiously knit brow, anger drove out panic, and she
remembered the words of the women in the office.
“I know that you men have many ways of making women shut up and not ask about other women!” she said,
her voice shaking but surprisingly strong. “You put on an honest face. You deny everything and pour smoke all
over the place, even swearing that you have no other women—‘I have no one! I have no one!’—Hah! And when
we don’t believe you, you change your strategy. You pretend to be angry, you frown and yell so that we will be—
intimidated. Well, not me. I am not intimidated!;” Plaeng-pin paused for breath.
“I have a right to look,” she contintiued, “to see whether some girl has accidentally left something in my :
husband’s car.”
Bop’s eyebrows lifted almost to his hairline.
“Plaeng-pin, you are mad.”
In the past, she and Bop had often used this word playfully. They had giggled and teased each other: “ Ooh, you
are mad—” Certainly, they had never said it through clenched teeth, their faces red with anger.
“Plaeng-pin, listen to me. You had better watch out and stop listening to those interfering, big-mouthed gossips
in your office. If you keep this up, this marriage could very well—collapse!”
“Collapse!” she repeated after him as he stalked back into the house, and slammed the door. “Yes, let it
collapse! If it’s that or having everyone laugh behind my back because I was a fool and my husband had a minor
wife and I was too stupid to do anything about it, then that’s just fine. Let it collapse!”
So saying, Plaeng-pin picked herself up off the ground, marched to her own car, and drove to work.
She would not give up as easily as that. Let him get angry and try to intimidate her. It wouldn’t work anymore.
At night, she checked his pockets and sniffed his shirts. When he went to the bathroom, she quickly searched his
briefcase and wallet.
Inevitably, one evening while he was looking for something in his briefcase, Bop realized the truth. And this
time, his rage exceeded anything that had gone before. But Plaeng-pin was fearless, having learned from her
friends at the office more of the kinds of tricks he might employ.
“You have no cause to be angry,” she said smoothly, “because, if you are innocent, you have nothing to hide
from me.
To this, Bop made no reply. He simply stared at her for a moment, gave her the bulgy-eyed look to which she
was now immune, and stormed out of the house.
That evening, Bop did not return home, and there was no telephone call to tell her where the curfew had
stranded him. He repeated this behavior several times within the next few weeks.
“Of course!” said one of the women at the office. “He pretends to be so angry that he doesn’t even want to
come home, and then he spends the night with his little friend.”
The experts agreed.
“Still, I don’t know,” said Plaeng-pin. “It isn’t as if I had caught him with someone. I still don’t know that he
has a minor wife.”
“It isn’t so hard to get proof,” said one, “and until you catch them red-handed, arguing with him is just banging
your head on the wall. When you catch them—you know, in the act—well, that will be another matter. A man
becomes as tame as a kitten, then!”
It sounded good to Plaeng-pin. Bop as tame as a kitten was infinitely preferable to her giving up and his
laughing behind her back to his heart’s content.
She became a spy in earnest. After work, she followed him in her car. Before leaving the office, she called him.
Sometimes she would identify herself to the receptionist; sometimes she would get a friend to call and ask to
speak to him on business. If Bop was not in, the friend would ask where he had gone. If they told her, Plaeng-pin
would know where to look.
But most of the time, when she got to the place, she would find Bop alone in his car. Or with a male friend.
Sometimes he was with a woman but never the same woman twice.
“He knows better,” her friends said. “He knows you’re watching him now. He’s not stupid, your Bop.”
Plaeng-pin agreed. Of course, Bop wasn’t stupid. If he were, how could he have got a job in advertising and
public relations?
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Plaeng-pin spied on. And then, early one evening, as Plaeng-pin was following her husband’s car at a careful
distance, he pulled up to the curb and opened the door on the passenger side. A young woman who had been
standing on the sidewalk hopped into the car. Plaeng-pin couldn’t see the girl’s face clearly. She didn’t dare get
nearer or Bop would see her. She had to catch him red-handed. This girl exactly matched a description one of the
women in the office had given her.
Plaeng-pin's heart raced. “Tall and slim, with long hair, and very young, like a schoolgirl …”
Pahng-pahng-pahng! Although Plaeng-pin felt the blood rush from her head, leaving her almost too dizzy to
steer, she forced herself to follow them through traffic.
Bop’s car turned into the parking lot of a hotel.
But this was a first-class hotel, not the kind that has curtains around the parking spaces. Anyway, what reason
could he invent for taking this girl to a first-class hotel at dusk?
“Oh—now I see it!” she said to herself. “First, he takes her to the first-class hotel.” She gripped the steering
wheel and jabbed the accelerator with her foot. “Makes the big impression. Orders the expensive food. Then
what? Then they go from the restaurant into the hotel bar. And then? They order drinks. They listen to the singer.
They dance together, they get all worked up—and then? Then, they leave and go to the hotel with the curtains
around the parking spaces!”
Plaeng-pin’s vision began to blur, and suddenly she understood the meaning of blind jealousy. The next thing
she knew, she had jammed on her brakes, leaped from her car, and was clutching Bop’s left arm in a fierce grip.
The young woman who was tall and slim and had long hair and looked like a schoolgirl stared at her in horror, her
eyes wide. Plaeng-pin heard herself making high, screechy noises that were barely recognizable as words. She
saw Bop’s expression change from astonishment to rage. She saw people turning to see what was going on, until a
crowd had gathered and was watching them as with one eye.
The result of this occasion was that, on the following morning, Bop and Plaeng-pin drove, in separate cars, to
the district office, where they filed divorce papers.
Plaeng-pin had given him the ultimatum.
“Choose. It’s her or me. If you love her so much, then fine, it’s over. We’ll get a divorce.”
But Bop would not talk at all—not about whether he loved the young woman with the long hair who looked
like a schoolgirl or how much or whom he would choose.
Bop had responded with a single word:
“Agreed.”
They split the proceeds of their home and divided everything they owned. Plaeng-pin took her things to her
parents’ house and moved back with them. Bop packed a suitcase and moved in with a friend.
And now the women at the office became very quiet. Strangely enough, not one of them seemed to have an
opinion about the divorce.
*
Two months later, as Plaeng-pin was walking down the street, she was astonished to see, walking toward her,
the young woman who was tall and thin and had long hair and looked like a schoolgirl. Plaeng- pin tried to
escape, but it was too late.
“Oh, so it is you!” the girl said. “I was so sad to hear about—well, about your divorce.”
Had she no shame?
“I have to tell you,” the girl continued, “you made a big mistake. What happened was—well, let me explain the
whole thing. You see, I work in Bop’s office, and he’s a friend of my older brother’s. Last year, before I came
back from the States, I married an American. I came back to Bangkok before he did, and that night—the night
when, you know—when you saw us, I was going to meet him at that hotel. I didn’t want to walk around in the
lobby all by myself,\fn{A note reads: She did not want to be mistaken for a prostitute.} and so Bop was sweet enough to offer
to go with me. You know, to meet my husband.”
Plaeng-pin stood speechless.
“I mean, you misunderstood everything.”
Plaeng-pin continued to stand like a stone.
“You didn’t have any reason to be mad at him. Well—anyway, there’s no way you’ll get him back now,
because—you know that friend he went to stay with, when you separated? Well, Bop has become very fond of a
friend’s little sister after all. But it isn’t me. Still, I’m sorry about everything …”
As the girl turned away, Plaeng-pin could barely see her, because her eyes were blurred, just as they had been
on that night.
But this time, blind jealousy had nothing to do with it.
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95.166 The Golden Goby\fn{by Jit Kasem Sibunruang (c.1930-2011)} Thailand (F) 4
“Father, how is it that you are so late? And where is mother?” asked Uay, when she saw her father coming
back along from fishing. But her father did not answer her; he did not even look at her, but went directly to his
second wife’s quarters, where soon Uay heard him laughing and joking with his two other daughters.
The fisherman, Sethi, had two wives, of whom the first, Kanitha, had a daughter called Uay. The second wife,
called Kanithi, had two daughters, Ay and Ee.
For several days, the husband had many things he wanted to discuss with his second wife and had resented the
constant presence of his first wife. Then the previous day, the two wives had quarreled and the husband had
reprimanded the first wife rather severely. But the next morning, in order that the second wife should not be too
proud of her victory, he took the first wife along with him when he went out fishing. But in spite of his good will
and his sense of justice, her presence weighed upon him.
It came to pass that, on the day, he caught nothing but a tiny little goby. “This woman brings me ill luck,”
thought the fisherman, and he threw the fish away.
“Please, do not throw it away! I’d like to take it back to my child,” said Kanitha, but the husband did not say
anything.
Presently the same fish came into the net again, and again the husband threw it away. Seeing that it was the
same fish he had caught, Kanitha again asked her husband to keep to, saying:
“You see, my husband, this fish wants to come with us,” and she laughed, suspecting not the hatred the man
felt against her.
“After all, we are not so well off, we never can offer a toy for our child. This fish costs you nothing, and still
you refuse it.”
It was a hot day and the fishing was fruitless. “Why does this ungrateful woman reproach me so?” thought the
angry fisherman and he struck her with all his strength. The struggle did not last long; Kanitha missed her footing
and fell into the water.
“Pah, feminine tactics!” said the furious husband to himself, shrugging his shoulders.
Tired, angry with everything and especially with himself, the fisherman did not attempt to save his wife at all.
He started home. “After all, good riddance to bad rubbish, there will be no more quarreling under my roof.”
“But father, where I sMother?” asked the unfortunate Uay. To these repeated questions, the father finally
replied:
“Listen, my child, think well, and stop bothering me with your silly questions.
To a beautiful palace under the sea
Has gone thy mother away from thee.
Come, dost thou not give way to weeping.
In three days’ time she will float back sleeping.

At this instant, the daughter of the first wife realized the truth, she understood the sinister sense of the riddle;
she had heard that when one is drowned, the body sinks down first, then floats on the surface for three days, then
sinks again. She also knew that the corpse of a woman floats on its back while that of a man floats face
downwards.
The poor girl insisted no more. She cried silently over her fate and lamented her mother’s death. Scoldings and
whippings from her father and especially from her step-mother she endured bravely. Outraged, but resigned, Uay
ceased to give way to her grief. She bore the cruel yoke silently.
Now that Uay was deprived of her mother, she had to do all the hard work for the whole household. But she
hurried through her work without complaint. As soon as she had a spare moment, she would run to the river. But,
alas, nothing was to be seen. Days passed and there was no sign of her mother.
One day, as Uay was looking into the clear water, she saw a strange little fish; it glittered under the water, as if
made of gold. Uay wiped her tears away, and for the first time diverted from her grief, she spoke aloud: “My poor
little fish, I wish I had something to give you to eat.” To her great astonishment, she heard the fish say: “My little
Mouse, I am your mother. Listen to me and try to understand: I was killed cruelly, so the gods showed mercy and
have granted me the power of speech.”
According to superstition, the last vision before death has an influence upon the form one takes in the next
reincarnation. Kanitha’s thought was fixed upon the goby; so once dead, she took the form of a goby.
Uay’s gladness knew no bounds. She took the fish in her hands, fondled her and told her all the details of her
wretched life. But time was short, Uay had to run home lest her absence should be noticed. At night she crept into
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the garden and dug a little pond. You can never tell, you can never be too sure of the current … nor of the fisher’s
net … and the thought had filled her with anguish.
Now that Uay had taken the fish into her pond she was almost happy again; she came to feed her and spent
long hours playing with and talking to her mother.
Now Uay had a new job: she had to take care of the ducks; she had had no rice for her fish, so she reserved the
tender morsels which were given her for the ducks.
Unhappily, one day, her step-sisters caught her speaking into the pond, and they duly reported to their mother,
who guessed the truth and ordered her elder daughter Ay to catch the fish. The mother then sent Jay to look after
the cows near the forest. Uay was sad and worried. What would happen to her golden goby during a whole day’s
absence? She fidgeted uncomfortably all day long, asking the animals not to wander too far off: she would like to
get home as soon as she could. The animals understood her entreaties and stayed within sight.
In the meantime, Kanithi and her daughters took the fish out of the pond and prepared a delicious dish which
they ate triumphantly. They took care to get rid of all traces. They gave the bones to their cats and the rest was
thrown into the river. However, while they were preparing the fish, one of the scales fell to the ground. A duck
saw it and picked it up for Uay who had been so kind to him.
Uay hurried home when the sun was low in the west. She ran to the ponds and called her goby, but in vain.
Desperate, she went to her pet animals. The dogs and the cats looked at her silently. But the gods had mercy on
her and allowed the duck to have the power of speech; not only did it give her the scale, but also told her the
whole story …
Grieved and bewildered, Uay bore her sorrow silently. She went about her work humbly, taking care not sto
show her feelings. She was resigned to her fate now; she put the beloved scale in a corner of her handkerchief and
it consoled her to feel it next to her heart. One day she took the cows further than usual into the forest; there was a
quiet, peaceful spot that pleased her a great deal. “I shall bury mother’s relic here,” said Uay to herself. “It is far
from the house and nobody would think to come and harm it.” Thus she buried the fish scale there and felt much
better for having laid it to rest.
Now she was quite content to go about her work. She took the animals to the forest as soon as the house work was
done. That seeming contentment, faint as it was, puzzled the stepmother and she sent her two daughters to spy on
Uay.
Days and weeks went by, and it came to pass that at the spot where Uay had her mother’s little tomb, there
grew two plants called Makheua Proh (a kind of egg-plant, with delicious green fruit and hard seeds). These two
plants, with their thick green leaves, bore a great quantity of fruit. The joy of the motherless Uay knew no bounds.
But, alas, it was short-lived, for soon her two sisters found the plants and uprooted them, eating the fruit and
throwing the rest into the river.
Here was more sorrow for the poor girl. She asked no questions, she did not even cry, but sat dumbly under the
sai (banyan) tree. Silent, patient, her young heart heavy with pain and disappointment, she watched the cows
grazing. The animals had pity on her; they never went out of her sight and their silent presence kept her company.
But when it was time to take the animals home, Uay cringed at the thought of facing the cruelty of her stepmother and the two other girls. Her father took no part in the game. He had washed his hands of the whole
business; but his very silence hurt Uay’s affectionate young heart.
To her surprise, she had one friend; it was the duck. It followed Uay everywhere. When Uay went to the river
to wash the dishes, she found the duck by her side, and as soon as they were alone, the duck gave Uay some of the
Makheua seeds she had kept in her beak and told Uay about the whole incident.
The next day, when Uay took the cattle to the woods, she went a little further and buried the seeds. She left the
place reluctantly and after a few steps looked back. Lo! There stood at the very spot two beautiful pipal
trees.\fn{A note reads: The pipal tree is the tree under which Buddha meditated and found the Noble Truths. It is a sacred tree. In this text
the words is spelt: papal.} One of the trees had golden leaves and the other silver ones. Uay came back to them, put
her scarf on the fertile soil, and made obeisance over it three times: to her, this was doubly sacred.
Now a king named Thao Phrommathat came to hunt in the forest and saw the beautiful pipal trees in this
deserted spot. He thought that somebody must have been taking care of them, and ordered inquiries to be made.
Thus Uay, young and beautiful, was brought into the royal presence.
The monarch fell in love with her and, not long afterwards, Uay became his queen.
The king graciously ordered that the trees be transported to the palace; but in spite of every effort, even with
the help of elephants, it was impossible to move these sacred trees. Uay then prostrated herself on the very ground
in front of the trees, saluted three times and said in her heart, “My mother, if you refuse to go to the palace, I will
not leave you. These trees are all that I possess in this world. Please hear me and answer my prayer.” She then
took hold of the trees with both hands, and out of the ground they came.
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This was the most happy period in Uay’s life so far. Unfortunately, it did not last long. Her step-mother heard
about her now life and worked out a plan with the aid of a witch, for she meant to make her own daughter queen
at all costs.
Accordingly, Kanithi sent for Uay, pretending her father had been taken very seriously ill. Suspecting nothing,
Uay hurried to her old home. She was met by her step-mother at the door and she followed her to her father’s
room. But, alas, the prepared floor opened under her and she fell straight into a vat of boiling water. Calmly, Ay
took her dead sister’s garments and, thus attired, went to the palace.
Following her mother’s sound advice, the sagacious girl pretended that she was ill and must keep to her own
room. The king came to see her, but only in the semi-darkness, so he did not detect the deception. Besides, Ay had
put a magic pomade on her lips and thus enchanted the king. But the latter was a man of strong will and not easily
overpowered by any spell. Soon he became sad and distraught.
Uay, drowned in the boiling water, took the form of a parrot in her next reincarnation. She flew into the palace
grounds and perched near the window of the king’s bedroom. The sacred trees had now withered. The parrot kept
singing this refrain:
Sire, your trees are dying,
Soon you will be crying.
The fates have snapped the thread.
You’ll find your true love dead.

The king paid no attention at first, but as the bird sang on, he realized the truth and asked the bird to tell him
the whole story. Then he ordered a golden cage to be made for the parrot and put it in his bedroom. Before he
could do anything more, however, an urgent royal duty called him up country; a white elephant was seen up north
and he had to go and hunt this animal of good omen. But it grieved him to leave the bird alone in his palace.
The false queen suspected the bird’s influence over the king, now that the king was absent; she gave the bird to
the cook. The latter lucked the bird, which pretended to be dead. The cook left it and went into the garden to pick
some vegetables. In the meantime, with a supreme effort, the bird forced itself into a mouse hole. When the cook
came back into the kitchen and found no bird, she was so frightened that she did not dare tell the truth to the
queen. She just bought another parrot and prepared everything just as had been ordered for the royal dinner. The
queen was very pleased with the cook and gave her a scarf as a reward.
The mouse was full of compassion for the unfortunate bird. He nursed the bird and took care of her until she
was well enough to seek another and safer place. Then he took her to the other opening that he had made and
which led to the forest, and bade her safe journey.
All by herself and deprived of wings, weak and forlorn, the parrot made her way slowly through strange
places. She was exposed to many and varied dangers. Once a serpent was on the point of eating her, but
fortunately, the serpent itself was attacked by a big bird and thus she was saved. Here strength was almost
exhausted, when she came upon an anchorite. He took pity upon her and put her near the fire, the sacred object of
his meditation. Suddenly the bird vanished and a beautiful young maiden rose from the flames: it was Uay, to
whom the gods had granted a new life. Full of gratitude, Uay prostrated herself at the feet of the holy man, asking
permission to serve him till the end of her life. But the old sage whose life was dedicated to prayer and solitude,
thought that it would be wiser to create another human being to keep her company. So he drew a picture of a small
boy five years of age and gave it the breath of life; this boy was named Lop.
Uay was very happy now. Restored to human life again, she now spent her time with Lop gathering fruits for
the hermit. Many a time, she thought of her royal consort, especially when the child asked about his father and his
kinfolk. Then she would explain to the boy, “Lop, you are my child, and I am the child of this holy man. Your
father is a king.” But the lad wanted to know more about his royal father. Curious, the boy said: “Mother, let me
go to the palace.”
“My child,” she replied, “would you know how to take care of yourself? Many dangers lie ahead of you.”
“The gods will protect me, Mother; you always say that the gods look after their creatures,” insisted the boy.
“Let me go to see my father, Mother. All the good that you have done shall be like a shield for my protection. I do
want to see the trees with leaves of gold and silver, if they are still there, and I do want to see my father.”
Lop’s entreaties and insistence finally persuaded Uay to let him go to the city. She put around is neck a garland
of flowers on which she inscribed the story of the white elephant hunt, the usurper’s crime, the flight of the
wingless bird, the resurrection and the creation of the boy.
Lop went to the city; he enjoyed himself tremendously, not noticing that people stared at him, wondering:
“Whose child is this? What a queer chain he is wearing!” and so forth.
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Soon this news reached the king and Lop was brought into his royal presence. The monarch asked the boy to
tell about his errand, and the boy said he wanted to see the miraculous trees. Great was the king’s surprise, but
greater still when he saw the garland round the boy’s neck. The king could see the interpretation on the garland.
He asked the boy questions, and the boy did not disappoint him for young though he was, he was also very
intelligent, and soon the king knew of Uay’s existence; and he went to her in the forest.
When the holy man saw the king, he knew that both happiness and grief were in store for Uay; for it was
written that when she saw her husband again she would lose what she cherished most. Lop would turn into an
image again as soon as he was seven years old and that would be in three days’ time. The hermit called the girl
and told her what the future held for her. He then entreated her to leave the forest; her duty was to follow her royal
husband.
Thus Uay left the hermit and came into the city. The people celebrated the queen’s happy return for seven days
and seven nights. The half-sister and her cook were brought to her and they confessed their crimes. They were not
killed, but put into prison.
Uay had suffered a great deal, but her meditations had made her more compassionate and less vindictive. She
realized that a bad action must not be answered by another bad one. Evil must be overcome by good. It is better to
stop the circle of reincarnation. After much pleading, she obtained a pardon for the two guilty women. But it was
too late for her half-sister, Ay, who had poisoned herself in prison.
Uay’s father had been cruel tohis own flesh and blood and the step-mother had killed Uay for the sake of Ay.
The king ordered that Ay’s body be sent to Sethi in a jar. The parents were very proud of their daughter being a
queen. They boasted so much about her. Now, when they received a present from the palace, they believed that
the queen, their daughter, had provided meat for her family. But soon they realized with terror that their crimes
were discovered, and they fled into the deep forest.
Now there came at this time a wise man to the kingdom of Thao Phrommathat. The king received the holy man
royally. Hew asked him to explain to them the cause of Uay’s misfortunes, for Uay had done no wrong to her
fellow creatures. This was what he told them:
“Inone of her previous lives, Kanitha, Uay’s mother, had separated a chicken from its mother; she took the hen
to the gods and gave the chicken to her own child to play with. But the chicken cried and ran after its mother and
fell into a pot of boiling water. Thus Uay was separated from her mother and killed in the same way.”
“Why,” asked the king, “when she became a bird and was on the point of being killed, why was she saved?”
“In one of her previous lives, she was a vulture, Ay was a chicken. The bird of prey was taking the chicken up
to its eyrie, but she let it go by accident, and that is why Uay was saved.”
“Most noble father,” asked the king, “why did Sethi kill his first wife?”
“Sethi once took the form of a talkative parrot and was cherished by its owner. In that same reincarnation,
Kanitha took the form of a cat, living in the same house as the parrot. The cat was jealous of the parrot and, when
the owner was absent, she killed the bird. That was why he hated her and let here drown.
“Every act has its consequence and repeats itself reciprocally until one party realizes the essence of life and
ceases to return evil for evil. Then little by little we eliminate our own reincarnations and come to that blissful joy
of pure serenity which saves us from this dreary and vicious world.”
The king and Uay forgave Sethi and his wife Kanithi. They asked the culprits to leave their hiding place and to
come and live at court.
The king and Uay spent the rest of their lives virtuously and lived together in perfect harmony till the end of
their long and peaceful lives.
23.4 Dust Underfoot\fn{by Khamsing Srinawk aka Lao Khamhawm (1930- )} Nong Bua Sa-art, Korat Province, [W
says he was born in Bua Yay, Nakhon Ratchasima Province], Thailand (M) 9
“Bua Kham, do you like me?”
Her flawless face, tilted slightly, was perfectly still as if carved of Burmese amber jade and impervious to
human speech.
“Tell me, do you like me?” he persisted, his deep voice carefully articulating the words in not quite fluent
Northern dialect.
The willowy figure, clad in blue, with beaded ear drops glinting in the soft sunlight and sprays of tiny orchids
in her jet hair, remained immobile, gazing along the curvee of the river edging the hills.
“Well, do you? I have money, you know.”
Roused from her reverie, she cocked her head to hear more and really looked at him.
The young man smiled shyly and his fmgers fidgeted with the medallion hanging from his neck outside his T379

shirt.
“I like you so much,” his tone was cautious.
Her full red lips parted slightly.
“You do? Do you have a lot?”
The unexpected question stunned him momentarily and then, elated, he turned to me to ask,
“Boss, how much money have I got? Tell me. Come on, tell me,” he prodded, when I took my time to think
about it.
“It’s a fairly large sum, Inta. It must come to about seven or eight hundred baht.”
Although my uncertainty as to how much he had deposited with me must have been evident, Inta seemed
satisfied. His clear laughter made me feel glad for him and I settled down again on the sand by the river.
The Mae Ping River then was fairly low leaving sandy beaches and dunes stretching along both banks. Every
afternoon, when work was done, we would get together relaxing on the sand or chasing crabs. At dusk, back from
the forest, the girls of the village would go in convoy down to bathe and do their laundry, their shrill banter rising
over the stream. The mountains and teak trees along the river were magnificent, but I remember now the sad story
that took place there rather than the beauty of the scene..
As a result of the turmoil of the Second World War, I had become what you might call an adventurer, roaming
over the northern provinces, working at anything that turned up. One day, as my friend and I were hitching a ride
to Chiengmai in an ancient truck belonging to a politician who had a salt monopoly in the North, we met the
Forest Manager for the Panarat Timber Company, one of the big operators in these parts. He took to us and
eventually asked us both to work for him. We seized the chance. That year the company was working the forest at
Payao. From Payao, we shifted to Fang where my friend met a girl with a beautiful pearly complexion and
decided to stay. I continued working and liked it. We finished the Fang concession, then moved to Chiengdao,
Prao, Mai Tang, Mai Rim and right on down the Mae Ping River. By the time we got to the Mae Gaw Forest, I
had been promoted from checking clerk to labor foreman. It was then I learned that the Panarat Timber Company
belonged to a. princely family in Bangkok.
Inta appeared while we were still in Payao. The Company had bought a big bull elephant in Chiengtung, in
Burma, whose owner on delivering him to us declared he was a good strong worker but was inclined to be nasty
and only responded to his mahout.
“That little fellow is the only one who can keep him in order,” the owner said, pointing to a small dark-skinned
adolescent, hair unkempt, swinging his feet up on the neck of the elephant.
“He’s a boy from the Kamu tribe. You’d better take him on. At 50 baht a month, he’s cheap.”
We took his advice. I guess Inta then was not more than sixteen years old. He was solid and tough, with a
squarish face, and like all hill tribe boys had grown up naturally. Few diseases, from malaria to the smallpox that
pitted his face, spared him. Spending most of the day on the back of his elephant, he had little time to mix with
people but all of us admired his directness and pluck. Perhaps Inta and I spent more time together than with the
others because each of us felt a little lonely. He came from the deep forest along the Mae Kok River without
friends from the same village unlike the other employees, and I from the distant capital city. We became quite
close. I liked and admired him and he was devoted to me. During our frequent talks, I’d tell Inta about things he’d
never seen and Inta would fascinate me with equally exotic stories.. One evening, Inta told me about his
association with Plai Tong, the elephant.
“I’ve been with Plai Tong since he was so high,” he said pointing to a middling size ant-hill.
“I was hired to feed and train him from the time he was captured in the jungle. He loves me and wouldn’t ever
do me any harm. The first man who bought him couldn’t get him to do anything, so they had to take me on to
manage him. I can’t remember how many times he’s been sold, but every time they have to sell me with him.”
Inta chuckled in good spirits.
“We’ve never been apart. As long as Plai Tong is alive, I won’t go home.”
By the time he met Bua Kham, Inta had outgrown the boy who did not bother about girls, and liked to talk
about them. Especially after we had come to Gaw, it seemed as if he’d taken a liking to one in particular.
I must have dozed a while because when Inta woke me up, the sun was already low in the sky, gilding the odd
cloud. Inta led the way back to the camp, the stench of elephant occasionally wafting back from him.
“Boss, do you think my girl is good-looking?” Inta asked after we passed beyond the river.
“Very,” I replied honestly. “What did you say her name was?” I was still feeling drowsy and there wasn’t much
conversation until Inta struck an unexpected note.
“Boss?”
“What’s the matter, Inta?” I asked gently.
“When we’ve worked out the forest, I won’t go with you any more. I’m going to stay in Gaw. I love Bua
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Kham.”
His voice was subdued. I thought back to the young girl I had just met on the river bank. She was a little reedy
in her blue blouse and ankle-length skirt, but had a sweet face and nice round cheeks. After a pause, I asked,
“What about Plai Tong?”
He was silent and his drooping shoulders fell even further indicating he needed some bucking up.
“Well, now, Inta, a man in love deserves some help. It’s going to take us at least another three years to work
this area. After that you can decide whether you want to stick with me or if you want to stay here with Bua Kham.
If you want to go on working, you can bring Bua Kham along. I’ll see that you have your own hut separate from
the others. It’s a long time off; there’s plenty of time to think it over.”
His pocked face flushed, he stopped still and grabbed my arm smiling brilliantly. A second later he was
crestfallen again.
“I don’t want to take Bua Kham into the camp. I hate those people.”
“Which people?”
“The people in the camp.”
I laughed off his fears.
“If anyone messes around Inta, I’ll plug him.”
I patted the Colt automatic in the pocket of my trousers. Inta grinned.
“Boss, if anyone comes near Bua Kham, I’ll bash his head in with this.” He pulled his elephant pike from his
belt and flourished it in the misty dark.
*
“Ten, twenty; two hundred.”
“Ten, twenty; two hundred. Right.”
“Eight, two hundred twenty.”
“Eight, two hundred twenty. Right.”
“Ten, three hundred thirty.”
“Ten, three hundred thirty. Right.”
The thumping of the hammers officially franking the logs so they could be hauled away punctuated the
bawling out of the girth and length of the felled trees. From time to time a pungent curse would provoke peals of
laughter.
“Pooped, Chert, really knocked out. Your whisky has put me right under,” complained the big-boned forest
inspector as he stretched himself lazily.
“Not sobered up yet?”
“What do you mean, ‘sobered up?’ I’m dead beat.”
“If all your sitting, eating and sleeping has made you so tired, what would happen if you really did some
work?”
I was fed up, after twenty days of extending hospitality to this town official by serving him whisky and eats in
the shade of every tree he happened to be under. A dozen bottles of Mekong whisky would soon be fmished. From
the first day he came to the camp he proclaimed so that the whole forest could hear:
“Whisky, Mr. Chert, a forest inspector needs whisky. If he doesn’t drink whisky, he’s just a grass inspector.”
The inspector’s marking should have been finished ten days before, but what the hell, we should be grateful he
didn’t stretch it out for a full month. These law enforcement officials, conditioned by rules and regulations made
to obscure responsibility, soon become petty tyrants to be approached by common people at their peril. It’s rare to
fmd a decent one.
“The job’s done!” the workers shouted joyfully as the old boy waddled out from the shade of a thicket, me
chasing him with the whisky. He glanced at his wrist-watch and commented,
“Exactly noon. Not bad at all.”
Soon after lunch in the forest, I returned to camp to fmd my friend alone, cheerfully plucking his native fiddle.
“You have a good life,” I said more severely than usual.
“The elephant’s hot,” he replied unconcerned, his hand still strumming.
“You’re sure it’s the elephant that’s hot?”
He smiled and said nothing. When he detected my irritation, he added lamely, “The work is fmished, boss.”
After resting a while, I asked him,
“Where’s the elephant?”
“I let him loose on the path to Mae Haad Hill. What do you want me to do?”
“The inspector and his crew over there are going to leave.” I motioned to the three forest officers and a
labourer sprawled on the row of logs set out under the shade of a tree in front of the camp.
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“Inta, do me a favor and get them out of here. You’ll be in Li before dark and can come back first thing
tomorrow.”
His silent gaze pleaded with me. His hands smoothed down his carefully dressed hair. When he saw I wouldn’t
relent, reluctantly he changed from his dark blue trousers into black cotton shorts, took off his sport-shirt
patterned with a map of the world and put on a dust coloured undershirt, tied a loin cloth around his waist,
grabbed his elephant pike and left the camp house.
With the officials off my back, I wandered down to the beach of the Mae Ping River and proudly stepped along
the logs laid out like a long raft along the bank. For us lumbermen, it was an incomparably satisfying scene.
We had staked our strength and lives to convert the teak trees from their stand on the high hills into placid log
rafts of immense value, the trouble being that the “value” all went to people who have never seen a teak leaf.
But that’s the way it is here.
I got back to the camp as the sky began to blacken. When supper was over, I lay down feeling rather tired and
idly considered the fantasies about celestial forests in the legend of the Flying Swan beirig retold by an old man
nearby.
“Quiet, the inspector must be back,” a worker signaled. “That’s Inta’s fiddle.”
I strained to listen. The plucking sound was approachirig and in a moment Plai Tong was there, swishing his
trunk back and forth, in front of the hut.
“Why are you back?” I asked, vaguely.
“The officer told me to go away.” Inta replied from up on the animal’s neck.
“What happened?”
“When we got to Mai Wang village, they saw a man cartirig wood out of the forest and raised a stink. They
pushed everyone back into the village and told me they were going to sweep the woods all the way to Li.”
I headed off to bed paying little attention to Inta’s clamor:
“Here’s a letter for the boss. The teacher in Mae Wang brought it in from the district town many days ago.”
*
The last few drops of the noon shower had fallen and the warm afternoon sunlight spread over the field in front
of the District Office. The fresh colors of a misty rairibow leaped through the eastern sky.
I stumbled out of the District Officer's house and swayed down the path under the verandah and then out on to
the main road from Li to Tern. The cool breezes, which chased away the fluffy white mists left by the rain among
the trees and bushes, felt good. The green mountairi tops overlaying the azure horizon created a dream-like mood
in Li in which I did not feel in the least like indulging. My anxiety over the impending visit of the company
owner’s nephew was not dispelled by the District Officer’s well-meant joking earlier.
“Look at Chert. He’s been in the jungle so long; from the length of his hair, you’d think he was Tarzan,” the
District Officer clowned as he nodded sympathetically in my direction. ‘And what about Tarzan’s girl? Must be a
real sweetie, because Tarzan always manages to make out.”
He emphasized the words “make out” and screwed up his eyes with laughter.
“The prince won’t be expecting that, I bet,” Panit, the Deputy District Officer, joked before swallowing almost
half a glass of whisky.
“Is that right, Chert? You are getting it, aren’t you?” the District Officer persisted.
I only smiled.
“That’s great. So that's why you never want to come out of the forest.”
When I didn’t react, he forced his laugh.
“You’ve given it a try, have you, Panit?” he asked turning to the young deputy.
“Well, I spend the night with Chert every time I’m off in the Gaw area, but those forest spirits seem to be a bit
jealous,” he bantered.
“Then it looks like you’ve already had a good lay.”
He took another drink.
“They say jungle love is hotter than grass fIre.”
The raucous ribbing intensified as the number of empty bottles under the table increased. I was fast getting
drunk when a cool gust of wind blew in through the light green window reminding me there was an alternative to
curling up under the table.
Once outside on the road, I walked unsteadily past Riu the Chink’s shop, the police station and the
government’s out-patients’ clinic. A few civil servants and locals riding by on their bicycles smiled greetings but
the effect of the alcohol and my distaste of officialdom’s style of partying made my own smile in return fairly
wooden. Actually, I was disturbed from the moment I got the three line note from our Forest Manager, announcing
the arrival of the nephew of the company owner and general manager and adding that he would be there to
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observe timber operations and might stay for the whole rainy season.
As I was a simple commoner, my misgivings were multiplied, when I learned that the nephew had the title of
the minor royalty, a Mom Rachawong. If he were a step higher in rank, you couldn’t find a single person in the
whole of Li who would know enough of the royal forms to talk to him. I was somewhat relieved when I noticed
after his arrival that the tag on his suitcase gave only his name and address with no indication of his blue blood
and thought this might indicate he wasn’t too much of a snob.
Later that morning, the boys brought the elephants to carry us back to Gaw forest. It was a tough trip: at times
our elephants wallowed through the mud, sweeping it up in their trunks and blowing it over their backs. We were
unrecognizably drenched and filthy. Past narrow paddy fields, crude houses clustered along the streams. We went
through their woods, gullies and over scores of hills. It was tiring but there was satisfaction at seeing my guest
excited and pleased throughout the trip. A number of times I had to smile apologetically when I could not point
out to him the differences between certain kinds of trees he asked about.
“The bark of the pao tree is scaly with deep vertical cleavages and the leaves and trunk are lighter in color than
the ngae tree.” I rambled on about the differences as far as I could observe them but after a time we came across a
ngae tree with leaves and trunk lighter than the pao.
“Well, they all look the same to me,” the visitor commented pleasantly.
Soon after our elephants crossed the teak line, we caught sight of the silvery Mae Ping River winding between
the deep green hills.
“That’s our camp, over there.” I pointed to the distant huts ranged on a hill about 500 yards from the river. The
brown leaf roofs could be discerned among the tall trees.
The guest from Bangkok looked at me and asked, “Why don]’t you stay with those people over there?”
He pointed to the village of Gaw strung out along the banks of the river lower down.
“We can’t live with them, sir,’ I replied.
“Why not?”
“We have elephants.” I explained. “Elephants uproot the villagers’ banana trees and sugar canes. It’s better to
be where we are.”
In a moment our elephant reached the landing between two of the camp huts. Inta strode out and smiled at us.
Standing in the middle of the landing, he extended a sturdy arm to help me down and then did the same for the
visitor.
“Have you stowed our things, Inta?”
“All done; I put yours in this house.” He pointed to the hut on the right which had been the laborers’ dormitory.
I had had it divided into two rooms, one for them and the other for me and fixed up the hut on the left for the
newcomer.
“Ah, Inta, this is Mom, Mom Rachawong Paipeen Racha-preuk, the nephew of our big boss. He’s going to stay
with us.' I introduced the princeling hesitantly because I was uncertain whether Inta would understand the words I
used, but I was relieved and pleased when Inta responded by putting his hands together in a very proper and
respectful salute.
The honorable Paipeen Rachapreuk did nothing except to regard him interestedly. As Inta was leaving, he
stared after him as if watching a freak.
“Funny, even has holes in his ears. ‘Ear Holes.’ That’s a good name for him,” the scion commented vacantly as
he followed me into his quarters.
*
I was walking back and forth watching several elephants tugging logs easily through the openings among the
trees. Occasionally when one would strike against a stump, the huge beast would stop a moment and scream. The
rider and the foot mahout would both shout, “Hey, soke, soke,” and the elephant would back up. “Peh, peh, peh—
all right you’re past it now, toh, toh,” and the obstacle circumvented, the elephant would surge ahead again as
commanded. It was the last day we had to camp in the forest and a light shower invigorated both animals and
workers. With the workable area getting farther and farther from the permanent camp, we had to spend fifteen
long days in this deep wood with no possibility of getting back regularly to Gaw, which all of us badly missed,
especially Inta.
“Take it easy, there, tomorrow we’ll be going back for certain,” I cautioned as Plai Tong dragged an enormous
teak log right past me.
Inta glanced at me a second and goaded the elephant on. I felt sorry for him. He had been brooding ever since
we came in from the main camp two days ago, and nobody had the heart to tease him. On the contrary, we worked
all the harder so we could go back to Gaw as soon as possible. His love for Bua Kham was well-known.
In both the camp and the village of Gaw, everyone was cheering for them. If, any evening, Inta did not appear
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in the village astride Plai Tong’s neck swaying from side to side plucking out the strains of well-known love
songs, not only Bua Kham, but many of the villagers would wait and ask one another,
“Do you think it’s Inta or Plai Tong who’s not well?”
The next evening Inta would reappear happily playing his fiddle and replying with dignity to the worried
inquiries of the villagers.
“The work area is a long way off: can’t make it every night.”
I got pretty sentimental sometimes listening to him speak of his future. Coming back to the camp he would
stop the elephant we were both riding and in the clear tones of a happy man would point to a patch of thick forest
on the long line of the hills and tell me,
“Bua Kham and I are going to clear that land and I’m going to grow chilis, cucumbers and rice.”
During our trips, his eyes would roam among the trees and pursue his dreams.
“Boss, help me remember that pao tree over there. I’ll cut it down for the house.”
That was the old Inta. His eyes that fixed me just a second ago were glazed. The trace of a smile in the corner
of his mouth evoked the sadness of a lonely wood in the season of falling leaves.
It was late, the forest and hills were sleeping in the chill mist. A few Karen mahouts were chatting softly
around their fIfe under a low shelter. About twenty yards away, Inta was sitting on a log picking glumly at his
fiddle, the melody faltering. Unable to get to sleep, I got up and went outside at the same moment Inta walked
woodenly towards the hut.
“Your playing sounds awful today,” I spoke out in the darkness.
He stood still without answering and then followed me back to the same log.
“Boss,” he called softly while sitting down beside me.
“Boss, the man you call Mong Mong, is he a Burmese?” Inta asked in dialect confusing the title Mom with the
local word for a Burmese.
“What Mong?” I asked bewildered.
“The man who’s living at our camp.”
I laughed. “That's no Burmese, Inta. He’s a Mom, not a Mong.”
“What’s a Mom?” he persisted.
“That’s what we call a prince or a lord. We can’t address him like an ordinary person.”
I spoke very slowly.
“What kind of lord?” he interjected in a miserable voice.
I was taken aback. I knew how to answer his question without too much trouble but I sensed that the questions
Inta was asking were a long way from what was really in his mind. I had lived with him long enough to know that
he had absolute faith and trust in the lords he was familiar with: the lords of the forest, of the mountains, spirits in
the trees, all the divine beings that regulated life and nature, but I was telling him about lords who were people
and I doubted whether he would understand.
“Well, he’s descended from a long line of lords, that is he is a distant relative of our Lord of Life, Inta, whom
we also call the Lord of the Land, the King.”
He listened thoughtfully and then shook his head sadly.
“Boss, I don’t understand. Lord of what land? Where?”
“All of it, everywhere, Inta.”
“You mean here and there?” he said pointing ahead and to the line of hills to the side.
“Yes, we pretend it belongs to him but in fact it doesn’t really, but because he has great virtue and authority we
hold him up as being the lord of all things. Ordinary people like you and me, Inta, are treated like his property and
are called ‘servants of the sky, slaves of the land’ or ‘subjects’.”
“You mean this sky, boss?” he craned his pitted face up at the emptiness overhead.
“That’s right, Inta, the prince with us is only a relative, a distant cousin but still we respect him as a lord.”
“Balls! Some lord! He’s an ordinary man. I see him eat food everyday.”
I laughed at Inta’s innocence.
“Who said he’s not a man, Inta? The fact is he’s just like you or me but he has certain things about him that it
would be useless to try to explain. Where would a dope like you find the brains to understand?”
We were engulfed in strained silence. Still feeling superior, I tried to make out the reaction on his barely
visible face but it was he who broke the stillness with a question that I couldn’t answer.
“Boss, how is it that plain people can be lords?”
Were the starlight a little brighter, Inta would have seen my consternation. When I did not reply, he raised his
voice to me.
“Boss, you’ve gone mad. He’s no different from us. To hell with lords.”
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“Mind your words, Inta,” I warned him. “Don’t forget, we’re just ordinary people. Compared to him, we’re
only a speck of dust underfoot.\fn{A note reads: This is the phrase one uses of oneself when addressing in Thai a royal person .}
You have to accept what everyone else does.”
“Who’s under whose foot—you or me?”
Before I could reply, he called me a fool and stalked into the hut.
I watched his stocky figure disappearing with both pity and disappointment. What had happened to him? What
could have transformed him so much? I went inside to bed without saying anything to him and fell asleep
perplexed and discouraged.
*
“All finished, eh, Chert? You spent a long time off in the woods.”
The Honourable Paipeen Rachapreuk greeted me cheerily as I passed in the shadow of the big shade tree.
“Yes, sir, it took a little while. The timber’s a long way off. It had to be hauled out in two stages. I hope
everything was all right for you here at the camp. I was worried about you but the work never seemed to end.”
“Quite all right. Everything here was just perfect. In a few minutes, Chert, let’s have a drink together. These
overcast skies seem to require it.” He justified his invitation.
I laughed politely and went on to my room to change from black working shirt into a faded native style one,
hung my blue jeans over a rail and put on green Chinese silk pyjamas and went back down. The Honorable
Paipeen in a tan watered silk T-shirt and a chequered sarong had draped himself on a log, a bottle of local whisky
made palatable by the addition of a Burmese herb powder set next to him with a dish of sour fruits.
“The rawness goes out like magic with this stuff,” he said as he handed me half a glass of whisky and a packet
of the powder. “If it’s not enough I’ll fIll it up for you.”
The sour fruit dipped in salt made the alcohol taste like sugar. We drank and chatted. His lordship advertised
the diversions of big cities all over the world and I countered with puffed-up stories of life in the forest, repeatedly
assuring him of my happy self-sufficiency over the years.
“Look over there, sir,” I pointed to the crest of the hills on the other side of the Mae Ping River. “The white
you see like diamonds strewn over green velvet is the line of teak trees in bloom. Have you ever seen anything
more beautiful?”
He gazed and nodded his head in agreement.
“Even more beautiful at the foot of the hills is a sylvan lily, beautiful and ripe, calling but to be picked and
savored.”
He flashed his white teeth in a laugh.
I put the glass down and asked him apprehensively, “Does that mean you’ve already found one, sir?”
“More than ‘found,’ old boy.”
He grinned, his red face complacent.
I took the next swallow of whisky without enthusiasm and prayed that his ripe lily was no one I knew.
“Where did you meet her?”
“Right there in Gaw village,” he replied as he funnelled some more red powder into the bottle. “Eh, what’s her
name again? Yeah, Bua Kham, that’s it. You must know her.”
It was like falling over a cliff. I was alarmed. My hands dropped to the log.
“I was waiting for you to come back,” his voice continued to float towards me. “Tomorrow, have your men
build me a little cabin down in the village on the bank of the river. Won’t want to be up in the hills. Bringing her
into the camp might disturb the others.”
He chuckled at the thought.
The clanking of heavy chains being hung on a railing nearby by a group of elephant drivers brought me to my
senses. Among them was my friend and companion Inta, in a stupor like a sun-wilted bush gazing in our direction,
his eyes showing hurt and disappointment.
Crushed, I walked over to the group.
Inta stood stolidly like a frontier marker.
“I understand now, Inta. But we must always be friends.”
He turned his back and went off. I turned to his lordship feeling sick.
“Excuse me, sir. I had something to say to the elephant boys,” I mumbled as dusk settled into night. His pale
arm lifted the red glass to drink, his only concern.
I told the boys to clear the bottles and the other junk and not to wait for me for supper. Then I left the camp and
wandered down the hill leading to the village, the long grass beside the path undulating in the breeze blowing up
from the river. I walked past the rafts of logs waiting to be released into the stream and threw myself down on the
cool sand disgusted and impotent.
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As in the rainstorm developing at the horizon, the moment of downpour could not be predicted, I lay there
reflecting that the status of Inta, Mom Rachwong Paipeen and myself, as men was not the same and I felt as I had
before that I was standing at the point where sky and earth meet, divided between the one and the other. It then
struck me as peculiar that while we boast of being the most extraordinary of animals, with fine mental faculties
able to vanquish nature whether below or above ground, we yield to complete nonsense. You can understand how
a man gets enslaved to position, property and other intoxicants but it is extraordinary when he bows down to
spirits and other men he only imagines have something special.
In the stillness, I returned wearily to my room only to be shocked by the explosion of gun shots and
commotion.
“What’s going on? What the hell’s happened?” I called as I rushed to my guest’s quarters. “Has anything
happened, sir?” I asked dreading the answer.
“I don’t know. It was big, round as a post, but soft and coarse. It moved across my chest and sprayed water all
over my face,” his voice trembled.
We shone our flashlights all around the room and found that a few hands of bananas set next to the bed were
missing and the wall made of broad leaves had a hole as big as a man torn in it.
“Just an elephant, sir,” I explained after sizing up the situation. “The elephant was just stealing some bananas.
In feeling around with its trunk, it touched you, that’s all.”
As I returned to my house, I was startled to see picked out by the waning moonlight a pair of stocky legs
hanging under the eaves, the rest of the form hidden in shadow. I recognized with a shiver that it was Inta and Plai
Tong.
“When are you leaving here, you bastard monkey,” Inta shouted in northern dialect while pounding the roof of
the camp shelter with the back of his elephant pike and setting up a terrific racket.
The workmen were aghast.
Mom Rachawong Paipeen, his mouth hanging open, looked on drowsily.
“Inta!” I yelled.
The elephant hook gleaming in the faint light of the early dawn remained upraised as if Inta were reflecting
and then slowly it came down.
“Now what is it? What was he shouting?” the bewildered Mom Paipeen asked me as I walked toward him.
“He made a mistake. He’s mad because the elephant almost stepped on him and he thinks it was because you
deliberately shot at his elephant.”
I covered up for Inta, then turned to get rid of the workmen.
“Go on, get on. What are you gawking around for? Get out. You too, Inta.”
Inta didn’t move.
“Inta, did you hear me?”
“Boss—” He wanted to say something more but I cut him off.
“I told you to leave, Inta, I’ll take care of this.”
Inta stalked defiantly towards the group of laborers.
“He’s crazy! Who does he think he is beating on the roof at cock crow,” grumbled my social superior as he
returned to his room.
I filled my lungs with the damp cool air and drew my jacket around me. The atmosphere was depressing and
tense. Some men had gathered on the log seat in front of the camp house and apart from the sound of splitting and
kindling in the cook house, everything was quiet. Feeling dizzy and resigned as if I were riding a rutting elephant,
I went to rinse my face at the end of the porch.
“I must be jinxed. First of all an elephant picks my pocket and now that silly Kamu boy with the holes in his
ears almost knocked my roof in,” the honourable Paipeen jested, as he stood with his arms folded across his chest
by the bamboo rail slung with heavy chains.
I tried to speak in a normal voice.
“Sir, I think we’re heading for trouble.”
He stared at me.
“Trouble? What do you mean, Chert?”
“I mean for you and the way we all get along here at the camp, I mean—”
“You mean me!” he interrupted displeased. “I’m the one who's causing trouble, is that what you mean?”
“Yes,” I replied firmly.
He heaved a long sigh.
“Look, say exactly what you mean. I hate people who beat around the bush. What makes you say I’m the
cause. You think I’m here to spy on you, to put on pressure—”
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“No, not at all. All of us at the camp appreciate your friendliness; but I want to know the truth about Bua
Kham.”
The chill of the early morning haze seeped right to the bone. Paipeen’s aristocratic oval face slowly flushed.
His hand that had been idly sliding over the chains stopped and he crossed his arms over his chest again. His
frosty breath accentuated the resentment of his words:
“You seem to begin to forget your place. I am Mom Rachawong Paipeen Rachapreuk and not some worker
you can pin blame on. You and everyone else here are under me. What I have to do with that bitch Bua Kham is
my own private affair. Do you know what that means, ‘private affair’?”
I forced a smile.
“Maybe, sir, you don’t know that Bua Kham already has a man,” I said in a voice I scarcely recognized.
“Oh, is that all it is, Chert? You said we were in trouble. I must apologize. I misunderstood. At first I thought
you meant something else. Thanks for making the effort to let me know but that sort of thing doesn’t bother me.”
“You've got it wrong,” I said emphatically. “I mean one of our men loves Bua Kham; they’re really going to be
married.”
An explosion of laughter attracted the attention of nearby workers.
“For all your time in the woods, Chert, you still talk of love? Well now, you just tell whoever it is who’s
planning to get her—as long as it’s not you—that he can just wait a little, because next month I’m leaving
anyway.”
I swallowed hard.
“If I could have avoided it, I wouldn’t have said anything to you, but if you saw how earnest the man is and
how he’s set everything aside for the girl, you’d realize there’s human decency as well as love involved and be as
moved by it as I am.”
My guest guffawed and asked,
“Chert, how many years have you been in the jungle now?”
“Eight, sir.”
“That explains it. You’ve been cut off from the world too long. You’ve become just like a native.” He mumbled
on as if to himself,
“Love, human decency, it’s all old hat.”
He sat down pensively and then asked,
“When you said ‘one of our men,’ who did you mean?”
“Inta.”
“What! Human decency! You call that Ear Holes a human being like the others? Why he’s just a Kamu.”
*
In the dark night, a few raindrops were falling. Shouts and cheers from drunken festivities going on in the
village erupted from time to time, like the delighted croaking of toads when the fIrst floods come.
At the quiet camp, some contrite workers hung around listlessly. Earlier, if they had had a little more sense,
they wouldn’t have to be ashamed of themselves and Inta would not have disappeared. But they had no time to
think. When the first man replied grudgingly, “I’ll help you with the cabin, Your Highness,” the others joined in
one after the other, like waves lapping on the shore, Inta, their companion, suddenly got up, looked at them
bitterly and walked off like an old man into the forest.
“Stupid savage,” Paipeen smirked.
The sky was pitch black now. In a moment, it began to pour. Inta did not return. The storm carried the words
‘stupid savage’ back into the minds of the remaining group of men with the question,
“And what are we?”
Now, past midnight the sky was still spilling over. Above the shattering of the storm, a few souls in the village
of Gaw heard a piercing cry and the call “Toh, toh,” for urging an elephant over an obstacle. These sounds soon
vanished with the rumblings of the end of the storm.
The warm sunlight of the new day illuminated the whole forest; the Mae Ping was running swift and
overflowing. White mist floated higher and higher over the water and over the banks. The people of Gaw, from
the little children to the oldest, stood staring sadly at the bits and pieces of bamboo flooring and remains of the
broad leaf roofing which the waters had pushed back up on the sandy beach.
“May she rest in peace. May both of them.”
As the sun grew stronger, the crowd deserted the beach but the sound of the river continued until the end of the
season.
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23.42 Grandmother The Progressive\fn{by Junlada Phakdiphumin aka Mom Luang Sri-faa Mahawaan (1930- )} Bangkok,
Thailand (F) 4
As Grandmother shook her head, her hair moved softly, that lovely hair as white and soft as pampas grass.
“Well, I don’t care for her,” she pronounced. “The girl is not—not po-poo-lah, not a bit.”
Popular, or po-poo-lah, Grandmother’s version, was one of her few and favorite English words.
We cousins, the oldest then about forty, the youngest eighteen, laughed heartily. We sat about our grandmother
on the floor of her sitting room, as we did nearly every day, while great-grandchildren who were three and four
years old played happily nearby.
The unfortunate young woman whom Grandmother had just dismissed was a grandson’s fiance. The young
man had brought his intended bride on the obligatory visit to our family matriarch. The girl had knelt before the
formidable old lady, placing her palms together before her forehead in a graceful, respectful, and very nervous
wai.\fn{A note reads: The wai is the Thai greeting: palms are together before the face, with a slight bow of the head. Seniors and older
people place the hands lower; younger people place them higher .} She attempted polite, awkward conversation for a few
minutes; and then, mercifully, she was carried off by her fiance. As soon as the pair had cleared the stairs,
Grandmother started in.
“Sat there like a took-a-ta, like a doll,” she sniffed. “Not a bit like his brother Chatchai’s wife. Now she’s a
good one.”
Noy, who had just turned eighteen, wrinkled her nose.
“Ee-ee, I don’t like Chatchai’s wife. She talks too much. And she puts on airs.”
Grandmother rose immediately to the defense of Chatchai’s wife.
“She knows how to please people! A girl has to have a little charm, know how to talk to people, how to make
them smile. I don’t like a girl who sits there as dumb as a leaf on the floor. I like a po-poo-lah girl.”
Oh, how we knew. Grandmother held forth on the philosophy of Grandmother while carefully arranging betel
leaf, areca nut, lime paste, and an exquisite gold mortar-and-pestle on the tray beside her. She pushed the tray
across the floor to Doy, who obediently set to work, preparing the mixture for Grandmother to chew. Most of her
grandchildren lived with their parents, of course. But, from time to time and for one reason or another, several of
us girls lived with Grandmother. In my day, Doy seemed to be the favorite. She was definitely the most outspoken
and perhaps the smartest; and, of course, she was very po-poo-lah.
Grandmother was in her late seventies, strong and spry, rigorous in her application of what she called “healthy
principles.” She got up in the morning, ate her meals, and went to bed at night—all on a firm schedule. She
watered her own garden, a garden in which nearly all the flowers had been planted by her, not the gardener, and
she was a great believer in exercise. She did her daily calisthenics, energetically bending up and down, and
twisting from side to side.
When we giggled about “healthy principles,” she would say,
“Go on and laugh. You all are going to die young. Eating and sleeping whenever you like, going to the cinemas
and plays whenever you please, sitting before the television until after midnight. You are going to be full of aches
and pains before you are forty. I am nearly eighty years old, and I have never been ill, not once in my life.”
And she would go on bobbing and twisting.
We dared to tease her in the manner of the children of our rude generation.
“You forget, you impertinent children,” she would say reproachfully, “who is finger, and who is thumb!” Yet
she knew that we not only adored but also respected her.
Grandmother had lived a full life, passing through times of happiness and of sorrow, seeing her material
fortunes wax and mostly wane through the years. She was a perfect example to us of fortitude under difficult
circumstances, including bereavement: not once had Grandmother shed tears over her misfortunes. She relied
upon her Buddhist faith.
“Impermanence,” she told us, “and change—they are the only things, my dears, upon which you may depend
in this life.”
The only daughter of a wealthy man, Grandmother was born during the reign of King Rama V\fn{ Chulalongkorn
(reigned 1868-1910).} and married according to the customs of those days for young ladies of the aristocracy. She
went to her husband with a dowry reflecting the status of her father, a dowry that would contribute substantially to
the meticulous conduct of an aristocratic household.
In their later years, she and Grandfather had divided most of what was left of their assets between their ten
children. Gradually, the family’s land holdings in Bangkok and in Thonburi, across the river, dwindled away.
When Grandfather died, she sold the palatial family home in Bangkok and built a simple, big wooden house in
Thonburi. There she stayed and gradually drew to her the flock of rotating resident granddaughters. We came and
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we went; but our number seemed fairly constant through the years. Those who married came back to visit
frequently, bringing their children, and so it remained a lively household.
We never ceased to be amazed by the eagerness with which our grandmother welcomed nearly every nuance of
the modern world, considering that she had grown up, married, and borne children within a meticulous and rigid
social structure that dictated every thought and word, every gesture and action, down to the last possession that
was suitable for a lady to own, wear, or carry.
When she was what today we would call a “teenager” (there certainly were no teenagers at the turn of the
century, she had informed us), she had learned a few words of English from her tutor. Although she never learned
to speak the language, she had avidly accumulated the dozen or so words that would punctuate her conversation
forever after. It was an early sign of her life-long passion for everything that was “progressive.”
Po-poo-lah was a favorite, a fascinating word signifying everything that the “progressive woman”—a woman
such as herself—was all about. And there were certain Thai words that she ignored, preferring their English
equivalents—or, at any rate, their equivalents as understood, pronounced, and used by Grandmother. Ek-sa-heebi-chun was her word for grand events such as world fairs; bah-lee-ya-men\fn{Parliament.} was the lawmaking
body of our nation; the kawn-sti-tiu-chun was the document according to which our bah-lee-ya-men carried out its
duties.
“You girls must keep yourselves up-to-date if you want to be happy in this world,” Grandmother warned. “Not
simply hang on to the things you learned when you were young and refuse to learn anything new. Our Thailand
remained a free country because our leaders understood that. Do you understand what I am saying?”
She paused, and when all eyes had obediently met hers, she continued.
“Look at the countries that surround us. All colonized but Siam!\fn{ The ancient name for Thailand, whose modern (now
the popular) name was only officially adopted in June, 1939. (Since May 1949, the country is officially called Praethet Thai, or Kingdom
of Thailand.)} If our leaders had conducted themselves the way theirs did, we would not be holding our face up in

the world today, a free people.” This, as far as Grandmother was concerned, was an entirely adequate explanation
of our fate and theirs.
“It was necessary to be progressive in those days, and we need to be progressive in this day as well. The
government is all for it—and certainly, I am progressive.” So saying, she daintily expectorated a thin stream of
betel juice into a silver spittoon.
“I remember when we bought our first radio, when your fathers and mothers were children. The speakers were
great, monstrous things. And now, look, you walk around with whole radios no bigger than matchboxes.”
Other old ladies might long for days gone by, but to our grandmother, all new things were wonderful.
Still, if we pestered her, she could be coaxed into reminiscing. We loved to hear about such things as, for
example, the maids’ belts.
“All right then, I will tell you again … the maids in my father’s house were divided into three levels. The first
level—that is, the ones who waited directly upon us—were given gold belts by my father. The second level wore
belts of naak, thefinest mixture of silver, gold, and copper. The rest of the gIrls wore silver belts. Not, of course,
the nasty silver you see today but pure silver. When you rubbed pure silver, it shone like nothing you can
imagine.”
We could imagine it. We had definitely been born at the wrong time, but when we suggested as much to
Grandmother, she had no sympathy for us.
“There is an old saying: ‘The rich will walk through the crooked, poor streets; the refuse of those streets will
rise up and walk the avenues.' So why do you girls torment yourselves? It is only natural. This family has had its
turn.”
Noy gave a great sigh.
“And today, your very own granddaughters have to go to the market and buy their belts. All the good jewelry
in the family went to the maids!”
“For every day at home,” Grandmother continued, ignoring Doy, “daughters of good families wore belts made
of fine gold chains. They were quite different I assure you, from maids’ belts … and when they went out they
wore belts with gems set into the center. Rubies and sometimes diamonds …”
We sat and blinked our eyes, imagining having been born then and living thus.
Even now, all of Grandmother’s personal possessions, such as her betel implements, were small, charming, and
precious, the things of her youth. They were all made of gold or silver. The tiny mortar and pestle for preparing
betel that she carried in her purse when she went visiting was made of naak and inlaid with a delicate design.
*
One afternoon, Noy came to call. She was then twenty-five years old and had been married to Manat for two
years.
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Kneeling before Grandmother with a sad, downcast face, she announced,
“I am going to leave Manat. I simply cannot bear it any longer.”
Tears glistened on her cheeks.
Grandmother peered at Noy over the tops of her spectacles.
“What do you mean, leave Manat? You haven’t been married long enough to blacken the bottoms of your
kitchen pots. Why, you haven’t even had your first child.”
This observation did not help at all. Noy’s reddened eyes brimmed over.
“Oh, Grandmother, haven’t you heard that Manat is in love with another woman? I am so hurt. To think of
Manat having a minor wife … already.”
She dabbed at her eyes with an exquisite handkerchief.
“I haven’t made a fuss, of course. I wouldn’t lower myself to compete with that—with her. Anyway,” she
added bitterly, “Manat isn’t anything so special!”
“Compose yourself.”
Grandmother reached for her betel box.
“I thought—and I continue to think—that you made a good marriage. You are a lovely girl and a competent
wife. Certainly, you can’t be any worse at marriage than our Noot.”
Grandmother smiled grimly.
“And Noot has two children already. How odd.”
Noy shook her head dazedly.
“I can’t understand it, Grandmother. I don’t know why this is happening to me! I keep a lovely home. You
know I do! The house, the food, everything … I do everything I can to please that man. And Noot!”
Noy’s little jaw clenched, and she twisted the exquisite handkerchief in her lap at the thought of her cousin
Noot.
“Have you ever seen Noot’s house, Grandmother? It’s dreadful. I can’t imagine why Tote puts up with it.
Messy, everything messy, no matter when you go there. I went to call on her a little before noon on a Saturday,
and she was sleeping, I couldn't believe it, and the place was—dreadful.”
She shuddered.
“Mmmm, I know. Noot has been lazy from the day she was born. She was even a lazy baby. A perfectly
content, jolly, lazy baby.”
She smiled slightly at the memory of the infant Noot, then sighed as she studied the face of the unhappy young
woman who sat before her.
Noy was the granddaughter who had shown the characteristics and the behavior of a true lady from childhood.
Even as a little girl, she had moved slowly and gracefully. As an adult, Noy’s manner might be a bit distant, it was
true, but always pleasant. And she was a beautiful girl. Certainly, a man could be proud of such a wife. You could
depend upon her, and she was never, ever silly. While Noot could be, and frequently was, extremely silly.
Noot was clever enough, Grandmother had to admit. The girl talked, for one thing. On the other hand, there
were the things Noot said; but no one had been more po-poo-lah as an eligible young woman, no one less likely
than Noot to sit “like a leaf on the floor,” as her grandson’s poor stick of a fiancee had done.
We all knew what you have no doubt guessed: of all the granddaughters, Grandmother loved Noot best. Which
had not prevented her from predicting when Noot married Tote that the marriage would last three days.
How odd, our grandmother thought, that it was the incomparable, impeccable Noy who sat before her, sniffling
delicately into a perfectly pressed square of linen and talking about divorce!
Listening to Noy’s version of the situation, Grandmother could not see <now how she>\fn{ The text has here,
confusingly: where the Grandmother.} thought about the qualities of a lady as enumerated in the ancient writings of
Sunthon Phu or Krisna, in those little books one read as a girl. Days long gone. Ideas that had been hundreds of
years old when she herself was a bride. How her granddaughters screamed with laughter at the standards for
ladylike behavior as enumerated by Krisna. By those standards, Noy would be the wife every man sought; and
Noot’s imperfections, endless.
She thought to herself,
“I must try to do something for poor Noy.”
She would begin by paying a call on Noot.
The next afternoon, Grandmother sent a girl into the street to call a taxi. She dressed herself carefully and
prepared the little bag of lady’s paraphernalia without which she would not think of leaving home. Still, going out
of the house in the old days, she had often told us, was far more of a nuisance.
Then, no lady of good family simply marched out the door. No, at the very least, one servant girl trailed after,
carrying her things. And nearly always, she was surrounded by a chattering swarm of female relatives. Then, there
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was the matter of correct dress, about which infinite pains must be taken. And all these things were multiplied if
the lady’s destination was the temple. Then, balancing the required panel of silk neatly across one shoulder, she
must walk slowly and with particular grace, and there must be no chattering. It was, of course, all quite different
today.
“I am quite capable of going from place to place by myself in the jet age," Grandmother announced huffily,
standing in the doorway, her handbag clutched to her bosom. We were insisting that one of us accompany her.
“Nonsense,” she snapped. “If I get sick and die out there,” she said, gesticulating with one arm toward greater
Thonburi, “I have a card in my handbag with my name and address on it. The taxi driver will bring my body home
to you people.”
*
As Grandmother lifted her hand to push open the screen door, she heard Noot’s voice.
“You come back here this minute!” Noot was shouting. The reply to this order was a gleeful screech and the
swift patter of small, retreating footsteps.
Grandmother stuck her head into the kitchen, a room used for a great many purposes in this modest home.
There stood Noot, before the sink, doing the best she could to bathe her exuberantly splashing five-month-old son.
Her two-year-old daughter, she of the gleeful screeches, now came racing back into the kitchen, kicking her way
through baby clothes, diapers, soap, and a great deal of water.
It was not a tidy scene. The little girl was carrying a can of baby powder in one hand and banged it on the table
top as she raced by, causing clouds of powder to fill the air and roars of laughter to emerge from the delighted,
splashing baby.
At this point, a braless young girl of about twelve burst into the kitchen from another room, pounced upon the
two-year-old and attempted to drag her off, which she resisted with mighty kicks and howls.
It was at that moment that Noot turned swiftly and saw her grandmother standing in the doorway.
“Oh, no!” she wailed, and then, stricken by her own words, she stood for a moment with her mouth open; then
broke into her endearing, foolish grin, shrugged her shoulders, and said,
“Well, Grandmother, here you are … and here we are.”
She wiped one hand on her apron, attempted to perform a polite wai, and lost her grip on the slippery infant.
“Compose yourself, Noot. I came alone. There is no need to be upset just because I stop by for a visit. Go on
with—with whatever it is you're doing.”
Grandmother sat down on a kitchen chair and reached toward the little girl, who had stopped screaming and
was staring at her with interest.
“Come, come.” She smiled and raised her eyebrows.
“Well, come!”
The child returned her smile and hopped over to her great-grandmother, who pulled her onto her lap and began
to stroke the little head tenderly. The girl who had pounced upon her fled happily, clearly delighted with the brief
respite from her charge.
Grandmother studied the young woman at the sink, noting that she was soaked with soapy water from head to
foot.
“Noot, where is your husband?”
“It’s Saturday. This is Tote’s day to buy grass and feed the horses …”
“The horses? Do you mean he’s at a racetrack? That’s a fine thing to indulge him in. Where is that other girl,
the one who’s supposed to look after Goy? Why can’t she give him his bath?”
“She’s making dinner. So I have to bathe him myself. It’s a wonder I haven’t drowned him. He’s been under
three times. That naughty and that strong.”
“Child, is there a single thing you can do properly?”
Noot chuckled.
“Not really. That's the problem. I thought it would be easier to give Goy a bath than to make dinner … only, it
wasn’t. Still, I do this better than I cook. When I make dinner, Tote refuses to eat. He says if he ever had to eat my
cooking ten days in a row, he’d be nothing but bones.”
Grandmother watched with interest as Noot searched through the pile of baby clothes on the table, then the pile
on the floor, tossing things aside until she found the garments she wanted for Goy.
“Noot, dear, you look like you got into the bath with him. You haven’t changed a bit since you were a child,
and here you are with two children of your own. When do you expect your husband to come home?”
“That all depends. If the horse kicks him—I mean, if he loses—he’ll be home early. But if he wins, he’ll come
home later. If he wins a lot, well, then he’ll come home a lot later.”
“And that’s all right with you?”
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Grandmother’s voice reflected curiosity but not disapproval. She was here to learn. Everyone said that Tote
was inordinately fond of his young wife. What was it that a woman did, as an up-to-date, progressive wife, to
make her marriage work?
“Is what all right? You mean the horses? Oh, I never say anything about that. After all, if he makes extra
money outside of his job, a thousand baht or even more, why complain? He likes to go out and have fun with his
friends. They don’t do anything bad. He meets them at the track, and they go out to play billiards, and then he
comes home.”
“I see.”
“Grandmother, the fact is that I’d rather have Tote out playing billiards with his friends once in a while than
sitting at home moping and picking fights with me.”
She grinned mischievously.
“Besides, this way he’s always a little in my debt. Do you know what I mean?”
Indeed, she did. Yes, the excellent Noy could learn a few things from her feckless cousin.
Noot turned at the sound of footsteps outside.
“You’re in luck. Here he comes.” She glanced at a clock on the wall. “Only five o’clock? Oh, dear—this
probably means we’re fifteen hundred baht poorer than we were this morning.”
At that moment, Tote walked into the room, a handsome young man whose eyes flashed from his wife to her
grandmother to the state of the kitchen and back to his wife. He laughed nervously and said,
“Why, Grandmother, what a surprise.”
Noot giggled, bundled up the baby, and handed him to Tote, who gave his son a loud, smacking kiss, then bent
over and hugged his daughter.
“So, the horse kicked you,” Noot pronounced.
Tote blushed and made no reply to Noot’s surmise, but when he looked at her granddaughter, Grandmother
noted with some astonishment, his expression held the faint embarrassment, admiration, and fervent hope of a
schoolboy with a crush on the prettiest girl in class.
“Tomorrow,” said Grandmother to herself, musing at the spectacle of the young couple who grinned at each
other amidst the chaos of their life, “I will go to see Noy. I think we need to have a talk.. She knows how to be a
good wife. But she knows nothing at all about how to be a progressive one.”
23.93 Excerpts from This Human Vessel\fn{by Krisna Asoksin aka Sukanya Cholasueks (1931-

)} Thailand (F)

9

… Plao\fn{A note reads: This 1968 novel covers a year of crisis in the life of a middle-class Bangkok family. Maturot Kalyanope is
unhappy. She longs to break into a higher echelon of Thai society and is frustrated by life with her husband, Plao, an unambitious, honest
civil servant. Plao and Maturot have three children; the eldest daughter, Pimrot (usually called Pim), is sixteen and, as the novel opens,
pregnant by Chaiporn (also called Khun Chai), son of a wealthy businessman, Khun Dej. This situation provides one of two chief elements
of the plot; the other is Plao’s affair with their fourteen-year-old house servant, Giaw, which begins in the following excerpt. Giaw’s family
lives in one of a cluster of shacks at the end of the Kalyanopes’ lane. She has been encouraged by her mother, Saay, to take advantage of
the vexing problems currently threatening the stability of the comparatively splendid Kalyanope home. (Pim, the pregnant daughter, has
recently gone to live with her boyfriend, invited by his father into their family home, as the least unattractive solution to the problem.) Saay
tells Giaw that by making herself attractive and by showing that she is more than willing to console her master, Plao, who feels depressed
and overwhelmed, Giaw might reap the benefits of the crisis by winning his affections and even becoming his minor wife. Giaw
enthusiastically falls in with the plan.} drove home at noon to fetch the documents he had forgotten. The child Giaw
came out to open the gate. When he had driven through and parked the car, she lingered until he had opened the
door and go out.
“Are you sick?”
Plao turned and glanced at her without interest. But then he felt compelled to look again, for something about
the face of this girl—young woman, almost—seemed different.
“Ah, Giaw, practicing with the lipstick, eh? And the eyebrow pencil?”
Giaw grinned shyly.
“Only lightly. Auntie Bao’s daughter gives me her extra ones. You don’t think it looks good?”
He shook his head as he turned the key in the lock. Because Maturot had no great trust in Giaw, she locked the
house whenever she went out; only Plao and their son, Pochana, had keys to the front door.
Giaw followed Plao into the house and began to open the shutters.
“Don’t, Giaw. I’ll be going right away. I only came home to pick up some documents I forgot this morning.”
He began to climb the stairs.
“Sir, where did Khun Pim go?\fn{A note reads: Giaw is well aware of all the details of Pimrot’s pregnancy and the potential
family disgrace.} I really miss her.”
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Plao’s foot stopped on the first step. He turned, and in the darkness of the shuttered room, he saw only a pale
face suffused with the creamy glow of youth and dark, restless eyes that reflected the narrow streams of faint light
that trickled through the shutters. She was a tall child and plump. Her unpermed hair was cut just below her earlobes and left plain, parted in the middle, and pushed back on both sides, the simplest of styles. It was simplicity
that most enhanced the bloom of youth, the natural glow of young, healthy flesh. No decoration was necessary.
And yet, oddly enough, the colored lips and brows seemed right; they invited another, longer look.
“I didn’t pay attention,” he said, intending to cut short the conversation, “and anyway, that is no concern of
yours.”
Giaw followed him and stood holding the stair rail.
"I just miss her, that’s all …”
“Then miss her, but you don’t have to know where she is.”
“My mother asked me.”
“Then tell her you don’t know. Is that all you market people up there think about, other people’s business? No
wonder every time I turn into the lane they look at me like—like they never saw me before.”
But he didn’t look angry with her, Giaw thought.
“Is he rich?” she persisted.
“Why would you want to know that?”
“If he’s rich, then Khun Pim will be all right, won’t she?”
The insolence of the girl.
“I don’t know,” he said irritably, but another feeling had begun to displace his annoyance.
“Giaw, do you know how to give a massage?”
“Yes, massage and stepping on the person, too. I can do both.”
“Are you clean?” he asked suspiciously. “Your hands and feet, I suppose they smell like the kitchen?”
“I just washed myself this morning,” she replied and stretched her arms toward him. “Here, smell for yourself!
And my panung\fn{A note reads: A simple length of cloth worn as a skirt.} is clean, too.”
Plao smiled, turned away.
“How often do you wash your panung?”
“Every day—it’s the truth!”
“You scrub it? And hang it out to dry in the sunshine?”
“If you don't believe me, I'll go out back right now and wash it again, and my hands and feet, too.”
“Good, make them really clean. Use some nice-smelling soap. And then come upstairs. I—I could use a
massage.”
The daring girl hurried away to do his bidding.
She knew that she would find him in his library. When she entered the room, he was reclining on the chaise.
“Where do you hurt, sir?” she asked brightly, dropping gracefully to her knees.
“Everywhere,” he responded shortly, his eyes moving quickly from her hair down to her feet.
“How old are you, Giaw?”
“Almost fifteen. I’m almost a woman,” she added proudly. “Pretty soon my mother will be able to get me a
job. I’m going to make lots of money.”
“Where?”
“I’m not sure. I think in a place where you give baths to people, and they pay you a lot. It has to be better than
this—being a servant, I mean.”
“You know how to give somebody a bath?”
“No. But they pay you a lot of money to do it, right?”
“Oh, yes. But you’re taking some chances.”
“What kind of chances?” Giaw moved her face closer to his.
“You haven’t thought about someone reaching out to tickle you; while you’re giving him that bath? You could,
you know—spoil yourself, Giaw.”
“Are the men naked?”
Plao nodded.
“Have you ever done that? Gone to a place where a girl gives you a bath?”
“Never.”
“Then how do you know?”
Plao grinned. “I’ve heard,” he said, lifting one leg. “Now! Let’s get on with this massage.”
Giaw laid her hands on his leg and began to knead his flesh.
“Why don’t you sit up here with me,” he said, “instead of down there on the floor. You can do a better job.”
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She complied and lifted his foot into her lap.
“You got your hands and feet nice and clean, did you? How many times did you wash them?”
“Three times. Here—smell.”
She held up her hands, leaned forward.
“Go on, go on with the massage.”
“Don’t you worry,” Giaw boasted, “my mother makes me practice on her all the time, and I’m real good. Sir,
can I ask you a question? I’m thinking about changing my name. What do you think?”
“Changing it to what?”
“Kliang Tong.”\fn{A note reads: Approximately, a “strand of gold.”}
Plao laughed. “Aoy! Such a name—Kliang Tong!” He felt his spirits rise for the first time in many days.
Giaw pouted prettily.
“What’s wrong with ‘Kliang Tong’?”
“I think perhaps it’s a bit … much, Giaw.”
“What do you mean, much? You don’t think it suits me?”
“Not quite.”
“Then what name would be good?”
“What’s wrong with ‘Giaw’?”
“Oh, sir. What girl nowadays has such a plain name, with only one syllable? Everybody has a long name with
at least two syllables, a name that’s hard to remember.”
“If you had one of those long names with lots of syllables, how would I remember what to call you?”
“Pretty soon, you won’t have to call me anything.”
“What do you mean?”
“As soon as my mistress can find somebody else, she’s going to get rid of me. She can’t wait.”
“Don’t worry about that.”
“Why not?” Giaw asked, leaning toward him.
“Why don’t you move up here?” He patted the cushion, beside his waist.
Giaw promptly walked up the chaise beside him on her knees.
“You aren’t afraid of me?” he asked, somewhat abashed by her eagerness.
“No. You have a good heart. But I am afraid of her. She’s so mean.”
Plao lightly stroked her arm.
“So nice and cool, your skin.”
“Because I just washed it. With nice-smelling soap, too.”
Then she shivered, tucked in her chin and said, “Don’t—it makes my skin all shivery when you touch it lightly
like that.”
Plao laughed aloud.
“Giaw, you are a funny child. You are becoming quite lovely, you know. I never noticed until today.”
“I know. Boys think so, too. Plenty of them come around to see me, don’t you know.”
“I suppose they do. You’ve begun to dress yourself nicely.”
“Yes. But I don’t want any of those boys. I’m not going to end up in some dump, with only a handful of rice to
eat from one day to the next. That’s what it would be with them. I know.”
“You’re wise, Giaw. You should find someone who can take care of you.”
“Where will I find somebody like that?”
“Will you believe me if I tell you something?”
“I will believe you.”
“I can help you and take care of you.”
Plao took one of her small hands in his.
“You know all about palm reading,” Giaw said.\fn{ A note reads: Plao stops at a nearby temple on his way home, most
evenings, to talk about astrology, fortune-telling, palmistry, and so on with the monks .} “What do you see in mine?”
“It doesn’t appear that you will have any troubles,” he said, stroking the lines of her palm. “Providing that you
don’t go around giving a massage to just anybody. In fact, if you only give massages to me, you might find it
rewarding.”
“I’d give you a massage for nothing, anytime.”
“You are a good girl.” He lifted his head and said, “Like this, with you—Giaw, it is—I like it very much … do
you understand?”
“My mistress would rip my skin off.”
“Not only won’t your mistress rip your skin off—I doubt if she would even be interested.”
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Giaw nodded thoughtfully.
“I guess that’s true. She doesn’t care about you.”
“Even you know it.”
“Why wouldn’t I know it? In the morning, you go away, she goes away, you both come home late. You hardly
talk to each other. Do you love her a lot?”
“Do you think I love her?”
“Well, you still live with her. Otherwise, why would you?”
“It doesn’t necessarily follow, Giaw. Many people live together like this.”
Giaw tucked this puzzling information away, to think about later. She had grown up in the warren of
tumbledown shacks at the head of the lane, where it met the broad, busy road beyond. Hers was a small, teeming
neighborhood within a neighborhood, swarming with people and gossip. Some of the people who lived there
drove pedicabs; others drove taxis; some hawked ears of roasted corn or cheap sweets. Saay, Giaw’s mother, sold
toasted banana leaves filled with sticky rice;\fn{ A note reads: Glutinous (“sticky”) rice is the staple food of the poor northeast;
this single bit of information says volumes about the family’s social status .} her father was a construction laborer. Since the
birth of her children, Saay had never left home, and this was true of most of the women who lived around them.
Whenever anyone entered or left the lane, they knew about it. It was their chief entertainment. They knew
everyone in the lane, both rich and poor, by name and their history, too. Every precious shred of information they
could garner traveled swiftly from door to door and over the rooftops. When they had sold their sweets or corn or
sticky rice, Saay and her neighbors drifted from one shack to another, savoring the delicious and abiding
satisfactions provided by scrutinizing the lives of Master This and Mistress That,\fn{ A note reads: The terms represented
as “Master This and Mistresss That” are khun khan nan thaan khan noon. The respectful pronouns khun and thaan emphasize the social
gulf between Plao’s family and Giaw’s.} who were neighbors of a different sort, in their big houses deep; in the lane.

Giaw would see her mother bustling about, readying herself to go out, panting with eagerness.
“Giaw, you watch the babies. I’m going.”
“Where?”
“To find out whether Tuan and Chit have really broken up. Yesterday, they had a big fight, hitting each other,
everything—you watch those babies, you hear?”
And she would go scurrying off across the lane. Sometimes she would even contribute a few baht to someone
who was willing to go out and do some real spy work.
“That Pao—she left her husband and her mother, both; we know she rented a house someplace, and we’ll find
out where …”
Giaw had learned curiosity from her mother and the neighbors. She too treasured the bits and pieces of
titillating information that she was able to garner and proudly dispensed them up and down the lane. As for her
maidenhood, she neither treasured nor was proud of it. It meant nothing to Giaw, but to call this a flaw in the child
would not be fair; for all that she had seen, in her short life, was the casual couplings of the men and women
around her. There were no weddings here. People ran off together, and girls with big stomachs weren’t always
sure who to blame. Giaw’s own parents had never considered teaching their children how to live moral lives.
What was important to them? Filling their children’s bellies, trying to figure out how to get lucky in the lottery,
arguing with each other: such was life. Their children had not been raised in this place so much as they had
wallowed in it. They ran wild from one hovel to another. Who knew where they were, and who cared? When a
girl’s belly began to swell, she realized that eventually there would be a baby. Giaw and her friends had grown up
brash, bold, and fearless. Pua was a word they understood: a pua was a man with whom one did things; a word
signifying less, perhaps, than husband meant to people further down the lane. To have a pua was a very clear idea
to Giaw.
“You mean it?” she asked Plao. “A husband and wife can live together—just live together, and that’s all?”
“Oh, yes. People grow older together, they have children, the children grow up. And then they just … live
together, you see—in the same house—but not … together.”
“You like living like that?”
“I’m thinking about it,” he said, impressed with the girl.
Not bad, this one.
“Perhaps you could help me.”
“How do you want me to help you?”
“Like this,” he said, putting his arm around her waist and pulling her close. She was a common little thing,
Giaw was, and yet so like a bud just opening into bloom. Her young flesh was warm and exciting, and Plao felt
himself awakening from the long stupor of his own senses, coming alive again. For so long, so long he had been
buried under the weight of his job, the responsibility of earning a living to support this family, not even hoping for
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more. He felt like a tree that has long stood in parched earth, barely alive.
“Sir!” Giaw cried, gently pulling his hand away—just for a moment—before she relaxed into his embrace.
“You have nothing to be afraid of. I can give you more money than any of those boys. And you won’t have to
give anybody a bath. If you want to bathe somebody, you can bathe me, Giaw!”
“If my mistress finds out, she’ll have a terrible fit—if that happens, you have to promise to help me.”
“I promise. I won’t desert you,” he said in a shaking voice, stroking the girl’s young body.
“He’s old,” she thought, “but so what. He has money. And who knows, I might end up in that car, driving right
by everybody.”
Giaw closed her eyes, happily lost in the wonder of her new life, the status that would be hers. Everyone she
knew—all of them—would be out there in the lane, their eyes bulging with excitement, standing aside as she and
Plao drove past.
“Sir … I love you,” she murmured sweetly into the curve of Plao’s arm. “Will you come home at noon
tomorrow, too?”
“Yes, Giaw. If you really were gold, you would be one hundred percent.” …
… Maturot\fn{A note reads: Giaw and her mother’s, Saay’s, plan to entrap Plao succeeds all too well. Giaw becomes Plao’s minor
wife, moves away with him to another house, and gives birth to a son. Born prematurely and suffering from hydrocephaly and other birth
defects, the infant is placed in an institution soon after birth. The relationship sours, and Plao moves back into his family home. As the
following scene opens, the embittered Giaw, bent on revenge, has decided to humiliate Plao and the proud Maturot by pursuing their
daughter Pimrot’s young husband, Chaiporn. This marriage has not brought happiness to either of the teenagers, who are now parents.
The other characters who appear in this excerpt are: Pochana, Plao and Maturot’s son, a boy of fourteen; Nitima, Plao’s virtuous and
reliable niece, in her midtwenties, who lives with Plao and Maturot; Dom, Khun Dej’s other son, an upstanding and outstanding young
man who is Nitima’s fiance; and Chuda, Dej’s young, neglected second wife. Plao and Maturot are standing just outside their front door,
being harangued by Saay. Their son, Pochana, looks on in great distress. Giaw has run off, and no one knows where she has gone .} felt

the hair on the back of her neck lift as she listened to the accusations of the sticky-rice woman. She clenched her
fists at her sides, forcing herself to contain her rage.
“You must talk to your daughter about all of this, Saay, not to me,” Plao said gently. “If she is not blind, she
should be able to wait.”\fn{A note reads: The implication is that if Giaw keeps her eyes open, she will find someone new .}
“I haven’t even thought of helping her,” Saay retorted. “It’s useless to talk about it. Listen, my daughter has a
man,\fn{A note reads: Saay uses the word pua where I have used “man.” Although the word pua is commonly used to mean “husband,”
the implication here is of someone Giaw would live with, another benefactor, but not a legal husband .} the man whose baby she
gave birth to not even half a year ago. What do you expect me to do, poke my nose into her business and try to
find her a new husband, so that my neighbors will say that Saay goes around selling her daughter like a vegetable,
like a fish? The girl’s father curses me every day …”
Saay ranted on. Every word pierced Plao like a knife. That a man such as himself should have to endure the
curses of a woman like Saay. That he should have to stand here in silence on his own property, accepting her
insults. But could he make so much as one retort to her sarcastic harangue? No! Not when every word she said
was the truth.
As for Maturot, she was so furious that she could feel her whole body trembling.
Pochana, who stood just inside the door, sharing his parents’ agony, could bear it no longer and shouted,
“Arrogant bitch! I’ll knock you down this minute!”
“Saay, what do you want me to do?” Plao asked, feeling defenseless.
“I don’t know! Wait for her to come back … oh, my Giaw, my poor baby chick,” she began to wail, “just
hatched, and already she has fallen into the mouth of the crocodile!”
Plao gasped.
“What good can it do, coming here to revile me like this? It’s all history!”
“You have never been a mother! Here I am, a poor woman who sells sticky rice in this lane—all I’ve known in
my life is trouble and sorrow. And don’t anybody dare to blame my poor baby—what did she know of the world,
a young girl like that? You, you’re old, you’re a big man—you should know better. You asked for her, and did I
stand in your way? No! All I asked was that you take good care of my child, and what did you do? All you could
think of was to get rid of her. Maybe I should be thankful my little girl isn’t already on the streets, because of
you.”
Pochana bounded from the doorway.
“Papa, how can you let her talk to you like that? Throw her off our property!”
Saay turned on the boy, hands on hips, and snarled, “Nobody has to throw me out. I’ll walk out myself, and the
sooner the better—unless somebody here would like to try and make me leave.”
“You get out of here, you crazy woman, before I smash you—”
“Stop! Stop this at once!”
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Plao moved quickly to separate them.
"Pochana, you are a boy. You don’t belong here. This is grown-ups’ business.”
“But she cursed you, Papa!”
“Never mind. She is angry and hurt. She loves her child and worries about her, just as I love you and worry
about you.”
Plao took his son by the arm, urging him into the house.
Saay turned to go, muttering, “Yah, yah, these big people, think they’re so good, and look at them. They always
take advantage of poor folks.”
Plao called out, “Wait a moment, Saay. If Giaw returns, she is welcome to come back here and work, just as
she did before.”
“Khun!”\fn{A note reads: This neutral second-person pronoun is often used by a woman speaking to her husband in the presence of
others, especially in the middle and upper classes.} Maturot cried out. “What are you saying?”
“Maturot, I must accept responsibility for what I have done.”
“Khun … oh, Khun!”
His wife all but staggered toward the railing of the veranda, clung to it with both hands. Her heart, which had
been pounding against her ribs, felt now as if it were withering inside her.
“Khun Rot … you must accept reality,” Plao said softly. “How do you think I shall bear it if a person like this
goes about our neighborhood telling people that I have no more heart than a beast? I tell you, I cannot bear it.”
“But we have already made arrangements to support them,"\fn{ A note reads: Plao has accepted full financial
responsibility for the permanent institutionalization of his child by Giaw .} Maturot said, her voice shaking. “Isn’t it enough?”
“When they say it is not enough, we must give until they say that it is. There is nothing that I fear in this world
more than the accusation of injustice.”
“But where is that girl’s\fn{A note reads: The pronoun Maturot uses in this instance is man, which is used only in reference to
inanimate objects, animals, and persons of the lowest status; at one time, it was used to refer to foreigners, as well .} sense of justice?
Or loyalty? Has she any? Even when you were with her, she was unfaithful to you.”
“But she\fn{A note reads: Plao uses the pronoun khaw where I have translated “she;” this is a neutral pronoun, unlike Maturot’s
man.} can say that it is because of us that she is like she is.”
Maturot turned swiftly from him and called out, “Saay! How much do you want? How much is enough for you
and your daughter never to set foot here again?”
Saay raised her eyebrows.
“Ooh, madame—the value of my child is great.”
Maturot wanted to scream, to reach out and strike the woman, but she restrained herself.
“I asked you, how much?”
“Well … I can’t say right this minute … I’ll have to think it over.”
Saay felt triumphant. Her playing hard to get made Maturot even more furious.
"Khun Nai;\fn{A note reads: A second-person pronoun used by a servant addressing his or her employer, khun nai could be
translated as “boss.”} what is your husband worth to you? That’s what my daughter is worth to me.”
Maturot felt the hairs on the back of her neck rise. Her face flushed darkly.
“The insolence—” she hissed through her teeth.
Saay let that pass. She strode to the gate and disappeared, leaving Maturot with her disappointment. Maturot
had decided to offer the woman ten thousand baht\fn{A note reads: A little less than US$200, a sum that, especially at the time
Krisna was writing this novel (late 1960’s), would have seemed a fortune to Saay. In September 1999, officially 38.76 bhat = US$1.}—
Plao for Giaw—certain that Saay, faced with the possibility of such a windfall, would all but tremble in
anticipation of holding the bills in her greedy hands. But Saay had turned her back and simply walked away. She
was more clever and more patient than Maturot had imagined. Saay was halfway down the lane when she
recognized the familiar figure of her daughter, laughing and chatting with some familiar—looking young man, as
bold as you please.
“Where have you been?” she shouted at the top of her lungs, standing with her hands on her hips.
“Ma! Ma!” Giaw ran to her mother and grabbed her hands. “You don’t have to throw a tantrum in the street
like this.”
“Where did you go? Where have you been?”
Over Giaw’s shoulder, Saay looked at the young man who stood with his arms crossed over his chest.
“I went with Khun Chai.”
“What ‘Khun Chai’?”
“Oh, Ma. What other ‘Khun Chai’ could it be? Khun Chaipom, you know, the one who married Pimrot—my
daughter-in-law …” She giggled.
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“You crazy bitch … why?”
“Now, Ma … what a strange question. If I didn’t love him, why would I have gone with him?”
Saay was dumbfounded.
“You love him. How many days have you known him?”
Giaw held up one hand and counted on the fingers.
“One … two … three …”
Her eyes sparkled merrily.
“Let me think—we’ve been together for two days, and then there were six days before that … so that makes
eight days. More than a week. But, really, you shouldn’t ask.”
“You’d better get out of here, you’d better run, because you’re just begging for a beating!”
“Why don’t you think, Ma, for once? You should be congratulating me, not threatening me.”
Saay was silent.
“I’m not angry anymore, Ma, and you shouldn’t be either. It’s all over now. I’m no longer bitter. Khun Chai
has rented the house, the same house where I lived with Khun Plao. How do you like that?”
Giaw snapped her fingers.
“He got eight hundred baht from his wife. He pawned his watch, his Buddha necklace\fn{ A note reads: A necklace
consisting of a gold chain with a small Buddha-image pendant, worn by most Thai Buddhists under their clothing .} and his ring for
another four thousand. After paying three months’ rent in advance—fifteen hundred baht, Ma—we had enough left
over for blankets and stuff. You don’t even need a net in that house; there’re screens on all the windows; you can
sleep anyplace you want. The rest of the money I kept for food. So what do you think now, Ma? Didn’t I handle it
well?”
Saay was awestruck.
“Ah, Giaw—you’re beyond your old Ma, and that’s the truth.”
“We’re going to pay a visit down the lane, me and Chai, just for a laugh. I can’t wait to see their faces.”
Giaw turned, went to Chaipom, and linked her arm in his.
“We’re off to give Khun Plao the good news that he’s free. I won’t be bothering him for nothing now.”
Chaipom blanched, wrenching his arm away from her.
“What, are you crazy? You want me to go to my in-laws’ house? No way!”
“Aw, so you’re afraid of them?”
“No. I just don’t want to get into trouble, that’s all.”
“I’m going. I want to end the whole thing my way.”
“So, go. Do whatever you want. I’ll wait here.”
“Come on, Ma, come with me.”
Giaw took her mother’s arm instead, and they set off in high spirits.
Pochana opened the outer door and asked glumly through the screen door, “What do you want now?”
Giaw smiled brightly at him.
“Nothing. I came to say good-bye to Khun Plao, that’s all.”
At these words, Pochana opened the door wide.
“You’re really going away?”
“If I’m lying, I’m not a human child,” Giaw said, her expression triumphant.
Plao and Maturot, having heard Giaw’s voice below, hurried down the stairs.
“Where have you been?” Plao asked Giaw. “Your mother has been looking everywhere for you.”
“Well, she won’t have to look for me any more, will you, Ma? I came to say good-bye.”
“Where are you going?” Plao asked.
“I’m going away with—” Giaw turned to her mother, her eyes gleaming with their secret. “Should I tell him,
Ma?”
“Tell him.”
“I’m going away with my new boyfriend. Yes, I have a new boyfriend,” she said, responding to the surprise on
their faces. She looked straight into Plao’s eyes and said, “That should make you happy.”
“So that’s where you’ve been,” Maturot said, her heart beginning to lift.
“We needed to rent a place.”
“I see.”
“Yes, and we found a good one. Five hundred baht a month.”
“Well,” said Plao, “it seems that your boyfriend has a good income.”
“Not exactly. He’s only about four years older than me. But his father’s a millionaire.”
Maturot frowned.
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“Who is he?”
“He’s waiting for me down the lane. I wanted him to come with me, but he didn’t want to. He was afraid.”
A feeling of uneasiness was creeping into Maturot’s breast, drowning the faint hope that had begun to grow
there. The sly expressions of the two women were so … so what? She could not avoid the word that came to
mind: so triumphant.
It was then that Nitima and Dom entered the room. Dom spoke.
“Did you know that Khun Chai is at the end of the lane? He’s just standing there.”
Maturot’s hands flew to her chest.
“Chai-Chaiporn? My daughter’s Chaiporn?”
Uttering a small shriek, she turned and ran to the telephone. Her hands shook as she dialed.
“Let me speak with Pim. Please hurry. Pim, dear! It’s Mother! Come to the house at once—this minute, do you
hear me? You can stop looking for Chaiporn—he’s here. Hurry!”
“Right. He’s out there waiting for me,” Giaw said.
Nitima repeated her words in a daze.
“Waiting for you? Does this mean that—”
“Yes. He was with me last night.”
Nitima felt faint. Dom muttered:
“Nit, you stay here. I’ll drag that stupid kid every inch of the lane.”
He bolted through the door and was off.
The rest of them stood in silence until Dom reappeared, dragging Chaiporn by the hand.
“You stand there, and you face them,” Dom said, forcing the boy to stand directly before Plao and Maturot.
“How could you even think of doing such a thing?” Dom demanded in a voice that betrayed as much sorrow as
anger.
But Chaiporn only hung his head and said nothing.
“Go on and tell them, Khun Chai,” Giaw urged, her eyes sparkling. “Tell them it’s true, that we’re living
together. Tell them we rented the house where I used to live with my old husband.”
The silence in the room was so profound that they could hear each other’s anxious breathing. Maturot felt as
though a sudden fever had struck her down. In the blink of an eye, the small hope she had allowed herself to feel
at the thought of Giaw’s having found a new boyfriend was smothered to death. And in that moment, Maturot the
mother no longer cared that her husband had had a minor wife. She would gladly beg Giaw to return to him, she
would plead with Plao to take the girl back.
“Oh, Giaw, have you any idea of what you have done?” Maturot said, all anger drained from her voice. “This
must not—must not be, Giaw. You have borne Khun Plao’s child, and you should—you must stay with him.
Please, stay with him, here.”
“It’s too late, way too late.”
Giaw lifted her chin and said, “I don’t want him anymore, see? If I’m going to be somebody’s minor wife, why
should I settle for an old man? It’s more fun with a nice, young one.”
She sidled up to Chaiporn, slipped her arm through his, grinned up at him, and said, “Isn’t that right, Khun
Chai?”
Chaiporn’s face became even paler than before. At that moment, they all turned at the sound of a car
approaching. In the driveway, the large, expensive automobile of Khun Dej, Chaiporn’s father, came to a
screeching stop. The door burst open, and he all but bounded out, followed by Chuda\fn{ A note reads: Chuda met Dej
when he was a widower; she is younger than his oldest children .} and Pimrot.
When Pimrot saw Giaw glued to Chaiporn’s side, she looked first paralyzed, then horrified. The only word that
came to her lips was
“Chaiporn!”
But Chaiporn never heard her, because his father was furiously pounding him with both fists.
“You despicable little scoundrel,” he panted hoarsely, between slaps and punches. “Is nothing too vile? What is
left? What misery will you bring me next?”
“Ow! Ow!” the boy yelled, trying to protect himself with his hands. “I’m scared—I’m scared already—stop!
Don’t hit me anymore, Father!”
Plao seized Dej’s arm.
“Khun Dam, come help me—I can’t pull him off the boy alone.”
The two men were barely able to hold the tall, powerful man, who gasped for breath and shouted,
“Don’t hold me back—I want to beat him to death!”
“For what, Khun Dej?” Plao asked. “What would be the point of it? Don’t you see that all of us have fallen and
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become the slaves of our own passions?”
Speaking slowly, as if considering each word, Plao continued.
“If our anger is so great that we will even murder each other, my friend, what hope is there for us to rise above
our sorry state? We are all, each one of us, in the wrong. We have created our own troubles. But we refuse to
accept the responsibility. We insist on putting the blame on someone or something else—anywhere but the place it
belongs, which is on ourselves.”
Nitima put her arm around Pimrot’s shoulder to comfort her.
The girl’s flesh felt like ice. Maturot then pulled her gently from Nitima’s arm and embraced her.
“My poor child,” she thought to herself, “if your selfish mother had faced reality for even a moment, you
might have been spared this misery.”
Chuda spoke to Giaw and Saay.
“Go home,” she said. “I will come to see you tomorrow, I promise.”
Mother and daughter looked at each other, considering what to do.
“Yeah, all right,” Giaw said at last. “But don’t forget, you owe me. All of you.”
“No one is denying that,” Chuda said.
“Listen, I get to stay in that house for three months. I’m not going back to that rat’s nest of my mother’s.”
Saay bristled.
“Go anywhere you want,” she said, the brief camaraderie with her offspring apparently at an end, “and don’t
think I’m not fed up with you.” She opened the door and stamped out of the house.
Giaw paused and considered her two former husbands: first Plao and then Chaipom, who, released from his
father’s fury, had fled outside to lean against the hood of the car and sob his heart out.
“I’ll take either one of them,” she announced. “Or both of them together—what do I care? Just so long as I get
to keep that house.”
Giaw then followed her mother out of the home of the Kalyanope family—all of whom stood in perfect
silence, like so many leaves on a breathless night. …
23.16 Chilled To The Heart\fn{by Suwanni Sukhontha aka Suwanni Sukhonthiang (1932-1984)} Phitsanulok Province,
Thailand (F) 3
The water at the bend in the river was still. The air was cool from the mist and vapor from the early morning
dew. Once in a while, waves caused by a passing boat would disturb the calm, the ripples rocking the log rafts
which were lined up along the river bank.
Drifts of morning glory, their tender tops rising conspicuously from the water as if to show off their ripeness,
were also disturbed. Some spread out across the surface of the water, pale green against the murky red water.
The morning glory plants were joined together by a wire attached to a rotting post which, despite its long
immersion in water, was still sufficient to prevent them from drifting away with the current.
A pair of long, gangling legs waded into the murky water, away from the bank and out towards deeper water.
The water rose above waist-level, chest-level, and finally head-level. Moments later the figure suddenly
resurfaced, clutching her target in one hand. She rested momentarily on the raft in order to regain breath. She
could not help gazing at the pretty little fish swimming around at the front of the raft. Small, purple fish were
visible despite the murky red water, bubbles breaking on the surface as they rose for air. But as soon as anyone on
the raft made the slightest movement, the little fish would dart away, starleed, into some nook or cranny.
Dripping hair blurred her view. She brushed it aside but it quickly returned to its former position.
A murky fog still lingered over the surface of the water, the moment of evaporation prolonged, like lovers’
parting whispers.
Above, the sky was clear. A flock of seagulls took off fromthe water at the clanging sound of a train trundling
across the bridge. Dust from the bridge sprinkled through the layer of mist and vapor down onto the surface of the
cold water.
She waited until the train had passed, gazing after the pale faces in the carriages as they flashed past and out of
sight, and then lowered herself back into the water. The waves around her stirred up a mixture of sand and mud.
Before long she reappeared and grabbed hold of the raft as a resting post.
A yellow tiger fish with black spots fanned its tail as it passed, almost within reach. A sudden splash and some
unfortunate insect became its victim.
A large boat set off powerful waves which caused the rafts to collide with one another. The tiny fish dispersed
in different directions.
The figure sitting with his legs dangling in the water clung tightly to the raft. He stared unblinking, holding his
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breath almost as long as the person who had dived under water. Only when she surfaced did he, too, secretly take
in a deep breath.
“Come out now, I’ll go down for a bit.”
“It’s cold.”
The girl in the water clung to the wire which tied the logs together. She looked up. The sun was rising steadily
above the horizon. But it did not ease the cold.
“Did you get anything this time?”
“A bit.”
“Come out now,” he said a second time.
The two children were close in age and they were similarly pale and thin.
It was the very wire holding the logs together which was the target for the brother and sister. It was certainly
not pearls that they were diving for. The two of them, and their little brother, lived in the shack beside Rama VI
Bridge\fn{Named after Maha Vajiravudh, who succeeded his father in 1910 as Rama VI and ruled until 1925 .} and depended on
this seemingly worthless stuff which they sold to support themselves.
“Go back and have a look at him, in case he’s woken up.”
“All right then.”
The thin white hands gripped the raft tightly. The arms did not look strong enough to heave her body out of the
water. They seemed as thin and fragile as a reed.
Although she was shaking with the cold, she could not resist playfully splashing the water before getting out.
She jumped across the logs until she reached the bank, grabbing a handful of ripe morning glory as she went.
Her parents were dead. Her father had died in this shack. Her mother had died in hospital, leaving her with two
younger brothers who were always hungry, hungry, and still hungry.
The Chinese man who bought the old wire from them paid only a low price. Sometimes all they got was a
bottle of fish sauce. The good thing was that through her mother’s death she and her brothers had got to know the
doctor.
“The doctor said that if they hadn’t operated on Mum, she would still have died,” she had comforted her
brothers at the time. The three of them sat disconsolately as the small oil lamp flickered dimly in the tumble-down
house. Even the stars gave off more light.
Their father had tuberculosis so it came as no surprise when their mother died from the same disease. The
doctor looked helplessly at the three young lives before him.
The wooden floor was a mess and there was a stuffy smell inside. Gaps in the roof had been patched with a
variety of materials. The word “materials” to an architect may mean glamorous new products; but in this case, it
meant scraps of corrugated iron, bits of tattered canvas, and odd pieces of wood.
He could scarcely breathe in here, yet for five lives it was a place to eat and sleep. The people who had lived in
this house did not even know what they had died of. Good health was something they did not know, for every
single meal they ate was only earned with great hardship. Gazing down from the bridge he had seen these
ramshackled huts. They ought to be demolished because they spoiled the place.
“Here we are, this is my home,” the girl said, inviting him in. But there was nowhere for him to sit in that
house.
*
The image of the patient who had died on the operating table returned to haunt him. Almost all of these
patients, he found, had a common background. Tuberculosis attacked the poor, people who lived in cramped
conditions, people who were seldom in a position to help themselves.
The three small faces stared at him expectantly. How could he just cold-heartedly walk away without a thought
for those kids?
There were not just these three faces. There were hundreds, thousands more, scattered around, out of sight.
*
“The climate of Thailand is ideal for the tuberculosis virus, so, not surprisingly, the number of patients
suffering from lung diseases in this country is increasing daily and is now at its highest level. We have the highest
number of sufferers in the world.”
The doctor brought his speech to a successful conclusion. A women’s association had invited him to give a talk
to raise funds for the Foundation for Lung Disease Victims.
Several of the women on the committee, all of them highly qualified in various fields, invited the doctor out
fora meal to congratulate him, or thank him or whatever. And so it was, that he was sitting in this restaurant.
Following Western custom, there were drinks before the meal, served in slim, clear glasses. There was dark red
or pale white, depending on one’s taste, The plates and dishes on the table were all brand new, the silver spoons
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sparkled and the dark-colored table cloth matched the serviettes\fn{Napkins.} which were folded in the shape of
an open lotus flower. Soft music from a record blended in with the venue.
The doctor sipped the wine in his glass. It had a smooth flavor neither sharp on the tongue nor the throat. It
whetted the appetite so that one would relish the first dish and those that followed.
“You must have a lot of experience of the sick, Doctor,” the lady seated next to him inquired, while waiting for
the food to be served.
He gave a fleeting thought to the house on the edge of Rama VI Bridge.
“Tuberculosis is absolutely terrifying.” She shuddered, her long earrings sparkling as she moved, their
brilliance matching her large oval eyes which dazzled like lovely sapphires. Her lips parted to reveal pearl-like
teeth as she chatted animatedly.
“If I got it, would you look after me?”
“With the greatest of pleasure.”
The doctor put down his glass and gazed admiringly at the beautiful woman.
“But,” he added, smiling pleasantly and remembering that she was the daughter of a prince, “that’s a rather
remote possibility for someone like you, Khunying. As I said, tuberculosis chooses the poor or the weak and
starving. But in your case …”
He left the sentence unfinished and emptied the wine from his glass.
“Oh, my goodness.” Her voice was as gentle as the breeze blowing among the leaves. “You’re so unkind. I’m
not rich at all. I’m so poor.”
He sighed and turned the empty glass round in his hand absent-mindedly. Her sparkling jewelry so clearly gave
the lie to her words.
“You’ve only been talking to Khunying,” the lady opposite reproached him sweetly. “Talk to us, too.”
The doctor looked up from his glass and across the bowl of flowers on the table to see several pairs of eyes
gazing at him.
“I’m so sorry,” he murmured.
“Are you having another drink, Doctor?”
He accepted. “I’ll be drunk before the food arrives, that’s for sure,” he added with a laugh.
Everyone at the table observed social niceties to the full. The doctor smiled at that person over there, chatted
with one here, laughed with another there, until the evening came to an end.
A beautiful lady offered to take him home.
“Why don’t you get a car?” she enquired. “I can’t drive.”
“I suppose you haven’t got time to learn, either,” she added. “You must have a lot of work and a lot of hassles.”
The doctor smiled.
“I don’t have the money, either.”
“Oh, I don’t believe you.”
“It’s true.”
The doctor lit another cigarette.
“Do you mind if I smoke?”
“Go ahead. Where shall I drop you off?”
The doctor told her.
“The food today wasn’t bad,” she said. “I like coming here. It’s quiet and not packed with people, even if it is a
little expensive.”
“I’ve hardly ever been here.”
“I don’t suppose you’ve been free. If you are free some time, do come again. Next time, be my guest.”
“Thank you.”
“The drinks are good, too. The bartender here is a real expert. They say he could make a lot more if he went to
one of the big hotels. You see, the hotel bar owners are all fighting over the best bartenders.
“Really, it’s like that, is it?”
“Actually, I like his drinks, too. The Khunying who was sitting next to you likes this place very much. She
likes weak cocktails. She gave me the recipes for lots of different ones. But ours don’t turn out as well as his. I
can only mix two kinds, the ones I like myself.
“Your house is the same way as mine,” she said, changing the subject.
“I’m putting you out too much,” he protested. “Actually, I can get a taxi. Tell me when we get to your house
and I’ll get off there. It’ll be like me dropping you off home.”
“It’s all right. Let me drop you off first.”
“No arguments,” insisted the doctor. “Please say when we reach your home.”
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“If I do, you must come in, all right? We’ll make a deal. Then I can show off my skill at mixing drinks; she
added with a twinkle in her eye.
He hesitated for a moment
“Agreed, right?”
He nodded.
*
The water, there, was still. As the sun rose, the mist cleared. In the water, two small children were bobbing up
and down. From a passing glance you would think that they were just playing about in the water. The Chinese
scrap dealer had further lowered the price he would pay for wire. Sometimes there was not even enough to buy a
bottle of fish sauce. The drifts of morning glory still faithfully produced their fresh shoots. They were the only
thing that cost nothing.
A long shadow was cast silently across the logs. The fresh morning breeze eased his hangover.
“Hi, you’re early, Doctor.”
A small dripping body heaved itself happily out of the water.
“Did you bring us any food?”
Her eyes were jet black. She stared straight at him, as if she was about to stop breathing. There was a deeper,
indescribable sparkle in those eyes.
Although it was nice and warm, with the sun shining from behind, he felt chilled to the heart.
100.78 1. The Witch And The Python 2. The Orphan And The Spirit With Seven Tongues 3. The Clever Orphans
4. Fragrant Flower 5. Lazybones 6. The Cousins 7. More Cousins: Seven Folktales\fn{told by Long Tuu (c.1935?- )}
Dong Luang, Mukdahan Province, “deep in the mountains of northwest Thailand” (M) 12
1
There once lived a man who had seven lovely daughters, but none of them was married. One day he was out
collecting firewood when he passed a tree laden with delicious fruit. A young man was in the tree already picking
the fruit.
“Hey there, brother! Could you fill a basket for me, too?” shouted the old man.
“Just toss me up your basket!”
So they shouted and chatted and the young man filled the basket. When it was full the young man climbed
down from the tree to continue on his way but the older man stopped him.
“Brother, you are a good man. I have seven lovely daughters at home and none of them is married. Could I
present you to them as a prospective husband?”
“By all means,” the young man replied, “but on one condition: that I appear to them in the form of a snake.”
“As you will,” the father agreed.
Thereupon the young man turned into a python of shining gold and slid into the basket of fruit. The father
closed the lid on him and carried the basket home.
“Eldest Daughter, I have something to ask you!” the father shouted as he entered his house. His daughters were
below pounding rice.
“What is it, Father?”
“Do you want some berries?”
“Yes, please!” she replied climbing up the ladder to the house. “Are they really ripe?”
“The ripest ones are underneath.”
So Eldest Daughter put her hand into the fruit and pushed the top berries aside—only to find a snake, with its
head waving and its glittering eyes fixed upon her! She withdrew her hand in fright.
“How would you like that snake for a husband?” her father asked quietly.
“Why would I want a snake for a husband?”
So the father called his second daughter, and then his third, fourth, fifth, and sixth daughters in turn. All of
them were repulsed and bewildered by the thought of a snake for a husband. Then the youngest daughter was
called. As she pushed the top berries aside she, too, found the snake.
“We’re not going to eat that beautiful golden snake, are we?” she said. \
“How would you like that snake for a husband, Youngest Daughter?”
“Would he be a good husband?”
“I think he would be an excellent husband, my child.”
“Very well, then.”
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So a ceremony was held and, with a chicken and a bottle of wine for the spirits, Youngest Daughter’s wrists
were bound in marriage to the python. As they went off together that night the python explained,
“I cannot sleep with you in the house yet, little one, so I shall sleep in the bo tree near the temple.”
Early next morning Youngest Daughter prepared her husband’s breakfast and called him with this song:
Come and eat, my husband, come and eat;
Your breakfast is ready.

After breakfast, at his request, she rolled him a cheroot and prepared some betel nut to chew—though she
wondered why a snake should want such things!
One morning the python told his wife to go down the river to wash her hair and bathe. So Youngest Daughter
went into the forest and gathered fragrant herbs, which she boiled up to wash her hair in. Then she went
downstream to bathe.
The python, meanwhile, had gone upstream to bathe. As he slipped into the cool water his old snake skin split
open and sloughed off into the river and away. He himself emerged as a handsome young man, as dazzling as the
glittering python.
When Youngest Daughter saw the snake skin floating downstream, she thought it was her husband being swept
away on the current. So she grabbed at the skin and saved it; but it was rough and jagged and it cut her hand. Just
then her husband appeared.
“Thank you for trying to save me,” he said gently, taking her cut hand in his and spitting healing betel juice
onto it. Youngest Daughter was speechless with amazement.
One day Youngest Daughter and her husband returned to visit Youngest Daughter’s father.
“Ah, my child,” he chuckled, “your sisters are all filled with envy!” They could not take their eyes off her
handsome husband, especially when he took out his knife and ran it up and down his leg flaking off scales of pure
gold! He collected a bag of gold flakes for each of Youngest Daughter’s sisters to cheer them up.
News of the bags of gold traveled quickly and soon reached the ears of a greedy witch. Resolving to find such
a husband for her own daughter, the witch caught a python, placed it in a large basket and covered it over with
berries. Then she carried the basket home and persuaded her daughter to accept the snake as a husband. They were
wedded that night and went off to sleep together in the house.
During the night the witch’s daughter awoke in fright.
“Help, Mother! My husband the snake is eating me! My foot is numb already.”
“Don’t be frightened, my child. Your husband is caressing you.”
“Mother! He is up to my knee!”
“There is nothing to fear, my child. He is embracing you.”
“Now he is up to my waist!”
The witch paid no heed to her daughter’s cries for help; her thoughts were on bags of gold. Imagine her sobs
when she discovered that all that remained to her was a great fat python asleep in the rafters!
2
There was once a boy whose parents both died at the same time, leaving him alone in the world. At first he just
cried all day long and did not know what to do with himself; but after a time he took up his jungle knife and his
divining bones and set out to make a new life for himself.
He walked for many days in search of suitable land near water—across rivers, up mountains, and down again
into valleys. Then one day he carne upon a huge house. The posts alone were six meters high!
The boy was fascinated and looked around for a way to climb into the house. Finding none, he took out his
jungle knife and chopped steps into the nearest post—chop, chop, chop—and climbed up that way. There was a
large rice pot on the hearth. When he could not reach the rice at the bottom of the pot he tied himself onto some
rope and lowered himself down that way. He ate his fill, then pulled himself out again, and settled down to wait
for the owner of the house to come home. He could not imagine who it might be.
Some hours later the owner came. He was a spirit. He was just like a person except that he was as tall as his
house was huge, and he had seven tongues! He was delighted to see the boy.
“La la la la laa! I went l-l-l-looking f-f-f-for f-f-f-food and c-c-c-came home empty handed; but here is a
human d-d-d-delicacy. I won’t g-g-g-go hungry after all!” he lisped and stuttered with his seven tongues.
The boy darted onto the hearth to run away. The spirit made a grab and the boy ran for his life. But the spirit
soon caught him and dangled him by his balls:
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“La la la la laa! I’ll ch-ch-ch-chop you into m-m-m-mincemeat!” he slathered.
The boy screamed.
“We have only just met, and I haven’t even spoken to you. Yet you say you will chop me into mincemeat!”
“Th-th-th-that’s what I said!”
“Don’t chop me up! Be my friend!”
“As if I would be your f-f-f-friend! I’d r-r-r-rather ch-ch-ch-chop you up!”
“In that case, I’ll be your friend!”
“Well, if you are a g-g-g-good friend to me, I shall s-s-s-spare you,” said the spirit, who was so self conscious
of his stuttering tongues that he had no friends. “B-b-b-but if you are not a g-g-g-good f-f-f-friend, I shall just
chop you up!”
“Oh, I’ll be the best friend you ever had!”
The boy and the spirit lived together happily for a number of months. As more time passed, however, the boy
grew restless.
“I must continue my search for some really good land,” he said. “When I have found it, I shall come back for
you.”
“I sh-sh-sh-should like that,” said the spirit. “I no l-l-l-longer wish to l-l-l-live here alone.”
So the boy continued on through the forest. One morning he came upon a strange sight: a huge old tree in the
midst of a muddy clearing. When he looked more closely, he recognized animal tracks in the mud-prints of
horses, elephants, cows—in fact, prints of almost every animal he knew.
“Whatever is this about?” he murmured to himself. “I think I will stay around and find out, but I had better
find a good hiding place.”
He took out his divining bones and divined for a safe spot. He tested for each branch of the tree, but his
chicken bones warned him that not one branch was safe. He divined for sheltering inside a hole in the trunk, and
under the roots, and neither of these places was safe either. Finally he divined for inside the fork of a branch, and
at last the bones indicated safety. So up he went, cut himself a hole and climbed in.
It was none too soon. Moments later, a huge spirit lurched out of the forest carrying a large sack on his back.
“La la la la laa! I can smell someone here!” he sniffed. He climbed the tree, pulling off all the leaves. He lifted
each root and peered beneath it. But there was no one to be found.
“I can still smell someone,” he muttered unhappily to himself, “but I suppose if they aren’t here, they can’t
harm me.”
The spirit sat down and untied his sack. Out trotted a horse! Then an elephant lumbered forth, followed by a
cow! A Siamese man climbed out, and then the spirit brought out two beautiful girls whom he fondled lovingly.
After a time he put them all back again, tied up the sack and lay down to sleep, with his head on the sack as a
pillow.
High in the tree the boy used magic to lull the spirit into a deep sleep. When the boy tore off a large leaf and let
it flutter down gently onto his face, the spirit did not stir. Nor did he waken when the boy tore off a small branch
and dropped that onto him. Assured that it would be safe to leave, the boy divined again for the best direction to
take. Then he climbed carefully down the tree, over to the spirit, and cleverly slipped a pillow of leaves under the
spirit’s head in place of the large sack. He picked up the sack and ran off as fast as he was able with such a heavy
burden.
When he was a safe distance from the spirit, the boy peeped into the sack. As well as horses, elephants and
cows, it contained all manner of things he had never seen in his life before: there was silver and gold, beautiful
clothing, jewelry. It was no wonder the spirit flew into a blind panic when he awoke to find his sack gone!
Desperately he cast a spell over the surrounding hills: they came down into his lap so he could peer into them for
a glimpse of his lost treasure. He did it again, and again, until at last he caught sight of it! But, alas, it was beyond
his territory and he was powerless to retrieve it. He stamped his feet in fury.
Meanwhile, the boy had tied up the sack again and slung it over his shoulder before continuing on his way.
With new energy he scoured the hillsides for good land. But if there was flat land, there was no water; if there was
plenty of water, the land was too steep. Just as he was despairing and planning to return to his spirit friend, he
came upon his heart’s desire: acres of gently undulating land in a saddle between ridge-tops, with a gushing
stream in a nearby gully.
The very next day he took his knife and set to work clearing the trees—chop, chop, chop! He worked from
dawn to dark everyday until he had cleared land for houses for himself and his friend and all his friends in the
sack. At last he was finished. That night he went to sleep leaving his sack untied and in the morning he was
surrounded by new friends.
The boy and his friends worked together then, and built a beautiful village. After that, they cleared land for
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their rice fields. And then it was time for the boy to fetch his old friend, the Spirit with Seven Tongues.
Back the boy went over the mountains on the long walk to his friend’s house. Again he found the spirit's huge
house empty. Again he climbed into the house, blew up the fire, and waited. Towards evening the spirit came
home.
“L-l-l-lerh, boy, you have c-c-c-come back again!” he exclaimed with pleasure.
“Yes,” the boy replied, “I have come back to fetch you.” And he told his friend of his adventures, about finding
the magical sack, about all the friends awaiting them in the beautiful new village, about the acres of undulating
land, perfect for growing rice. The spirit was amazed at his story, and delighted at the thought of. living in a
village of friends, amid excellent land.
“I c-c-c-can’t wait to see it all!” he exclaimed. “But f-f-f-first let me f-f-f-finish carrying in my rice, so we can
t-t-t-take it with us.”
“A good idea. I’ll help you,” the boy replied.
Together they carried all the spirit’s rice back to the house. Then they were ready to set out again. Still the
spirit seemed reluctant.
“It’s my s-s-s-speech,” he finally admitted. “N-n-n-no one will understand me and they will p-p-p-poke f-f-ffun at my s-s-s-seven t-t-t-tongues!”
He could not be persuaded that it did not matter.
“Then cut off your tongues, leaving only one!” the boy suggested in desperation.
“What a g-g-g-good idea!” exclaimed the spirit and he hastened to fetch his knife. When he had cut off six
tongues he found he spoke just like everyone else. He was thrilled.
“Now I won’t be embarrassed because I speak g-l-o g-l-a! Let’s go!” he said triumphantly.
The spirit was amazed at the new village and the wonderful land and he and the boy quickly settled in. Indeed,
it was not long before the boy had fallen in love with one of the beautiful girls, and the spirit had fallen in love
with the other. They were all wedded and lived together happily for many years.
3
Long ago there were two orphan brothers who were very poor. They lived with their grandmother in a tiny hut
in the forest, far from the village. It was early in the new year and the brothers wished to begin work on a new rice
field. They visited the Burmese overlord to ask his permission, but when they explained where they wished to
clear their field, the haughty Burmese sneered,
“You poor orphans want to clear that rich land? Be off with you! That lump of rock yonder is suitable for
orphans like you! Make your field on that!”
The brothers were angry and swore long and loud, but they had to obey the orders of the overlord. So, day after
weary day, they carried great loads of soil and dead leaves up to the rock. Gradually they covered the rock with
earth so rice seeds could be sown on it. And then they needed a field hut.
Again they had to approach the Burmese overlord—for permission to chop bamboo. Again he forbade them to
chop it in the nearby groves of their choice and pointed instead to a distant mountaintop and told them to cut it out
there.
Fuming with rage, the brothers rose before dawn next morning and set out for the distant mountain. By the
time they were climbing the mountain the sun had risen in the sky and beads of sweat were trickling down their
faces. When they reached the mountaintop the brothers sank thankfully back in the cool shade of the tall and
graceful bamboos. Their eyes followed up the stems and into the sky.
“What beautiful bamboo!” they exclaimed. “It’s so clean and white and smooth! It won’t even have to be cut at
the joints!”
The younger brother scrambled to his feet and went further into the thicket.
“Brother, come here! The bamboo is even more beautiful! It’s a golden yellow!” he exclaimed in wonder.
Feeling cheered, they set to work happily chopping up their bamboo and singing as they worked. When they
had finished they slid it, piece by piece, to the foot of the mountain. The white bamboo resounded like a silver
drum as it crashed into the valley below; and the yellow resounded like a drum of gold. The brothers listened with
delight to each crash, until all the bamboo was in the valley. Then they climbed down after it to collect it and carry
it home.
When they reached the foot of the mountain, the bamboo was nowhere to be seen. Instead there were piles of
silver and piles of gold. There was silver where the white bamboo had landed, and gold where the yellow had
landed. The brothers recognized the silver, but gold they had never seen; they just stared in puzzlement.
Eventually they thought to gather a little silver and a little gold to show their grandmother.
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“My goodness!” she exclaimed when they had unwrapped their bundles. “You have real silver and real gold
here! Is there any more?”
“Ever so much more!” they cried in excitement.
The next day they carried some bamboo home and built barns. The older brother filled his barn with the silver,
and the younger filled his with the gold. They were wealthier than the Burmese overlord would ever be!
The brothers returned to working on their rice field. They built their field hut, and sowed the ground with seed.
They went early each morning to carefully weed the seedlings as they grew.
It happened that the daughters of the Burmese also went early each morning to their rice field. And it happened
that they had to pass through the orphans’ field on the way to their own. One morning they came later than usual
and met the orphans at work.
“Good morning, daughters of the Burmese. Where are you going?” the brothers greeted them. ]
“We don’t talk to shabby orphans!” they muttered, looking the other way and spitting as they went. They each
spat as they walked past—except for the pretty youngest daughter, who thought the orphans looked rather
pleasant. She stayed behind to talk to them.
“Youngest daughter of the Burmese, why are you late this morning?” the brothers asked.
“An old woman died last night,” she said. “Her funeral will be held tomorrow night. Will you come singing
with me, at her funeral?”
“But we can’t sing!”
“I would be honored if you came!” She smiled as she went on her way.
“What do you think?” said the younger brother.
“We don’t know a single song! How can we possibly go singing?”
“Brother, we could go home and get Grandmother to teach us some!”
So they walked all the way home again and sat down to learn funeral songs with their grandmother. She taught
them all the songs she knew: songs to speed the soul of the dead to the after-world, songs in honor of parents,
songs about a mother’s choice of a suitor, boys’ songs, girls’ songs, courting songs, songs of modesty, songs of
longing for a singing partner—every kind of song that was ever sung at a funeral! She taught them all night long.
When the next day dawned she was still teaching them. Finally the old lady exclaimed,
“Well, boys! That’s all I know!”
Thereupon the brothers gathered some fragrant herbs, boiled them up, and washed their long black hair. Each
one carefully oiled and combed it in a sleek, black knot over one ear, and added rings and necklaces, a green silk
shirt, black trousers, and a studded leather belt. The older brother’s knife had a silver handle, and the younger
brother’s had a handle of gold. Their betel boxes and pipes shone, too, with silver and gold.
“Will we do, Grandmother?”
“You’ll do!” she replied happily.
When the brothers reached the village the funeral had begun. They joined the young men and girls in glittering
singing capes and colorful clothes who were already circling the bier. Their voices rose loud and strong, speeding
the dead woman’s soul on its way to the after-world.
As the brothers moved round the bier, onlookers noticed their fine clothes and strong voices.
“Those boys can sing! Whoever are they?” each one asked the other. Soon the whole village had come to listen
to their singing. People forgot the children or grandchildren they should have been minding and watched,
spellbound.
“Their clothes are so fine! Their knives are of silver and gold! Whoever can they be?”
Then Youngest Daughter came along.
“Hello, orphan brothers!” she called out. “You came, after all!”
Youngest Daughter’s father took her aside.
“These are no orphans, silly! Where would orphans get such finery? I am the Burmese overlord, but even our
things are not as fine as theirs!”
“But I was talking to them, yesterday! We know each other!”
The Burmese overlord shrugged his shoulders in disbelief, muttering to himself, and went outside. And
Youngest Daughter leaned over the hearth to blow up the fire and set about cooking a meal for the orphan
brothers. She cleaned the rice pot and washed the rice, then caught a young hen, slit its throat with her knife and
singed its feathers in the fire. Having plucked it and chopped it into small pieces, she simmered it gently with
herbs and spices. When the chicken was cooked and the rice was spread out on their round table, Youngest
Daughter called,
“Orphan brothers, come and eat!”
The brothers squatted around the table and ate hungrily. But before they could finish their meal, the villagers
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were calling,
“Orphan brothers, come out and sing with the daughters of the Burmese overlord!”
So they joined the other young men who were singing, bidding the girls to sing with them. When the boys had
finished their song, the girls sang, bidding the boys, in turn, to come to them. After that, the brothers and the
daughters of the Burmese went outside into the night, where they stayed until dawn!
As it grew light, they returned to sing again. But the girls were no match for the brothers. Youngest Daughter
cooked breakfast, and while one brother ate, the other sang. They sang all that day, and the next night and day, and
the villagers listened, rapt. Never in all their lives had the orphan brothers enjoyed themselves so much!
After three days and nights the boys were tired out and ready to go home. They collected their belongings, said
their farewells, and set out. They had not gone far when, to their surprise, they carne across Youngest Daughter
sitting on the path, blocking their way.
“What are you doing here, Youngest Daughter?” they said.
“I wish to follow you home as your betrothed, Elder Orphan Brother!”
“But you will miss the funeral!”
“I don’t care about that!”
“Go on,” urged the younger brother, “give her your silk scarf!”
He did, but that was not all. He also gave her his necklaces and pipe and knife! In fact, Youngest Daughter
would not leave until he had given her all his possessions as a sign of their betrothal.
When the brothers told their grandmother what had happened, she was upset.
“You went to sing, not to get yourselves into trouble! Now I shall have to go and sort out the mess.” And off
she went to talk to the Burmese, to extricate her grandson from his unsuitable match. However the Burmese
insisted that his daughter wished to marry the orphan brother and, after seven nights, he persuaded the old woman
to permit it, too.
Some days after the wedding the Burmese visited his daughter and son-in-law in the forest. When he saw that
they had three barns, he was curious.
“Why ever do you need three?” he asked.
“Oh, the first is for our rice, the second for our silver, and the third for our gold!” the orphan brother replied
nonchalantly.
The Burmese overlord thought he had heard wrong. But when he actually peered inside them, he was
speechless with surprise. Eventually he managed to stutter,
“Husband of my youngest daughter, it is not right that you should all live out here in the forest. You are only
few; come back and live in my house until after the harvest, when you can build a new house in the village!”
So they did.
4
Long ago, in the World of the Dead, there lived a lovely spirit maiden called Fragrant Flower. Fragrant Flower
was betrothed to be married to a handsome spirit youth, but she was dissatisfied. She wished to be born into the
World of the Living. Her betrothed was impatient with her.
“What makes you think you will be so happy in the World of the Living?” he exclaimed crossly.
“I just wish to go there and see it for myself," she replied. “I should like to stay until I am grown, but I promise
to return to you before I marry.”
Nothing the boy could say would dissuade her, and she gathered together some friends to accompany her. One
was fetching water but she stopped, saying she would finish when she returned. Another was chopping firewood,
but she laid down her ax for when she came back. Yet another was weaving cloth, and another pounding rice.
They, too, left their work unfinished saying they would complete it later. They all set out together for the World of
the Living.
After many hours they reached the foot of the big bo tree, gateway to the World of the Living, where the Spirit
of the Bo Tree ordained each human destiny. A Burmese overlord and his wife happened to be hiding among the
twisted roots catching birds and they listened, fascinated, as the spirit maidens approached.
“Where are you going, spirit maidens?” asked the Spirit of the Bo Tree.
“We wish to be born into the World of the Living and to stay a while,” they replied. When the spirit asked how
long they wished to stay, the first replied,
“A few months only, until I can roll over onto my side.”
“Until I am old enough to fetch water,” said the second.
“Until I can split firewood,” said the third. As for Fragrant Flower:
“Until I am grown and young men desire me,” was her reply. “But I wish to return to my betrothed in the
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World of the Dead before I marry.”
The Burmese thought to himself, “What if she were to be born to us?” That afternoon he made love with his
wife.
“I believe we have conceived a child today,” he said happily.
The months passed and a baby girl was born to the Burmese and his wife. They called her Fragrant Flower,
because they knew that was her name.
It seemed no time at all before Fragrant Flower was grown. As word of her beauty spread, and the sons of the
wealthy came to court her, her father began to worry. But the young men came in vain. Fragrant Flower, mindful
of her vow in the World of the Dead, rebuffed them all.
Amongst her admirers was a young orphan. He did not dare to visit, however, for why would she be impressed
by him when she was unimpressed by the sons of the wealthy? But the orphan’s friend was shrewd and suggested
a plan. As the last suitor was leaving one night, the orphan skipped up the ladder himself.
“What are you doing here, orphan?” exclaimed the Burmese. “I don’t want the sons of the wealthy, so why
should I want you?”
“It’s not your daughter, sire, but you yourself I have come to visit,” the orphan replied. “Your daughter’s
suitors come riding on horses and elephants and they are trampling my rice into the ground. That’s what I have
come to tell you. I work hard in my field and I hope to have some rice to eat!”
“I can see your problem, boy, but I am not in a position to say anything. You must speak to them yourself.”
To Fragrant Flower the orphan said,
“Why do you dislike the young men? Many of them are both handsome and wealthy, yet you refuse them all
alike.”
“Ah, I do not wish to marry, orphan, because then I must return to the World of the Dead!”
“So that’s the reason!” the orphan exclaimed with interest. Thoughtfully he continued, “What if your husband
were to accompany you to the World of the Dead, persuade your spirit family to allow you longer in the World of
the Living, and escort you back again?”
“What a wonderful idea!” cried Fragrant Flower. She ran off to tell her father about it. The Burmese was very
interested in the orphan’s suggestion.
“But no one would dare to travel to the World of the Dead and back,” he sighed unhappily.
“I would,” said the orphan quietly.
“Orphan,” said the Burmese with tears in his eyes, “if you give your word that you will travel with Fragrant
Flower to the World of the Dead, and persuade her family to allow her longer here, then she is yours!”
The orphan was overjoyed and ran off to tell his friend. Together they found a pig and some chickens and took
them to the house for the marriage ceremony. Sure enough, before the feast was even prepared, the bride was ill.
That evening she died. The orphan and his friend hastened to Fragrant Flower, erected candles at her head and
feet, and instructed her mother to keep them alight to guide them safely back. Then they, too, lay down on either
side of her and died.
The spirits of the orphan and his friend hastened to catch the spirit of Fragrant Flower. Before long they came
upon her resting for the night, with friends from the World of the Dead who had come to accompany her home.
When Fragrant Flower awoke next morning she looked at the orphan with surprise.
“Don’t you remember, my beloved? We have come to accompany you back to the World of the Dead and to
persuade your spirit family to allow you longer in the World of the Living.”
“My friends from the World of the Dead are here now, so I don’t need your company. Besides, I must keep my
promise to my betrothed in the World of the Dead. Please leave us alone now, orphan.”
The orphan was distraught to hear her talk like this.
“How can she have changed so much? She agreed to my plan!” he despaired to his friend.
“Then we shall have to persuade her to agree to it again,” his friend replied. “We shall follow at a safe distance
and use magic to delay her progress.”
So Fragrant Flower and her friends set out ahead of the orphan and continued their journey to the World of the
Dead. Late that afternoon, due to the orphan’s magic, they came upon a wide river, too deep to cross.
“Let us wait here for the night,” said Fragrant Flower. “Perhaps the orphan and his friend are still following
and will be able to help us in the morning.” To the orphan next morning she said,
“I cannot marry you, my friend, but could you help us ford this river?”
Reluctantly they helped the spirit maidens cross the river, and they followed again at a safe distance. By
nightfall distant rooftops in the World of the Dead were in view.
“She is nearly home. You must do something quickly!” said the orphan’s friend. The orphan blew magically on
his hands again, transforming the maidens’ path into a muddy quagmire.
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“We can go no further!” Fragrant Flower exclaimed in frustration. “I wonder if the orphan and his friend are
still following and could help us in the morning.”
The next morning the orphan and his friend caught up with the spirit maidens while they were still sleeping.
Gently the orphan woke his sweetheart saying,
“Please, my beloved, request your family to allow you longer in the World of the Living. If I return alone, your
honored father will kill me!”
Fragrant Flower was in a quandary. She was almost home, but could go no farther; and she had made
conflicting promises in the World of the Dead and the World of the Living. She sat down to try to work it all out.
Finally she picked up a large flat leaf upon which she scratched out a letter to her spirit father and she attached it
to her pack horse to deliver it.
People recognized the horse when it galloped up to the village.
“Ah, Fragrant Flower has returned!” they exclaimed. It was her father who found the letter.
“‘My husband from the World of the Living is following me home,’ he read. ‘He wishes to take me back to the
World of the Living with him. What shall I do?’
“This young man must love my daughter very much,” he thought to himself. “He must also be very courageous
and clever.” He wrote a letter in reply and sent it back with the horse.
“Orphan,” said Fragrant Flower when she had read the letter, “my father says I should do as I wish. Please let
us return to my father now.”
“Very well,” said the orphan sadly. “It is your decision.”
He blew upon his hands and the path became dry again; after that the journey was quickly completed.
Fragrant Flower was soon visited by her betrothed. When he saw the orphan and heard his story he was very
angry.
“I told you not to go to the World of the Living! Now look at the mess you’re in!” he raged. That made the
orphan angry, too, and he wanted to fight.
“May the best man win!” everyone agreed. “May the best man win!”
First was the fight with bare fists, and a pig was killed for the occasion. The next morning was the fight with
clubs, and an ox was killed. Both mornings the orphan sent the spirit youth reeling. On the third morning a buffalo
was killed in honor of the duel with swords. The orphan slit his opponent’s throat with one stroke.
So a ceremony was performed and Fragrant Flower and the orphan and his friend were restored to life in the
World of the Living.
“Next time you return to the World of the Dead, come together in old age,” said Fragrant Flower’s father.
Back in the World of the Living the Burmese was chiding his wife because she would not allow the bodies of
the young people to be removed, although he had twice ordered that it be done. But she could tell that the bodies
smelled fresher, as the young people drew closer. She called out for her husband to come and see for himself.
“Wife!” he exclaimed. “You are a grown woman. How can you deceive yourself with such nonsense!”
As she watched, however, she saw them begin to breathe. Gently she washed their faces and they opened their
eyes and sat up.
There were great celebrations in the house of the Burmese that day. More pigs and chickens were fetched and
Fragrant Flower and the orphan were married again, properly. This time they lived together happily until old age.
5
There was once an orphan who was very lazy. He was too lazy to even look for food. If mangoes were ripe, he
would lie under a mango tree and let the fruit drop into his mouth. If it missed his mouth, he did not bother to eat
it.
One day he was lying under a mango tree which was on the way to the rice field of the Burmese overlord.
When the seven lovely daughters of the Burmese came along, they were cross.
“Yyyng, Lazybones! What are you doing here? You are in our way!”
“I am having a rest.”
“Well you shouldn’t be having a rest on our path! We want to go to our rice field.”
“Don’t worry about me! Just step over!”
The first six daughters picked up their skirts, put their noses in the air, and hopped over Lazybones with
disdain. The youngest daughter, however, hesitated, swinging her basket jauntily this way and that on her back.
“Heh, Lazybones, what did you say? Did you say you were having a rest?”
“Yes, I am having a rest.”
“Then which would you prefer? Should I just step over you, or should I walk around?”
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“It’s entirely up to you.”
But Youngest Daughter neither stepped over Lazybones, nor walked around him; she simply stayed and
chatted. Her sisters shouted back impatiently,
“Hurry up, Youngest Daughter! We have a lot to do!”
But Youngest Daughter still did not budge. Back they came to fetch her.
“Yyyng! Youngest Daughter fancies Lazybones!” they cried in disgust.
It was true. Youngest Daughter was thoroughly enjoying herself. She even sat down and shared her lunch with
Lazybones while her sisters were busy weeding.
That afternoon Youngest Daughter's sisters hurried home in great indignation to tell their parents about her
behavior. Her parents were upset.
“You disgrace your family when you associate with Lazybones! You must promise not to talk to him again!”
But Youngest Daughter was very stubborn and refused to snub Lazybones. Indeed she saw him often and grew
to be very fond of him. Her parents pleaded with her to give him. up, to no avail.
“Then we want nothing more to do with you!” they cried in anger. “Marry your Lazybones and your sisters
will take you both downstream to where the ocean boils!”
At dawn the next morning the young couple’s wrists were bound in marriage; then they were bundled into a
boat, with baskets of rice, and rowed off downstream. As the sisters rowed, it grew hotter and hotter. The
perspiration poured down their bodies and they grew weak with heat exhaustion, but they rowed on, waiting for
the water to bubble and boil. Finally they could bear the heat no longer, so they cast Youngest Daughter and
Lazybones adrift.
“That will teach Youngest Daughter!” they said, as they rowed back upstream.
Lazybones gave his young wife a wink, for he and Youngest Daughter were clever and knew the ways of
magic. As soon as their boat had drifted ashore, he bade her boil a little rice and water, which he offered to the
spirits with this prayer:
Spirits of my ancestors,
If I am indeed the husband of this young woman,
Grant that we be magically transported upstream again,
Three days’ journey from my wife’s family, to where it is cool.

Then they drifted off to sleep.
During the night they awoke feeling cool. They were upstream again! Thereupon Youngest Daughter used her
magic. Swish! Swish! Swish! She slashed at the tall grass and cast a spell on it, saying:
Turn into our companions,
Turn into our friends,
Turn into our houses and our land!

Again they drifted off to sleep, and again they awoke to find the magic had worked: they found themselves in a
beautiful village, with houses thatched with silver and gold, and filled with friends and companions. Lazybones
and Youngest Daughter could not have been happier anywhere!
Years passed by and a son was born. He was a beautiful baby, but he was covered with sores. By divination the
young parents learned that their child’s suffering was caused by the soul of his grandmother. So his grandparents
had to be fetched and a ceremony held.
Imagine the surprise of Youngest Daughter's parents when they saw Lazybones approaching their house. They
were even more surprised to hear his story, but they reluctantly agreed to travel upstream for the ceremony.
Youngest Daughter was delighted to see her parents again. She happily let down her ladder of welcome with its
rungs of silver, and laid out mats of woven gold for them to sit on. Her parents were dumbfounded.
“Youngest Daughter,” they gasped, “however have you acquired such riches? Your possessions are fit for a
king.”
In fact they were mollified by her wealth. As soon as the ceremony was over they rushed back home and hung
themselves!
6
There once lived two sisters whose husbands had died. The older sister had a son, and the younger had a
daughter. When the older sister also died, the younger woman looked after both the children as if they were her
own. She would say to them,
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“Now you behave yourselves, or I’ll send you straight back where you came from!”
The two cousins were as brother and sister to each other and went everywhere together. One day, however, the
girl decided to stay home to thread her loom and weave some cloth.
“Cousin, can you go to our neighbor’s field without me, today?” she said. “I wish to stay home and weave.”
But the neighbors were troublemakers. Noticing that the boy came alone to their rice field, they were quick to
gossip behind his cousin’s back:
“She says dreadful things about you!” they said. “How can you bear to live with her?”
“Troublemakers!” the boy said to himself, and took no notice.
The next day his aunt sent him to chop bamboo posts for their barn and it was his cousin who went alone to the
neighbor’s rice field.
“How can you live with him when he says such terrible things about you?” they said. She was hurt and angry.
“How could he say such things?” she muttered. “I’ll teach him!” So she ran home, cooked the dinner, and ate it
all before her cousin came home. Then she went out to visit a friend.
“Where is my cousin?” the boy asked as he scraped the mud from his feet and stooped to pass beneath the low
entrance of the house.
“I’m not sure,” his aunt replied. She was here a minute ago.” She called to her daughter to come and cook
some dinner, but there was no reply and the boy had to cook his own. He was upset then.
“Why is she behaving like this?” he said to himself. “I took no notice of the lies they told me about her!” He
knew they must have said similar things to her. As he stirred his rice the tears trickled down his face into his
dinner.
“How could she believe them?” he thought.
It was the same the next day. The girl rose before dawn, packed her own lunch and left before her cousin was
awake. His aunt packed his lunch for him saying,
“There was no bundle of rice for you today.”
Lonely and unhappy he went off to chop the posts for the barn. He was miserable all day and worked
especially hard so as to forget the bitterness within him. By late afternoon he was almost finished. There was just
one more post left to chop, when—slash—he caught his wrist instead of the bamboo! Blood spurted in all
directions! One drop flew high and far, landing on his cousin working in the rice field nearby. She put her hand on
her heart and found a large, round drop of blood.
“It is my cousin’s, I know,’ she said fearfully.
Meanwhile her cousin managed to stagger home, blood pouring from his wrist. Weak from shock and loss of
blood, he sank at his aunt’s feet and gasped,
“They gossiped and lied to me about my cousin the other day, but I didn’t believe them. When she came home
from the fields she was angry and ate my rice and drank my water. She betrayed my trust!”
Then he died.
The headman beat the drum of death. People heard it and came hurrying home from the fields. The boy’s
cousin came, too. She saw the trail of blood. When she was halfway home a child told her,
“It’s your cousin—he’s dead.”
She rushed home, threw herself on his body, and sobbed. Her mother said,
“Your cousin said that people gossiped to him about you, but he took no notice. You believed their lies about
him and ate his rice and drank his water. He died feeling you had betrayed his trust. He was very dear to me. And
now who will go with you to the fields?”
Her daughter was distraught with grief and remorse.
A funeral was held for the boy and people came and sang songs for him. After three days and nights they
burned his body on his field. His cousin could neither eat nor drink and wished only that she could die.
As it was harvest time, the girl’s mother went alone the next day to reap the rice. All day long she reaped, and
all day long she thought of her nephew and wept for him. By dusk she could do no more and prepared to leave.
“Aunt,” said a voice in the shadows. She spun around in fright.
“Don’t be afraid, Aunt, it’s only me,” said the voice.
“You sound like my nephew, but he is dead!” she exclaimed. “We burned him on this field just yesterday!”
“I am your nephew. Can you stay and talk a moment?”
Of course the woman stayed and talked with her nephew’s ghost. She told him how they were missing him and
how her daughter would neither eat nor drink and wished to die.
“Please tell my cousin,” he replied, “that if her heart is still with me, she can come and harvest with me
tomorrow. As my death was by accident, I am barred from the World of the Dead and must remain here on my
field. It would give me pleasure to join her in our harvest.”
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The girl needed no second bidding and went next day to harvest. She was overjoyed to be joined by her
cousin’s ghost. They worked together and talked together happily all day. As evening fell, the other helpers went
home and only the girl was left with the ghost of her cousin. She was not afraid. He said to her,
“Your friends have all gone home. It is time for you to go as well.”
“I would rather stay with you.”
“But your home is in the village.”
“I shall not go home unless you come, too.”
“You know I cannot do that. My home is here now. Unless, of course, you care enough and are brave enough
to venture into my home up there among the ghosts, to collect my belongings?”
“I would do anything to have you back again!”
Trembling from head to toe the girl crept up among the ghosts of the dead, to where her cousin had been
burned, and fetched the bag and mouth organ which had been burned with him. Then she fled back to her cousin,
and together they walked back to the village! As they walked, the boy played all the old tunes he used to play on
his mouth organ. People heard them and thought to themselves,
“That sounds like our friend, but he is dead.”
The girl went home to her mother and said triumphantly,
“Well, here we are, Mother!”
Not long after, a wedding ceremony was held, and the girl and her cousin had their wrists bound in marriage.
7
There once lived two brothers. They were handsome and popular and enjoyed life. They sang at funerals, and
dressed in fine clothes and beautiful jewelry they fashioned themselves; and each year after the harvest they set
out for distant villages in search of adventure. The last thing they wanted was to marry and settle down.
But, one by one, their friends married and had children. As the years passed by, the brothers knew that they,
too, would have to marry soon or remain bachelors forever. So the older brother found himself a wife.
Three years later, however, the couple were still childless. The younger brother realized that he, too, had no
time to waste and found himself a wife as well. Strangely, both women soon became pregnant. Even more
strangely, nine months later they both went into labor on the same night. The brothers met on the path as they
each went to hang their child’s umbilical cord in a tree to dry.
One brother had a son, and the other had a daughter. The children were perfect companions and quickly
became inseparable. At first the brothers were happy about this but as the years passed they grew uneasy.
“It’s not good for the children of brothers to be so close,” they agreed. After much discussion it was decided
that the older brother would take his wife and daughter and move to a distant village.
More years passed by and in no time at all the younger brother’s son was ready to look for a wife. But, to his
father’s dismay, he refused.
“If I cannot marry my cousin, then I shall remain a bachelor,” he said.
He was adamant.
Eventually his father relented.
“If that is how you feel, then you had better go and find her!”
So the young man gathered together some friends, and some bags of rice, chillies, and salt, and rowed down
the river in search of his cousin. He inquired at every village, but the reply was always the same:
“We have not heard of her,” they said, as they shook their heads, unable to help. When the food was all eaten,
they had to return home.
The father was sorry, but not surprised, to see his son come home alone. He knew from the travels of his own
youth how many villages lay scattered through the hills. Nevertheless, he understood his son’s longing.
“Perhaps you should look among her spirit relatives next time,” he suggested.
More food was packed and the young man and his friends set out a second time. They had not been traveling
long when they happened upon an old woman who lived in the forest with an orphan. She listened carefully to
their story and replied,
“Your cousin does indeed live in that village yonder. But she is betrothed to a young man there.”
The young man’s heart turned over.
“But I want to marry her myself! She belongs with me!” his thoughts shouted. Out aloud he said to the old
woman,
“May we stay here and help you with your rice field? I can see you have few hands and much work.”
“By all means,” the old woman agreed, pleased at the prospect of help and companionship.
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So the young man stayed and helped the old woman and the orphan to clear their rice field. He climbed the
trees and lopped the branches as he had always done at home, while his companions cleared out the undergrowth.
When the field had been burned, they helped to build the field hut and to sow the field with seed. As the rice
plants grew they kept them weeded until the time came when they could sit back and wait for the grain to ripen
ready for the harvest; ready for the day when everyone would come from the village to help the orphan to harvest
his crop.
At last the day came. The young man rose before cock crow. After eating his breakfast he hid himself in a far
corner of the orphan’s field where the ground sloped out of sight, and waited. Sure enough, at dawn his cousin
appeared. She was with her betrothed and happily playing her mouth organ. They began to harvest; he reaped the
ripe stalks carefully, while she bound them up for him. Her red bag hung over her shoulder and if he wished to
smoke, she took tobacco from her bag and filled his pipe for him; if he wished to chew betel, she prepared that for
him, too. When they were hungry they went down to the field hut and ate. It was then that the girl looked up and
saw how the trees had been lopped.
“Someone has lopped the trees!” she said to herself in surprise. “Someone has lopped the trees just like my
cousin used to do at home!”
She finished her food in silence. Then she handed her tobacco bag to her boy, saying,
“You take care of this now; I want to go into the forest.”
When she was amongst the trees she chose a tall one, pulled up her dress, and climbed up the trunk. She
balanced carefully along a branch and scanned the field for some sign of her cousin, but there was none. She
climbed along another branch which gave a good view in a different direction, and looked again. This time she
saw a lone figure in a far corner harvesting rice. She scrambled down the tree and ran over to him. They both
gasped with pleasure at seeing each other again. She placed her hand on his arm saying,
“My cousin, when did you come? Why have I not seen you before?”
“Why would I see you? You are betrothed to be married.”
“But I didn’t know you were here! Can I tie up your rice bundles for you?”
“You’d better not.”
But he stopped his work and took her hand in his. After that she just picked up his rice bundles and bound
them up for him. She no longer even thought about anyone else.
The hours passed by and they scarcely noticed the sun go down. But it was then that her boyfriend really
missed her.
“Why ever hasn’t she come back?” he wondered with concern. “She only went into the forest!”
“Oh, I saw her tying up rice with someone yonder!”
At that her boyfriend’s concern turned to anger. He pulled out his knife and flung it onto the ground. He
grabbed it up again and hurled it into a tree. He was furious.
Meanwhile the cousins were still happily reaping. As the shadows grew longer the girl said,
“It’s time to go home. You must come, too.”
“But your boyfriend will be very angry by now. You can’t possibly go home!”
“If he’s angry, he's angry. He’ll kill us! But we can only die once! Let’s go.”
When the cousins arrived back at the village the boy was still raging.
“Come and fight!” he yelled when the cousins appeared. “I want to stab you to death, and cut you into pieces!”
The cousin was no coward and was quick to take up the challenge.
“If it’s a fight you want, let’s have it!”
They punched and wrestled until at last the cousin had the other pinned to the ground. He drew out his knife
and held it high, ready to plunge it into his heart.
“Spare me, oh spare me!” he screamed. “I shall give you whatever you ask, if only you will spare my life!”
“If it were me, you would stab me to death without mercy. But you may buy your life back if you wish, for one
thousand baht.”
“If one thousand is not enough, you can have two or three!” He was prepared to give him all his father’s silver.
“Shut your mouth, blabbermouth! Half your father’s silver for your life.”
That settled, he followed his cousin triumphantly back to her house. .
The girl’s father greeted his nephew with affection, but he was puzzled.
“Nephew,” he said, “you have followed my daughter home as her betrothed, but she is already betrothed.”
“That is up to her,” he replied.
So then they recounted the events of the day. The girl’s father listened in silence.
“Let me think it over. I shall tell you in the morning whether I consider it appropriate or not.”
No one slept that night but in the morning her father announced,
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“Nephew, I am happy for you to be my daughter’s husband!”
So they were married within the week.
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It had been there for a very long time—so long that nobody knew from when it dated. Even those ancient village elders who had long since died used to say that it was there as far back as they could remember. Today its
widespread branches and deep roots sprawled over a wide area. It could he said that in as much as a quarters of
the village land, one was bound to unearth its roots wherever one dug. Its knobbly roots that emerged above the
ground, the tangled mass of its hanging roots, all pointed to the fact that this banyan tree was the single oldest and
most ancient living thing in the village.
So many tales and wondrous legends about this great banyan tree were imparted orally from grandparents to
grandchildren for numerous generations. As time passed, these tales became even more fantastic. These were the
elements that added immeasurably to the myth of the great banyan until it daunted any who saw it and inspired
awe in those who had only heard the yarns. The spirit house, remains of garlands and offerings and traces of thick
layers of old and new silk gashes that bound the tree trunk were like a sacred wall that sheltered it from
defilement by disrespect. No one ever asked why there should be these decorations around the great banyan. Not a
word was ever uttered by the elders to order this seemingly vile act. These were just the teachings that must be
believed in and followed.
*
It had been there for a very long time—and could have continued to be there for a long time, had its powerful
sprouting roots not disrupted the large ordination hall nearby. The million-baht ordination hall that had been the
pride and joy of the monastery was now completely eclipsed by the branches and stems of the giant banyan, as if
it would not allow anything to grow and compete with it for greatness. But this was not as bad as the invasion of
its roots into the foundation of the ordination hall, causing a multitude of cracks to appear on the floor. As days
went by, the cracks expanded so alarmingly that it was feared that the ordination hall’s collapse was imminent.
This was the most aggravatirtg problem. It presented a challenge to the ability of every one responsible for the
hall. It seemed that the abbot who looked after the temple in particular, shouldered the heaviest burden of all.
“Which would you choose—the ordination hall or the great banyan?” The abbot posed the question to the
temple council, expecting its members to provide an answer.
“Couldn’t you think of anything else?” asked Plueng, one of the monastery committee members, thoughtfully.
“Could there be any other way? You probably remember not so long ago how we tried to dig a ditch between
the banyan and the hall to cut off its roots and stop them from growing under the hall. But the result was plain for
all to see. The floor cracked more than ever before.”
The middle-aged scholar monk concluded his sentence with a long drawn-out sign. His words caused a
momentary silence at the meeting.
The reddish orange glow of the large candle in front of the Buddha statue radiated the faces of all present. The
candle light picked out ever so clearly the frown on each face. Every mute body in the candle light looked as sullen as one of the group of stone statues in the deserted pavilion.
“Are we supposed to fell the banyan?” riposted Plueng anxiously.
“I don’t think we have a better choice. We must keep the hall because we went through a lot of trouble to build
it. As for that banyan …” The learned monk began to mumble.
“That banyan … I am aware that it is respected by every one in the village. But all things considered, it has to
be felled. We really have no choice. Whatever happens afterward, I’ll be responsible for …”
A murmur rippled around the circle once the monk had ended his speech. It was not an issue to be opined or
decided on that easily. Nobody had ever dared to be so disrespectful to the great banyan. But this time, the idea
came from the learned monk whom the villagers revered. Faced with his idea, others began to hesitate.
“What do you think? I mean every one of you. Speak your mind!” insisted the monk who had noticed the
councillors members’ reluctance to speak.
“It’s up to you if you think it’s all right. We don’t see any way out either. If anything untoward happens, we
shall not allow you to be blamed alone. Each and everyone of us is willing to share the responsibility,” Wan, the
most senior member of them all declared firmly. The rest followed suit.
“Then let’s get started. We should try out whatever we think right. We can’t afford to delay the matter any
longer,” said the abbot closing that evening’s meeting.
*
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Like a raging wild fire in the dry months, the account of that evening’s meeting spread fast from mouth to
mouth. Before the day’s end, the villagers were making a meal of it. This was no ordinary run-of-the-mill story. It
turned out to be an alarming piece of news that shook almost every villager to the core of their beings. It was the
worst news that ever hit this tiny village.
“Everybody is doomed. You’ll see,” the village shaman, Plang, growled angrily at a large crowd. “They will be
ruined utterly—anyone whoever dare to think ill of the sacred banyan tree will inevitably suffer the consequences. Which devil, I wonder, misled the abbot to this extent?” exclaimed the old man whose eyes glowered
frighteningly.
“It was the right idea, old man. The abbot is doing the right thing. You mustn’t forget that the ordination hall is
worth millions. Who else but the abbot could have built it? You’d better think it over.”
Plueng could not help protesting. At least he was taking the same stance as the abbot.
“Plueng! You’re just a kid. Are you trying to teach mantra to a rishi? Don’t you see that the ordination hall can
be bought? If you have money, you can make it look like a palace. But the venerable banyan … where can you
buy the venerable sacred banyan? You lot are moron—the bunch of you.”
The old man worked himself into a frenzy. He was not going to stop there.
“You people don't know any better. You don’t know anything about the order of thing. You should know that
the venerable banyan has been the abode of spirits and angels for many, many years. In every hollow and on every
hold of each tree are deposited the bones of our ancesters. Our grandparents and their grandparents buried the
bones of the dead there. Anybody who thinks of destroying the sacred banyan is like challenging the spirits and
angels themselves. They shall die a horrible death—a horrible death—remember my words, remember! Ha! Ha!”
The old shaman exploded in his rage. His declaration terrified all those who heard him. Almost every pair of
eyes were focussed on the temple councillors with hatred and mistrust.\fn{ The text has: mistpast.} But most of them
adhered to their original opinion. The elderly Wan in particular was never moved by criticism and prophecy.
“We are like someone riding on a tiger’s back. We can’t jump off its back and it’s up to our fate whether we
should live or die. Keep your spirits up. No matters what the abbot is on our side,” Wan firmly cheered up his
friends.
Criticism on the subject of the giant banyan tree intensified. Those who were opposed to the felling recounted
ancient legends on its miraculous and awesome feats that frightened their listeners. Others elaborated what they
had heard and told even taller tales. Every legend, there was on spirits and nymphs was revived and recounted
endlessly as if the entire village were prevailed over by the wail of ghosts and spirits.
One evening, the noisy rumors were quashed by the mighty hum of a large tractor that arrived at the village.
The deep imprints left on the ground by its clumsy belts intimidated all those who had seen them. The sharp edge
of its giant white blades, capable of destroying everything in the path, was not unlike the sharp fang of an evil
demon on its way to combat the great banyan. Each revving of its engine carried away the villagers’ morale with
its enraged sound wave. The awesome battle was about to start.
Because of the huge payment proposed by the temple council the caterpillar tractor was brought all the way
here. It moved boldly until it came to a stop a few meters away from the giant banyan. The gleaming white blades
were lifted mid-air while it growled intermittently. Its posture was not unlike that of a proud bull, furiously
stamping the ground to intimidate its foe.
The betting started. Every pair of eyes were wide open, unblinking. Every heart pounded to cope with each
moment of excitement. The giant tractor howled once more, its last, before turning on its heels and fleeing
ignominiously from the arena. All the speculation unexpectedly came to an abrupt end.
“The driver was afraid that the spirit would possess him.”
That was basically why he surrendered. As a result, the fantastic legends and miraculous powers of the giant
banyan once more filled the entire village resonantly. This time, their noise was many times louder than before..
*
“Are you really going to do it, Fua?” Asked Fen incredulously.
“Would I joke about something like this?” retorted Fua before tipping his glass and made the clear liquid
disappear into his throat. He then went on:
“Are you in? We’ll split the money fifty-fifty. You’ll have booze money for a month at least. It’s a cinch.”
Fua tried to extract and answer from his friend with a pointed stare.
“Are you out of your mind, Fua? This is no joke. Even a tractor had to run away. You and I are mere mortals.
Do we stand a chance? Something evil will befall us before we can start. I’m really scared.”
“Nonsense!Young people like us aren’t supposed to be afraid of ghosts. Aren’t you short of money? It’s a cool
three thousand! We’ll get one thousand five each. You can use the money to ask for the hand of your girl-friend,
Lamduan. Isn’t your father-in-law pressing you? Just think about it. Do you want Lamduan or not?”
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Fen thought hard. It’s true. He wanted so very badly to marry Lamduan whom he had courted for years. But he
couldn’t come up with any to date. Lamduan’s father brought up the subject at each meeting. The young policeman who owned that fabulous motorcycle paid her frequent visits. He couldn’t afford to delay the marriage any
longer. Nevertheless, the words of shaman Plang were implanted in both his ears. He didn’t know what to do.
“I’m still scared.” said Fen non-committedly. “I’ve heard that they appeared in Old Plang’s dream last night. I
mean the banyan ghosts—the whole bunch of them, from the very young to the very old. They came howling and
pleading with him not to destroy their homes. People said that they spend the whole night crying. The one who
was their leader threatened that if any disbeliever went and did something to the banyan tree, he would break their
necks. Each time Old Plang has such a dream, he is proved right. That’s why I’m scared like I told you.”
Fen used the latest news as pretext while grimacing.
“Rubbish! Old Plang and his ghosts. When anything happens, he threatens you with ghosts. This banyan ghosts
business, I’ve seen and heard the stories until I’m sick and tired of all of them. These stories of ghosts inhabiting
big trees are all lies. If they were true, how come there are no big hopeas left in the forest. They have all been
felled until there was none left. And nothing happened to the guys who felled them either. If anything, they
seemed to prosper. Come on. Are you in or not? I want to know right now.”
Fua stepped up the pressure.
“O.K.” whispered Fen; his only thought was for the face of his beloved Lamduan.
*
It had been there for a very long time—every part that made up its gigantic trunk was itself huge. The sturdy
trunk was wider than seven men surrounding it, arm to arm. It stood tall and solid like a mountain. Its trailing
roots were entangled just like the long beard of a strange hermit. Each branch that grew out and spread into midair was thick and formidable. Every gust of wind howled through the branches was like an evil spirit. Every part
of the giant banyan tree was imbued with a mighty power that threatened one to the very bone.
Both of Fen’s legs trembled. His heart pounded while his whole body was racked\fn{ The text has: sacked.} with
raging hot and cold sensations. As soon as he entered the dark, enveloping shade of the great banyan, Fen felt as
though his body it contracted into the size of a grain of sand. He looked up and stared at the tree. His hand that
gripped the axe handle felt as cold and clammy like a snail. He could taste a mustineous emanating from the folds
of the boles. He turned to take a look at his partner and found him humming a tune as if unperturbed.
“Hack at all of its branches. Tie up the branches near the roof with a rope before chopping them. Watch out for
your hands and feet. Once all the branches are down, we can pour a stump-killing solution over it. I guarantee that
the tree will decompose and turn into loose soil in two months.”
A member of the monastery board explained what to do nearby but it seemed to Pen like a whisper from a
faraway place.
“How are you doing?” Shouted Fua good-humouredly while taking a swipe at the hanging roots with his big
knife. “We’ve go to get rid of all these dangling roots before cutting off the top branches. In ten days’ time,
there’ll be nothing left except a stump. That is if our necks haven’t been broken like you said.”
Fua spoke half-jokingly but his words sent a shudder through Fen’s heart.
The sacred banyan of the village was being challenged by two small humans. One had the reckless courage of
youth and balked at nothing. Any opening that could bring in some money to buy booze with was a fair deal to
him. The other human was more sensitive and less cock-sure than his mate despite being of the same age. But his
yearning heart somehow made him forget his misgivings.
Only three days went by. The ancient ramified branches of the shady giant banyan tree were untidily lopped off
by the hands of the two tiny young men, amidst the fear and trepidation felt by nearly half of the population of the
entire village. Despite the curses and doomsday prophecies, the two youngsters’ defiant task progressed
relentlessly. The sixth, the seventh and the eighth days came and went. Today was already the ninth and nothing
could possibly halt the blades of the machetes in the hands of Fen and Fua. The ever-watchful temple councillors
were able to smile expansively, showing not a trace of yesterday’s apprehension.
The noon sun erupted in an angry burst of light when a branch of the banyan was pulled apart and came
crashing down on the other side. The sun that in former days had found no way to pierce through the dense foliage
was given its first chance. Under the scorching sun Fen and Fua stood back to back.. Their muscular backs were
soaked in sweat and reflected the sunlight like a polished surface. While Fua was cutting some intertwining twigs
above a bole of the banyan, the blade of his machete struck hard against solid object that lay buried underneath a
small mound. The loud noise caused Fen to turn at once and ask hurriedly:
“What is it, Fua?”
“I don’t know. It felt like a rock or a chunk of solid iron,” answered Fua in a croaking voice while digging at
the spot with his bare hands. After a short while, Fua’s hand touched a cold, hard object. His heart pounding, Fua
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carefully prized it out with one hand. Fen stepped in to give a helping hand. In one breath, the two men’s hearths
almost stopped beating.
“An urn … for bones,” hollered Fua excitedly.
“It’s a gold urn … real gold, Fua,” Fen gibbered. Despite being coated in a film of rust and dirty mud, the urn
glittered brightly. The two exchanged a meaningful look. Their eyes barely concealed a welling sense of joy. Fua
was already beside himself.
“Hide it, Fua. Bury it for now. People down there are watching us.” Fen was the first to regain his composure.
“We’ll come back for it tonight,” whispered Fua in a trembling voice. Both understood one another. Fua buried
the urn at the original spot, while Fen shouted to the men down below that Fua’s machete had hit a rock.
The two men resumed their work. Their minds drumming up wild thoughts. Each was dreaming and banking
on the chance discovery on the bole of the bayan.
“Tonight, let’s meet at midnight,” Fua whispered a determined promise before they left each other and headed
for home as dusk fell.
*
The crowd that formed a circle gathered more people quickly. By the time the rising sun emerged above the
east woods, the area underneath the banyan cluttered up with withering branches and twigs, the circle had become
the congregation of the whole village.
The body that lay on its back amidst the banyan twigs appeared to all staring eyes to have breathed its last. at
least five to six hours ago. Its condition gave an inkling of a fierce struggle before death. Both eyeballs showed
their white and bulged out of their sockets. A blue tongue stuffed tight, the mouth only its tip sticking out. Traces
of clotted blood oozed out of both cheeks. The neck was ringed with blue bruises as if it had been kneaded or violently strangled. When someone poked at the head with a branch, he managed to turn it round in a full circle. But
most astonishingly, the body was completely surrounded by scattered pieces of rotten bones.
“Fua! Poor Fua! You shouldn’t have come to this,” interjected someone sadly. The encircling crowd murmured.
“Didn’t I say so? Wasn’t I right when I foresaw this? All of us who are gathered here, take it all in with your
own eyes. What I prophesized has turned out to be true, hasn’t it? I warned you but nobody believed me. You took
me for an old fool of a shaman. Now you can plainly see that Fua’s neck was broken. Who broke his neck? Why
did he have to come and die here? Was it not because of the holy banyan tree? This is what happens to those who
insult holy beings. Remember this as a lesson. Will there be anyone else who doesn’t believe me? Ha! Ha!” Plang
the shaman shouted smugly to the face of the abbot, the temple councillors, and every villager present. The old
shaman’s declaration seemed like a fitting conclusion, a confirmation and an end to the lengthy speculations—the
result was death.
The abbot looked up from the corpse in front of him. His face expressionless, he glanced around the crowding
circle. Then in a calm and collected voice that rang with authority, he said.
“Now, listen everyone. Please hear me out. Since Fua is dead whether because the spirit broke his neck as old
Plang said, or of whatever cause, we’ll still have to find that out. Right now I want you to take heart. Death is
inevitable. Everyone must come to it. Fua has died and paid for his karma. I will take care of his body. You don’t
have to worry about it. The temple councillors and I will do whatever is necessary. But I beg you to use your
judgment before believing in anything for sure. As for Fen …” The abbot hesitated a moment before turning
towards Fen. His piercing and frigid stare forced the ashen-faced Fen nearby to look the other way. “Fen will have
to finish the work now that there’s only one branch left. Whatever will be, will be. You just have to finish it off,
understand?”
The middle-aged monk ended his speech, then with a wave of his hand, quietly asked for a way out of the ring.
Fen heaved a huge sigh before the watching crowd erupted in yet another murmur.
171.109 Rains\fn{by Pira Sudham (1942-

)}

Napo, Buriram Province, Thailand. (M) 3

“Why do the grown-ups do things like that?” Dan asked, moving closer to his friend, Kum, who was still
panting because they had been running along the hot sandy path.
Dan wanted to repeat the question but then Kum sat down on his heels, arms akimbo. Dan did so too, keeping
close to his friend. Their elbows touched but the meager shade of the mango tree could not give them much
comfort.
Kum’s silence compelled Dan to be quiet. So Dan turned to the group of monks and the laymen of the village
as they sat in the glaring sun. The monks were chanting in unison, with their hands cupped in the manner of
praying and their eyes closed while the villagers crouched in concentration.
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Why must they perform such a ritual in the terribly hot sun? Dan wanted to ask but then he dared not disturb
the solemnity of the gathering. In front of everyone there was a toad tied to a stake. The animal was trying vainly
to free itself, mortified by the human din and the exposure.
Dan was perplexed, his eyebrows curved into a silent question. Shifting uncomfortably, he once more searched
Kum’s face for explanation. Kum remained serious and mottled. The light and shade made an interplay on the
boyish face.
“Why?” Dan tried to whisper, nudging his friend with his elbow.
Kum made a low grunting sound, then lapsed into his seriousness once more, staring intently at the monks and
old men and women as if he was being stupefied by the awesome rite.
Dan’s own grandmother and Kum’s grandmother were among the people who were submitting themselves to
the ritual. Missing were the school teacher and the Chinese shopkeeper. The latter had already packed up his shop
and moved elsewhere since there was no more money to be made from the drought-stricken peasants.
Under this burning sun you could cook an egg in the sand, Dan was thinking, and why? Why do they make
themselves so pitiful? The boy was moved by the sight of his grandmother as she swayed her perspiring,
emaciated body to the rhythm of helplessness. Dan recalled what she had said to the members of the family, that if
the monsoon did not come soon, it would mean famine. Her prophesy fell on all ears for it was what everyone was
concerned about, in dread of. However, nobody commented or acknowledged her despair. So the old wizened
woman lamented further, saying that in her life she had never been through any year as bad as this.
The wind from the burning rice fields seared hot and dry, carrying dust of two successive years of drought,
breeding sorrow and fear, hunger and sickness.
The streams and the dams and wells were dry, and the earth cracked in millions of fissures. In the aridity of the
wind there seemed to be mockery from the supernatural on the dignity and the significance of mankind. What
could villagers do then but torment themselves and the toad so that the supernatural, the spirits good or evil,
would take pity on them and so give them rain.
The rain-begging rite was their last hope when human resources failed. But Dan, being only six years old, did
not understand the meaning of it. Nevertheless, he had been taught to respect the solemnity of the monks and the
old people. He too sensed the despair prevailing in the sweltering air.
As if he could not bear the ceremony any longer, Kum gave up his serious pose. Taking Dan by the hand, he
led the way, walking off, yet still in awe and silence. They went along the track where they had come, walking
away disheartened, seeking comfort from each other by holding hands.
Hunger drove them from the emptiness of the fields into the woods to hunt for lizards. When they had caught a
few of these reptiles, Kum made a fire and cooked their catch. After the scanty meal had been wordlessly eaten,
Kum stopped being sulky. The heat waves rose high from the plain of salt pans and grey scrub and endless
mirages. Dan coughed the dust out of his parched throat. Lying under the shade of the tamarind tree, Kum said:
“They tried to beg for rain from the lords, the spirits.”
“Will it rain then?” Dan asked.
“It might,” Kum said ruefully. Dan scanned the skies for clouds which would give rise to their hope.
“Maybe in the evening,” Dan hoped. It was also Dan’s attempt to comfort his friend. But Kum took on that
expression of seriousness again, staring at the grey infinity distorted by the heat haze. He did not seem to mind the
flies covering the wound on his left knee.
“The drought might be so bad that we don’t have to go to school,” Dan ventured after a long pause.
Could Kum be comforted by not having to attend the village school under the gruelling supervision of the
teacher who would flog children when they could not learn sums? So Dan’s idea of going to school to face the
teacher seemed more frightening than the famine.
“Aw, it’s bad enough now,” Kum groaned. “We’ve nothing to eat and my father is going to give me away.”
Dan became tongue-tied with this information, at the thought that Kum would be taken away from the village
by strangers whom one must call Dad and Mum. When Dan could speak, he said meekly:
“Maybe you could live with us.” Kum could not believe that was possible.
“You don’t know what the grown-ups would do,” he said. Then they left it at that, having touched on the gate
of their own despair.
*
Days passed bur no rain came. There was not even a faint thunder or the sight of rain-bearing clouds to raise
hope. Meanwhile, several families left the village for elsewhere, where ponds and streams and rivers held water
most times of the year and where the monsoon was regular and the earth yielded. Rumours of those going to leave
next spread fast; people called to one another saying goodbye. Ox-carts laden with sad-eyed peasants and their
children and possessions rolled away, leaving dust and memories behind.
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The village mourned its departed inhabitants. The soil turned sour. Loneliness and despair tinged the sounds of
goodbye. In leaving, people reminded one another of the centuries of filial ties and kinship. The trembling voice
of the aged sang back across the gulf of hopelessness. Would we ever see you again? they cried.
Meanwhile, the adults talked of rites and sacrifices to gain mercy from the spirits. For rain, life, the normal
turn of the seasons. Dan would rather suffer in place of his grandmother or of most of the old men and women, for
he felt sorry for them. Perhaps they might let him join in some of the rites and make him a sacrifice. His suffering
might help them to succeed and so prevent Kum from being taken away by strangers to a far-off place.
But Dan had not been included in the adults’ suffering and responsibilities. He could only watch how the men
killed an ox, a buffalo, a pig for their blood and flesh as the votive offering to the spirits at the village spirit house.
The ritua1s took on a more macabre air as the people became more desperate. The fatal twist of the knives, the
mortal wounds, the deadly cries of the animals, and the flow of blood pointed to one thing: the men appeared
despairingly savage.
But to no avail, except that the hearts were relieved by the primeval savagery and cruelty.
*
One day, Dan went off by himself. The vastness of the arid landscape made the tiny boy more minute and
alone. Without Kum by his side, he began to be afraid of the solitude and the great expanse of the desiccated
plain. He halted several times, looking back towards the village.
Where Dan chose to sit was unprotected by any vegetation. Sitting cross-legged under the excruciating sun, he
tried to pray, but since he had not been taught the art, his was only an imitation, following the manner of monks
and old people he had observed. Closing his eyes, Dan swayed a little.
“Pity me. Oh spirits,” Dan prayed.
The experience was both enthralling and fearful. For he, so insignificant and small, dared put himself up
against the powerful.
Silence, which seemed to weigh heavily on him, became a threat. The sun whipped him so mercilessly that his
head throbbed, and the perspiration ran down his face and torso.
“Pity me. Oh lords.”
Gradually courage came back to him and helped him expand wider. In departing from himself, Dan saw in his
mind eye the face of Kum, a face of seriousness and fear. Must Kum be taken away by strangers? Dan saw also
himself coming home from the fields, hallooing and laughing, riding a water buffalo. The image of the old
grandmother loomed: it was a picture of happiness when she turned to smile broadly at him while ploughing the
paddies in a good year. Old as she was, she worked unabatedly provided that there was water enough to grow rice.
“Oh lords, have pity on Kum and Grandma. Be merciful,” Dan raised his voice. The blazing sun kept beating
on him, yet he prayed on.
“Oh lords have mercy on Grandma and all the old people: Grandma eats nothing; she is so old and bony. Her
clothes are also old and tattered. Have pity on old people for they cannot dig for yams and taro or chase
grasshoppers and catch lizards for food.”
His endurance was that of a child’s. Curiosity forced him to open his eyes to see the effect of his rite. But to his
dismay the skies remained cloudless; there was no cool breeze to herald the approach of rain.
Heavy with disappointment, the boy sighed and shifted. Perhaps his suffering was seen as a child’s fancy, a
mockery of the solemn and sacred rite reserved for monks and old men.
“My lords,” Dan made another attempt, but no more words came.
The dehydrating heat of the sun was immense. He trembled at the thought that he would be consequently
punished by the spirits for his fanciful action. There seemed to be so much of the cynicism in life, the universal
suffering, sorrow, the primeval bitterness and the futility of all things.
Now it was his own seriousness that frightened him so that he shuddered. But there was no way out now
except to prove his sacrifice to the lords.
He must offer his blood to the lords. The knife taken from his father’s toolbox flashed in the noon sun.
Only then was he convinced that he would not fail, for the sacrifice would be so immense that the lords would
take pity on him and so yield rain. But the sharp metal opened the wound deeper than intended on his wrist. Dan
winced with pain, throwing the instrument away. The flow of blood made him giddy. Still he lifted the wounded
hand towards the sun for the lords to see, till he fell.
Lying flat on his back, Dan tried to call out for help but could not. His throat was so dry, and he trembled,
seeing that darkness was descending quickly on him.
Yet he strained in sheer effort to hear any rumble of thunder that would mean rain.
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23.31 & 23.90 1. Sida Extinguishes The Flames 2. Sai-roong’s Dream Of Love\fn{by Sri Dao Ruang aka Wanna
Sawadsee aka Wanna Thappananon Sawatsri (December 14, 1943- } Bang Krathum District, Phitsanulok, Phitsanulok
Province, Thailand (F) 7
1
“Sida, I’ll be home late tonight.”
Actually, Sida was already prepared for something like this. It was just that she could not guess how he was
going to approach it. She glanced up at her beloved husband, her heart pounding as she struggled to suppress the
emotions bursting inside her.
“Will you be back for dinner?” she asked mechanically, for she, too, was concealing something. Her voice
sounded curt.
“Probably not … but I’m not sure. I’m going out with some friends from work. You and Hanuman eat first.
There’s no need to wait for me.”
Nothing could match Totsakan’s love and devotion for his wife and child. He never went off at night without
telling them where he was going; and now, on this occasion, he did not just stop at words, holding Sida close to
him, and giving her a big kiss on the cheek.
“Hey, Hanuman, old son … come and have a look. Whose mum is it that I’m kissing, then?”
Her son was just like his father. As soon as his father had finished speaking, Hanuman did a somersault like
they do in Chinese movies, rushed over and squeezed himself between his parents, and took up a Ninja-like
fighting stance. Sida wasn’t in the mood and got up and left father and son to play about together. Once there was
no audience the pair soon stopped messing about. Totsakan sent Hanuman out to buy cigarettes and went into the
bathroom to get ready.
While her husband was having a bath, Sida composed herself sufficiently to feel confident that there was no
tremor in her voice and that she was no longer on the verge of tears.
Mustn’t let anything seem unusual …
She forced a smile and a flirtatious manner when her beloved husband emerged dressed and ready from the
bathroom.
“You’re all dressed-up and looking very handsome. Is it female or male friends this time?” Her voice sounded
too sweet, she thought.
“M-a-l-e friends: he replied deliberately, as he was about to pick up his shoes. He put the shoes down and went
back into the bathroom and straight to the mirror. He rubbed cologne into his hair, around his neck, under his
armpits and on his arms and carefully combed his hair and moustache once more.
“Why? Do you think I’m up to something, then?”
“No.”
“I’m past it, you know, old girl … no one would have me. Er … did you take the comb that was in my pocket
for the wash? Could I have it?”
He leaned forward and gave his wife a peck on the forehead, took the comb, and swaggered straight out of the
house, a cigarette in his mouth. On this occasion, he made no attempt to turn round to look at his wife and son as
he normally did.
*
All the time they had been living together, Sida and Totsakan had never fallen out over affairs. But now, just
recently, the great Totsakan had secretly got something on the side. And now, his words no longer held any power
over her. He had made her very angry. He didn’t deserve her love. He was old enough to be her uncle and should
not have been behaving in such a shameless manner. He was a disgrace to his wife and child.
Early this morning when she was emptying his trouser pockets for the wash, she had thrown a black comb and
handkerchief into the wash basket and put his bunch of keys, wallet, and a small notebook for jotting down
telephone numbers in a pile in front of the mirror. And then every time she passed by, she had to pause and look
back at the notebook. She felt an urge to pick it up, as if there were an unbearable pricking in her heart, forcing
her to turn over each page of the “diary” and sneak a look before putting it back without Totsakan knowing.
Jotted down on the small pages were lots of telephone numbers. What made her feel proud was that Totsakan
had not forgotten to make a note of her birthday and their son’s on the first page. After that there were work
appointments and clever turns of phrase and expressions that had caught his fancy.
But on the last page—the 14th of October … hey! Montho’s birthday!\fn{ A note reads: In the Ramakien, it is Montho,
not Sida, who is Totsakan’s wife .} And today was the 14th of October. Totsakan had gone out even though it was a
holiday. He had said that he had some business and that his old classmates were having a get-together.
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The wind, for sure, was laughing with all his might.
Sida hurriedly closed the door and windows, fearing that dust from the fields would be blown into the house,
and then wearily lay face down in the dim light. The holiday movie on television, which both Hanuman and
Totsakan really enjoyed, now had only one viewer. Sida paid no attention to her son, nor to the entertainment. She
was suddenly irritated by the sound of an advertisement for the latest brand of “Preus” washing powder. Hanuman
himself felt uneasy, because every time he and his father were sitting down or sprawled out watching television,
his mother would always come and serve them with various snacks. But today she was quiet. She had not done
the washing, and the clothes were still left soaking in the basin. Cups, plates, bowls, pots, and pans were piled up
in the kitchen and instead of doing the washing up herself, she had shouted at Hanuman to do it after “Superman
from the Wild” had fmished on the television.
Silently and helplessly Sida sobbed into the cushion. Her anger flared up with each new train of thought that
flashed through her mind.
What did he think she was? A complete nobody? Or was he tired of her? Was there something wrong with her?
She would never have suspected if she had not found out about his secret. He acted as if he still loved her and
their son the same as always. Sida thought that the girl must be pretty, like some office girl. She must be an intellectual … And what about she, herself, then? … A laborer from up-country … She washed her face and combed
her hair just once or twice a day. She did not iron her clothes and would never dream of using a 280- baht tin of
“Two-way Powder” on her face. All her energies went into housework and helping her husband to make a little bit
of income. Without her realizing, this took up the whole day, leaving her wondering how time could pass so
quickly with scarcely anything getting done.
But no matter … now … Sida was lost in thought.
What were they doing now? … Were were they doing it? … How? … If he and that woman were alone in the
same room, what would happen? An encounter which began gently and willingly would surely end with him
falling passionately for that woman … what was her name? … oh, that slut, Montho!
If the woman was so enticing, their coming together would make such an impression on him that he would not
be able to forget it. And then what would she do? Oh … Hanuman … would you stay with me or go to live with
your father?
*
She lay crying silently for a long time, conjuring up different images which she could only brood upon with
sadness and resentment. Her brain was full of questions for which she had no answer. It was as if she were
running around in circles until she was exhausted.
And then suddenly Sida felt embarrassed because she saw Hanuman sneaking in to take a look at her and then
tiptoeing out bewildered. She decided to force herself to get up and go to the bathroom. The cool water in the Jar
seemed to help ease her sadness consIderably. Just cold water poured over her from head to foot and the pain in
her head began to ease. Her skin looked clean and fresh, her thoughts cleared and answers gradually emerged.
“Hello … hello … I’m back, dear. I’ve got something here for both of you Quick!”
It was about nine o'clock in the evening. Totsakan’s voice preceded him.
Almost immediately, Hanuman, their only child, abandoned the programme he was watching and jumped up to
see what he had got.
“This is nice material, Mum. I think it’s for you. The sweets and toy are for me,” the boy shouted to his mother.
Then he whispered to his father as if they were close buddies,
“I don’t know what the matter is with Mum. She was lying down crying nearly all day … she left this Ninja
Kid to do the washing up all on his own. It nearly killed me.”
Sida took her present expressionlessly. Even though she had definitely made up her mind as to how to deal
with the source of her suffering, it was still difficult to force a smile. Totsakan, however, was full of the joys of
life and wore a broad smile across his face. But there was something funny. Even though he had only just got back
home, his face and whole appearance looked so fresh, just as when he was on the way out. The only difference
was there was no scent of cologne.
“Have you had enough to eat?” she asked as usual, avoiding the embrace of her husband as if she objected.
“Yes, thanks.”
“You don’t look as if you've been out drinking. It’s odd. You have a get-together with your old friends and then
you don’t drink with them.”
Her voice was even and her face expressionless. Her gift was put aside.
Totsakan felt he could not stand it.
“Why? What’s the matter … do you think I’m up to something, then?”
“No. You’ve had a bath already, haven’t you? So you won’t have to fight over the bathroom with Hanuman.
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Hanuman, if you’re going to have a bath, off you go, now, or are you going to bed like that?”
Hanuman was bewildered. He looked first at his father and then at his mother.
“It’s good if Dad does this often. It’ll save on water at home.”
Hanuman must have wanted to make his father laugh when he said this, but Totsakan was not amused. The
smile faded completely from his face and he was suddenly silent. He went out to the front of the house and drew
on his cigarette with a sullen expression.
Whenever he felt angry because he had been caught out, he was always like this. When his wife followed him
and sat down beside him, he immediately shouted at her.
“Why? The fact that I take a break from the daily grind and go out with my friends, is that so wrong?” he
glared at his wife.
“No, not at all. Everyone has equal rights.”
“What do you mean, ‘equal?’ Do you want to, then? OK, fine. Now I know that in actual fact you are capable
of being jealous,” Totsakan shouted, accidentally letting the cat out of the bag.
“You said it yourself. But when I said ‘equal,’ isn’t that true? It is. It’s just a case of whether you want to or
not. I’m not bothered about you going out. But I am angry that you lied to me.”
“Lied about what?”
“I read your notebook.”
*
Totsakan would never have dreamed that his dear honest-faced wife would dare … His face turned bright red
and he sent a chair crashing to the ground. Hanuman, hearing the noise, leapt up, turned off the television and
came rushing along to eavesdrop.
“Oh, so now you’ve caught me out then, have you? OK … I went to a massage parlor … Why? … So what? …
Afterwards I came rushing back home. On the way back I had time to stop off and buy something for you. But
what I want to know is why you have to go spying on me!” Totsakan ranted.
Sida had thought that Totsakan would keep quiet, becauses he was in the wrong. She had not anticipated that
the tables would be turned on her.
“I know it was wrong of me to do that,” she said. “Curse me as much as you like. I won’t protest. But please
just let me say that I don’t understand why you had to lie to me.”
“I’ve already said I admit it. What do you want me to do? Huh! If I’d known it was going to be like this, it
would have been better if I hadn’t come home.”
“I haven’t finished what I was saying. I’ve said all I want to about that business of yours and I’m not going to
mention it again. But please just let me say that, for my part, from now on, I guarantee that I’ll never, ever look in
your notebook.”
“Oh, and who’s going to know, then? Do people just stop doing this kind of thing? Of course not. I don’t like
you going around spying in the house like this. There’s no freedom to do anything.”
Sida tried to stop herself from shouting back at him because she was getting angry.
“All the time we’ve been together, have you ever caught me lying?”
“That’s it … I can never catch you, you’re so magnificent. A real superwoman. Otherwise I wouldn’t have had
you as Hanuman’s mother But now, you’re not mother to just Hanuman.”
“There’s no need to be sarcastic. Just try it and see. From now on, you can write down all your sweet love
affairs with whoever it may be, anywhere you like. Then you just keep an eye on me. I wouldn’t be able to hide
my feelings. If I should go sneaking a look again, I’m not so smart I would be able to keep it a secret.”
Totsakan grunted angrily, virtually forgetting that it was he who was supposed to be in the dock. He continued
kicking up a fuss for so long that Hanuman got bored and went off to bed; but it was all him complaining about
her “spying,” because she herself had canceled out his initial misdeed when she informed him of her own
wrongdoing.\fn{In reading his diary.} She knew it was not right to go spying on him in the home, but he had been in
the wrong. So why did he have to be angry with her?
From then on Sida felt relieved that she was able to regain control of herself by wholly extinguishing the flame
of Montho from her mind. Even if she still was not sure whether he had been straight with her and not
lying,\fn{About whether or not she had a rival for his affections, as opposed to simply being jealous over a casual sexual encounter in a
place in which that sort of thing was a mere commodity, rather than as an expression of love .} was she going to go along with what
he said? Indeed. She thought that by expressing to one another their feelings of self-respect frankly and intimately,
both she and the Demon King would probably be able to create a new feeling of love and happiness between them
because it would make them both realize how petty, weak, and full of faults human beings are,
Now, Sida was able to touch the tempting little “diary” with a sense of victory. Even though she did not yet
know whether Totsakan completely believed her or not, she knew that her Demon King did not love and respect
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himself more than her and that he would love her more, much more, once he had spent all his anger extinguishing
her fire.
Now she could empty his trouser pockets in front of the mirror and ignore the contents. Whether he would lie
to her again, either to her face or behind her back, was not something that she was going to burden herself with.
She knew she loved him and he still loved her, too, just as much as ever.
On the way back I had time to stop off and buy something for you …
She giggled when she thought about the Demon King’s words.
Just wait … one day I’ll invite Montho round to the house …\fn{Because, of course, nobody wants to believe that they
are no longer the exclusive object of sexual gratification—whether male or female, if the truth be known.}
2
Sai-roong was an ordinary woman, except for her dreams. She was a superb dreamer, an artist. They were
dreams of extraordinary vividness and filled with meaning for her. Each night, as her household slept soundly,
Sai-roong proceeded to the elaborate, secret productions in which she played two roles: the star and also the
audience.
Her dreams were, she knew, the source of her strength. They permeated and energized her. Life rioted in her
dreams, myriad scenes and countless stories in which Sai-roong often changed form entirely, becoming pure spirit
in pursuit of the subjects of her own imagination. There had been times of late when she would wake in the
morning so exhilarated that she could scarcely crawl out of bed.
Once upon a dream, Sai-roong fell in love. It was true love, and Sai-roong’s love was unique. The love she felt
toward the man of her dreams was profound. And not only profound but a secret, mysterious love, and so it
remains to this day. Even her husband is jealous.
When a young man and a young woman meet, when each understands the desire of the other—when, like
drops of mist, they melt together and are one … well, that was the sort of thing it was. Sai-roong’s heart was filled
with gladness in those days or rather those nights; she felt inundated, flooded with love as she kissed and caressed
the face of the young man with the line of stubble that was so sharp and pleasing above his upper lip. Had she
ever really looked at eyes before? Not like these eyes, so charged with desire and meaning that she felt an
overwhelming desire to be … vanquished; to be … senseless, warm, willing, and eager to feel her lips, her own
delectable and smoldering lips, crushed with abandon.
The morning after, Sai-roong fought valiantly to remain in this electrifying dream of love, struggled with all
her being to return to her garden of love, her lair of lust. Please … just another minute, one second, that is all she
asks. To murmur a word of parting, to look once more upon the beloved face. But it is no use. However deep her
love, however incorrigible her infatuation, she must accept the truth: this man cannot be dragged from the
dreaming world into the waking world. (And if he could, she reflects, it would be inconvenient, and that was a
fact.)
Sai-roong gathered her strength and rose from her bed. In the mirror, she blushed to see it in her face: yes, the
sweet agony of desire. A suspicion entered her mind: in the waking world, could there be others like her? As she
stepped from her bedroom, her eyes drifted toward the window, the path, the gate beyond. And what she saw
made her uncombed hair stand on end, her skin tighten and shiver. Swiftly, she drew back, hiding her unwashed
face behind the door.
What could have shocked her so? Only the sight of the new neighbor, the very young gentleman next door,
striding past her gate. She was sure! How could she not be? Why, this was the very man from whose ardent
embrace she had been dragged at dawn!
How could she not have realized it? There he lived, so near and yet so … unconcerned. Had he given her so
much as a sidewise glance since moving in?
No.
Sai-roong breathed out a patient sigh. After all, what had she to blame him for? How could he possibly know
that he had walked into her dreams? (Much less, what he had done when he got there.) It wasn’t his fault. She
turned back into her bedroom, pleased that her husband had gone into the bathroom. She picked up her pillow,
gently hugged it, then threw herself down on the bed and tossed back and forth a few times. When she got back
up, she felt much better. She thrust her arms and legs out vigorously. Everything seemed fresh and beautiful. She
would be troubled by nothing today, by no one. A chord of natural music welled up within her, the internal music
that might cause a woman to break out in tears while her household apprehends her joyous sobs in consternation.
But not Sai-roong, who would rather keep it to herself.
Looking about her, she became aware of the embarrassing yet genuine fact that every item in and around her
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house, from the toilet to the front gate, had assumed a new importance. She would go now to wash her face, as
soon as her husband got out of there, until it gleamed. And the house—everything must be cleaned meticulously.
After all, he was a neighbor. One never knew when he might … enter.
She turned and inspected herself in the mirror, from head to toe. She was careful not to flatter herself. The face,
she decided, was rather pretty. Other parts might not be as good. As for the house, however, it was too plain, a
downright homely home. It no longer satisfied her.
The young man had not lived next door very long. Sai-roong had barely met him—and then, that dream! Quite
astonishing, really. They had never spoken; their eyes had never met. Therefore, his image was in some ways
cloudy in her mind and had been so in her dream, as well. This, she decided, was satisfactory. He was not a young
man with strong features that would announce themselves to a young woman, causing her to turn around and have
another look. No, it was definitely his role, in the theater of her dreams, that made him interesting. His
performance.
It was at this time that Sai-roong began to change. Her family and neighbors could hardly fail to notice that
whereas Khun Sai-roong had been a woman who heretofore had gone out to work every day wearing a nicely cut
dress, invariably the proper color of the day\fn{ A note reads: Traditionally, each day has its own color. Although wearing the
“color of the day” is not nearly as important as it once was, most women still know which colors are related to which days of the week .}
these days she went out the door and down the street wearing big- flowered prints, short skirts with fringed hems
—and once she had even been seen wearing a polo shirt and pants that were tight all the way up and down her
legs. Most of her hair, which she had always worn long, suddenly disappeared, replaced by a short style that
anyone would recognize who has seen the Princess of Wales. She worked on her eyebrows until she thought they
looked very like Jane Fonda’s and darkened her eyelashes, then pushed them up until they curled, disdaining the
little rod in the mascara tube in favor of a little brush, so that they would look natural.
Sai-roong decided against eye shadow and regarded her nose approvingly. In truth, her nose was her best facial
feature, straight and narrow, and she was a bit vain about it. Just—a touch of lip gloss—yes. Finally, the earrings,
the little hoops. In the mirror, she practiced making the wide-eyed, sparkly look of the models in the women’s
magazines. Ooy! She grinned at herself.
He would be impressed. No one could think of the new, improved Sai-roong as—as what? Oh, dear … the
expression that inexplicably floated into her mind caused the wide-eyed sparkly look to be eclipsed by a frown. It
was yai gae raeng tung—a raggedy old lady ready for the vultures.
The kinds of fastidious attentions to body and face that Sai-roong had found irksome and boring before, now
became the hit\fn{A note says that there is no equivalent word in Thai for the word “hit” used in this way .} activities of her
evening. She would do everything for him; she would never be tired or discouraged; she would always be willing,
always eager. Everything from the heart and with love.
A day became a week; a week, a month; a whole year passed. In Sai-roong’s dreams, the intimacy between
them not only failed to wane, but it raged.
In the waking world, they met only at a distance, and never a word passed between them. On an ordinary day,
both of them went to work. If he left his house first, Sai-roong watched him, stroked his back with her eyes,
caressed his shoulders with her smiles, gloated happily behind her window. But there were times when Sai-roong
stepped out of her front door just as he opened his, and then she could not avoid walking right past him. Those
were dreadful times; they played havoc with her emotions. Her heart would race, skip beats; her blood would rush
hotly to her face while her hands and feet became cold and sweaty.
She had practiced the way in which she would sail gracefully by him, head held high, aloof; the way she would
walk with the slightest sway in her hips, as if she were crossing a stream on a narrow plank, carefully placing one
dainty foot before the other, her neck slightly extended, her eyes radiant, her expression mild and sweet, yet
holding a definite suggestion of straightforwardness, of sincerity and strength.
But all was to no avail. When she came face-to-face with him, she would shrink away, evade his glance, stare
into her paper bag of groceries or at her handbag until she tripped over a stone and staggered forward, overcome
with shyness, grinning foolishly. She became so excited each time she knew she would be near him that
sometimes, seeing him from a distance, through her window, she decided that it was easier simply to stay indoors
until he was gone. This happened with depressing frequency.
Nonetheless, Sai-roong clung joyously to her new feelings. Their love was a profound mystery, a precious
secret. And it was all hers. No one knew. No one meddled in it.
One night, she met him in a new story (the plots tended not to vary a great deal). In the new dream, he was the
same, of course, yet she could sense a new flowering, along with the addition of some other, rather amazing
events. If their previous assignations had been paradisal, suffice to say that on this night paradise itself shuddered.
After this, certain images of him were ever in her mind, even on days when she was so busy and harried that
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you would have thought nothing could distract her from her tasks. Sitting on the bus on her way to work, if Sairoong saw an accident along the road, she would imagine that he was the injured person …
She screams for the bus to stop, rushes out into the road. Sinking into the gutter, she cradles him with exquisite
tenderness until at last he begins to regain consciousness. He clutches her hand feebly, gratefully, peers deeply
and groggily into her dark and troubled eyes, and mouths the words “Thank … you.”
Or the bus might pass a line of people outside the unemployment office.
He is out of work, wretched, desperate. She, powerful and well connected, pulls every string she can to get him
a job. And what does she expect in return? Nothing, nothing at all, not even thanks. It doesn’t matter.
That one wasn’t much. She changed the scene. The one about the train wreck … yes! The train wreck was
excellent.
Sitting across from each other on the train, suddenly they are thrown from their seats by a tremendous crash. It
is a train wreck to be sure, but no one is hurt, except for a few bumped heads and ordinary bruises. Night has
fallen, and all the lights in the train have gone out with the crash. Before the crash, each has been intensely
aware of the other’s knees. It has been impossible to avoid brushing knees as they shifted position. Now, he
reaches for her, seizes her shoulders to prevent her from being harmed. But that is not all—he pulls her fiercely to
him. Without a word, they hurry from the train into the dark night, clinging to each other. The train has been on
its way to—where?—all right, up-country somewhere, and now they huddle together in sweet warmth, defying the
blear cold of the dark, lonely night. Bangkok is far behind them. Bravely, they set off for—wherever—to face
whatever hardships …
The train wreck was one of her favorites.
One day, after work, as Sai-roong trudged up the bumpy path to her house, rain suddenly began to pour from
the sky. She hurried on as best she could, alone in the deluge and without an umbrella. The raindrops were fat and
clear, she noted, as she pushed the tendrils of sodden hair back from her face. She looked down and saw that in
only a moment the rain had soaked her from the damp curves of her breasts down to her feet. Unfortunately, the
mud beneath her feet splashed up with each step, making ugly dark splatters on the backs of her calves and her
skirt. She slowed her steps, placing her feet carefully, wiping her eyes with both hands so that she could see where
she was going. And then, as suddenly as it had begun, the torrent ceased.
But her imagination remained in the storm …
They meet just as the rain begins to fall in earnest. She raises her umbrella. What to do? With a demure smile,
she invites him to share her umbrella. They walk on, side by side, but this umbrella is not large enough, not wide
enough to cover two bodies. They are forced to press closer together. It is so cold now; the wind blows, chill and
clammy, but under the umbrella they breathe in the mingled, fragrant vapors of two warm, damp bodies. She
wonders if he will encircle her waist with his strong arm and pull her close, and ifhe does—yes, he has done it
now—and she fits against him snugly, deliciously aware of the broad chest that, under his raincoat and shirt, is
covered with fine, soft hair, and then, without a word, they pass the gate that leads to her house and turn toward
the gate to his own …
*
In a small society—a neighborhood, for example—long before the event the preparations for an auspicious
occasion, or any sort of celebration on the part of one household, tend to become the chief subject of conversation
in all households. The news of his impending marriage set this process into fervent action.
Yes, he was going to be married. Every mouth spoke as one, extolling the felicity of the match, the perfect
rightness of the bride and groom for each other, whatever may have been said before the date was set. For the
excitement of a wedding has the effect of dissipating previous cavils concerning any incompatibilities of social
position, disposition, and the like. It was now perfectly clear that the couple was a perfect match—a jade leaf for a
golden branch—and so on and on. Soon, the neighborhood was aflutter with those cards of invitation that show
respect for the invited, proclaim the intentions of the betrothed, and tacitly announce that gifts will be graciously
accepted.
Naturally, Sai-roong and her family received such an invitation.
“Please accept our best and most sincere wishes …”
No.
“We wish every happiness … to the bride and groom … forever …”
No.
How dreadful it was. Sai-roong sighed, tore up her tenth attempt, and began again. Having at last recovered
sufficiently from the shock of the announcement, she faced the wearying task of composing the requisite note to
the bride and groom.
At first, her heart had withered like a flower ripped cruelly from its earthy bed. What pond was there from
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which to draw the water that could restore her faded petals? None, none. In the first, terrible weeks her dreams
were visited only by disappointment and fear. Sometimes she dreamed that she was trying to board a train that had
already left; running with all her might, she knew that she could never catch up. Once she sprang up to fly into the
sky, as she had done a thousand times in other dreams, but her arms had not the strength to lift her up. And then
there was the horrible snake dream. A huge cobra reared up, flared its hood, began undulating toward her. It was
indescribably disgusting as it writhed about, coming ever nearer. She was petrified for a moment, then looked
about wildly, her glance at last falling upon the garden spade, which she grabbed and raised above her head. She
brought it down with all her might and smashed the hideous snake to a pitiful little pile of pulp.
She awoke with a pounding heart …
Sometimes the bride herself would appear in a dream, standing in Sai-roong’s way with a sulky face. Whatever
the story, nearly every dream these days was another slash at her heart.
*
On the day itself, according to custom, the young man followed his father into all the neighboring houses,
formally inviting everyone to his nuptials. When the two men came through the gate of her home, it was all Sairoong could do to flee to the back of the house, leaving her husband to welcome them. Not so much as her
shadow would fall upon the happy occasion itself. She knew that she had not the courage to pour the water of
blessing over the happy couple’s hands; she could not trust herself to look down upon the bowed heads joined by
the white thread—no, she simply could not do it.\fn{ A note reads: In a Thai wedding, the bride and groom, who are joined by a
white thread that encircles the head of each, kneel side by side. Before each of them is a small table upon which they rest their elbows;
their hands are placed in the wai position, palms together, over a basin. Each wedding guest pours a small amount of holy water over their
hands as a blessing.}

For many nights, she lay brooding into her pillow, interrogating herself. How had he disappointed her? What
sin had he committed against her? What had she lost to him? And, finally, what had his bride stolen from her?
Nothing. Neither bride nor groom had done her injury.
As time passed, and she observed him, as far as she could observe him from the comer of her eye, she saw that
he behaved with as much respect toward her as he ever had: a proper nod, a slight bow as he hurried off to work
or returned home. But he was gone from her dreams.
And then, one night just as she was drifting off to sleep, there he was, waiting. He had returned to her. That
night, he made her very happy.
She wondered if he would have as much time for her in the future.
*
As she thought through her situation, over the weeks that followed, she came to realize the truth. She had it all:
not only perfect love but also absolute freedom. Miraculously (for miracles do happen in life), everything had
worked out perfectly. He was married, happily it seemed; and then, the children came. He was busy, but he came
to Sai-roong regularly, if not quite as frequently as before. She was satisfied. After all, she had never meant to be
greedy.
No one lost anything. His wife and his sweet children were obviously content. Sai-roong saw them nearly
every day. The children were darkly handsome, like their father, which was not surprising. The surprising thing—
in fact, the truly amazing thing about them, Sai-roong gradually discovered—was their unmistakable resemblance
to herself.
She continued to observe him from a distance, but she became quite friendly with the children. She never
failed to stop and admire their bright eyes and fresh faces, their adorable smiling mouths, the white teeth that
showed when they cried out to her, “Auntie! Auntie!”\fn{ A note reads: This line, which represents very clever, dry humor in
Thai, will be lost on most non-Thai readers without a few words of explanation. The pronoun I have translated as “Auntie” is pda, which
indicates the older sister of one's parent; but Thai people also use this pronoun when speaking to a woman who is, or who appears to be,
older than their parents. Thus, the author indicates, with a single word, the fact that these small children think of her as an older woman .}

She would hold out her arms to them, and they would run to her—yes, they loved her! They let her hold them fast
—his children—let her press her face to theirs. At those times, the fragrant baby powder that clung to their tender
cheeks would cause a sharp pang in her breast, recalling the clean scent of their father’s face on some recent night.
His wife was always friendly and pleasant. Really, there was no reason at all for the dreams to change, much
less cease. Should he and his family ever fall upon hard times, she would consider it her moral duty to do
everything in her power to aid and assist them.
It was quite the usual thing, in her dreams, for Sai-roong to sprout wings; she had always been able to do it.
But now she realized that the force that propelled her flights through the sky came from within, from her love for
him. Truly, this love had enabled her to overcome many difficulties in her life and to achieve her most important
ambitions.
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*
Years passed. Sai-roong remained a person who was respected throughout the neighborhood.
“Khun Sai-roong? A quiet lady,” people would say, “but a good-hearted one. It is wonderful how efficiently
she does everything, even now that she is getting on. A good worker, Khun Sai-roong. And the husband, too.”
*
To this day, Sai-roong has never looked directly into the eyes of the man next door. She prefers not to, lest his
image become too clear. She likes him just the way he is: a little blurred, a little distilnt, a mystery, a dream of
love.
And, after all, any time she wants him to come a little closer … there he is.
23.25 Please Don’t Let Him Realize\fn{by Nikom Rayawa aka Nikhom Khopwong (1944Thailand (M) 4

)}

Sukhothai Province,

“He’s definitely coming this time,” the Headmaster said in a voice that betrayed no trace of inebriation.
“Yes, he probably is,” Supi said after a pause that was so long he could feel the chill dew blown against his
bare arms.
Even though it was very late, the two men were still up, sitting on a tree-stump in the open space at the front of
the house. All around them was thick forest.
“It won’t be like previous times,” the Headmaster said. “He said he was coming so many times and then didn’t
show up. But he’s definitely coming this time.”
“He’s definitely coming,” Supi said solemnly.
He was clearly uneasy. It was so dark tonight, he thought. Everywhere was covered in darkness, with not even
a single star to be seen in the sky.
“He’s all right,” the Headmaster said. “We shouldn’t have any problems. At the District Office they said he’s
much better than the last Governor.”
“Where did that last one move to? I’ve forgotten,” Supi said, as he fiddled with an aluminium bowl on the
plank in front of him. There was a little bit of sticky white rice left in the bowl.
“I’ve forgotten, too,” the Headmaster replied. “But the new one is all right. Even though I haven’t met him,
I’ve a feeling he’s good.”
“What do we have to do, then?” Supi asked.
“About what?”
“Well, he’s coming to inspect our school, isn’t he?”
“Oh, that!” said the Headmaster. “We can worry about that tomorrow. There’s plenty of time.”
“But he’s coming the day after tomorrow,” Supi protested. “We can’[t just sit back doing nothing.”
“Why not?” said the Headmaster. “You worry too much. Relax, take it easy. Most things we worry about later
turn out to be a waste of our anxiety. Believe me, I’ve seen a bit more of the world than you. Another couple of
months and I’ll be fifty, you know. You’re just a young man, only 28 or 29. You shouldn’t be too serious.”
“But we haven’t prepared anything at all,” Supi persisted.
“Just leave it to me,” said the Headmaster. “I can see it’s bothering you.”
Supi sat in silence. He was not going to admit that it was bothering him, but neither was he going to deny it.
He had heard several days before that the Governor was going to visit a school, but it was only the day before,
when he went to the District Office to collect the salaries on the Headmaster’s behalf, that he had learned it would
be his school. That was when he was given the official letter of confirmation. He spent that night in town at a
friend’s house and left early the next morning, a worried man. He had just arrived back there that evening.
“Let’s talk about something different,” the Headmaster urged. “Tell me about Bangkok.”
“I’ve told you already,” Supi replied.
“Tell me again.”
Supi sat in silence for a while.
“Let’s talk about something else,” he said fmally.
“Why don’t you stay in Bangkok? Why did you come to teach out here?”
“I’ve already told you, many times. Is it really so strange for someone from Bangkok to come out here to
teach?”
“It’s unusual,” said the Headmaster. “Tell me more about the girls.”
“I’ve forgotten.”
“The one you told me about last time,” the Headmaster prompted. “The one who drove you into exile out
here.”
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“No,” said Supi sharply. “I don’t want to.”
“Well, tell me about anything you like then,” the Headmaster persisted.
“I’m tired. I’m going to bed,” Supi said, getting up and stepping over the liquor jar as he walked over to the
stairs of the house. He had always been sensitive like this, even when he was drunk. Before, he never drank, but
when he came to live out here, the loneliness and isolation of the forest did not encourage abstinence. He and the
Headmaster drank together nearly every night. Sometimes one or two of the villagers would join them. The
Headmaster just sat there, almost hidden in the shadow of the kapok tree. Everyone in the neighborhood must
have fallen asleep except those who had gone out hunting in the woods. He was alone, except for the wooden
house and a scattering of imposing trees. There was nothing else.
Chuckling, the Headmaster dragged himself to his feet and staggered up into the house after Supi.
*
Supi woke before the first rays of the sun touched the sky. The surrounding scenery was hidden in dimness.
The cool air made him shiver. On the veranda he scooped some water from an earthenware jar with a longhandled dipper to wash his face. The dew dripped from the grass thatch on to the wooden floor in a slow rhythm.
“I’d almost forgotten what this kind of dawn was like,” he murmured to himself.
A shroud of grey mist moved over the tops of the grass and the trees. Domestic cocks and their wild cousins
exchanged greeting calls which echoed throughout the forest.
He had felt this way once before on the first day he came to live here. It was the strangeness of everything. It
was all new and outside his experience: the peace and quietness, the cold and the loneliness. It was this solitude of
nature which stirred him, taking his breath away and leaving him suddenly giddy.
But then after that first day he began to feel indifferent. It was so monotonous that he had no inclination to find
out anything more. Very often the solitude of the forest stifled his feelings so that he could scarcely bear to live
there. It was so lonely and isolated, as if he had been cast out from society. He didn’t even have a single friend to
talk to.
“But it’s all right,” he often thought when he needed an answer. “At least when you live in the forest you know
why you’re lonely. But when you feel lonely in the city, you can’t work out why. It’s so frustrating, as if
something is missing but you don’t know what it is.”
At first he missed his home in the city, but later this homesickness gradually eased.
“All my family are fine,” he often told himself. “They’re doing well in business. They’ve nothing to worry
about. In fact I’m the odd one out in the family, causing them so much worry that they don’t want to see my face.”
His past—his education, having fun with friends, the girls he was once crazy about—had now been almost
completely erased. It all seemed like a faint shadow in a thick mist, something that had happened only in a dream.
Supi stepped down the ladder from the house wearing the same hand-woven blue cotton shirt as the day
before. His khaki trousers were threadbare, the bottoms turned up until they fitted tightly at his calf. His tall, slim,
ungainly-looking body swayed back and forth as he picked his way, barefoot, through the grass, still wet with
dew. The glittering yellow light of the sun began to shine on the eastern horizon, gradually banishing the darkness
as it spread.
The school building stood solemnly next to the scattered rows of scarewood trees. The grass roof had changed
color from brown to dusty grey. The pillars made from whole teak trees tilted slightly sideways. The floor was
laid with rough teak planks which the villagers had helped to saw. There were no walls, and open on all sides,
there was constantly a wind blowing through. A blackboard was nailed to the central post dividing off the
classrooms. Supi sat down on a desk in Class 4. He looked into the areas of Class 1 and Class 2 which were
empty. There was not even a single desk or chair.
“Someday we’ll have all the desks we need,” Supi would say optimistically when he first arrived. “For the
moment, Class 1 and Class 2 will just have to sit on the floor.”
At the front of the school, the flagpole also tilted, but in a different direction to the school building. The flag
rope, left out under the rain and sun, had become worn and rotten and was full of knotted joints. The lawn in front
of the school was green and smooth.
“That’s a very nice lawn,” Supi exclaimed when he first saw it.
The lawn was on the slope of a hill, slightly curved like the back of a turtle. Even though buffaloes came to
graze, treading on the lawn and making potholes every day, the rainwater always drained away.
Supi sat still thinking about the Governor’s forthcoming visit. He was worried about everything. He and the
Headmaster were the only teachers in this school. But even though the Headmaster bore most of the
responsibility, he couldn’t help feeling anxious.
Supi had been teaching there for seven years. It was long enough for him to have fully blended in with the way
of life of the local people. And that was what he really felt; he felt that he had become a part of the place both in
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body and j mind.
Although Supi had been here for a long time, the Headmaster had been here even longer. He had been here for
eighteen years. He moved from the district town to teach here when the school was first built and he had been
here ever since. Now he had a wife, children, and a house here, never once imagining that he would have to come
and put down roots in an area like this.
Supi remembered the first day very well, that first day when he went to report to the District Education Officer
and the Headmaster had gone to meet him there. In his nice, clean uniform, he had cheerfully ridden on the back
of the Headmaster’s bicycle. Whether they had to carry the bicycle across the water, push it up hills, or walk with
it across paddy fields, he found it all good fun. He was ready to face anything that might await him.
It was already dusk when they arrived and because he had had a hard day’s journey, his clothes were filthy.
Exhaustion and hunger made him feel that the meal at the Headmaster’s house tasted better than anything he had
ever eaten before, even though it was just an ordinary meal of steamed vegetables with chilli sauce and roast wild
boar.
That night, after bathing by the well, he fell asleep as soon as his head touched the pillow. When he awoke
early the next morning, he was overwhelmed by his first sight of the dreamlike scenery before him. It was more
like something from the realms of fantasy than real life, he kept telling the Headmaster.
The first morning he took great care putting on his brand-new uniform which he had been meticulous in
getting ready.
“I have studied Psychology,” he said to himself, “I must put it to good use.”
He walked from the Headmaster’s house over to the school, confident that nothing would go wrong.
“A properly dressed teacher is bound to make a good first impression on his pupils,” he thought. “It’s a great
help in building up character and respect, especially like this, on the first day.”
The children who had been running around making a lot of noise, stopped and fell silent as if by prior
arrangement, They all stared at Supi and the Headmaster with their bright, honest, and innocent eyes. Supi had no
chance to make use of all his preparations. There was no introduction, no speech, no words of greeting, no
clapping. Just little faces, staring at him in astonishment and bewilderment.
Supi walked past the pupils one by one, until he had been through the whole school. His feelings were
numbed, his brain had come to a halt and his lips pursed. He walked absent-mindedly as if he was returning home
after being lost somewhere for many years. There was an atmosphere of warmth, understanding, and friendliness
with no need for any introductions.
Walking round the school, Supi had not seen a single pupil in full uniform. Many of them wore patched shorts
without a shirt. Some had shirts but they were covered with black spots of mildew. There was just enough to
recognize that these shirts had once been white. Some children wore skirts and blouses of a color he couldn’t
describe. Some had buttons missing. One of the pupils was wrapped in just a phakhama. There were no more than
five pupils wearing rubber sandals made from tyre cut-offs.
The rest went barefoot.
Supi was aware that all the children had fallen silent and were staring at him in bewilderment. Not because
they were afraid or because they were in awe of him, but because of something peculiar they had never seen
before.
They had hardly ever seen anyone dressed up so cleanly and neatly as that. Even the Headmaster had to
confess that that day he had dressed properly, according to the regulations, in full uniform, both shirt and trousers,
in honour of Supi. Normally, he would never put on shoes to go to school. Even regarding shirts, it wasn’t
necessary to follow the rules and regulations. He might have worn an indigo-coloured shirt that had been handwoven or a T-shirt. He might even have wrapped a phakhama around his waist.
Supi was in complete agreement with this. Worrying about ironing clothes or putting on badges of rank in a
place like this would certainly be unusual. Not only would no one understand you, but it was also an unnecessary
waste.
Supi was able to adjust himself to this quickly. From that day on he felt no embarrassment at wearing just a
vest and pair of shorts in front of his pupils. Even when he went into the District Office he felt completely at
home with a phakhama tied around his waist and a long-handled knife tucked into it.
But another important reason why he did it was that he wanted to adapt and fit in with the local people. He felt
guilty and ashamed to be dressed in expensive clothes while other people were short of clothes just to keep themselves warm.
Supi understood everyone here. The children’s education was very weak. Certainly most people failed to
understand this and were often critical. At first Supi was like that. There were many things he was unhappy about,
but after mixing with the local people and learning something of their living conditions, he came to understand.
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Apart from lacking every kind of teaching material, except a blackboard and the school building itself, all the
pupils also had problems over textbooks, notebooks, pencils, and slateboards. Even the small amount of money to
buy these things was so hard to find.
The economy in this area was almost totally self-sufficient. Any exchange would be done by barter. They were
all either rice farmers or vegetable farmers and grew crops and vegetables for their own use. Their lives revolved
around the forest, the rice fields, the vegetable gardens, and the kitchens. Their way of life was simple and
uncomplicated. They knew nothing of banks and some of them even knew nothing of money. There was enough
food to keep to eat, enough to keep them going. The villagers were thoughtful and generous and often had
something from their rice fields to give him.
In the harvest season almost all the pupils disappeared from school. Supi used to try to find reasons to be
resentful but he couldn’t. Although studying was important, it was not something which brought immediate
results. Unlike making your living, which filled your stomach and made you happy. The children had to abandon
their schooling for many weeks to help their parents harvest the rice. Rice harvesting was a necessity and it
brought more immediate results than studying.
Many of the parents would ask what the point of studying was. Studying didn’t seem to bring you any
advantage and when you finished Grade 4, you weren’t a better farmer than those who hadn’t gone to school. Supi
used to spend a long time trying to explain to them, but he could not make them see what the outside world was
like. In the end he had to concur with their conclusions.\fn{ In 2000, attendence at public school was compulsory in the
Kingdom of Thailand for all persons between the ages of six and fifteen .}
Another important factor which most people had overlooked was the teacher’s mental state. When a teacher,
full of energy and ideas, was confronted by this kind of isolation and hopelessness, his vigor would melt away
completely.
Supi was now part of this place. His way of life was simple; there was no formality, no iron, no clock, no hair
cream, no shoe polish.
*
Supi felt ill at ease and depressed when he thought about the coming visit of a senior official. He was afraid
that his guest would be disappointed because what he would see would be far removed from the city business
districts. He thought of the living conditions of this place and those of Bangkok, 600 kilometres away to the
south. He could see almost no similarity. Everything was so different. In Bangkok the roads were smooth and
wide, but here, there were only tracks trodden by people and animals. In the city the lights were excessively
bright, but here it was so totally dark that you had to feel your way with your hands. Pupils in Bangkok had
pocket money to spend while the children here lacked even pencil and paper. Lavishness and extravagance in
Bangkok could be counted by millions of baht, while here the people still had to use grass to shield themselves
from the sun and the rain.
Supi stood up and walked out of the school building. It was still early and there were no pupils there at all. He
was agitated.
“I must do something, I must. I can’t rely on the Headmaster too much. A senior official is paying us a visit.
We mustn’t lose face. I’ve got to put on the best possible reception. I’ve got to keep him happy. I mustn’t give him
the chance to look down on us! He’s from the city,” he thought to himself. “He’s only ever lived in developed
places and hasn't had the opportunity to familiarize himself with the living conditions of villagers in remote rural
areas. He probably won’t really understand or he may even get the wrong idea.”
When Supi arrived at the house, the Headmaster was on the veranda by the water jar washing his face using a
bowl made from a coconut shell.
The sun was warming gradually.
“I’m going to the District Office now,” Supi told the Headmaster.
“What for?”
“To prepare for the welcome,” Supi replied, and without waiting for any more questions, he took his bicycle
out of the house, and immediately rode off.
When Supi returned, it was early evening. The Headmaster was having his meal in the house.
“We should be all right,” Supi said cheerfully.
He had five large bags tied on to his bicycle rack. The Headmaster looked puzzled.
“We’re not going to lose face in front of him now,” Supi continued. “We must put on a proper reception.”
“What’s in the bags?” the Headmaster asked.
“Shirts,” replied Supi, untying the string and removing the bags from the bicycle rack. “I borrowed them from
the school in town.”
“Why did you bring so many?” the Headmaster asked.
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“It’s obvious, isn’t it?” Supi said quietly as he carried the bags into the house, ignoring the Headmaster who sat
stuffing rice into his mouth with his hand.
The following morning Supi stood on the front school lawn in full uniform. Even though it was unpressed, he
felt it was the neatest he could make it. He gave the roll call to his pupils, counting them again and again to make
sure that all of them were present. All of them had to be there. None of them should be absent that day. He had
been round to every household the night before stressing to the parents the importance of all their children going
to school and begging them to make an exception and let their children stop working in the rice fields just for that
day. Every household had agreed to co-operate fully.
The pupils stood in orderly lines. Every one of them gazed towards the horizon where the cart track emerged
from the forest beside the hill. All their eyes were bright and innocent. They were all in sports kit, looking eyecatching in their blue T-shirts which stood out like bright colours against the green background of the forest. Supi
looked at them, his heart pounding with excitement.
“Not bad,” he thought. “If only there were clothes for them. The Governor will be here soon. He’ll probably
come by jeep which will go round the hill and come along the crooked cart track. It hasn’t rained for many days
and the ground is hard and dry. The jeep shouldn’t get stuck in the mud along the way.”
Supi was quite relieved about this.
“He’s bound to be here within an hour. Or two hours. Or three hours. We can wait, even if he’s longer than
that. We won’t get tired of waiting.
“The kids, dressed up nicely like this, should really impress our visitor,” Supi thought with satisfaction. “If we
had nice shirts for the villagers lining the route, that would be really nice.”
Supi wanted to create the best impression for his important visitor. None the less, his anxiety had not
completely left him. The important visitor might find some things that didn’t please him and might be annoyed.
He might see some of the villagers living in shabby conditions, or scruffy children dressed in rags, sickly and
diseased and lacking education.
Although every pupil was wearing nice clothes, Supi could not stop worrying. Perhaps his important guest
would realize that these clothes were just a show. Perhaps he would realize that Supi had borrowed them from the
school in town. Perhaps he would realize the real state of things which would simply make him feel sorrow and
unhappiness.
*
Supi suddenly felt uneasy.
“Please don’t let him realize … please don’t let him see …,” he mumbled miserably as he looked at his pupils
lined up in rows.
They were all straining their necks, gazing over towards the hill on the horizon ahead of them, full of hope that
they would see the important visitor appearing from there.
23.21 Human Beings Can Be Like This\fn{by Suchit Wongthet (1945-

)}

Prachinburi Province, Thailand (M) 4

“Who was Phra Malai, then? Phra Malai was just an ordinary monk who had seen neither Heaven nor Hell.
But in men’s minds, he was a venerable monk who could see good and evil and who knew the monk’s duty of
pointing out a pathfor men to choose. But why did Phra Malai have to be Sinhalese, born in the region of Rohana?
Perhaps I can ask you, Phiset …”
“Sri Lanka was the last place where Buddhism survived within the boundaries of Indian civilization. People in
our part of the world adopted Buddhist civilization from Sri Lanka towards the end of this period, after the Indian
continent became totally dominated by Islam.”
The lecturer looked approvingly at Phiset.
“Nowadays, to be any good, machinery has to be ‘Made in Germany,’ ‘Made in America,’ or ‘Made in
England.’ Some products which are really produced in Bangkok have to be stamped ‘Made in Japan’ or ‘Made in
Hong Kong’ if they are going to sell. There isn’t all that much difference, you know, between men’s attitudes in
other periods of history and our own. The Buddha images which we so revere, are all, according to legend, ‘Made
in Sri Lanka,’ although their artistic style shows the craftsmanship of artists from this country. When people say
that Chao-fa Kung composed the Phra Malai Khamluang by basing his poem on the Maleyyasutra of Sri Lanka, it
simply isn’t true, because the story of Phra Malai is unknown in Sri Lanka. But if Phra Malai was a native of
Sukhothai, then people would not believe that he had the ability to visit Heaven and Hell. Anything related to
Buddhism must first have the Sinhalese stamp on it for psychological effect. Then people will have more faith in
it.”
“Now … Ket! … What do you think Maitreya is? Is he a god or what?”
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“I don’t know, sir.”
“Tell me whatever you do know, and what you yourself think he is.”
“He’s a god who came down to earth to be born as a Buddha.”
“Beliefs about Maitreya come from Mahayana Buddhism which aimed more for practical results than for
scriptural learning. Maitreya can be likened to a Bodhisattva. A Bodhisattva, of course, is an ordinary human
being. Anyone of you has the right to become a Bodhisattva. According to belief, a Bodhisattva is a symbol of
men who are ready to attain the Noble Path. Maitreya is the same; he is not a deity, not a god, not a spirit of any
kind.”
“The world of Maitreya must be the world of man, then?” Ket asked.
“Absolutely—yes, the world of Maitreya is the world of man. It is man’s desire for both material and spiritual
happiness. This has been man’s need throughout. The people of Sukhothai set their hopes on the land of
Uttarakuru—and that is none other than the world of Maitreya. The Greeks and Romans pinned their hopes on
Utopia or on some ideal state, and that, too, is the world of Maitreya. When we are surrounded by suffering, there
is nothing better than to give ourselves strength of mind and hope. Men know very well that there will not be any
Maitreya, there will be no Utopia and that an ideal state cannot exist in this world. But if they have no aims, no
dreams, men will become just stumps of wood, or lumps of rock, caught up in suffering, because they have
nothing to grasp, nothing to cling to, and no path to tread.”
“Sir, if everyone realizes this,” Bunyong asked, his eyes revealing his curiosity, “won’t they all get fed up?
And what’ll happen then?”
“There will never be a time when everyone in the world will know and understand this. Even in Thailand
alone, it will never be that everyone will think this way. This is another aspect of the wisdom of the ancient
people. There are two paths that the beliefs of men will follow, and these are based on whichever of the two types
of man one is. One type is the man whose intellect is guided by faith; and the other is the man whose faith is
guided by intellect. Both types have their weaknesses: those whose intellects are guided by faith can get so
hopelessly lost that they are no longer masters of their own selves; but those whose faith is guided by intellect will
never have any happiness in their lives whatsoever.”
“Which is best, then, sir?” Ket asked.
“It all boils down to the Middle Path. Faith and intellect must both go together. Not too much of one, nor too
little of the other.”
“But who, if anyone, can follow that path?”
“Exactly. In all my life, from the day I was born until now, I’ve never yet seen anyone who can.”
The lecturer stopped to wipe the perspiration from his forehead.
“Now, then, we come to Bunyong’s problem. There will always be two types of men, and those whose
intellects are guided by faith will always cling to their convictions devotedly yet blindly. Neither of the two types,
though, will be able to come to any conclusion because no one is able to prove anything. Maitreya was born out of
the imagination. The world of Maitreya was born out of the suffering and dissatisfaction of men and is symbolic.
Anyone can interpret this symbol in any way he likes. He won’t be wrong, but he can’t prove that he’s right,
either.”
“But I think that what you said is right,” said Napha, who had been sitting quiedy.
“This shows that you belong to the type whose intellect is guided by faith. You have faith in me as a lecturer.
Therefore you believe in what I say. You must first understand that being a lecturer doesn’t stop you from being a
human being, nor belonging to one of the two types I mentioned. I, myself, don’t yet know which type I fall into.”
The lecturer was standing at the front of the classroom. He looked into the eyes of his young students and
found they were full of question marks.
“Between the democratic systems of government—Communism and Socialism—which do you, as university
students, think is better? Let’s ask Phiset.”
“Socialism, sir.”
“And how about you, Bunyong?”
“Socialism must have a really good leader; it’s a question of individual character. And, in a democracy, people
have equal rights and therefore it must be better.”
“Who thinks Communism is good?”
“I don’t think anyone should answer that question,” a young man, older than his classmates, responded,
“because none of us has ever been a communist and no one really knows what real communism is.”
“Whether you answer the question or not is neither here nor there. But the truth is that there is no one system
of government which is best for human beings. I agree with Bunyong, that socialism depends on the individual
who holds ultimate power. But from the Stone Age up to the present time there has never been any human being
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who was consistently and uniformly good. The democratic form of government, which is believed to be the most
suitable and best, is in fact a form of government which must have its tricks and tactics too.
“Just think all these things—over and see if there is any country in the world which has true equality according
to the ideal of true democracy. I’ve never seen one, I’ve never heard of one, and I don’t believe it can exist in this
world. There’s never been a best form of government and there’ll never be one. Men direct all their thinking
towards an ideal state, towards the world of Maitreya, but no one has to govern the world of Maitreya. Everyone
governs themselves. Maitreya is simply a perfectly Enlightened Being. Maitreya is merely the teacher of
Maitreya’s doctrines at a time when the world has attained the age of Maitreya. And an Enlightened Being is not
concerned with government.
“So we can see that the highest ideal for men lies in their acceptance of one another, to the point where
everyone leads their own lives, with no one being above anyone else and no one giving orders to anyone else.
There would be no laws and no Constitution—which would be absolutely unworkable, because human beings are
not mere stones. Therefore the democratic system is merely a form of government which one group of human
beings has persuaded other human beings is a good thing.
“But it may well be the worst form of government for a different group of human beings. They are no less
human beings than you; in height, skin color, and the amount of blood in the body, as well as brain size; there is
little difference. Can you then accuse them of being wrong, of being foolish? At this point, can we conclude that
the majority of mankind lives with its intellect guided by faith?”
“Sir,” a voice came from the left corner of the classroom.
Bulan had some doubts.
“What if I choose to think that a paternalistic form of government, like in Sukhothai, is best?”
“Yes, you have a right to have faith in that system. But if it were the best system for human beings, why did
King Ramathibodi I, or the ruler of Uthong as he then was, not make use of it in governing Ayuthaya?\fn{ Thailand
dates its foundation from the creation of Ayuthaya in 1350, which in a very short time became the center of one of the strongest states on
the Southeast Asian mainland, compelling the allegiance of not only all of present day Thailand (except for the Chiangmai state of the far
north), but also that portion of modern Burma from Moulmein southward .} Many of our statesmen know their history very

well, so why haven’t they made use of a system from the past to govern our country?”
“Perhaps it’s because of the expansion of society,” suggested Phiset, who was genuinely interested in the
matter. “There were a lot more people later on so the system couldn’t be used.”
“Well, that shows that it is not the one best form of government for human beings! And do you really think,
then, that the paternalistic system of Ramkhamhaeng was the best? What evidence do you have to show that the
people of Sukhothai were satisfied with this form of government?”
“The Ramkhamhaeng Inscription,\fn{It describes Ramkhaeng’s justice, magnanimity and religious devotion, and is the earliest
extant specimen of the thai lanuage.} sir,” Ket interrupted immediately.
“So you’re another one whose intellect is guided by faith! Don’t forget that King Ramkhamhaeng engraved
this inscription himself, although not with his own hands, of course. Another problem is whether it was really
inscribed in King Ramkhamhaeng’s time.\fn{ Rama Khamheng (Ramkhaeng; reigned 1275-1317), transformed the State of
Sukhothai into a powerful kingdom, extending his rule southward over part of the Malay Peninsula, and made his kingdom the cradle of
what would become Thai civilization, borrowing freely from the cultural riches of his neighbors—adopting their political ideas, their social
systems, and their Buddhist religion—while at the same time inventing the Thai alphabet and providing his country with over forty years of
internal stability.} And if it wasn’t inscribed in King Ramkhamhaeng’s time, but was inscribed about King

Ramkhamhaeng, then there must be some distortion of the facts.
“But let’s suppose that King Ramkhamhaeng asked one of his officials to make this inscription. Don’t you
think this official was himself a human being who wanted to acquire rank and reputation? And what human being,
wanting to acquire rank and reputation, would dare to put down in the inscription that Sukhothai was bad?”
“You don’t even accept the inscription, then, sir?” said Bunyong, his face flushed with distress.
“But it’s all of you, isn’t it, who don’t accept human nature. Anyway, it’s my job to teach you Thai literature.
Just regard this as an opinion of an individual who does not have much knowledge of archaeology and history. It’s
simply that I don’t yet see things the way you all see them.” He looked round the room and asked,
“Am I wrong for not seeing things the way you do?”
Silence fell. The literature class had never been quieter.
“No one thing is really best for human beings. Pathomaroek likes soft drinks, but Phiset likes iced water, and
Ket likes iced coffee. I like Thai whisky, but my friends can’t stand it and have to drink foreign brands. Aren’t all
these people I’ve mentioned human beings? If soft drinks are really good, why doesn’t everyone like them, like
Pathomaroek?
“So what I want to say, is that there is no one period in history which was best for human beings. The things
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which you’ve all been praising Sukhothai for, may have been things on which the people of Sukhothai dared not
utter a frank opinion. Certainly we can say that these selfsame things were loathed and detested by the citizens of
Yasotharapura in the Khmer Empire, just as they were also hated by the people of Ayuthaya at the same period, in
whose opinion such things were little better than muck. And if the Ayuthaya kingdom really was so good, why
was it toppled?
Another thing you need to think about is that if Ayuthaya had not been sacked by the Burmese in 1767, we
wouldn’t have Thonburi in our history and no Bangkok as capital, either. Can we be certain that if Ayuthaya had
continued to exist beyond the 1800’s, our country would not have become the colony of France or England? And
who knows whether we would have got our independence, even by now? But I think Phiset might have a problem
about what we are talking about in the text of Phra Malai Khamluang.”
“Why do the gods have such extravagant lifestyles?” Phiset asked.
“Do you others understand Phiset’s question? Why do the gods have extravagant lifestyles? Let me explain.
Indra is probably the god whom we know best and it is Indra who represents Man's lewdness and obscenity. He
committed adultery with other men’s wives so often that a curse was put on him whereby his whole body was
covered with female sex organs. But, euphemistically, these are called ‘eyes,’ so he is known as ‘The God with a
Thousand Eyes.’ And in the end, because he confessed, the punishment was reduced to only one symbol on his
forehead, which became his third eye, and this is how he became known as ‘The Three-eyed One.’
“Do you see that men try to praise Indra’s capabilities, but it was they who created Indra and so couldn’t help
including some human characteristics in the god’s person. Indra is a dissolute and outrageously extravagant god.
You’ll all have read the episode of the Ramayana where Indrajit transforms himself into Indra. Did you see what
happened? How many celestial nymphs were there to be found on the petals of all the lotuses growing in the
ponds all along the trunk and tusks of Erawan, Indra’s celestial elephant, and how many more celestial nymphs
and concubines waited on Indra to do his bidding? How many wives did Indra have? He committed adultery
everywhere he went.
“But no! No, it’s Man, in fact. Indra is a symbol for Man, leading a life of utmost pleasure. It has been human
desire throughout the ages to wish to lead a life like his, and it is not beyond Man’s ability to be an Indra, either!
There are a lot of men in this world whose lives have gone even beyond Indra’s, and without having to have a
third eye like Indra into the bargain!
“The good thing about Indra is that he knows his duties. He watches with his celestial eyesight to see whether
any danger threatens the world. Yes, in fact, Indra is the Director of the Police Department, or we might even
promote him to the position of Minister of the Interior.
“What do you say about that, Phiset? Is there any difference between Indra and a man in such a position?”
“Indra lives in Heaven, doesn’t he?”
This was Ket, the inquisitive girl student.
“Even though the popular saying—‘Heaven is in your head, and Hell is in your mind’—sounds like a rather
tired cliche, I nevertheless think that it is true. Heaven is not up above and Hell is not deep down in the
underworld. Both Heaven and Hell are in ourselves. Everyone has the right to be a god in his own private Heaven.
And everyone has the right to be a devil or a demon in his own Hell. When your mind is at peace, you are in
Heaven, whereas when you feel wretched, it’s then that you have fallen into Hell.
“But I think that is enough for this session. I’ll take it that we’ve now finished the Phra Malai text by Chao-fa
Kung to the extent we’re going to deal with it, so I’ll test you all on that next lesson. If you have any questions,
you can come and ask me in my room.
“Do you have another question, Phiset?”
“I think I have understood all this very well,” Phiset said. “You’ve explained things in great detail. It's tough
on those who didn't come to the class.”
'Thank you. I used to think that you were one of the brightest students in this class. I know now that you are
the most stupid, because all that I have said is the sort of fabrication that a university lecturer like me puts out. It’s
hard to believe that a student like yourself can have got mixed up in our university. I do feel sorry for you.”
23.35 The Sergeant’s Garland\fn{by Atsiri Thammachot (1947(M) 2

)}

Hua Hin, Prachuapkhirikhan Province, Thailand

When he was a young constable, the police station had been his home. He was all too familiar with the cells,
their occupants, and what went on there.
People head straight for the police station in times of trouble. They would rather not be there but they have
problems and need help. Just like the hospital, no one would want to be there either unless they really had to. But
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it is the accidents of life which bring people to the police station. They head straight for it, with their pain and
hurt, great and small, like the sick who go to hospital to seek the help of doctors.
Some “illnesses” were irritating, such as the fights between husbands and wives and there were always the
station’s chronic cases, such as the drunks who had created a disturbance or could not get home and had to sleep
behind bars; and some were quite frightening, and always left a sense of shock, like the time a man came into the
station one quiet night holding a blood-soaked knife and said,
“Officer, I’ve killed my wife and children. If they’d carried on living I don’t know how long it would have
been before they starved to death. Please arrest me, Officer.”
The man’s eyes betrayed his madness.
Even more terrifying had been the time when a man came running breathlessly up the station stairs.
“Officer, my house has been robbed. The thieves are at the top of this lane. Please help me,” he pleaded, his
eyes wide with fright. The few policemen in the station at that time of night radioed their colleagues in trembling
voices; they sounded no different from the man himself.
He had slept in many police stations. It had seemed as if he would cover the whole of the capital before he set
up home with a wife and children like other people. Now, getting on in years, he had become the station sergeant,
and was on duty this night, when one particular kind of “sickness” landed up in the station. Whether it was more
frightening, irritating, sad, or pitiful, he could not make up his mind.
The atmosphere of the police station in the still of night; the noise of the radios with policemen yelling back
and forth sounded like people shouting through the wind and waves out at sea. But what was annoying were the
rantings of the junkies coming from the cells, and a thief snoring, which sounded as if the world was going to
cave in on the station. The Sergeant looked over in that direction, but could not keep his eyes from another cell.
“Er, are you asleep yet, little girl?”
The Sergeant spoke to himself.
The hot season was corning to an end. Rainy skies were frequent and at night the wind was cold. The Sergeant
stared at the little girl, scarcely in her teens, curled up and sound asleep under an old blanket.
“Do you know what you’ve done wrong, little girl? Huh! I don’t know, either,” he grumbled, chiding himself
for not being more familiar with this kind of case.
The station lay hidden at the bottom of a deep so. On nights like this, the sound of distant cars would ease the
loneliness all around and keep him from fanciful thoughts. Amidst this quiet, this loneliness, the Sergeant’s
thoughts turned to his wife and children, asleep at home. He could not help wondering how they would feel if
they could see him guarding the cells. In one, there was a girl, scarcely in her teens, curled up asleep like a
captured ant-eater about to be killed and curried; and in the cell on the other side was a junkie in for theft, who,
judging from his appearance, ought not to have had the strength to be able to take anything. Would his wife and
children feel pity for the little girl, the junkie thief, or him? What was certain was that he felt sorry for himself as
he gazed at the lights in the so with a grieving heart.
Very gradually, the shadow of people became clearer as they made their way slowly down the so. A man with
no legs, and just the stumps of his thighs remaining, inched forward on the healthy parts of his body. He moved
himself along with his hands, like a shellfish crawling slowly on its belly. A woman carrying a bundle walked
slowly behind, keeping an eye on him. The couple, middle-aged, were heading for the station.
The Sergeant watched them approach through the gloom and then looked away. He stood on the veranda at the
top of the station steps. He hid his face from the light and concealed his true feelings before the couple reached
the station. A pitiful “sickness” was about to reveal itself.
The disabled man slowly made his way up the stairs, the woman rushing to support him. The Sergeant turned
and called the young constable who was having a crafty nap in the corner of the room.
The constable quickly picked up the disabled man and put, him down on the bench next to the detention cell,
where the woman was now sitting.
The little girl, barely in her teens, had been woken. She clung to the bars of the cell, crying.
“Dad brought you a blanket. He thought it would be cold in the night,” the woman said, breaking the silence
and sending a shiver through the Sergeant.
All around him it felt really cold. The leaves on the almond tree at the front of the station rustled noisily in the
chill wind, making him feel even colder.
The Sergeant nodded for the girl’s mother to move right up to the cell, while the disabled father sat silent and
dejected on the bench. He looked at his daughter and tears streamed down his face.
“Don’t you go off anywhere, now. In a minute you’ll have to carry him out. I’m getting old now. I haven’t the
strength any more,”
The Sergeant turned to the young constable, half ordering, half explaining.
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“What’s this case, then, Sarge?” the constable asked. “I don’t know anything about them.”
“I don’t know much, myself,” the Sergeant snapped. “Bastards! They want results so they order us to arrest
them … kids wandering around selling garlands. What a joke!”
The young constable gave a knowing nod.
“Ah, so it’s clamp-down season on street vendors and garland sellers. It’ll soon be over.”
“Huh, well done!” the Sergeant thought to himself. “Don’t go telling me what’s what. I know all about this
kind of thing. I’ve been through it so many times it doesn’t bother me. There are always crazy things, crazy
“sicknesses” happening in Bangkok. It’s just that I’m surprised. We have to arrest them for selling flowers, do
we?”
*
The Sergeant’s thoughts turned to a song they used to sing when he lived up-country: Flash of lightning, hide
my love beneath the champi tree.
Flowers are a sign of love, of respect.
They should be different from the guns and knives of criminals.
“Who bought that one, then, Sarge?” the young constable grinned as he pointed through the empty inspector’s
room to the shelf where a garland of phikun flowers hung next to the Buddha image. The door had been left open
and a sweet fragrance wafted into the room as the wind blew through the almond tree. The magnificent goldcolored Buddha image was caught in a bright ray of light.
“The boss bought it at the petrol station. He didn’t buy it from the rabble in the street. He told them to go and
sell them at the petrol pumps but they wouldn’t listen and now they end up in trouble, like this.”
The Sergeant grumbled in order to drown out the snoring of the junkie and the wailing from the front of the
little girl’s cell. It sounded to him like the moaning of a restless spirit from somewhere.
Further sounds of commotion were coming from the so. This time the Sergeant could see clearly.
“Someone’s split his head open for there to be that much blood. Right, come on then, son,” he said to the
young constable, “There’s another job for us. You should go home now,” he said, turning to the disabled man.
“It’s late. The little girl can get some sleep. Come back again tomorrow. It’s nothing very serious, OK? I’ll get a
taxi to take you home.”
The man with no legs became agitated.
“Please help my daughter. Is it true, what she says, that she’s been charged with hanging out with criminals?
My daughter is no criminal. She was just selling garlands. All her friends do it. How could she be a criminal?
Help my daughter, please. She’s the bread-winner of the family. I can’t work; I have to depend on her.”
The man with no legs wept again.
“I know,” the Sergeant interrupted him irritably. “Go home now. It’s really not serious.”
*
The young police constable had fixed everything for the disabled man and his wife and the case of the man
whose head had been slashed had been sorted out. It had been a long night and dawn was approaching. The
Sergeant stared at the little girl, who had gone back to sleep. He sat thinking for a moment and then picked up the
telephone receiver.
“Hello … hello. Is that X newspaper? Would you like to make a report on X at X station. I’ve got an
interesting story … Hello? … I’m a good, law-abiding citizen who had to call in here by chance on business.
Make sure you come, Mr/ Reporter.”
The Sergeant put the receiver down and stared at the blank-faced constable.
“One word from you,” he said tensely, “and you and I will really fall out. Understood?” The constable gave a
broad grin.
“That was the right thing to do, Sarge. Tomorrow, the little girl will go free.”
The Sergeant, who had encountered many “sicknesses” in police stations across the capital, thought about the
next day’s newspaper headlines. And after that, perhaps the top brass would kick up one hell of a row from
headquarters.
“Hey! The boss has ordered her immediate release. What bloody fool was responsible? Bloody fools, the lot of
you.”
The Sergeant looked at the little girl in the cell and smiled to himself.
“Tomorrow you can get back to selling garlands again.”
*
A ray of golden light caught the horizon as the Sergeant left the station for home. Cheerfully, he greeted his
children and wife, who was leaving for work, before turning into the room where the Buddha’s image was kept,
and prostrated himself before the image on the shelf.
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“Lord, just now I gestured to some children selling garlands at the mouth of the soi to run away from me. I
have no garland to offer today. Lord, please accept just my humble prostration for now.”
The Sergeant bent down and prostrated himself before the Buddha, with a feeling that the scent of a garland of
flowers was wafting through the whole house.
23.62 Excerpts from That Woman’s Name Is Boonrawd\fn{by Botan aka Supa Luesiri Sirising (1947nr. Bangkok, Thailand (F) 8

)} Thonburi,

… When her brothers arrived home, Boonrawd\fn{ A note reads: -rawd, means “to escape, to be free, to stand on one’s
told them that they would spend the evening packing; the move would take place late next morning.
“What are you thinking of?” Sin\fn{ A note reads: Boonrawd and all of her siblings’ names begin with boon, or bun, “merit” in
the this sense: Boontham, Boonsin, Boonlam, and so on; to avoid confusion, these have been shortened to their second syllable .} asked,
frowning. “You go out with Ay Bob\fn{ A note reads: Sin refers to Bob as “Ay Bob,” which is very rude (and which he would find
offensive).} once, and now you're going to move in with him—and not you, but me and Tham are supposed to go,
too?”\fn{A note reads: Bob has given jobs at the base to both brothers; they respect him but are embarassed by the new situation. Sin is
about twenty and works at the air base where Robert helped him get a job. Tham is several years younger and goes to secondary school .}
“That’s right.”
Sin blinked. He could not believe his ears.
“This is crazy. Why should we go live with some farang\fn{A note reads: Caucasian foreigner.} when we have our
own house, we have jobs, and you make a lot more money than you did when you worked for Khun Pawm at the
restaurant? If you need any more help with your bread, you could hire somebody. Or Ting\fn{ A note reads: Another
brother.} could come and live here with us. But, no, you want us to drag our stuff over there, go live with some guy
you went out with once. I suppose money is part of this deal …”
“I’m not selling myself to Robert,” Boonrawd snapped.
“Yeah, well who do you think is going to believe that? Who do you think will believe that you moved in with
Ay Bob just because you two like each other? Nobody. They can think only one thing.”
“The hell with them, and what they think. I haven’t asked Robert for anything. Now shut up and start packing.”
“You gonna keep the bakery?” Tham asked. “Will I still be delivering?”
“Everything will be the same.”
Sin’s expression changed from anger to bewilderment.
“Why? If you go live with him, why shouldn’t he support you? You mean, you’re still gonna work all day and
night? If you’re going to be like regular married people, and you’re no rented wife, why shouldn’t he support
you?”
“Don’t worry, he’s going to support me in the usual ways; I’ll be living in his house, won’t I? And you two will
have nothing to worry about. He knows I want to keep working. It’s all right with him. Anyway, what happens
between Robert and me is none of your business.”
“Yeah, well, I just might not be making this little move,” Sin muttered.
“Oh, so you’re going to support yourself on what you make, eh? If you live with us, you won’t have any rent to
pay; you won’t have to spend your own money on anything except lunch. If it’s the gossip you can’t stand, you’re
going to have to move pretty damned far away—the rest of this family is no secret, you know. A few miles away,
Ma has Lam’s boys—one, a little Negro, the other one, a redhead. So now you’ve got me to live down—and so
what? Don’t be stupid, Sin. A man ignores gossip.”
Sin, unable to come up with a response to this, continued frowning and turned away.
“Now, Sin,” she continued, “don’t get crazy. You know I always think before I do anything. Not just for me but
for all of us. If I can keep saving money, if you can work hard and save, too, it won’t be long before we can lease
a building in town. You’ll have that machine shop, I swear. But I’m not using Robert to get it; I’m not moving
over there because I can’t get what I want on my own. I like him, and he likes me. And what people say—you
can’t stop them, and you can’t let yourself care. That’s what I think, and you’ve got to think like that, too.”
“But he’ll go home to America someday. They all do. And here you’ll be, with your little redheads, just like
Lam.”\fn{A note reads: “Red-haired children” is a common, vulgar reference to children of mixed (Caucasian and Thai) parentage,
own.”}

especially the offspring of GI-prostitute or “rented-wife” relationships. It is never used to refer to the children of legal mixed-race
marriages, who are called “half children.”}

Boonrawd shook her head.
“I don’t have them now. You’ve got to plan, but at some point, you’ve got to let the future take care of itself.
Women get left by men every day, all kinds of women by all kinds of men—Thai, Chinese, farang. As long as I
have a business of my own, I’ll be all right. Can you imagine me depending on some man—and then he leaves,
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and I’m destitute? Me? I’ll never understand Lam. She goes off with some guy, she has a lot of money for a little
while, spends every bit of it, and then there she is again—dragging a baby home to Ma, and broke.”
“If Ma knew what you’ve done, she’d curse you good. And this guy—your precious Ay Bob—let me tell you,
he’s fussier than a woman. At the base, everybody has to work like hell, everything has to be perfect, and it has to
be done just his way, you know? I wouldn’t be surprised if he thinks he’s getting a free maid, a free
washerwoman, a free cook—”Sin lowered his voice, backed off a good arm’s length, and added, “and a free what
else, Sis?”
Boonrawd only bit her lip and made no reply. Sin, who had fully expected to be slapped across the face, at the
very least, was astonished.
“Why is it only when the man is a farang that people criticize the woman?” Boonrawd asked. “What about all
the girls who went with Sia Song, back home? Are you going to tell me they didn’t sell themselves? And who
looked down on them? Nobody.”
Sia Song was the owner of the biggest rice mill in their district. He was always willing to loan money to a
family with a pretty young daughter—especially if she had a pale complexion and a full bosom. She would
become his minor wife, and he would forgive her family’s debt; and as long as she lasted, she would have money
to spend. If she was clever, she might walk away with a few thousand baht, but she had to be quick, because Sia
Song was easily bored. No girl stayed longer than a year, before being sent back to her parents to make room for
her successor. Boomawd’s sister-in-law, the wife of her eldest brother, had been one of Sia Song’s girls, and their
mother had never thought the less of her for it.
Tham and Sin fell to work and conversation stopped. It was very late before they slept, because Boomawd had
to finish the bread. It never occurred to her to skip the next morning’s bakery run just because they were moving.
Tham would deliver the bread, the same as on any other day; and then he would take the day off from school to
help with the move into Bob’s house. Sin would go to work at the air base as soon as the move was completed.
“I can’t spend the whole day unpacking,” he had said. “Are you kidding, with my boss? And it isn’t only my
main boss, either—who would curse me good—but there are two other guys who get to tell me what to do, and
they’re just as bad. The only good thing about all this is, they won’t dare curse me as much, after today.”
“Listen,” Boonrawd said, turning swiftly, “you owe Robert for getting you that job. Don’t you dare make him
look like a fool—you should work all the harder to show you’re not trying to take advantage.”
She was sure that Robert had hired people to help with the move, just as he had hired a truck and driver on the
day the new refrigerator was delivered, and she was not wrong. Late the next morning, as they were finishing the
packing, a truck turned the corner, rumbled down the street, and stopped before the house. In what seemed no
more than a few minutes, the driver and his three burly helpers had carried out everything she owned and neatly
loaded it onto the truck.
“Are you supposed to unload everything, too?” she asked the driver.
“Oh, yes,” he said, quite respectfully. “Wherever you and the boss tell us it goes, that’s where it goes. He
stayed home to wait for the new furniture,” he added with a friendly grin.
He eyed Boonrawd with polite curiosity. This one was different from the others, he thought. Who had ever
heard of a rented wife with her own business? But there it was, on a sign above the door”

Bakery

Home Delivery
And she was clearly the boss! All the things she owned were high quality: the refrigerator, the big stove, the
sewing machine. Very peculiar, he thought. This farang has never had a rented wife before, and now he gets a
woman who obviously has never been one. Beyond that, he not only takes her—but he also takes her two kid
brothers and sets them up in a fancy bedroom. As for the boss’s own bedroom, it had been done over completely.
There was even a lady’s dressing table in there, now—very peculiar …
Or was it possible that the tall, blond farang was really marrying this tall, dark, sharp-eyed woman?—she was
sharp tongued, too. He wondered what their kids would look like. Would they have brown skin and yellow hair?
Or white skin and black hair? He grinned to himself. They’d be peculiar, too. Anyway, that was none of his
business. All he and his men had to do was deliver the woman, her brothers, and their possessions to the boss’s
house, put everything where they were told to put it, and get back to the base.
When they arrived, Robert beamed happily at Boonrawd, then hurried the boys off to see their room, leaving
them to consider the conditions of their new life.
Tham was struck speechless. Everything in the whole room was new! Two beds, two small chests, and a big
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desk with two chairs facing each other. All the windows were screened, and although the room was not large, it
was big enough for the two of them.
“Look at this place, Sin!” Tham exclaimed, like a child surveying a room full of toys. “Our sister, she really—
well, she’s a smart one, that’s all I can say.”
Sin was silent, too, but for a different reason. Tham, he thought, was too young to know the difference between
a man getting himself a rented wife—and getting married. But Sin knew very well, and looking around, he
realized how very wrongly he had judged the situation. Their sister had gotten herself—married …
… After Boonrawd had got the kitchen the way she wanted it, she went upstairs. Robert followed her, lugging
the last of her suitcases. He set it down, proudly pointing out the new additions: the dressing table, the chest of
drawers, the great armoire. They were plain pieces from the market, but they were durable and well made. An air
conditioner hummed noisily in the window.
Boonrawd shivered slightly. She had never slept in a room with an air conditioner.
“Oh, you’re cold.” Robert quickly crossed the room and gave the control a turn to the left. The hum abated to a
low drone.
“I want it to be comfortable for you,” he said. “You have to tell me where I should set it.”
“Aren’t you going to work?” she asked, snapping open one of the suitcases. She lifted out a dress and hung it
in an armoire so new that it reeked of shellac.
“Not today. This is the day I get myself a wife, remember?”
Boonrawd felt her face grow hot.
“I told them at the base, if there’s anything really important, call me on the phone. Otherwise, leave me alone.”
“Who cleans this place—you? It looks pretty good.”
“A woman comes in every afternoon to clean and do the laundry. I’ll have to pay her more, of course, now that
you and the boys are here.”
“What do you give her now?”
“Twelve hundred baht a month. What do you think—four hundred baht more for the extra work?”
Boonrawd nearly dropped the dress she was holding.
“You pay her twelve hundred baht a month? A Thai family wouldn’t pay more than three or four hundred baht,
plus room and board. And for that, the woman would work day and night.”
“But she doesn’t stay here, she lives out. And I can trust her. Nothing has ever disappeared. I wanted somebody
with experience, not a kid. This woman is married, with two children. Her husband is a welder at the base.”
He began to help her unpack. Boonrawd had a lot of clothes, all of them the bright, flamboyant colors she
loved, and that he had come to love because she wore them. As they worked together, walking back and forth
across the room, she affected not to notice when he stroked her arm or when his shoulder lightly grazed her own
as they paced back and forth between the suitcases and the armoire. When there was nothing more to unpack and
the suitcases had been snapped shut, he put his arms about her and hugged her tightly.
“No, no,” she mumbled. “I stink, Robert—I’m all sweaty. I’ve been hauling boxes all morning and sitting in a
hot truck and—”
“And I like it,” he interrupted her. “I think you smell good, sweat and all. Anyway, we’re not in the middle of
the street now, are we?”
She couldn’t help but smile. What a dear he was, this tall, blond young farang, to remember a phrase she had
taught him—so that now, he could use it on her!\an{ A note reads: The phrase she had taught him, once when he had tried to
hold her hand in public, [means] literally, the “center [of the] path,” equivalent to “in the middle of the street,” i.e., “in public.” } His
hands grew bolder, but it was a loving urgency; he made her feel swept along. She had wondered if she would be
able to make herself forget, when this time came, the terrible things that had happened to her when she was a girl.
That proved impossible; she could not put away the memory of the cruel, repulsive old man, her terror and pain,
the humiliation of being treated worse than a prostitute—a prostitute was at least willing. And yet this man, her
new husband, made what was happening something … else. Both his words and his body were gentle and loving.
He talked to her constantly; he did nothing without asking her first, which amazed her, so that finally, despite the
bitter memories, Boonrawd responded to him, and the most amazing thing of all was that she felt pleasure when
she had expected to feel only fear. Could he tell that he was not the first? People said that farangs didn’t care so
much about that, but she wasn’t sure.
“Boonrawd,” he whispered when it was over, “did I make you as happy as you made me?”
“When you went to bed with Sunee, did you ask her that?”\fn{ A note reads: Sunee is a prostitute whom Robert had
visited before he met Boonrawd.}
Robert blinked and stared at her for a minute, as if trying to decide how to answer her.
“No, Boonrawd. When I was married before, I asked my wife. And I ask you. But for Sunee, it’s a job. It’s not
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the same. As a matter of fact, if you want to know, I just laid back and left everything up to her.”
Boonrawd, who had been so bold with her question, felt suddenly shy.
“I didn’t insult her, Boonrawd, or look down on her. I paid her, and that was that. But you—you are my wife.”
Boonrawd smiled and sat up.
“I’m going to take a shower. Where’s the bathroom, downstairs?”
“No, it’s right there, behind that screen.” He pointed to a wooden screen that stood a few feet from the opposite
wall. Boonrawd hadn’t even noticed it while she was unpacking.
“When you’ve finished your shower, Boonrawd, we need to have a talk.”
Standing in the shower, Boonrawd wondered what Robert wanted to talk about. Probably, she thought to
herself with a smirk, the same kind of “talk” they’d just had. But when she re-entered the bedroom, he was lying
on his side with the newspaper in front of his face and didn’t say anything. She had put on clean clothes before
she left the bathroom. Now she sat before her new dressing table for the first time. She could never bear to look at
her bare face and was never without make-up until she scrubbed her face to go to bed at night. Yet she didn’t
waste much time on the process either; in less than five minutes, she turned to Robert, her face as made-up as it
was going to get.
“So, what do you want to talk about, boss?”\fn{ A note reads: In Thai, naay chaang yay; Boonrawd is teasing Robert by
addressing him as the workers, including her brothers, do.}
She snapped the lid of her compact shut and put it away in one of the small drawers of the dressing table.
Robert folded the newspaper and set it down.
“Well, don’t you think you need to know a few things about this place?”
“You want me to take care of things? Pay the bills?”
“Well, I should hope so. If the lady of the house doesn’t, who should? Hey, I have a wife now.”
He grinned.
“I figure that should leave me with more time for fun.”
Robert explained how much money he made each month, and what his expenses were.
“I used to have to pay alimony to my first wife. But she got married again, so that’s over. After taxes, I make
the equivalent of about forty thousand baht a month. So, here’s where my money’s been going: the maid, the
club,\fn{A note reads: This club is never explained and never appears again; presumably, the author is referring to the Officers Club at
the air base, to which a professional civilian employee like Robert could belong .} expenses when I go to Bangkok once in a
while, utilities—but not rent, that’s taken care of; and the money I spend at the Rot Thip Restaurant. That's about
it. At the end of the month, that leaves about twenty thousand.”
She looked at him gravely.
“So, what you’re saying is, you’re rich.”
Robert laughed.
“I’d be a long way from rich if I were back in the States. Anyway, with you and the boys here, the food budget
has to go up. How much do you want me to give you every month?”
“Whatever you were saving before, you should still save, even with us here. I can feed the four of us for a lot
less than you’ve been paying to eat at Rot Thip, that’s for sure.”
She frowned, thinking of the huge markup there. She didn’t want to say anything that might make Robert think
she was either stingy or greedy. But she couldn’t pretend not to be stunned—stupefied was more like it—at
finding out that Robert ended up, every month, after the bills were paid, with twenty thousand baht. She thought
about the farang men she had observed. Most of them spent a fortune on their rented wives and on going out to
restaurants and bars. She doubted that they ended up with twenty thousand left over at the end of the month; but
then, she was also sure that few of them started the month with forty thousand.
“Besides food,” she said, “your own expenses should be the same—cigarettes, beer, your club, some meals
out, whatever you spend when you go to Bangkok—”
“I won’t be going to Bangkok anymore. I only went down there to look for women. Not anymore. And why
can’t I eat at home? I can come home for lunch every day and eat your food, which I’d rather do anyway. So now,
how much do you need every month?”
Working for Khun Pawn at the Rot Thip Restaurant, Boomawd had learned to add, subtract, multiply, and
divide almost as fast as the abacus; she quickly arrived at her answer.
“If you want me to manage this place and handle your salary, give me half, and I’ll take care of everything. If
you eat out, you take that out of your pocket. You’ll still end up saving half at the end of the month, just like
you’ve been doing.”
“What about money for yourself?”
“I included myself. And another thing—remember, I don’t want to give up my work unless I find some other
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work I’d rather do.”
She thought about the machine shop she had promised her brothers but didn’t mention it.
“All right, then,” said Robert, “it’s a deal.”
He reached for her hand and pulled her from the dressing table chair. She laughed and tumbled onto the bed
beside him. Just as he wrapped his arms about her, they heard a knock at the door.
Boonrawd opened the bedroom door to face a neatly dressed, middle-aged woman who looked past her with a
ferocious scowl. Tham stood behind the woman, looking distressed.
“I told her not to bother Nai Farang;\fn{A note reads: Literally, “Mr. Caucasian Foreigner.”} because my sister just got
here today, and he said he didn’t want anybody bothering him, but she wouldn’t listen. She said—I’m sorry,
Sister, but—she said, ‘He wouldn’t have one of those creatures in his house,’ and that I was a liar.”
“What do you expect me to do?” the woman asked, her eyes blazing. “Not come up here and find out for
myself? I came to clean, like always, and do the wash.”
She took one swift glance at Boorawd, from head to toe, her expression filled with contempt.
Boonrawd’s hand seemed to move of its own accord, covering her chest.
“Why don’t you start downstairs,” she said evenly. “Nai Farang’s clothes are in the wicker hamper, out behind
the kitchen. By the time you’ve finished, I’ll be downstairs, and then you can clean up here.”
“Nai,” the woman said, as if Boonrawd had not spoken a word, did not exist, “what do you want me to do?”
“You’ll have to work that out with my wife, Somchai.”
“Your wife? Oh, ho, you’re putting her way up there, aren’t you?”
The woman’s thin lips moved in and out, in and out between her spiteful comments.
“How many months is she gonna be here?”
Boonrawd decided to ignore this.
“I understand that until now, you’ve earned twelve hundred baht a month, isn’t that right? But now you’ll have
three extra people’s laundry. Mine and my brothers’. And there will be more dishes to do, too. What do you think
would be fair? Another three hundred baht? That would make it fifteen hundred in all.”
“An other three hundred baht?”
She looked down at the floor and said,
“I worked here because I didn’t have to wash the clothes of her kind. If I had to wash her underpants, I
wouldn’t be able to eat my supper. If you gave me another thousand baht, I wouldn’t stay in this house.”
“Then leave,” Boonrawd said.
“Boonrawd,” Robert said, “Somchai has been with me since I came here. I can trust her, and if we have to get
someone else, maybe that person won’t be so reliable.”
He turned to the glowering Somchai and said,
“Why don’t you just tell me how much more you think is fair instead of saying these ugly things?”
Boonrawd said, “Oh, Robert, don’t you understand? It isn’t the money, it’s the damned underpants. Some
women think it’s unlucky—I don’t know how to explain it, exactly. They’re afraid of—there isn’t any English. We
say, haay phra—”
Robert’s brow creased with concentration.
“Haay … that’s “lost”—and a phra is a monk. She’s afraid of losing a monk?\fn{A note reads: All of this conversation
between Boonrawd and Robert is, of course, in Thai. Robert says, “Phrci aray nii?” (What monk?), and Boonrawd answers, “Phrci nay
tua” (literally, “the monk within”), an idiom that refers to one’s own moral purity. To may phrli is to jeopardize or lose one’s purity.}

Tham snickered, and Boonrawd grinned in spite of herself.
“You’re right. It’s more like something sacred inside her is violated. Well, she’s going to leave no matter what
you do, Robert—and good riddance. Don’t worry, I can take care of this place, and the boys will help.”
Somchai sneered at this.
“You think she’s going to keep this place clean? Hah! Some of them can’t even boil rice. She and her brothers
will turn your place into a pigsty. Every cup and dish in the kitchen will have stinking fish paste stuck to it.\fn{ A
note reads: Fermented fish is the protein staple of the very poor, especially in the north-east. This is the very kind of food Koon and his
family were thrilled to be able to make on their fishing expedition to the River Chi in A Child of the Northeast. To Somchai, Robert’s maid,
it is the food that prostitutes, who grew up poor, would eat.}

A clean man like you, Nai, you won’t be able to stand it, and that’s the truth.”
The woman had spared nothing in her diatribe. Boonrawd saw that Tham’s fists were clenched at his side and
sent him a look that said, “Don’t!”
“Pay me for the twenty days I worked already this month, and I’ll go.”
Robert now looked as angry as Tham. He crossed quickly to the dresser and counted out a number of bills.
“Here, this is for the whole month. Take it.”
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Somchai took the bills, shot one venomous glance at Boonrawd, turned and stalked from the room. Tham
followed her. Boonrawd shut the door, being careful not to slam it.
“Boonrawd, can you really do everything yourself?” Robert asked. “My clothes aren’t easy to wash.
Sometimes I come home with motor oil all over my shirt, my pants …”
She laughed.
“Robert, you have no idea. This place?”
She gestured with one hand, dismissing it.
“I’ve worked much harder than this. And the boys are good at housework, you’ll see. Anyway, I don’t want
them to be lazy. It’s better this way. We’ll have the house to ourselves, and we’ll be able to do things our own
way.”
“I’m afraid you’ll be exhausted.”
“I won’t. Look, don’t you understand that I want to keep your house clean and cook your food and wash your
clothes? Don’t you like the idea?”
“Sure, who wouldn’t? But,” he added, switching into English, “I’d like it even better if you left time for—other
things.”
“Not now,” she said, pulling away from him. “I have to start tomorrow’s bread. And then there’s the laundry,
the ironing, and cleaning …”
She smiled and added, “Tonight is another matter.”
Robert picked up a towel from the end of the bed and swung it over his shoulder.
“Then I might as well go back to work. Otherwise, I’ll just be hanging around here, trying to drag you out of
your kitchen and up the stairs.”
He smiled sweetly. Boonrawd responded with a happy grin, keeping her distance, then resolutely descended
the stairs to start bread for the first time in her new home.
Tham was less than happy to be put to work on the laundry.
“You could have somebody else do this, but no,” he grumbled from the comer of the kitchen where his sister
had installed him with a pile of clothing and a huge wash pan. “We wouldn’t even have to pay our own money for
it, but no … “Oh, Robert,’ she says, ‘don’t think of it—my brothers will be glad to do your laundry.’ That’s my
sister.”
“Don’t be a fool, Tham. We’re saving fifteen hundred baht a month—that’s a fortune! I have an allowance to
use for the house, and it stays the same, no matter what I spend. Don’t you get it? Wouldn’t you rather have the
fifteen hundred baht a month going toward our future than to some maid? It’s enough to send our little nephews to
a good school.”
Tham sat back and wiped his forehead.
“A good school? Just what good school do you think is going to take those two little bastards? No place,
except for the public school.”
“All they need is fathers, and I have some ideas about that. They don’t need real fathers, you know; they just
need farang names to put on their school applications. When they get a little older, we can enroll them in a
boarding school that has farang children in it, and then no one will tease them.”
Tham laughed, shook his head, and went to work on the laundry. He was a good boy, she thought. She never
had to worry about the bread delivery, because she could count on him.
“Sis, you're always thinking about doing something for somebody else. Starting the machine shop for Sin,
getting the little boys into a good school. When do you think about yourself?”
“What should I think about?”
“Well, what you should do when people act like that bitch today, treating you like a rented wife and being
mean. You just stood there.”
“Don’t worry about me, Tham. 1 can take care of myself just fine.”
Boonrawd bit her lower lip thoughtfully.
“If people want to hate you, there’s nothing you can do about it. You just have to live for yourself. The
neighbors at home gossip behind our backs—about how Lam sold herself, about the little boys. But does that stop
the same people from running to Ma to borrow a little rice when they’re low?”
“Yeah, and they borrow money, too—and you know those clothes you send for the boys? When they outgrow
them, there's always somebody waiting to take them.”
“There you are! And it should be that way between neighbors. Really, a small town is just a big family. When a
child outgrows his clothing, why hang on to it if another child in the neighborhood can make use of it? The
clothes I buy for the boys are all good, not little five-baht things from the market, but shirts and pants with strong
seams; they should survive three little boys.”
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They heard footsteps on the stairs above, and then Robert appeared, dressed for work. Boonrawd raised her
floury white hands and held them in front of her smiling face, in striking contrast with her healthy, bronzed
complexion. Tham did not look up from the laundry, so Boonrawd allowed Robert a brief hug while whispering,
“You shouldn’t touch me in front of him. Thais don’t like it.”
“I understand,” he whispered back. “Not in the middle of the street, either. Because Boonrawd isn’t that kind
of girl.”
“You’ve got it.”
He planted a swift, furtive kiss on the back of her neck and went striding off.
Boonrawd spent the rest of the day happily cleaning the house. When she had finished, she ironed the clothes
—only moments before they would be fully dry, so that they would be very smooth—put them away, and started
preparations for dinner. By the time she had showered and changed, the last batch of bread was ready to knead.
The alarm clock in the kitchen ensured that every step in the bread-making process was timed just so, and that the
bread never, ever burned.
It was not in her nature to waste a minute. When she had lived with her teacher, Kruu Orapin, the woman had
fondly teased her, calling her Miss Fidgety or Mrs. Hurry-Scurry. She also teased Boonrawd about the fact that
Mrs. Hurry-Scurry might be able to put supper on the table the moment the rice was done, but she was hopeless at
needlework. Boonrawd had tried her best, but she had no patience for it and certainly no gift.
“See, Tham? We got everything done by ourselves. Who needs that nasty woman, anyway? We’re better off
doing everything ourselves and saving the money.”
Tham had now been set to frying fish for supper. He was standing at the stove, staring into the pan.
“Why don’t you do something else while it’s frying?”
“How can I? What if it burns?”
"You can keep an eye on it while you clean vegetables or chop onions. You don’t have to just stand there,
staring at it.”
Tham muttered to himself.
“Tomorrow morning, you’d better be up on time to make the bread delivery. It would be easy to sleep in, on
that nice new bed.”
“Yeah, it’s really soft,” he said, his face brightening. “And the desk is huge, did you notice? It has a little
partition down the middle; one half for me, and one for Sin. Only Sin doesn’t go to school, so he doesn’t have any
homework. Do you think I could use the whole desk?”
“Maybe—ask Sin. But he might need it. I’m thinking of sending him to learn more English. Then he’ll be able
to read those manuals at work for himself. He can ask his boss the words he doesn’t understand.”
Sometimes Tham was jealous of his younger brother, Ting, who lived at home with their mother, where he did
exactly as he pleased every day of his life and never got yelled at.
“Ting has the easy life,” he said. “Ma doesn’t boss him around, like you boss me and Sin. The only one she
hits is Lam’s little blackie.”
Three days later, Boonrawd opened the front door to find her mother glaring at her.
“So here’s the smart one, the one who knows everything—living with a farang and not even getting paid for
it!”
These were her words of greeting.
“The whole tambow\fn{A note reads: A district or group of villages.} is talking about it. I don’t know where to hide
my face.”
She followed Boonrawd into the kitchen and sat in a chair. Boonrawd said nothing but resumed kneading her
bread.
“So you’re still baking bread? Your farang won’t support you?”
“I didn’t sell myself, like Lam,” Boonrawd said, trying to control her temper as she kneaded the bread harder.
“Would you like a cold drink? Tell me about the little boys.”
Her mother ignored the questions.
“You can’t even get somebody to do that, knead that bread? Look at her, she works all day. Not just in the
bedroom-in the kitchen, too.”
“Leave me alone, Ma.”
“Leave her alone, she says. So she can bring me another redhead to raise.”
Boonrawd’s hands stopped kneading.
“I have my work. Whatever happens, I’ll be able to take care of myself, don’t worry. If we ever do break up, I
can do this or open a restaurant. Anyway, what do you care?”
She set the bread into a large bowl and washed her hands at the sink.
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“How much does he give you a month?”
“Enough. You don’t have to worry.”
She took a bottle of soda from the refrigerator, poured some into a glass for her mother, and sat down at the
table across from her.
“Who’s been telling stories about me?”
“Everybody. The whole district is talking about how Boonrawd, who thought she was better than everybody
else, ends up just like her sister.”
She finished her drink and said, “Bring me some rain water. This sweet stuff, the more you drink, the dryer
your throat gets.”
“I don’t have any rain water. Just plain boiled water in the refrigerator.”
“Better than this.”
She heaved a weary sigh and repeated, “How much does he give you?”
“Why do you need to know? You’ll get your money every month, the same as ever.”
“Ting is growing up,” she said, her voice taking on the whining note Boonrawd knew so well, “and the little
boys, you don’t know how much they eat. It isn’t enough, what you send. Not nearly enough.”
And so, Boonrawd thought, we’re down to the reason for the visit.
“You want more money. Aren’t you growing anything anymore?”
“How can I? Ting is in school, and I have to look after Lam’s boys. I thought I’d get Wing to help me, but all
he thinks about these days is chasing girls.”
Wing was Boonrawd’s cousin. He wasn’t capable of farming his own family’s small field and worked for
others, when he worked at all. For years, he had helped Boonrawd’s family—for wages that she paid him.
“Ma, if you don’t work the field we leased, the owner is going to take it back, don’t you know that?”
“I don’t know where we’ll live, then. He hasn’t done it so far, because it’s all dried out; but if he does, we’re
ruined.”
“Do you want to buy a field, so that Ting can farm it?”
It was a possibility she had toyed with; she wouldn’t mind having one of her brothers on the land.
“He doesn’t want it! He says he hates farming; he doesn’t want to stink from water buffaloes. What he wants is
to go to Bangkok.”
Boonrawd sighed. How many boys wanted to go to Bangkok … in a few years, who would feed Thailand?
“What does he think he could do there?”
“He wants to be a country ballad-singer—and he’s real good, too,” she added, beaming with pride in her
youngest son. “He wins first place at the wat fair every year.”
“What about school?”
“Not so good,” she shrugged, undismayed. “He can’t read a single sign when we go to town,” she announced,
as if this were an achievement.
Boonrawd had to bite her tongue not to say, “Send him here.” Maybe when Sin was off on his own but not
now. She couldn’t fill Robert’s house with her relatives.
“Who’s watching the little boys?”
“Wing’s mother.”\fn{A note reads: Although the woman is a relative and her best friend, Boonrawd’s mother refers to her, not by
her own name, but as “Wing’s mother;” this is a common way of referring to a person who has a child. In A Child of the Northeast, Koon’s
parents are never identified by name.}

“Well, stay until Tham and Sin get home, and then you’d better get going. You don’t want to get home after
dark. About the money—I’m willing to give you another hundred baht a month.”
Her mother exploded.
“One hundred baht? Are you crazy? You’re living with a farang, and you’re going to give your own mother
one hundred baht a month? I would be ashamed for anyone to find out!”
“It’s a lot. The boys aren’t going to eat up another hundred baht. And when it’s time for them to go to school,
I’ll pay for it. Ma, you shouldn’t spoil Ting the way you do. It isn’t doing him any good. He should be in school,
learning to read. What kind of a singer will he be if he can’t even read the words to a new song?”
Her mother was unmoved.
“Why should he waste his time sitting in a school?”
“Why do you do this, Ma? You’ve raised your sons to be gods and your daughters to be slaves! Don’t you see
that you’re ruining Ting?”
“Huh! All I see is Kruu Orapin falling down in a faint if she knew what you’ve done. She sends you to school,
and you go chasing after a farang—and so crazy about him you do his business for nothing.”
“Is that so? If my teacher knew what I’ve done—the truth, from me, the way it really is—she would
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congratulate me,” Boonrawd said with a smile, which so incensed her mother that a stream of obscenities poured
from her mouth, describing Boonirawd’s relationship with her husband in the most obscene terms she knew.
“Shut up, Ma! I’m not here because of what happens in bed. Anyway, I was no virgin when I came into this
house.”
Her mother’s eyes widened. Now, this was news.
“You gave me to that disgusting old man—what did you get for your daughter, eh? A few hundred baht, so he
could treat me like a whore? You pushed me into the tiger’s mouth.”
“You never said,” her mother whined.
“No, I never told you. But would you have cared? Why do you think I ran to Kruu Orapin? Just because the
old man didn’t pay me my salary? Face the facts, Ma. What are my prospects? No Thai man wants a woman
who’s been used; I’ve got a sister who’s a rented wife; and then there are my nephews—a redhead and the other
one with kinky black hair. Do you think any decent man is going to come begging for my hand? Any Thai man
who would. marry me would know he could walk out any time, and nobody would think worse of him, because I
was spoiled\fn{I.e., not a virgin.} when he got me, and my family is nothing. So I’ve got a farang husband, and
everybody says, “Yah, Boonrawd—she sold herself.” Is it so impossible for you to imagine that we love each
other? That this man really cares about me?”
“As dark as you are, I’m surprised a farang would go for you.”
“You think it would be just wonderful if I took this man for everything I could, don’t you? If I just laid around
the house eating and sleeping, waiting for him to come home. Never! I will go on working just like I always have.
Why should I care what other people think? Robert likes me just the way I am. Why don’t you ask him for yourself? He’ll be home any minute.”
“How? I won’t understand a word he says.”
“He speaks Thai—pretty good, too.”
A car pulled up to the house and stopped. Robert called out to a neighbor in English. A moment later, two
young men—one tall and dark, the other tall and fair—entered the kitchen. Sin looked from his mother to his
sister with apprehension.
“My mother is visiting,” Boonrawd said, rising to greet her husband. “I put some snacks out on the dining
room table for you to eat before dinner.”
Boonrawd’s mother was covered with confusion when Robert turned eagerly toward her, put his palms
together before his nose, and bowed his head in a respectful wai.
Her own hands moved clumsily to reciprocate …
104.226 In The Mirror\fn{by Kon Krailat aka Pakon Phongwarapha (19474

)}

Nakhom Pathom Province, Thailand (M)

Chiwin\fn{A note reads: The name Chiwin, hardly chosen at random, also means “life.” } sits quietly in a dark corner,
waiting for his moment to come.
Tonight the place is packed, since it’s the beginning of the month and people still have enough cash to go out
and enjoy themselves. Chiwin lights up a cigarette and inhales listlessly. It’s very strange, but this evening he feels
lonely, moody, not himself. He’s got a lot of complicated problems on his mind, among them a letter from his
mother:
Win, my dear son, your father isn’t very well. The rice planting season’s already here, but there’s no one at home.
How are things going for you in Bangkok? Have you found a job yet or not? We haven’t heard from you at all.

Parts of the letters Mother wrote usually went like this. In fact, of course, she hadn’t written them at all. She
was illiterate, so she must have asked someone in the neighborhood to write them for her.
Actually, it’s only now that Chiwin takes cognizance of how long it’s been since he left home. Days turned into
years before he was aware of it. In this city, where he now lives, night and day are unlike night and day anywhere
else. They rush by so rapidly that he doesn’t have time to think about things as they happen. If he does think about
them, it’s only cursorily, for a moment or so … like a brief gust of wind which merely rustles the leaves and then
vanishes without a trace.
His mother’s letter brings to his mind images of various people, but heaped up on one another in such
confusion that he feels dizzy and disoriented. And Chiwin inhales cigarette smoke, puff after puff, one after the
other …
It’s so dark in that corner that people can’t see each other’s faces. The customers sitting at the tables loom up
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only as obscure silhouettes. The waitresses move back and forth, some holding flashlights to guide new arrivals in
search of empty tables. On the tiny stage a naked girl is dancing to the pounding rhythm of a song. Her name is
Latda. She has two children, plus a do-nothing husband drunk day in day out. So she’s had to come and work as a
go-go girl, stripping her body for people to have a look. She’d told him all about it one day, not long after they’d
got to know each other. The Tale of Latda—cracked in pieces like the lives of all the women in this place, full of
knots and problems. If one had a good and happy life, who would ever want to bare every inch of one’s body for
any Tom, Dick, or Harry to stare at? Chiwin reflects, like someone who thinks he understands pretty well how the
people working here tick.
The last strains of the song die away. Latda steps down from the stage. There’s some halfhearted clapping from
a few of the customers, none of whom know why they clap. Utter silence for a second, as though the spectators
sense that the moment they’ve been waiting for has finally arrived. The lights on the stage turn pale pink. A slow,
soft melody—laa-laa-laa-laa-laa-laa-laa—strikes up. Another girl, dressed in black underwear, takes her turn on
the stage. She makes her appearance slowly and silently.
And now they’re playing Chiwin’s musical cue. He stubs out his cigarette and pushes himself to his feet. He
steps out of the dark corner into the pink glow, with the lithe movements of a young man of twenty-four. Some of
the male spectators who remember him stare at him now half in scorn, half wanting to do it themselves.
“You know, it’s not easy at all,” Chiwin had once told one of those who spoke to him in this tone. “It’s only
when you’re on stage that you realize it’s really no piece of cake.”
No one has much of an idea about the music that’s now being played, and it seems as if no one has the slightest
interest in finding out. Most of the spectators simply know that when it’s played it’s time for the house’s “special
program” to begin. The words, accompanied by rhythmic sighs, most likely describe the mood of a young woman
on a lonely night. The girl on the stage stretches out on her back and begins to writhe and quiver as though her
flesh were burning with desire. Then slowly she removes the two little bits of clothing from her body.
Her name is Wan-phen. Chiwin has now stepped up onto the stage. The play of spotlights moves back and
forth between purple, blue, and red. Wan-phen’s act is so well done that it makes some of the young men close by
the stage almost forget to breathe. Chiwin slowly unbuttons his shirt, then shakes his head two or three times. His
eyes are getting used to the lights, which keep changing color like a magic show.
A moment later and Chiwin has nothing left to himself but his bared body. It’s a handsome, well-proportioned
body, full of young flesh and blood. He throws his clothes in a heap in one corner. Everything takes place with the
utmost slowness, as if in this piece of life time has ceased to exist. At this moment no one can think of anything
else—even if the country should meanwhile collapse in ruins.
Chiwin stretches his body out alongside Wanphen and embraces her, while caressing her naked flesh with his
hands. He kisses her once, and she kisses him in turn, then turns her face away and snuggles it into the hollow of
his neck.
“How many times have I told you, Elder Brother Win!” he hears her whisper. “Please don’t smoke before
doing the show with me. It smells horrible. I can’t stand the stink, and I lose the mood,”
“I’m sorry,” he whispers back, as he rolls his body back and forth over hers. “Something’s been bothering me.
I’ve been in a bad mood, so I forgot.”
How many times now had he partnered this woman! Chiwin thinks about the man with the unremarkable face
who comes to wait for her every night when the bar closes. He can’t imagine what the man’s real feelings are. He
comes to wait here in silence, and he goes home in silence. He must feel something. How could one man not
understand another? But the two of us don’t even know each other. And we both suffer. At least the man had once
stared at Chiwin with a strange, cold gleam in his eye.
“He’s my husband,” Wanphen had once explained, “a real husband, you know; we’re properly registered and
all.”
“How can he stand having you come here and do this kind of show with me?"
He couldn’t put the gleam in the man’s eye out of his mind.
“What can you do?” she’d answered seriously. “It’s a job. It’s a way to make a living. If you live with a woman
like me, you have to be able to take it.”
She’s right. That’s what it is, a job. O.K. At least it’s a job for me too right now. Chiwin has the feeling that he
won’t be able to perform well tonight. He doesn’t feel prepared at all. The young man rolls over and down.
Wanphen knows the signs very well, so she presses her body tightly to him. Deploying all her skills, using ::
everything she has, she begins, with intense concentration, to arouse his desire. The play of the lights halts for a
moment at pink, bathing the bodies of the couple and bringing out their beauty.
Chiwin stretches out full length and closes his eyes. The whole world darkens before his vision. The airconditioning makes the air cold and moist, but he feels the sweat beginning to ooze from some of his pores. His
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ears catch the soft music … when the song comes to an end, it starts up again, in an endless, indolent cycle,
making his thoughts drift far away, to the past, to broad rice fields and to days and nights long gone.
By now the rains must have started back home. Sometimes one could see the gray-white rain pouring down,
moving in over the rice fields from the horizon, blurring everything in sight. The nights would be chilly and
damp, and filled with the loud croaking of big and little frogs. And mornings, if the sun shone at all, its beams
would be soft and tender, soon to vanish as the thick rain clouds piled up once more. In the rainy season, the earth
would be turned over once again with the plow. And it wouldn’t be long before the rice plants came up green,
ripening later to a brilliant yellow throughout the paddies. But this isn’t his work anymore. He abandoned it a long
time ago. It’s hard work, backbreakingly hard. Worse still, the harder you work, the poorer you get. He’d been so
utterly, indescribably tired of that way of life that he’d struggled to get a better education, and with every ounce of
will turned his face and headed toward Bangkok to find a new life.
And my little brother Wang. I wonder if he’s out of the monkhood yet? Mother doesn’t mention him in her
letter. He’s been in since last Lent.\fn{ A note reads: The Buddhist Lent, which runs from mid-July to mid-October, is a time
designated for religious retreat and for the ordination of new monks .} Does he really want to study in the temple to become a
Maha?\fn{A note reads: Maha is a title awarded to any monk who has passed at least the lowest of the seven grades of the ecclesiastical
examination system for the study of Pali texts .} Doesn’t he know, these days there’s no road to Nirvana anymore? And
what about my little sister Wan? She must be buckling down to looking after the kids she produces year in year
out, giving her almost no breathing space for anything else. She got married to a boy from another sub-district
before she was even eighteen. Everyone’s left the family home. Only Father and Mother still remain, and how
much can they do on their own? And now Father’s sick too …
Last night he’d had a terrible dream. It seemed that Father was in it somehow, but he couldn’t arrange the
images of the dream properly. All he knew was that it was so horrible that when he woke up his heart was
pounding with fear. And then he remembered that it was a long time since he’d dreamed at all. Every night he fell
into a deep sleep, as though his body’d been picked up and laid casually down on the bed, feeling nothing, till a
new day dawned and the time came for him to get up once again. And when the next night fell, he’d be picked up
and laid down once again in the same old place. Dreams are the travels of one’s soul. It’s no good if one lives
without dreams. It shows that there’s no soul left inside. So it’s a good thing he dreamed last night, even if the
dream was a nightmare.
Chiwin feels Wanphen’s body arching up and pressing tightly to him almost all over. As she rains kisses over
his chest and in the hollow of his neck, she whispers, “What’s the matter with you tonight, huh?”
“I told you, I’m really feeling down.”
Chiwin embraces her in turn, mechanically.
“I keep thinking about my father.”
“You crazy? This is no time to think about your father. If you go on like this, how can we do the show? In no
time at all, the crowd’ll be booing us!”
Chiwin shakes his head once. Some sort of realization makes him push his body up from hers on outstretched
arms. If only this night were over! The spectators are dead quiet, each pair of eyes glued to the stage. He puts
everything out of his mind, draws Wanphen’s body onto his, and begins to go through all the acts he usually
performs on this stage.
Many of the people up front move closer and closer. Some of them even poke their faces in, right close up—as
though this were the single most extraordinary thing in life, something they’d never seen from the day they were
born. Some of the customers who have girls sitting with them begin to grope them obscenely. His gaze meets their
eyes and in a flash he senses that in some things men may not understand other men at all. In their eyes glitter a
thousand and one things—pleasure and desire. Some of the men pretend to be unaffected by the scene, though in
fact their souls are seething through every vein.
“What have I become?” Chiwin asks himself. He feels like a male animal in the rutting season, brutishly
copulating with a female animal, right before the eyes of a group of stud-masters. The more powerfully he
performs, and the more varied the couplings, the more they’re satisfied.
He glances down at Wanphen for a moment. He is now fully astride her body. She is sighing and groaning,
twisting and writhing her body as if she’s being aroused to the limit, even though actually she experiences nothing
from what she’s doing. This is the first time that Chiwin understands her life clearly, and he feels a heart-rending
pity for her. He wants to ask her just one question: how much does she suffer from living this way? Having
intercourse with a man she doesn’t love in front of a crowd. Pretending to experience so much pleasure to arouse
all these people … in exchange for no more than a hundred baht a night. Do her children back home know what’s
going on? Isn’t there a night when she goes back home, lies down, and cries? After all, she still has feelings,
doesn’t she?
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Chiwin lifts his head and stares once again at the audience, as if searching for even one person with some
understanding of the things that go on in the stories of the people working here. But he sees nothing but faces
burning more hotly than ever with satisfaction and excitement. In fact, it looks like some of them have even
reached a climax.
Chiwin begins to see the truth. All of us here are simply victims—Latda, Wanphen, me, even those people
sitting there watching with such satisfied expressions. All of them feel the pressure of the society outside. So they
come here for emotional compensation, to build up a superiority complex. They come to eat and drink. They
come to sit and watch others expose their genitals and perform every variety of sexual intercourse. This allows
them to feel contempt for people they can then regard as lower than themselves. Man has a deep abiding instinct
to shove his way up over his fellow men. The truth is that we’re all animals of the city, who live lives of pain and
suffering in the midst of a demented society. The only difference between us is that those who have greater
advantages stand on top of those who have less, and so on down the line.
“Give it to her! All the way, kid!” comes a roaring cheer from a table to the left, mixed with delighted laughter
from a group of friends.
Wanphen clutches him still more tightly to her body. I wonder what she’s thinking about now. Chiwin stares at
her, but can’t see her clearly. In her eyes there’s an expression of entreaty. He grits his teeth, swallows his saliva
down his dry throat, and gasps for breath. The sweat oozes from his forehead, back, and shoulders. A stinging
drop trickles down into one eye, blurring his vision. Feeling a numb rage, Chiwin is almost at the point of
jumping up and kicking out in the direction of those voices. But in fact he doesn’t dare do anything, not even
respond with words.
Wanphen’s hands, still clasped around his back, give him a stealthy pinch.
“Take it easy, Elder Brother Win.” Her voice is barely audible. “Don’t listen to those crazy people. I’m not a
cow or a water buffalo, you know.”
So that’s it! He’s turned Wanphen herself into a victim of his own oppression. He comes to himself at the nip
of her nails and the sound of her voice. Suddenly the tears well up in his eyes, mixed with drops of sweat. He
pushes his body up, leaning on his outstretched arms, and stares Wanphen full in the eyes. When he bends over
and gives her a kiss, she’s surprised by a touch she’s never felt from him before. Just then the song ends and the
stage lights dim to darkness.
*
Chiwin goes into the bathroom, his shirt still unbuttoned. He turns on the tap, washes his hands, and scoops up
some water to rub in the hollow of his neck. As he lifts his head, he encounters his own face reflected in the little
mirror above the basin.
Indeed man encounters his real self when he stands before a mirror.
In the bare, empty bathroom the faint sound of music filters in. He leans on his hands, gripping the basin’s
edge, and stares at that face for a long time, in silent questioning.
He thinks back to his mother’s letter.
How are things going for you in Bangkok? Have you found a job yet?

How can he possibly tell his mother about the kind of work that he has found? She would faint dead away. And
he himself can’t really say why he’s struggled so hard to make a living this way. The easy answer is probably
because he was hungry and had reached a dead end.
When he’d set off for Bangkok, carrying his teacher’s certificate with him, who could have known that for
months he’d be clutching at straws, trying to compete with tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands, of others,
taking test after test? And then go home, waiting to learn the results of his applications, place after place, day after
day. At first his hopes had still been bright and clear. But, as time passed, they’d faded, like a candle that melts
itself completely away, dimming down to his last baht. Then a friend of his, who worked as a bartender in a go-go
club, had invited him along to try this line of work.
“Don’t worry … at first you feel a bit shy … but you get used to it after a while … a good-looking guy with a
nice build like yours is just what these people are looking for. You get a hundred a night, two or three thousand a
month. It’s far better than being a teacher. You talk yourself blue in the face for nothing but a few pennies a
month.”
His friend had patted him on the shoulder and said,
"OK? Give it a go, to tide you over while you wait to hear about your job applications. You want to starve?
You don’t have to worry about getting picked up. The police don’t make any trouble, the people there have got
connections high up.”
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Is this the true image of a man who’s studied to become a teacher?
Chiwin stares at his reflection with a feeling of nausea. His hair’s a mess, his eyes dry and lifeless, with a
timid, evasive look. The skin on his face and lips is parched and wan with strain. Not a shred of dignity left,
though he’s still young and strong. How did a man with clear, firm hopes and goals end up as someone who
doesn’t have the courage to confront even his own face?
Suddenly he feels a terrible churning deep in his abdomen. It surges up through his insides to his throat.
Chiwin clings tightly to the washbasin, hiccups once, and then, before being conscious of it, doubles over, arches
his neck, and vomits in a torrent. All the different foods he ate earlier in the evening, accumulated in his belly,
spout out in streams, splattering the washbasin. Once, twice, three times. Sounds of retching follow quickly, one
after the other. Each time, he spits out what he’d swallowed earlier, till he’s gasping with exhaustion. Snot and
tears join together in a dirty stream. Chiwin lifts one forearm to wipe his mouth, and smells the sour stink
pervading everything.
The reflection in the mirror is now a murky blur, because of the tears which well up and fill the sockets of his
eyes. He feels so dizzy that he almost cannot stay on his feet. Chiwin swallows his viscous saliva and hiccups
once again. This time what he vomits up is a thick, clear liquid. It spouts out so violently that it seems to carry
with it his liver, kidneys, and intestines.
60.81 The Umbrella\fn{by Supasiri Supunpaysaj Sriratanavudhi (1948-

)} Thailand

(F) 2

The day my grandfather was admitted to the hospital, I saw a dead patient being wheeled into what Thais
literally call the “Heart-stopped Building.” That was the first time I had heard of such a place, and I remember
thinking what an awful name it was. It looked to me, at first, like an ordinary place; but after I learned what it
was, the building suddenly became a much darker gray, almost shadowy, the way buildings and houses look just
before a thunderstorm. The two large windows on either side became eyes, and the entrance below formed a wideopen mouth. I told myself not to look in that direction from then on.
The body being wheeled in was covered from head to toe with a sheet of brightly coloured Chinese silk. Thais
use these silk sheets the way people in cold countries use blankets—only silk can keep them cool as well as
protect them from the mosquitoes in the tropical climate. The woman walking alongside the bed had her umbrella
open. She held it over the body. I found it amusing that an adult would actually shield a dead person instead of
herself from the blazing sunlight. Even a nine-year-old like me knew that dead people could not feel anything.
What a strange thing to do, I thought.
I was glad Grandfather was going home in just a few days; I heard the doctor say so myself. Grandfather had
always been a happy, healthy, robust kind of person. He was also in every sense a successful man: well educated,
rich, important, respected and loved. He had fulfilled the six duties important to a Buddhist: he had served his
religion well; he had been a good son; a good student; a good boss; a good friend; and a good husband and father.
And surely, most definitely, he was a wonderful grandfather.
Living under his roof were four grandchildren, several of his unmarried children, a few relatives and five
generations of servants. Elderly servants who had been there since his father’s day were well taken care of, and
their young ones were sent to school at Grandfather’s expense.
Grandmother once told me that adults call people of Grandfather’s stature Bo Trees. I know what she meant.
Almost every temple I have ever gone to has huge bo trees. They resemble gigantic umbrellas,with their long
branches radiating in every direction like the bamboo ribs that hold up paper umbrellas—pt the masses of dark
green leaves are much thicker than paper. If you stand right underneath a bo tree, you are sheltered from the sun
as well as the rain. That is why birds love to live in bo trees. There could be thousands of birds in one tree (or in
any case, more than I could count). These birds eat the bo’s little fruit and build their nests on its branches,
knowing their young will be safe from the fierce sunlight and piercing rain.
Ten days later, Grandfather died. Grandmother covered him with his Chinese silk sheet. I secretly hoped she
would not cover his face. As we walked by his side to the “Heart-stopped Building” (where he would have to stay
before they moved him to a temple for religious rites), I opened the umbrella to shield him from the sun. It was
April, our summertime. The sun felt particularly hot on my skin and the top of my head. The monsoon rain was
yet to come.
I was nine, and I knew perfectly well that dead people could not feel anything.
In Grandfather’s study, I sat and watched his secretary of twenty years trying to write, on Grandfather’s behalf,
a letter that literally asked the king to grant him permission to die. Incredible as it may sound, she explained that
this was the funeral custom peculiar to the deaths of noblemen and high-ranking government officials. The onepage letter seemed to take her forever. My child’s mind wondered: if the king did not grant his permission, would
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Grandpa then come alive again? But the letter was finally written and delivered.
The permission came in the form of a group of people from the Palace carrying, among other things, a kot, a
pagoda-shaped object about the height and size of an average Thai. I learned that the top could be opened and,
through an awkward process involving some force, the body of the deceased could be put in a sitting position:
knees bent against arms, arms against ribs and the two palms against each other in a praying gesture. The use of
the kot is regarded as an honor to the dead, like the medals or titles people receive when they have done good
deeds for their countries. The more important the deceased, the more decorative the kot bestowed upon them.
My good-humored grandfather would have none of the unpleasantness of the kot. He specifically wrote, as part
of his will and testament, that his body was not to be put in one. He had told us that, “living, I have served my
kings and country to my utmost ability standing up, sitting down and kneeling; when I die, I should like to be
allowed to lie flat on my back in utmost comfort.” The kot, in Grandpa’s opinion, though an honor, is “nothing but
a coffin in disguise—and several sizes too small at that.” In compliance with his wishes, his body was put in a
regular coffin, which was placed behind the kot at the temple while the religious rites were being conducted.
Religious rites before the cremation were to be performed over a hundred days. I watched the adults, who were
mainly relatives, friends and servants, scurrying about, arranging flowers and preparing food for the monks as
well as the guests. There were books to be printed in honor of the deceased, and perfumed handkerchiefs to be
folded into flowers, then tied with black ribbons. Both books and handkerchiefs were to be given to guests at the
cremation.
As I grew older, I came to notice that my own people are very fastidious about two things: eating and dying.
The detail invested in these two aspects of life can only be enjoyed on a full stomach—the full stomach a nation
derives from living on rich soil, and from the blessing of favourable weather. The southwest monsoon, the ferocious and angry babe from the womb of the Indian Ocean, starts on its journey over land as a delinquent juvenile
and young adult, then finally, mellow and middle-aged, it arrives in Thailand with just the right amount of rain for
planting. Even when floods result, the visit is short and the soil seems even more fertile.
*
The hundred days passed and it was time for the cremation. The monsoon rains were on the brink of arrival.
Although there were few white clouds in the sky and the bright sun was shining innocently, you could hear the
low rmnbling sound unique to the onset of the monsoon, like a fanfare announcing this majestic visitation.
Though it starts gently, the rumble quickly becomes more intense and frequent, seeming to vibrate the very walls
of your shelter, be it simple or grand. Thais use the word monsoon to refer to crises that arise in their lives.
Indeed, like the vicissitudes of life, the monsoon exercises no discrimination; it spares no one.
The rain was still gentle when the king’s sister started the royal fire for the cremation. To shield the princess
from the rain, a uniformed man carried over her head an umbrella so large it reminded me of a bo tree. Afterwards, everyone walked to the crematorium with an umbrella in one hand, and in the other, a small bouquet of
artificial flowers made of fragrant wood shavings. This they placed in the fire as the last token of respect to the
deceased.
There seemed to be hundreds and hundreds of people who came. The large grounds of the royal temple were
crowded, and I had never seen so many umbrellas in my nine years of life. Like the mushrooms that popped up
everywhere during the monsoon, some umbrellas were large, some were small and some had strange shapes their
users claimed offered better protection from the elements. Some were elaborate silk umbrellas with gold or silver
handles, while many more were simple brown lacquered paper umbrellas with bamboo handles. The long, uneven
line of umbrellas stretching towards the crematorium resembled the mushrooms that grew on a jackfruit log at the
back of Grandmother’s garden.
It was time to walk to the crematorium and put my bouquet in the fire. I opened Grandfather’s umbrella. It was
the same one I used to shield him from the sun when they were wheeling him to the “Heart-stopped Building.”
The same old one he used over the years to shield us both from the sun and the rain as he carried me on his arm.
Today, I shall carry it alone by myself.
67.137 The Barter\fn{by Vanich Charoongkij-Anant (1948-

)}

Supan Buri Province, Thailand (M) 6

Several people were involved in this story, but the man who might be labeled as “the instigator” was an architect, a graduate from one of those universities in the West. He hit upon the idea after having been entrusted with
the project—the project of building the grandest Thai-style riverside restaurant in the Bangkok metropolis.
But then, it wouldn’t be fair to put the entire blame on him because the owner, too, played a signficant role in
the affair. The owner was a millionaire in his fifties who felt that too much of his money was lying idle. Consequently, he wanted to invest it in something praiseworthy—and laudable in taste. After some discussions with his
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friends as to the ways and means, he decided to open a restaurant. It was to be a Thai restaurant—a waterside Thai
restaurant with part of the building extending over the Chao Phraya River; that “River of Kings.” He summoned
the architect to listen to his concept. It was clear that the capital investment posed no problem as long as the right
site was found and things went according to his wishes.
One day, therefore, they all boarded a boat and cruised along the Chao Phraya River. It was on this occasion
that they found a large mansion—staid and proud—standing on the river bank. Somber green in color and venerable in age, its dimensions were impressive even when viewed from the river at a considerable distance. It was
built in the European style which had been the vogue in the latter part of King Rama V’s reign.\fn{ 1868-1910.}
Everyone in the boat was seized by the same thought.
The navigator headed the boat for the mansion. Though the owner wasn’t living in it, the group knew that the
mansion had once belonged to a nobleman with the exalted rank of Chao Phraya, and that it had been built more
than sixty years ago. Every single board was solid teak, as was every tiny wooden component of the building. For
ventilation, a clear storey of ornamental openwork in the European gingerbread style ran like a decorative frieze
under the eaves along the verandahs all around the house.
The house was an office in which a few Chinese clerks were working. Questioning elicited the information that
it served as the office of a rice mill which stood on the adjacent plot of land. Ascending the stairs for further
inspection, they arrived at the conclusion that the house was exactly what they had wanted, and in fine condition.
Some old, broken-down rickshaws and the remains of horse-carriages found in the compound bore evidence to the
affluence of its past owner.
There were altogether twelve rooms, each one beautifully spacious, not counting the verandahs and the
pavilion of the kind called sala. The architect made a rough mental calculation that the main building alone could
seat more than a hundred diners were it to be turned into a restaurant. An old man came up and told them that he
was the caretaker, so they asked him how to contact the present owner.
All went well at the start—and that point in time at which they succeeded in negotiating with the heir of the
nobleman who had owned the house, could well be counted as the beginning of the story.
Even though they had not been able to persuade him to sell the title deed, they did manage to obtain a longterm lease of the property, which was quite satisfactory. It brought the millionaire’s project close to reality.
The architect with the western university degree went back again and again in order to make a thorough survey. He visualized how the marble-lined terrace by the river together with the green house (he subsequently called
it “The Green Mansion”) would appear after it had been renovated and redecorated as a restaurant. He felt that the
whole thing would remain incomplete and fall short of the magnificence that he would have liked to achieve. In
his mind’s eye, he envisioned the warm grace and opulence of the bygone past that he so wanted to recreate.
He thought that there was something lacking—something still missing, something that would make it a complete whole—as he saw it with his inner eye.
The architect spent several more days pondering before coming to the conclusion that a big Thai house was
needed. And this is exactly where we can pin the blame on the architect.
*
He did not want a modern Thai house but a genuinely old one. He respected the venerable grace and grave dignity that gave the air of antiquity to the green mansion. He did not want the kind of Thai house that would spoil
the mood of the guests who might set foot in the compound with the feeling of something new and tasteless. And
the Thai house that he wanted was not a Thai house in the sense of a residence, because such a structure would not
be suitable for a restaurant, but rather something in the way of a pavilion, like sala karn parien, spacious and
open.
The millionaire fell in with the architect’s line of thought. The two sent out agents to comb the provinces of
Angthong, Ayutthaya and Supanburi for Thai houses in the style of the central plains. Nothing of the kind was to
be found. They were to be found only in temples, according to some people.
“Which temples?”
No one could answer the millionaire’s question.
Meanwhile, the architect had driven northward with a friend. As their car rolled past an old monastery, his eyes
caught sight of an aged northern style structure standing there in the compound. At the architect’s request, his
friend turned the car into the monastery grounds.
The architect told himself that this was “it.” This was precisely what he was looking for.
It was a wooden sala, an open pavilion-like structure traditionally used for religious rites by rural monks and
lay villagers in the manner of, but smaller and without the raised floor commmon to, their counterparts in the
central region. Superficially, the sala appeared to be in a dilapitated state. After a brief survey, the architect was
convinced that it was strong and complete despite its lopsided appearance and a collection of holes in its roof. In
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addition to its fine proportions and spaciousness, the architect was impressed by the finely carved floral-motif
gables as well as the lotus molding that formed the capitals of the pillars and the beautiful fretwork that graced
other parts of the structure. The important fact was that the whole pavilion was built of solid teak with admirable
workmanship.
The architect asked to speak with the abbot and learnt from him that the sala was well over a hundred years
old, the villagers called it “sala hoi khao.” The architect then expressed his fears the old sala might collapse one
the these days while the villagers were gathered on it for some religious ceremonies of merit-making. The elderly
abbot agreed saying that there was nothing he could do as there wasn’t enough money to repair it. The architect
was able to understand the thoughts and feelings of the old man.
After bidding good-bye to the abbot, he proceeded to photograph the sala from every side and at every corner,
not forgetting the details of the wood carvings and fretwork that ornamented the building.
The architect returned to Bangkok earlier than scheduled. He enlarged the photographs that he had taken and
showed them to the millionaire and all those concerned. He described to them the beauty and the antiquity of the
teakwood sala. He made sketches to show how it would look if it were to be put together with the green mansion.
What he made was a very clear presentation of the way the old sala would be joined to the green mansion to make
a magnificent riverside restaurant. It was unanimously agreed that the century-old sala would have to be dismantled and brought down to Bangkok.
The saying that money had the power to bring about the realization of one’s wishes may be true, but it could be
wrong in certain places and circumstances. To move this aged, close-to-collapsing sala was not as easy as they
had thought. There remained villagers who were not completely ignorant and blind to the beauty and the values of
old architecture. When the architect returned to the temple for the third or the fourth time, voices of dissent began
to make themselves heard. The man who opposed the move most strongly was named In, a man whom his fellow
villagers called In Jaang or “In, the Builder.” “In” was the name his parents gave him, “Jaang” was the indication
that he was a builder of houses.
It was surprising that no one called him sla or craftsman. In Jaang was over sixty years old. He had an understandable reason to be against the dismantling of the sala—his grandfather had built it with his own hands. Ever
since he was born, he had seen this sala. He had sat on it lain on it walked passed it worked on it his whole life
revolved around it. In fact he loved it and was more attached to it than to his own house.
The sala was grandfather’s handiwork. His father had told him this and often repeated to him. The governor of
the province had told his grandfather to build it. It was his grandfather’s work, his father’s pride, and In Jaang’s
own heart and mind. This sala had put him on his life-path and made him a builder like his father and his grandfather before him. In Jaang’s father had impressed the fact that it was born out of his grandfather’s craftsman-ship
—it was a fact that had been imprinted in his memory through frequent repetition. In Jaang had spent his whole
life with this “sala hoi khao.” He knew every post every board, and every motif in all the ornamental designs that
enriched it. He had been the sole repairer of this building during all these years … though he had done all he
could, the sala still looked as if it might soon fall down.
“What if it falls? What if someone dies? What would we do?” The abbot asked In Jaang.
“I could mend it, Tu Poh. It wouldn’t fall,” In Jaang insisted. Yes, he was sure that he could repair this sala and
that it would not fall down.
“How much money to mend it? Where to find the money?”
To the abbot’s last two questions In Jaang was at a loss to find an answer, as were the five or six villagers who
were his fellow dissenters. Money was an essential requirement if the repair was to be done, but where was the
money to be found? Money might not be able to effect every change, but when the money came with the governor
of the province everything was smoother. The governor was a friend of the millionaire. Within a few days, the
framed and neatly colored plan of the new sala, designed by the architect and considerably larger than the old
one, was hanging on the wall of the abbot’s kuti.\fn{A monk’s abode, traditionally basic and small .} The governor called a
meeting of all the villagers to make an announcement in reference to the age and broken-down condition of the
century-old sala, followed by an assurance that as soon as it was taken down, a larger and more strongly-built
sala would be put up in its place. The replacement would be completed within three months and would come with
the addition of a large Buddha image.
The villagers were happy, but In Jaang had to turn his face to brush away his tears.
The architect brought workmen all the way from Bangkok. No one wondered why he did not have the sala
taken apart by the local builders. No one had asked him, but the architect knew in his own heart that he was
preventing possibilities of error. If he had used the local builders to take it down, he would have to take them all
to Bangkok to rebuild it. According to his plans, it would be his own workmen who dismantled it and would
reassemble it later.
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The task should not be a difficult one because not a single nail was used in this sala.
If there had been one other reason for not using the local craftsmen, it might have been the fact that he had
already met In Jaang, had known who In Jaang was, and had sensed In Jaang’s hurt and sorrow in regard to his
beloved “sala hoi khao.” The architect had glimpsed the shining reflection of tears in In Jaang’s eyes on the day
they began to take it apart. The architect had tried not to pay any attention and not to glance in the direction of In
Jaang. If he had allowed the local builders to help, it was certain that In Jaang was sure to be among them.
Looking at it from the point of view of humanity, according to his own ideas, the architect thought that would be
inflicting too much unkindness on a rural villager like In Jaang.
No one thought of the differences between a local builder and a Bangkok one. Not even In Jaang himself.
*
They took apart the components of the sala with great care, packed each piece into a box or a crate which was
securely fastened with nails prior to being conveyed to Bangkok in three big trucks. For pieces with wood rot,
they constructed special boxes to take them either to be repaired or to have replicas made. No part of the sala was
left behind except for the tiles from the roof. These were scattered in abandoned piles because the architect had
already taken a few samples to a ceramic factory in order to make molds from which copies were to be baked
using identical forms and colored glaze as the originals.
One month passed. sala hoi khao took shape on the bank of the Chao Phraya River. The sight caused no small
wonderment in those who saw it from adjacent plots and from passing boats on the river. This was the one and
only of its kind. This was the only restaurant in Bangkok to be able to boast of a beautiful sala of the northern
Thai architectural style of genuine antiquity. Such magnificent grace and craftsmanship. The architect could not
help thinking a somewhat self-congratulatory thought that it had an air of antiquity that went so extraordinarily
well with the green mansion. He felt proud that the marble terrace could set off the majesty of the northern style
sala and green mansion to such a perfection.
Even though they did not know the meaning of hoi khao, they continued to call it hoi khao just as the villagers
had done.
Though there were similarities in the form of sala hoi khao and the standard ordination hall of the Department
of Religious Affairs, it was notable that sala hoi khao was not as tall, wider in proportion, more squat in shape and
unencumbered by the busy intricacy of openwork patterns which were usually covered with glittering decorations
of mirror mosaics. Sala hoi khao’s roof was double-tiered. The finials, shaped like the mythological serpents
called naga, pointed straight up at the sky in the architectural style typical of the north unlike the gracefully
curved finials so familiar to the eyes of Bangkokians. They looked stiff but dignified. The slopes of the roof were
wide and gentle, one roof-tier above the other.
Looking at the sala directly from the front or from the rear, one could see four rows of teak pillars. Those in
the two center rows which took the weight of the gables were larger than the ones in the two side rows. There
were altogether four pillars that supported the gables and the pediments—two at the front, and two at the rear.
They were, like the smaller pillars, standing trunks of teak trees—round, each one large enough to be encircled by
a man’s arms. They were entirely without any jointures, being the trunks of single trees.
The architect often stood beside these four pillars stroking them with a sense of elation. They were the most
beautiful teakwood pillars he had every seen in his life—aged, smooth, gleaming, straight and round. The lotusmotif was carved into the very wood of the pillar. Often, the touch of these venerable columns gave him goose
pimples.
In point of fact, he felt like putting his palms together in the traditional wai to these four pillars—not in
homage to the lumber but to the craftsmen who had carved and turned them to such perfection making the pillars
identical in texture, color, smoothess and size.
The publicity campaign for the restaurant was a resounding one. The contruction of sala hoi khao was
finalized. The gilt on the carved floral motif of the gables and on the blossoms in the openwork around the sala
gleamed so brightly that it looked as if the whole structure was ornamented with flowers of radiant gold the
brilliance of which was further set off by the scarlet of the wooden beams beneath the eaves. The newness of the
gold colored roof-tiles sparkled richly with reflections of sunlight. And on nights with a bright moon, there would
be a glimmering pool of silvery light in the middle of the roof. The pool of light would shine the brightest on full
moon nights.
They—the architect, the millionaire and those who had any hand in it—were proud of this sala. Even the stately green mansion was overshadowed. The press began to trickle in for news and interviews, or to take photographs and taste the food. One and all were impressed and full of praise—oh, what a worthwhile investment! The
millionaire was the proudest of all. He was filled with satisfaction. This was what was needed for the remaining
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years of his life—not wealth, not honor, but the distinction of being the preserver of a priceless work of architecture by not neglecting it’s decay.
The inaugural celebration of the restaurant was a grand affair in which sala hoi khao played the leading role.
Every important guest wanted to be seated in it. And, in keeping with the regional style of the architecture, the
softly rhythmic nail dance of the north was performed with melodic interludes of songs from that particular kind
of northern guitar called sueng. Every table was lit by large red candles. The entertainment in the green mansion
was Thai dances and music of the classical genre. Members of high society turned up in force. Arrangements had
been made to convey guests from the parking lot to the riverside by rickshaws and horse carriages.
The opening celebration of the most opulent restaurant on the bank of the Chao Phraya progressed into the
night to the great enjoyment of everyone. The architect was the person who received the most credit. He answerd
endless questions about sala hoi khao without a trace of boredom or exhaustion.
*
In the midst of the festivities, a strange sound could be heard … and sala hoi khao seemed to sway very slightly.
Few noticed the sound or felt the sway. None paid any attention. Some thought the sound was the musician tuning
the sueng, yet others thought that the sway was caused by the impact of a riverine wave on one of the posts or the
weight of a heavy truck on the road behind the compound.
The gaiety of the atmosphere and the vivacity of the conversation prevented thoughts of anything more ominous. No one wondered how powerful a wave had to be to cause an impact on such a solid structure, or how a
truck could be speeding through a parking lot packed with cars.
The inauguration party passed with great success. The riverside restaurant was as elegant and profitable as
anticipated.
One month went by. No one in the management noted anything unusual but the employees who remained after
the closing of the restaurant each night began to notice certain anomalies. In the stillness of night, they would
often hear loud creaking noises like the shrinking of wood in the winter. No one paid much attention at first. But
as the sound became more frequent, they began to look at one another with questoning eyes. No one was sure
where it came from because it resounded so piercingly throughout sala hoi khao and the green mansion.
Sala hoi khao swayed frequently but they thought it was only because part of it stood under the water. They
failed to realize that it stood on steel and concrete pilings which were driven deep into the river bed and were far
too sturdy to be the source of the swaying.
Then it came, late in the silence of the night.
While the employees were making their final rounds before retiring to their rest, a long and blood-curdling
wail of some unseen thing sounded—from sala hoi khao for certain, there was no doubt about it this time because
it was very loud and clear, like the twist and breaking of a great piece of wood. Then, all of a sudden, came a high
long drawn sound like wood cracking. Sala hoi khao shuddered as if shaken by a giant’s hand. Roof tiles fell and
shattered on the paving. Even the green mansion shook.
In a moment, everything was still.
Everyone was terror stricken. At first they thought it was an earthquake, but why did it affect only sala hoi
khao? The roof was repaired without difficulty. There was no other damages. All the employees were instructed to
keep the strictest silence—nothing was to leak out to outsiders.
But the incident went on recurring—it was fortunate that it only occurred after the restaurant was closed for the
night. Nevertheless, it grew more and more frequent each night to the point that the millionaire and the architect
decided to come and stay over night in order to investigate the matter—partly because several employees had
become so nervous that they refused to remain after work.
And it really happened—the noise and the tremor was such that the millionaire and the architect had to rush
out of sala hoi khao for fear of it collapsing on them.
Then one night, a ghost-buster from the old city of Ayutthaya, whom we shall from now call “the witch doctor,” came after the nightly closure of the restaurant. It was the only solution the architect could think of after he
had carefully inspected every detail of the structure and could find nothing that could account for the phenomena.
The witch doctor’s rite took several hours in an eerie, ghostly atmosphere. As the witch doctor mumbled his
myterious mantra while holding a large bunch of lighted incense sticks, a long, hair-raising sound erupted—the
same cracking, screeching wail that had become familiar of late but much more drawn-out than ever before, so
long drawn out that had it been emitted by a human-being it would have taken at least two deep breaths to
accomplish such a lengthy wail.
The witch doctor said it was the scream of the takien ghost, the female ghost who resided in one of the four
teak pillars that held up the gables. The words struck deep fear into the hearts of all present, especially because
what had gone before seemed to bear evidence to them.
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The wailing stopped at the approach of dawn. The witch doctor claimed that he had captured the takien ghost.
He put the earthenware pot which he had imprisoned it into the cloth bag that he slung over his shoulder, pocketed
his fee and went home. Everyone felt a sense of relief even though the employees continued talking about the
whole nerve racking affair with some relish.
*
While all this was passing in Bangkok, the building of the new sala was completed. It was a big concrete sala,
beautified on all sides with silver-painted iron grills which enclosed it on all sides. It was no longer the open sala
that used to stand there in the old days. No matter where one looks, there were the angels with hands held on their
chests like lotuses—these angels being the motif of the design of the iron grills along the sides of the sala. These,
and the celestial door guardians that were the motif of the grills at the front and the back.
In Jaang looked at the sala with a desolate heart. He thought of sala hoi khao, of the lifework of his grandfather, of the structure of which his father was so proud, of what was like his own life and soul. The new sala was
like a stranger from an alien land—someone he didn’t know and didn’t want to greet or to converse with.
*
After the witch doctor had captured and taken the takien ghost away (according to his claim; he had also
declared that he was going to set it free in the forests near Ayutthaya), the strange wailing sounds ceased for two
whole days. Everyone was noticeably happier. The architect was relieved, so was the millionaire. The latter,
however, was bothered by the increasingly expansive gossip about the power of the takien ghost which had not
yet reached public ear due to various tactics devised by the millionaire himself.
On the third day after the witch doctor’s rite, a strange phenomenon occurred—this time at an utterly wrong
hour. It came at about nine o’clock Friday night when sala hoi khao was packed with diners and when the waiters
and waitresses were at their busiest with orders and dishes.
All of a sudden a long drawn screeching wail pierced the chattering voices of the diners who, together with the
waiters and waitresses, looked up at the ceiling from which the sound seemed to emanate. Silence fell. The sound
was heard even by those seated in the green mansion. Silence fell. One by one the diners there also stopped
talking. Many unconsciously stroked their own arms on which goose pimples were rising.
After the sound had come to a stop, and someone was just beginning to laugh in the face of the blank silence,
the hair-raising sound started all over again. Its loudness was such that it seemed the vast sala might crumble all
at once. The four big pillars twisted, creaked and swayed in a horrifying manner. The gables, both at the front and
the back, screeched for all the world as if pulled by a number of elephants.
Pandemonium broke out. The terrifying sound not only would not stop but grew increasingly louder. The sala
leaned and settled on the left side. It was filled with noises of chairs falling, and people yelling and screaming in
terror. Several diners jumped into the water. Those in the green mansion caught the panic, and everyone rushed
out to the riverside terrace or to the parking lot at the back. Many fell and could not regain their feet because of
the number of people running past. The roof tiles fell crashing in every direction as though clawed by a titan.
Several people shouted:
“Earthquake!”
If it were so, why did the tremor only affect sala hoi khao? The green mansion trembled enough to send dishes
falling without any part of the structure being the least damaged. Though this incident caused no fatalities, it
resulted in a good number of injuries, in several cases severe.
The restaurant was closed.
The front and the back of sala hoi khao were twisted towards each other by the weight of the inward leaning of
two of the large teak pillars. The left side settled in an alarming manner and all the smaller pillars twisted and
leant along with it. The surprising thing was that none of the wood components were broken or fell down though
almost no tiles were left on the roof.
The uncanny fact was that the strange noise persisted intermittently, at times in short, broken rhythm that
sounded almost like human sobs.
The consensus to dismantle sala hoi khao was unanimously reached. Another ghost-buster and a medium came
to perform separate rites at different times without any positive results. The new ghost-buster insisted that there
was no evil spirit of any kind in either sala hoi khao or the green mansion. The medium invoked spirits with utter
lack of response from any incorporeal beings, at least not until the spirit of a child who had drowned in the river
in front of the rice-mill came—no one knew how. A long conversation with the child ghost preceded the final
realization that it knew absolutely nothing about sala hoi khao.
The dismantling of sala hoi khao caused deep regrets. Though no one knew what to do after it was
accomplished, they knew that the sala could not be left as it stood because it could collapse at anytime.
*
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One day before they embarked on dismantling the sala, In Jaang and a few villagers followed the abbot down
to Bangkok to buy a Buddha image for their new sala—the funds for this purchase being the proceeds of non
other than the barter involving sala hoi khao. In Jaang had seen photographs of sala hoi khao in the newspaper
and had told the abbot that they should go and take a look at their old sala—people had been saying that it was
haunted and was about to be pulled down because it was on the brink of collapse.
The abbot and the villagers didn’t really want to go because they felt it might embarrass the present owner. In
fact, the abbot himself felt guilty—it was as if he had taken advantage of the new owner who had built such a
grand and lavish new structure for the monastry in exchange for such a derelict, crumbling old building about to
be taken down.
But In Jaang wanted to take a look. Some deep urge was prompting him to go and see his sala, his grandfather’s sala, his father’s sala—the sala that was his very heart and soul. In Jaang wanted to know how and why
the sala was falling down. In Jaang missed sala hoi khao—and he believed that the sala missed him, too. His
single-minded determination overrode the others’ reluctance. Besides, the abbot had always felt considerable guilt
about the barter where In Jaang was concerned.
In Jaang, the abbot and the villager friends of In Jaang arrived at the riverside restaurant in the afternoon when
the builders were trying to find the best way to take down sala hoi khao. The architect was there, so was the
millionaire.
Both felt awkward at the sight of the abbot and In Jaang—part of the awkwardness was embarrassment. They
couldn’t quite explain why, nor who embarrassed them more, the abbot or In Jaang. They invited the abbot to take
a seat and told him the story .
In Jaang looked at sala hoi khao. He gazed sorrrowfully at the sala of his heart and life. It wouldn’t have come
to this if it had remained in the monastery. It wouldn’t have been so bent and twisted. In Jaang walked round and
round the sala, touching every pillar, every openwork panel that he passed. He felt such sorrow for the sala that
his eyes brimmed over with tears. He thought of his grandfather, of his father—of how his grandfather used to
touch, his father used to stroke every pillar and every panel, just as In Jaang himself always did. Every lovinglycarved flower was like a long-loved friend or a deeply-revered relative.
The sala was nearing its end. They were dismembering it, and it was most likely that it would not ever be
assembled again. In Jaang thoughtfully felt the grains of the pillars with his fingers, his eyes shining with tears;
but when his hand touched the big pillars that leaned low inward at the front of the sala, In Jaang sensed that
something was wrong. He walked around towards the back and stroked the other big pillar that leaned and twisted
inward. He ran his palm up and down the pillar before quickly making his way to the abbot.
“The pillars are paired wrong, Tu Poh!”
Excitedly, In Jaang told the abbot that the big pillars were paired wrongly.
The architect didn’t quite catch what he said. He looked at In Jaang with genuine sympathy. He was a craftsman himself, so was In Jaang—therein lay his respect for this villager. He had never looked down on the fact that
In Jaang was a rural builder. At this moment he actually felt ashamed of In Jaang—definitely more ashamed of In
Jaang than of the abbot.
“We are going pull it down, uncle,” he said sadly to In Jaang—mainly because he was at a loss to find anything else to say.
“Yes, take it down,” In Jaang told the architect, “and put it up again with the pillars paired rightly.”
“Why, uncle? Are the pillars paired wrongly? But what difference does it make?”
The architect felt a rising excitement.
“They have stood together for a hundred years, how can you have the heart to go and separate them?” In Jaang
replied with a tremor in his voice and tears running down his cheeks, as he turned to look at sala hoi khao with an
inexpressible pity spreading through the depths of his heart.
23.39 Middle Of The Road Family\fn{by Sila Khomchai aka Winai Bunchuay (1952Province, Thailand (M) 3

)}

Nakhon Si Thammarat

My wife always thinks of everything. When I told her I had an important meeting at three o’clock that
afternoon, joining my boss to meet an important client at a hotel on the river in the Khlongsan area, she said we
would have to leave home at nine o’clock. She herself had work in the Saphan Khwai area before midday and this
would leave enough time for traveling.
But when I say she thinks of everything, it does not just end there. On the back seat of the car there is a basket
full of various kind of fast food, an ice-box for drinks, some chilly snacks, cakes, young tamarind, mayom fruits,
even a salt pot, spittoon, and plastic bag for rubbish. There was even a change of clothes hanging from the rail
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above the window. It was just like going on a picnic.
In theory we are a middle-class family. You can tell from our house, which is W<est> Sai Mai District,
between Lam Lukka and Bilpgkhen. By car, you go through one housing development after another, on to
Phaholyothin Road at Kilometer 25 towards Rangsit and then on to Viphawadi Road at Chet Chua Khot Bridge.
Then you head for Bangkok. That’s the easiest way.
If we were lower class, we’d probably be living in a slum in the city center, where the upper class are, in their
condominiums, admiring the sunsets as they cast their golden rays over the ripples on the river. But none of that is
as important as that ever-glittering dream. For the upper class, the aim is quite clear, even if the path is not always
smooth. So we slog our guts out, constantly drawing up plans in our minds, and daily setting our hopes on owning
our own business. What we can do for now, is to have our own house and car even if the expense puts a strain on
us.
The reason for having a car, I don’t deny, is to increase our status. But more important than that, our bodies are
beginning to plead that they cannot go on having to stand hanging on, crushed together on the bus for three or
four hours a day, as it inches its way through the heat. If you’re stuck in a traffic jam, even for that length of time,
it is a lot more pleasant sitting in air-conditioning, listening to your favourite songs.
It’s funny. Now, I’m nearly 38. I get home at 11 p.m. and climb into bed exhausted, as if all the fibers in my
body have slackened and are past it. Yet when I was at secondary school I was in the school football\fn{I.e.,
soccer.} team. The teacher played me as a half-back or what they call mid-field today. I was the mid-field
dynamo, running all over the place, never getting tired.
Perhaps it is because I am working too hard. But it seems there was something on the radio between songs
where they said that poison gases give off three or four toxins into the air which run down the body’s systems and
which, together with the stresses of daily life, impair our efficiency.
Having a car is a necessity because we spend as much time in it as at home and at work. And when your wife
has done everything to make it more comfortable, it even becomes a mobile home and office.
From this point of view I no longer feel tense going out in the car, no matter how many millions of cars there
are in Bangkok. It is common to be stuck, almost to the point where you are camping overnight in the middle of
the road. Maybe it’s because I’m beginning to like the lifestyle in a car. It brings my wife and me together and
makes us feel really close. Sometimes we have lunch together on the expressway. Like any close couple, we have
our little jokes and when the car gets stuck for hours, we might even have our little games.
“Close your eyes,” she ordered.
“Why?” I was puzzled.
“Come on, now,” she said, reaching for the spittoon in the back of the car. She placed it on the floor, lifted her
skirt and lowered herself under the steering wheel.
I did as I was told. I covered my eyes with my hands, but peeped through my fingers to admire her smooth, not
unfamiliar, skin. On such occasions strange desires were awakened in me and I became quite excited.
“Hey, weirdo, you're looking,” she said, feigning disapproval and thumping me on the shoulder two or three
times when she had finished, to cover her embarrassment.
We married quite late, in accordance with the advice given by the Ministry of Public Health. And we were
even stricter about the notices on having children only when you are ready. It is a real struggle for people from
outside Bangkok to establish themselves in the city. Before we’re really ready, I’m nearly 38 and my wife, 35. By
this time the body is no longer so ready. Try getting back at 11 p.m. and then climbing into bed after midnight.
Even if you’re in the mood, the sperm is probably weak. And when it only happens rarely, your hopes are even
less.
One day I woke up feeling especially fresh and full of energy. Perhaps it was because I had slept better than I
had in a long while. I basked in the golden rays of dawn, breathing in the fresh air, did some stretching to a samba
rhythm, showered, washed my hair, and had some fresh milk and two soft-boiled eggs. The old fitness of the midfield player was coming back. Even though there was a huge traffic jam on Vipavadi Rangsit Road, just past the
Kaset intersection, and my favourite DJ was cheerfully reporting that a ten-wheel truck had knocked down a
lamp-post, blocking the road in front of the Thai Airways Building, but that clearing-up was now under way, I still
felt cheerful.
A car was parked behind us to the left. A teenage couple, not yet out of school, were messing about teasing
each other. The boy was playfully ruffling her long hair and she was pinching him on the top of his arms. He put
his arm round her shoulder and pulled her close to him. She elbowed him gently in the ribs and …
I felt aroused, as if I was actually taking part. I turned and studied my wife’s face carefully. She seemed more
beautiful than usual. My gaze lowered to her full breasts and the smooth roundness of her legs. She was wearing a
short skirt. When she was driving, she had to hitch it up, almost provocatively, so that her feet could reach the
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pedals more easily.
“You’ve got really nice legs.”
My voice was trembling and my heart beating unusually quickly.
“Don’t be crazy,” she said, but from the tone of her voice, it was clear she was not serious. She looked up from
examining her well-manicured finger-nails, her slender neck pale and smooth …
I swallowed hard and looked away, trying to suppress the sudden rush of blood that was tormenting me. But
the scene I had witnessed kept arousing my fantasies and I couldn’t keep them under control. A powerful animal
instinct had been awakened, the instinct of the highest form of creation, which liked to seek out the untried, taste
the new and the unusual. My tboughts ran wild and unfettered.
My palms were moist with sweat as I took a careful look around. Our car had tinted windows like the other
cars I could see; it also had an extra plastic sunshade. The air was cool and moist. A piano concerto was playing
on the radio, the music conjuring up streams, at once peaceful and wild. I stretched out a trembling hand and
pulled down the sunshade completely.
Our private world floated on in an atmosphere of sweetness. I. am aware that after we human beings destroyed
nature around us, our own natures have likewise been destroyed so that they drown amid the claustrophobia of
city life, work, polluted air, and congested traffic. Family activities, which were once played out to the words and
rhythm of a happy song, now tend to be fragmented, and daily life full of obstacles and rapid change.
Perhaps it was because the last time was so long ago, together with maternal instinct, or some other reason.
Her resistance and protests of “Don’t, you’ll crease my blouse,” gave way for us to open a honeymoon suite in
the middle of the road.
We lead a happy, active life. When we do other things, such as crosswords, Scrabble, or other games which
young couples engage in, it is like when we first fell in love. Nearly every radio bulletin carries reports on the
ever-deteriorating traffic condition in Bangkok—Sukhumvit jammed all the way along, Phaholyothin grid-locked
from Ladprao to Victory Monument, a standstill all along the Ramkhamhaeng-Phaya Thai route, and no
movement on Rama IV—but I feel as if I'm in my living-room, sinking into my favorite sofa.
I’m thinking that, if I’m lucky, I’ll change my car for a bigger one, so there will be room for a kitchen, toilet, a
games area, and even a bed. Just lately, when the traffic has been really jammed, people have begun to get out and
stretch their legs a bit. I do the same. You get to know a lot of people. You exchange greetings, swap tales of woe
about your shares, and discuss politics, business, and even major sporting events. We’re just like neighbors.
There’s Khun Wichai, a big marketing director for sanitary towels and toilet tissues; Khun Praj, owner of a fish
canning business; and Khun Phanu, who makes a solution for ironing clothes. I work in advertising. I chat with
them about data from our research section on current consumer values and lifestyles. This helps us to get on well
together. So well, that I have got some unexpected customers in the middle of the road.
A good worker like me is always at his boss’s beck and call. Like today’s appointment is with the manufacturer
of a new drink, “Sato-Can.” He is ready for us to get involved in the marketing plan, from devising a name that is
both exciting and catchy, placing it in the mid-level market, producing hard-sell advertising, and creating an
image to attract the target group. There is an annual budget of 10 million baht.
That means I have to help the boss to explain the details of the plan or, as we say, using the English term, to
“present” the work with sufficient finesse to be entirely persuasive.
*
As usual, Bangkok is jammed with cars glued to the streets. I have an appointment at three o’clock this
afternoon. It’s only quarter past eleven so there’s a bit of time. I sit thinking about the job that I’m rushing off to. I
dream about a big car, a new one, a more comfortable one. The possibility of owning one isn’t just an empty
dream.
The car crosses the bridge at the Kaset intersection before getting stuck near the site of our middle of the road
honeymoon suite. In front there is a long tailback of cars. I sit rigid for more than ten minutes. It is like an omen
saying that it will definitely be a long wait. I lean back in my seat and close my eyes. I try to think of work but my
heart begins to tremble …
It was as if the place was still under the magic spell of love. The feeling, that day, that it was wrong, that we
had to do it furtively, in fear, struggling in a confined place, was like the feeling you have as a child, sneaking up a
tree in the temple grounds to steal mangosteens.
Her pretty outfit was creased and not just because of my sudden assault. Her hungry response had caused the
inside of the car to heat up as if no liquid had been added to the air-conditioner. Her hand grabbed mine and
would not let go. She grabbed my shoulder firmly and then dug her nails in until it hurt. She clung to me,
breathing heavily.
I reached over to pull down the sunshade.
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“No,” she cried before turning to look me straight in the face. “I don’t know what the matter is with me today. I
feel strangely dizzy.”
I sighed and looked away. I composed myself, pulled over the basket from the back seat and took a sandwich
to satisfy my need. My wife, who didn’t look too well, grabbed a young tamarind and chewed it with relish.
Once my stomach was full, I began to feel bored. I opened the door and got out of the car and went for a walk
to ease the tedium. I smiled drily at those who had got out to swing their arms, stretch their aching backs, and
wander up and down to stretch their legs. The atmosphere was like early morning on a housing estate where
people like to follow the fashion of getting up early for some exercise. I felt as if they were neighbors.
Some way away, to the right, a middle-aged man was digging away with a spade on the island in the middle of
the road. This strange behavior drew my attention and I went to have a look.
“What are you doing?” I greeted him.
“Growing bananas,” he replied, not looking up from his work until he had shoveled all the earth out of the
hole. Then he turned and smiled.
“Banana leaves are both long and wide. They are a great help in absorbing the poison in the air,” he explained
at great length as if he were a leading conservationist.
“Look, I plant them all the time, one or two trees a day. Do you want to have a go? I’ve got some left in my
car. The traffic’s going to be stuck here for a long time yet. The radio says there’s been a couple of crashes,
coming down Ladprao Bridge and in front of Mor Chit, with seven or eight vehicles written off.”
“Fine,” I replied, accepting the spade. “Soon we’ll have a banana plantation.”
It wasn’t just to ease the boredom. In fact we used to have orchards where I lived up-country, but it was so
long ago since I had done such work that I had almost forgotten how. The important thing is that in putting in
some work, you release the frustrations, like moving on from one banana orchard to another. Planting trees,
moreover, was like visiting the distant past.
“When the leaves come out in green, it’ll be like driving through a plantation,” he said when we had finished
our plantation work. “The atmosphere should be nice.” Friendship developed easily and suddenly we seem to be
close. It was as if this wasn’t a main road here. As we exchanged business cards, he invited me over to his car for
a coffee, but I excused myself because I had been away from my car for a long time.
*
“I don’t think I can. Will you drive, please?”
As soon as I opened the door and sat down, my wife began to groan softly. Her face was pale. Beads of sweat
glistened on her forehead. She was holding a plastic bag to be sick in.
“What’s the matter?” I was alarmed by the sight.
“I feel dizzy and I feel really sick.”
“Is it really bad? Can you hang on there? We’ll stop off at a doctor.”
“It’s probably nothing very much,” she said. She forced herself to raise her head and look me steadfasdy in the
eye. “I haven’t had my period for two months. I think I’m pregnant.”
I shook uncontrollably. I fell silent as a log for some moments and then gave myself a cheer of congratulation.
The sound and smell of vomiting could not upset me in the slightest. I was in such high spirits that I was filled
with a crazy feeling of wanting to get out of the car and shout out,
“My wife is pregnant! Pregnant, in the middle of the road!”
I took over the driving once the traffic began to move again. I began to think of the little one, the addition to
make the family complete. I thought about a big car, with enough room for father, mother, child, and all the things
for family activities. It’s an urgent necessity for a happy life in the middle of Bangkok’s roads.
23.73 A Pot That Scouring Will Not Save\fn{by Anchan aka Anchalee Vivathanachai (195313

)}

Bangkok, Thailand (F)

The rice porridge rose in the pot, bubbled, foamed over the top, streamed thickly over the sides and down into
the fire with furious hisses, cheee … chaaa … When no more could escape, the remainder contented itself with
boiling furiously on the bottom, boot-boot, boot-boot …
A child’s voice cried out, “Mama! Oo-ey-smoke everywhere! The rice porridge is burning! Hurry, Mama!”
Nien set down her iron beside a pan heaped with damp twists of clothing, ran from the little yard behind the
house into the kitchen to encounter a sight familiar to any housewife, a forgotten pot boiling over. But this
housewife was overwhelmed by the sight, felt her knees turn to water. By now, the flames of the gas burner
lapped ravenously at the blackened porridge that encrusted the pot, unmindful of the woman who scuttled about
helplessly, grabbing first this, now that; whose attempts to control the situation were useless, pointless.
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“Mama, do something!” shouted the boy, whose name was On. His sister, Am, looked wildly about the kitchen,
then lunged for the fan that dangled from a rail beside a few knives, some smaller pots, an old frying pan. They
coughed and choked, trying to suppress the sounds as Am fanned the smoke toward the open window. Nien at last
managed to turn off the flame and faced her children with more pleading than anger in her voice.
“Didn’t you smell it burning before now?”
The children nodded.
“Then why didn’t you run to turn off the stove?”
“But, Mama, you know Papa won’t let us touch the stove.”
Am’s dark eyes widened with disbelief that her mother would suggest such a thing.
“It’s the new pot, the one Papa just bought!” On said, adding, in a sighing undertone, “dai la-wa-a-ah,” an
exclamation replete with dread of the likely consequences, implying an educated idea of the possibilities. His
glance slid toward his mother and at once away. He did not want to observe what he knew would be as easy to see
as a banana was to peel: a deepening of the fear that had filled her eyes when she first comprehended the disaster
of the ruined pot.
But On needn’t have worried, for his mother scarcely heard him, so great was her consternation at this
unexpected misfortune.
She had got up very early to begin making their Sunday breakfast. She loved the ritual of it, the comforting
aroma of spicy kun-chieng sausages; the deep pink color and appetizing, oily sheen of the salt-preserved eggs. She
sniffed the sausages as they sizzled and browned, chopped the pink eggs into a bowl. At the last moment, when
the family was seated around the table, she would beat a spoonful of fish sauce into a bowl of raw eggs until they
were frothy, slip them into a hot geased pan, watch them puff and turn golden. By then, the rice porridge would be
ready, fragrant and smooth.
Rice porridge must simmer long and slowly, so that it will slide smoothly down the throat. Nien had set the
new, shining white enamel pot onto the gas burner, turned up the flame, and gone outside to begin ironing the geat
pile of clothing she had sprinkled the night before, thinking that she would iron for just a minute or two, then
return to the kitchen to turn down the flame. But she soon became absorbed in her task and forgot all about the
porridge.
Now, with a small, worried face on either side of her, she inspected the pot, carefully scraping the inside with a
large spoon. The rice came off in blackened chunks. The outside was worse. She knew that the enamel, so white
and shining only an hour before, would come off in flakes the moment she touched the scorched and blackened
crust. Scouring would not save it, nothing would. It would remain ugly, ruined. She had ruined it.
The fate of the previous pot had been similar, the result of her handiwork. Thrown away because of her
carelessness, her forgetful and heedless ways. Unsightly because of her, a thing from which a person would avert
his eyes. And so her husband had taken the matter in hand, and on the previous day, Saturday, a day on which he
could have done many things, he had gone to the market and bought the new white-enamel pot, had stalked into
the house, his footsteps heavy with resentment, the new pot under his arm, his anger filling the small kitchen.
“Mama, it’s almost eight o’clock,” said Am. “Papa will wake up soon.”
Am’s words turned a switch in her mind. When she opened her mouth to speak, it seemed to her that the quiet,
insistent voice came from someone else, that all three of them were listening.
“Later, when—if Papa asks what happened to the new pot, tell him—tell him Yai Man next door, she borrowed
it. Yes, and if he doesn’t ask, don’t say anything.”
She swallowed, reached into her pocket, and in a voice scarcely above a whisper added, “Yes, and I will give
you each ten baht for—to buy candy, then.”
The children grabbed the money eagerly. Upstairs, she crept into the bedroom. He lay fast and peacefully
asleep although the morning sun poured through the window. The warmth of the sun reminded her of a second
pan filled with clothing, things she had washed the night before. Later in the afternoon, when they had baked dry
in the warm sweetness of the sun, she would iron them meticulously. The thought of the finished laundry—dry,
pressed, and fragrant, no mistakes—for a moment caused the reality of the charred pot to recede. Perhaps
everything would turn out all right after all, and he would never know.
Her reflections were interrupted by the jawk-jack of sparrows in the mango tree outside. A flock of them
descended into the tree every morning, causing the branches to brush against the eaves of the house and the
window of their bedroom.
He hated those sparrows.
She tiptoed across the room, took a broom from the comer, slowly opened the window screen, and, holding the
broom in both hands, leaned out the window and began to brandish it vigorously, thrusting it back and forth
among the branches until the birds fled.
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On some mornings, when school was not in session and her husband still lay asleep, she bade Am take over the
daily task of banishing the sparrows. The girl would sulk, but she would do it because she was afraid to disobey
her mother, a fact that had nothing to do with her mother and everything to do with her father.
But not today.
It was not worth taking the chance that Am might make a noise as she opened the screen, or might accidentally
knock the broom handle against the windowsill and waken her father before Nien was able to get the burned pot
safely out of sight.
Even more than sparrows, he hated jing-jooks, the tiny gray-green house lizards that made the sound juk-jakjuk-jak as they chased each other up and down walls and across ceilings. Any day that Nien found jing-jooks in
the bedroom, she would brush along behind them with the fly swatter, gently urging them out the window. It was
worth these small tasks to avoid his reproaches:
“This place is a nest, not a home. One of these days there won’t be room for people at all, it will be a filthy
nest and nothing more.”
This morning, as she was about to withdraw the broom from the tree and fasten the window screen before a
jing-jook could slip by, a voice interrupted her thoughts.
“Lady, what are you doing up there? Every morning I see you up there with that broom.”
Nien leaned out the window cautiously. Beneath her in the lane, the old woman who sold bah tong go
tawt\fn{A note reads: A Chinese doughnut made of two small fingers of dough that produce an X-shaped product about three inches
square.} leaned against her pushcart. At this hour, it was full of the steamed buns and Chinese rice pan-cakes that
she would hawk up and down this lane, on her way to the busy street beyond the comer. She peered quizzically up
at Nien, who, having no idea how to respond, smiled down at her timidly. But even if she had been able to think
of something to say, there was nothing she could do. She felt sorry that she could not explain herself to the
pushcart woman, but of course that was impossible, because he would awaken. The bah tong go tawt woman
waited for a few moments, then laughed, braced herself against the handles of the cart, and slowly pushed off
toward the mouth of the lane.
Nien quickly closed the screen, set the broom to rest, and tiptoed from the bedroom.
She returned to the disorder of the kitchen, where she, On, and Am worked with hands as quick as spools,
seizing this, grasping that, completing each other’s tasks without a word. When, from the comer of his eye, On
glimpsed two cockroaches skittering across the floor, he leaped for the broom, whacked them, and leaned to one
side just as Am slid the dustpan beneath their stiff, dark bodies.
In the very instant they finished tidying the kitchen, a groan sounded above them, freezing them all where they
stood. The rhythm of Nien’s heart speeded up in the instant she heard the groan, as if it had been waiting for this
signal. She took a deep breath, exhaling slowly as she set a freshly cooked pot of rice porridge in the center of the
table.
“There,” she said, “everything is just in time.”
“Who turned on the television?” came the querulous voice from upstairs. “Does the whole damned house have
to fall around your ears before you can turn it down?”
No one had turned on the television.
“Don’t you hear me? Turn it off! Now!”
The children’s faces radiated fear, engendering a flicker of courage in Nien’s breast. She pulled her hair back
and fastened it with a rubber band at the nape of her neck as she climbed the stairs, composing her face into a
good-morning smile.
He was sitting up in bed, his face creased with sleep and vexation. He did not look up or respond to her
presence.
She smiled and said, “Good morning, Khun,” began to talk to him as if he had smiled back or looked at her or
acknowledged her in some way. “No one turned on the television. You know the children would never think to do
such a thing while their papa is sleeping, not that I would permit it, no. I am afraid it is the television next door, at
Yai Man’s. It is such a shame, really. Here you are, with a morning when you could sleep in, but then, of course,
Yai Man’s children are home because there isn’t any school, and when they’re home, it is on all day, just
deafening, really.”
She tried to look concerned without losing her smile, cheerful yet sympathetic, inclining her ear toward the
sound that was more like the buzzing of mosquitoes than deafening. But, of course, it was not actually quiet; a
person could hear it if he was trying to sleep.
“Stop yapping and get over there and tell them to shut the thing up.”
He scratched his head irritably.
She would have to do it or one of the children. Theirs was one unit in a row house, with just enough room for
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the four of them: Nien; the children, On and Am; and her husband, Tahni, though she had never called him that or
even ph ii, “elder brother,” as women often did, but only khun, which was awfully polite but then she had not
known when or how to change this after they were married, and now it would be too odd to call him anything
else, and so to her, he would always be Khun.
There were two bedrooms and a bath upstairs, a kitchen and sitting room downstairs. The back door faced a
paved slab where a large earthenware water jug collected rainwater, and where she did the laundry and ironing,
and washed dishes. The front door faced a tiny square of grass and also the mango tree that lent its cool and leafy
shade to their home.
There were seven or eight buildings like theirs in the neighborhood. In the, last few years, the residents had
achieved a gratifying upgrading of status by the simple expedient of appropriating a foreign word: town house.
Whatever the word, foreign or Thai, the walls between families were too thin for privacy. Sounds that were not
meant to be shared thus passed with some frequency from one town house to the next, occasionally bringing a
quiet smile to Nien’s lips.
She was a woman who felt the importance of friendship and of small kindnesses. She would have enjoyed her
neighbors, but her husband could see no point in reaching beyond the walls of their own four rooms. What, he
demanded to know, was there to be gained from the prattle of neighbors? And, besides, he was fed up with the
way she let people walk all over her. Which neighbors were bound to do, and she would be fool enough to let
them, for in any dispute, large or small, nothing would induce her to do or say anything that might offend or upset
another person, however right her cause or wrong theirs.
“On!” she called down the stairs. “Run next door to Yai Man’s and ask them to please turn down the television.
Tell them your father is trying to sleep.”
“You’ll have to do it yourself,” came On’s loud reply. “I’m going out to buy Papa’s newspaper.”
The boy’s voice, suddenly insolent, chilled her. So conscious was he that Papa was listening, so full of the
power of his refusal on the grounds of Papa’s newspaper. Suddenly, the charred pot appeared before her eyes. She
blinked it away, called down the stairs again.
“But you can stop at Yai Man’s on your way. You can—”
The door slammed.
“You’re a pair, you are,” Tahni said, pushing himself from the bed onto his feet. “Bickering like two kids. You
don’t even know how to be a mother. Even that. Another minute, and I’ll go over there myself, and then we’ll see
if they shut the thing up. And you won’t have to worry about looking them in the eye, because they’ll be afraid to
look you in the eye.”
“Oh, no—don’t, please, Khun. I will go myself.”
His readiness for a fight made her stomach hurt, made her feel strangely afraid for the neighbors. Who knew
better than herself what there was to fear? As for her own embarrassment over facing Yai Man and her family
about the television, the discomfort of facing Yai Man herself was nothing, minuscule, a speck of dirt under a
fingernail, in comparison with the picture in her mind of her husband storming into the neighbor’s house, shouting
and swearing.
To her relief, he wrapped a clean pakomah about his waist, picked up the fresh towel she had set out for him,
and headed toward the bathroom, banging his heels on the floor and yawning. In another moment, she heard the
shower runnmg.
A good sign. He would be in there a long time, for he was a man who loved to be clean and prided himself on
impeccable grooming. By the time he left the bathroom, he would be wide awake and al- most certainly in a better
mood. He might even have forgotten about Yai Man's television or ceased to care.
Whatever Nien did today, she must get rid of the burned pot. That he might never inquire after it was beyond
possibility, for he was a man who noticed everything, including and particularly anything that was his and
missing. He was meticulous in his attentions to the household; his eye, fine as a sieve, missed nothing. Oh yes, he
would ask.
She would go to Yai Man and ask for help. If Yai Man would tell him herself that she had borrowed it … and
then she could say that she had lent it to another neighbor, who … but then what? Before long, the entire
neighborhood would be embroiled in the story of the burned pot, and how would it end? Never mind, she would
think of something. Nothing else mattered but keeping him from learning the truth today.
*
It was said of Nien that she possessed every quality of a true Thai lady. Her docile manner, her soft words,
even her narrow waist and delicate figure seemed to belong to another time. The hopeless thing, the unsolvable
problem, was that it seemed precisely these qualities that ignited the terrifying temper of the strapping man who
had become her husband.
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And yet, in the beginning, this strapping man had attracted her in no small measure. He was handsome and
strong, with powerful shoulders and forceful ways; but that was not all. He was witty, he made her laugh, and he
was quite the cleverest person Nien had ever met.
Indeed, not only Nien but also her family had considered it a most fortunate match for her, as did her envious
friends. Aside from his other qualities, Tahni possessed enormous charm. He charmed her and her family and
everyone else he met. She was proud of him, proud to be seen with him. She herself never could think of the right
thing to say; invariably, Tahni could. Nien had never imagined that anyone could have such perfect selfconfidence. And the most amazing thing of all was that he, who could have charmed and chosen anyone to be his
wife, had chosen—Nien!
Tahni was the deputy director of a branch of a successful private bank. He had achieved this position at an
impressively young age and entirely through his own ability and ambition. Indeed, he could have attained the
position in no other way, due to his single flaw, if it could be called such: his family.
Tahni had risen, or rather clawed his way upward, from origins that only charity could describe as humble. Not
only had they been desperately poor but (however Nien tried not to judge or disparage them) they were not—well,
not the sort of people one thought of as—the “humble poor.” They were more the frightening poor; the poor who
survived any way they could, to whom certain ways of behaving, which people like Nien would consider simple
human decency, were regarded, if they were regarded at all, as affectations.
Upon his family’s very principles, Tahni had clambered over their backs and onto the next level of society and
then the next. Who could help but admire such unfailing determination and courage?
Nien had grown up in what may be described as an old-fashioned family, which is to say that they were
amiable, politely affectionate with each other, and, if not wealthy, comfortable enough on money that had
accumulated over several generations. Another old-fashioned quality was their generosity, extended to all who
were in need, whether the need be for a full belly or a kind word.
Nien was the youngest daughter. Her father had died when she was a baby, and she was the joy of her mother’s
heart. Her upbringing was the kind of which Thai people say, “No ant dared to bite her, no cloud dared to rain
upon her head.” She had never encountered a situation that required her to resist, oppose, or even disagree with
anyone, for her mother, at the first sign that something might displease or offend Nien, always managed to adjust
the situation before her daughter could fully realize the sensation of displeasure or offense.
Still, the girl was sensible of pain and grief in the world, for she observed these things as she went about the
streets of Bangkok. Scenes of want or obvious unhappiness troubled and saddened her, for she had a tender heart;
while she may have been raised indulgently, she had never been encouraged to accept her own good fortune as her
due and other people’s bad fortune as the just expression of an unfortunately less deserving karmic inheritance.
Who would not, like Nien, troubled and saddened after an excursion into the mean streets, return gratefully to
the warm bosom of such a family? She believed that everyone who was near to her was possessed of only the best
intentions, a belief in which she was entirely justified. She never thought of looking for faults in those she loved
or ascribing unbecoming motives to their words or actions. Nien knew that evil existed, just as she knew that grief
and unhappiness existed. But evil, like grief and unhappiness, was a thing that lurked somewhere on the other side
of a river so wide that her eyes could barely make out the features of the opposite shore.
This was the sum of Nien’s preparation for her journey into life. As her family had adored her, she would adore
her husband and children, without qualification. Taken all in all, she was not unlike a person who has been raised
in a germ-free environment, but who must, at last, go into a world teeming with disease. Against the specific
diseases of cruelty, meanness of spirit, and greed, she had neither immunities nor defenses.
During the first year of their marriage, Nien and her husband could not afford a home of their own, so they
lived with her mother, who consireted this a most desirable situation. As she was not only an indulgent mother but
also a wise one, she carefully divided her house to give the young couple complete privacy and the sense, if not
quite the fact, of independence.
Nien soon learned that her husband had yet another phenomenal ability beyond those she had already admired.
“Nien, you look at art through the eyes of a child,” he remarked in a tone of voice that combined amusement
and exasperation. “as if a five hundred baht painting might well be the equal of one listed at five thousand. What a
little fantasist you are.”
She shrugged and smiled helplessly.
It was true. What did she know about art? Really, she had no right to question (however privately) his
definition of taste, which appeared to be the ability to guess the price of any object after a cursory glance. Should
one of his friends seek his opinion of a painting or sculpture that hung or stood in some studio about town, which
frequently they did, he would invariably delay giving an answer if he had not yet discovered the answer to the
only question that truly mattered: how much?
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She was infatuated with him. He knew so many things! True, his concern with the price of everything and
some of his odd habits of thrift were a bit vexing, or would have been vexing had she not reminded herself that his
thrifty ways were quite what she needed. She was far too careless with money. Even Mother teased her, calling
her Miss Basket with a Hole in the Bottom.
In a serious attempt to reform herself, Nien planted a garden with herbs and peppers, gourds and vines and
flowers, a project that was born one Saturday morning as he pulled vegetables from her market basket, pretending
(she was sure) to be quite put out with her for not driving a harder bargain with the women in the market.
“You want to be like Makato, little Nien. Do you know the tale?”
“No.” She felt embarrassed, for she knew almost none of the stories that he delighted in telling her, and that
she loved to hear. Wherever had he learned them all?
“Well, then. Makato was a boy who cut grass for elephants. That was his job. One day, he found a tiny coin in
the grass, only a bia\fn{A note reads: A bia was an ancient coin equivalent to 1/64 of a baht, which is worth slightly less than five
cents.} but he thought that he would take it to market and buy himself a nice lettuce with it. Of course, the market
woman laughed in his face.
“‘One bia?’ She laughed with her mouth wide open, Nien—like this—Haw haw haw! ‘You expect to buy a
lettuce with only one bia?’ She took the coin and contemptuously tossed it onto the ground.
“Makato was not daunted in the least. He picked up the coin, held it out again, and said, ‘Well, then, Mother, I
see that you have a bag of seeds beside you. Wouldn’t you please sell me just one lettuce seed for this bia, so that
I may grow a lettuce in my own garden?’
“The old woman chuckled to herself, and thinking to have a little fun with this fool, she said to him, all right,
then. Stick your finger into the bag of seeds, and perhaps a magic seed will stick to it. Any magic seed you find is
yours.’
“And so, little Nien, what do you think the clever Makato did? He stuck his finger into his mouth and then into
the bag—and, naturally, when he drew his wet finger from the bag, it was covered with ‘magic’ seeds. The old
woman could only shake her head. ‘You’re a clever boy, you are,’ she said—for she now realized that Makato was
not at all the fool he looked. ‘With such a brain, you could grow up to be a politician.’
“But Makato did not become a politician. He became a king! The king of the Mon people, who called him Phra
Jao Fah Rua. He ruled during the same era as our own king, Phra Ruang Jao. My mother loved to tell this story,
no doubt because our family has Mon blood.\fn{ It was the Mon people who were staunch allies of the United States during the
Vietnam War; many of them fled to my country when the Communists triumphed and have become citizens of my country .}
“Did you ever hear the saying that in every Mon stomach, there are seven needles and seven scythes? No?
Then let me tell you a secret, little Nien. It is not quite true. You see, the scythes are not in here,” and he touched a
finger to his belly, “they are here.” He raised his hand to his head, tapped a finger to his temple, then extended his
arm toward her slowly, so slowly that she felt quite mesmerized, and drew his index finger across her throat,
straight across, from beneath one ear lobe all the way to the other, with a touch so light that a shiver ran from her
throat to the tips of her toes.
He dropped his arm and turned away from her.
“If only you could have known my mother.”
He stared out the kitchen window with a forlorn look on his face, but when at last he looked back at Nien, a
twinkle came into his eye.
“Shall I tell you an absolutely astonishing story about my mother?”
Nien settled herself happily for another tale and put the seven scythes firmly out of her mind.
“Mother was pregnant with our youngest brother. The baby was due any day, but do you think that would stop
my mother from selling tripe in the marketplace? Not my mother—and if you have ever wondered, by the way, if
I was ever ashamed that my mother sold tripe in the marketplace, you would have been quite wrong.”
Nien shook her head quickly and laughed to show the absurdity of the idea.
“Only minutes after our brother was born, Mother dragged herself from the bed, carrying the afterbirth in the
bowl in which my grandmother had placed it, and what do you think she did with it? She dropped it into the stock
pot! Grandmother had already whacked off the cord, and without a blink, she tossed it onto the block, chopped it
up, and threw that into the pot along with the rest. Our family didn’t have to waste so much as a satang at the
butcher’s that day, and no one was the wiser. Everything—afterbirth, cord, and all—boop-boop, into the soup!”
He studied her face for several moments, then slowly broke into a wide grin.
Oh, he was teasing her! It was a joke! She began to giggle hysterically.
“Now!” he cried. “Are you laughing at my mother?”
His smile faded.
“Don’t do that, little Nien, not ever …”
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Tahni was a man of eloquent speech and dazzling words, full of hilarious tales that occasionally caused his
listeners to wonder, hours or days later, what the tale had really meant. There was, however, another side to
Tahni’s golden tongue. When he became angry, which happened with a frequency that began to alarm Nien, his
tongue could be as sharp as a razor, could slash and cut without warning or restraint. After several months of
marriage, Nien realized that she was becoming the chief target upon which he practiced his art. It hurt and
saddened her, but never once was she able to think of a retort to one of his wounding remarks.
Nien’s mother loved to surprise them with food. She would appear at the kitchen door, her merry face above a
steaming bowl of her famous gaeng liang, redolent with the fragrance of krachai herbs and shrimp paste, peppers
and onions and fish.\fn{A note reads: Gaeng liang (keeng liang) is a kind of curry. Krachai is called lemon grass in English.} For
this dish, she used the leaves at the tenderest tips of the tamlung vines, the prettiest of the gourds that Nien had
planted in the garden behind the house, and that now grew in splendid profusion. From time to time, she would
save herself a trip to the market by pinching off a few mouse-turd peppers or a handful of pungent, minty horapa
leaves from the inexhaustible abundance of the garden.
One morning, Nien’s mother called through the kitchen door.
“What is wrong with your Tahni today? He passed me on his way to work with scarcely a word, and with such
a face! If it wasn’t a frown, well—it wasn’t a smile, either.”
“I don’t know,” Nien replied, flustered and embarrassed. It was the truth; she didn’t know what had sent him
out of the house in such a bad humor that morning, but she did know that suddenly she felt the dull pain in her
chest, a pain that was becoming dismayingly familiar.
As the next day was the first of the month, when he rose from the breakfast table Tahni withdrew a small roll
of folded bills from the inside pocket of his suit jacket and laid it on the table. Nien had, with great diffidence and
a good deal of indirection, prevailed upon him to contribute to the upkeep of the house they shared.
“But, Khun,” she began in a small, breathy voice, seeing that the amount of money was smaller than it ought to
be, “I’m afraid this isn’t enough.”
“You may tell your mother,” he replied as he strode from the room, “that the rest paid for watering the
vegetables she swiped from our garden.”
When he had gone, Nien continued to stand before the table, staring at his breakfast dishes, not wanting to
believe that she had heard him speak such words. Not for anything would she tell her mother what he had said, so
clearly did it reveal a quality in her husband that was mortifying to her.
*
From that time forward, such behavior on Tahni’s part became quite ordinary, particularly when he suspected
that someone was trying to take advantage of him or, worse, when he feared that he was losing an opportunity to
take advantage of someone else. He would have found many more such opportunities in his mother-in-law’s
house, had not Nien’s older brother at last perceived the kind of man his sister had married and taken steps to
prevent another such event as the levying of the garden water fee.
“Your Tahni is a man of stone,” her brother remarked drily, “hard as stone and stingy as well, but—Nien, my
dear, the truth is that you encourage him.”
When Nien responded only with a look of bewilderment, he said, “Because you give in to his every act of
meanness. But—you really don’t understand, do you?”
She knew that she was not doing quite the right things, but what the right things might be, she could not
imagine. Of course, she was not nearly as clever as her husband; but, she reasoned, she did have a good education.
And so she decided that she might solve several problems at once by going to work.
Unfortunately, the state of the economy in that year did not support her ambitions. In the end, it was Tahni who
found her the job, who negotiated the terms of her employment as a salesperson in an air-conditioner store
downtown.
The first week, she wondered if she would ever make her sales quota. She knew perfectly well the reason for
her poor start: it was obvious, simple, and fatal. Each time she looked into a potential buyer’s face, she began to
shake with fear, and before she could gain control of herself, the uncomfortable customer had moved on. Day by
day, her faith in her ability to succeed in the job waned.
“Nien, you need to get a little—you know—‘hardened up,’” one of the other saleswomen advised her
sympathetically. “The customers are just people, you know; it’s not so bad.”
But behind her back, the others shook their heads with a mixture of amusement, pity, and irritation. The way
Nien scuttled away from people, as if they were pursuing her, when she should be pursuing them and making a
sale—it was very peculiar. Soon, she had earned a nickname, Literature Lady, after one of the men had remarked,
“She is exactly like one of those well-born heroines in the deadly old novels they made us read in high school.”
As they were having tea one afternoon, Nong-noot, the youngest saleswoman, remarked,
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“Nien, it’s not enough anymore to have a quick ear, a quick eye, and keep your hands and feet in motion. The
truth is, you’ve got to shake your ass, too!”
The others broke into laughter, not only at the truth of Nong-noot’s observation but also at Nien’s reaction to
the word “ass.” For her part, Nien understood that the laughter was not unkindly and that they regarded her with a
certain affection. And so she laughed along with them, gripping the edges of her desk to stop the detested shaking,
which had overtaken her once again, telling herself all the while that it was only normal, normal to be surrounded
by people, talked to, and teased.
Not long after, she was fired.
The explanation the manager gave her was straightforward. She had no personality. And none of the qualities
of a good salesperson, least of all the ability to talk anyone into buying anything. One of her colleagues rushed to
comfort her.
“Oo-ey, the hell with him!” she whispered to Nien about their boss. “Anyway, you don’t need a sungkabooey
little job like this, an educated woman like you. You know what? I’ll quit, too, and then he’ll be sorry.”
But she didn’t quit. At the end of the day, Nong-noot, who always topped her weekly quota, took a gold-plated
pen from her pocket and held it toward Nien with a smile. Nien’s heart swelled, lightening miraculously with this
simple gesture. Her eyes burned, and her throat hurt so that she didn’t dare to speak.
“It’s yours, Nien. You left it on my desk yesterday.”
The girl might as well have stuck a pin into Nien’s swelling heart. Nong-noot was not giving her a gift. No one
would. How stupid she had been! As Nien reached for the pen, Nong-noot quickly drew her hand back, looked
away, and in a rush of words said,
“You know, I’d really like to keep it, because then every time I use it, I’ll think of you, Nien. I mean, I really
liked you.”
Interpreting Nien’s silence as acquiescence, she put the pen into her pocket and walked away.
Thus did Nien lose both her job and her pen in one day. And came to understand very well how inadequate she
was to deal in the world outside, as other people seemed to to so easily.
Much chastened, she fled to her home, where before long she had a small child to care for and then another.
Home, Nien had learned, was the only place a woman like her belonged. Unfortunately, from the day she returned
from the air-conditioner store in disgrace, her husband treated her with even less respect than before. But how
could she blame him? After all, he had earned a good job and was successful at it. It was not his fault if she could
not make a success of even a simple sales job in an air-conditioner store.
The unfailing and unconditional love of her mother sustained her while she cared for her babies and tried to
please her husband. And then the catastrophe occurred: her mother fell ill and died.
Nien inherited enough money to buy the town house, with the addition of a small amount from Tahni’s private
account. It was after they moved that his rages over their household expenses became constant and frightening.
The only money Nien saw was her allowance, doled out according to his calculations of household needs, not a
satang more than was accounted for on the list he prepared meticulously each week. It was nearly impossible to
feed them all on what he gave her, but she dared not complain, since she never had been good about money as no
one knew better than he. In fact, the allowance was probably good for her; and anyway, she reasoned, it was he
who had earned the money, not she. Why shouldn’t he have the right to say how it should be spent?
The condition of the bar of soap in the bathroom was a weekly crisis.
“From now on,” he yelled down the stairs at her one morning, “you can start carrying a handful of Fab up the
stairs for your shower. Look at this! This bar has been in here less than a month, and it’s nothing but a crumb!”
There was no solution to the bath soap problem, as he used most of it himself.
Gradually, happiness for Nien became entirely defined by her husband’s state of mind. A day when he awoke
and seemed in an inexplicably good mood was a gift, a happy day. If, as was far more often the case, he was full
of anger, cursing her and terrifying the children, she and they endured.
Such was the climate of this household. It was good or it was bad, but in any case neither she nor the children
had any power to alter or affect it.
The world outside, full of people and events, now seemed barely connected to the mouse-hole world of her
home. But it did not occur to Nien that she might move from the mouse hole. She had gone into the world outside
once since her marriage and had failed there. The only answer to her predicament was to learn how to survive and
to enable her children to survive in the mouse hole.
One evening, Tahni arrived home from the bank in a state of high excitement.
“Wait until you see what I have to show you!” he announced, smiling so broadly that Nien felt a thrill of
delight and hope. He rushed upstairs to bathe, and when he returned, he opened his briefcase, removed a torn
sheet of newspaper, and flattened it on the kitchen table.
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“Look at this, Nien—it’s perfect. ‘No experience needed’—See? They’ve described you already. ‘Now hiring
salespeople to represent finest brand-name china. Pays top commissions.’ I called, and I got all the details. Even
you could do this, believe me. At first they said they require a refundable security deposit on the china, twenty
thousand baht, but it can be negotiated. So, what do you say? Your customers would be just housewives, Nien.
Even you could sell to other housewives.”
Terror filled her.
“Oh, Khun, I—I don’t think so. You have to haul a huge, heavy case of dishes all around town. I know,
because a long time ago, I had a friend who sold china like that. It was—I mean, I’m sure I could never … you
have to go to people’s houses who didn’t invite you, and—well, my friend only did it for a little while, but she
said it was like—like being a coolie, dragging that case, and then … nobody wanted the china.”
She stared fixedly at the ad as she spoke, her hands twisting damply in her lap.
“Khun, it was … very difficult, she had to go to all these little lanes she’d never seen before in her life, up to
her knees in mud in the rainy season and then in the hot season, dragging that case. And she was afraid in some of
those places, too, afraid of those men who watch for women alone, you know, Khun, to rob them, and they have
guns, and they—they watch for you …”
Despite her fear, she was unable to stop talking, stop defending herself against the terrible prospect of dragging
a heavy case of china into thousands of little streets she had never seen before, knocking on the doors of strange
houses. But stop talking she did, for he jumped to his feet, grabbed the sheet of newspaper, crumpled it into a ball,
and flung it at her, grazing the side of her head.
Nien braced herself, but instead of lunging at her he turned and stalked into the other room. The children
disappeared upstairs at once, and a few moments later, she heard them straightening and cleaning their room. She
wished with all her might that she had the power to shrink herself, to become the size of an ant, so that she would
not affront his eyes. She knew exactly how he looked without so much as a glance in his direction: his face dark
with anger, his eyes bulging.
As she could neither shrink herself nor dare to think of leaving the house, she tried instead to pacify him with
the sight of her devotion to their home. With her broom, with her dust rag, with her industrious light steps up and
down, back and forth. Even if she didn’t have a real job, she would show him that she did not expect to live off
him like a parasite, eating his toil.
This tactic had to be abandoned when he bellowed from the next room,
“I’ve had quite enough of your doleful little drama. The news is coming on in a minute—so shut up!”
Nien at once set aside her whisk broom and carefully pushed the small pile of dirt onto the dustpan with the
side of her hand. The news was coming on, and she hadn’t noticed.
He liked her to sit next to him during the news, and she looked forward to it. It made her feel close to him,
especially when he shared his views on national political events. She had quickly learned that he did not intend
for it to become a discussion. All she needed to do was nod often to show that she was paying attention.
Despite the pounding of her heart, she slipped in beside him on the couch. It was worth a try, because
sometimes after he had yelled at her, if she simply acted as if nothing had happened, he would begin to behave as
if it were true. Since the commercial was still on and the news had not yet begun, she picked up a magazine and
flipped through it, looking for something that might interest him.
“Here’s an article about the police breaking up another one of those prostitution rings in the Klong Toey slum.
The things people do—I mean, wouldn’t you think those women would be ashamed, getting arrested like that?
There’s a picture, too.”
In truth, Nien had no opinion about the police or the prostitutes or the Klong Toey slum, but it seemed like a
subject on which he would have a definite opinion, and when he expressed it, she would have an opportunity to
agree with him, which might begin to reverse the direction of the evening.
But that was not to be. When he turned to her and looked at her for the first time since his outburst in the
kitchen, she was stunned by the contempt in his eyes.
“In any case, little Nien, they seem to have figured out how to make a living, haven’t they?”
He was quiet for a moment.
“I said, haven’t they?”
She nodded.
“I should think that a woman who can do nothing competently might well feel ashamed by comparison with a
whore, who is competent at least in bed.”
Strangely, she felt as though she had been expecting these words, or something like them, for a long time. An
unerring slash from the razor tongue, a perfectly aimed thrust that would answer, for all time, any questions that
might have lingered in her mind.
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She rose and went out the backdoor, began to wash dishes, wept into the tepid water, scrubbing and weeping
until her entire body thrummed with grief. She lifted a glass to rinse under the running water, felt it slip between
her soapy fingers, tried to catch it, cracked it against the faucet. Some of the fragments went into the pan, some
fell to the cement floor at her feet. A stab of pain focused her attention on a finger from which great drops of
blood fell steadily. She separated the skin, saw the smooth white of the shaven knuckle, pressed the wound firmly
against the palm of her other hand. Something plucked her attention from the throbbing finger and the shards of
glass that lay about her bare feet on the cement floor: the sight of a jing-jook that had been unlucky enough to
choose that moment to tumble from the wall, and sever its tail on a large fragment of glass. Tail-less, it could not
move and squirmed helplessly in the fine, bright rubble, unable to escape.
In that moment, her husband burst through the door in response to the sound of the breaking glass. She held up
the injured hand and blurted out,
“I’m sorry, Khun, I’m so sorry—my hand was soapy, I was washing a glass, and it—it just slipped.”
Now she did not wish to be as small as an ant. A molecule, she thought, an element, a particle too small to be
seen with a husband’s naked eye.
“Well, it looks like you fixed one of your little friends,” he said, bending over to look at the mutilated jingjook. “Hand me the sponge.”
He took it from her, laid it atop the jing-jook, and stepped on it, grinding it into the cement as if it were an
enemy of whose annihilation he had long dreamed.
“Clean it up, little Nien,” he said softly and returned to the living room to watch the rest of the news.
She took a spatula from the dishwater, squatted beside the broken glass, lifted the sponge, and scraped the bit
of green pulp from the floor.
*
As her husband entered the bedroom after his shower, Nien pulled her consciousness back to this day. He had
spent an hour in the bathroom, a precious hour during which she had been able to find a place to hide the burned
pot until tomorrow, when he would be at work and she could take it far away. She was relieved to see that, as she
had so fervently hoped, the sourness of early morning had given way to a look of mild pride that bespoke the
effects of fragrant lather and gentle spray.
He strode to the dressing table and began to comb his hair before the mirror. The sleek wetness of his hair
emphasized his shapely head, the straight, narrow line of his nose, the curve of his lips, his strong chin. The tight,
gleaming muscles of his shoulder and back flexed with the motion of his arm as he drew the comb back and forth.
He was still a wonderfully handsome man.
In the mirror, behind this robust man with his ruddy complexion and fit body, Nien contemplated with dismay
her own small face, pale and narrow, the hair that was pulled back hastily, emphasizing the faint lines around her
eyes and mouth. A frowsy woman, not yet thirty years old, a woman whose image barely suggested the radiant
young girl who had once been pleased to regard herself in a dressing table mirror. How could she expect him to
love her?
She crossed the room, stopping just before her hip touched his, and glanced down at the damp, loose knot of
the pakomah tied beneath his flat belly. She was intensely aware of the soft fragrance of soap that lingered in the
creases of his body; and as he moved, despite herself Nien could not keep her eyes from the bewitching shifting of
wet fabric that clearly revealed him. Astonished and disturbed by her feelings, she looked away quickly. But it
was too late; he had caught her eye, and the corners of his mouth twitched into a grin.
“Lock the door.”
He picked up the pair of freshly pressed slacks she had laid over the back of a chair and began waving them in
front of her. “And then you can help me put these on.”
He continued to wave the pants slowly in front of her face, grinning at her embarrassment, then tossed them
aside, untied the knot of his pakomah, and let it drop to the floor.
“Come closer.”
He seized her hand and began to caress himself with it, firmly guiding her fingers.
He pushed her backward onto the bed, fell over her, penetrated her at once. She wrapped her arms about him
tightly, strained against him, greedy to absorb the delicious pleasure with her whole body. Breathless with
excitement and the joy of his desire for her, she was barely aware of the whispering in her ear.
“Little Nien had better be sure there’s nothing on the stove, or she’ll have to get down there and turn it off,
little bare-tits Nien, bare-ass naked just like she is now—and who knows who might get a good look at her
through the window, little Nien hustling her skinny bare ass around the kitchen …”
Whispering, whispering as he always did, words to arouse not her passion but her humiliation, which, reflected
in her face, heightened his lust and his pleasure, as she well knew. But today, when he lifted his head to look down
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into her face, what he saw was not embarrassment but desire. Heedless of his words, she moved against him in a
frenzy, clutched him fiercely, then stiffened, held him fast, shuddered.
His face was suffused with confusion and disbelief, and then with outrage, because he had gone too far and
now could not hold back. And also because she had cheated him, had grabbed her pleasure from him, and now he
could not withhold himself, get out of her, take it away. He was powerless; he could do nothing except to move
faster and faster, get it over with as soon as possible. With the last pulse of his own climax, he rolled off her and
away. A moment later, he leaned against the headboard, lit a cigarette, and stared fixedly out the window into the
branches of the mango tree.
Nien crawled across the bed to him, stroked him tenderly, scarcely daring to breathe lest the sweet moment be
threatened in any way.
“Get off me,” he said. “Your hands are sticky.”
The sun was high now and baked the room. Her thoughts drifted lazily to the clothing she would hang out after
breakfast. She blushed to regard the bedspread, wrinkled and soiled. I will have to wash it too, she thought,
pleased at the evidence of their passion, two people in love, no matter what, heedless of a clean bedspread in the
urgency of their need for each other. She rolled over onto her side and propped herself on her elbow. If only she
could lie here all day, reliving at her leisure the delicious things he had done to her.
Her hand flew to her throat at the sudden clamor that emanated from the next room. The children were
shouting at each other; something metal clattered loudly across the bare floor.
All feeling drained from her body, leaving her hands and feet too numb to move. Tahni leaped to his feet,
grabbed the pakomah and knotted it about his waist, pounded on the wall.
“On! Am! Have you gone crazy?”
Incredibly, despite his pounding and shouting, the noise did not diminish.
He fumbled with the lock, flung open the door, and bolted down the hall with his banging-heels walk,
threatening to settle their dispute in a way they would not soon forget.
Nien dressed herself with shaking hands, each button a challenge, but she wanted to be slow, wanted to stand
forever beside the bed, as rigid as stone, hands and feet so icy that it seemed her blood had ceased to flow and
now lay cool and dead in her veins. She could think of only one thing: the pot, the dreadful ruined pot.
Nien gazes at the window with longing. Should she run to it, leap from it? Or will it only mock her, withhold
death’s emancipation, punish her instead with long years of agony in a maimed body? But, no, neither death nor
life will be of her choosing. The footsteps of the executioner draw ever nearer.
Oh, help! What escape, what refuge is there for Nien? She cries out, but no sound escapes. Is there no
compassionate angel who will save her? She claps her hands to her face, covers her eyes with her fingers, a small
scream at last escaping into her sweaty palms as the vision she has already seen in her darkest imaginings fills the
doorway: her husband, transformed into a demon, clutching the charred pot she hid beneath her daughter’s bed. In
a hundred days, a thousand years, he would not enter his children’s bedroom, but on this of all days he has, and
now, there he stands—holding the pot in one hand, twisting his daughter’s ear with the other. The girl dances and
writhes in pain beside him, whimpering, biting her lip to keep from crying out. Behind his father and sister, On
trembles like a baby bird in a chill wind.
Her husband holds the pot high, swings it back and forth before her, showing off its condition to fullest
advantage.
“What is this? Can you speak and explain this to me?”
He strides toward her, still clutching the ear of the agonized girl, and thrusts the pot directly against Nien’s
face. She turns away. Until this moment, she still has not met his eye, but now she must, for he releases his
daughter with a vicious shove to free his hand so that he may clutch his wife’s face, jerk it toward him so that she
cannot look away.
He pushes her chin up, up so that she must stand on her toes. Her voice is hoarse, bleating; she fears that she
will faint.
“Khun—oh, Khun! I started the rice porridge, and then I went outside to iron, and I—I forgot about the
porridge, I don’t know why, and it burned, and I tried and tried to clean it, but I could see that it was too—that
scouring would not—clean it …”
“Scouring would not clean it?”
He rubs the pot against her nose.
“Indeed it wouldn’t! So what do you do? You decide to trick me, conceal your dirty little secret under a bed
like the slovenly, lying slut you are. Yes, that is exactly what you would do, isn’t it? Ruin the pot, and then
deceive me as if I were as big a fool as you.”
“Khun! Please! I promise I’ll never, ever do anything like this again. I swear it.” She is shaking from head to
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foot now, moaning her litany of repentance over and over.
“If I ever do anything like this again, do anything to me, but this time please believe—” Her voice rises in
terror as she cries out, “Oh, Khun, I am so afraid, so afraid!”
It was this despairing cry, this splash of fuel that set all ablaze. He raised the pot above his head and with all
his strength hurled it to the floor with a crash that sent On and Am leaping straight into the air. As it went clanging
across the floor, he seized Nien’s shoulders, lifted her from her feet, and dashed her to the floor. He bent over her
and began to pummel her with his fists; but the awkwardness of the position soon frustrated him, and so he began
to drag her across the room, his powerful hands clutching her thin arms. He ripped the screen from the window,
lifted and tossed her until she felt her lower ribs and the bones of her pelvis crack against the sill. Although she
was in terror for her life, she had no strength to resist, could only hang there as about her head the startled
sparrows screeched and flapped, frantic at the invasion of their tree. People beneath her walked on, not bothering
to turn their faces up to see what had caused the commotion among the birds.
Although no sound had escaped her lips, he clapped his hand over her mouth and hissed into her ear,
“Once more, once more, and you’ll be lying down there with a busted neck, you miserable creature. You
cannot do anything. You are not anything! Will I never be rid of you? Why can’t you die before you drive me
insane? Because of you I am going insane!”
Beneath her terror, beaten and paralyzed with fear, hanging from her bedroom window, held back only by his
tormenting hands, she accepted with a cetainty that was absolute, even calm, two facts: he was mad, and she
would die. Her feet flopped against the wall with the force of the pull that jerked her back through the window.
She landed on the floor, heard the crack of her forehead against the boards before she felt the pain. A high whiwwhiw-whiw sound filled her head, and the room whirled about her. He had not eased his grip on her arms. She
raised her face to him, barely seeing him through the blood that gushed down her forehead and into her eyes,
begged him for mercy, but his hatred, which year after year he had allowed to escape in measured doses, would
not be contained.
The chaos in her mind gradually was distilled into a single, pure emotion: the will to survive. Tahni, not
expecting any resistance now, was taken off guard as suddenly she tore her arm from his grasp and crawled
clumsily backward into a comer, beyond thought, beyond pride, beyond shame.
He turned to the children, who stood transfixed near the door. All that had transpired had taken—how long? A
minute? Less?
“Don’t think of running,” he shouted as he lunged toward them, “don’t think of it!”
They raised their arms to shield their faces, dodged his blows as best they could, stifling their screams so that
no one would hear. Although they had never been told that the privacy of their affliction must be protected at all
cost, they understood that it was so.
“Oh, Khun—not the children!” Nien cried out, “Please, Khun, no!”
He clutched Am’s arm, held her fast.
“You are like your mother,” he jeered, “you pitiful thing, I should beat you to death, all three of you.”
“Papa, I didn’t do it!” Am shrilled. “Mama put the pot under my bed, so I took it and put it under On’s bed
because it wasn't my fault, and anyway-it was his idea! Not me, Papa-I didn't do anything!"
“She lies, Papa!”
On’s back was against the wall, and his arms flapped frantically, the baby bird now in full view of the cat.
“I saw her trying to hide it under my bed, but I wouldn’t let her, Papa. She’s the one who took the ten baht
Mama gave us not to tell you about the pot, and she went down the street and spent it on candy right away, but my
ten baht is right here, Papa. I knew it was wrong.”
On reached into his pants pocket, pulled out the wrinkled note, held it out with a quivering hand.
“Here, Papa, you can have mine.”
Nien stared at her children: Am, crumpled and sobbing beside the door; On, holding out the ten baht note in a
fervent, hopeless gesture of appeasement. Her son and daughter, who had shared her breath and blood as they
grew beneath her heart. Why, they were orphans! What did they know of the safety of home, the love of mother
and father, loyalty to those they loved? Nothing, nothing at all! What hope had been nurtured in their young
hearts? Survival and nothing more.
If they were unnatural children, she was an unnatural woman. What kind of mother was she, what kind of
wife? Crouched in the corner, her body bruised and bloodied, as was her spirit, she wept now with knowledge of
the entire truth, that she was—and had—nothing, possessed nothing, had nothing to give, not even to them, these
children she adored, who now kicked and punched each other as they tried to get through the doorway at the same
time. Their small, wildly scampering feet were her last image of them, as they made their escape without a glance
in her direction.
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Her husband stood for a moment, his chest heaving, then turned and stalked into the bathroom, slamming the
door. As she crouched unmoving in the corner, an image formed in her mind, the face of her own mother as she
had looked up into Nien’s eyes in the last moment of her life.
Above all, her mother had valued compassion for others. This she had not needed to teach to Nien, for it was
evident in every action of her own life: compassion was the crowning glory of the daughter of woman, an ideal
she had fulfilled to the last breath she drew. This was her dowry to her daughter. She had nurtured, in this beloved
daughter, a beautiful tree that would offer cool shade to all who were weary and sun parched, sweet fruit to all
who might feel the pangs of hunger. Never did she suspect that the beautiful tree would one day be cut to the
ground by one who had rested beneath its verdant shelter and dined upon its fruit only to rise, cool and sated, to
heft an axe and strike it down.
Nien could hear her mother’s voice:
“The woman must be like the hind legs of the elephant, Nien, the husband like the front legs, which, though
they must always lead, cannot move the elephant by themselves.”
And:
“A woman must be like a reed, my daughter. In the dark of night, it may be whipped by the fiercest storm, yet
we always find it the next morning, swaying in the breeze, glistening with dew drops, its gentle strength a
miracle.”
The face of her mother faded from Nien's thoughts and was replaced by vague images of the world outside, a
world for which she had been too timid, a world full of people who had been too sharp, too quick for her. She
never knew what they might do or say; it was like being surrounded by wild animals who were temporarily at rest,
their bellies full—for a while. And so she had retreated to the lair of just one wild animal, clinging to the belief
that there must be a way to placate him, keep his belly full, his wrath at bay; and thus she and her children might,
after all, survive.
Even now, Nien clung to one, saving reality: though she might live under the tyranny of a beast, she herself
was not a beast. She was not a dog or a pig that can be driven into a pen and locked up. She had walked into this
place of her own free will, eaten and slept and lived with this man, borne his children. She was not a dog or a pig.
She had a mind and a spirit, hands and feet. She could unlock the gate of the pen and walk out.
*
In the early darkness, the pale silver of dawn began to lighten the sky in the window above her. Cautiously, she
reached out with aching arms to touch the children who slept on either side of her. Even the slight shift of position
sent a searing pain through her ribs. The night before, she had waited for On and Am to fall asleep, then pushed
their beds together and crawled between them. She stroked her daughter’s warm, smooth back, cherishing the
even rise and fall of her breath. At least, he had restrained himself this far; his hand had not fallen as heavily on
the children.
He had left the house, not returning until long after midnight. She had lain rigid between the children, knowing
from the stumbling of his footsteps that he was, as she had been sure he would be, very drunk. She had forced her
breaths to be shallow, even though her heart was pounding in her chest, until she heard him snoring through the
wall.
Now, she dressed as quickly as her pain would allow. In the kitchen, she prepared soft-boiled eggs and
Ovaltine for On and Am. The charred pot lay in the basin where it had soaked overnight. After he had left the
house, she spent an hour on it, though it had done no good at all.
Almost six o’clock. She set the mugs of Ovaltine and the eggs on the table and went upstairs to wake the
children, get them into the bathroom to wash and brush their teeth, and help them dress for school. Before long,
the tuk-tuk\fn{A note reads: Tuk-tuk is the onomatopoeic name for a three-wheeled vehicle with a bench behind the driver; an awning
covers the vehicle.} driver who picked them up each school daywould stop before their door, revving the engine,
peering impatiently from under the awning of his vehicle. The children would rush out the door, jump onto the
plastic-covered bench behind him, and disappear into the traffic for another day in their other world.
She envied them.
As On and Am sleepily tied their shoes, she tiptoed down the short hallway, her heart in her throat. The door
was ajar, and she was able to slip into the room without touching it. He lay sound asleep beneath the folds of the
silky coverlet. She sank to her knees at the foot of the bed, sat back on her heels and studied the graceful planes of
his face, his lashes dark against his cheeks. A man sleeping peacefully, she thought, not a demon, just a man. She
sat dazed, her hands folded on her thighs, her slender arms bare, mottled with dark bruises above the elbows.
Her eyes moved from his face to the picture that hung above the bed: Tahni and Nien, On and Am, smiling into
the camera. The family portrait seemed to float toward her. Something was moving—not the picture, something
scarcely glimpsed from the comer of her eye. Was it only her imagination?
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No, it was a pair of jing-jooks. They had dashed past the picture, just above it. One chased the other, overtook
it, climbed onto its back. Nien rose up on her knees, watching, fascinated. After a moment, the one on top
clambered away. Immediately, the one on the bottom scurried after it. Halfway across the wall, with a lightning
quick contortion of its lithe body, the first jing-jook turned and bit the other’s tail. Jik-jik-jik! the injured jing-jook
trilled as it dashed into the comer.
Tears stung Nien’s eyes.
“Don’t follow him, you stupid thing! Don’t screech and run away into your comer. Have you no shame, no
shame?” She could neither bear the sight of the tiny lizard nor take her eyes from it. She swayed back and forth on
her knees like a mad-woman, her mouth wide open, salty tears falling into it, howling soundlessly.
“Don’t follow him! Get out! Get out, you stupid animal!”
A gentle rustling sound began as the sparrows started their soft descent into the branches of the mango tree.
Her husband stirred. Nien rose to her feet, tiptoed to the comer, picked up the broom. Slowly, she opened the
screen, leaned out, and began poking the broom among the branches.
“Don’t be mad at me, lady, but I really want to know—what is it you do up there?”
It was the bah tong go tawt lady, shielding her eyes with a hand, grinning up at Nien.
Nien smiled back at her, as before, but made no reply. At last the old woman gave up and began to push her
cart down the lane.
Nien leaned forward, gripping her broom more tightly, and resumed her silent battle with the sparrows.
140.104 Father Ramkamhaeng: A Folktale\fn{by Virawan Kumpong (1953(F) -1

)}

Ban Nai, Cholburi Province, Thailand

Father Ramkamhaeng, the glory of our land.
His name was renowned from the day
He reigned over Sukhothai.\fn{He was the third king (1275-c.1317) of the Sukhotai Kingdom.}
He defeated the enemies
That bombarded near.
He gave his heart to his Thai children;
Capable was he in giving protection to all.
How he’s like our father!
He loved as a father loved his child.
He aimed at the happiness for each one.
Who could equal our father, the glory of our land?
Who could equal our father, the glory of our land?
He made the alphabet
For us to use
In friendly relations.
He made inscriptions on the stone-posts.
And the religion in these days flourished.
He went to visit China
The faraway country,
And brought Chinese makers of china.
The whole realm has known of his kindness and excellence!
23.46 Deep In The Heart Of A Mother\fn{by Wat Wanlayankul aka Wirawat Wanlayankul (1955Thailand (M) 6

)}

Lopburi Province,

The old woman’s eyebrows pull together in the middle, and her lips open slightly, which makes her look sad,
although she is not. Her gaze meets that of the foreign lady on the playing card. The old woman is frowning
because the lady reminds her of someone, but she can’t quite get it. This happens to her all the time. Something
will vaguely occur to her, but then she can’t quite get it.
She turns to look at Lover Boy, the old dog. Well, he’s no help. If Lover Boy were a person, he would probably
show the same symptoms. Ten years old for a dog is—what? Sixty or seventy years for a human being? She turns
back to the picture of the foreign lady and the other cards lined up on the table before her.
The result of concentrating on the foreign lady’s face is a feeling of loss. No, not loss … a perception of
kindliness and of feelings hidden away. Is this our own face? So, this is what it is, being old.
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A weak, unpleasant sensation slithers up from her chest into the base of her throat, like a demon sucking, and
gives her chilly shudders despite the intense heat of the afternoon. A dark shadow slides into the house through
the doorway and wraps itself in the dimness of the room.
What kind of a demon is that? Maybe it is just a shadow and nothing more.
Or maybe it is death.
Her children have studied and know more about life, in some respects. Their mother’s doings, in the eyes of
this group, are humorous or embarrassing, as her own parents’ doings once were to her. Therefore, they are not
much interested in what she has to say. Or they laugh.
Oh, my children. Old people are not up with the times, that is true. Everything they do is amusing.
When she meets this behavior in her children, she loses confidence in herself and doesn’t feel like talking to
anybody or thinking. She doesn’t want to be interested in anything. Certainly, she is not up to fighting these weak,
shuddery feelings, much less the demons that come with them. And, yet, she feels more—more faith, some kind
of a faith that is like armor shielding her. She could not describe it, but she knows what it feels like. She notices it
especially when she is with her son Berm, the oldest one.
She rose from the sofa and tottered across the room to switch on the fan. As the cool air began to blow over
her, the constriction in her chest and throat slowly eased. She always thought the fan looked like a round, smart,
happy face. Her son Bawm had saved up his money to buy her this fan. Such a small salary, yet he thinks of his
mother.
A fan is the best thing for heart disease of the not-enough-oxygen kind. It helps keeps the person cool. On the
other hand, after it blows for a while, it makes the lungs worse. You get something, you lose something.
That is how it goes your whole life, she mused, the gaining and the losing. You work, for which you get
money, but in the end you lose your strength. Once she had wanted a daughter (because she already had two
sons), but when she got the daughter, her husband, whom she loved, got killed in an accident.
She didn’t know whom to blame for that.
The old woman had discovered that the moon tree in front of their house grew visibly taller every day. She
measured its progress against the glass slats of the louvered window, watching the leaves ascending slat by slat,
day by day. Now, at noon, she could almost hear its tiny new leaves opening. That was peculiar, she thought. In
the coun- tryside, one heard such noises in the deepest part of the night. But here, the deepest silence lay across
the middle of the day. Hard to believe, with all these houses stuck together in a row, what they called a
townhouse.
Some days, it was too quiet and frightened her.
In this whole street, there was no one at home during the day but old people, a few dull-witted girls sulking
over washtubs, and men who had fallen into low jobs, working an hour here, an hour there. Once in a while, she
heard the sound of a bicycle and would make her way to the doorway only to catch a fleeting glimpse of a blue
and white uniform, as a student pedaled by. It always warmed her heart, that glimpse of youth.
Near the window was a small table, on which lay a gold-colored plaque that had been recently awarded to
Berm. It was some kind of government award. She couldn’t remember what it was, but his name was in the
newspaper about it and his picture, too. What was it? Something about working with children. The boy in the
house next door had been impressed.
“Berm is real smart,” he said. Then he laughed. “It’s funny that he got an award for working with children,
because he looks so old and serious.”
“He must have been drinking when they took the picture. He always looks like that when he’s drinking. Old—
old and flushed in the face.”
At dusk, the neighborhood gradually came to life again. The cars returned; people got out and talked to each
other. Stereo speakers spouted music up and down the block, and one by one the TV sets were turned on.
Most days, dusk brought relief from the heat but not today. The old woman sat on, patiently dealing her cards,
glancing at the doorway with each new sound of hurrying footsteps, each car slowing down and stopping. Every
day was the same. Hour after hour, she contended with the quiet and the loneliness; and it was when her children’s
day came to an end that her real day began.
*
At last came the sound of footsteps that were, to her, long spaced, the steps of someone tall, the footsteps of
her daughter, who suddenly walked through the door. Lover Boy opened his eyes, rearranged his chin on his
paws, and promptly went back to sleep, not caring that her long calves in their white knee socks brushed his nose.
Clutching her schoolbooks closer in her arms, the girl put her palms together before her face in a wai, bobbed
in her mother’s direction, and rushed past her.
Her youngest child was now home, had burst through the door like a flower opening. The first flower to open
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in my garden today, her mother thought as she turned over another card.
The old woman listened to the thrumming traffic that now filled the street until she heard the distinctive,
rumbling sound of Bawm’s car coming closer, slowing, and stopping. She went to the door and watched him park
the familiar, dented old green car beside the moon tree, as he did every day.
Ordinarily, Bawm kissed his mother lightly on the cheek as he came through the door, but tonight he paused
for a moment, cocking his head and looking faintly dismayed, as if to ask, “What’s wrong?” Then a glint of
mischief began to transform his expression. Slowly, he raised his hands to the base of his mother’s throat, where
they paused for a moment above the slack folds of skin. Then his fingers dove lightly into his mother’s flesh, and
he began to tickle her, crying “Jucker-jee! Jucker-jee!” as one does with babies, tickling them at the top of their
chest where they are especially ticklish, and where he knew his mother was, too.
She screeched with pleasure.
“Oh, you fool! Stop, stop, I can’t get my breath … oh, oh …”
She leaned against her son, gasping for breath and wiping the tears from her eyes.
As a boy, Bawm had been homely and dark skinned, and his manners were blunt. He wasn’t clever at anything,
unlike his brother. Bawm had graduated from school with ordinary grades and gone straight into an ordinary
government job. He had been working for two years, and his salary paid the major share of the mortgage.
When the woman was forced to quit working because of her health, her retirement money provided just enough
for the down payment on the house and for the old green car Bawm now drove. He had insisted they have a car of
some kind because of her health. If Mama should become suddenly ill, they could take her to the doctor or the
hospital at once. He had wanted his brother and sister to drive it, too. She had gone as far as getting her driver’s
licence but was not interested in driving. As for Berm, he ignored the car altogether and managed to give the
impression that he couldn’t see any reason for owning one.
She never knew when Berm would come home. Some days, he arrived early; other days, he didn’t return until
late at night. For a while, he would go off faithfully every morning; but after a few weeks of that, he might pass a
whole week at home, doing nothing at all. And often, when he did come home, he was surrounded by a swarm of
friends. They would talk, laugh, and drink; and eventually, they would fall asleep all over the house.
Tonight, the dinner hour had come and gone. Lover Boy was now fully awake and sat looking at the door with
a lonely, hopeful expression. He waited eagerly for the one person in the house who played with him. Berm had
brought Lover Boy home when he was a tiny puppy, and although he had become part of the family, the rest of
them seldom paid any attention to him.
Outside the door, there were now many sounds besides the traffic. High-heeled shoes clattered by, bicycle
chains grated, and a peddler shuffled past the door, crying out the names of the snacks piled high on baskets
suspended from her shoulder pole. Neon lights from across the street glowed and were reflected on the leaves of
the moon tree.
Images on the TV screen flickered continually as the heroine of a Chinese movie jumped around.\fn{ About 15%
of the population of Thailand is Chinese; the Thai themselves compromise about 75% of the population of the entire country .} The old
woman didn’t like it. It was like watching the Chinese opera. So much noise, all that fighting and jumping around,
it could give a person a heart attack.
Lover Boy began to wag his tail. Then he jumped up and barked.
Berm entered the room, his face solemn. He bent over to pet the joyful dog.
“Take a bath first,” his mother said. “That’s all you think about when you come home, kissing that dog.”
Berm ignored her remark.
“He needs exercise,” he said. “Don’t you, boy? Yah, yah—look at that gut.”
Lover Boy gazed into Berm’s eyes, his tail wagging furiously.
Berm turned around and went back through the door, the ecstatic Lover Boy at his heel.
They were gone a long time. Later that evening, after he had washed and done a few household chores, Berm
sat down with a novel.
“The boy next door said you look old in that picture in the newspaper,” his mother said without looking at him.
She didn’t mention that the boy had said Berm was smart.
“It’s the liquor,” she said. “You wouldn’t look so old if you didn’t drink.” She went on placing one card after
another before her on the table, just as she had done in the afternoon when she was all alone.
Berm put down his book. As if he had not heard a word she said, he turned to Lover Boy and began to scratch
his stomach.
She scooped up the cards and began to deal them anew. There it was again, the face of the foreign lady staring
up at her.
“You still haven’t learned how to drive the car. Good. Because if you did know how, I wouldn’t let you.”
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Berm laughed to himself softly, then pressed his lips together swiftly in what might have been a smile.
“If I was drunk, Mother, I’d either sleep it off where I was or come home in a taxi.”
“And what would happen to the car?”
Berm shrugged.
“Nothing.”
“What would you do, just leave hoy?”
“Sure.”
“And let somebody steal it?”
Berm didn’t reply.
“That’s good. My son doesn’t care if somebody steals from him, not even his car.”
He had never been any different, not even as a boy. His friends could borrow money, never pay it back, take
his things—he didn’t care, never asked. Look at what happened when he won that award. Money came with it, so
he took all the money and spent it drinking with his friends, buying drinks for everybody until it was gone.
“To tell you the truth, Mother, I don’t want to drive. I don’t even want to learn how. If I could drive, I’d
probably end up wanting my own car, or I’d end up arguing over this one with Bawm. It’s better this way.”
“Having nothing. Doing nothing. Is this how you’re going to be your whole life? Don’t you worry about when
you get old?”
Berm was silent for a moment. He turned to her and said,
“Mama, don’t you know that people like me never starve?”
Berm had started by working for the government, like Bawm. But he didn’t like it. Too many rules. Long ago,
she had believed that he was indeed the kind of person who would never starve. Many of her relatives had said
that Berm looked like her. She had always been a hard worker; Berm, too, would be able to take care of himself.
He would have a good life. She had believed it would be so. Had she been so wrong about him? If only Berm
didn’t like to drink so much. What was he interested in? Things that were nothing, of no importance.
A week ago, during one of their arguments, he had said angrily,
“Why don’t you leave me alone? I’ll probably be dead before long, anyway.”
She was furious and scared.
“What are you thinking of?”
He was talking like an old man!
“You are not old, but your mother is. Don’t you think of that? There are ten years left on this mortgage. Your
brother’s salary is not so big. What about him? What about your little sister? Don’t they matter to you? No. What
happens to your family means nothing to you.”
Now he was silent.
His mother watched a bead of sweat form on his forehead and run down his face. Berm’s brows protruded in a
frown; his face was puffy and flushed, marked with faint lines. Angry as she was, the woman felt a stab of sorrow.
“Oh, my son, my handsome Berm,” she thought. “You could be a good-looking man still, if only you would
change.”
Berm tossed his book aside.
“I’ll be back soon,” he said and left the house.
The air had not cooled enough to make the room bearable. The damp, plastic skin of the sofa stuck to the skin
of her arms. Outside, not a leaf of the tree moved, and the street seemed to be regaining the bleak quality it had
had at midday.
A random collection of thoughts invaded her mind, succeeding and overlapping each other. Her memory was
unreliable. It was so frustrating to forget the simplest things. Sometimes she couldn’t even add or subtract a few
numbers—and then things would occur to her, memories of things that had happened years before, and she could
remember every detail about them. Who said what, and what happened. Not important things; in fact, they were
generally useless or stupid things that she would never have made a point of remembering. But she found that it
didn’t work that way. She didn’t remember things because they were important. There wasn’t anything logical
about memory.
She found herself thinking about a man and wife who used to live near her. The husband was keeping a minor
wife, and when the legal wife found out about it, they had a big fight. In the end, they decided to sell the house
cheap and split the profit. But on the day they were supposed to sell, the husband didn’t show up. He said he
would rather let the bank just take it all than give her half. What a shame. The down-payment, all those mortgage
payments, for nothing. He didn’t care. He would rather get nothing. Now that, the old woman reflected, was
anger.
Why was she thinking about those people? Why should she think about them? People she had known once, not
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very well, and would never meet again. This was the kind of thing that came into her mind, some event that had
nothing to do with her own life and was past, anyway. She couldn’t figure out a bill, but she could sit there and
think about those three, the man and his wife and his minor wife, and what did that whole mess have to do with
her bad heart, anyway?
She switched the fan to high. How often had she got off the couch during this whole day? She could count the
number of times. To go to the bathroom, to eat rice, to feed Lover Boy, that was all. The fan breathed, turning its
face slowly from left to right; the fan was a living thing, and this was its job. It had its purpose, unlike a person
who could only sit and breathe, all alone, to no purpose.
Her breathing was becoming more difficult, as if something were stuck. She coughed as hard as she could and
groped for her medicine. Bawm came into the room and turned off the fan. There was nothing else to do but
cough, nothing but make herself fight once more the terror against which all her courage, allied with her feeble
breath, was less and less able to prevail.
Thoughts, so many thoughts, all fearful. Why had Berm gone out? He just got home. Maybe he didn’t want to
hear his mother going on and on again. For a month now, perhaps longer, she had been complaining about the
drinking and other things.
*
“I’ll be back soon,” he had said, but an hour had passed since then.
Lover Boy looked sad.
She reached out and smoothed the top of his head.
“Poor Lover, poor Lover. Is Berm mad at his mama? Maybe he thinks I don’t understand him. Old people are a
bore, Lover Boy, yes, they are.”
Why couldn’t she understand her own son? He said he wanted to work for children and help society. Those
were his own words. He was earnest about it, she could see, because somebody in the government had seen fit to
give him an award and put his picture in the paper. People told her Berm was smart. Why couldn’t she be proud of
this son?
She felt ashamed, but this was succeeded by anger. Those people who thought so much of him that they gave
him an award—had they thought about his problems? While he was helping children and society, what about his
family’s problems?
Could it be getting hotter as the evening wore on? Bawm and his sister were asleep in their beds. She looked
over at Berm’s plaque. She worked hard her whole life, and nobody ever gave her any kind of award. This neither
pleased nor dismayed her; it was just a fact. Her work had been her work; that was all.
She had been the housekeeper in a student boarding house, working hard until she couldn’t anymore. All those
years, she never missed a day, sick or not. She seldom slept through a night. There was always some student out
after curfew, knocking softly at her door, asking to borrow her key. When the lady who was her boss found out,
she said that was very unfair, that everyone had the right to be asleep by ten and stay asleep. No more getting up
for those kids: they could pay a hundred baht fine to get in if it was so important to stay out late.
But she had felt sorry for them. Some didn’t have the money, or they had a perfectly reasonable excuse for
their lateness. Better for one person to be inconvenienced, she thought—herself—than for many people to be
unhappy.
But she had been strict with her own children. Maybe that’s what was wrong with them. But why were they
still like children? Would they ever understand why she had tried to teach them to be reliable, to have discipline?
So that they would not have to suffer when they were old. On the other hand, she had been reliable and
disciplined, and she was old and suffering.
Suddenly, Lover Boy raised himself off his belly and stretched his neck toward the sound of men’s voices at
the door. Familiar voices. Berm and his friends, some carrying bottles and one holding a bag of snacks. This
entrance was unlike Berm’s first homecoming. Everyone was jolly.
The friends greeted her politely, bowing and wai-ing with respect as they settled themselves on the floor.
“You don’t mind sitting on the floor?” Berm asked.
Nobody minded.
He unfolded a newspaper, and they set the bottles and snacks on it.
The woman sat quietly, observing this scene. Probably Berm’s friends didn't think much of this place, without
even a table and chairs to sit around. She stole a glance at a rotund young man who sat cross-legged, a position
that made it difficult for him to reach the bottle.
Her heart fluttered under the dampness of her breast. Great drops of sweat ran in rivulets down her throat as
she sat and watched the young men drink and laugh together. She felt as though she were breathing in hot steam
instead of plain air. Hot steam that invaded her throat and stopped there. This heat was like a stone rolled onto her
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chest. The stone grew heavier.
The tiny pill she put beneath her tongue did nothing for the tight feeling that climbed from her ears into her
temples, then moved into her eyes and made her vision swim. She tried to focus on the shiny plaque, and as it
became clear to her, a wave, not of pain, but of bitter disappointment flowed through her. She looked at her son
Berm and his friends, their mouths opening in laughter, opening to gobble and swallow. The sounds they made
were indistinct to her; their voices sounded like er-r-r … an-n-n..
The heat within her increased until she felt that her blood was about to boil. She reached for the switch on the
fan, but she could make only weak, grabbing motions toward it.
Berm turned and looked at her, so that the last thing she remembered, before the dark curtain dropped, was
Berm’s face, not looking away, not escaping, but staring straight into her eyes, her fear suffusing his face.
*
They took her home from the hospital a little early. She was exhausted; she couldn’t sleep in that place because
it was so crowded. Hour after hour, day after day, people who had been shot or in car accidents or were having
babies. She amused them with a story about one of the gunshot victims.
“The bullet went in his lung and went out his arm. He kept shouting, ‘I’m dying, Doctor? Am I dying?’ I bet
the whole neighborhood could hear him. What did he think? That if he were dying, he’d be able to yell like that?”
All three of her children laughed, and she laughed with them. How long had it been since she had sat in a car
with all three of her children?
As they inched forward in heavy traffic, simultaneously the car bounced, and they heard a loud bang. Bawm
jumped out to find the driver of the car behind them peering anxiously at their rear bumper.
“It’s nothing,” Bawm said. “A little dent I can hardly see.”
The man smiled with relief, bowing and thanking Bawm as they both returned to their cars.
“He was in the wrong,” the old woman said as they resumed their slow progress down the crowded street.
“So what? It’s just a little nick.”
She sighed.
“You could have asked him for something.”
“Mama, I don’t know how I could ask him for something. For what? A little nick like that?”
“A little nick, a little dent. Soon, we have a pile of nicks and dents, metal scraps instead of a car.”
“You are right …”
She knew he didn’t care. She sat quietly, stealing a glance at him without turning her head. Then she turned
around and looked at Berm, whose face reminded her of the other night when she was playing cards and he was
scratching the dog’s stomach.
Getting out of the car at home, she said, “You’re all alike. Not one of you ever understands what I mean when I
talk to you.”
The next afternoon, she carried out her plan, working very slowly and stopping every few minutes to rest. She
was quite sure that she would find everything she needed behind the house, and she was right. First, she dragged a
two-foot square sheet of plywood through the kitchen and set it on the living-room floor. Then, one at a time she
brought in four blocks of wood, each a foot high.
She sat on the floor cutting pretty paper and gluing it to the blocks of wood, and when she was finished, she set
the plywood on top of them and covered the plywood with a tablecloth. Sitting back on the couch with her hands
in her lap, she admired her creation.
When Bawm and her daughter returned home that evening, they made a great fuss. She should have been
resting, lying down. Why had she done such a thing?
“It was nothing,” she said.
She waited for Berm.
He was the last to come home, as usual, and tonight two friends were with him. One of them carried a bottle.
As Berm picked up a newspaper and began to spread it on the floor, the friend with the bottle set it down on the
pretty, new table. His mother said nothing. She sat on her couch, dealing her cards.
Berm turned to her, still on his knees with the newspaper in his hands.
“Mama, what is this?”
She met his eyes and said,
“It’s a drinking table.”
“Where did you get it?”
“I made it myself.” And then she shrugged, as if the making of drinking tables were no special feat.
Berm tossed the newspaper aside and moved toward her clumsily on his knees. She smelled the whiskey on his
breath as he came near. His nose bumped into her cheek; then he pressed his lips to it and kissed her loudly.
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The corners of her mouth began to twitch. As Berm leaned away from her, she turned over the next card.
It was the foreign lady, and she was smiling.
60.127 The Chaniang Pot By The Window\fn{by Win Lyovarin (1956(F) 17

)}

Hadyai, Songkhla Province, Thailand

The six-inch tall red-lime-colored terra cotta flower pot without decorative motifs standing by the window had
a rough texture. Almost full of coal-black loose soil, it stood on a wavy-edged tray. The plant, a little taller than
one kheup,\fn{A note reads: A Thai unit of linear measurement from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the middle
finger when the hand is fully spread out.} was called chaniang. The man had never heard of this plant with a
strange name until Ket told him about it. Its straight stem was greenish brown and its leaves looked so common,
like those of other plants. The red of the pot contrasted sharply with the pale green of the window, two extremes
of colors juxtaposed, two differen-ces that could never mix.
[Just like me in this place.]\fn{In the text, the words within the brackets are all italicized.}
The window panel made of makha wood was of a push-out-and-up type. The green paint of the frame had
faded since it had never been repainted in so many years. The lace curtains with an old-fashioned pattern, aged
through washing, were tied with strings darkened by accumulated dust. Once in a long while the breeze outside
caressed the curtains, making them flutter, but the chaniang did not quiver. Actually it had been standing still by
the window for more than three months, seemingly indifferent to its surroundings or the odor of the disinfectants
that permeated the air.
His eyes moved away from the chaniang pot by the window and turned to fix on the old brown ceiling fan
turning slowly like planet Earth rotating around itself since time immemorial. He watched it turn thousands and
thousands of rounds from morning till night-and quite often-from night till morning.
[723, 724, 725, 726, 727 …]
He counted the revolutions: such a long and never-ending duration of life, like a journey through a pitch dark
tunnel with no light at the exit. Even death was something beyond reach.
He absent-mindedly looked at the fan for a long time before shifting his gaze out of the window. All he could
see was the cloudless dark blue sky. It was a day when the sky was very beautiful.
[But I am not in the mood to appreciate it. Actually I am not in the mood for anything.]
The wind outside blew stronger. A few leaves floated by the window.
[Bah! It isn’t so bad. Try not to look at the world pessimistically!]
He had read from somewhere that the mind was more important than the body. The will to go on living was the
best medicine to cure a disease. A strong mind in a strong body.
[Has the bastard who said these words ever been stretched out here? My symptoms are not that of a disease.]
At least the many months that had gone by were a proof of that.
[Try again one more time. At least for the sake of the family. Don’t forget, you don’t have life insurance.]
He focused his concentration on the tips of his fingers. No use! Those organs would not budge. Actually he had
experimented many times. So difficult! It was like the first time when he discovered that he could not move.
[You’ll only waste your time doing this. You’ll never succeed.]
He could still remember the discouragement, the despair.
[You damned fool! You idiot! Do you still not understand even now? Your symptoms are incurable. No way
indeed! You'll have to remain in this condition forever …]
He closed his eyes, trying not to let his thoughts bog him down. Why was his mind raging so?
[You don’t have any insurance. Not a damn thing. Like this, your future will end up with nothing.]
All of a sudden an awareness of despair surged up faintly from his abdomen and boiled through his chest. His
heart beat faster, his skin searing hot as if he were standing beside a huge bonfire while the tips of his feet were
numb. Fear covered his back with cold drops of sweat.
[Son of a bitch! What are you afraid of? Are you afraid of being left in this condition all your life, your wife
leaving you, being paralyzed, unable to move, your willy limp?]
He believed he was crying.
[Shit! I don’t even have accident policy.]
He could feel the tears rolling down his cheeks.
[Bah! Six months and still you can’t make an adjustment?]
His teeth clenched, he inhaled softly. If he could only bear it out a little longer, his fear would be gone soon.
The facts of life taught him that there was nothing permanent in this world. There was no emotion that could
remain in man’s mind forever, not even fear.
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Slowly he exhaled until his lungs were empty. Then he held his breath for a long time before inhaling again
slowly. The breathing principle of yoga was: inhaling: holding the breath: exhaling = 1:4:2. He tried it several
times and soon enough his mind gradually calmed down. Like dirty water in a glass placed inside a moving car,
no sooner had the water become still and precipitated than the dregs were shaken up again.
[Beware of your mind. Keep up with your emotions, do you understand? Just pretend that you are a
hibernating frog. The frog breathes so slowly that its breath almost stops.]
His eyes were fixed on the chaniang. It had been three months since that woman planted it.
That woman! Ket—the woman with the most beautiful eyes. It was not the beauty of the shape of the eyes but
the warmth in them. Thinking of her, he seemed to hear the gentle soothing voice of his mother. His mind gradually calmed down. Soon he plunged into slumber. In his dream he saw another woman appearing before him.
He recognized that it was On, his own wife, appearing as an image that had been locked up in his subconscious
for a long time. Stripping, On had only her sheer white clinging undergarments on. Her waist was waspish, her
abdomen unblemished despite the fact that she had borne him a son, her hips broad. The back light bathed her
body at an angle of 45 degrees, creating a frame of white light around her fluffy hair, her breasts and her waist.
The figure moved, letting the last piece of clothing fall. The smooth ivory skin dazzled his eyes.
[So beautiful, but why am I not turned on? Why can’t I have an erection?]
The beautiful image turned to smile at him and all of a sudden the face changed to that of Ket, the nurse’s. It
was then that he woke up with a start. His back was soaked with perspiration but he could not budge. He would
have to let it dry in due course. The clock on the wall had moved only a few minutes past one. The nurse had not
come yet.
[Why did he dream of her a moment ago?]
It must be because every day in the many months that had gone by she had remained close in his company.
[Shit! It is her job, isn’t it? Then why do I have to pay attention? When has she become a part of my life?]
*
It was six months ago since he arrived at this hospital. While he was being pushed through the doorway of this
unfamiliar place, blurred images flashed on his retinas in his half-sleeping, half-awake state. Pain surged through
his body, long-lasting like a germ that clung tightly to his soul. He vaguely recollected that while driving across
the bridge he was singing contentedly in tune with the music from the car radio. All of a sudden that truck was
rushing toward him. He swerved the car to the shoulder with all his might. The last thing he was aware of was the
impact against the obstructing fence, the whirling fall from the bridge down to the vast open space below. The last
sound he heard before losing consciousness was the loud splash of water. When he came to he heard people
murmuring as if from a far, far away place. Sometimes the voices sounded like chanting and sometimes like the
clamor in a shopping center.
“Is his condition serious?” It seemed to be a woman speaking.
[Where … am … I?]
“Quite serious.” A man’s voice answered. “The cervical cord has been dislodged and many parts of the thorax
cracked. The larynx has been shattered …”
“Is he going to be paralyzed?”
[Are … you … talking … about … me?]
“I'm afraid so. It seems that he is going to be paralyzed for life.”
[Paralyzed means being crippled. Paralyzed for life?]
That word kept ringing in his ears while he was dozing off under the influence of the tranquilizer. On the
threshold between reality and dream his body seemed to writhe violently in misery, cold sweat spreading over the
bed.
During the first few nights in hospital his sleep was intermittent, his consciousness floating in another world,
his retinas quivering. He did not know how long it had been going on like this. The last time he was fully conscious a woman was looking at him. Her white dress was rather shabby but clean and neatly pressed. Her face
reminded him of a typical Thai woman of fifty years ago. She had short hair, a dark complexion, and the flesh on
her arm was frail. He never knew her real age but it must have been no less than thirty-five. She smiled at him—
not with her lips but with the expression in her eyes.
[Who are you? Where am I?]
He whispered his questions but no sound came out.
“My name is Ket and I am a nurse here. I will be taking care of you for quite a while.”
[Why can’t I talk? Why can’t I move?] Ket went on talking.
“You had a terrible accident. You will be unable to move around temporarily. Not being able to talk might
make you feel somewhat uncomfortable …”
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[Is my larynx shattered like the doctor said? Am I paralyzed? Why can’t I move?]
“… but you will feel better soon.”
[Don’t lie to me. I am not a child. I heard the doctors talk among themselves.]
“Believe me. Rest a while and you will feel better.”
[Do you always have to lie to patients in your career as a nurse? I don’t want to deceive myself. I know that I
have been seriously injured.]
“Don’t think too much. Now your wife is waiting outside to see you.”
A soft hand touched his forehead gently. On's hand. His wife On was standing before him right now.
[I miss you so much, On.]
On’s face was ashen, her eyes red from crying. She smiled at him. He tried to smile back but could not fake it.
He could only hear the nurse speaking to On.
“I will go out for the time being. If there is anything just press the buzzer over the bed.” On gave the young
nurse a nod before turning to him once more.
“I have been waiting to see you for ten days but have just been allowed to do so after you came out of the
ICU.”
[Have I been unconscious for ten days?]
“But your condition is not so serious.”
[Being unconscious for ten days is not serious?]
“The doctor says that a few days rest will make you feel better.”
[Then why does On cry? Why must everyone say the same thing that I will feel better after a little rest? Why
must everyone in the world conceal the truth from me?]
He looked into her eyes. Her face was wan. On must have had a tough time getting through this period. For a
wife who had to carry on the duty of a housewife looking after her child and at the same time working outside to
earn some money, the task was too heavy a burden for the frail shoulders of a woman to bear. He could not
imagine how she could have slept each night.
He did not want to imagine.
“My boss is allowing me to take one week off from work.”
Could On be allowed to take leave? He knew that her boss never allowed her to take leave easily. On was a cashier in a restaurant on Silom Road. She worked from ten in the morning to eleven at night, six and a half days in
a week. As far as he could recall, every time she went to work late half a day’s worth of her salary would be
deducted. Every time she asked for sick leave her pay for that day would be deducted.
“Why do you still work there?” he used to ask. At that time her answer was:
“Sometimes we get stuck in a certain kind of trap.”
[Yes. And now I am stuck in this trap. Please help me get out.]
“This week I leave the boy in the care of Aunt Raht next door. She understands the situation well.”
[I am causing trouble for On and the boy. I am sorry, On. I don’t even have life insurance.]
“Your temperature is normal now. Do you want to have something to eat? The doctor says that if you want to
you'd better eat rice porridge first.”
[I don’t want to eat. Tell me if I am permanently paralyzed.] His wife added:
“If you are hungry, blink twice then I will know.”
[Look at me straight in the eyes. I saw you talking with the doctor for a long time. Am I permanently
paralyzed?]
On met his eyes and remained quiet for a long time, saying nothing.
[Yes. I am permanently paralyzed. As a matter of fact I don’t have to ask you. I know very well about myself]
The whole room remained in silence for a long time and then he blinked twice.
*
The steaming hot rice porridge with minced pork before him exuded a tasty aroma. On had cooked it at home.
Her skilful hands had sprinkled chopped spring onions, fried chopped garlic, and a dash of pepper on it, followed
by chili and three spoonfuls of vinegar to his taste. She fed the porridge into his mouth. It tasted good as always. It
was strange that a paralytic could still savor the taste of food. She patiently fed him each mouthful. He looked at
her but On did not meet his eyes. He began to pan his eyes around the room, taking note of everything. On the
table in the corner of the room lay the same kinds of presents brought by visitors: flowers, chicken essence,
evaporated milk. He and On used to visit some patients and every time he bought chicken essence for them. On
always asked:
“Why do people buy only these few items? Usually patients don’t want to eat anything. All in all when they are
hospitalized they must eat whatever the doctors prescribe.”
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But when it was his turn to be a patient she brought him chicken essence.
[It must have been quite expensive, right, On?]
She fed him spoonful after spoonful of porridge which he swallowed with difficulty. He could smell her. On
was a beautiful woman. She was industrious. When they got married both of them worked hard for a better future
and managed to get through the grinding phase until they were firmly on their feet. The accident he had experienced was considered the worst obstacle in their lives.
After he had finished his porridge, On took the dishes into the bathroom to wash them quietly and then wiped
them neatly before putting them back into a bag. It was her routine to wash the dishes after meals every day at
home. She said:
“I have to go home now or else the boy will be waiting for me too long.”
[Go home now to be with the boy. Don’t worry about me.]
On forced a smile at him and walked into the bathroom. His ears picked up a certain sound.
[Is she vomiting? What’s wrong with her? Is she vomiting because she is sick or because she can’t stand seeing
me like this?]
A moment later he heard the toilet being flushed once. On came out of the bathroom, her face white as a sheet.
She forced a smile.
“I am going home now.”
[Her face looks so pale. Is she sick?]
“Don’t worry about me and the boy. Relax and take it easy.”
He believed that she could take care of herself. Right now there was only her left to look after the family,
including himself. She bent down to give him a light kiss on the cheek and walked away. The sound of a door
closing. He was not so sure if the dampness on his cheek was On’s tears, or was it only his imagination?
On visited him five days in a row, every time bringing him food. After that she did not come at all. He
understood. On’s job did not allow her much time for the family. Sometimes she was busy with her job and the
kid. Sometimes she could not stand his condition. Every time she visited him she never asked him what she
should do next with their lives and the boy’s. Even if she did ask he could give her no answer.
Right at that minute he wanted to die.
*
His eyes fixed on the brown ceiling fan rotating slowly like planet Earth revolving around itself day in day out
since time immemorial. Such a long and never-ending duration of life like a journey through a pitch-dark tunnel
with no light at the exit. Even death was something beyond reach.
[867, 868, 869, 870, 871 … ]
“Is there something the matter? I notice that you have been looking at that fan for two hours now.” Ket’ words
broke the silence.
[Since morning I have counted 800 turns. Look at me. I can’t do anything. I want to die.]
“Do not despair.”
[Help me. Please press a pillow over my face. I want to die.]
“Life is still meaningful …”
[Are you joking? Even my wife does not visit me any more.]
“… I really believe so.”
[I want to die, do you hear? I want to die. I want to die!]
“I have a book I brought from my house. Do you want me to read it to you?”
[I don't wqnt to listen.]
She began to read.
“Understanding Obstacles and Mistakes by Luang Vijitvathakarn. ‘Twenty years ago I made a journey by boat
down the Mekhong River and noticed a most peculiar and at that time incomprehensible scene. When the boat
drew near the bank I saw some villagers sitting on a rock which projected into the river, catching fish with small
dip-nets. Their way of fishing was to dip the nets downstream. I could not comprehend how they could catch any
fish. At that time I thought that if I were to fish I would dip my net against the current. I did not pay much
attention the first few times I saw the procedure. But when I went on with my journey for many days I saw the
same thing happening every day. People were using small dip-nets to scoop up fish downstream everywhere. I got
curious and asked a local man in my company why they did it that way. The answer was that fish always swim
against the current. So, if people want to get the fish they have to dip their nets downstream to meet the movement
of the fish, which swim upstream. Then I began to wonder why fish swim against the current everywhere. Why
don’t they swim with the current which would be easier and less tiring? I got a clear explanation from an authority
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on the matter, in order to find food, fish must swim against the current since food usually floats along the current.
If the fish also swim with the current they would not find any food. Moreover, if fish swim with the current by
nature, the fish in rivers and streams would become extinct. There would no longer be any freshwater fish left in
the world since they would all swim out to sea.’”
[I don't want to listen. I am not interested in the damn fish.]
“‘Nature has created man and animals to fight against obstacles, to exert their energy, and to persevere, otherwise they would not be able to survive. Fish must swim against the current to find their food and so should man.
In order to survive, to establish ourselves, to shape our future, we must face obstacles. One who has never faced
obstacles will never make progress one way or the other. In order for a kite to fly high it must go against the wind.
The stronger the wind, the higher the kite flies. A kite that is carried by the wind is one whose string has broken
and one never knows where it is going to fall’”
Her voice droned on like a monk preaching to the faithful in order that they might escape the hell of eternal
fire, but he did not want to hear it for he was already in hell.
[I don't like such didactic text. I don't want it. I want to die and be reincarnated.]
She stopped reading for a moment, her eyes meeting his.
“The expression in your eyes tells me that you are angry.”
[Yes, I am angry, angry at everything in the world.]
“Why?”
[I have become worthless, useless to society, a burden for everyone. Taking care of me is a waste of time.]
“You still have friends coming to visit you all the time. Everyone still loves you and is concerned about you.”
[Which son of a bitch would still be visiting me when I must be in this condition all my life? Even my wife has
not shown up for two months now.]
On was just like the others, no different from his friends. Everyone put on a mask. He remembered that at first
his room was full of visitors. Flowers and cards to cheer him up were placed around his bed. The visitors came
with soothing smiles and they sounded really concerned. Soon the flowers started withering while the familiar
faces disappeared, one by one.
“And even your wife has her reason for not coming, I know.”
[You know? What do you know? Does On tell you why she hasn’t shown up?]
Even On could not stand seeing him in this condition. She must have thought that it would be better not to see
him. Maybe she was right. Had she been in the same condition he might not have come to visit her either.
“Actually On came to see you two weeks ago but was taken ill all of a sudden. I then took your wife home and
advised her to have more rest. Your wife is a little bit over-stressed. It would be better for her to have a quiet rest.
That day both of us had a chance for a long chat. On is a very lovely woman.”
[I know that she is lovely but why hasn’t she come?]
The young nurse did not answer his question. She would never know what was going on in his mind. She only
smiled coolly before going out of the room, leaving him to lie there counting the number of turns the fan would
make all through that night. The next day when she dropped in again to observe his symptoms she saw how pale
his face was. She knew that he had not slept all night but said nothing, only smiled. After breakfast she started up
a conversation as usual.
“Do you want me to read some newspapers to you?”
[I want to die.]
“What do you want to hear?” She picked up a newspaper and flipped it through “Only news about killing. I
don’t think you want to hear it. Your eyes tell me so.”
[How do you know that I hate this kind of news?]
“I can read the expression in your eyes.” Her eyes met his and she smiled. “Believe me.”
[If you can really read my mind, can you tell that I want to die?]
Her eyes seemed to pierce through his mind.
“There are only stories about death—either murders or suicides caused by disappointment in love. These people never knew how precious life is.”
She was such an optimist!
[Is this the reason why you chose to be a nurse?]
“Someone committed suicide just because of a trivial thing.”
[Are you being too optimistic?]
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“Because a matter of life and death for someone is only a small matter for many others. I will tell you a story. I
used to know a blind man who was a friend of my father’s. He used to have a secure job and was happy in life.
One day he had an accident and lost his sight. He lost everything. His girlfriend left him. He lost his job since no
one wanted to hire a blind person so he had to sell lottery tickets for a living. I believe that he must have gone
through a great ordeal at that time. For a man who had lost everything in life at the same time it was a difficult
thing for him to accept. He fell down sewers and bumped against people and things. He had to carry the ticket
case from his house and took a bus to shopping centers to sell his lottery tickets there. He had to take notice of the
bus stops which was a difficult thing to do but he still fought for survival.”
[That guy must be a masochist.]
“I used to wonder why he was so undaunted. One day when I had a chance I asked him about it. He told me
that he kept on fighting because someone had read a book to him. Do you know that he gave me that book? I read
it every time I am in low spirits.”
[The book you read to me yesterday?]
“It was an autobiography entitled My Life Story, written by Helen Keller.\fn{ Helen Adams Keller (1880-1968); her
autobiography was published in 1902.} Have you ever heard of this name? Helen Keller became deaf and blind when she
was eighteen months old. When she grew up she did society a lot of good. Her life would have been left to fate
had she not met a teacher\fn{ Anne Mansfield Sullivan.} who one day would change her life completely. The teacher
gave her encouragement so she could fight her way through physical and mental obstacles until she met with
success. Helen noted down that the first day she met her teacher was the most important day in her life.”
The narrator paused for a moment.
“I remember the story well. That day was a spring day and Helen was almost seven years old. She felt she was
like a ship floating in the middle of the ocean without a compass. There was no way to tell how far away the port
was. That afternoon her instinct sensed some strangeness in the house. She was sitting on the step with the
afternoon sun shining through the honeysuckle on her face. It was a sweet season she liked. Her inner touch told
her that something was going to happen. And then she met her teacher, Miss Sullivan, for the first time.”
The patient listened calmly.
“On that day Miss Sullivan gave Helen a doll, using her finger to spell the word d-o-l-l on her palm. Helen was
having fun with this new game and imitated her teacher. She ran to her mother and excitedly wrote those letters on
her mother’s palm. She began to learn that everything in the world had its name. Since then she learned a new
word every day by touching, word by word.
“One day while she was playing with her new doll Miss Sullivan tried to teach her the word w-a-t-e-r. She
tried to distinguish the word w-a-t-e-r from the word g-l-a-s-s so many times that Helen became bored and in a
sour mood threw the doll on the floor and broke it in pieces. She felt smugly contented with her antagonistic act.
Then she heard the teacher sweeping the broken pieces into a corner of the room.
“Miss Sullivan took her outside. There was a well near the house. The teacher took Helen’s hand and put it
under running water. While she could feel the cold of the water flowing over her hand Miss Sullivan wrote the
letters w- a-t-e-r on her other palm several times. Suddenly she understood the meaning and the name of the
refreshing cool thing flowing over her hand. At that moment she understood what the teacher had been trying to
teach her all day. Experiencing an indescribable freedom, she left the place with a desire to learn about
everything.
“When Helen got back to the house, she felt that everything she used to touch had come alive because she was
‘looking’ at them through a different perspective. Suddenly she remembered the doll she had thrown on the floor.
She picked up the broken pieces and tried in vain to put them back together. Tears brimmed over her eyes when
she realized the thing she had done that day. It was the first time she felt sorry.”
[It must have been like my mood now, which is sour at everything .]
“She learned more new words, beginning with words around herself such as mother, father, sister, teacher.
What made it strange was that all the time she was growing up she felt she was a very happy child. Every day she
was thrilled to learn new things and eagerly waited hungrily for the new day to begin.”
The narrator paused for a moment.
“So I believe that nothing is impossible in the world. Happiness does not originate from having all parts of
your body intact.”
[You are too optimistic. Human life is not meant to be tormented.]
“I recall reading an old adage that says, ‘Laugh, and the world laughs with you; cry, and you cry alone.’ Everyone in the world must face disappointment.”
[How long are you going to preach to me?]
“I know, talking is easy, but acting is difficult. But sometimes we have to start acting. We must learn to force
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ourselves to smile, to fight. Soon it will be fine.”
Ket picked up the book on the table once again.
“I know that you don’t like it, but try to listen. There is one interesting story here. I will read it to you.”
“‘When Africa was occupied by the British there was an area where not a single tree grew. All year round not a
single drop of rain fell but it was such a very significant, strategic area that the British felt it necessary to send
their men in to set up a stronghold there. Thus the British went against nature by planting trees, lots of trees. They
made a big business of it and tried very hard to transport fresh water from elsewhere to water the trees. After
twenty years of incessant effort, they got big trees that gave shade to abate the heat and also fruit for consumption.
It was quite worth the effort …”
[It must have been easier than making a paralytic walk.]
Her voice sounded glib while she was reading intently.
“… but another result which those who initiated the planting of the trees themselves might not have anticipated
was that when the trees grew in abundance they were able to induce rainfall. Thus the area became a place where
it rained regularly in season. It can be seen that exertion yielded result even in nature, and a much better result
than anticipated.”
Closing the book, she smiled.
“It’s a very beautiful story, isn’t it?”
He closed his eyes for a moment before meeting Ket’s eyes.
[Thank you for trying to encourage me, but this story and mine are not the same.]
She could read his expression.
“You need faith and will power to go on fighting. Do not bother to think how it can help you right now. Just try
to make your mind cheerful. That is all I want. We are different only in the sizes of our hearts. I remember that
one day as I was walking along a street in town to do some business I saw an old woman selling lotus flowers on
the roadside. She must have been not a day under seventy, with completely white hair. I cannot exactly say that
she was selling the flowers for she was nodding off all the time beside the withered lotus. The buyers would put
the money in the basket and take the flowers themselves. A few steps away, a young lad sat begging. You know
what, he was about twenty-five, his face healthy with no sign of any deformity. When people walked past he
would raise his bowl above his head in a gesture of respect. It was such a contrasting picture. Do you know what I
did that day?”
[No, I don’t.]
“I spat in that young beggar’s bowl.”
He wanted to laugh.
[What a pity! You just see the world only in black and white. You could just not give that guy money. Why did
you have to be so antagonistic?]
“I believe that anyone who had seen the old woman that day would never ever give money to any beggar. A
woman as old as she still fought for her life. It teaches us that …”
[1 don’t want to hear any more, I don’t want to live. Why must there be such depressing stories in the world? I
want to die. Do you hear? I want to die.]
*
The brown ceiling fan had spun for the 720,000th time when On visited him again. She looked somewhat wan.
“I have been very busy.” That was all she could say.
[Where have you been for two months?]
"You seem to have more color in your face.”
She was lying to him. He knew that he was going downhill fast both physically and mentally. He closed his
eyes.
[You know that I have got worse. 1 needed you badly but you didn’t come. Now I don’t want to hear anything.
I want to be left in peace all by myself.]
“I work overtime every day and do not get home until late at night.”
He closed his eyes and remained still. How far had he counted? He could not remember. To hell with it! He
could count however he liked to.
[322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327 . . .]
On said a few sentences to him but he did not open his eyes. On must have noticed his mood. She pressed her
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lips and said:
“I will come again tonight.”
After On had left the young nurse approached his bed.
“I know that you are not asleep. You shouldn’t have shown such a strong reaction toward your wife.”
He opened his eyes and locked eyes with Ket.
[If you were me how would you feel if even your own wife did not come to see you?]
“On has to work. I pity her. Right now she has to work even harder than before.”
[But two months … and she did not have even the least time to visit her husband?]
Ket took a lunch box from the bag.
[What is that?]
“Your food. Your wife has brought it from home. She asked me to feed it to you.”
[Thank you, but I don’t want it.]
The young nurse raised her eyebrows.
“You are angry with your wife.”
He pressed his lips tight. She moved near him, her perfume permeating through his nostrils. Was it her body
scent or some cheap perfume? Or both? She used a spoon to scoop the rice from the lunch box to feed him.
“Open your mouth.”
[I don’t want to eat. My stomach should have been paralyzed too so that I might have starved to death sooner .]
“Open your mouth and eat. On has put herself through all the trouble to prepare it at home.” He pressed his
lips and glared at the young nurse.
[I say I don’t want to eat.]
She put down the spoon.
“Your expression tells me you don’t want to eat. Why are you angry with your wife?”
He closed his eyes once more. Ket pressed her lips.
“I don’t want to speak harshly because you are convalescing, but you have no right to be angry with your wife.
On has done everything only for you.”
[Is there any wife in the world who does not come to visit her husband at the time when he needs moral
support the most?]
“All right, now eat your food.”
She tried once again, picking up the spoon of rice and putting it in his mouth. He pressed his lips tight. He
slowly moved his lips.
[I am not eating.]
The young nurse could read his lips. She angrily put the spoon in the lunch box.
“You are so stubborn and temperamental. If you are really angry with On I will tell you the truth. She has not
come for two months because …”
He stared fixedly at the young nurse’s face.
[Because of what? J
Ket did not answer. She cleared all the food on the table and walked out of the room trying to calm her temper.
He closed his eyes tight.
[Why? Don't I have the right to be angry?]
He felt disturbed by some indescribable emotion pent up inside him. He would like to release it by shouting at
the top of his voice but he could not do so.
[You bastard! You have ruined my whole life and made me unable to talk.]
His eyes began to dampen, his teeth clenched.
[I want to die. I want so much to die.]
He looked at the sky and the clouds. Was there a God? If God really existed would He be able to hear his
words? Did God know he wanted to die? He let out a long sigh of exasperation but tried to release it in the softest
way.
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 …]
Soon he fell asleep.
*
When he regained consciousness the sky outside the window had become dimmer. The sound of people talking
woke him up once more.
“He is asleep.”
It was the voice of Ket the young nurse.
“Then I’ll go home now otherwise I’ll miss the last bus.” He then knew that his wife On had come to visit him
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again.
“Take plenty of rest, On. You don’t have to come tomorrow. Are you feeling better now?”
“I feel much better now. He seemed so cross. He must have been angry with me for not having come to see
him for two months.”
“Don't think too much about it. It is a normal reaction on the part of one who has to go through this kind of
thing.”
“I will try to take things lightly.”
“Very good. You are a very patient woman.”
“Don’t ever tell him the truth.”
“Don’t worry, On. He doesn’t even know that you were going to have a baby.”
He froze even though his eyes were still closed, his face beginning to get numb as if it had become paralyzed
like the lower part of his body.
[On having a baby?]
“Go now, don’t you worry, otherwise you’ll be too tired. After you had … an … you should get a lot of rest."
The sound of a door closing. On had left quietly. He thought of the day she was vomiting in the bathroom.
Now he completely understood everything.
[On had an abortion. That’s why she hasn’t been able to visit me for two months.]
His eyes were blurred with tears. Why wasn’t his lacrimal gland paralyzed as well?
When the young nurse walked to turn on the light near the bed she saw his tear-stained face. Ket stopped short
in her tracks, locking eyes with him for a long time.
“You heard …” She could read the expression in his eyes.
[My baby? She was afraid she wouldn’t be able to take care of it?]
Ket bent down close to him.
“You must not blame On. It was not her fault. She just could not cope with the issue.It was too heavy a burden
on her. You can’t blame On. This responsibility is too heavy for anyone to bear.”
[No, I am not blaming On. It was my own fault. I could not even protect my unborn baby. Because I was
down, the baby in On’s womb had to die too.]
“I know you are sorry to be in this condition, but this is reality. It is a reality from which you can’t escape. So
don’t run away from it.”
He looked at the food carrier on the table.
[I want to eat the food that On prepared at home.]
*
The next morning Ket came into the room laden with parcels. The young nurse pulled an object out of a plastic
bag. It was a plain red-lime-colored terra cotta flower pot with a rough texture, about six inches tall. There was
also a wavy-edged tray to put the pot on. She took a small paper envelope out of another bag. The paralyzed
patient’s eyes fixed steadily on the nurse.
[What is that?]
She was smiling with those eyes again. “Some chaniang seeds.”
[What are you going to do?]
Ket poured some soil from the plastic bag into the pot. In a few minutes the coal-black soil filled the container.
She used a glass in the room to take some water from the tap and then poured the water in the pot to wet the soil
before taking a few seeds out of the envelope and pressing them down firmly under the soil.
“In a few days they will sprout.”
[Why are you planting it?]
“Last night I lay in bed thinking about your story for a long time. It is strange that you make me think of my
grandfather.”
[Why? Do I look like him?]
“My grandfather grew a lot of chaniang trees in his orchard. That’s why I have been quite familiar with them
since I was little. I have seen them from the time they sprout leaves, then blossoms, until they grow into big trees.
The other day a friend from the South brought me some chaniang pods since she knows I like to eat them. I have
some left so I am growing them here.”
[Ridiculous. Are you growing them to eat the seeds?]
“Chaniang is a southern plant. You must have never heard of its name before. It is a rather big tree. No one
grows it in a pot, but I will try to grow one.”
She was smiling with her eyes again.
“Big trees never die wherever they are planted, isn’t it so?”
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The young nurse looked out of the window, her eyes sparkling.
“My grandfather was so attached to the trees. When I was young I liked to climb the chaniang trees to get their
seeds to eat. The curved pod is dark brown, about one kheup long. Inside there is a row of seeds. The seeds are
round and flat. The seeds and the young sprouts are edible. If the seeds are boiled first they will taste better, but I
like to eat them raw. Actually if you eat them a lot you will have renal stones because they contain a toxic
substance which is harmful to the kidneys. Most people like to eat them with nam phrik.\fn{A note reads: A dip made
of shrimp paste, chili, garlic, lime juice, sugar, etc., normally eaten with rice and fresh or boiled vegetables .} Sometimes they are
eaten with khao yam\fn{A note reads: A southern dish made of cooked rice and many kinds of fresh vegetables and leaves.} or may
be used to make desserts. They are delicious when mixed with coconut meat and sugar. Even though the chaniang
is very tall the branches are fragile. When it rains hard they may break easily.”
He felt like laughing.
[Are you referring to me?—big in body but chicken- hearted? ]
“It rains a lot in the South. Whenever it rains the branches snap and fall but I have never seen any of the trees
die.”
[See? You finally make an allusion to me.]
“My grandfather was very much attached to nature. He was an amiable old man who had a simple view of the
world. Every time something bothered him he would go into the orchard to look at the trees, the chaniang. Had it
not been for grandfather, I would not have been able to live in this world as long as I have. He explained that all
lives in the world have problems. One person’s problem may not be another person’s problem, meaning there is
nothing which is a real problem. It keeps changing according to variables and situations.
[Are you trying to lead my thought away from my death wish—by planting this silly tree?]
“My grandfather believed that planting trees is building up life. Watching the trees sprout leaves is a drill in
patience. It is learning to love. And all these lead to an understanding of life.”
[Aha! Your grandfather was also a philosopher. But suppose your grandfather was lying here in this bed, would
he still be saying the same thing? All right, if I didn’t die first out of boredom I would be able to see it grow. But I
think it would see me die first before I could see it grow.]
“You must believe in the power of the will to live. You must go on fighting for your family, for your wife and
for your child. Just think of your wife having to fight all alone. Think of …”
[And has anyone ever thought of me? It is not any of my fault that that damn truck hit me and paralyzed me
and I have to lie here waiting for death. Has anyone shown any interest in me? Everyone says the same thing, that
I will live. But do they know that living is much more difficult than dying?]
Ket was silent for a moment. Her two hands pressed the soil down tightly for the last time before she moved
the pot to be placed near the window. She must not have been able to tell what he was thinking.
“In only a few days it will sprout forth.”
Ket picked up a newspaper from the table.
“Strange news in the papers these days. Listen to this one. A young man committed suicide because his wife
had cut off his penis and flushed it down the toilet. Strange that he should kill himself over such a trivial matter
like this.”
[I see nothing strange in it. People think differently. I told you that life is not meant for self-torment.]
"Our life is meaningful so why surrender to such matters?"
[You are too optimistic. If one day you happen to be paralyzed and cannot move around, with your family
abandoning you, I ask you truly whether you will still want to remain in this world.]
She looked him in the eyes.
“The expression in your eyes seems to say that you do not believe my words. Hardship is not an obstacle in
creating happiness in life. The—”
The paralyzed patient closed his eyes.
[I know that you really wish me well. You have given me your time reading these uplifting books to me to
boost my spirit. But I don’t want to talk about this matter. What you want to think is your own business. Right
now I want to die. No! I am not angry or peevish. I understand the situation perfectly. It is nobody’s fault. It is
only a matter of fate which may happen to anyone at any time. Do you agree?]
She remained silent as if she could read his thought.
“I think I understand your feeling right now. But the most important thing is the will to go on living.”
[Ket, you did not understand the thing I was saying. I want to die not because I am emotional, do you
understand? My presence in the world is of no use. It doesn’t make things better. My case is not Helen Keller’s,
nor that of the blind man you used to know who at least could sit and sell lottery tickets. I am in no position to be
of use to anyone, not even to my own family. You yourself know it. Don’t kid yourself. Please put a pillow over
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my face. I don’t want to live.]
The patient’s and the nurse’s eyes met.
“I know. I understand. Once I used to feel that I didn’t want to live in this dirty world.”
[Does someone like you understand the meaning of my hardship?]
The young nurse became silent again for a moment, her lips moved as if to say something but then stopped. At
last she only murmured softly:
“One day I might tell you my story.”
*
From that day on the young nurse spoke less but still took care of him very well as usual. Three days later he
saw the first tender shoot of the chaniang coming out.
Ket’s eyes sparkled. There was a trace of smile in those eyes as before.
“This is life. Very beautiful, isn’t it?”
[You have a strange way of looking at the world.]
“You know, every time I see the young leaves sprouting I feel that there is still another side of life which is
beautiful."
[I told you, you are optimistic.]
Another week passed by and the chaniang put forth four more leaves. Their green color was brighter than he
thought it would be, more beautiful than all the leaves he had seen anywhere before in his life.
“I haven’t told you that I used to work in the maternity ward for two years, have I? It was one of the very good
periods. Every day I saw many newborn babies, new lives. It made me hold on to hope, made me think of my
childhood.”
[What was your childhood like, Ket?]
“My real name is Mom Rajawong Ying\fn{ A note reads: A title used in front of the name of a fifth generation female (ying)
descendant of a Thai king.} Thidarat Wongsudaphon and my nickname is Photchaman. My father used to be a member
of the nobility in the Ministry of Interior. When my father died I had to leave the palace to stay with my mother in
a hut near a deserted garden because my father’s second wife who was jealous had inherited all of his one billion
baht legacy.”
She laughed.
“I was only kidding. Actually my life is not interesting at all.”
She shrugged. It was .the first time he saw a woman shrug and the first time in so many months that he felt
amused and wanted to laugh aloud.
“Poor and unhappy I was born in a family of rural orchard growers. I had only a grade six education and then
had to quit school to live with my mother who had been separated from my father. When mother died I lived with
my grandfather until I was sixteen. Then my grandfather died and my father took me to live with him. After that
my life changed.”
The breeze from out the window blew in softly. The tender shoot of the chaniang quivered under its influence.
“I married a man who used to be good at first, but later after he had problems about his job and was fired he
turned into a brute. Whenever he became drunk he would beat me up. We are separated now but we still meet
occasionally since I have a daughter by him. She is now six years old.”
He was surprised.
[I didn't know that you have a daughter. I saw you work hard overtime and go home late every night.]
“I don't give it too much thought. Marriage is like buying a lottery. If you are lucky you will win a prize, but
normally not many people win. There has been many a time that I have contemplated suicide.”
[You, wanting to kill yourself? An optimist like you?]
“Unbelievable? You will never know how much suffering I have experienced in life from childhood to
adulthood. Great as it was, my physical hardship didn’t amount to even one fourth of my mental suffering at that
time.”
[Funny. Hard to believe. It must not have been as bad as being paralyzed.]
Her countenance became more serious.
“It must be about twenty years ago. For a girl of sixteen it was worse than being paralyzed.” Ket’s tone was
calm and emotionless.
“One night I came home after washing dishes at a restaurant just like every day. The path leading to the house
was utterly quiet but there was still light in the house. The people inside must still be up. It was past midnight
then. My father and my brother were drinking together. The smell of liquor filled the air like every night. I walked
past them without their paying attention to me. I took a bath and went to bed. My father staggered into my room,
putting his hand on my shoulder. And then everything went on in a way I had never imagined before.”
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The voice faltered for a moment but the expression in her eyes seemed to have no feeling attached.
“Half an hour later, when father walked out of the room my brother walked in.”
The night breeze drifted in from out the window. The ceiling fan was still turning slowly the way it always did.
How many revolutions had it turned? A million yet? The paralyzed patient remained motionless.
[And then … what happened next?]
“From that day on the same thing happened again and again and it went on like that for over a year until one
day I could no longer stand it”
She clenched her teeth. Suddenly the hand that was holding the tip of the chaniang broke it involuntarily.
There was a snapping sound as the tender tip broke off. She gave a faint, sad smile.”
“It must have been like a rotten straw string that could no longer bear the weight. I was going to jump into the
river to kill myself but changed my mind. I wasn’t strong-hearted enough.”
[What made you go on living? Helen Keller’s book? Luang Vijit’s book?]
“Every day on the way from home I had to pass through a concrete-paved lane so old that there were cracks all
over the surface. Along the cracks tiny plants shot forth. Every day the passers-by would trample on them but I
never saw any of them die, despite the fact that they had to survive only on rainwater. On the day I thought of
jumping into the river to kill myself, as I was walking along that path I was suddenly attracted by the presence of
something very distinct on top of a plant. It was a yellow flower. I bent down to look at it closely for the first time.
Unbelievably, the plant that seemed to be half-dead from being trampled every day was still able to bear a flower.
“I gazed at it for a long time. I thought it was the most beautiful flower in the world. If there really was a God
or a supreme power above, I would believe that God must have wanted me to go on living by making me see that
flower. That night I found a solution. The following morning I walked out of the house confidently, taking nothing with me. I did not try to find a reason why I was able to remain in that place in such a condition for such a
long time. I did not feel angry or sad at my fate. It was useless to make a fuss since it would make nothing better. I
discovered such a simple truth—that when night is over day would break. Obstacles never kill anyone. From that
day on I have never cried. Every time I am discouraged or lonely I would stretch my shoulders and look up to the
sky. I believe that anyone who has been through that kind of life would never be afraid of anything in life any
more. Later I attended a school for adults until I graduated. I was twenty-four then and had gone through a life full
of hardship. I saved enough money and studied nursing until I completed the program. All of these I have accomplished by myself.”
[Why are you telling me such personal matter?]
The young nurse kept silent without looking him in the eyes.
[Thank you for telling me the abject incident that you experienced to make me feel better. But would you be
expressing what is in your mind if I was not paralyzed, could not speak and blabber about it to someone? What
had happened to you was very contemptible indeed. Your days must have been quite lonesome. You must be
needing a friend, but at least you are able to walk around.]
Everything in the room came to a standstill. The chaniang tree, broken in the middle, stood motionless. She
caressed it softly with her hand as if to show that she was sorry for having thoughtlessly broken it.
[What about your child?]
He formed the question with his lips with no sound coming out. She could read it.
“My daughter is in school. She has never met her father again. I don’t want her to know that she has such a
monster for a father.”
[Why?]
“Her father is only a drunk who will do anything to get booze to drink. No, I am not blaming him. He used to
be a good person but I don’t want to associate with the like of him any more since it will weaken my spirit. Do
you know that once he took the child and hid her, asking for a ransom to get drunk? If I did not comply with his
demand, he threatened to harm the child. Do you know how much money he wanted?”
[How much?]
“Two hundred baht.”
[Only two hundred baht? That jerk did this to his own child? What did you do then?]
“I gave him the money and after that presented him with a knife wound as a souvenir. That was the reason why
I believe that no one can hurt us if we have a fighting spirit.”
Three days after that night the broken chaniang tip sprouted a new leaf. This time the plant grew very fast as if
afraid that someone would break it off again. A week later, the second and third leaves followed suit. When the
tenth leaf came out there no longer was any trace of the wound left. Two months later, the rejuvenated chaniang
tree stood prominently in glory near the window.
These few days he felt somewhat better. His mood was not as irritable as when he first came here. He spent
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many hours each day watching the growth of the chaniang. Oftentimes he could hardly wait to observe it grow. It
was only a tiny tree that would never grow big like those planted in the ground. Ket watered it every day. He
would watch her in silence every time she watered it, feeling like a babe being tenderly fed by its mother.
One morning Ket came in with a thermometer to take his temperature.
“How are you today?” She asked without expecting an answer. A few days past he had noticed that her
countenance was sad since she no longer read to him as she was wont to.
[I am fine now. What about you? You look unwell.]
Ket put the thermometer away. Suddenly her tears flowed. She was crying, but without a sound.
[What is bothering you? Tell me about it.]
She wiped her eyes. “Sorry, I—”
[You can relieve what is on your mind by telling me. I can keep a secret. I have no way to tell anyone because I
cannot talk.]
“He … he tracked down the child and found her.”
[Who? You mean your ex-husband?]
“My ex-husband. He took the child and kept her hidden. This time he wanted more money as an exchange for
her. I never thought that he would track me down. He wanted—”
[How much did he want?]
“Ten thousand baht.”
[And you gave it to him?]
“I gave him the money last night. It was the last amount I had. I have been saving it for my child’s education.”
[Bastard.]
“For every mother, her child is the most important.”
[What are you going to do next?]
“I will have to move again. I don’t want him to harass my child again. Maybe I will have to change my job.”
[You are not going to do so. You said yourself that one must get to the heart of the problem in order to solve it.]
“Maybe I will have to hit the nail right on the head,” she murmured.
*
The pot placed by the window was a plain red-lime-colored terra cotta pot with a rough texture about six
inches tall. The tray under it was wavy-edged. Coal-black loose soil almost filled the pot. That plant, a little taller
than one kheup was called chaniang. Its straight stem was greenish brown. Its leaves and stem looked ordinary,
like his life, like her life.
He shifted his eyes from the chaniang pot by the window to fix on the door. But the nurse had not come yet.
Why did he dream of her a moment ago? It must have been because she had already become his friend.
The sound of a door being opened. He could recognize the footsteps. At last the door opened and she came in .
Her face was brighter than on previous days.
“Sorry I am a little bit late.”
[It’s all right. Was the traffic very heavy?]
“I was detained by some personal business.” Ket stepped towards him, taking his temperature with a
thermometer.
“You are perspiring. Are you ill?”
[I am fine. And you?]
She paused a little, meeting his eyes.
“I didn’t tell you the whole truth. Actually, I … I—”
[You went to see him?]
“I went to see him. No. Actually he came to see me. The same old story, you know.”
[What happened last night?]
“He came to see me while I was packing. Yes, I was going to move. I knew that this wasn’t the way to solve
the problem by hitting the nail on the head. But it seemed to be the best way out right then. He came to me completely sot. Not one of the ten thousand baht he had taken from me remained. In one night the money I had been
saving for years was squandered on booze and broads.”
[He came to see you again? J
“He wanted to make up but I refused.”
[The bastard knew that you had money.]
"I refused. He said I should do it for the child’s sake. Her friends would jeer at her for being fatherless. He
would turn over a new leaf. I did not believe him. He told me I would never be able to escape his clutches. His
words made me see light. He was right. My life would never be free from evil men. The only way I could think of
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was not to run away. I threatened him that if he came to me again I would kill him. He laughed.”
Ket laughed. He was wondering how she could laugh in such an atmosphere.
“It was then that he used force.”
[What did he do?]
“He . . . raped me in front of my child.”
Both of them were silent for a long time. One because she did not speak. The other because he could not speak.
At last Ket went on with her story.
“He threatened me that if I would not take him back he would …”
[He would ….?]
“He reminded me of my own father. My daughter is growing up. I don’t want her to grow up like me. You do
understand, don’t you?”
Her countenance revealed no emotion that he could detect.
“When he was asleep I stabbed him dead with a knife. Only one stab. No pain or agony.”
[That bastard deserved to die; but it is not worth your life.]
But she did not hear his voice.
“You were right. This world is evil. I have been too optimistic so I have always been taken advantage of.”
She moved closer to him, so close that he could smell the faint fragrance. Was it her body scent or some cheap
perfume? Or both?
“Now I believe you that this world is very evil. I know what you have been thinking all along. I will no longer
deter you from fulfilling your wish.”
The chaniang by the window was already eight inches tall.
She arranged the pillow in place, picking it up and placing it over his face. She pressed it down hard. His
breath choked. He became stifled and dizzy. His vision blurred.
[Yes, this world is so evil. Death should be the best way out.]
The ceiling fan still revolved for ever and ever. His breath became fainter and fainter. He glanced at the
chaniang by the window for the last time.
[Thank you for the chaniang. You have taught me to appreciate the beauty of life.]
He saw her last expression, gentle as a mother’s lulling her little baby into a happy and long-lasting slumber.
[But now I don’t want to die.]
248.1 Excerpt from Chalida: A Thai Family Drama\fn{by Salisa Pinkayan (1972- )} Bangkok?, Thailand (F) 10
Chalida shook the bright yellow and green straw mat, sending particles of dust floating into the air, and
unrolled it onto the grass. Smoothing down the curled edges until it was flat on the ground, she sat down and
stretched out her bare, dark legs. She leaned against the wide trunk of the banyan tree, her pink rubber sandals
placed neatly beside her. Closing her eyes and inhaling deeply, she savored the light, sweet perfume of jasmine
riding on the warm breeze. The canopy of thick branches and leaves shielded her from the late-afternoon sun.
Sparrows chirped back and forth above.
As the sprinkler twirled, droplets of water flew and landed in rhythm, some on her feet, cooling them. In the
distance, she heard her younger sister, Little Sor, squealing in delight as she played with her two cousins, her
giddy girlish laughter rising and falling. A dog’s playful barking mingled with the children’s frolic. The familiar
sights and sounds soothed her, and Chalida felt tempted by sleep. She resisted and forced her eyes wide open.
She looked forward to coming to this spot, her spot, every day after school. Here the tranquility washed away
the weariness that the day’s toils had left. The traffic congestion and hectic street commotion on her trips to and
from school left her feeling sleepy. The sight of the gates closing and the grounds retreating depressed her in the
mornings. Then at school, lonely and nervous, she counted the hours until she could return to the quiet isolation of
the grounds. Her home was a sanctuary.
Chalida bent her knees and leaned higher on the trunk, placing a book on her thighs. On the cover was a pretty,
young woman with long, black hair kneeling before a pond. With a white seua khor krachao top, round-necked
and sleeveless, and a plum colored phatoong swathed around her slender waist, this girl reached out to a giant fish
whose golden head emerged from the surface of the water like the rising sun. The picture was a child’s vision,
simple and vivid, the blue of the sky a shade lighter than that of the water. The title of the story, The Gold Goby
Fish, ran across the white clouds in black letters; the same jet blackness of the girl’s hair and eyes. An
incandescent orange sun floated high to the far left corner.
Auntie Jin had given her the book for her eleventh birthday. It had belonged to her and Mother when they were
young girls, much the same age as Chalida was now. The Gold Goby Fish was a classic Thai fable, and one of
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Chalida’s favorites. She had read it countless times, so many she could recite it entirely by heart. She cherished
the fact that the book was one of her mother's valued possessions, . and she turned the yellow pages with care. On
the first page she had inscribed “This book belongs to Chalida Sirisarocha (Khim), 1977”, in proud, hard-pressed
letters which couldn’t be missed by anyone who might flip through.
She felt a strong affinity to this timeless tale of a dead mother’s enduring love for her living daughter. It
reminded her of her own life. Like the daughter of the story, she too had waist-length raven hair and dark eyes,
and she too had a dead mother. The story was of Kanitha, a good woman, who lived humbly with her daughter,
Auey, and her husband, Setthi. One day on her trip to the market, she overheard the other villagers talking, saying
that Setthi had taken a fancy to a beautiful woman named Kanithee. Kanitha quickly returned home and
confronted her husband. Setthi denied the accusation and assured Kanitha that he loved only her and could never
love another. Hearing her husband’s promises, she berated herself for listening to strangers.
“I am silly to think that he could ever be unfaithful,” she told herself.
But not long after, Setthi brought Kanithee into their home on the pretense that Kanitha needed help with the
housework.
“Kanithee is a strong, young woman and could do much to ease your workload,” he told his wife.
Kanitha was devastated. She realized that another woman had captured her husband’s heart, and there was
nothing she could do but endure it. She held her tongue and accepted her fate as punishment for sins committed in
her past lives. There was no escape from her karma. She deserved any pain that came her way.
Kanithee was beautiful, but cruel and duplicitous. She was sweet to Setthi, but hateful to Kaniha and Auey. She
took pleasure in turning Setthi against his family. As time passed, Setthi’s enthrallment with Kanithee became
detrimental to Kanitha and Auey’s happiness. Kanithee would mock and insult Kanitha until Kanitha burst into
tears, and Setthi would simply watch, laughing. She beat Auey until the girl’s screams could be heard by the
neighbors, and still Setthi did nothing, saying Auey needed to be disciplined. He was under Kanithee’s spell, even
resenting his wife and daughter for being in the way of their love.
One morning, as they did every day, Setthi and Kanitha went out on their fishing boat. It was an unlucky day,
and they couldn’t catch a single fish. All morning, afternoon, and evening they waited, but nothing bit. As each
mesh came up empty, Setthi grew increasingly angry. Finally, drunk and in a rage, he threw Kanitha overboard
and returned to shore, leaving her to drown. Auey, who was waiting for her mother at the dock, saw that only
Setthi got off the boat. She asked for her mother, but Setthi said nothing, pushing her aside. No matter how she
demanded, Setthi would not reveal what had happened to Kanitha.
Auey waited for days, suspecting that her mother was in grave danger. She searched everywhere, but couldn’t
find Kanitha. One day, as she sat lamenting by the pond, calling for her mother, Kanitha’s voice answered.
Happily, Auey turned to greet her, but no one appeared.
“Where are you mother?” Auey asked.
“Look down, daughter,” the voice said.
Auey looked down and saw that her mother’s voice came from a gold goby fish swimming by her.
Kanitha, who had drowned, refused to join the realm of the dead, and returned to her daughter reincarnated as
the fish. She wasn’t bitter, but willingly succumbed to her destiny. She advised Auey to be strong.
“Only through suffering can our sins be washed away, and our souls redeemed,” she told her daughter.
Kanitha comforted Auey through her troubles under Kanithee’s merciless treatment. Every evening Auey
hurried to the pond to feed her mother and listen to her kind words. They talked and consoled each other, and their
love gave them strength to go on.
But soon Kanithee, who had become Setthi’s new wife, discovered Kanitha’s existence. Out of spite, Kanithee
killed the goby fish and fed it to the animals. When Auey came to the pond and called to the fish, there was only
silence. Many times she tried, but she received no answer.
Auey was distraught and wept for days, her heart torn apart by misery. She asked the dog and the cat if they
had seen the gold goby fish. They all denied having seen the fish, since it was they who had feasted on its
remains. Not knowing where else to turn, Auey prayed desperately for her mother’s safe return.
Kanithee’s malicious act failed to extinguish Kanitha’s spirit. Concerned about her daughter, her soul
materialized once more as a tomato plant with luscious fruits. Auey was overjoyed to find her mother. Every day
she watered this plant and talked to her mother, whose silent presence eased the pain of her loneliness. Her life
was tolerable, knowing that her mother was still with her, still watching over her. Tragically, their contentment
would not last. Again Kanithee uncovered Kanitha’s being. She picked all the fruit and tore the plant from its
roots.
Still, death could not separate Kanitha from her beloved daughter. She was re-born as a majestic bo tree with
resplendent gold and silver leaves. Many more deaths and rebirths she would experience before the story ended.
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She always returned to her daughter, who continued to be sick with grief. Only when Auey found true happiness
did Kanitha liberate her own spirit from this endless cycle of rebirths and finally achieve peace in relinquishing
her worldly attachments.
The deep bond between mother and daughter, that even death could not sever, touched Chalida’s sentimental
heart. She longed for the same miracle in her life. This yearning led to her belief in spirits, mystical beings, and
the afterlife. Somewhere in the compound, she hoped to discover the reincarnation of her mother, who she knew
was watching over her and loving her. Perhaps as one of the goldfish swimming in the pond; as a single delicate
frangipani blossom; or as a plant among many that flourished in the garden. Her mother’s spirit was waiting for
her.
The search, Chalida realized, was as impossible as finding a particular wave in the vast ocean, but she knew
that her mother would be the most brilliant of the goldfish, the most fragrant frangipani blossom on the tree, or
the most fertile, verdant plant of them all. Her mother lingered near; so close that sometimes, if she listened
carefully, she could hear her mother’s voice calling for her. It was only a matter of time before they were reunited.
This secret belief comforted Chalida whenever she was home. It was here that she felt warm and safe. When
alone, she whispered to the plants and creatures around her, optimistic of a response. Once, she rescued a baby
sparrow from drowning in the pond. It was the most fragile, endearing animal she had ever seen. So certain was
she that it was her mother, she talked to it excitedly. Auntie Jin had seen, and Chalida had denied it. Her quest
would lose its enchantment if someone else were to know. The dream had to be hers and hers alone.
“Pii Setthi, everyone says you have fallen in love with Kanithee, the one with the beautiful figure. Is this true?”
asked Kanitha. The story began …
Chalida felt sad. The weakness of a man would lead him to murder his wife. She sighed, but before she could
read the next line, Little Sor’s hurried approach interrupted her.
Little Sor wore an excited grin and was running as fast as her short legs could carry her. Her two braids swung
back and forth with each stride, beads of sweat running down her plump cheeks.
“Pii Khim, I’m going to hide behind this tree,” she whispered while gasping for breath. As was the Thai
custom in addressing an older person, Little Sor attached the title pii to Chalida’s nickname.
“Don't tell Pii Bote I’m here.” She quickly slid behind the trunk.
“Is he coming yet?”
“Not yet,” Chalida answered-but then Bote came along, silently scanning for the hiding places of the other two
players.
“He’s coming!” she warned Little Sor under her breath.
“Did you see Little Sor and Bee?” Bote shouted at Chalida.
“No, they didn’t come this way,” she yelled back.
He began to turn away when something caught his attention. He dashed towards the tree and surprised Little
Sor on the other side.
“Aaahh,” screamed Little Sor. A duet of their ringing laughter followed, and the merriment was so contagious
Chalida couldn’t help but join in.
“How did you find me? Pii Khim, did you give me away?” Little Sor feigned accusation, smiling.
“Don’t blame anyone else. Your shoes were sticking out a mile,” Bote pointed at Little Sor’s cherry red shoes.
Little Sor found the revelation so amusing that she began to giggle some more. Chalida smiled.
“Why don’t you go find Bee,” Little Sor suggested. “I’m going to stay here and play with Pii Khim.”
She then plopped down and laid across the mat, resting her head on Chalida’s lap. She smelled of baby powder
and sweat.
“What are you reading now?” she asked. Chalida held the book’s cover over Little Sor’s head so she could see
for herself.
“Again? Don’t you ever get bored of it?”
“Don’t you ever get bored running around playing hide and seek every day?”
“That’s different.”
“Why is that?”
“Because it’s not boring,” Little Sor answered matter-of-factly. “Read me something.”
“You’ve heard it so many times already. And anyway, I thought you said it was boring.”
“I was just kidding. I love it.”
“Really? Why?”
“Because you love it. And”—she rolled her big eyes in exaggerated contemplation—“and it makes me think of
Mother. Isn’t that why you read it over and over?”
Little Sor’s perceptiveness startled Chalida.
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“Yes, I guess so,” she answered after a pause.
Little Sor was charming; a picture of cheerfulness. Whenever anyone gazed upon her, happiness rose in their
chests, and the corners of their lips tilted instantly into a smile. Her face was round, and her cheeks were soft and
rosy. She carried her beaming smile and easy laughter everywhere. Of course, she had no idea just how lovable
she was.
Without effort, Little Sor gathered praise from adults, and was popular among her peers. Chalida knew how
different she was from her younger sister. Little Sor’s friends seemed to flitter around her as she laughed and
chattered. She wasn’t afraid of adults or strangers, readily answering their questions. And when she was curious,
which was often, she never hesitated to ask her own.
Chalida preferred to be alone. She felt intimidated by adults, and anyone outside the family made her
uncertain. A part of her secretly wished she could possess just a slice of Little Sor’s appeal.
Chalida read to Little Sor a while, hypnotized by the sound of her own voice, making the beloved tale new
once more. Setthi laughed at his wife’s insinuation as if covering a crime he had committed, and the story
continued.
Little Sor, hearing her two cousins’ rowdy play, decided to rejoin them, and Chalida was again left alone with
the story, feeling like she was visiting a dear friend.
Chalida grew up on the secluded estate of the Rattakarn family compound. The estate sprawled over a plot of
land on the Chao Phraya River, which divided Bangkok on its eastern bank from Thonburi on its west. A high,
cream-colored cement wall enclosed the grounds, keeping out intruders and unwanted noise from the busy river.
Yet the towering trees and shrubs inside created an illusion of a forest that extended to the horizon. Chalida liked
to imagine she was in an enchanted wood where no one else lived for hundreds of kilometers around. Inside the
compound it was so quiet and tranquil that it was easy to forget she was in one of the most crowded cities in Asia.
Only when Chalida stood on the roof-deck could she observe the activity outside.
The compound was adjacent to Sukhothai Palace, the former residence of King Prajadhipok, or King Rama
VII.\fn{1893-1941, reigned from 1926:H} The palace was occupied by Queen Rambhai, the king’s aged widow. A large
lawn surrounded the three mansions, or tamnaks, which were simple compared to the other elaborate palaces in
this part of the city. A wooden-roofed verandah joined the brown and white masonry tamnaks. Once in a while,
gardeners and servants wandered onto the lawn, but most of the time the palace seemed peaceful, almost
uninhabited.
On occasion, Chalida caught glimpses of the royal automobile entering the palace gates. The eggshell-yellow
Rolls Royce, proudly bearing the flag of the royal crest, was recognized by all Thais and was a frequent sight on
the streets of Bangkok. Few Thais, however, ever saw a member of the royal family up close. Such occasions
were considered blessings by commoners.
The current monarch, King Bhumibol Adulyadej, Rama IX,\fn{ 1927- , reigned from 1946:H} was especially loved
and revered for his infinite goodness to the people during his thirty-year reign. Seeing him brought tears of
heartfelt joy to his subjects. He was the Father of all Thais, and no matter to what social class they belonged, they
loved him with a child’s devotion and looked to him in times of hardship and crisis.
The district where Chalida lived had always been occupied by the elite of Thai society—peripheral members
of the royal family and old, aristocratic families. This part of town, referred to as the “old city” centered around
the Grand Palace, the largest and most magnificent of the royal residences, where King Rama I\fn{ 1736-1809,
reigned from 1782:H} resided when he founded the Chakri dynasty and constructed this new capital city. Bangkok
had its roots here, where the palaces, government and administrative buildings, and homes of the elite were
located. Gradually the city radiated from this core until it became an expansive, bustling metropolis.
For close to a century and seven generations, the Rattakarn family compound had been handed down to its
scions. King Chulalongkorn, or King Rama V,\fn{1853-1910, reigned from 1868:H} had originally bestowed the land
upon Pibul Rattakarn, one of the family’s most venerated forefathers. Pibul was a loyal and sagacious aide to the
king, and the land was reward for his exemplary, lifelong service.
In those days there was nothing more valuable than land, and the family was greatly honored to receive such a
gift. It was from this that the prestige of the family was born, and his descendents now worshipped Pibul as they
would a deity, paying homage to him by praying and burning joss sticks. Splendid portraits of him hung in all
their houses, his wise, somber eyes watching over them. Because of him, the Rattakarns claimed their glorious
place in the Thai social hierarchy, and his descendants made certain the family’s prestige never waned. They
became trusted court officials, statesmen, and scholars.
Over the years, marriages had elevated the family name. The Rattakarns claimed among their own, members of
the intelligentsia, educated at the best universities abroad, as well as influential and respected ambassadors,
ministers, and army generals. The Rattakarns had never faded into anonymity. They appeared in the society pages
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of the newspapers and were seen kneeling beside the king in conversation, shaking the hands of foreign
dignitaries, or campaigning for office. The Rattakarns were recognized by all Thais in all walks of life. Even
extended family members who did not reside in the compound and who no longer bore the family name benefited
from the ubiquitous influence of the clan.
Reporters swarmed to capture photographs and descriptions of wedding receptions, birthday parties, and other
family celebrations, knowing well the inclination of their readers. Thais were fascinated with the lives of their
elite—what they wore, who they were marrying, how valuable their dowry, and what their houses looked like.
And since the Rattakarns were usually at the most extravagant social events in the city, they were often the subject
of discussion. As with all celebrities, they were viewed with mixed emotions—admiration and contempt, jealousy
and praise, but most definitely dissecting interest.
Almost two decades before, Field Marshal Adisorn Rattakarn, Chalid’s maternal grandfather, was the prime
minister of Thailand and commander of the military forces. He retained the office for more than ten years, longer
than anyone before him. Even though he had long retired from the premiership, before Chalida was old enough to
remember, he continued to command great respect from the most prominent and influential. Men in powerful
military posts—the ones who spoke boldly during the evening news—knelt humbly, almost meekly, at his feet
when they came to visit the compound. The field marshal, now thin and frail with age, would have to insist that
they sat up on a chair and spoke with him at the same eye level. They lowered their voices deferentially when they
addressed him, and their movements around him were small and respectful. These gestures did not come from
fear but from reverence. Well-wishers bore gifts on his birthdays, and there were frequent visits from those
seeking his advice and approval on matters of politics and business, and even personal issues. Chalida had always
known that her grandfather was an extraordinary man.
Life revolved around Grandfather. He was the family’s eldest living member and its patriarch. He was their
sun, and they orbited around him. They consulted with him on all major decisions, not so much that he would
provide a solution, but as a gesture of respect; an implicit responsibility of every family member. Violation of this
custom could be taken as a deliberate insult, and no one wanted to risk being ostracized. Each night, the family
members living in the compound dined at the “old house” with Grandfather. They sang songs, put on shows, and
arranged poems of love on his birthdays. They invited him to preside over their engagements and toast their
marriages; they asked him to name their newborn—he had given Chalida and her siblings their nicknames, Ching,
Khim, and Sor, after traditional musical instruments for which he held a special fondness—and he blessed the
family each New Year in speeches giving hope for the future and providing nostalgia for the past. Chalid’s life
seemed to be an interminable round of family gatherings and celebrations, so many that she was often oblivious as
to whose birthday or wedding it was. But whatever the occasion, the central figure was always Grandfather.
Whenever Chalida thought of Grandfather, her grandmother immediately came to mind. Grandfather and
Grandmother were inseparable, especially outside the compound. At social functions, which were almost daily,
Grandmother rested her right hand on the inside of Grandfather’s bent arm while her left hand pressed upon the
carved wooden cane she depended upon. This pose imprinted itself so deeply in Chalida’s mind that if there ever
existed a statue of the couple, she imagined that it would be in that exact position.
They seemed to share the same life force. As the years went by and her grandfather’s eyes wearied and his
voice lost its authority, her grandmother became more passionate and spoke more vigorously for both of them.
Grandmother always knew what Grandfather wanted, and what he was thinking, sometimes more than he did
himself. In that way, she was indispensable for the rest of the family. What did he require of them? How could
they please him? To Grandmother they ran with their inquiries, rather than imposing themselves upon
Grandfather. They had become the same person after 55 years of marriage, even resembling each other with their
diminutive stature and lean faces. And they looked through the same eyes. No one dared argue with Grandmother
because Grandfather always seemed to agree with her, and his word and wishes were sacred.
Chalida’s grandparents occupied the old house, the name affectionately given to the traditional Thai style
building in the middle of the compound. It was constructed about eighty years before, and had been religiously
maintained ever since. The structure—actually three houses—was composed of red teakwood, except for the
faded orange terracotta tiles of the roofs that curved like wings to a high, sharp point. It all rested upon a platform
on wooden stilts, which served to protect from the severe floods of the old days. Now, the purpose of the elevation
had become purely aesthetic as the water level in the city was better contained.
The house’s suspension and its large, high windows gave it a weightless quality. Chalida liked to imagine it
was a mystical pavilion floating on a cloud. The association seemed fitting with the idyllic atmosphere of the
compound, unmolested by the rapid changes of the world outside. There seemed to be a magical aura around it,
protecting it from the ravages of time.
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The old house nestled in the luxurious green of the massive garden. Majestic rain trees, palm trees, and goldenstemmed bamboo shaded it from the blistering sun. Brilliant red-orange blossoms burst from the flame trees.
Chains of purple and white orchids meandered through the thick vegetation, while bananas dangled from their
trees like gaudy jewelry. In the midst of the garden rested a pond in which goldfish swam languidly, and pink
lotus blossoms and brown leaves drifted on the surface. It was easy to lose oneself in the serenity.
Due to the frequent and burdensome maintenance of the magnificent old house, the family attempted to
convince the grandparents to dissemble the building and erect a modern structure. Their efforts were futile. Each
time they brought up the subject, the grandparents were adamant that the old house was the jewel of the estate,
and under no circumstance would they ever tear it down. Such ingratitude, they reprimanded them for the
shameful suggestion. How very angry your ancestors would be, they admonished; their spirits still guarded the
house. The family always felt quite guilty by the end of each discussion, but still they tried to persuade the
grandparents to build a new home within the grounds and leave the old house as a token of their past. The
grandparents refused, and as a result, rare and expensive wood matching the original material of the old house
was acquired each year to maintain the condition of the structure, while bits and pieces that kept\fn{ The text has:
keep:H} falling off and failing were repaired at astounding cost.
While the old house seemed airy and light as mist, Uncle\fn{ The text has: Uncle’s, here and elsewhere:H} Sin’s house
was imposing. Its colossal white pillars and concrete walls resembled a Roman temple. Two golden Chinese lions
of actual size guarded the marble steps to the grand front entrance. It was the largest and most ostentatious
building in the compound, and everything about it was big. The doors, the windows, even the lamps that hung by
the doors were huge as if they belonged to a giant.
Actually, the building reflected the physique of its owner, a corpulent man. Uncle Sin’s stomach protruded
with the bulk and shape of a watermelon. He was referred to by the Chinese as asia, or an affluent businessman,
because the roundness of his middle could accommodate much wealth, and money wouldn’t slip through his
plump fingers.
Uncle Sin was Grandfather and Grandmother’s eldest child. He had caused them much disappointment in his
youth when he chose not to follow his father into the military, nor pursue a career in politics. Instead he became
an entrepreneur, which in the old days was identified with low-class Chinese immigrants, or leks, whose only
aspiration was to accumulate wealth. Many business tycoons were descendants of Chinese immigrants, and it
certainly wasn’t a respectable path for an aristocrat from a reputable family. Young aristocrats went nobly into the
military or served the country in a civil post. Still, against the family’s wishes, Uncle Sin pursued his ambition
and succeeded in establishing a very lucrative business, selling rice both domestically and exporting to
neighboring countries. Even though the enterprise flourished, partly through the family’s extensive connections,
Uncle Sin’s managerial skills could not be denied, and the family after long years of stubbornness came to accept
his decision and admire his prosperity.
Just as they had finally become reconciled to his career, Uncle Sin delivered another blow, which Grandmother
still refused to condone. He chose Auntie Ling as his bride. Ling was the daughter of a very successful Chinese
banker who had begun as a small-time money lender in Yaowaraj, Bangkok’s Chinatown. Through hard work, he
turned the dingy, one-room operation into a multi-billion-baht financial empire with hundreds of branches around
the country. His was the classic Chinese success story.
However, even with his tremendous new wealth, Ling’s father hadn’t shed his working-class demeanor. He
chewed with his mouth open and spoke as he chewed. He belched and spat in the most inappropriate places. His
Chinese accent remained thick and repulsive to the ears of the genteel. The gaudy gold watches and rings only
displayed a complete lack of taste. And so they treated him with disguised contempt in his presence, and outright
insult in his absence.
“Your Auntie Ling is only a generation from working-class Chinese, just another lek,” Auntie Jin once
confided in what was meant to be a whisper but which traveled easily across the breakfast table.
“Jin, you shouldn’t say such things to the children,” Grandmother replied. “They can’t possibly comprehend
the subtleties. You’ll only confuse them.”
“I think they’re old enough to learn about class and breeding, Mother. Like those garish lions by their front
entrance; they’re so embarrassing. Whenever guests visit, I turn red with humiliation. They’re unbelievably
distasteful.” Auntie Jin no longer disguised the complaint under her breath.
“There’s nothing we can do about it. They’re wedding gifts from her parents. Anyhow, they’ve been there for
years. You should be used to them by now.”
“I should be used to her by now. But still she’s the same. Living amongst us, seeing the way we do things, I
thought at least her … her taste would improve. But apparently it’s beyond help. Just look at what she wore to the
dinner last night. She looked like a pink flamingo.”
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“You’re setting a bad example for the girls speaking this way. We wouldn’t want anyone telling your brother.
Sin would be so upset.”
Grandmother scowled at Auntie Jin, warning with her eyes to a servant girl who passed quietly behind her.
Like shadows, the servants were everywhere, but their unobtrusive movements often went unnoticed, their
presence forgotten.
Auntie Jin turned to Chalida and Little Sor, giving them a sly smile with layers and innuendoes that Chalida
could not comprehend.
“It’s not that your Grandmother and I don’t like your Auntie Ling. We love her. She’s part of our family now.
It’s just that she's a little different from us, and we don’t always understand her. But that shouldn’t affect how you
feel about your cousins. You should love them. They have the same blood as you do. So what you just heard me
say … it’s our little secret, okay?”
Chalida and Little Sor nodded obediently. But Chalida failed to understand the secret, even though it was
apparent to her that Grandmother and Auntie Jin treated Auntie Ling as an outsider. They often addressed her with
an unhidden tone of criticism, and shredded her with their sarcasm. Auntie Ling never had a chance against the
two of them, especially left defenseless without Uncle Sin who frequently worked late and went away on
business. And so with a soft, defeated tone, Auntie Ling spoke when she was spoken to, swallowed the insults,
and remained submissively quiet when Auntie Jin and Grandmother chose to ignore her. Her small face was
always pinched like she was sucking on a morsel of pure bitterness she could neither swallow nor spit out.
Chalida would always associate this expression with misery.
Even so, Auntie Ling’s presence at the dinner table was required, with or without her husband. Failure to join
the family at dinner could further offend the two women and make her life even more difficult. Battered by
Grandmother’s and Auntie Jin’s combined hostility, Auntie Ling’s skin paled, and her eyes, already thin as brush
strokes, dimmed. It was as if she was willing herself to vanish. Most of the time, she hid in her extravagant
palace, alone now that both her sons were away at boarding school.
Chalida often saw Auntie Ling sitting by a large window from across the garden that separated them. With a
lamplight behind her, Auntie Ling’s figure was a silhouette, her features indistinguishable. Her neck, arms, legs
looked especially long and graceful in this distorted view. With her head slightly bent, her fingers fumbled with
something on her lap. Chalida knew she liked to embroider. At times, Auntie Ling stopped and raised a hand to
her face, and Chalida wondered if she was drying tears or brushing a strand of hair from her eyes.
Often, when she couldn't sleep, Chalida knelt by her window and watched Auntie Ling in her solitude. Was it
with strength or weakness that she endured so much, Chalida contemplated, or maybe it was her love for Uncle
Sin that kept her here like a prisoner. At these times Auntie Ling’s loneliness intrigued Chalida. Not until the light
went out and Auntie Ling’s figure disappeared would Chalida return to her bed.
*
Chalida lived in one of the three modern homes, with her father, older brother Pii Ching, and younger sister
Little Sor. A three-story building with a beige plaster exterior, two balconies jutted from its top floor like
eyebrows on a square face. An open-air deck took up the entire roof. Even though her home was extremely large
and comfortable, with more rooms than they could use regularly, it paled beside Uncle Sin’s mansion. Yet its
simplicity endeared it to Chalida’s young heart. She and Little Sor liked to pretend they lived in a small cottage in
the middle of the woods adjacent to the palace of an evil queen. And the old house was the abode of an aged
ascetic with magical powers.
Chalida’s father, Supreme Commander General Chalit Sirisarocha, led all three divisions of the nation’s armed
forces. He wore a permanent stern expression and was intolerant of guile and ineptitude. His oiled-back hair was
full and black as coal, and his eyebrows thick and dark. He was powerfully built, tall and robust as a tree trunk,
and looked commanding in the crisp olive uniform he wore every day to the headquarters. His voice was deep and
his speech concise, which discouraged reporters from their usual digressive interviews. They were afraid of him,
as were many of his subordinates. Yet in a world of corrupt, self-serving politicians and glib entrepreneurs, it was
his honest severity which earned him trust and respect. He was a man who would not lie or cheat for his own
benefit. He was an austere leader but a good one.
As powerful, as assertive as General Chalit was in the eyes of the public, at home he was a ghost of a father
and a man. He moved through the compound and through their lives like an uninterested spirit bound to a place
where he might have lived in a former life. There was no anger in his looks, but there was no passion either, and
he never as much as raised his voice at his children. There was only a coolness like he could not afford to be
involved. But Chalida remembered a time when she heard his hearty laughter. She recalled moments of tenderness
when he gently patted her head and told her she was his sweet girl. But as the days slipped by, he drifted away
like smoke. Many nights she cried tears of frustration for his love and attention.
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When Pii Ching was living at home, Chalida sensed that her father still cared about his family. He helped
Ching with his homework and taught him how to play golf in the grounds. Then Ching left for military school,
and the weak flame of affection in her father’s eyes finally burned out, leaving a blankness that pained her. She
was often angry at him.
“Father, don’t you care about me at all?” she wanted to cry out. At other times she felt sorry for him.
“Father, what has happened to you? What has made you so sad? Do you miss Mother, is that it?”
She longed for his confidence, but could not ask, fearful of disturbing the serenity of their existence. She was
only a child, powerless, and would have been admonished for questioning her father’s behavior. Good Thai
children never challenged the ways of adults, especially their parents. And how could the situation not have been
so worrisome, since no one but she seemed to notice. It was accepted. If anything was wrong, certainly Auntie Jin
would have recognized it, corrected it. But Auntie Jin never said a word. No one did. And no one seemed to care.
In the end, it was easier for Chalida not to care either, and her father was allowed his aloofness.
Deprived of her father’s affection, Chalida yearned even more for her mother, who had died when she was
three years old. She had no recollection of her mother, at least not when she tried hard to think of her until her
head throbbed from the strain. But in her dreams she sometimes saw her mother reaching out to touch her, her
hand tender on her face. She heard her mother’s sweet voice singing her to sleep, the voice of an angel. And when
she awoke, she tried desperately to hold on to the precious memory—but always, like morning dew, it evaporated
with the heat of day. She could only hope that once she closed her eyes again to sleep, her mother would return.
Chalida didn’t know if these visions were born of her own remembrances, or whether being surrounded by her
mother’s photographs had etched a false memory into her mind. Along the walls and display cases of her house
and the old house, she shared the important events of her mother’s life. In the few colored photographs, she saw
her mother as a girl in a traditional Thai costume on the stage of a school performance, her cheeks glowing like
freshly picked apples. She saw her blowing out candles on a birthday, her braids resting against her shoulders. She
saw her smiling proudly in her gauzy, white graduation gown, already a beautiful grown woman. She had a petite
figure, and her bridegroom towered beside her on their wedding day. Her eyes were so expressive that they shone
with vitality from the black and white photographs. In another picture, her three small children surrounded her,
the baby lying in her arms. The picture was taken a few months after Little Sor was brought home from the
hospital, Auntie Jin told Chalida. In that image, her mother, whose name was Inthira, had lost some of her
youthful looks, but still her eyes spoke. Chalida was happy to notice that it was she who looked most like her
mother; the same dreamy eyes and the same full lips. Yet Chalida was certain that she detected sorrow in her
mother’s eyes. Auntie Jin quickly dismissed the notion.
“Auntie Jin, do I look like my mother when she was my age?” Chalida once asked while Auntie Jin braided her
hair before she left for school. Auntie Jin looked thoughtfully at Chalida's reflection in the mirror as her fingers
weaved.
“Well, you certainly have her eyes. Such beautiful eyes she had! Hypnotic. One look with those eyes, and no
one could ever deny her.” Chalida grinned.
“She wasn't a timid, quiet child like you are though. She was always laughing and teasing others. Not even
your grandfather could get angry at her. She was always the favorite.”
“Was she ever angry at me? You know, if I did something bad.”
“Oh, never. She was the most patient mother. Too liberal I always thought. She never punished you, even when
you deserved it. You kids are so spoiled.”
“Was she sad a lot, Auntie Jin?”
“I already told you she was never sad. Why do you ask these things now, Khim?”
“It’s just she looked so sad in some of her pictures. I wonder if I’d done something to upset her …”
Chalida's voice trailed off, anxious that she had said the wrong thing.
“Don’t be silly. Your mother was never sad a day in her life. She had everything anyone could ever hope for.
Except for good health, I suppose. … There, you’re ready. Better hurry before you’re late.” Auntie Jin ended the
conversation abruptly as was her habit.
Chalida never pursued the topic again. She knew well enough not to badger Auntie Jin and spark her explosive
temperament.
*
Auntie Jin was the older sister of Chalida’s mother. With her husband and two young sons, she resided in one
of the other modern homes in the compound. Inside, it was much more luxurious than Chalida’s house. Auntie Jin
was an avid collector of Thai antiques, so the rooms were like a museum. Delicate Benjarong porcelain decorated
the low, teak tables of the reception hall. Elaborate Thai paintings lined the walls of the grand dining room, and
ornate silver trays and vases gleamed in the glass display cases of the study. Instead of calling the rooms by their
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functions, they were named for the treasures they accommodated. In Auntie Jin’s house, there was no living room,
but the Benjarong room. There was no dining room, but the painting gallery.
Even though Chalida felt close to her grandparents and was loved by them, she knew it was Auntie Jin who
had somehow been designated to “parent” her. It was Auntie Jin who made sure she was dressed for school in the
mornings. It was Auntie Jin who scolded her when her homework wasn’t completed before dinner time. And it
was Auntie Jin who opened her bedroom door to say goodnight at the end of each day. Chalida imagined that after
her mother’s death, the family had divided up the responsibility of raising each motherless child: Pii Ching went
to her father, Little Sor went to Grandmother, and she went to Auntie Jin.
Khunying Jintana Luangboonmee was Auntie Jin’s full name, well recognized by any Thai who had ever
picked up a newspaper or scanned a magazine’s society column. She cut ribbons at grand openings of fashionable
boutiques, and sipped teas at luncheons, flanked by the familiar faces of the elite. Her days were an endless
stream of weddings, receptions, and gala dinners; mindless chatter and ostentatious flattery; idle gossip during
luncheons that ran to the late afternoons. She reveled in the glamour of it all because she was the object of envy,
never the envious. She was the quintessential lady of high society, with an immeasurable fortune, a respected
family name, and a happy marriage to a very prominent, successful man.
Yet in her lofty position of privilege, she was never condescending or unkind, always polite and sociable—at
least in public. Oblivious to the ill-will of those who were jealous, she drove them to distraction. In her public
goodness, she was infuriatingly perfect. In the hearts of those bearing no resentment, she was well-respected. But
to all, she was a powerful woman.
The title khunying was bestowed upon Auntie Jin by His Majesty the King for her devoted charity work over
more than a decade. She was the chair of the Foundation for Underprivileged Children, and an adviser to the Thai
Red Cross. She was on the boards of numerous other projects around the country. All ladies of the upper class
coveted the title khunying, since it validated their prestige. With wealthy, powerful husbands, the luxury of leisure,
and their list of rich friends, they were able to raise enormous sums of money for the poor and needy. The title and
the distinction that came with it were fitting rewards for their efforts.
But in the isolation of the compound and the intimacy of family life, Khunying Jintana was simply Auntie Jin,
a character even more overwhelming and enigmatic than her public persona. The extremes of her moods were like
day and night, and the unpredictability of her temperament terrified almost everyone, including Chalida. She
could be tender one moment, but the slightest displeasure could provoke a storm of viciousness—and in the past
she had drawn the fearful tears of many servant girls. Her voice could turn instantly razor sharp and her looks
fiery. And so everyone behaved cautiously around her. It could be like stepping around land-mines. Only with
Grandfather and Grandmother did she refrain from her capricious explosions. Still, in her strictness and
occasional harsh reprimands, Chalida knew Auntie Jin adored her as a daughter she never had.
Auntie Jin was assertive to the point that her obstinacy defeated even the most defiant in any conflict. Even
though she had never worked, no one doubted she could have been anything she chose. She had a master’s degree
in political science from Harvard, which she wore like a gold medallion, nonchalantly mentioning the fact to
anyone who may not already know. Once, she had confided to Chalida that when she was young there was
nothing more she desired than to be a politician like Grandfather, to have the privilege and the capacity to make
the country a better place to live; to bring happiness, if only an ounce more, to the people. Chalida had asked why
she hadn’t pursued the dream. With a sadness almost foreign in her eyes, she had answered that her devotion
belonged first and foremost to her family. Anyone else, including her countrymen, were secondary.
Instead, it was Uncle Tao, Auntie Jin’s husband, who was now the best known politician of the Rattakarn clan.
Secretary-general of the Democrat Party and the minister of commerce, he was popular, and many predicted he
would be a future prime minister. He was also known as the best-looking member of the cabinet. When he was
campaigning in the provinces, adoring women gathered in droves to hear his speeches and offer wreaths of
support. Even with his graying hair and the fine wrinkles lining his forehead, Uncle Tao was still a handsome
man, tall and lean with light skin. Many said that he could have been a movie star when he was young. Seeing his
photograph on his wedding day, Chalida thought so, too. Uncle Tao was charismatic and elegant, with polished
manners and always the right words. He was another cause for women’s envy of Auntie Jin. There couldn’t be a
more ideal husband than Uncle Tao.
In the public eye he was flawless, as was she, and together they flaunted the perfect marriage. They were one
of the most well-known couples in Thailand. He had admired her, so he said, for her simplicity and down-to-earth
qualities, which he had never expected in the daughter of a premier. Uncle Tao would laugh and reminisce of his
rustic childhood in the provinces far from the Bangkok social scene, when he had assumed that all members of the
elite were affected and patronizing. But Auntie Jin had proven him wrong. When they met at Harvard, he on a
scholarship and she who had traveled the world and dined with leaders and royalty, she had treated him in the
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same manner as she did those from her own class and upbringing—with respect and interest. Touched by her
gestures, he fell madly in love. And when they were married, her family had welcomed him as their own.
Auntie Jin would smile with slight embarrassment when her husband recounted the details of their encounter.
He was always polite and adorably nervous when he first courted her, she would tell her side of the story, but at
the same time he was intelligent, and his determination and noble goals captured her heart. He wanted to help the
impoverished in the countryside, whose plight he was well familiar with. He reminded her of her father, a good
and brilliant man, kind and generous, and she realized how fortunate she was to love him..
And it appeared that their romance did not fizzle out and their relationship continued to strengthen. Now, with
two children and his ambitions realized, they understood each other as they did themselves. They knew each
other’s thoughts and secrets and could almost predict the other’s words before they were spoken. Just like Father
and Mother, Auntie Jin said—as if successful marriages were inherited in their family.
Still, strained silence often sat between them at the dinner table. Auntie Jin would sometimes fling sarcastic
comments and resentful looks in Uncle Tao’s direction, to which he bit his lips quietly in response. His eyes
would cloud and his face redden with indignation.
Chalida never knew what their troubles were about, but she never ceased to wonder why Uncle Tao remained
so patient. She had never thought of him as a meek man.
With her father’s aloofness and Auntie Jin’s inclination towards emotional outbursts, of which Chalida was not
always spared, strangely it was Uncle Tao’s attentiveness which Chalida never got used to, could never be
comfortable with. He fretted over her well-being, always asking what she was learning at school, who her friends
were, what she had for lunch. But she never believed that he really cared. He treated her as a loving uncle would,
but it was his eyes which frightened her, scrutinizing like they saw into the depths of her, intruding into her
private thoughts and emotions. She avoided being alone in the same room with him. Uncle Tao was the only thing
that threatened her in the compound. Fortunately, his schedule kept him away much of the time. Only many years
later would her intuition about him transform into a legitimate cause for concern.
276.109 Excerpt from The Mermaid Apprentices\fn{by Pieretta Dawn (1994- )} Bangkok, Thailand (F) 6
“Stop that boy!” a large burly man shouted, running down a narrow alleyway after a scrawny figure. He
paused, pointed, and shouted again.
”Stop him!”
The people in the street stepped aside. They didn’t know why someone would bother chasing a dark-haired
boy in his early teens in this part of town. Night was falling fast, and everyone was packing up their stalls,
ready to head home.
It was probably a thief. Not a big deal, seeing that theft was common in the poorer parts of Mondreside.
Plus, it was understandable. Many people here hardly made a living. Saving a few coins by stealing an apple
could mean extra money for a family to buy a loaf of bread rather than a few crumbs.
Nathair Black panted. It wasn’t often that a deal turned sour. His negotiating skills normally secured every
agreement; resulting in both sides of the black market being happier than before—which for him meant extra
tips. It was only when some unexpected catch popped up—like an old enemy face appearing—that caused
fights to brew and forced him to run.
He hated running. Any physical activity was hell for Nathair. His stick-thin limbs were hardly capable of
bearing his weight, and he wasn’t exactly a ballerina on land either.
On the up side, his small size allowed him to wriggle into hidden holes and tiny passages, and he ran with
ease in even the narrowest alleyways.
“You, boy! Stop!”
The harsh guttural voice snapped him from his thoughts. Nathair concentrated on his breathing. He didn’t
want to tire yet; not when safety was still far away.
He ducked under a stall umbrella and jumped over a wheelbarrow full of overly ripened fruit, squishing a
couple as he went. Ignoring a series of curses and expletives that were shouted at him as he flew past, he
swerved into a narrow backstreet between two close-set buildings. The area was ridden with the smell of
rotten cabbage and he heard a few rats scuttling and squeaking as he stumbled past. He raced down the
alleyway, stepping in as little puddles as possible to avoid splashing. Once nearly through, Nathair glanced
back behind him for a split-second to find the brawny man struggling past the obstacles—mainly rubbish and
rodents.
The dark-haired boy allowed himself a small, devious grin. Exactly why he had chosen that street. He
knew the city like the back of his hand, and though he desperately wanted to leave it, like everybody else, it
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had been his home for as long as he could remember. Even if Nathair had lived somewhere else before his
father had left, those were the old times when money was plentiful and food was hardly scarce, the times he
now hardly remembered.
He shook his head to clear his thoughts, forcing himself back to the present. It was silly to dwell on the
past. His father was long gone and was probably settled down with another family now. He couldn’t hope all
the time. He couldn’t feel too deeply. Emotions could be the death of you.
Nathair’s last lessons before he left school came back to him. If Romeo and Juliet hadn’t felt so much, they
would most likely have survived. If Mark Antony had not cared about Cleopatra’s “death”, he wouldn’t have
stabbed himself. If Paris and Helen hadn’t been so emotional, Troy would probably still be standing.
Emotions were dangerous.
Nathair continued to run.
Just a little further now he thought. He had lost the man—hopefully. It was just a little further—
“Stop, you little rat! Stop!”
Nathair swore. Ah well, the man was a little more skillful than he’d anticipated. So the beefy Neanderthal
had managed to squirm his way out of the alley, had he? Not a problem. As long as he didn’t follow him back
home. Nathair couldn’t let anyone know his place of residence, not with his mother there as well …
He chose another small path that eventually led around to the back of his flat. He knew he had to be quick,
for he was only a few seconds ahead of the man.
Praying to whoever was listening that nothing had changed, Nathair pried apart two garbage bags that sat
rotting away. A trash can lid stood conspicuously behind them, and Nathair winced as he moved it aside,
hoping for the best but planning for the worst—
It was there! A hole half the size of his own body. He’d spotted it a few years ago and had decided to cover
it up from sight. Nathair hardly used this gap; it tugged away at his dignity—to be crawling through a cranny
like a dirty street rat. But desperate times called for desperate measures, and he knew that he couldn’t afford to
be too complacent. Thus, the boy took a deep breath, and—ignoring the sickly sweet stench of trash—
wriggled his way through, biting back profanities and thoughts that would make him hesitate and chicken out.
Emerging from what he tried not to think of as the rear end of some animal, Nathair had just enough time
to shove his arms back into the hole and close it up when he heard sounds of splashing water. One thing to
thank the rancid puddles on the streets for—they alerted him with a warning: that his chaser had arrived.
He paused, knelt down. The young teen peered through a small crack between the two garbage bags and the
trash can lid, curiosity biting away at him.
A pair of large boots stepped forwards carefully. Pools of muddy water rested between the stones on the
road, rippling as the man treaded through them. The sounds of the distant market were blurred now, and
Nathair could’ve sworn he heard the man’s rough breathing. He imagined the brute holding a knife, cutting
through and slicing apart the tension that hung in the air.
Hours seemed to pass in silence.
Finally, not seeming to notice Nathair anywhere, the man turned his pace into a brisk jog, then finally a fast
run, splattering away through the puddles beneath his feet.
Nathair let out a breath he hadn’t realized he’d been holding. That had been a close one. He only used the
secret opening when there was no other alternative. The road the man had taken eventually led off to a dead
end, and Nathair himself would’ve been dead meat if he hadn’t valued his life more than his pride.
Still, pride wasn’t the only motive that prevented him from using this hole often. This tiny street also
reminded him of an eventful night more than half a decade ago …
Sighing, Nathair straightened up and stretched. His muscles were aching from all the stress he’d put into
them while crouching still. He tugged pieces of rotten vegetables from his hoodie in disgust and reached back
for the hood itself. He could’ve worn a cap for disguise, but it limited his peripheral vision.
The best cure is prevention, he thought inwardly.
After making sure the upper half of his face was in shadow, Nathair adopted a blasé, yet swift pace and
stuck his hands into the pockets of his worn, baggy jeans.
Just keep walking. Act casual. Don’t stand out.
He strolled past shops and people packing up … a few children ran about, giggling cheerfully even as night
fell. As winter drew closer, the hours of sunlight lessened. It was all very well for the rich—only their tans
being affected—but for the poor, it meant less hours of hanging clothes out to dry, less time to work, and
generally less money.
At last, after four minutes of stiff acting, he reached his destination.
*
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A dark wooden door, six feet high and two feet wide stood before him. It was one of many that lined the
back of a long, two-story building, each door leading inside to a cheap flat. They all looked the same, with
metal handles and rusty keyholes.
Nathair took out a key he wore around his neck and restrained himself from jabbing it into the lock. He
took a deep breath and tried to force his heartbeat down, calmly sticking the key into the hole and turning it
twice.
The lock clicked. He was in. Although he wasn’t that tall, and there was no chance that he would bang his
head against the doorframe, Nathair instinctively bowed down as he stepped into the dark room as
nonchalantly as possible …
Then slammed the door shut.
He leaned against it, squeezing his eyes close, breathing in deeply and relaxing his mind. He couldn’t
remember the last time he’d been that near to a capture. It was close. Too close. He’d have to speak to the boss
about this one.
This gang was a sneaky group. They couldn’t risk another run-in. Thank heavens his flat’s back door was
situated amongst many other doors that looked nearly identical. He couldn’t afford to risk a search. If they
found him, not only would he be dead, but his mother as well.
As if right on cue, a voice sounded from within the dark room.
“Natie?”
Nathair opened his eyes, instantly peering around. It was dim and the only source of light was from a
single twenty-watt bulb that hung from the center of the ceiling. It lit up the room that served as a foyer,
kitchen, living room, and TV room—if you could call a fat black cube with a twelve-inch screen that only
played four channels a TV.
There was a small sink and a tiny bar that served as a kitchenette; an old forgotten fridge stood unplugged
in the corner; a maroon sofa that tried unsuccessfully to mimic the grand designs of the rich sat in the center
of the room facing the TV. Mini cupboards were placed here and there, filled with random objects—from
shoes to telephone directories. In the middle of the room a woman in her mid-forties swayed slightly as she
stood.
Nicola Black.
Nathair fought back the urge to sob. His mother looked so weak. Her mousy light brown hair hung limply
in thin strands over her pasty-pink translucent skin that smelled of soft delicate roses. From her brown misty
eyes right down to her pale pink lips, she was a sorry sight. The wafer-thin nightdress clung to her frail
shoulders, swirling around her skeletal frame like gossamer. Plastered on Nicola’s face was the usual
expression she wore: serene, tranquil, and placid. As if in a different world. She stared off peacefully, seeing
Nathair only subconsciously … or not at all.
She coughed, a sound louder than expected from a woman that thin. Nathair rushed to her aid, helping her
onto the sofa as she doubled over. Once he was sure she wasn’t choking on something, he hurried over to the
kitchenette and fetched a mug while letting the water run in the sink. Nathair waited, pulling out his t-shirt
from underneath his jacket to clean the cup. Once the reddish-brown color had disappeared from the water, he
filled up half the mug.
A cough from behind him sounded once more, and Nathair dashed back to his mother.
“Here,” he whispered, handing her the glass.
She accepted it without a word, smiling innocently. Nathair waited while she sipped and gulped the water.
Finished, she handed it back to him.
“Natie … you’re such a good boy.” Nicola’s smile widened. “What would I do without you?”
Nathair forced a weak grin back. He wasn’t sure how to handle his mother, but he did the best he could.
“Mother, you should go up and rest. The dust is worse down here. At least upstairs you’ll be safe from it.”
Nicola shook her head softly.
“Tut-tut, Natie. It’s so boring up there. That’s all I’ve been doing. I want to go out, see the world. What’s it
like out there? I don’t even remember!”
Her rare laugh echoed around the room like a tinkle of bells.
“Why, Natie … don’t limit your mother to only a single tiny bedroom!”
*
Nathair frowned as his mother giggled childishly. It was hopeless. She would never be sane again. Ever
since his father had left, everything had gone wrong. Less money, less food—these problems were just the tip
of the iceberg.
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One night, Nicola hadn’t come home. Nathair had walked the streets for hours; round and round like a
labyrinth, searching for his mother, calling her name over and over again. Until finally, he’d found her.
She was in a dark alley—the very same one with the hole he’d crawled through today. Nicola had been
lying on her side, still and pale as a ghost. She was in a sorry state, quiet as if she didn’t exist—he couldn’t
even tell if she was breathing.
Nathair had half-dragged her home, trying as well as he could to carry her on his back. He’d let her sleep it
off when they arrived back at the flat. There was nothing he could do but wait …
After a few hours, she’d woken up … like this.
Nathair was eight years old at the time.
He tried to force the memories to the back of his mind, concealing them with the few happy ones he had,
but the attempt was futile. His mind would not let him ignore them. Nicola had gotten weaker and weaker, her
allergies worsening daily. Eventually he had to force her to remain upstairs in the single bedroom where the
dirt was less.
When Nicola started to cough up blood. Nathair quit going to school to look after her. He had been a bright
kid; his teachers sometimes giving him work years ahead of his age. But he now had no opportunity to learn,
for as time wore on, he realized that he had to make a living for both him and his mother. The money that was
kept in their flat was running out, and Nicola Black was in no condition to work.
Nathair spent months trying to work helping fishermen, but the money was too little to support his sick
mother. No other jobs were available for a young boy, and Nathair was being pushed to the limit.
That was when he met them, and decided that there was no other choice: illegal work was the only way
forward. He had been recruited at ten years of age.\
“Mother, you really shouldn’t be down here in this horrid place … the dust is awful for you. Plus, it’s
nighttime already—“
His mother waved the words away, a tinge of annoyance on her face.
“Nonsense! It’s not nighttime! If it were, then why have I been sleeping for the whole day?” Nicola
challenged. “And there’s no dust down here at all! Look at me, I’m not even snee—atchoo!”
Her son raised an eyebrow and she sighed, defeated.
“Very well then, I'll go upstairs. But tomorrow, you are going to take me sightseeing!” With that, Nicola
jumped up from her seat, took Nathair’s hands and spun him around a few times before kissing his head
happily and prancing up the stairs—a little too cheerfully for the times they were facing.
Nathair watched as the last parts of his mother’s nightdress disappeared and sighed. Tomorrow, Nicola
would have no recollection of ever asking him to take her sightseeing at all …
He stared at the glass while heading back to the sink. It was still half full. She had hardly sipped.
Nathair sighed to himself once more. He lifted the glass up to his lips and emptied it. Then he placed it
back in the cupboard.
*\fn{This is the only internal sub-division but one at the very end introduced into the text by the author (where it is followed by an
italicized copy of the textual footnote explaining its presence. This one has no such addition . I have also conventionalized into italics
the few words foreign to English that appear—blasé, naïve—plus the occasional capitalized emotionalizations—STOP; ATCHOO:H }
A young teenager. Scraggly, hollow-cheeked, and suffering from slight malnutrition. Pale skin that had a
pasty, unhealthy tinge from sneaking around all night. Dark brown hair that wasn’t styled—parts of it falling
over light gray eyes that stared skeptically: analyzing and scrutinizing all details, seeming to comprehend the
meaning of everything. They doubted all that seemed trustworthy and made sure that nothing got past
undetected.
That was what Nathair saw as he peered dubiously into the small rectangular mirror in the bathroom. It
helped to see how he looked—first impressions were significant to how the deal turned out. He had to look
devious, yet not excessively. Innocent, but not overly naïve. Dealers liked to see people with brains—but not
too many brains, for then they proved as a threat to the leaders’ positions.
Wiping away some of the steam that had condensed on the glass, he proceeded to cleaning the shower,
mopping up any excess water. Being the only capable human in the flat, he had to take care of everything—
even if cleaning wasn’t exactly his “thing”.
Nathair left the rest of the water to evaporate by itself and pulled on a wrinkled t-shirt. He wasn’t sure if it
had been worn or not, but it smelt all right—albeit slightly damp—so he assumed that it just wasn’t ironed.
Not that he ever had the chance to iron his clothes. The gangs didn’t care if he used fabric softener or not—as
long as he was presentable when negotiating and a contract was established, that’s all that mattered.
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Of course, given the time and money. Nathair could have lived a regular life in an orderly fashion. But
having to clean, work, and basically do everything for his mother, he didn’t have time for the small luxuries
that many took for granted.
Reaching for the round metal doorknob, Nathair tried to avoid looking at the mirror that seemed to mock
him. But as usual, his searching stare found it anyway.
He quickly averted his gaze elsewhere, then cursed silently to himself. The bags under his eyes were
darker. Too little sleep. Not that that was a problem.
Keep your thoughts on the money. The money you can make if you work hard enough.
Nathair shook his head in disgust as he stepped out of the bathroom. He stood there for a moment, facing a
door directly in front of him, breathing in the cool air outside to clear his mind—while also trying not to
choke on the dust. Perhaps the steam had clouded his thoughts. He composed himself once more before
opening the bedroom door.
It swung slowly, creaking on its hinges. Nathair cringed. Popping his head in carefully, he saw his mother
sleeping soundly on the single bed. She was in the exact position he’d tucked her in as. That was good—she
was asleep.
Nathair trotted down the stairs two at a time, falling down on the mock-sofa and simultaneously reaching
for the TV remote. He had learned to multitask a while back; time was of the essence and he didn’t have any
to lose. He pulled on a jacket to keep him warm for the night, so he didn’t have to search for a towel to use as
a blanket.
The summers and winters of Mondreside were similar, and the weather wasn’t all that extreme. At least it
didn’t snow, or that would just be another problem he’d have to deal with.
Switching on the TV and propping his feet up on the sofa, Nathair let his eyelids droop as he half-stared at
the TV screen. Nothing was on. Well, nothing of interest. Some advertisements. A few brand names. A couple
of logos.
He switched channels. Mondreside News. Biased for the rich as usual. No captures of any of the black
market members. Just a few thefts and break-ins. Then a report on a random rich guy scoring himself a huge
investment guaranteed to make millions.
Nathair yawned and muted the TV. Why was his life so … tiresome? He could eventually climb his way up
the Mondreside Mafia ladder, but he didn’t want to. You had to be cruel. You couldn’t have any sympathy. It
was a dangerous lifestyle, and to survive you had to kill.
Nathair Black was deceitful, perhaps, but he wasn’t a cold-blooded killer. Just the thought of his sick
mother softened his heart into a pathetic heap of sorrow.
Why must I live like this? Nathair asked no one in particular. It’s so pointless; if it wasn’t for Mother I’d
probably be far from here already …”
He yawned again. That deal-gone-bad had exhausted him intensely.
If only I were a grown up … then perhaps I could find a better way to support us both …”
*
“Hello?”
A knock.
“Hello?”
A few more raps on the wooden front door.
Nathair jerked awake, sitting up. What on earth—?
“Is this the residence of Nathair Black?”
“Damn it!”
Nathair swore furiously as he fell off the couch. Could it be the enemy here to get him? But it couldn’t be,
no one knew his real name! He always went under a pseudonym; only he and his mother knew his birth name.
Perhaps files on his birth record had it but other than that …
It was a dangerous business dealing with the Mafia of Mondreside, and Nathair knew better than to release
his real name. Who could possibly know his name and be at his door? Government members? But they never
cared what happened to the Northeasterners anyway! They were all too busy sucking up to the rich.
He turned off the muted TV that was forecasting weather on some strong winds from the east. His mind
whirled—full of theories and possible reasons, along with possible outcomes. He was already analyzing the
full situation, thinking of escape plans and methods to take his mother to safety. Frowning, he grabbed an old
baseball bat that sat beside the door. Nathair cleared his throat.
“Who’s there?”
“Nathair Black?” asked a woman’s voice. Young, but confident. Thirty years at the oldest.
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“No … the Blacks left this flat. They went a month ago.”
A few seconds of silence.
“May I ask who this is?”
“Why—John. John Smith,” he blurted out before he could stop himself. Nathair cursed silently. John
Smith? Oh great … what a highly original and inventive name.
More silence. Then,
“Well, Mr. Smith, may I please ask you to open this door? There is some rather important … matter of
discussion that needs to be handled.”
“Miss,” said a new voice. “Perhaps we’ve got the wrong house. All these doors look the same to me.”
Nathair's frown deepened and light premature lines were revealed on his forehead. It was a girl’s voice. A
child’s. Or perhaps a teenager’s. If a youngster was present, then he should be safe. No dangerous business
required a child.
Perhaps this was community service? Educational purposes? Or maybe they came to ask why he wasn’t
going to school … somehow he couldn’t picture girl scouts selling cookies at this time of night.
I can tell them I’m home schooled, he thought as he clicked the door unlocked and opened it a crack,
peering through.
It took a while for his eyes to adjust, but then he saw two silhouettes against the navy sky. One was just a
couple of inches under six feet, the other only slightly shorter than Nathair. The white moon gleamed ghostly
behind them, illuminating the narrow street and reflecting off the small collections of water on the pavement.
The night was silent and only the distant crash of waves could be heard, along with the haunting howling of
the wind that scattered a few dead leaves along the cobblestones.
Nathair narrowed his eyes, trying to make out the strangers’ faces. The taller figure seemed to sense his
suspicion and stepped into a patch of light that shone out from the light bulb inside Nathair’s flat, tapping the
smaller figure on its back as well and urging it forward.
Nathair stumbled back.
“Hello,” the taller female said politely. “I’m Ayora Seabright, pleased to make your acquaintance, Mr. John
Smith.” She grinned.
“Or rather, Nathair Black.”
*\fn{One Month Previously, the Interspecies Academy }
“Are you sure about this?” the young man said as he furrowed his eyebrows.
“Of course, why wouldn’t I be?” said another man, this one older.
“Well … I have my doubts about the boy … would he really leave his mother?”
“Oh, he will.”
“How do you know?”
“Have I ever been wrong?”
“No … but—“
“Trust me on this one.”
“But this …”—the young man flicked through the folder he held in his hands—“Nathair Black … are you
sure he’ll be able to live up to Gabriel Swan’s standards? The two are so … different. I mean, he’s analytical
and selfish and only looks towards his own gain, whereas Swan is the complete opposite—selfless and fair
and caring.”
“Oh, they’re more similar than you think. Look how much Black loves his mother. And wait till Ayora
Seabright gets through with him. You know how she brings the best out of people.”
“Still …”
The older man rolled his eyes.
“Oh, just believe me for goodness's sake! We’ve chosen the right people. Mary Alverna did her job taking
care of that Leilah kid, and we’ve been tracking Black for years. We know both of them better than they know
themselves. Black’s quick, logical mind will help balance out the girl’s fiery personality, and her righteousness
will keep his morals in check. Just like how Kai Jackson and Gabriel Swan worked. They’re the perfect pair.”
“I wish those two didn’t hand in their resignations so early.”
“What are you talking about? They still have a few more years to go while we train the Apprentices. And
they’ve gone longer than normal Ambassadors do—done a greater job than most as well, if you ask me. And
this new pair will do just as great. I’m certain of it.” The younger man scratched his chin thoughtfully.
“Hmm … I wonder why Seabright told us to keep calling the girl Leilah? I mean, why not just tell her what
she’s forgotten?” The older man shrugged.
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“Maybe she wants the girl to find out on her own, or maybe she just doesn’t think it’s time yet. Seabright
has her reasons. But she’s looked over the files already, and she agrees with me that our choices are perfect.
So stop having second thoughts about it. You’re the one who suggested the girl in the first place.”
“But it’s not the girl I’m doubting … it’s the guy.”
“Whatever. We’re sticking with this pair. You mark my words, five years at the Interspecies Academy will
turn them into the best Mermaid Ambassadors you could ever hope for.”

Rama X (1952-

) King of Thailand (from 2016) Tenth Monarch of the Chakri Dynasty
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Wat Tramit (Temple of the Golden Buddha), Bangkok, Bangkok Special Administrative Area, Thailand

508

Wat Arun (Temple of Dawn), Bangkok, Bangkok Special Administrative Area, Thailand

Wat Benchamabophit (Temple of Marble) Bangkok, Bangkok Special Administrative Area, Thailand

509

A watercolor of Wat Arun. Below, Wat Arun in the daytime.

510

Phra Chedi Rai, Bangkok, Bangkok Special Administrative Area, Thailand: detail on page 513

Wat Phra Kaew (The Temple of the Emerald Buddha), Bangkok, Bangkok Special Administrative Area,
Thailand. Below: the Golden Chedi of Wat Phrqa Kaew, its entrance, and the Emerald Buddha itself.
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512

513

Wat Pattaya (The Sanctuary of Truth), Chonburi, Chonburi Province, Thailand: two views

514

Wat Rong Khun (The White Temple), Chiang Rai, Chiang Rai Province, Thialand: two views and 2 details
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516

A temple at Udon Thani, Udon Thani Province, Thailand

Wat Phothisomphon, Udon Thani, Udon Thani Province, Thailand
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Wat Phaphukon (The Green Temple), nr. Udon Thani, Udon Thani Province, Thailand

Wat Thaton (The Temple of the Crystal Pagoda), Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai Province, Thailand

518

Two temples in Chalong, Phuket Province, Thailand

519

Wat Muang (The Temple of the Largest Buddha in the World), Ang Thong, Ang Thong Province, Thailand

Wat Phu Tok, Bueng Kan, Bueng Kan Province, Thailand

520

Wat Phu Praw, Ubn Ratchathani, Ubon Ratchathani Province, Thailand

Wat Sothom, Chachoengsao, Chachoengsao Province, Thailand

521

Wat Paknam Joelo, Chachoengsao, Chachoengsao Province, Thailand: two views

522

Wat Ta-sung, Chai Nat, Chai Nat Province, Thailand: two views

Wat Tha-sung, Uthai Thani, Uthai Thani Province, Thailand: a detail on the page below

523

524

A temple at Chaiyaphum, Chaiyaphum Province, Thailand

Wat Tang Sai, Prachuap Khiri Khan, Prachuap Khiri Khan Province, Thailand

525

Wat Khao Laem Singh (The White Temple), Chanathaburi, Chanthaburi Province, Thailand: two views

Wat Wang Kum, Chanthaburi, Chanthaburi Province, Thailand
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A temple in Chumphon, Chumphon Province, Thailand, and a detail from its pediment

A second temple in Chumphon, Chumphon Province, Thailand
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Wat Subannimit, Chumphon, Chumphon Province, Thailand: and a detail from its pediment
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Wat Wang Kum, Khao Wong District, Kalasin Province, Thailand

A small temple made from rice sheaves, near Kalasin, Kalasin Province, Thailand
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Wat Nong Wang, Khon Kaen, Khon Kaen Province, Thailand
530

Lampost finials illustrating characters from the (Cambodian) Legend of Sang Sinxay, Khon Kaen, Khon
Kaen Province, Thailand
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Wat Senat, ong Pling, Kamphaeng Phet Province, Thailand

Buddhas in the Historical Park of Nong Pling, Mueang Kamphaeng Phet District, Kamphaeng Phet
Province, Thailand
532

Caption: “Tiger and a monk at the Tiger Temple in Kanchanaburi, [Kanchanaburi Province] Thailand”

The entrance to the temple

533

Wat Thum Sua (The Tiger Cave Temple), Krabi, Krabi Province, Thailand: two views

534

Wiang Kum Kam, Lamphun, Lamphun Province, Thailand

Phrathaat Nadoon, Maha Sarakham, Maha Sarakham Province, Thailand
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Phr Si Song Rak, Dan Sai, Loei Province, Thailand

Wat Phukwaingem, Chiang Kan District, Loei Province, Thailand
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Wat Jong Klang and Wat Jong Kham, Mae Hong Son, Mae Hong Son Province, Thailand

537

Wat Sridonchai, Pai, Mae Hong Son Province, Thailand

The Peacock Throne, Wat Jong Kiang, Mare Hong Son, Mae Hong Son Province, Thailand
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The Phra Maha Chedi Chai Mongkhon Pagoda Complex, Roi Et Province, Thailand: detail below

539

Large Buddha Statue and Temple at Phu Manorom, Mukdahan Province, Thailand: three views

540

The Magha Puja Memorial Buddhist Park, Nakhon Nayok, Nakhon Nayok Province, Thailand: two views
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Wat Mahathat Chedi, Nakhon Phanom, Nakhon Phanom Province, Thailand

Wat Baan Rai, the Elephant Temple, Nakhon Ratchasima Province, Thailand
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Wat Khiri Wong, Nakhon Sawan Province, Thailand

Wat Phra Mahathat Woramahawihan, Nakon Si Thammarat, Nakon Si Thammarat Province, Thailand

543

The Pha Tha, Narathiwat, Narathiwat Province, Thailand

The Buddha of Narathiwat, Narathiwat Province, Thailand
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Large Buddha Statue, Nong Bua Lam Phu Province, Thailand

Wat Phra That Pu Khao, Chiang Rai, Chiang Rai Province, Thialand

A mass ordination of 34,000 monks at Wat Phra Dhammakaya Temple, Pathum Thani Province, Thailand
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The Nagas of Sala Keoku, Nong Khai, Nong Khai Province, Thailand: two views. The one at the bottom is
providing protection for a sitting Buddha.
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Wat Bot Bon, an ancient temple painting about the life of Buddha in this temple, Nonthaburi, Nonthaburi
Province, Thailand. Below: Wat Phi Lom in Nonthaburi.
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The Lim Ko Niao Shrine, Pattani, Pattani Province, Thailand: two views
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The Reclining Buddha of Songkhla, Songkhla Province, Thailand

Wat Chaiwatthanaram, Ayothaya, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province, Thailand

549

Yai Chai Mongkhon Temple, Ayuatthaya, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province, Thailand

Wat Phu Khao Thong, Ayuatthaya, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province, Thailand
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The golden temple Sri Vieng Chai of Phra Phutthab, Huai Tom, Phayao Province, Thailand: two views

551

Wat Phra That Pha Kaeo, Khaem Son, Phetchabun Province, Thailand
552

Wat Mahathat Worawihan, Phetchaburi, Phetchaburi Province, Thailand: two views

553

Two small temples in Phitsanulok Province, Thailand
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The Reclining Buddha of Phrae, Phrae Province, Thailand: two views

555

Wat Plai Leam, Koh Samui, Surat Thani Province, Thailand: two views
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Wat Thai, Photharam District, Ratchaburi Province, Thailand

Wat Ban Pong, Ratchaburi Province, Thailand
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Wat Pho Rattanaram, Ratchaburi Province, Thailand: two views and a detail of the front entrance
This is a temple of unique construction, being made entirely of stainless steel.
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Wat Phra That Choeng Chum, Sakon Nakhon, Sakon Nakhon Province, Thailand: three views

559

Wat Asokaram, Samut Prakan, Samut Prakan Province, Thailand. Another temple below.
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Phanihai Norasing Shrine, Samut Sakhon, Samuat Sakhon Province, Thailand: two views. It was
constructed in memory of a coxswain of the royal barge during the reign of King Phracho Suea (16621709); who took responsibility for damage to the sacred figurehead of the barge he was steering when its
prow hit a large tree by a river canal (an offense punishable with death); and in the event begged the king
(against the royal wish) to punish him forthwith. His Majesty felt he had no alternative; but the event being
carried out, he ordered the sailor’s head and the broken figurehead of the royal barge placed in a sacred
shrine, as a symbol of his honesty and loyalty.
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Wat Phra Phutthabat, Saraburi, Saraburi Province, Thailand: the temple of Buddha’s footprint

Caption: “Thailand, Satun Prov[ince], Field Temple, 2008.”
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Wat Benjamaborphit, Sing Buri, Sing Buri Province, Thailand

The Temple of Enlightenment at the First Capital, Sukhothai Thani, Sukhothai Province, Thailand
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Wat Sombon, Sisaket, Sisaket Province, Thailand: two views

564

A temple on a hilltop, Sanam Chaeng, Lopburi Province, Thailand

Khao Wong Phra Chan Temple, Lopburi, Lopburi Province, Thailand
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The City Pillar Shrine, Surin, Surin Province, Thailand

The Phra Mongkhon Ming Muang, Amphoe Mueang District, Amnat Charoen Province, Thailand
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Mae Sot, Tak Province, Thailand

Wat Phra Borommathat, Tambon Ko Taphao, Tak Province, Thailand
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Wat Thung Yung, Lae District, Uttaradit Province, Thailand

Various tamples, Amphoe Mueang District, Yasothon Province, Thailand
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Wat Phra Pathom Chedi, Nakhon Pathom Province, Thailand

Wat Ming Mueang, the City Pillar of Nan City, Nan Province, Thailand
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The Reclining Buddha of Wat Suwan Khua, Phang Nga, Phang Nga Province, Thailand

Wat Ban Suan, Phatthalung, Phatthalung Province, Thailand
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The Luang Pho Phet Buddha, Wat Tha Luang, Phichit, Phichit Province, Thailand

Wat Phra That, Phrachinburi, Prachinburi Province,
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The stupa of Wat Upanantaram, Ranong, Ranong Province, Thailand

A Buddhist temple in Rayong, Rayong Province, Thailand
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The main castle of Prasad Sadok Kok Thom, Sa Kaeo Province, Thailand
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Wat Rahan, Buriram Province, Thailand: Below, detail of a side entrance
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The Cathedral of the Nativity of Our Lady, Amphoe Bang Khonthi, Samut Songkhram Province, Thailand

Wat Paironwour, Suphan Buri Province, Thailand
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Wat Phu Khao Thong Temple, Nam Phut Village, Trang Province, Thailand

Wat Klong Prao, Ko Chang Island, Trat Province, Thailand
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The Buddahadhiwat Temple, Betong District, Yala Province, Thailand: two views
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